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NATIONAL ANTHEM 
 

                 
 

 

Oh Uganda! May God uphold thee, 

We lay our future in thy hand. 

United, free, 

For liberty 

Together we'll always stand. 

 

 

 

Oh Uganda! the land of freedom, 

Our love and labour we give. 

And with neighbours, all 

At our country's call 

In peace and friendship, we'll live. 

 

 

 

Oh Uganda! the land that feeds us 

By sun and fertile soil grown. 

For our own dear land, 

We'll always stand: 

The Pearl of Africa's Crown. 
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Uganda Facts and Figures  
 

 

 INDICATORS PREVIOUS CURRENT 

 Demographic    

1.  No. of Districts 80(2007) 117(2016) 

2.  Population size 30.2 million(2007) 34.9 million(2014) 

3.  Population growth rate 3.4 %(2008) 3.0 %(2014) 

4.  Poverty rate  24.5% (2009/10) 19.7%(2012/13) 

5.  Life Expectancy at Birth 52.4 64.3 (2016) 

6.  Urbanization rate  13.6%(2007) 16.1(2015) 

 Health    

7.  Maternal mortality rate 435/1000 ( 2006) 336/100,000 (2016) 

8.  Neo natal mortality 29/1000 (2006) 27/1000 births (2016) 

9.  Birth attended to by Health 
worker 

39%(2009/10) 74% (2015/16) 

10.  Child mortality (under 5) 137/1000 (2006) 64 (2016) 

11.  Infant mortality 76/1000 (2006) 43/1000 (2016) 

12.  ANC Completion (at least 
four times) 

32%(2011) 59.9%(2016) 

13.  HIV/AIDS prevalence rate  6.4% (2005) 7.1% (2015) 

14.  Human Development Index 0.448 (2005/06) 0.483 (2016) 

 Education    

15.  Literacy rate  50%(2008) 76.6%(2016) 

16.  Adult literacy rate  69% (2008) 74.6%(2017) 

17.  Primary school enrolment  7,538,000(2007) 8,264,317(2015/15) 

18.  Secondary School 
enrolment 

954,328(2015/16) 1,284,008 (2015/16) 

19.  Tertiary school enrolment 155,082  (2007) 249,949 (2014) 

 Economy   

20.  GDP (UGX)   21.212 Trillion (2006/7) 87.891 Trillion (2016/17) 

21.  GDP Per capita $ 400.8 (2006) 766 (2017) 

22.  Exchange rate 1,697.3(2007) 3,610(2017) 

23.  Tax to GDP ratio 14.4% (2006) 12.6% (2016/17) 

24.  BoU CBR  16.6% (2007) 11.5% (2016) 

25.  Debt as % of GDP 22.0(2007) 34.1% (2016/17) 

26.  Volume(value) of Trade 
balance USD millions 

-1,686.4 (2007/08) -2,966.3 (2015) 

27.  Unemployment Rate 66% (2005/06) 34.5% (2016) 

 Infrastructure   

28.  Kms. of roads tarmacked 3,098 (2008) 3,919 (2015) 

29.  No. of Tourists arrivals 642,000 (2008) 1.1 million (2015) 

30.  Electricity coverage  2.8%(2007) 10.2%(2015/16) 

31.  Internet users (million) 0.75(2007) 16.7 (2017) 

32.  Mobile phone users 3,000,000 (2006) 20,500,000 (2017) 

33.  Electricity capacity (MW) 317MW (2007) 895 MW (2015/16) 
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ABOUT THE COUNTRY SELF-ASSESSMENT REPORT 
 

   

 
 

he New Partnership For Africa‘s Development (NEPAD) at the Sixth Summit of the Heads of 

State and Government Implementation Committee (HSGIC) held in Abuja Nigeria in March 

2003 adopted the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on the African Peer Review 

Mechanism (APRM). APRM is an instrument voluntarily acceded to by Member States of the Africa 

Union (AU) for self-evaluation under a framework of agreed values, codes and standards. Uganda 

was one of the pioneers of this process in 2003. Uganda was first peer reviewed on 29
th
 June 2008 

at the 9
th
 Summit of the Forum of the APRM participating Heads of State and Government (APR 

Forum) in Egypt. This is the Second Country Self-Assessment Report (CSAR II) under this APRM 

framework.  

 

The main purpose of the assessment is to appraise the extent to which Uganda‘s policies and 

practices conform to the agreed political, economic, democracy and good political governance 

values, principles, codes and standards in the Declaration of Democracy, Economic and Good 

Political Governance. The assessment process is spearheaded by the National Planning Authority 

(NPA) as a secretariat but overseen by a National Governing Council (NGC) constituted by a wide 

representation from Civil Society Organizations (CSOs), academia, inter-religious Council, persons 

with disabilities, youth, the opposition, the National Resistance Movement (NRM) party, the public 

and private sector, the media, the cultural leaders, politicians, legal fraternity, women, local 

governments, development partners, and citizens among others. This assessment was executed 

using a holistic approach including four thematic research instruments, desk reviews of secondary 

data, expert panel interviews and deliberations at both national and sub-national levels. This report 

will be reviewed by a Panel of Eminent Persons of APRM and lessons drawn for the benefit of other 

countries. Uganda will in-turn benefit from reviews of participating States and Governments.  

 

This report presents the details of the assessment and best practices under each theme. It takes into 

account the progress made since the 2007 country assessment that were integrated into the 

National Development Plan (NDP II). The annexures at the end of this report are for further 

reference. 

T 
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS  
    

 

 
ACCA   Association of Certified Chartered Accountants 

ACFODE   Action for Development   

ACIRC    Africa Capacity for Immediate Response to Crisis  

ACRWC  African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child  

ADB African Development Bank  

ADF   Allied Democratic Forces  

AGM   Annual General Meeting 

AIDS    Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 

ALREP    Agricultural Livelihoods Recovery Programme 

AMFIU   Association of the Micro Finance Institutions of Uganda  

AMISON  African Union Mission in Somalia 

AML   Anti -Money Laundering  

AML/CFT   Anti -Money Laundering and Combating the Financing of Terrorism  

ANC   Ante Natal Care 

AOG   Office of the Auditor General 

APR   African Peer Review   

APRM   African Peer Review Mechanism 

ART    Antiretroviral Treatment 

ASYCUDA  Automates Systems for Customs Data    

BATU    British American Tobacco Uganda Limited 

BBSED   Board-based Social Economic Development 

BOBU   Bank of Baroda (Uganda) Limited  

BoU   Bank of Uganda  

BPfA   Beijing Platform for Action 

BTVET    Business, Technical, Vocational Education and Training 

CADER   Centre of Arbitration for Dispute Resolution  

CAT    Convention against Torture and Other Cruel Inhumane or Degrading 

CBOs    Community Based Organisations  

CDC   Center for Disease Control 

CDM    Clean Development Mechanism 

CDSD   Community Based Services Department  

CEDAW  Convection on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 
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CEDAW-OP Convection on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women 

Optional Protocol 

CEHURD  Centre for Health, Human Rights and Development 

CENT    Centum Investment Company Limited  

CEO    Chief Executive Officer  

CESCR               Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

CFA   Chartered Financial Analysts  

CFA   Cooperative Framework Agreement  

CICS    Competiveness and Investment Climate Strategy 

CID    Criminal Investigation Department  

CIID   Criminal Intelligence and Investigation Department  

CIMA   Chartered Institute of Management Accountants 

CMA   Capital Market Authority   

CMI   Chieftaincy of Military Intelligence 

CNDPF   Comprehensive National Development Planning Framework 

CNOOC  China National Offshore Oil Corporation  

COFTU               Central Organizations of Free Trade Unions  

COMESA  Common Market of East and Central Africa 

COSASE Parliamentary Committee on Commission, Statutory Authorities and State 

Enterprises  

CPA   Certified Public Accountant  

CPAK   Certified Accountants of Kenya  

CPI   Corruption perception Index 

CPRD-OP  Convection on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 

CPS   Certified Public Secretaries  

CRC   The Convection on the Rights of the Child 

CRC-OP-AC The Optional Protocol to the Convection on the Rights of the Child on the 

Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict 

CRC-OP-SC The Optional Protocol to the Convection on the Rights of the Child on the Sale of 

Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography 

CRPD    Convection on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities  

CSAR    Country Self-Assessment Report    

CSOs    Civil Society Organizations  

CTIP   Counter Trafficking in Persons  

D/G&CD  Director Gender and Community Development 

DFID   Department for International Development 

DPP   Director of Public Prosecution 

DRC    Democratic Republic of Congo 
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EAAACA  East African Association of Anti-Corruption Authorities  

EABL   East African Breweries Limited 

EAC   East African Community 

EASRM   East African Securities Regulatory Mechanism 

EBL   Equity Bank Limited 

ECFA    Evangelical Council for Financial Accountability 

ECs    Electoral Commissions 

EFA   Education for All 

EGM   Economic Governance and Management 

EIA   Environmental Impact Assessment 

EITI   Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative 

EMIS    Education Management Information System 

ENR   Environment and Natural Resources 

EOC   Equal Opportunities Commission 

EPA TAPSS  Economic Partnership Agreements Related Trade and Private Sector 

EPAs    Economic Partnership Agreements 

EPRC    Economic Policy Research Centre  

FDC    Forum Democratic Change  

FDI    Foreign Direct Investment  

FGM   Female Genital Mutilation 

FIEFOC   Farm Income Enhancement and Forestry Conservation Project  

FinLit    Financial Literacy Foundation Uganda Limited  

FOWODE  Forum for Women in Democracy  

FY    Financial Year  

GAPR    Government Annual Performance Report  

GBV    Gender Based Violence 

GDP    Gross Domestic Product 

GIZ   Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Internationale Zusammenarbeit 

GoU    Government of Uganda  

HIPC   Highly Indebted Poor Countries Initiative  

HMIS    Health Management Information System 

HSSIP   Health Sector Strategic Investment Plan 

HTC   HIV Testing and Counseling 

IAASB   International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board  

IAS   International Accounting Standard 

IASB   International Accounting Standard Board 

ICC    International Criminal Court  

ICCPR-OP-I  International covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
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ICGLR   International Conference on the Great Lakes Region Protocols 

ICGU   Institute of Corporate Governance of Uganda  

ICPAU    Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Uganda  

ICSID    International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes  

ICT    Information and Communication Technology  

IDPs    Internally Displaced Persons  

IFAC    International Federation of Accountants  

IFC   International Financial Cooperation 

IFMS    Integrated Financial Management System  

IG   Inspectorate of Government  

IGAD    Inter Government Authority on Development  

IITC   The Inter-Institutional Trade Committee  

ILO   International Labour Organization  

IMF   International Monetary Fund    

IOSCO                International Organisation of securities Commission  

IPSAS   International Public Sector Accounting Standards  

IRS   Insecticide Residual Spraying 

ISA   Internal Standards on Auditing  

ISQC   International Standards on Quality Control  

ITL   Inflation Targeting Light  

JBSF   Joint Budget Support Framework 

KACITA  Kampala City Trader‘s Association 

KALIP   Karamoja Livelihoods Programmes 

KASSIDA   Katwe Small Scale Industries Development Association  

KCCA   Kampala Capital City Authority  

KCCA   Kampala City Council Authority 

KP   Kyoto Protocol 

LC    Local Council  

LEAP   Legal Education for Advocates Project  

LED    Local Economic Development  

LGDPs   Local Government Development Plans 

LGs    Local Governments  

LION    Lower Ocean Network 

LLIN   Long Lasting Insecticide Treated Nets 

LMIS   Labour Market Information System 

LRA   Lord‘s Resistance Army 

LRA   Lord‘s Resistance Army 

LRDP   Luwero and Rwenzori Development Programme 
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M&E    Monitoring and Evaluation 

MDAs    Ministries, Departments and Agencies  

MDGs   Millennium Development Goals  

MDRI   Multilateral Debt Relief Initiatives  

MGLSD               Ministry of Gender Labour and Social Development  

MIGA    Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency 

MNOs   Mobile Network Operators  

MOES   Ministry of Education and Sport 

MoFPED  Ministry of Finance Planning and Economic Development 

MOH   Ministry of Health 

MoTIC   Ministry of Trade Industry and Cooperatives  

MoU    Memorandum of Understanding  

MPs    Members of Parliament  

MSMEs               Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise  

MTAC    Management Training and Advisory Centre  

MTCT   Mother –to-Child Transmission 

MTEF   Medium Term Expenditure Framework 

MTR   Mid Term Review 

NAADS               National Agriculture Advisory Services 

NAWOU  National Association of Women Organizations in Uganda  

NBI   Nile Basin Initiative    

NCCP   National Climate Change Policy 

NCD   Non- Communicable Diseases 

NCHE    National Council for Higher Education 

NCIP    Norther Corridor Integration Projects  

NDP    National Development Plan  

NDR    National Development Report  

NDTB/EGI National Data Transmission Backbone Infrastructure and e-Government 

Infrastructure  

NEC   National Executive Committee  

NEMA    National Environmental Management Authority  

NEPAD   New Partnership for Africa‘s Development  

NFA   National Forestry Authority 

NFC    New Forest Company 

NGC    National Governing Council of the APRM    

NIMES   National Integrated Monitoring and Evaluation System 

NITA-U   National Information and Technology Authority of Uganda   

NMA   National Meteorological Authority 
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NMC    National Monitoring Committee  

NMG    National Media Group  

NOGP   National Oil and Gas Policy  

NOTU   National Organisations of Trade Unions  

NPA    National Planning Authority  

NRM    National Resistance Movement  

NSA    Non-State Actors  

NSGE   National Strategy for Girls Education 

NSSF   National Social Security Fund  

NTB   Non -Trade Barriers  

NTR   Non-Tax-Revenue 

NTSDP   National Trade Sector Development Plan 

NUSAF   Northern Uganda Social Action Fund  

NWSC   National Water and Sewage Corporation 

OAG    Office of the Auditor General  

OBT   Output Budget Tool 

OECD    Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development  

OP-CAT Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel Inhumane 

or Degrading Treatment 

OPM    Office of the Prime Minister  

OVC   Orphans and Vulnerable Children 

OWC   Operation Wealth Creation 

PAC   Public Account Committee  

PAF   Poverty Action Fund  

PEAP    Poverty Eradication Action Plan  

PFM    Public Finance Management  

PFOG   Parliamentary Forum on Oil and Gas  

PIRT   The Presidential Investors Round Table  

PMA    Plan for Modernization of Agriculture  

PMTCT               Prevention of Mother -to -Child Transmission of HIV 

PoA    Program of Action  

PPDA    Public Procurement and Disposal of Authority  

PPP   Private Public Partnerships  

PRDP    Peace, Recovery and Development Plan  

PRSC   Poverty Reduction Support Credit  

PRSP   Poverty Reduction Strategic Paper 

PSC   Peace and Security Council  

PSFU    Private Sector Foundation of Uganda  



 

 

x 

PSSIP   Payment and Settlement Systems Integration projects  

PWDs   Persons with Disabilities 

RCs    Resistance Councils  

RECs   Regional Economic Cooperation Blocks   

REDD+   Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation  

RTGS   Real Time Gross Settlement 

SACCOs  Saving and Credit Cooperative Societies 

SADC    Southern Africa Development Commission  

SAGE    Social Assistance Grants for Empowerment  

SGR    Standard Gauge Railway  

SIPs   Sector Investment Plans 

SMC   Safe Male Circumcision 

SPGS    Saw log Production Grant Scheme  

SPS   Sanitation Phytosanitary Standards 

                                       Support 

SWG        Sector Working Groups 

TASO   The AIDS Support Organization    

TB   Tuberculosis 

TIFA   Trade and Investment Framework Agreement  

TIP   Trade and Investment Partnership  

                                       Treatment 

TREP    Tax Registry Expansion Project  

TSA   Treasury Single Account  

UAAU   Urban Authorities Association of Uganda 

UAIS   Uganda AIDS Information System 

UBOS    Uganda Bureau of Statistics  

UCCI    Uganda Chamber of Commerce and Industry  

UCCSRI  Uganda Chapter for Corporate Social Responsibility Initiative  

UCL   Uganda Clays Limited  

UDB   Uganda Development Bank 

UDHS   Uganda Demographic Health Survey 

UIA   Uganda Investment Authority  

ULGA    Uganda Local Governments Association  

UMA    Uganda Manufacture‘s Association  

UMPI    Uganda Multidimensional Poverty Index 

UN   United Nations  

UNATU   Uganda National Teachers‘ Union  

UNBS   Uganda National Bureau of Standards  
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UNCTAD  United Nations Conference on Trade and Development  

UNDP   United Nations Development Programme 

UNFCCC  United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change  

UNGEI   United Nations Girls Education Initiative 

UNHCR   United Nations High Commission for Refugees  

UNICEF   United Nations Children‘s Fund 

UNRA    Uganda National Roads Authority  

UPDF    Uganda Peoples‘ Defence Forces  

UPE    Universal Primary Education  

UPFYA   Uganda Parliamentary Forum on Youth Affairs 

UPPET    Universal Post Primary Education Training 

URA    Uganda Revenue Authority  

URBRA               Uganda Retirements Benefits Regulatory Authority  

URSB   Uganda Registration Services Bureau 

USA    United States of America  

USAID    United States Agency for International Development    

USD   United States Dollar  

USE   Uganda Securities Exchange  

USSIA    Uganda Small Scale Industry Association  

UWEP   Uganda Women Entrepreneurship Programme 

UWESO   Uganda Women Effort to Save Orphans  

UWONET  Uganda Women Network  

VSLA   Village Saving and Loans Associations   

WFP    World Food Programme  

WTO   World Trade Organization 

YLP   Youth Livelihood Programme 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) is mutually agreed instrument voluntarily acceded to 

by the member states of the African Union. It was established in 2003 as a self-monitoring 

instrument to assess, present progress, and provide lessons on how to enhance good governance. 

The methodology used enables a country to establish and validate governance performance and 

highlight good practices and challenges. The process is aimed at fostering the adoption of policies, 

standards and practices that lead to political stability, high economic growth, sustainable 

development and accelerated sub-regional and continental economic integration. The main purpose 

of the assessment is to appraise the extent to which the country‘s policies and practices conform to 

the agreed political, economic, democracy and good political governance values, principles, codes 

and standards in the African Union Declaration of Democracy, Economic and Good Political 

Governance.  

 

Uganda was one of the pioneers of this mechanism, along with 34 other countries, and was first peer 

reviewed on 29
th
 June 2008 at the 9

th
 Summit of the Forum of the APRM participating Heads of 

State and Government (APR Forum) in Sharm-el-Sheik, Egypt. This is the second Country Self-

Assessment Report, and it presents the progress Uganda has made since 2007 in the four thematic 

areas of the Mechanism namely: Democracy and political governance; Economic governance and 

management; Corporate governance; and Broad-based socio-economic development. 

 

2. THE APRM PROCESS IN UGANDA 

The APRM National Governing Council (NGC) with a Secretariat at the National Planning Authority 

(NPA) manages the APRM process in Uganda. The process leading to the production of this report 

was guided by a comprehensive questionnaire provided by the Continental APRM Secretariat; a 

questionnaire that all countries which have volunteered to participate in this process adhered to. The 

NGC was supported by a team of researchers (listed in the acknowledgement) to generate the 

content in the four thematic areas elaborated in this report. Using a holistic approach and various 

research instruments, the process involved collection and analysis of statistics and data; desk 

reviews of secondary data, expert panel interviews, views from regional focus group consultations 

and deliberations at both national and sub-national levels. The nationwide consultative process 

included national level sector Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs); the private sector; civil 

society and non-government organizations; and other non-State actors representing the academia 
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and the media. Consultations were also held at regional level across the country. The final report will 

be validated at a national workshop before submission to Cabinet. The outcome at this stage will be 

Uganda‘s Country Self-Assessment Report assented to by the Head of State. The APRM Country 

Review Mission shall then validate the report in mid-May 2017, and develop an APRM Country 

Review Report to be presented to the APRM Forum at the African Union Summit in June 2017.  

The overall finding is that Uganda has made significant progress since the last assessment in 2007. 

The country has continued on a path of democracy and good political governance through regular 

elections. These elections, at all levels, have enabled the citizen to participate in the democratic 

processes at all levels of governance. In addition, policies and strategies have been put in place at 

various sector levels to advance economic governance and management. Cabinet Secretariat has 

increased its pursuit of the adherence of the Good Regulation Guidelines 2004 and enforcement of 

the regulatory impact assessments for all policies. The Office of the Prime Minister has also 

sustained a bi-annual and annual review of government performance and Parliament the Public 

Finance Management Act, 2005 to ensure sound public finance management. 

 

Furthermore, Uganda has established a regulatory framework to ensure astute corporate 

governance, although there are variances in implementing these regulations that govern both public 

and private corporate entities. Most corporations have put in place workplace policies to protect 

rights of their workers. Over the last decade, more Cooperatives, Producer Associations and Trade 

Unions have been set up to protect worker rights. The Equal Opportunities Commission is working to 

ensure that vulnerable sections of the society are able to enjoy rights to association and welfare. 

Lastly, the transition from the United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) to the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) has highlighted the need for further investments in primary 

and secondary education, agriculture and health to ensure further reduction in poverty for socio-

economic development and transformation.  

 

In order to consolidate the gains already made in overall governance, major challenges remain that 

need to be addressed. For instance, in terms of democracy and political governance, the electoral 

process needs to be strengthened further, greater freedom of association should be allowed, and 

Parliament could be reinforced. Decentralization needs to be strengthened with further devolution of 

power and resources from the central government. Overall socio-economic development needs 

more attention to redress disparities among the various regions as well as between urban and rural 

areas of the country. 
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The report contains the details of the assessment and best practices under each theme, and 

annexures for further reference. A national plan of action will be developed to guide the way forward 

in implementing these recommendations. The sections that follow highlight the key findings on the 

overall progress of the country, best practices identified, as well as challenges, conclusions and 

associated recommendations. 

 

3. GOVERNANCE THEMATIC AREAS 

3.1. THEME 1: DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL GOVERNANCE 

The main objectives of this thematic area are: preventing and reducing conflict; fostering 

constitutional democracy; upholding separation of powers; ensuring accountable public 

administration; fighting corruption and promoting human rights.  

 

FINDINGS 

 

Overall, Uganda has between 2007 and April 2016 signed and ratified several standards and codes 

to enhance its commitment to promotion of good political governance. Under each of the objectives, 

key achievements, conclusions and recommendations are noted. 

 

3.1.1 Entrenching Constitutional Democracy and Rule of Law 

 

In terms of entrenching constitutional democracy and the rule of law, both individual and collective 

rights were enshrined in the 1995 Constitution, and as amended in 2005. The Constitution 

recognizes and protects the inalienable rights to life, rights to property and to association, as well as 

other aspects that promote physical, social and economic justice of all its citizens. Uganda 

embraced constitutional democracy and rule of law but what is beginning to emerge in the country is 

the rule by law. The rule by law has raised concern particularly when laws are sometimes enacted 

but are not adhered to, or they are just amended for the sake of a particular political rather than 

national interest. Governance, which is the heart of national development, is based on rule of law; 

and there cannot be good governance without it. The rule of law is also integral to socio-economic 

transformation.  

Uganda continues to hold elections periodically to ensure political representation at all levels 

including 30% representation by women at all politically designated offices. However, what is 

beginning to emerge is poor representation of the people as less qualified but moneyed people win 
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elections. This has lowered the quality of debate, decision-making and legislative skills on national 

issues.  

 } 

Uganda had the 7
th
 highest number of female Parliamentarians in Africa during the 9

th
 Parliament. 

That number has only grown as a result of new constituencies, but not a result of women crossing 

over from affirmative seats to contest for the open elective positions. While the elections have been 

for the most part free and fair, however, the electoral process has become highly commercialized 

and a high increase in number of election petitions, particularly after the 2011 and 2016 general 

elections, demonstrates that a lot more needs to be done to strengthen the electoral process as well 

as reforms to electoral laws. To entrench constitutional democracy and rule of law, the following key 

recommendations are proposed: 

i. It is the predominant view of many Ugandans that the constitutional review under the 10
th
 

Parliament considers reinstating the Presidential Term limits to the previous Two (2) terms of 

Five (5) years, as well as the extension of the same limits to all elected political leaders;  

ii. Government should expedite the implementation of recommendations made under the 

constitutional review process as well as by the Supreme Court as a result of the various 

petitions considered after the 2011 and 2016 general elections. These include constituting an 

independent electoral commission composed of persons seconded by all actors across the 

political spectrum. Government to put in place amendments to the Political Parties Act in 

2010. Enforcement of this Act requires that instances of the over-reach of the executive in 

influencing legislation and political powers of the presidency be checked in ways that 

increase fairness in political competition and observance of the rule of law;  

iii.    Mechanism to disengage the commercialization of politics be devised; electoral disputes 

   must be resolved expeditiously; and electoral crimes must be made highly risky and 

   punished in a commensurate manner such as barring convicted politicians from standing 

   again for a specific period of time; 

iv. There is need to revitalize the implementation of the national civic education programs to 

increase civic competence and political awareness. This should be done in a sustainable 

manner through various governance structures as opposed to targeting only election periods.  

 

3.1.2 Upholding the Separation, Checks and Balance of Powers 

The 10
th
 Parliament has wide representation for constituent MPs, District women representatives 

and for special interest groups (Uganda People‘s Defence Forces -UPDF, Youth, Persons with 

Disabilities - PWDs, Workers, and Ex-Officials). Presentations of cases from individuals and entities 

across the political spectrum attest to the independence of Uganda‘s legislature.  
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The Judiciary is responsible for ensuring rule of law and constitutionalism. However, the research 

findings reveal that the Judiciary had not been optimally involved in national planning. Its critical role 

in ensuring the rule of law and propping all the key pillars for national development has not been fully 

appreciated. It is underfunded and understaffed and has not been able to fully discharge its duties 

such as dispute resolution especially on land matters; the protection of rights, and ensuring access 

to justice; to maintain peace and national security, and the elimination of criminals from society. The 

Judiciary lacks adequate innovations in case disposal. It is still dogged by old, adversarial methods 

of work and wrong legislation. The legal capacity gap creates a gap in representation and makes it 

virtually impossible for the Courts to manage the backlog of cases countrywide. The report further 

revealed that justice, which starts at the investigations level, is constrained further by ill-trained and 

ill-equipped investigators and police force/CID.  

The Executive branch has expanded over the last decade in structure and size with a focus on 

improved service delivery with both political and technical set-ups. There have been instances, 

however, where the executive has influenced the legislative work in ways that most Ugandans feel 

has blurred the separation of powers. While an expanded Parliament has increased political 

representation, it has not necessarily translated into efficiency and effectiveness in local service 

delivery and affirmative action as had widely been anticipated. In order to ensure checks and 

balances between the Executive and Legislative branches of Government, this assessment 

recommends that:  

i. Cabinet should constitute members who are not necessarily members of Parliament and be 

vetted through an open and transparent process. Currently, the constitution allows the 

President only 10 ex-official members of Parliament and this limits the selection of cabinet 

from outside Parliament and a lost opportunity to bring technocrats into key line ministries. 

Separating the Ministers from Parliament would go a long way in strengthening the quality 

and effectiveness of cabinet and removing the current belligerency for seats in Parliament in 

anticipation of appointment to cabinet, as well as reduce on the current level of 

commercialization of politics (most Parliamentary aspirants do so in hope to be appointed 

ministers or ministers of state);  

ii. A law should be enacted that ensures a cap is put on private contributions to finance 

individuals and political parties participating in elections. This would remove influence 

peddling, lobbyists and conflict of interest; 

v. Building credible political parties is imperative in strengthening the separation, checks and 

balance of powers. Government should support mechanisms that strengthen political parties 

and associations in their effort to ensure their inclusive and legitimate participation in the 
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democratic process. Similarly, CSOs should impress on opposition parties the need to 

consolidate forces by reducing the number of political parties to one or at most two; 

vi. Address systemic issues within the Judiciary and support the services sector with the 

technical (including judges), logistical and financial resources to dispose-off the current 

backlog of court cases; 

vii. Involved the Judiciary in national planning to ensure adequate planning and investment not 

only for elections but for electoral disputes as well. In addition, dialogue between the 

Executive and the Judicial branch is encouraged in addressing cases pending in court 

expeditiously so that they are not viewed as ‗politically motivated‘;  

x          Increase investment in juvenile justice to avoid spending more on law and order in future.  

            Enhance the investigative capacity of the police, to reduce the number of innocent  

            people who may be arrested and congesting the prison. Invest more in the informal justice 

            system; contribution by the traditional justice system and alternative systems of dispute 

            settlement including reviewing Local Councils decisions and institute an adequate and 

            independent legal aid system; 

xi         With the Speaker of Parliament being selected from the Party with the majority members of  

           the House (often the ruling party), it is recommended that the Deputy Speaker is selected 

           from the Opposition as a mechanism to ensure checks and balances and legislative fairness. 

 

3.1.3 Prevention and Management of Intra and Inter-State Conflicts  

 

Uganda continues to enjoy peace across the country. To build on this achievement, the country is in 

the process of establishing a National Peace Policy as well as a draft National Civic Education Policy 

to advance aspirations of constitutional and administrative justice for resolution of conflict. While 

there has been peace, conflicts over land have over the decade been a source of social strife. A land 

policy was put in place in 2013 and widely disseminated. However, as this study shows, many 

matters in courts today, especially criminal ones are connected to land. Land-related evictions have 

also become rampant. That notwithstanding the process to finalize a national peace policy that will 

establish a framework for supporting an enduring peace and co-existence of all Ugandans and her 

neighbours in underway. Government has embarked on a wide-reaching online land registration 

system to increase transparency in the land registration and procedures. The state has also been 

instrumental in resolving internal conflicts. To resolve conflicts, there is need to comprehensively 

tackle the historical underpinnings that permeate tribal and ethically induced conflict as is the case in 
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the Rwenzori sub-region. At an inter-state level, Uganda has been praised internationally for its 

contribution to peace and stability in the Great Lakes Region, particularly in South Sudan, Somalia, 

Burundi and the DRC. To further advance peace coexistence among citizens and with neighbours, 

the following recommendations are suggested: 

i. Government should support local justice systems as well as traditional mechanisms to 

resolve land and other factors that permeate conflicts before they escalate to devastating 

outcomes; 

ii. Uganda should proactively engage the citizenry through programs like the Peace 

Architecture currently being implemented by the Inter-Religious Council of Uganda (IRCU) to 

strengthen imperatives for peaceful coexistence, observance of freedoms and counteracting 

of potentialities for conflict; 

iii. Uganda should continue to support peace initiatives (like it has done under the African 

Union, United Nations, IGAD and EAC) to contribute to the pacification of the Great Lakes 

Region since this is critical for regional trade, economic growth and socio economic 

transformation. At the same time Government should continue to strengthen diplomatic 

relations and mutual defence with her neighbours to increase boarder security;  

iv. Finally, a national early warning system should be established that would benefit from 

intelligence and trends analysis to proactively address peace threats rather than mitigate 

conflicts (including supporting local courts). 

 

3.1.4 Promotion and Protection of Civil and Political Rights as Enshrined in African and 

International Human Rights Instruments  

 

Uganda is the first African country to put in place Access to Information Act in 2005. However, the 

majority of Ugandans remain inadequately informed about their rights to information as well as about 

developments in the country as a whole. While Article 29 of the Constitution provides for protection 

of freedom of assembly and association, over the last decade there have been legislations, notably 

the Public Order Management Act 2013, that limit these freedoms. In addition, Ugandans enjoy 

wide-reaching religious freedoms. This is demonstrated by a proliferation of religious sects. 

However, it remains to be seen if the expansion of religious freedoms has expanded the social value 

and moral system in ways that address challenges such as corruption and moral decadence that has 

now permeated the fabric of society.  

Uganda has also an established judicial service system with a prosecutorial mandate. The challenge 

however is that the judicial officers in the public service are not adequately remunerated. 

Consequently, their independence has in some instances been easily compromised. There are 
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numerous cases of corruption at the magistrate court levels. That raises concern especially with a 

growing trend of arresting and detaining suspects before investigations. This has resulted in 

innocent people often being locked away for years before their cases are concluded. On the private 

sector side, law firms and counsels continue to charge exorbitant legal fees making justice a far cry 

for the majority poor. Indeed, justice in Uganda is tilted towards those with the financial ability to 

secure it. CSOs with support from development partners have been the main providers of legal aid 

services, however most leading CSOs are urban-based with a limited presence in the rural 

countryside. In addition, Uganda Human Rights Commission in 2013 carried out activities to ensure 

effective implementation of its mandate, including use of a Human Rights Information System, which 

is projected to enhance staff performance as well as improved service delivery. In order to promote 

and protect civil liberties and broaden observance of human rights, this assessment recommends 

that: 

i. Government should provide more resources to support the Justice Law and Order Sector, 

particularly the Uganda Human Rights Commission to fully execute their roles (including 

supporting extension of legal aid, since access to justice continues to decline especially for 

the poor);  

ii. The number of judges, police investigators, State Attorneys is increased; and where 

necessary, a constitution amendment be pursued for purposes of catering for future human 

rights need;  

iii. More emphasis to be assigned to wider translation and dissemination of Uganda‘s 

constitution, laws, regulations and policies for wider awareness creation and civic 

engagement;  

iv. Government should fully implement the NGO Act (2015) to protect the civil society to 

mobilize and express themselves in ways that build their capacity to complement 

government programmes; 

v. The role of the media in governance and development be pronounced and provided with 

incentives to boost local content, provide information and coverage of information in a 

balanced and professional manner. 

 

3.1.5 Ensuring accountable, efficient and effective public service delivery at national and 

decentralized levels 

 

Since adoption of the Decentralization Policy in 1993 and a fiscal decentralization system in 2003, 

Uganda has increased the participation of citizens in elaboration of district plans and budgets to 
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ensure efficient and effective decentralized service delivery. The Ministry of Local Government has 

undertaken capacity building interventions including training of local leaders in all districts to 

strengthen the capacity for local planning and accountability. Government is implementing the 

Integrated Personnel and Payroll System (IPPS) and in October 2014, fully operationalized the IPPS 

Pensions Management Module. Another important development is that the IPPS and IFMS were 

harmonized to form an IPPS-IFMS interface with 55 Votes successfully paying salaries through it. 

The challenge for fiscal decentralisation is that key devolved functions are not adequately funded to 

perform as desired. This has happened at a time when the number of Districts and Municipal 

administrations has increased from 81 in 2008 to 117 Districts in 2016. Similarly, Municipal Councils 

increased from 22 in 2008 to 34 in 2015. With no statistical indicators for good governance, there 

has been no mechanism to establish performance and mechanisms for bridging the gap between 

having good policies and plans on paper, and effectively implementing and resourcing them. 

Creation of new local governments has increased presence of government and spread political 

representation but the staffing, equipping and financing has not been adequate to meet the resultant 

expenditure assignments. At the same time, Local Government financing has declined from 22.2% 

of the national budget in 2007 to 15.6% in 2015. Local Governments received only 14.9% of their 

allocation for development expenditure meaning that salaries dominate the decentralized budget. 

The assessment also noted the need for more investment in the operation and maintenance of 

current infrastructure stock. To ensure and accountable, efficient and effective public service delivery 

at the national and decentralized levels, the assessment recommends that: 

i. Government rigorously implements performance contracts in ways that eventually reward 

best performers and demonstrate best practices in public service delivery for collaborative 

learning; 

ii. Implement mechanisms that check corruption, abuse of office and under performance by 

implementing a series of administrative reforms, salary rationalization, re-tooling as well as 

expansion of facilities like staff housing, and affirmative action for special cases. At the same, 

Government should expedite investigations and conclude cases to the satisfaction of the 

public so that all are seen equal before the law as a deliberate effort to restore public 

confidence in Government systems; 

iii. Instead of creating more districts, the focus should be put on deepening resource allocation at 

sub-county level and building their technical capacity since they are frontline service delivery 

points; 

iv. Focus is needed to transcend construction of new physical infrastructure (in health, education 

and other sectors) to making them fully functional with facilities that make service delivery 

possible; 
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v. To expand local justice, strengthen local courts and to hold elections for Local Council (LC I 

and LC II) levels to entrench representative democracy at these levels; 

vi. Since locally raised revenues have declined, Government should increase funding from the 

national budget towards local governments to enhance service delivery. It is also important 

that the National Local Economic Development Policy (LED) is fully implemented to support 

LGs to identify their own investment opportunities that can generate revenue, create 

employment and make them less dependent on the central government for financial 

resources. 

  

3.1.6 Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Women 

 

Uganda has also ratified and domesticated several standards and codes, which promote women‘s 

rights and access to equitable services, including the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of 

Discrimination Against Women.  There are major policies and legislation such as the Gender Policy, 

2007; Local Government Act,‘97; Land Act, 1998; Prevention in Trafficking of Persons Act, 2010; 

Domestic Violence Act, 2010; Female Genital Mutilation Act, 2010; and Amending the Marriage and 

Divorce Act, which have all been enacted to protect women. However, a comprehensive review and 

reform of all national laws that contain claw-back clauses and those that discriminate against women 

is yet to be conducted. There are various interventions to ensure affirmative action for the girl child. 

For instance, there is 1.5 point awarded to the girl child to access university education, which has 

enabled more girls to access university education and improved gender parity in the composition of 

university students at graduation. There are also CSOs that have implemented programs working 

with Government and local governments to support gender empowerment. Forum for Women in 

Democracy (FOWODE) and Uganda Women‘s Network (UWONET) have been conducting trainings 

for women councilors in transformative leadership, among other interventions. Women constituted 

24% in the 7
th
 Parliament and 31% in the 8

th
 Parliament. This number rose even further to 34.4% 

under the 9
th
 Parliament. This figure put Uganda 24

th
 in the world and 7

th
 in Africa. However, there is 

concern of whether District representation of women in Parliament has enhanced affirmative action 

and enabled women to transcend parity. However, there is no study to measure the impact of 

affirmative action on the economy. Such a mechanism perhaps would have established the impact 

of the increasing dropout rate of girls from school who end up with disadvantaged off-spring that are 

more likely not to be educated. This is a vicious cycle where child mothers beget the same kind of 

population who very often contribute to increased crime.  To promote and protect the rights of 

women it is recommended that: 
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i. Concerted effort of all stakeholders are targeted to implement women empowerment 

programs especially at the grassroots that ensure women participation in both public and 

private programmes;  

ii. Carry out a study on the impact of affirmative action and child/adolescent mothers on the 

economy to provide evidence based planning, policy formulation and implementation; 

iii. The legal provision in various Acts are implemented in ways that expand rights to women 

particularly their ownership of productive assets; 

iv. Government continues to support child and family protection services (including under the 

units under Uganda Police and other non-state actors) in ways that provide avenues for 

women to seek justice in wake of abuses, right violations and injustice. 

 

3.1.7 Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Children and Young Persons  

 

Over 58.5% of the population is below 19 years of age, making the country one of the youngest 

demographics in the world. Uganda has ratified and domesticated protocols that protect children‘s 

rights. In 2015 the National Children Policy was established to regulate and rationalize policy 

interventions to advance children‘s rights. Similarly, a National Youth Policy (2016 as revised) is in 

place to promote and protect the rights of young persons. To empower the youth, a Youth Enterprise 

Venture Fund was set up and by 2014, a total of 7,217 youth from 112 Districts had been trained in 

entrepreneurship skills development, while 5,206 youth enterprises had accessed funds amounting 

UGX 21.1 billion. The Fund has been further enhanced with the introduction of the Youth Livelihood 

Programme. By end of 2014, the program had providing funding for 1,563 enterprises worth UGX 

11.4 billon benefitting 20,192 youth from 55 local governments.  The challenge of youth 

unemployment remains. Levels of youth unemployment often correlate with juvenile crime rates. 

Unemployed youth are susceptible to political manipulation. Some youth have, as a result, been 

engaged in sports betting and other unproductive activities, while children continue to be subjected 

to work in spite of the government policy of universal primary and now secondary education.  

In order to protect and promote the rights of children and young persons, it is recommended that: 

i. More public investment is made to support interventions for early childhood development 

with a focus on infant and child health and nutrition to address stunting and expand pediatric 

care; 

ii. Government should promote private and public partnerships to foster skills development and 

youth entrepreneurship through the creation of regional job centers;  

iii. Young people embrace education and skilling programs provided by government and pursue 

career paths that match their skills with requirements of the job market. Youth employment 
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will safeguard young people from being taken advantage of to engage in activities that may 

violate their rights. 

 

3.1.8 Promotion and protection of the rights of vulnerable groups, including IDPs, Refugees 

and PWDs 

Government passed the National Social Protection Policy in November 2015 that ensures protection 

of the rights of vulnerable groups. For example, to protect the livelihoods of older persons 

Government has introduced the Social Assistance Grants for Empowerment (SAGE) programme 

(initially piloted in 14 and later Yumbe District was added to make it 15 districts). By 2020 this 

programme that provides 25,000 shillings per month older persons in the selected districts, will have 

been rolled out to 55 districts mostly in Northern and Eastern Uganda with a target of 650,000 

beneficiaries. More investments will be needed to support infrastructure designs and developments 

sensitive to the needs of PWDs. Uganda has been supporting PWDs through the Ministry of Gender, 

Labour and Social Development and their umbrella organization, National Union of Disabled 

Persons of Uganda (NUDIPU). For instance, in 2013/14 about 170 PWDs were equipped with 

employable skills. Finally, Uganda was recognized by UNHCR as one of the best host countries for 

refugees in the World with a refugee population of 512,968 in 2016. This makes Uganda the 8
th.

 

largest refugee hosting country in Africa in 2016. Conflicts in Burundi, South Sudan and Eastern 

DRC have increased the refugee influx since 2007. In order to promote and protect the rights of 

vulnerable groups, including internally displaced persons, refuges and persons with disability 

Government should: 

i. Roll out the SAGE programme to the elderly to cover all districts and develop a sustainable 
system which makes people live a comfortable life in old age instead of token offers to the 
aged; 

ii. Continue to support expansion of livelihood programs for both refugees host communities in 

refugee settlements to build their resilience in resettlement, adaptation and integration; 

iii. Support the Uganda Bureau of Statistics to register all IDPs, Refugees and PWDs more 

routinely so that reliable data is availed for effective planning in response to the peculiarity of 

needs; 

iv. Support organizations such as NUDIPU to reach out with programmes that enhance the 

livelihoods of PWDs. 

 

Best Practice 1: In the 9th Parliament Uganda had the 7th highest 

number in Africa of female Parliamentarians as the proportion of the 

entire Parliament. Uganda was also highly praised for its role in 

supporting peace efforts in South Sudan and Somalia. 
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3.2. THEME 2: ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT 

The main objectives of this thematic area are: promoting macro-economic policies that support 

sustainable development; implementing a transparent, predictable and credible economic policies, 

promoting sound public finance management, fighting corruption and money laundering, and 

accelerating regional integration. 

FINDINGS 

3.2.1 Designing and implementing economic policies for sustainable development 

 

The Government has focused on increasing fiscal prudence in her financial systems and in 2013 

upgraded the Integrated Financial Management System with additional features to plug potential 

areas of leakage. IFMIS now reaches 58 (52%) of all local governments. There have been 

improvements in the budgeting processes as well. Uganda in 2013 passed the Partnership Policy 

with her development partners. The current tax to GDP ratio is 17% much below the 22% sub-

Saharan Africa average. That tax base was further narrowed with the removal of graduated tax.  

Government is committed to exploiting Uganda‘s location to develop it into a regional hub for 

industrial production, trade, transit and air transport. To ably exploit these opportunities, Government 

will invest heavily in integrated state-of-the-art infrastructure development and maintenance in the 

areas of energy generation, air, road and railway infrastructure connecting to all major border points. 

This will be achieved in partnership with her neighbours: Southern Sudan, Kenya, DRC, Rwanda, 

Tanzania and other countries beyond the region. 

In order to sustain the current framework for design and implementation of economic policies for 

sustainable development, the assessment recommends that: 

i. Government needs to fully align the national budget to NDP priorities in order to move to an 

upper medium income status by 2030; 

ii. Government maintains a strong macroeconomic stance as a bedrock of sound economic 

policy implementation and management;  

iii. Results-oriented implementation of policies that expand Uganda‘s economic growth and 

sustainable development with a focus on sectors identified by the NDP as ones with the 

highest multiplier effect on the economy;  

iv. Build capacity for routine monitoring reporting and follow-up on recommendations as well as 

evaluations at national and District levels to review and appraise the public and private 

sector performance;  
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v. Ensure more rigor in analysis of routinely collected data for use in modelling and other 

modular to enable the planning framework do better estimate economic performance 

projections; 

vi. The government should focus on high value addition in the agriculture sector in a bid to 

stimulate agro-based industrial growth as it exploits oil, gas and other minerals;  

vii. Focus on the quality of construction works and implement reforms to the land laws to reduce 

the cost of land compensation, which is a key driver of construction project costs. 

viii. Reinstatement of graduated tax to broaden the tax base and generate income at the local 
level Local Governments can get revenue to invest in local service delivery and 
development.  

 

3.2.2 Facilitating the participation of key stakeholders in policy and programme discussion 

and Implementation 

 

Government through decentralization and national planning process under the NDP has improved in 

its capacity to ensure an all-inclusive and wide consultative process during policy formulation, 

implementation, monitoring and evaluation for ownership, collaborative learning and continuous 

improvement. There are various entry points and levels of stakeholder involvement in the processes 

of policy formulation: LGs plans and budgets obtain input from non-state actors; sector-wide 

approaches bring together technocrats, political heads and development partners as well as 

research (academia) and civil society; the Presidential Round Table brings together the core 

development partners; and Parliament validates ministerial policy statements before they are 

assented to by Cabinet. From District Councils up to Parliament the process of policy and 

programmes formulation is very pluralistic and highly consultative. The challenges however have 

been: ‗economic zoning‘ that is exacerbating regional inequalities; the limited capacity for 

implementation; low absorptive capacity on one hand, and inadequate budget provisions on the 

other that have led to technical and logistical capacity constraints for effective implementation. In 

order to further facilitate the participation of key stakeholders in the policy and programme 

development and implementation, the assessment makes the following recommendations: 

i. Broaden the participation of the private sector in public policy formulation by mobilizing their 

input through chambers of commerce, trade unions, producer associations and groups; 

ii. Government should leverage the expertise of non-state actors especially civil society in 

mobilizing local input into project design tailored to meet local development needs, before 

scaling-them up to the national level;  

iii. NPA to design appropriate policies to deal with issues of regional inequalities when it comes 
to zoning aspects of investment profiling; 
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iv. Government appropriates more resources tailored to implementation, support, supervision, 

quality assurance as well as strengthening policy implementation, M&E and collaborative 

learning. 

 

3.2.3 Promoting Sound Public Finance Management 
 

In 2014 Uganda embarked on a reform to consolidate grants going to LGs. The Public Finance 

Management Act, 2015 (as amended) was passed to increase regulation and fiducial oversight over 

the economy. Government however has a challenge to improve financial management in its 

contracting out of public works. Inquiries over funds mismanagement have revealed cases where 

government has not been fully in charge of processes including large-scale public works. Incidences 

of financial misappropriation have continued to occur in some sectors including education, roads and 

energy.  

MoFPED has since FY 2014/15 been implementing reforms that have included a transition from 

output based budgeting to performance based budgeting to assess impact of public spending on 

development outcomes; reduction of conditional grants from LGs from 36 in FY 2010/11 to 12 in FY 

2016/17; forming payment systems to allow for straight-through payments to service delivery units; 

as well as further roll-out of the Integrated Finance Management and Information System (IFMIS) to 

more districts. These reforms are aimed at improving the fiscal challenges facing decentralized 

service delivery. Work is also ongoing (with help of development partners) to strengthen sector-

working groups to improve the current level of coordination and synergies between ministries. SWGs 

which had been more active under the PEAP era with jointly funded approaches are now being ‗re-

activated‘ so that they address critical aspects mainly of cross-cutting nature but critical to attainment 

of overall development outcomes. 

To ensure that there is an improvement in advancement of a sound public finance management 

system, the following measures have been put in place: 

i. Government needs to take serious action on the recommendations of the Auditor General 

reports as well as those from the Public Accounts Committee of Parliament;  

ii. Other institutions, including DPP, IGG, Anti-Corruption Court and others should be 

strengthened to fully execute their constitutional mandates in matters related to corruption; 

iii. Uganda has implemented two successive Public Sector Reform Programs that have included 

capacity building, re-tooling and training of public servants on various aspects. In 2013 

Uganda opened a civil service college based in Jinja to further support this process; 
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iv. The NDR and the GAPR processes have put sectors ‗on their toes‘ to ensure efficiency in 

spending, reporting on results and have a platform for peer-to-peer learning on how to address 

implementation challenges (especially during cabinet re-treats); 

v. Government set up the Delivery Unit under OPM to (among other mandate) support the 

integration of lessons learned from both public and private sector into planning and 

implementation of government programmes. The Unit will however require that sectors play a 

more important role that enforces their respective inspectorate, oversight and M&E roles to 

identify areas that need improvement and expeditiously focus on those on sector and case-by-

case basis. At the same time more will be needed to implement recommendations outlined in 

Annual Auditor General reports so that they improve on value for money and service delivery 

in general. 

To continue the current effort to sustain Uganda on a path of sound public financial management, 

the assessment recommends that: 

i. Government meets its commitments under the PFM Act 2015 as well as with Development 

Partners under the Partnership Policy to ensure prudent use of public resources, a zero 

tolerance to corruption and efficiency in use of public funds; 

ii. More effort is made to fully operationalize the Accountants Act 2013 so that more certified 

personnel are appointed to occupy internal audit positions at key accountability levels in 

Government; 

iii. Continue to implement the current reforms to ensure a fair and equitable allocation formulae 

of resources to sectors and LGs (under fiscal decentralization). Government should also 

streamline allocations to various MDAs in ways that are more predictable, and in volumes 

that expand towards adequacy to meet the expenditure assignments they are expected to 

implement; 

 

3.2.4 Fighting corruption and money laundering 

 

Corruption continues to be endemic in both public and private institutions and is seen to have 

permeated the entire fabric of social economic life and now threatens the moral virtue of the State. 

Between 2008 and 2013, there was an increase in the number of corruption-related cases reported 

to the police. In 2015, the Corruption Perception Index, Uganda stood at 139/168 countries and a 

score of 0.25. This is slight reduction in corruption perception from 0.28 score in 2007 where Uganda 

was ranked at 111/179. Linked to this vice is a new trend of elitist financial misappropriation through 

use of complex technical manipulations in the financial sector. There have been numerous attempts 
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to fight corruption including Anti-Corruption Act, 2009, establishment of Anti-Corruption Court 2008 

and an amendment to the Anti-Terrorism Act, 2002. 

 

Government has set up the OAG as the Supreme Audit Institution of Uganda with its powers 

established in the 1995 Constitution and the National Audit Act, 2008. The OAG seeks to offer an 

independent confidence in the use of public funds. Specifically, the OAG undertakes performance, 

financial, value-for-money and special audits in public institutions. The audits are aimed at assessing 

the efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability of public sector agencies and their programs. The 

OAG reports to Parliament specifically, Public Accounts Committee (PAC), Committee on Statutory 

Authorities and State Enterprises (COSASE) and the Local Government Accounts Committees. PAC 

is mandated under Rule No.148 of the Rules of Procedure, to examine audited accounts showing 

the appropriation of resources by public officials acting on behalf of government. Under the Rules of 

Procedure, COSASE typically takes care of volume 4 of the AOG‘s reports where all statutory 

authorities and MDAs are captured. The Local Government Accounts Committee, on the other hand 

whose mandate is enshrined under section 89 of the Local Governments Act (Cap 243), examines 

audited accounts showing the appropriation of the sums granted by Parliament to Local 

Governments. In addition, there is the DEI, which is under the docket of the Office of the Presidency. 

DEI coordinates government efforts to combat corruption besides the implementation of NACS. 

Furthermore, the DEI heads the IAF with the main purpose of ensuring coordination across the 

various agencies that seek to combat corruption. Even then corruption has persisted and this could 

be because of many reasons, including: legal ambiguities; collusive behaviour among public officials 

across MDAs; inadequate operational capacity of anti-corruption entities; absence of a sufficiently 

costly penalty mechanism for fraudulent public officials; low social cost associated with corrupt public 

officials. One cross-sector source of corruption is procurement. Procurement laws have absurdities 

that pose challenges to the many cases handled by the judiciary. In addition, it was noted that when 

government does not meet its procurement obligations the responsibility is transferred to the 

litigation department.  

To combat corruption, Uganda has continued to in handling corruption cases. However, there seems 

to be a lack of bold political will to deal especially with high profile cases to the satisfaction of the 

public. In order to fight corruption and money laundering, the assessment recommends that: 

i. More logistical, technical and human capacity is provided to strength the Inspectorate of 

Government (IGG) and the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP), Inspectorate 

of Government, Auditor General, Uganda Police, and other relevant agencies at local levels 

to deal firmly with corruption cases; 
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ii. More awareness is created about the Anti-Money Laundering Act 2013 and to support the 

established Financial Intelligence Authority (FIA) to implement this Act. In addition, 

Government should support the FIA to acquire requisite expertise and technology to tackle 

effectively some aspects of illicit capital flight and cyber bank fraud; 

iii. Develop policies that eliminate or reduce sources of corruption, including but not limited to 

normalization of wages and salaries (equal pay for equal work), equal opportunities for 

education and employment, fair and equitable allocation of resources to regional entities; etc. 

iv. A deeper analysis on the impact of procurement processes and the failure of government to 

meet its financial obligations to service providers including all domestic arrears needs to be 

carried out.  

 

3.2.5 Accelerating Regional Integration 

 

Uganda has embraced regional integration and is a member to four (4) regional integration 

arrangements: East African Community (EAC), Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa 

(COMESA), Inter Governmental Authority on Development (IGAD) and the EAC/COMESA/SADC
1
 

Tripartite Free Trade Agreement. Uganda is at the fore of ensuring full political integration of the 

EAC and supported the provisional accession of South Sudan in 2016. GoU has adopted all the four 

EGM standards/codes that require ratification, with only the AU African Charter on Statistics (2000) 

that was signed on 22/01/2014 awaiting ratification.  The Government has undertaken measures to 

promote ownership and participation of key stakeholders in economic policy formulation and has 

adopted most of the principles within international codes, for example, Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD) Best Practices for Budget Transparency. However, there is 

wide realization that Ugandan business community has not fully benefited from the accession into 

the East African Customs Union as had been envisaged in 2004. Uganda has a National Policy on 

EAC integration as a guiding framework to ensure the country‘s success in her integration into the 

EAC. The overall objective of this policy is to improve market access and competitiveness of Uganda 

firms within the East African market to enable Ugandans reap the benefits of integration. Uganda‘s 

trade within COMESA registered an increasing trend, peaking in 2012 and has since registered a 

decreasing trend. Uganda‘s trade with COMESA was $1.937b in 2010, peaking at $2.247b in 2012 

and before declining to $1.928b in 2014 (0.5% decline over the review period). Between 2010 and 

2014, exports declined by 9.1% although imports increased by 15.8%. The decline is attributed to 

reduction in exports to DRC and South Sudan over the last two years because of insecurity. 

Accordingly, the total trade balance, though still positive, declined by 37.2% from $0.594b in 2010 to 

$0.373b in 2014. The negative trade balance has sustained the dominance of foreign products on 

                                                           
1
 SADC – Southern African Development Community 
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the Ugandan market. To take advantage of the benefits of regional integration, the assessment 

makes the following recommendations: 

i. Uganda should leverage her vintage geographical location within the great lakes region to 

tap into the opportunities for trade, tourism, and air transport to promote herself as a 

breadbasket within the EAC and COMESA through value addition in agriculture;  

ii. The focus should be on reducing the cost of doing business (especially for electricity and 

transport) as well as provision of tax incentives for small business to progress to medium 

size and later larger scale companies; 

iii. Strengthen the Uganda National Bureau of Standards it is effort to provide information on 

production, packaging standards to producers to that they ultimately ensure that food 

standards and other Sanitary and Phytosanitary Standards are met to make Uganda‘s 

exports more competitive. 

 

3.2.7 Develop and Implement Trade and Investment Policies that Promote Economic 

Growth 

Uganda has long-standing trade and investment codes (since early 1990s) that have undergone 

reviews to align them with regional and international dispensations. Indeed, the economy has grown 

at an average rate of 6% per annum. Uganda passed the Buy Uganda Build Uganda Policy in 2014 

aimed at encouraging production and export of goods and services produced in Uganda and 

promote domestic consumption of local content by Ugandans. In addition, Uganda has implemented 

two phases of the Competitiveness and Investment Climate Strategy (CICS) targeted at triggering 

productivity in key productive sectors of the economy. There is also a Presidential Round Table on 

Investment that discusses core investment challenges facing key sectors. However, over the last 

three years Uganda has seen a contraction of this growth mainly due to reduced productivity of key 

sectors amidst slow global economic outlook. It is recommended that Government put in place 

incentives for private sector involvement through lowering the cost of credit and providing alternative 

financing mechanisms including an agricultural bank; expanded microfinance support system and 

creating awareness about the benefits under the recapitalized Uganda Development Bank. To 

further develop and implement trade and investment policies that Promote Economic Growth, it is 

recommended that: 

i. A multi-sectoral approach is devised to ensure effective implementation of the National 

Export Development Strategy (2015/16-2019/20) and the ‗Buy Uganda Build Uganda‘ Policy 

so that local content is promoted to boost exports, strengthen the shilling and improve 

Uganda‘s terms of trade position;  
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ii. Focus be put on production, high levels of value addition and supportive adequate 

infrastructure for export development; 

iii. Uganda should do more to support UIA and other key investment support institutions and 

build their capacity to support both local and international investors with investor aftercare 

services. 

iv. Institutions should be well designed to harness these resources optimally otherwise with 

requisite technical and energy resources for extraction in plan. 

 
 

3.3. THEME 3: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE  

The main objectives of this thematic area are: providing an enabling environment and effective 

regulatory framework for economic activities; ensuring that corporations act as good corporate 

citizens; promoting the adoption of codes and standards of good business ethics and ensuring that 

corporations treat all their stakeholders in a just and fair manner. 

 

FINDINGS 

 

3.3.1 Promoting an Enabling Environment and Effective Regulatory Framework for 

Business Entities  

As was recommended in 2007, the Companies Act (2012) was passed and it has enhanced reforms 

in the corporate governance framework. As a result, Uganda now has in place a wide range of 

corporate governance mechanisms focusing on promoting best practices in organizational 

development in both public enterprises and non-governmental organizations. In addition to the 

Companies Act there are various legal regulatory frameworks that have enhanced the environment 

and the operations for public and private entities. The NGOs Act was amended in 2015 to effectively 

regulate the NGOs and its implementation will require specific code of corporate governance to be 

instilled in NGO and community based sectors so that they adhere maximally to corporate 

governance. The assessment notes that reforms to enhance corporate governance have been more 

pronounced in the financial sector than in other sectors. Implementation and enforcement gaps 

remain between Small and Medium Scale Enterprises mainly because of inadequate capacity and 

lack of stakeholder awareness of the fundamentals of corporate governance.  

Best Practice 2: Uganda has kept a strong macroeconomic framework that has 

enabled it to check inflation, stabilize the monetary economy. This has kept the 

economy resilient to external shocks in light of reduced economic growth globally. 

Government has supported investments in roads, energy and railways which will 

support an enduring economy in years to come. 
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According to the World Doing Business Report rankings, Uganda improved 51 places from a rank of 

166 in 2007 to 115 in 2017. Uganda was recorded (alongside Kenya and Ireland) as top reformer in 

2016 in significantly reducing the number of interactions between entrepreneurs and government 

officials thereby lowering opportunities for rent-seeking. However, corruption still remains a 

challenge in customs administration. Uganda introduced the modernized version Automated System 

for Customs Data (ASYCUDA) world system, but its impact on fighting corruption remains to be seen. 

To further enhance corporate governance, government continues to benchmark its framework on 

internationally accepted principles, standards and codes. However, implementation of these 

standards and codes, has varied from one entity to another. There is a limited applicable standard 

best practice that others have benchmarked on. Whereas there are reforms in the laws on 

investment and the corporate sector, for these legal reforms to bring about significant improvement, 

the accountability of the corporate managers needs to be enhanced. To ensure the promotion of an 

enabling environment and an effective regulatory framework for business organizations and other 

entities, the following recommendations are made: 

i. Enforce the Companies Act 2012 to regulate companies and business entities as well as 

corporate organizations to adhere to good corporate practice and conduct; 

ii. Government should finance key institutions to support the implementation and/or 

enforcement of recommendations laid out annually in the Auditor General‘s Reports; 

iii. Strengthen the capacity of the institutions including NGOs (under the NGO Act 2015) so that 

they uphold them in ways that make regulatory framework work for both employers and 

employees;  

iv. Government ensures that all public and private sector entities both informal are registered 

and supported to have inbuilt mechanisms that support corporate governance and related 

best practices leaning on international codes and standards; 

v. Popularize the Ugandan brand by promoting local content and supporting local business with 

initiatives that reduce the cost of doing business. 

 

3.3.2 Ensuring effective leadership and accountability of organizations  

 

Uganda passed the PPDA Act (2008), which has since been reviewed and new regulations put in 

place since March 2014 to ensure effective corporate leadership and accountability. In addition, 

there are specific Acts that provide for the appointment of Boards. These Acts and accompanying 

regulations, clearly spell out the separation of power between the Chief Executive Officer and the 

Board. However, most Acts are silent on the gender composition for Board members and other 

oversight bodies.  
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Since 2007, a number of institutions have supported various capacity building efforts to enhance 

good corporate governance principles and practices. These institutions among others include: 

ICPAU, ICGU, Enterprise Uganda, Private Sector Foundation, Uganda Management Institute, 

Makerere University Business School, Management Accountancy and Training Centre, Uganda 

Manufacturers Association (usually for members), the Institute of Bankers and Financial Services, 

the Institute of Insurance, the Association of Microfinance Institutions, Financial Literacy Foundation 

Uganda Limited (FinLit) and a host of other private consultants. The training by the aforesaid 

institutions is structured to cover salient corporate governance matters. However, the country does 

not have an Institute for Directors to spearhead the capacity development for Directors. 

 

The Accountants Act (2013) was enacted as recommended in the 2007 APRM Programme of Action 

(APRM POA). The ICPAU Act was reformed to give the institute more powers to regulate the 

accounting profession in the country. The new Act grants the institute more powers to regulate the 

accountants and promote the quality of the accounting profession in the country. The financial sector 

and the listed companies are moving fast to implement the Act. However, there is a reported 

shortage of resources to implement the measures effectively. The challenge that remains is that 

unethical conduct to some extent affects the effectiveness of the measures to promote leadership 

and accountability in organizations. Promoting compliance mechanisms and enhancing the capacity 

of the regulatory organs will improve the effectiveness of leadership and accountability of 

organizations. 

 

The Annual Auditor General‘s report to Parliament has annually highlighted a wide range of 

accountability issues and recommendations for organizations and subsequently. The following 

Committees of Parliament mainly follow up High profiled cases: Parliament‘s Public Accounts 

Committee, Local Government Accounts Committees and the Committee on Commissions, Statutory 

Authorities and State Enterprises (COSASE).  At corporate level, the legal regime has continued to 

support capacity building for both internal and external audits pushing corporate leaders to adhere to 

set guidelines. A key reform has been the institutionalization of the Uganda Registration Services 

Bureau, which is helping companies in their adherence. The assessment makes the following 

recommendations to ensure effective leadership and accountability of Organizations. 

i. More awareness is required for entities to implement the aspirations of the Companies Act of 

2012 in ensuring: observance of codes that set up, remunerate governance of Boards and 

how they lead and manage institutions and support corporate governance training in both 

public and private sector to appreciate the fundamentals of prudent corporate ethics and 

accountability;  
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ii. Support training for entities to enhance applicability of auditing and accounting standards 

and practices by and within organizations. Institute of Chartered Public Accounts of Uganda 

(ICPAU) should take on the continuous development of internal auditors to comply with the 

Accountants Act 2013 including fast-tracking of accounting guidelines for NGOs and Faith 

Based Organizations;  

iii. Government through the Uganda Registration Services Bureau and PPDA should enforce 

laws and regulations that ensure transparence in procurement procedures and effective 

contract management; 

iv. Enforce corporate laws that compel entities to publically disclose quarterly and annual 

performance data; and at the individual level implement the Leadership Code for disclosure 

of assets and liabilities; 

v. Corporate entities progressively adhere to international accounting and auditing standards 

and practices that embrace integrated reporting, sustainability and financial reporting as well 

as benchmarking their reports against international Financial Reporting Framework; 

vi. Support corporate entities (especially those newly registered) to adopt a disciplined 

approach to evaluation and management of risk through the institution of good corporate 

conduct and prudence. 

3.3.3 Ensuring Ethical Conduct within Organizations  

Mechanisms have been put in place for corporations to ensure ethical conduct, minimizing 

corruption, and adhering to codes of conduct as provided in various regulations. Over 70 institutions 

have participated in financial reporting awards up from 38 in 2011. More investments have been 

earmarked for business education and training. Uganda continues to grapple with aspects that 

advance ethical conduct including implementation of core aspects of corporate social responsibility, 

dealing with occupational health and safety, and worker compensation as well as the minimum wage 

legislation. To advance ethical conduct with organizations, it is recommended that: 

i. All corporate entities embed ‗the Ubuntu‘ principle in their organization where all individuals 

(whatever the hierarchy) are valued in their contribution to the corporate entities and ethical 

ethos embedded in work place policies; 

ii. The deliberate attempt by Government and the private sector to expand the membership of 

current and set up new trade unions to represent worker views around ethics and 

occupational rights is noted. The first step will be to widely disseminate all labor related 

legislations to broaden awareness on labour-related issues and rights;  

iii. More organizations are supported to constitute governance boards and once instituted 

boards are supported to effectively play their oversight role; 

iv. The role of the media and the quality of investigative financial journalism in reporting on 

corporate governance practices and ethics violations is enhanced. 
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3.3.4 Ensuring that Organizations treat stakeholders fairly and equitably  

There are both voluntary and mandatory mechanisms to ensure ethical conduct within organizations. 

The Companies Act 2012; Accountants Act 2013 & the ICPAU Code; CMA Code; Banking 

Regulations 2010; Specific Acts establishing public enterprises; voluntary codes such as the ICGU 

Code and the USE Guidelines exist to supplement the legal framework are some of the legislative 

instruments to ensure fair treatment of stakeholders of various entities. Under the Equal 

Opportunities Act 2007, Uganda instituted the Equal Opportunities Commission in 2011 with a 

mandate to eliminate discrimination and inequalities against any individual or group of persons on 

the ground of sex, age, race, color, ethnic origin, tribe birth, creed or religion, health status, social or 

economic standing, political opinion or disability, and take affirmative action on groups marginalized 

on the basis of gender, age, disability or any other reason created by history, tradition or custom for 

the purpose of redressing imbalances that exist against them.  

 

Other mechanisms to ensure that stakeholders are treated fairly and equitably by their organizations 

include: The National Audit Act, 2008; the High Court (Anti-Corruption Division) Practice Directions 

Act, 2009; the Anti-Corruption Act, 2010; the Whistle Blowers Act. 2010; the Companies Act, 2012; 

the National Values Policy 2013; the Anti-Money Laundering Act, 2013; the Anti-Corruption Court 

2014; the Code of Ethics for the Private Sector 2014; the Whistle Blowers Protection Regulations 

2015; the Financial and Accountability Regulations Act, 2015. In 2014, the country developed the 

National Anti-Corruption Strategy 2014 to promote ethical conduct in all sectors in Uganda. In order 

ensure that stakeholders are treated fairly and equitably, the assessment makes the following 

recommendations: 

i. There is need to popularize the Companies Act (2012) so that companies implement it aware 

of the benefits of treating employees equitably and using the Act to ensure controls and 

safeguards are in place for that purpose; 

ii. Sanction non-compliances through the media to bring to the fore concrete examples of unfair 

treatment for public awareness, corporate peer-to-peer action, but also for a consciousness 

among companies of the ramifications of not adhering to the laid out regulations; 

iii. Uganda has in place a commercial court with an alternative dispute resolution mechanism 

that will be cascaded to lower courts. Uganda will in the coming years need to put in place 

mechanisms to operationalize the codes as well as best practices that create uniformity in 

implementation across different organizations. It is recommended that key institutions 

mandated to protect stakeholders, are supported with human, logistical and financial 

resources to effectively address the challenges of weak enforcement and promote ethical 

behavior.  
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3.3.5 Ensuring Organizations Act as Good Corporate citizens  

Uganda has, since 2007, moved to establish an environment that ensures organizations act as good 

corporate citizens. To ensure that corporations act for the good of all, organizations have invested 

resources to advance social corporate responsibility. In addition, there is growing adherence to the 

UN Global Compact 2011 that provides 10 Principles of Corporate Social Responsibility that focus 

on human rights, labour environment and anti-corruption and integrated reporting to ensure that 

organizations promote and practice principles of good citizenship. Since 2007, there has been an 

indication of a level of adherence to international financial reporting standards as revealed in 

improved reporting from most organizations. Some organisations, in all sectors, are positive about 

acting as good corporate citizen, through efforts such as support to education and sports, music, art, 

health HIV/AIDS, environmental protection, community development, Pro-Bono services, access to 

safe water, cultural development and financial literacy, among others. Some organisations engage in 

restoration of the environment, control of desertification, treatment of industrial refuse before 

disposal and plastic recycling. That notwithstanding, the assessment makes the following 

recommendations: 

i. Overall, the level of awareness of corporate governance remains low in the country. There is 

therefore need for more awareness campaigns to instill values and ethics in good corporate 

practice; 

ii. Government should support initiatives including moral suasion for corporate entities to give 

back to the community through corporate social responsibility targeting aspects that expand 

services especially for the needy and most vulnerable; 

iii. Reporting on corporate governance should not stop only on financial matters but also on the 

environment and conditions in which the organizations operate and the impact of these 

conditions; 

iv. Strengthen the capacity of NEMA to coordinate and enforce corporate and industrial 

compliance with environmental laws and policies and standards by embedding 

environmental aspects in corporate conduct.  

 

 

Best Practice 3: The landmark for Uganda was the enactment of the new the Companies 

Act (2012) which now provides the country‘s legal framework for corporate governance in 

business entities. The Uganda Registration Services Bureau and the Uganda Securities 

Exchange have put Uganda‘s corporate governance to register high performance on the 

Doing Business Index. 
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3.4. THEME 4: BROAD BASED SOCIO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT   

The objectives of this theme include: promoting and accelerating broad based sustainable socio 

economic development; encouraging broad-based participation in development; poverty, 

unemployment and inequality; progress towards gender equality in particular equal access to 

education and for girls. 

FINDINGS 

3.4.1 Promoting and accelerating broad based sustainable socio economic development 

In 2007, Uganda evaluated the Poverty Eradication Action Plan (PEAP) and embarked on a 

Comprehensive National Development Planning Framework (CNDPF). This framework ushered in 

the Vision 2040 to be actualized through six successive National Development Plans (NDPs). Since 

then the National Planning Authority has rolled out the NDP I in 2010 as the NDP (2010/11-

2014/15). This has been succeeded by NDP II (2015/16-2019/2020which represented many 

improvements from NDP I by taking into consideration the challenges encountered and lessons 

learnt during implementation. Although the CNDPF presented a synchronized and holistic approach 

to development planning intended to deliver long-term development aspirations and marked a 

fundamental shift in the development planning mechanism from a needs-based to a proactive vision-

based planning, it provides for the development of 10-year plans that by 2015 had not been 

embarked upon. Compared to the situation in 2008, the results obtained from implementation of 

policies, programs and measures aimed at achieving broad-based sustainable socio-economic 

development and transformation, during the review period 2008-2015, have been quite good. The 

results formed a strong foundation for Uganda to aspire to achieve middle-income status by 2020. 

 

The legal, political and institutional deciding factors to accelerated development have been identified 

as having a strong Planning Authority to guide and coordinate national, sectoral and local 

government development planning, and to entrenching clear implementation frameworks in all 

development plans. Government has also established a Delivery Unit within the Office of the Prime 

Minister to oversee implementation and assess the completion levels of strategic projects and 

interventions. However, continuous review and refinement will be required on an on-going basis to 

ensure that the legal and political environment as well as the institutional framework is improved 

upon.  

 

At the macro level, Uganda has focused on interplay of both social development and infrastructural 

development in a bid to secure a sustainable economy. To accelerate broad based socio economic 

development, Uganda has invested in expanding infrastructure, increasing the volume of paved 
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roads from 3,200km in 2009 to 3,795km in 2013/14 of the entire road network; extending rural 

electrification program; deepening use of telephones (mobile phone registered subscribers topping 

18 million in 2016); as well as increasing investments in agriculture through the NAADS program. 

The focus now is on reducing vulnerability to poverty. While the proportion of the population below 

the poverty rate has reduced from 38.8% in 2001 to 19.1% today, the poverty status report 2014 

showed that 2.8 million people are still in chronic poverty and face risks related to production or price 

shocks in the agriculture sector. The agricultural sector in spite of being the bedrock of the economy 

is still underfunded. Soil erosion, irrigation and the impact of climate change on agriculture still need 

to be addressed. As a means of ensuring sustainable and broad socio economic development, the 

following recommendations are proposed: 

i. As the country focuses on large scale infrastructure projects, it is prudent that critical 

investments are prioritized for social sectors essential for the accelerating human 

development; 

ii. Institute a mechanism within the planning process that ensures that the planning and 

budgeting process is well informed by past performance, prior evaluations and in lieu of 

regional and international socio economic development trends; 

iii. Improve the political, legal and institutional environment in order to maintain and improve 

ability to finance own development plans and programs; 

iv. Implement environmental policies accompanied by stringent laws and penalties to protect the 

environment, and stem soil erosion to enhance agricultural production including through 

irrigation; 

v. Enhancing the understanding of the linkages between environment, climate change, 

population and urbanization, and the need for institutional capacity building and strengthening 

in this regard; 

vi. Developed planning frame work for urban development and environmental protection including 

reforestation in all gazetted forested reserves; and 

vii. Further affirmative action is needed to ensure that regions whose vulnerability to poverty 

remain high, especially Northern and Eastern Uganda, are allocated requisite resources to 

correct the current imbalances in education, health, infrastructure as well as overall 

participation in all development activities. 

 

3.4.2 Encouraging Broad-based Participation in Development 

Uganda has, since 2007, continued to strengthen the mechanisms to promote, extend and 

encourage stakeholders‘ participation in broad-based sustainable socio-economic development. This 
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included deepening decentralization and service delivery through creation of more districts, 

strengthening decentralization through increased resource allocation to local governments, 

broadening stakeholder representation at all levels of governance and enhanced measures to 

reduce inequality as well as promote equitable regional development.  While the use of Local 

Governments (LGs) as the frontline service delivery points, and as a means of facilitating grassroots 

participation in broad-based sustainable socio-economic development was a good measure, the 

process of creating more districts however politically justified, placed an additional burden on local 

government financing and resulted into a steady increase in government expenditure on public 

administration, thus constricting resources available for allocation to productive sectors. Despite the 

persistence of institutional capacity constraints of local governments and the resource-related 

obstacles to effective grassroots community mobilization, Uganda remained on a steady path to 

promote participation and representation of women, the youth and people with disabilities and 

continued to build on and consolidate the progress registered before 2008. The private sector and 

civil society is involved, to a sufficient degree, in the design, formulation and implementation of 

development policies and strategies, with these roles enhanced and made clearer in the second 

National Development Plan. Furthermore, State and non-State actors, including the private sector, 

participate in the process of developing various plans, policies and laws. At the local level, Districts 

have elaborate 5-year development plans linked to the National Development Plan and financed 

under a fiscal decentralization architecture. Sectors are organized in sector working groups and 

interface with development partners to finance sector development plans. The Public Finance 

Management Act (2015) detailed reviews to the national budget calendar that have provided more 

time for scrutiny of the budget by Parliament before it is passed. 

The proposed recommendations under this section are:  

i. A need to produce and popularize guidelines for wider public participation in development 

processes as well as an improved flow of information to citizens through civic education 

and the Uganda National Communication Policy; 

ii. Government needs to increase the creation of both ‗created and invited-spaces‘ for all 

stakeholders (including citizen forums) to contribute their views more comprehensively in 

the development agenda; 

iii. More priority to be accorded to interactive events like the ‗Barazas‘ (village and urban 

township meetings) so that citizens have an opportunity to engage government on issues 

related to governance and broader service delivery; 

iv. Government to leverage work done by CSOs in community development so that lessons 

learned feed into national development planning and public project designs since some 

have demonstrated high success in implementing similar projects albeit at small scale in 

selected districts in which they have intervened.  
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3.4.3 Poverty, Unemployment and Inequality 

The population has grown from 16.6 million people in 1991 to 34.9 million in 2014. 57% of this 

population is below the age of 19 making Uganda‘s demographics one of the youngest in the world. 

Improving the education system and tackling youth unemployment is key to Uganda‘s broad based 

socio economic development. It is also imperative that government strengthens investment in 

agriculture, which employs the majority of this young population. Overall, there has been an increase 

in household incomes as a result of fast trend in poverty reduction, as seen from a rise in GDP per-

capita from US $607 in 2008/09 to US $ 88 in 2013/14. Income inequality has also decreased as 

shown by the Gini-Coefficient that fell from 0.426 in 2009/10 to 0.395 in 2012/13. However, there 

have been disparities at regional level. While the proportion of the people below the poverty line has 

reduced from 56% in 1992 to 19.7% in 2012/13, the proportion for Northern Uganda remained high 

(44%) as well as 24.5% all above the national average.  A number of special programs have been 

implemented targeted at reducing poverty and inequality in the country focusing on regions identified 

by the government as requiring special attention. These include: The Peace, Recovery and 

Development Plan (PRDP) and Northern Uganda Social Action Fund (NUSAF); Youth Livelihood 

Programme (YLP) and Women Empowerment Program (WEP) as well as Operation Wealth Creation 

(OWC) to lift household incomes.  The assessment makes the following recommendations: 

i. Strengthen interventions that focus on improving livelihoods of households so that they build 

resilience to economic shocks;  

ii. Improving decentralized service delivery especially for primary health care and education to 

reduce out-of-pocket costs for all; 

iii. Mainstreaming of disability in all policies and refraining from their exclusion during planning 

and budgeting processes; 

iv. Ensuring gender based budgeting so that service delivery addresses gender biases across the 

board both at national and local levels; 

v. Implement the Sharpened Plan 2015-2020 on the reduction of newborn, child and maternal 

mortality;  

vi. Support interventions through the Ministry of Health to address HIV/AIDS and malaria by 

focusing on most at risk areas and drug adherence for the infected; 

vii. Create incentives for productive sectors of the economy to produce working and on-job training 

opportunities as part of skilling for sustainable employment and economic empowerment of the 

youth. 
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3.4.4 Progress Towards Gender Equality in Particular Equal Access to Education and for 

Girls 

 

Overall, by 2015, Uganda has adhered to and continues to systematically implement at least 14 out 

of 26 of the international standards and codes that specifically promote broad-based socio-economic 

development. While Uganda moved from 43rd to 29th in the Global Gender Gap (GGG) ranking 

between 2008/09 and 2011/12, inequalities between male and female continue to reflect in the 

income imbalance analysis. For instance, while women engaged in agriculture constitute about 63% 

of the total, only 18.5% of those are engaged in wage-employment within the sector. Most of the 

wage-employment (including paid-for causal labour in agriculture) still goes to men. In the corporate 

world disparities remain in employment between women and men. While there are more women 

today than in 2007 occupying higher positions within Government, this has not necessarily translated 

into affirmative action for women and girls.  National programmes, policies and strategies to 

eliminate gender disparities in education and achieve equality continued to focus on eliminating 

gender disparities in primary and secondary education enrolment. 

The assessment makes the following recommendations:  
i. Government should strengthen the current frameworks that monitor the implementation of 

gender sensitive and gender responsive actions across all sectors with a keen focus on 

making resultant actions feed into the planning and budgeting processes; 

ii. There is need to ensure increased enrolment and completion rates for the girl child as well 

as to increase girl-child enrolment at university level has been maintained and has 

transcended the 35% target for girl-child enrolment; 

iii. As the economy grows, various sectors should be seen to provide more working 

opportunities for men as well as women; 

iv. To ensure gender equality, it is imperative to address those deterrents to women 

empowerment (defilement, school absenteeism, early marriages and culturally biased 

discrimination against girls and women). 

 

Best Practice 4: Uganda has recorded one of the highest rates of poverty 

reduction on the continent by reducing poverty from 56% in 1992 to 19.7% in 

2016. The aspiration to extend Social Assistance Grant Empowerment (SAGE) to 

elderly persons to 55 districts by 2020 has been praised as a protracted attempt 

to reduce vulnerability and among older persons but also to keep them 

economically active. 
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 4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Uganda has, amidst challenges, continued to make progress on various fronts since 2007 when the 

last self-assessment was undertaken. Poverty levels have declined further in Uganda from 24.5 

percent in 2009/10 to 19.7 in 20012/13. While there has been a reduction in the rate of growth of 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP), the economy has kept rising at an average rate of 4.6% per annum. 

Uganda has continued to strengthen her democracy through regular elections at all levels of 

governance. However, political space remains constricted and hence a need to enhance the open 

participation of all in the political discourse.  

Uganda, since 2007, has played an active role in regional integration including protracted 

negotiations to increase trade competitiveness with the East African Community (EAC), Common 

Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), and Southern African Development Community 

(SADC). Uganda has embraced reforms under NEPAD and the AU to strengthen the position of 

African consensus at the global level including trade negotiations under World Trade Organization 

(WTO) and at the United Nations. Uganda was the sitting chair of the UN General Assembly that 

saw the world transition from the Millennium Development Goals to Sustainable Development Goals.   

To advance democracy and political governance, comprehensive civic education, as envisaged by 

the Constitution, has to be emphasized. Land continues to fuel social unrest. There is limited 

awareness about the National Land Policy 2013 and there are rampant land disputes across the 

country, and therefore, more awareness is needed in this regard. There is need to stop illegal land 

evictions which are triggers for recent conflicts. While Uganda has held periodic elections, the 

mechanism to hold political leaders to account (like Barazas) need to be supported and  carried out 

regularly to expand such interface. Strengthening monitoring and evaluation mechanisms are also 

imperative in ascertaining the scope of service delivery across all levels of government. In addition, 

there have been recommendations of the Supreme Court following the 2011 and 2016 presidential 

election petitions that will feed into further electoral reforms to strengthen the country‘s democracy 

and political inclusiveness. 

Overall, the county‘s economic growth has slowed over the last five years mainly due to contracted 

production as well as external shocks including the war in South Sudan, Burundi and Eastern DRC 

that had been Uganda‘s trading partners. There is in need to expand the domestic tax base through 

increasing productivity in key sectors. This will push Uganda to ‗produce to sell‘ rather than ‗produce 

and sell‘ targeting the regional market and emphasizing value addition. Despite the progress made 

in becoming EAC protocol compliant, Uganda has not taken action on 13 (7.8%) decisions/Directives 

regarding EAC integration. Most of the decisions regard non-tariff barriers that have kept the cost of 

doing business high.  
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To ensure corporate governance, there is need to fast-track enactment of regulations to strengthen 

the administrative efforts to alleviate corruption tendencies and practices. Uganda needs to 

popularize corporate governance mechanisms to ensure systemic implementation at all level and 

enhance the independence of regulatory agencies to play their roles as by laws stated. More 

awareness needs to be raised to bring to the fore, the key imperatives for corporate governance.  

Lastly, Uganda needs to ensure broad based socioeconomic development by ensuring that more 

protracted investments are made to reduce poverty and disparities among the various regions of the 

country as well as between rural and urban areas, advancement of social protection, and focusing 

on reducing vulnerabilities among special interest groups (the poor, internally displaced persons, 

PWDs, women and girls). 

. 
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BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY 
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CHAPTER 1: HISTORIC BACKGROUND AND 

METHODOLOGY 
                         

      

 

1.1 UGANDA TODAY 

 

1.1.1 Uganda’s Demographic Transition 

Uganda held its first census in 1911 under the colonial government and had a population of 

2.4 million people. 80 years later the population had grown in 1991 to 16.6 million. Growing 

at 3.3% per annum – one third fastest in the world (behind Yemen and Niger). In 2012 the 

population grew to 24.2 million people but this rate of growth has since dropped to 3.0% as 

the population grew to 34.6 in 2014.  

 

Today there are 173 persons per square kilometer much higher than some of her neighbors 

(South Sudan – 18, Tanzania – 54 and Kenya – 74) for the same year. However, it was 

lower than that of Rwanda (421) and Burundi (377).  Uganda‘s population mostly resides in 

the rural countryside with only 7.4 million (21%) residing in urban centers. Uganda has one 

of the youngest populations in the world with 59.3% below the age of 20. (Census 2014 

report). 

 

1.1.2 Overview of the Economy 

Uganda inherited a British colonial administrative and governance system that shaped her 

socio-political and economic outlook. After independence in 1962, the country experienced a 

series of major transitions including political instability mainly between 1976- 1986. Most of 

the gains made in key sectors especially education, health and public sector were eroded by 

conflict.  

 

However, between 1990 and 2000 Uganda‘s economy strengthened in key areas. Buoyed by 

the extension of debt relief committed under the Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) and 

Multilateral Debt Relief Initiatives (MDRI), Uganda focused on reconstruction and poverty 

reduction under the first Poverty Eradication Action Plan (PEAP). Even before the adoption 

of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) in 2000 Uganda had already implemented 3 

years of the PEAP. After two phases of the PEAP (1997-2002 and 2003-2008) Uganda 

adopted a new development dispensation to realize Vision 2040 through six (6) five-year 

National Development Plans (NDPs). The current plan (NDPII) was aligned to the IPoA. 
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Most of Uganda‘s population (60%-70%) is heavily engaged in agriculture and resides in the 

rural countryside, 42% are in subsistence farming. However, agriculture is a declining source 

of income with only 26% relying on it as their sole source of income. Private non-agricultural 

wage employment is growing at 12% per annum and highly concentrated in peri-urban 

areas. Coupled with high youth formal unemployment standing at 83.2% (UBOS, 2012) 

Uganda ordinarily is vulnerable to global economic shocks, price volatility and urban poverty. 

However, Uganda proved resilient to the global economic downturn in 2008 mainly due to 

self-sufficiency in food production and the structure of its trade with countries in the EAC and 

COMESA regions. 

 

Foreign exchange volatility presents a serious challenge to Uganda‘s monetary economic 

stability. Economic challenges in the developed world prolonged the weak demand for 

Uganda‘s exports, pushing prices down for coffee and tea that are the main exports and 

worsening her trade balance and the Uganda shilling. The Uganda‘s central bank and the 

Ministry of Finance have responded over the last decade with a combination of fiscal and 

monetary policies to address spikes in headline inflation and a strong dollar. In light of these 

difficult times, the banking sector has had to do with high interest rates, which has cut back 

on lending and contracted many aspects that would ideally expand the productive sectors. 

Uganda continues to rely heavily on development partners for grants and concessional loans 

to finance key public investments especially in energy, roads and rail infrastructure. This is in 

the wake of a reduction in budget support since 2012. Nonetheless Uganda has maintained 

sustainable debt levels with liquidity and solvency indicators well below standard thresholds 

of 55%. This presents Uganda an opportunity to adopt an expansionary fiscal policy for 

ambitious investments as elaborated in Vision 2040.  

 

1.1.3 Constitutional Reforms and Democracy 

The 1995 Constitution (revised) remains the supreme law in the land although several 

amendments have been made to its provisions. In addition, other legislation has been 

enacted which enhanced greater access to opportunities and the participation in government 

by the citizenry.  To ensure democratic governance, Uganda continues to hold local, 

parliamentary and presidential elections every five years to ensure citizen political 

representation at all levels. There are 29 political parties registered in Uganda representing 

wide range of socio political views. The Parliament has a shadow cabinet of opposition 

political leaders and the media has had space to air views on the political landscape through 

various media outlets (print, electronic and air). While Uganda is a widely regarded as a 

constitutional democracy, sections of the civil society and the academia is critical to that 
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claim. These are views that full observance of the spirit constitutionalism is compromised, 

and a perception that certain constitutional provisions have been removed to serve parochial 

and party interests. This includes the removal of term limits, and the perceived use of 

excessive force by the police to quell civil disobedience and demonstrations by civilians. 

 

1.1.4 Peace and Stability  

Since her independence Uganda underwent a series a civil and military wars that eroded her 

economic performance and undermined socio economic development. Between 1986-2006 

Northern Uganda continued to face civil war launched by the Lord‘s Resistance Army of 

Joseph Kony on the NRM government. However, 2006, peace and stability returned to the 

country. Uganda has implemented two phases of three programmes: The Peace Recovery 

and Development Program (PRDP) and the Northern Uganda Social Action Fund; and 

Karamoja Integrated Development Program to bring Northern Uganda to the level of 

development to other parts of the country.  Peace and stability does not mean the absence 

of war alone. Uganda continues to face internal strife caused by other domestic factors 

mainly related to land conflicts, confrontations related to political power struggles during 

local, parliamentary and presidential elections and more recently tribal clashes in the 

Rwenzori sub-region in mid-western Uganda. 

 

1.1.5 Socio- Economic Trends 

Since 1986, there have been major improvements across the board. Uganda promulgated 

the 1995 Constitution and two years after (1997) adopted a wide-reaching policy of 

decentralization. At this time the economy grew rapidly (averaging 6-7% per annum). 

However, poverty remained high and so was the incidence of HIV/AIDS. The proportion of 

the population below the national poverty line stood at 56.4% in 1992/93 although it had 

reduced to 33.8% by 2000. HIV/AIDS posed a great danger to the country with HIV 

prevalence rate stood at 18.5% in 1992 among those 15 to 49 years of age alone. By 

2007/08 only 28% of the population had access to affordable essential drugs on a 

sustainable basis (MDG report 2015). In northern Uganda, an armed rebellion against the 

government by the Lord‘s Resistance Army displaced 1.8million people and destabilized the 

country from north west (West Nile) central greater northern and north eastern parts of the 

country as well as large parts of eastern Uganda. Following table on the top right is a 

synopsis of key facts and figures on Uganda‘s development trends. 
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    1.2 The Evolution of the African Peer Review Mechanism 

 

The African Heads of State and Government adopted the African Peer 

Review Mechanism (APRM) in 2003. It as an important instrument 

voluntarily acceded to for the realization of the objectives of the New 

Partnership for Africa‘s Development (NEPAD). It is an African 

innovation designed to entrench democracy and good governance 

through a self-monitoring mechanism that supports reinforcement of 

best practices among nations. Its mandate is to ensure that policies and practices of 

participating Member States conform to the agreed values, principles, codes and standards 

contained in the AU Declaration on Democracy, Political, Economic and Corporate 

Governance.  

 

The Mechanism is unique both in its scope and breadth, with the review process extending to all 

levels of government: the Executive, Parliament and the Judiciary, as well as to the private sector 

and civil society organizations. It is rooted in a purpose to deepen democratic practices, with a view 

to strengthening achievements, disseminating best practices and rectifying underlying deficiencies in 

governance and socio-economic development processes among AU Member States.  

 

The APRM Process in the Continent has made significant strides in terms of promoting democratic 

values, opening up of political space for citizen participation in policy debates and increased 

advocacy for good governance. It is important, therefore, for the Mechanism to continue making its 

presence and value felt by peoples across the Continent.   

 

 

1.3  APRM Objectives  

The objectives of the APRM are primarily to foster the adoption of policies, standards and practices 

that lead to political stability, high economic growth, sustainable development and accelerated sub-

regional and continental economic integration through experience sharing and reinforcement of 

successful and best practices. Specifically, it is: 

• An indigenous African instrument for revitalising the political, social and economic foundation 

of participating member states;  

• A tool for promoting the rebirth of institutions of political and economic governance; 

• A means for holding the leaders accountable; 
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• A means to seek collective sustainable and equitable solution to common problems; and 

• Put in motion a strategic reorientation towards universal African values. 

The APRM covers simultaneous evaluation in four distinct but related pillars and their respective 

objectives and parameters as outlined below: 

 

(i) Democracy and Good Political Governance (8 objectives): 

 Entrenching Constitutional Democracy and the Rule of Law, 

 Upholding the separation, checks and balance of power, 

 Prevention and management of intra and inter-state conflicts, 

 Promotion and protection of civil and political rights as enshrined in the law, 

 Ensuring Accountable, Efficient and Effective Public Service Delivery at the 

National and Decentralization Level, 

 Promotion and protection of the rights of women, 

 Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Children and Young Persons, 

 Promotion and protection of the rights of vulnerable Groups, including 

Internally Displaced Persons, Refugees, and Persons with Disabilities. 

 

(ii) Economic Governance and Management (6 objectives): 

 Design and implement economic policies for sustainable development, 

 Encourage ownership and participation of key stakeholders in policy 

formulation and implementation, 

 Promote sound public finance management, 

 Fight corruption and money laundering, 

 Accelerate and deepen regional integration in the monetary, trade and 

investment,  

 Develop and implement trade and investment policies that promote economic 

growth. 

  

(iii) Corporate Governance (5 objectives): 

 Promoting an Enabling Environment and Effective Regulatory Frame work for 

Business organisations and other entities, 

 Ensuring effective leadership and accountability of organisations,  

 Ensuring Ethical Conduct within Organisations,  

 Ensuring Organisations treat stakeholders fairly and equitably, 

 Ensuring the Organisations act as Good Corporate Citizens. 
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(iv) Socio-Economic Development (4 objectives): 

 Promote and accelerate broad-based sustainable socio-economic 

development, 

 Encourage broad- based participation in development, 

 Poverty, unemployment and inequality, 

 Progress towards gender equality, in particular equal access to education for 

girls at all levels. 

 

The country review process is carried out in five major stages as follows: 

 

Stage 1: Country Self-Assessment; This is a highly consultative process undertaken by the 

country under review, spearheaded by the National Governing Council (NGC) with support and 

guidance from the APRM Secretariat. The output of this stage is a Country Self-Assessment Report 

(CSAR). The report contains issues identified under each of the four thematic areas above and a 

draft programme of action to resolve key governance issues observed, with their estimated costs, 

before it is submitted to the APR Secretariat.  

 

Stage 2: Country Review Visit; The APRM Country Review Team (CRT), led by the designated 

APR Eminent Person and supported by members of the APR Secretariat, visits the country to hold 

wide-ranging consultations with the NGC, government officials, political parties, parliamentarians the 

private sector and representatives of civil society organizations including the media, academia, trade 

unions, business and professional bodies. The role of CRT is to validate CSAR and assess the 

proposed programme of action. The output of this stage is an Issues Paper covering outstanding 

problems in the country.  

 

Stage 3: Preparation of the Country Review Report (CRR); Led by the designated APRM 

Eminent Person, the APRM Secretariat prepares the CRR based on their appreciation of the 

situation in the country and proposed course of action to address any governance issues identified.  

The CRR is discussed with the government under reviewed, that is then given the opportunity to 

present a written response to the findings and suggestions contained in the report.  The 

government‘s response is then included as an annex to the report.  The final report is examined by 

the APR Panel of Eminent Persons and cleared for submission to the APRM Forum of Heads of 

State and Government.  
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Stage 4: Report to APR Forum; The Head of State and Government under review discusses the 

CRR with Peers to agree on outcome and follow-up on the reforms suggested in the PoA contained 

in the CRT. 

 

Stage 5: Publication of CRR; As the final stage of the process, the APRM Secretariat publishes the 

CRR for public information. The above review process was, initially, envisaged to be completed 

within 6-9 months, and repeated every five years, with periodic progress reports on implementation 

of the NPoA, but experience shows it lasts much longer.  

 

1.4  THE APRM PROCESS IN UGANDA 

Uganda was one of the pioneer countries that acceded to the APRM at its inception in 2003 and was 

first peer reviewed in the year 2008 at Sharm El Shiekh, Egypt.  According to the APRM Base 

Document, the base review is followed at intervals of two to four years by periodic reviews which are 

intended both to examine progress made since the base review and to provide an opportunity to 

interrogate new issues that may have arisen.  

 

Uganda has made significant progress since the last assessment in 2007. The country continued on 

a path of democracy and good political governance through regular elections. These elections at all 

levels have enabled the participation in the democratic processes by all citizens at all levels of 

governance. The country has put in place policies and strategies at various sector levels to advance 

economic governance and management. Cabinet Secretariat has increased its pursuit of the 

adherence of the Good Regulation guidelines 2004 and enforcement of the regulatory impact 

assessments for all policies. The Office of the Prime Minister has sustained a bi-annual and annual 

review of government performance and the Public Finance Management Act (2005) of Parliament 

ensures sound public finance management. 

 

Uganda has established a regulatory framework to ensure astute corporate governance. However, 

there are variances in implementing these regulations that govern both public and private corporate 

entities. Most corporations have put in place workplace policies to protect rights of their workers. 

Over the last decade, more cooperatives, producer associations and trade unions have been set up 

to protect worker rights. The Equal Opportunities Commission is working to ensure that vulnerable 

sections of the society are able to enjoy rights to association and welfare. Lastly, the transition from 

the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) to the United Nations Social Development Goals 

(SDGs) has highlighted the need for further investments in primary and secondary education, 

agriculture and health in order to ensure further reduction in poverty for socio-economic 

development and transformation.  
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Uganda presented its Fourth Annual APRM Progress Report on the implementation of the National 

Programme of Action for the period July 2009 to June 2014, in June 2015 at the 23rd APRM Summit 

in Johannesburg, South Africa, marking the end of the base review process. This is its second 

CSAR, which is expected to be completed and presented to the APRM Forum in June 2017. This 

report presents the details of the assessment and best practices under each theme, and annexures 

for further reference. 

 

1.5  METHODOLOGY 

 

1.5.1 Preparation of Draft Country Self-Assessment Report (CSAR) 

This is a process that is highly consultative in nature and therefore it is important that all 

stakeholders participate. The NGC, with support from NPA as its Secretariat, is leading the 

preparation of the CSAR that will culminate in the next APRM Programme of Action for Uganda. The 

assessment entails undertaking research in the four thematic areas of Democracy and Political 

Governance, Economic Governance and Management, Social Economic Development and 

Corporate Governance, to establish the effectiveness of good governance in Uganda.   

 

1.5.2 Desk Research 

The Report has been produced by a team of five consultants who carried out desk research on the  

thematic areas in accordance with the terms of reference and the APRM questionnaire. The 

research was designed to collect secondary data and information and to undertake qualitative 

analysis on issues of governance that are relevant to each thematic area. The analysis also 

emphasized progress made on the issues identified during the first CSAR and NPoA. 

 

1.5.3 CSAR Consultative Meetings 

The consultative meetings were organized as follows: two at the national level and one in each of 

the four major regions of the country. The meetings were designed to enable participation of a 

representative cross-section of stakeholders including various government ministries, departments 

and agencies, Local Governments, academia, private sector, media, trade unions and youth 

organizations to validate and ensure ownership of the report. This validation exercise is expected to 

lead to an acceptable Uganda Country Self-Assessment Report and enhance the production of a 

National Programme of Action (NPoA) designed to address identified governance challenges.  

 

1.5.4 First National Consultative Meeting 
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The first national level meeting was organized in Kampala as a workshop with participants mainly 

from central Government Ministries, Departments and Agencies (34 MDAs), and NGOs, FBOs, 

private sector, academia and the media (14 in total some represented as umbrella organizations).  It 

started with a plenary session where the Consultants presented the draft of the synthesis report; this 

was followed by group discussions of thematic areas the outcomes from which were then presented 

in plenary. Appropriate recommendations were made to revise the draft document accordingly 

before presentation to the regional workshops. 

 

1.5.5 Four Regional Consultative Meetings 

The revised draft report was then presented for validation purposes at the four regional workshops 

held in Mbarara (Western Uganda) with 54 participants representing various LGs and entities; 

Mukono (Central) with 32 participants representing LGs CSOs and other entities; Gulu (Northern) 

with 49 participants representing Districts, NGO Forums CSOs and academia and lastly in Mbale 

(Eastern) with 38 participants including district leaders, representatives of CSO umbrella 

organizations the private sector and academia. All together the process benefitted from input of 172 

participants representing organizations, religious and cultural entities across the country at the sub-

national level. All discussions were held in plenary and wide ranges of issues to be addressed were 

raised and to the greatest extent possible, have been incorporated in this report.  

 

1.5.6 Second National Validation Meeting 

In February 2017, the final validation workshop will be organized at the national level in Kampala to 

finalize the report. Thereafter, the final Country Self-Assessment Report shall be presented to H.E. 

the President, the Cabinet after which copies of the report will be printed and disseminated to the 

relevant stakeholders. The Country Self-Assessment Report will be followed by a Country Review 

Mission, which will be carried out later in the year. 

 

1.6 Conclusions from the Consultative phase 

 The Theme of Democracy and Political Governance elicited the highest number of issues 

(38 in all), which were cited a total of 62 times in all the regional consultation workshops. In 

all four regions, three issues were cited as important: re-instate the Presidential term limits, 

hold lower level local elections and Cabinet Ministers should not be in Parliament. In three 

out of four regions, another three issues were cited: right to land, reduction in number of new 

Districts and an independent appointments body for high national appointive offices such as 

Electoral Commission and IGG. Those top 6 issues should be included among the priority 

issues for the NPoA. 
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 The theme on Economic Governance and Management also generated intense 

discussions eliciting 37 issues and a total of 57 citations in all the four regional workshops. 

The most common issues were: the need for an Equal Opportunities Commission (4 

citations), corruption, revival of cooperatives, establishment sector development banks and 

regulating informal border trade (each with 3 citations).  

 

 The theme on Corporate Governance did not elicit much debate. This could partly arise from 

limited knowledge of the issues in this sector among participants. The NPoA should therefore 

include sensitization of the citizens on this aspect of governance. 

 The issues raised in the various consultation meetings did not all fall neatly under the four 

thematic categories, thus indicating inter-relationships among them. For instance, the issue 

of corruption was crosscutting in all four themes. 

 

1.7 STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT  

   

  This report is presented in a format laid out for all the Countries participating in the APRM 

CSAR process. Following this introduction, the next four chapters present the four themes of 

the CSA, which are Democracy and Governance, Economic Management, Corporate 

Governance and Socio-economic Development. The report concludes in Chapter 6 with a 

section on conclusions and annexes of key tables and the layout for the Programme of 

Action to implement the related recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 2: DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL GOVERNANCE 
                           

     

 

2.1 DEFINITION AND OVERVIEW 

 

Democracy and Political Governance seeks to contribute to strengthening the political and 

administrative structures of African countries in line with the principles of democracy, transparency, 

accountability, integrity, respect for human rights and promotion of the rule of law.  

 

The 2007 African Union (AU) Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance cites governance as 

requiring "undertaking regular reforms of the legal and justice systems, "and "improving efficiency and 

effectiveness of public services and combating corruption". A similar meaning of good governance is 

also derived from the definition of 2002 Organization of African Unity Memorandum of Understanding 

from the Conference on Security, Stability, Development and Co-operation in Africa, which argued 

that good governance comprised "accountability, transparency, the rule of law, elimination of 

corruption and unhindered exercise of individual rights as enshrined in the African Charter on Human 

and People's Rights."  

 

According to the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, good governance is at the heart of 

sustainable development, the alleviation of poverty and essential for economic growth. Democracy 

and political governance therefore constitutes an important prerequisite for successful economic, 

corporate and socio-economic governance, as it touches on the fundamental rights of the citizenry 

(both individuals and groups), the accountability of government to the governed, and the relative 

stability of nations. 

 

2.2 PRINCIPLES, STANDARDS AND CODES  

  

Uganda has progressed in terms of adherence to, signing, accession to, ratification as well as 

domestication of several standards and codes that pertain to good governance. Between 2007 and 

April 2016 Uganda registered significant progress in signing and ratifying several standards and 

codes. Uganda adopted the African Youth Charter in 2006 and the African Charter on Statistics 

(2009); signed and ratified the Peace and Security Council of the African Union; ratified the African 

Union Convention on Corruption, with 33 other African countries; signed and ratified the convention 

on the Elimination of Mercenarism in Africa as well as the OAU Convention governing the Specific 

Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa.  Uganda, as other African countries, has also ratified the 
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African Charter on Human and People‘s Rights (1998). It has also signed and ratified the OAU 

Charter on the Prevention and Combating of Terrorism (1999), the Constitutive Act of the African 

Union; ratified the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples Rights on the Rights of 

Women in Africa, and the Protocol to the OAU Convention on the Prevention and Combating of 

Terrorism (2004), but is yet to ratify it.   

 

Uganda is yet to sign and ratify the African Union Non–aggression and Common Defence Pact 

(2005). 18 member states have ratified, 34 have only signed and are yet to ratify this very important 

Pact. By virtue of its membership to the African union, Uganda is a party to the Statute of the African 

Union Commission on International Law-AUCIL (2009). The country is 8
th
 largest refugee host country 

in the World, and has signed and ratified the African Union Convention for the Protection and 

Assistance of Internally Displaced Persons in Africa. 12 other African countries followed Uganda on 

this. However, Uganda is yet to sign the African Charter on the Values and Principles of Public 

Service and Administration (2011). So far 35 countries have signed this Charter, which commits to 

high standards of public service for the countries ratifying them. Efforts should thus be made to 

ensure the country ratifies this and other standards and codes which regulates governance and the 

promotion and maintenance of human rights in the country, by increasing the space for both internal 

and external accountability. 

 

Table 2.1 Principles Standards and Codes as they relate to Democracy and Political Governance 
 

PRINCIPLES, CODES AND STANDARDS STATUS ON SIGNING, RATIFICATION, 

ACCESSION TO, DOMESTICATION AND 

POPULARISATION 

Second Optional Protocol to the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights aiming at 

the abolition of the death penalty (1989); 

Uganda has not yet ratified the protocol  

Optional Protocol to the Convention against 

Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading 

Treatment or Punishment (2002) 

In the reporting period, the Prohibition and 

Prevention of Torture Act was passed. It 

domesticates the Convention Against Torture 

Protocol on the African Charter on Human and 

Peoples‘ Rights on the Rights of 

Women in Africa (2003) 

Uganda ratified the protocol on 22
nd

 July 2010  

African Union Non-Aggression and Common 

Defence Pact (2005) 

Progress being made. Uganda was elected a 

member of African Union Peace and Security 

Council (PSC) for a period of four years, 2013-
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PRINCIPLES, CODES AND STANDARDS STATUS ON SIGNING, RATIFICATION, 

ACCESSION TO, DOMESTICATION AND 

POPULARISATION 

2016and contributes force to the African and 

European Peace keeping forces and is in South 

Sudan by invitation of Government of South 

Sudan. However, Uganda has not yet signed or 

ratified the Pact 

African Charter on Democracy, Elections and 

Governance (2007) 

Uganda signed the protocol on16
th
 December 

2008 but has not yet ratified it  

Protocol of the Court of Justice of the African 

Union (2003) 

Uganda signed the protocol on 18
th
 December 

2003 but has not yet ratified  

African Union Convention for the Elimination of 

Mercenaries in Africa (1977) 

Uganda signed the protocol on 2
nd

 July 2004 but 

has not yet ratified  

 

Another process that has helped Uganda to adhere to international conventions and treaties is the 

Universal Periodic Review (UPR). This is a unique process, which involves a periodic review of the 

human rights records of all 193 UN Member States.  Under this mechanism, the human rights 

situation of all UN Member States is reviewed every 5 years. 42 States are reviewed each year during 

three Working Group sessions dedicated to 14 States each. These three sessions are usually held in 

January/February, May/June and October/November. The result of each review is reflected in an 

outcome report listing the Recommendations the State under review (SuR) will have to implement 

before the next review. It is a full-circle process comprised of 3 key stages. First a review of the 

human rights situation of the State under Review (SuR) is undertaken. This is followed by the 

implementation within (5 years) of the recommendations received. The last stage is the reporting at 

the next review on the implementation of those recommendations and pledges and on the human 

rights situation in the country since the previous review.  

 

The Government of Uganda first submitted its national report to the 12
th
 session of the Universal 

Periodic Review (UPR) in July 2011, in accordance with Human Rights Council resolution 5/1.  

Uganda also appeared before the 26th Session of the United Nations Human Rights Council on 

Thursday, 3rd November 2016 to defend its Human Rights Record. Minister of Foreign Affairs Hon. 

Sam Kutesa headed the Uganda Delegation of 26 people.  It included Officials from different 

Ministries and representatives from different Government Agencies who clarified on some of the 

situations that have resulted into questioning of Uganda‘s Human rights record. The discussion 
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focused on Basic Human Rights, Women‘s Rights, Torture, Children Rights, Security, Societal Norms 

and Civil Society. 

UN Treaty Bodies: In addition to the Universal Periodic Reviews, there are ten human rights treaty 

bodies that monitor implementation of the core international human rights treaties. These bodies are: 

Human Rights Committee (CCPR); Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR); 

Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) Committee on the Elimination of 

Discrimination against Women (CEDAW); Committee against Torture (CAT); Subcommittee on 

Prevention of Torture (SPT); Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC); Committee on Migrant 

Workers (CMW); Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD); and the Committee 

on Enforced Disappearances (CED). Each member state of the United Nations is expected to make 

report to each of these committees on the progress made in the implementation of specific aspects of 

the Human Rights Treaty.  

 

The Reports are supposed to be submitted after every two years. Though Uganda is not among the 

worst categories of countries with delayed reports to the UN Human Rights Bodies, there are reports 

that are overdue.  Uganda has no initial report which is overdue but there are five period reports 

which are overdue, two of those reports are overdue by less than 5 years, 2 reports are overdue by 

between 5-10 years and one report overdue by over 10 years. 

 

Table 5.2 Status on other Dispensations linked to this theme 

Treaty  Reporting Status 

Committee on the Elimination of Racial 

Discrimination 

Combined 11
th
 and 13

th
 reports overdue 

since 2005 

Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural 

Rights 

Second Report due in 2020 

Human Rights Committee  Second Report overdue since 2008 

Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination 

against Women 

Eight Report overdue since 2014 

Committee against Torture Second Report due in 2016 

Committee on the Rights of the Child Combined 3
rd

 to 5
th
 Reports overdue 

since 2011 

Committee on the Protection of the Rights of All 

Migrant Workers and Members of their Families 

Latest Report submitted in 2015 and 

Second Report due in 2020 
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Treaty  Reporting Status 

Committee on the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities  

Latest Report was in April 2016 and the 

combined second to fourth reports due in 

2022 

 
The recommendations below are made to ensure that Uganda adheres to Standards and Codes as 

they pertain to democracy and political governance. It is imperative that the focus is put on 

ratification and domestication of International Human Rights Treaties, particularly, the following: 

a. Convention on the Rights of Peoples with Disabilities (CRPD); 

b. Optional Protocol to the Convention Against Torture (OP-CAT); 

c. Optional Protocol of the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (OP- CESCR) 

d. Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against 

Women (OP-CEDAW); 

e. Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on a communications 

procedure (OP-CRC-IC); 

f. ILO Convention No. 198; 

g. The International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance 

(ICPPED); 

h. Domestication of UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders (1998) to ensure a legal 

protection mechanism for defenders; 

i. ILO Convention 169- Convention concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent 

Countries; 

j. In 2015, the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members 

of Their Families recommended that Uganda: consider withdrawing the reservation made 

with respect to article 18 (3) (d) of International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of 

Migrant Workers and Members of their Families (ICRMW); consider making the declarations 

provided for in articles 76 and 77 of ICRMW; consider ratifying or acceding to the ILO 

Migration for Employment Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 97), and the Domestic Workers 

Convention, 2011 (No. 189); and proceed to ratifying the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and 

Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, and the Protocol against the 

Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the United Nations Convention 

against Transnational Organized Crime; 

 

k. The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) recommended 

that Uganda implements its obligations under the 1954 Convention relating to the Status of 

Stateless Persons and acceding to the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness 
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in line with the pledge it made during the commemoration of the sixtieth anniversary of the 

adoption of the 1951 Convention. 

 

Whereas in 2012, Uganda adopted human rights-oriented laws, in particular the Prevention and 

Prohibition of Torture Act 2012, there is an urgent need to pass the following Bills including the: 

 Judiciary Administration Bill,  

 Legal Aid Policy,  

 Children Amendment Bill,  

 Witness Protection Bill,  

 National Transitional Justice Policy and Law,  

 Amnesty Act (Amendment) Bill, and 

 Law Revision (Penalties in Criminal Matters) Miscellaneous Amendment Bill. 

 

There is also need to strengthen legal protection against sexual offences and address gaps in the 

Penal Code Act and Evidence Act. 

 

2.3. ENTRENCHING CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY AND RULE OF LAW   

 

This objective assesses the extent to which Uganda continues to deepen her constitutional 

democracy and building institutions that enhance the rule of law, protection of political rights and a 

representative democracy. It further assesses the extent to which citizens participate in political 

decision making; the extent to which elections are free and fair; the supremacy of the constitution; 

respective of the rule of law by both leaders and citizens. 

 

2.3.1 COMPETITION FOR POWER AND PROMOTION OF DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE 

 

Existence of Individual and Collective Rights and Mechanisms to Protect Them 

In Uganda both individual and collective rights are enshrined within the 1995 Constitution, as 

amended in the year 2005. Ugandan Constitution recognizes and protects the inalienable rights to 

life, and other rights such as right to property, association and other aspects of rights that promote 

physical, social and economic development of its citizens. Uganda‘s Constitution guarantees 

Ugandan citizens the enjoyment of their economic, social and cultural rights and civil and political 

rights. Article 1 Clause 1 and 2 of the Ugandan Constitution 1995 recognizes the importance of the 

citizenry and states clearly that power belongs to the people who shall determine who should govern 
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them and how they should be governed.  Some of the mechanisms through which the people can 

achieve this are through:  

i. Holding of regular elections where the populace participates and determines who governs 

them at all levels of governance;  

ii. A justice system in place with and the justice institutions that guarantee rule of law and 

respect for human rights; 

iii. Parliamentary representation of all citizens and various sections of the population. 

 

Mechanisms and Institutions to Protect Human Rights  

Ugandan Constitution recognizes and protects the inalienable rights to life, and other rights such as 

right to property, association and other aspects of rights that promote physical, social and economic 

development of its citizens. The Constitution guarantees Ugandan citizens the enjoyment of their 

economic, social and cultural rights, and civil and political rights. Numerous mechanisms and 

institutions exist aimed at the protection and promotion of human rights and these include: 

i. The Uganda Human Rights Commission, established by article 51 of the Constitution of 

Uganda, and whose mandate among others is to investigate, at its own initiative or on a 

complaint made by any person or group of persons against any violation of human rights; 

formulate, implement and oversee programs intended to inculcate in the citizens of Uganda 

awareness of their civil responsibilities and an appreciation of their rights and obligations of a 

free people; monitor the government‘s compliance with international treaties and convention 

obligations and human rights.  

ii. Uganda Parliament’s Standing Committee on Human Rights:  The 9
th
 Parliament of 

Uganda, 2011-2016, established a Standing Committee on Human Rights. The objectives of 

this committee is to track and report on human rights concerns in every business handled by 

parliament; to monitor government compliance with national and international human rights 

instruments to which Uganda is party and follow up on government period reports to 

international human rights monitoring bodies; examine the recommendations of the Uganda 

Human Rights Commission Reports and to ensure that government is held accountable; and 

to inquire into any matter relating to human rights in Uganda. The Committee has developed 

a checklist for the compliance with human rights in policy, bills, budgets, government 

programs and all business handled by parliament. 

iii. Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR): Uganda 

hosts a country office of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human 

Rights (OHCHR), established in 2006, with a mandate to support national human rights 

institutions, combat impunity, strengthen accountability and the rule of law, enhance equality, 
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counter discrimination, integrate human rights in development and the economic sphere, and 

widen the democratic space. 

iv. Human rights desk at the Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs: This desk 

coordinates, at country level, the implementation of the National Action Plan and preparation 

of relevant reports for submission to regional and international human rights bodies. It 

ensures that Uganda upholds the rule of law, good governance and accountability and 

implements human rights based approach in all national policies and legislation. This Desk 

also ensures compliance by Government Ministries, Departments and Agencies with the 

human rights based approach through provision of legal advice 

v. Focal points within Ministries Departments and Agencies of Government. Focal points 

have been created to ensure that human rights issues are cascaded into respective 

institutional policies, plans, programs and budgets; as well as to follow up on their 

implementation and reporting on progress made. There are human rights departments within 

security agencies including the Uganda Police Force (UPF) and the Uganda People‘s 

Defence Forces (UPDF). 

vi. Civil Society Organizations: In addition to the mechanisms put in place by the government 

aimed at promoting and protecting human rights, numerous civil societies have emerged, 

which are not only playing an oversight function but also an advocacy role as well as 

sensitizing the Uganda communities on matters of human rights. These organizations include, 

among others, the Uganda NGO Forum, the Foundation for Human Rights Initiative, 

Foundation for Women in Democracy (FOWODE), Coalition for Constitutional Governance 

among others. 

 

Efficacy of Legal Provisions and Regulations Governing Political Associations and Parties 

According to Article 69 of the Constitution, the people of Uganda shall have the right to choose and 

adopt a political system of their choice through free and fair elections or referenda. Article 72 

provides for the right to every citizen to form a political party and other organizations as long as it 

operates under the principles laid down in the constitution for its registration and conduct. The 

paragraphs that follow under this sub-section show the membership in political parties, the 

assessment of the internal democracy within political parties, and the resource allocation and 

financing for political parties in the country. 

 

Membership in Political Parties  

Uganda in 2006 held the first general elections under the multiparty dispensation since the 

promulgation of the 1995 Constitution. After being governed under a no-party political arrangement 

since 1986, Uganda eventually adopted a multi-party system of governance in 2005. 39 political 
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parties were formed and registered between 2005 and 2014. Nevertheless 10 political parties were 

de-registered by the Uganda Electoral Commission.  

 

Uganda has 29 registered political parties as of June 2016
2,
 although only six had representation in 

the ninth parliament (Munyangabo and Kitamirike, 2015). Liberal Democratic Transparency (LDT); 

National Convention For Democracy (NCD); National Peasants‘ Party (NPP), National Resistance 

Movement (NRM); National Unity, Reconciliation and Development Party (NURP), National Youth 

Revolutionary Organisation (NYRO), People‘s Development Party (PDP); Social Democratic 

Party(SDP); National Youth Revolutionary Organisation (NYRO),  People‘s Progressive Party (PPP), 

People‘s United Movement (PUM); Popular People‘s Democracy (PPD); Republican Women and 

Youth Party (RWYP); Revolutionary People‘s Party (RPP), Society for Peace and Development 

(SPD); Uganda Economic Party (UEP); Uganda Federal Alliance (UFA); Uganda Patriotic Movement 

(UPM); Uganda People‘s Congress (UPC); Uganda People‘s Party (UPP); Activist Party (AP), 

Congress Service Volunteers Organisation (COSEVO); Conservative Party (CP),Democratic Party 

(DP), Ecological Party of Uganda (EPU), Farmers Party of Uganda (FPU), Forum for Democratic 

Change (FDC), Forum for Integrity in Leadership (FIL), Green Partisan Party (GPP), Justice Forum 

(JEEMA), and Green Partisan Party (GPP). 

 

Out of the 29 registered political parties, only 4 political parties constitute the majority membership 

with the ruling NRM holding an overwhelming majority in the current 10
th
 Parliament as shown 

below: 

Table 5.3 Representation of Political Parties in Parliament since the last Review 

 Political Affiliation 9
th

 Parliament 10
th

 Parliament 

1 NRM 263 294 

2 FDC 34 36 

3 DP 12 15 

4 UPC 10 6 

5 Conservative Party 1 0 

6 Justice Forum 1 0 

7 Independents 43 66 

 UPDF 10 10 

Total 374 427 

Source: Uganda Electoral Commission & Uganda Parliamentary Commission 

 

                                                           
2
Information from the Website of the Electoral commission: www.ec.or.ug 

http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/liberal-democratic-transparency-ldt
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/national-convention-democracy-ncd
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/national-peasants%E2%80%99-party-npp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/national-resistance-movement-nrm
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/national-resistance-movement-nrm
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/national-unity-reconciliation-and-development-party-nurp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/national-youth-revolutionary-organisation-nyro
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/national-youth-revolutionary-organisation-nyro
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/people%E2%80%99s-development-party-pdp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/social-democratic-partysdp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/social-democratic-partysdp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/people%E2%80%99s-progressive-party-ppp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/people%E2%80%99s-united-movement-pum
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/popular-people%E2%80%99s-democracy-ppd
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/republican-women-and-youth-party-rwyp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/republican-women-and-youth-party-rwyp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/revolutionary-people%E2%80%99s-party-rpp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/society-peace-and-development-spd
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/society-peace-and-development-spd
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/uganda-economic-party-uep
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/uganda-federal-alliance-ufa
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/uganda-patriotic-movement-upm
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/uganda-patriotic-movement-upm
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/uganda-people%E2%80%99s-congress-upc
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=party/uganda-people%E2%80%99s-party-upp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/activist-party-ap-0
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/congress-service-volunteers-organisation-cosevo
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/conservative-party-cp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/democratic-party-dp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/democratic-party-dp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/ecological-party-uganda-epu
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/farmers-party-uganda-fpu
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/forum-integrity-leadership-fil
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/green-partisan-party-gpp
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/justice-forum-jeema
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/justice-forum-jeema
http://www.ec.or.ug/?q=content/green-partisan-party-gpp
http://www.ec.or.ug/
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Assessment of Internal Democracy within Political Parties  

According to Article 71(b) the internal organization of political parties in Uganda are expected to 

conform to the democratic principles. Members of the national organs of the parties are supposed to 

be elected regularly. Section 8 (2e) of the 2002 Political Party Act prohibits the registration of political 

parties, which do not allow periodic and democratic election of its leadership.  

In Uganda there have been mainly two models of ensuring political democracy: 

i. For most of the political parties, including the Forum for Democratic Change, the Democratic 

Party, the Conservative Party and the Justice Forum, all leadership position decided at a 

delegates’ conference, through an election.  

ii. With the ruling National Resistance Movement, and the Uganda People‘s Congress, the 

party delegates Conference elects the President General of party, who then appoints the 

rest of the executive committees, who are latter approved by the Central Executive 

Committee of the party. 

 

Other aspects to ensure internal democracy have been through the election of the flag bearer and 

setting of term limits for party leadership. Election of the flag bearer: Apart from the Forum for 

Democratic Change, the rest of the political parties, the President General of the Party is automatic- 

ally its flag bearer during the Presidential elections. As for the Forum for Democratic Change, the 

President General of the party is not automatically the flag bearer. The flag bearer is chosen 

separately at a delegate‘s conference.  

 

Only two political parties have term limits for the president general; the Forum for Democratic 

Change and the Democratic Party. The rest of the political parties do not have a provision in the 

party constitution for term limits. Three political parties have changed party leadership in the recent 

past that is the Forum for Democratic Change, the Democratic Party and the Justice Forum. The rest 

of the political parties, including the ruling National Resistance Movement, the founding president of 

the party has never been changed. 

  

Selection of candidates for the various elective positions: The National Resistance Movement 

originally chose its parliamentary candidates through an electoral college.  In 2010, the constitution 

of the party was changed to provide for universal suffrage/party primaries.  This would appear to be 

the most democratic process, however, during the 2016 Presidential and Parliamentary elections, 

NRM primaries were marred with several irregularities, which forced several members of the party 

who lost in the primaries to stand as independent candidates. Other political parties, partly due 

financial constrains, opted to use the electoral colleges, or executive committees to take the 

decisions on who to stand in a particular constituency.  
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Other major parties also carry out periodic elections to fill various offices within party structures at 

both national and local levels (District and Sub Counties). Most of these political parties now conduct 

primary elections to determine candidates it wishes to field for elective positions, especially at 

presidential, parliamentary and local council levels. While initially primary elections were held using 

electoral colleges comprising of few party members, from 2011, political party primary elections have 

involved all potential voters in the areas under consideration. While this is by no mean financially 

easy on both the party and the candidate, it has deepened the level of democracy and transparency 

within political parties. Although claims of vote rigging at primary levels have been rife, this is a 

commendable step to entrench internal party democracy among political actors and it is a good 

practice to be cherished.  

 

Resource Allocation and Financing of Political Parties 

 

In 2010, the Political Parties and Organizations Act 2005 (PPOA) was amended to insert Section 

14(a) to provide for the use of government funds or other public resources to political parties or 

organizations represented in Parliament; (b) in respect of elections funding shall be on equal basis 

and (c) normal day to day activities shall be based on the numerical strength of each party in 

Parliament. According to the law governing government funding of political parties, parties are 

supposed to be funded on the basis of their numerical strength in Parliament.  In 2015, the Uganda 

Electoral Commission operationalized a provision for party financing in the Political Parties and 

Organization‘s Act, 2010 and gave all parties, represented in parliament, funds in accordance with 

their numerical strength in Parliament.  The Electoral Commissions Act (Reviewed in 2015) provides 

for a mechanism for financing political parties in line with the Political Parties Act. However, the 

overwhelming majority of representation in Parliament, by the ruling NRM, inadvertently ensured an 

allocation of 80% of the entire funding for political parties thus ‗un-leveling‘ the playing field as 

showed below.  

 

Table 5.4 Political Parties financial allocation from Electoral Commission in 2015/16 for elections 

Political party   No. Party seats    Budget Allocation  (2015) % share  

 Forum for Democratic change  37 1,145,510,836 11% 

 National Resistance Movement 259 8,018,575,851 80% 

 JEEMA  1 30,959,752 0% 

Conservative Party  1 30,959,752 0% 

 Uganda People‘s Congress  10 309,597,285 3% 
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 Democratic Party  15 464,396,285 5% 

Total   10,000,000,000  100% 

Source: Electoral Commission, 2015 

 

It is very difficult to determine internal sources of funds for political parties because the political 

parties are not inclined by the law to publicly disclose internal resourcing information. While party 

membership is clear, all parties who this review engaged were not willing to enforce the collection of 

membership fee because this would be a dis-incentive to attract support. Nevertheless, for some of 

the major political parties the information can be deduced. Parties are widely believed to be 

obtaining financing from local and international organizations and individuals under anonymity. 

Political parties also fundraise from within their membership as shown by the case below: 

 

Box 2.1 For instance, the Forum for Democratic Change issued card membership each of UGX 

1,000. The FDC has national fundraising structures (and a committee) and conducts training for 

members on how to raise funds locally. Another avenue is voluntary salary deductions from each 

Member of Parliament representing FDC, which directly goes to the party.  Sections of the business 

community support both the ruling party and the major opposition party the FDC.  They do not want 

to risk putting their eggs in a single basket.  

 

Other political parties like the Uganda People‘s Congress (formerly in power 1962-1970 and 1980-

1985) received funding from the Milton Obote Foundation from rent collected from its building in 

Kampala – the Uganda House as well as local contributions and those from the diaspora. 

 

Parties also receive external financial Support from an array of donors that may be linked to 

political parties in the western world in some cases, or independent foundations.  For instance, the 

British Conservative Party, that supports the Forum for Democratic Change and to a limited extent 

the Democratic Party, receives funds from the Westminster Foundation for Democracy.  

 

Challenges to the funding of political parties  

The formula used in relations to the government funding of political parties is discriminative. It does 

not take into consideration political parties, which are unable to sponsor Parliamentary candidates, 

but they are active in local councils.  Under the Uganda Constitution and the Political Parties and 

Organizations Act of 2005 (PPOA), political parties must disclose their sources of income to the 

Electoral Commission. Parties are also supposed to audit their books of account every year, verified 

by independent auditors appointed by the commission. Unfortunately, none of the parties, including 
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the ruling NRM, has turned in their books of account, leave alone declaring their source of funds. 

This requirement, which attracts a harsh penalty of deregistration, is hardly complied with and where 

it is, no effort to verify the accounts is made. To this end, the assessment makes the following 

recommendations: 

i. Enforce the law, which requires political parties to declare their source of funds and also 

which requires them to declare audited accounts; 

ii. The formula for the state funding of political parties should be revised; 

iii. Political Parties should put up mechanisms of strengthening their internal sources of review, 

particularly, membership fees.  

 

Assessment of the Inclusiveness and Legitimate Participation in the Electoral Process 

 

After the restoration of multi-party politics, some parties have sponsored candidate at the different 

political levels of participation, ranging from the local councils, through parliamentary up to 

presidential elections.  Analysis of electoral trends in Uganda shows that it is mainly the NRM that 

has sponsored candidates at most levels and in most areas of the country. Many of the registered 

opposition political parties have not been able to sponsor their members to elected offices, within 

local council, parliament and some have failed to present candidates at presidential levels. The 

inability to sponsor candidates at various levels on the part of political parties is predicated on 

financial constraints and in other cases weak structures and networks of such institutions.  

 

In addition, the space within which political parties exercise their mandate appears to be constricted, 

limiting the space and freedom for the opposition to mobilize and organize in order to participate in 

the political processes. The recent passing of the Public Order Management Act (POMA) to a large 

extent narrowed further the space for the political opposition as it made it much harder for meetings 

to be organized (Kiranda and Kamp, 2010; Ssengendo, Ochen and Kabumba-Busingye, 2014).  

There are, however opportunities for interparty cooperation, as seen in the 2016 elections where 

UPC, DP, JEEMA and CP coalesced around one candidate at presidential level.  

 

The Interparty Cooperation Framework also provides space for interaction between parties that is 

resourceful and recognizes the rights and interest of the other parties. It should be noted however 

that the greater cooperation seems to be among parties in the opposition, although a forum exists 

where even the ruling party can participate. Efforts have been made towards enhancing greater 

cooperation between the different political parties, championed by civil society and the Elders‘ 

Forums of Uganda, but this remains a major challenge in part due to the following issues: 
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i. Political Framework: The dominant party system- Whereas several parties exist, the three 

elections held since the re-introduction of multi-party system in 2005 have produce a 

dominant party system, with the National Resistance Movement, wining parliamentary seats 

with a very significant majority. As mentioned in earlier, in the 9
th
 Parliament, NRM had 263 

out of 350 Members of Parliament, or 75%, and in the 10
th
 Parliament, NRM has 293 out of 

370 Members of Parliament, or 79%. 

ii. Legal Framework: the legal framework favors the incumbent and the ruling party in several 

aspects. First, the law allows the incumbent since he is the sitting president, to use certain 

resources, such as cars and fuel. Secondly, the ruling party uses state structures, such as 

the Offices of the Resident District Commissioner, and intelligence agencies to run its 

campaigns. 

iii. Financial Constraints: Most political parties, largely because of financial constraints, are 

unable to establish branches right from the grass roots. Without branches, popular 

participation in the decision making process is seriously constrained.  These parties are also 

unable to field as many candidates as they could for the various elective positions in the 

country. 

iv. Commercialization of Politics: Uganda‘s politics is highly commercialized with a lot of 

money being used during the election period. This undermines political parties and 

individuals with a weak financial base to participate in elective politics. 

 

The political landscape in Uganda continues to tilt in favor of politicians and individuals who are able 

to mobilize financial resources to ―rent‖ support from the electorate. This has resulted in a 

progressively commercialization of politics in Uganda. This is at a backdrop of limited capacity within 

most political parties to strengthen themselves right from grass root structures. This limitation in the 

institutional set up of political parties has curtailed inclusive and legitimate participation of potential 

and credible leaders who either shun this process or are unable to finance it.  

 

It is important to note that though most of the registered political parties did not field candidates for 

both the presidential and parliamentary elections, 19 of the registered political parties fielded 

candidates in the over several elective position at the local level. One of the parties, the Justice 

Forum won the chairmanship in one of the 112 Districts.  In total, there were 28,948 positions that 

were contested for at the different levels of government by 18 out of the 29 registered political 

parties as indicated in the table below: 

 

Table 5.5 No. of candidates (and proportion of all) per party fielded at various levels in the 

2016 Elections  
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No. Political Party No % 

1 National Resistance Movement  26,806 92.6 

2 Forum for Democratic Change 5,847 20.2 

3 Democratic Party 1,930 6.7 

4 Uganda People‘s Congress 1,331 4.6 

5 Justice Forum 58 0.2 

6 Conservative Party 22 0.08 

7 People‘s Progressive Party 60 0.21 

8 People‘s Development Party 9 0.03 

9 Social Democratic Party 50 0.17 

10 Uganda Federal Alliance 71 0.25 

11 Society for Peace and Development 1 0.003 

12 Activist Party (AP) 2 0.006 

13 Congress Service Volunteers Organization 2 0.006 

14 Farmers Party of Uganda (FPU) 1 0.003 

15 Liberal Democratic Transparency (LDT) 1 0.003 

16 Republic Women and Youth Party (RWYP) 41 0.14 

17 Uganda Economic Party (UEP) 1 0.003 

18 Uganda Patriotic  Movement (UPM) 2 0.003 

10 Independents  16385 56.6 

 Total 28,948 100% 

Source: Electoral Commission 2016 

 

Assessment of the electoral system with a particular focus independence; election 

management institutions and political corruption  

 

Uganda‘s election management body is called the ―Independent Electoral Commission‖, which is 

established by article 60 of the Constitution of Uganda, and the Electoral Commission Act, as 

amended in 2015.  Among other functions, it is supposed to ensure regular, free and fair elections; 

demarcation of constituencies and to compile the voters register; to hear and determine election 

complaints arising before and during elections; and to formulate and implement voter educational 

programs relating to elections. This Commission is appointed by the President and approved by 

Parliament.  
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Uganda`s electoral system can broadly be categorized as the ―single majority –plurality system‖. 

Nevertheless, as far as the presidential election are concerned, there is some modification of the 

system. According to article 103 (4) a candidate shall not be declared as President unless the 

number of votes cast in favor of that candidate at the presidential election is more than 50% of the 

valid votes cast at the election. Unless the candidate gets 50% + 1 vote there shall be a re-run 

between the top two candidates. The rest of elective positions, including parliamentary seats, are by 

simple majority. 

According to article 62 of the 1995 Constitution, the Electoral Commission is expected to be 

independent in the performance of its functions. It is not supposed to be subject to the direction 

or control of any person or authority. 

 

Box 2.2 Members of the Electoral Commission are appointed in a fairly consultative process. The 

practice is that the President receives a list of nominees from the line Ministry Department or 

Agency of Government and nominates members who are then vetted by Members of Parliament. 

The President cannot appoint any member who has not been approved by Parliament. The public 

political parties and civil society organizations can participate by providing information to the 

appointments committee of Parliament, which approves appointments if the nominees are 

unsuitable for the job. This issue will be further considered during the upcoming process of the 

review of our legal and policy framework for reforms following our last elections.  

 

There is a widely held view is that the appointment of this Commission should be on a meritocratic 

basis; through the Public Service Commission as opposed to being directly appointed by the 

President. This puts into question the independence of the Electoral Commission and the fairness of 

the debate surrounding the independence of the electoral commission on account of the following: 

i. Appointment of members of the Electoral Commission: Members of the Electoral 

Commission are appointed the president, with the approval of Parliament. 

ii. Demarcation of Constituencies: whereas the constitution empowers the Electoral 

Commission to demarcate constituencies, the practice is that elections are based on counties, 

which are delineated by the Ministry of local government. The Electoral Commission plays 

basically no role in the process. 

iii. Legal framework for conducting elections:  whereas numerous actors in Uganda, including 

the Electoral Commission itself have been proposing electoral reforms, government has often 

ignored these reforms. Even when some reforms are undertaken, they normally come late. 

iv. Financial Limitations: Whereas the electoral commission is expected to formulate and 

implement voter educational programs relating to elections, the money given for this exercise 
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is little and always comes late. During the FY 2015-2016, the budget for the Uganda Electoral 

Commission performed at 69% with 205.179 billion released instead of the approved budget 

of 295.581 billion.  

v. Failure to conduct LC1 and LCII elections. Whereas the Electoral Commission has been 

able to conduct elections at various levels of government, it has been unable to conduct, 

elections the lowest levels of government in the last 20 years.  The elections for the LCI and 

LCII leaders had been scheduled for January 2017 (but postponed to 2018), because 

financial resources appear to be inadequate. Whereas the Election Commission believes that 

they need 17 billion shillings to conduct the elections, government has only offered 10 billion.  

There is also contention on the mode of elections. The official position is that the leaders 

should be elected by lining up. The view from civil society is that elections should be by secret 

ballot.  

 

Recent Continuous Electoral Cases and how they were Resolved by the Courts  

Article 61(1) (f) of the 1995 Constitution and Section 15 of the Electoral Commission Act mandates 

the Electoral Commission to hear and determine election complaints arising before, and during 

polling. During the 2016 general elections the Electoral Commission received and handled 277 pre-

election complaints covering academic qualifications, noncompliance with set age requirements, 

defacing and tearing down of campaign posters, non-inclusion in the National Voters‘ Register, non-

adherence to the campaign programs, insufficient supporting signatures, forgery of documents, and 

non-resignation by public servants intending to contest in the elections within the prescribed time, 

among others.  The judiciary believes electoral disputes are resolves by default and many court 

proceedings do not address the causes of electoral disputes. The Commission reversed 41 

nominations out of which 19 were appealed to the High Court under Sec. 15 of the Electoral 

Commission Act.  After the conclusion of the presidential, general parliamentary and local 

government council elections, a number of candidates who were aggrieved following the declaration 

and gazetting of the election results, filed petitions in the respective Courts of Law as tabled below: 

 

Table 5.6 Elections Petitions and how they were disposed off 

Level of Election  Description of Petitions made and their resolution 

Presidential Election 

Petitions 

Kizza Besigye Vs Electoral Commission and Candidate Y. K Museveni in 

2006, and 2011 as well as John Patrick Amama Mbabazi Vs Electoral 

Commission and Candidate Y K Museveni in 2016. In all these times, after 

due inquiry into the petition, the Supreme Court of Justices unanimously 

dismissed these petitions and declared candidate Yoweri Kaguta Museveni 
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Level of Election  Description of Petitions made and their resolution 

as having been validly elected. 

Parliamentary 

Election Petitions  

There has been a rise in the number of petitions involving Parliamentary 

elections, which declared winners and competitors seeking court settlement 

on award of electoral wins for incumbents. The largest proportion of these 

cases have been over candidate academic qualifications, and claims of 

voter fraud. The 2016 general elections registered 135 parliamentary 

election petitions filed in the High Court, out of which 92 have been 

concluded, by the time of writing this report. 66 won against 26 lost. 

Local Government 

Election Petitions  

After the 2016 general elections, there were 85 Local Government Council 

election petitions filed in the High Court/Chief Magistrate's Court, out of 

which 27 have been concluded, 19 won against eight lost by the time of 

writing this report. 

Source: Combined reporting from Electoral Commission and Justice Sector Reports 

 

Petitioning of Courts is a clear demonstration of the faith that the political class has in the judicial 

system to settle political disputes. Secondly it affirms that while progress has been made in 

strengthening the credibility of the electoral process, challenges remain that point to a necessity for 

further reforms.  

 

Summary of Recommendations  

To entrench constitutional democracy and rule of law, the following key recommendations are 

proposed: 

viii. It is the predominant view of many Ugandans that the constitutional review under the 10th 

Parliament considers reinstating the Presidential Term limits to the previous Two (2) terms of 

Five (5) years, as well as the extension of the same limits to all elected political leaders.  

ix. Government should expedite the implementation of recommendations made under the 

constitutional review process as well as by the Supreme Court as a result of the various 

petitions considered after the 2011 and 2016 general elections. These include constituting an 

independent electoral commission composed of persons seconded by all actors across the 

political spectrum. Government put in place amendments to the Political Parties Act in 2010. 

Enforcement of this Act requires that instances of the over-reach of the executive in 

influencing legislation and political powers of the presidency are checked in ways that 

increase fairness in political competition and observance of the rule of law. 
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x. There is need to revitalize the implementation of the national civic education programs to 

increase civic competence and political awareness. This should be done in a sustainable 

manner through various governance structures as opposed to targeting only election periods.  

 
2.3.2 ESTABLISHMENT OF THE RULE OF LAW AND THE SUPREME OF THE CONSTITUTION  

 
Term limits for the executive 

Article 105 (1 and 2) clearly state that a person shall not be elected under this Constitution to hold 

office as President for more than two terms of five years each. However, this provision was 

amended in 2005 to lift the term limit of the tenure of the Office of the Presidency by Parliament. It is 

the popular view among the citizenly that the terms limit for the Presidency be reinstated.  

 

The existence of term limit in the constitution and a description of attempts (if any) to extend 

executive tenure by constitutional amendment 

The 1995 Ugandan Constitution had a two-term mandate for a president (of five years each), as 

decided by the frameworks of the constitution in 1994-1995 (article 105clause 2). The drafters of the 

constitution instituted this as a protective legislation against abuse of power by leaders of Uganda. 

Uganda‘s history of violent conflict and violent changes in government, inability of leaders to respect 

rule of law and respect human rights were some of the strongest arguments for the institution of the 

term limits.  The 1995 Constitution Article 105 clause 2 was however amended in 2005 to remove 

term limit to the presidency which means the person (including the sitting president) can run and 

serve as many times as he or she can be nominated by his party. The main argument for those in 

favour of removing the term limit was that Uganda democracy had reached a maturity stage where 

competent electorate can ably determine who can govern them. Those against the removal of term 

limit, especially the academia, civil society and members of the political opposition argued that 

beyond the constitution there were no checks and balances in removing incumbency advantage, 

hence need to keep term limits. After rigorous debates in parliament and the issue put to the vote, 

those in favour of removing the term limit was approved. Additionally, many of the respondents 

recommended restoration of term limits not only for the presidency but all across the board right from 

the LC-1 to the Presidency. These terms should be limited to 2 terms of 5 years each.  These term 

limits would allow or a fair competition for political positions and bring about the control of how long 

someone in can in a position of power like in parliament.  
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Adjudication and effectiveness of law enforcement agents 

 

Uganda has an elaborate court system with relevant prosecution arms i.e. at the sub county with LC 

III Court, Grade Two Magisterial Courts, Grade One magistrate court, the chief magistrate courts, 

the high court, and Court of appeal as well as the Supreme Court. These different courts have 

specific jurisdictions and there have been efforts over the years to advance access to justice by 

recruiting more magistrates, prosecutors and State Attorneys and establishing magistrate courts in 

new districts and other locations and also posting high court judges up country. The court of appeal 

also holds routine sessions in several major towns to further improve efficiency of the adjudication 

processes.  However, research findings reveal that the Judiciary had not been optimally involved in 

national planning. Its critical role in ensuring the rule of law and propping all the key pillars for 

national development has not been fully appreciated. It is underfunded and understaffed. It has not 

fully discharged its duties such as dispute resolution especially on land matters, the protection of 

rights, and ensuring access to justice; maintain peace and national security, and the elimination of 

criminals from society, all of which would ensure socio-economic transformation. The Judiciary lacks 

adequate innovations in case disposal as it was still dogged by old, adversarial methods of work and 

wrong legislation. That notwithstanding, the Judiciary had made some strides in resolving electoral 

disputes in a reasonably short time even with limited resources.  

The Uganda Police Force.  The UPF is established by the Police Act and Article 211 of the 

Constitution. Its mandate includes protection of life and property, enforcement of law and order, 

maintenance of security and peace in the country, crime prevention and investigation, and 

cooperating with other security agencies both nationally and internationally to fight crime. Justice 

starts at the investigations level and therefore with few, ill-trained and ill-equipped investigators and 

police force/CID, justice cannot be achieved.  

 Since the first Self-Assessment, several changes within the Uganda Police Force have been 

registered. UPF had a total strength of 14,352 personnel (excluding civilian staff and auxiliary forces) 

in FY 2003/4. Taking this number and the national population of about 24.7 million in 2002, the 

police-population ratio was 1 to 1,663, against the international standard ratio of 1:500.  From 2000 

to 2002 the force‘s strength remained at around 17.000 (Uganda Bureau of Statistics 2001 to 2003). 

In 2003 it was reduced to about 12.000 (1.653 officers were female officers) and in 2004 the 

numbers increased to 14.000 (Uganda Bureau of Statistics 2001 to 2005). After 2004 the strength of 

the force grew. In 2008 the figure was about 38.600 and in 2011 about 43.500 officers, including 

5.331 female officers.  
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The Ugandan police is currently organized into eleven directorates: administration; operations; crime 

intelligence and investigation; counter terrorism; research, planning and development; political 

commissariat; information and communication technology; human resources development and 

management; logistics and engineering; Interpol and peace support operations; Kampala 

metropolitan police. The highest institution within the force is the police headquarters in Kampala 

while every region is structured by a regional headquarter that heads the local police stations, which 

in turn head local police posts. Other important Departments, which have been introduced during 

this period, include a:  

i. Separate Inspectorate to evaluate performance, 

ii. Community Affairs Department  

iii. Human Rights Desk; and 

iv. Complaints Desk 

Community Policing in Uganda has involved the establishment of a ‗community-policing program.' 

Emphasis has been on education in the law and on crime prevention. Community Liaison Officers 

(CLOs) are located at every police station and the keenest have been instrumental in initiating Crime 

Prevention Panels. These consist of local residents who are trained in crime prevention and the law 

and who accept responsibility for law and order for their geographical locality or employment group. 

In both cases they assume the responsibility for policing their own members and handling public 

complaints. In spite of the changes mentioned above, the Uganda Police Force faces numerous 

challenges namely: 

i. Legal Framework:  It is operating under a legal framework, which most critiques consider to 

be an ant-thesis of democratic practice, the Public Order and Management Act, 2011. 

ii. Human Rights abuses and corruption: The police continue to possess a negative image 

among many Ugandans. It is particularly blamed for being the most corrupt institution in the 

country. In 2012, Transparency International ranked the Uganda Police Forces as the most 

corrupt institution in the country. 

iii. Welfare: The welfare of the officers of the Uganda Police Force has remained poor. In terms 

of accommodation, the Uganda Police Force (UPF) is currently faced with both office and 

staff accommodation challenges, which impact the provision of police services and crime 

management by the UPF. 50 % of the Police Personnel is not housed. The salaries of the 

Police Officers, especially those in lower ranks has not improved significantly,  

iv. Budgetary Constraints:  Much as funding for the Police Force has significantly improved, in 

the last 10 years. During the FY 2014-2015, the Police Force was financed by Grants from 

Central Government. Grants of UGX. 445,872,299,951 from Central Government were 

received. Non-tax revenue of UGX. 14,871,240,099 was also received, bringing total 
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revenue to UGX. 460,743,640,050. The total grants revenue of UGX. 445,872,299,951 

constituted 100% of its approved budget estimates of UGX. 445,872,299,951. 

 

Uganda Prisons Services (UPS): The Prison Service had developed a Correctional Policy to 

enhance reform, rehabilitation and skills development during incarceration. The policy consolidates 

the shift in practice to promote prisoner empowerment as a way of fighting crime and to reduce 

recidivism. In addition, Prison Standing Orders have been reviewed to ensure coherence with the 

Prisons Act which domesticates a number of international, regional and constitutional human rights 

standards. Uganda Prisons Service (UPS) under JLOS has registered improvements in access to 

justice for prisoners with 100% of them attending court as scheduled. To deal with the human 

resource deficiencies, over 2,000 prisons warders and wardresses have been recruited and trained 

in the past two years to step up the work force available to serve the prisons. New prison facilities 

are being constructed to increase holding capacity and reduce congestion. One major ongoing 

construction is the maximum security prison in Kitalya with a capacity of 1000 inmates and will help 

to decongest some prisons including Luzira maximum security prison. 

 

A key development within the police force has been the introduction of community service for petty 

offences has been adopted in place of custodial sentences as one of the measures toy decongest 

the prisons.  

 

In efforts to reduce overcrowding further, Government has constructed prisons and increased the 

holding capacity. Over the five-year period, prisons holding capacity has been increased by 2,183 

from 14,334 in 2010/2011 to 16,517 in 2015/2016. This has been accompanied by construction of 

Prison staff quarters in order to improve living conditions among prison staff. Despite those 

interventions overcrowding is still a challenge and the population has grown from 221% of prison 

capacity to 274% in 2015. 

 

Accessibility of adjudication bodies and alternative dispute resolution mechanisms 

Uganda has improved the institutional framework to provide alternative dispute resolution 

mechanisms, expansion of legal aid and strengthening magistrate courts at the sub-national levels. 

However, the distributions of the courts are heavily urban biased, with the High Courts found only in 

the bigger towns of Uganda, Kampala, Gulu, Mbale, Arua, Mbarara and Fort Portal.  Similarly, 

Magistrates Courts are found in major towns of the country, with several courts, initially conducted 

by Grade II magistrates, having been phased out in rural Uganda.  
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The challenge for Uganda is the limited access to legal aid by the poor. The country has a high 

demand for legal services but few lawyers in comparison to the case backlog in courts. The Judiciary 

lacks adequate innovations in case disposal as it is still dogged by old, adversarial methods of work 

and wrong legislation. The legal capacity gap creates a gap in representation and makes it virtually 

impossible for example the only 3 High Court judges of the Land Division to manage the backlog of 

about 2000 cases countrywide. Consequently private legal practitioners continue to charge high 

legal fees that the ordinary Ugandans can ill-afford. Government has limited resources to make legal 

aid accessible for all, leaving most of this service to be provided by CSOs (some as corporate social 

responsibility).  

The review noted that setting up mobile courts has helped expend justice in rural communities and 

highly recommended this system to be scaled-up and well time-tabled so that citizens prepare for 

case hearing days in advance.  

A 2016 survey carried out by HiiL has shown that in the last four years, nearly nine out of 10 

Ugandans required access of some kind to the justice system, but their needs are not being met. 

The research further indicated that access to legal justice in Uganda is patchy and unfair, that the 

formal justice system is almost impenetrable for the most vulnerable people in Uganda and that 

solutions are urgently needed. This gap could be filled by alternative justice systems including 

traditional justice systems and decisions made at the Local Council levels, if reinstated to serve this 

function. 

 

Assessment of Institutional Framework to establish Constitutionalism and Rule of Law 

 

The 1995 Constitution of the Republic of Uganda noted that all power belongs to the people who 

shall exercise their sovereignty in accordance with the Constitution. This means that all power is 

derived from the people. The elected leaders take an Oath of allegiance to protect and preserve the 

constitution. All power is delegated power and therefore political leaders should serve the people 

according to the aspirations as stated in the Constitution. Amendments to the Constitution in 2005, 

and those being discussed by the 10
th
 Parliament ought to be cognizant of this fundamental Principe 

and preserve the supremacy of the Constitution.  

 

Subjection of security agencies to the rule of law and oversight of civic authorities 

In Uganda no body is above the law. All individuals including the military, police and other security 

agencies, who take the law into their hands, face an elaborate legal mechanism to halt their 

overreach. In the UPDF, there are mechanisms within the institution to contain indiscipline. As such 

UPDF has been praised both in Uganda and in the region as exemplary in executing their mandate. 
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The concern however remains with Uganda‘s police, which has in some cases due to weaknesses 

within its structures acts in ways that have trumped upon civil liberties. The security agencies have 

been under the close scrutiny of the civil authorities including: The Uganda Human Rights 

Commission and CSOs. In many cases, where there has been overreach by individuals within 

security agencies, such cases have been brought to the attention of Parliament and relevant courts. 

 

Box 2.3 UPDF is the first army in Africa to have had a directorate of Human rights. It was a land-

mark decision, which was made by the UPDF leadership to create that department. Through 

training and a lot of capacity building and using stakeholders like Uganda Human Rights 

commission; save the children international; UNICEF and the UN office for Human rights. As a 

result, UPDF has managed to build some capacity that make us now represented in all the 

divisions bridges and battalions of the military. (Senior Army Officer Bombo, UPDF Headquarters).  

 

 

Incentives and protections available to citizens that report official misconduct 

Uganda put in place the Whistleblower Protection Act (2010) aimed at protecting citizens who report 

all forms of misconduct within society. The Act was to provide for the procedures by which 

individuals in both the private and public sector may in the public interest disclose information that 

relates to irregular, illegal or corrupt practices; to provide for the protection against victimization of 

persons who make disclosures; and to provide for related matters. More needs to be done to widely 

disseminate the Act to the members of the public with emphasis on the benefits of reporting official 

misconduct and incentives therein. 

 

Incentives and Protections available to citizens that report official misconduct especially the 

presence and effectiveness of ‘whistleblower’ legislation 

 

The Whistle Blowers Protection Act, 2010 provides for the procedures by which individuals in both 

the private and public sector may in the public interest disclose information that relates to irregular, 

illegal or corrupt practices; to provide for the protection against victimization of persons who make 

disclosures; and to provide for related matters. The Whistle Blowers Act, however, has been 

criticized on a number of grounds as follows: 

i. It lacks provisions to provide incentives to the whistleblower because it lacks clauses on how 

a commitment to pay is arrived at;  

ii. According to Section 4 subsection 3(e) of the Act, it is proposed that the office of the 

Resident District Commissioner (a presidential appointee) be one of those to whom 

disclosure can be made. The weakness in this is that the possibility of partisan interests and 
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political allegiance is likely to frustrate effectiveness of this proposed law, especially in the 

case where a whistleblower reports only to the RDC.   

iii. The Act is silent on the time frame within which investigations should be conducted. 

Investigations cannot be open-ended, and with clauses such as ‗investigations are still 

underway‘ or ‗ongoing‘ will make cases drag for ages.  

iv. It also raises exceptionally complex situations that a whistleblower finds him/herself in a 

consequence of a disclosure to the extent that his safety is highly compromised. Under such 

circumstances, the Act should provide that the type of protection granted by the state also 

includes, change of identity, relocation to another country and government assisting the 

whistleblower in finding housing and employment and also providing a stipend until the 

witness is satisfied that he or she is under no threat and can continue living a normal life. 

There is a possibility that it may victimize the act of making an employee (whistleblower) 

redundant by the employer as a result of whistleblowing.  

 

Summary of Recommendations  

In order to ensure checks and balances between the Executive and Legislative branches of 

Government, this assessment recommends that:  

iii. Cabinet should constitute members who are not necessarily members of Parliament and be 

vetted through an open and transparent process. Currently, the constitution allows the 

President only 10 ex-official members of Parliament and this limits the selection of cabinet 

from outside Parliament and a lost opportunity to bring technocrats into key line ministries. 

Separating the Ministers from Parliament would go a long way in strengthening the quality 

and effectiveness of cabinet and removing the current belligerency for seats in Parliament in 

anticipation of appointment to cabinet, as well as reduce on the current level of 

commercialization of politics (most Parliamentary aspirants do so in hope to be appointed 

ministers or ministers of state).  

iv. A law should be enacted that ensures a cap is put on private contributions to finance 

individuals and political parties participating in elections. This would remove influence 

peddling, lobbyists and conflict of interest. 

xi. Building credible political parties is imperative in strengthening the separation, checks and 

balance of powers. Government should support mechanisms that strengthen political parties 

and associations in their effort to ensure their inclusive and legitimate participation in the 

democratic process. Similarly, CSOs should impress on opposition parties the need to 

consolidate forces by reducing the number of political parties to one or at most two. 

xii. Support the judicial services sector with the technical (including judges), logistical and 

financial resources to dispose-off the current backlog of court cases. In addition, dialogue 
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between the Executive and the Judicial branch is encouraged in addressing cases pending 

in court expeditiously so that they are not viewed as ‗politically motivated‘. 

xiii. With the Speaker of Parliament being selected from the Party with the majority members of 

the House (often the ruling party), it is recommended that the Deputy Speaker is selected 

from the Opposition as a mechanism to ensure checks and balances and legislative fairness. 

xiv. As a deterrent, the judicial branch recommends that the people convicted on buying votes 

should be barred from standing for elective politics for a period of time. 

 

2.3.3 EXTENT TO WHICH THE EXECUTIVE RESPECTS THE RULE OF LAW 

 

Responsiveness and accountability of executive agencies between elections 

The Ugandan constitution obligates government and government agencies to offer public service to 

the population (citizens) as by law established. The political wing and administrative wing (the 

bureaucracy) of the government is expected to work together in providing the service to the 

population before (in the run up to elections), during elections and after the elections. Public service 

standing order requires that public officials who expresses aspirations for elective office have to 

resign their public positions three months before elections are due to be held. In this case therefore 

there is a clear distinction between the government service and electoral politics. This in a way 

therefore kept (in principle) the public service away from politicking.  

 

All government functions (exercised by the executive and executive agencies) thus remain running 

during elections. The president (head of the executive) continues to perform and discharge his 

function in and between elections. Government always appropriates financial resources and 

provides logistical support to facilitate the proper functioning of the national electoral commission in 

the conduct of national elections. The Electoral Commissions Act (amended) conduct audits of the 

expenditure during campaigns for all participating political parties and individuals. However, the 

results of this audit have not provided the level of accountability and responsiveness to the extent of 

improving disclosure by political parties in subsequent elections. The majority of Ugandans desire a 

more open and transparent disclosure of: source of electoral financing, the cap on individual and 

entity contributions in order to improve accountability and reign in on the commercialization of 

elections in Uganda at all levels. 

i. Parliamentary oversight of the security forces:  Parliament regulates the security forces 

in two major ways. First, it is supposed to make laws regulating the Uganda People‘s 

Defense Forces, and in particular, providing for the organs and structures of the Uganda 

Peoples Defence Forces; recruitment, appointment, promotion, discipline, and removal of 
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members of the Uganda Peoples Defence Forces, and ensuring that members of the UPDF 

are recruited from every district of Uganda; terms and conditions of service of members of 

UPDF; and the deployment of troops outside Uganda; 

ii. The Parliamentary Committee of Defence and Internal Affairs: the Constitution of the 

Republic of Uganda, under Articles 90 and 155 (4), and the Rules of Procedure of 

Parliament, under Rule 177, mandate Sectoral Committees to examine and comment on 

policy matters affecting the Ministries covered by them. The Committees also examine 

critically Government recurrent and capital budget estimates and make recommendations on 

them for general debate in the House. Accordingly, the Committee on Defence and Internal 

Affairs considers Ministerial Policy Statements and budget estimates for the Ministry of 

Defence (MOD) and Ministry of Internal Affairs (MOIAs);  

iii. Ministries of Defense and Internal Affairs: to a significant extent, these ministries play a 

key role in establishing civilian control over the security forces. Most of the bureaucrats who 

are responsible for policy and budget implementation, including the Ministers and Permanent 

Secretaries are civilians; 

iv. The Uganda Human Rights Commission:  the law empowers the Uganda Human Rights 

Commission to scrutinize the human rights records of all the security forces in the country; 

v. Academia: the academia has also had an input in strengthening civilian oversight over 

security forces.  For example, since 2004, Makerere University, Kyambogo University and 

Uganda Management Institute have been participating in the training program officers at the 

Senior Command and Staff College, Kimaka. There were other civilian institutions involved in 

the Police training program at the Senior Command and Staff College, Bwebajja. Several 

members of the academia were involved in the Defense Review Process. Likewise, the 

Uganda Peoples Defence Forces involved some members of the academia in the 

formulation of the Uganda Defense Doctrine; 

vi. Civil society/the Press: In addition to the above institutional frameworks aimed at 

enhancing civilian oversight over security forces, the press also has been playing a key role 

in exposing what it considers excesses by the security forces, especially in the areas of 

human rights. 

In spite of the above mentioned oversight functions, there are a number of challenges 

i. On several occasions, Uganda Peoples‘ Defence Forces have deployed outside Uganda 

without Parliamentary approval; 

ii. Whereas, Parliament vets the appointment of the Inspector General of Police and his Deputy 

as well as the Commissioner of Uganda Prisons Services, it plays no role in the appointment 

of the Chief of Defence Forces. This function is the prerogative of the Commander in Chief;  
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iii. In the last five years there has been a trend of appointing soldiers as Ministers, particularly of 

Internal Affairs; 

iv. The Presence of the 10 UPDF soldiers in Parliament is seen, by some commentator‘s, as 

undermining civilian control over the military; 

v. In spite of the training aimed at making the Uganda Peoples Defence Force professional, 

because of its historical origins its political neutrality is doubted by several sections of the 

Uganda population. 

 

In terms of the extent to which security agents are subject to the rule of law and the oversight of civic 

authorities, the assessment makes the following recommendations. 

i. There is need to strengthen the parliamentary oversight, particularly of the Committee on 

Defence and Internal Affairs; 

ii. There should be measures undertaken to remove the suspicion that there is an organic link 

between the Uganda Peoples Defence forces and the ruling National Resistance Movement 

Party for it to stand as a national army serving in a non-partisan manner. 

 

Box 2.4 Owing to strengthened measures to prevent crime, greater reliability and efficiency of 

policing services, the 2014 International Global Competitiveness Report ranked the Uganda Police 

95 in the world and 20 in Africa in terms of reliability. The World Justice Rule of Law Index also 

ranked Uganda was rated ninety-fifth out of one hundred and two countries assessed on their 

adherence to the rule of law. Uganda was scored 97 across the indicators giving it the position of 

23rd most fragile (out of 178 countries selected for the assessment), Uganda‘s performance in 

indicators such as „Human Rights and Rule of Law,‟ was found lacking. 

 

Executive abuses and extent to which incumbency has been used for political advantage  

According to the national and international observers, there are key aspects of the constitution that 

provide the incumbency with privileges even during elections. Over the last elections, the President 

has been both the ‗President‘ and ‗the Candidate therefore putting him at a vantage point ahead of 

other opponents.  While there has been progress in the conduct of elections, the text boxes below 

from the EU observatory mission reports indicate that the freedom and fairness of the electoral 

processes need to be enhanced.  
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Excerpts from EU Observer Mission Reports after the 2011 and 2016 General Elections 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extent to Which the Executive Adheres to Tenets of Constitutional Democracy 

 

The Executive has a constitutional mandate to guarantee the rule of law. Over the last decade, 

Uganda has progressed in this regard and ensured gradual strengthening of the state to entrench 

constitutionalism and rule of law. The President has presented before Parliament, annually, the 

State of the National Address and National Budget as required by law. He has appointed a Cabinet 

and other public commissions and positions. The Executive branch has ensured that all arms of 

government execute their mandate as law established. It has also provided guidance on several 

matters related in inter and intra state conflicts and aimed to resolve them. 

 

The 1995 Constitution remains the supreme law in the land although several amendments have 

been made to its provisions. Uganda embraced constitutional democracy and rule of law but what is 

beginning to emerge in the country is the rule by law particularly when laws are sometimes enacted 

but are not adhered to, or they are just amended for the sake of a particular political interest that 

may not necessarily be national interest. While Uganda is a Constitutional democracy, some 

sections of the population noted that certain Constitutional provisions that have been amended since 

2006 have been at times for the purpose to serve parochial and party interests. Non the less, several 

legislations have been enacted which enhanced greater access to opportunities and the participation 

in government by the citizenry, giving voice to particular sections of the populations.  These include 

The 2011 Ugandan general elections showed some 
improvements over the previous elections held in 
2006. However, the electoral process was marred 
by avoidable administrative and logistical failures, 
which led to an unacceptable number of Ugandan 
citizens being disenfranchised. Furthermore, the 
power of incumbency was exercised to such an 
extent as to compromise severely the level playing 
field between the competing candidates and 
political parties. Notwithstanding a number of 
incidents of violence and intimidation, especially on 
Election Day, the electoral campaign and polling 
day were generally conducted in a peaceful 
manner. Restraint in campaign rhetoric contributed 
to this improved campaign environment. With 
genuine political commitment by all stakeholders, 
further progress towards a fully pluralistic and 

multi‐party democracy can be achieved. 

The 2016, In a highly competitive race, eight 
candidates stood for the presidential elections. 
Four candidates stood on party tickets while the 
other four candidates stood as independents. Since 
2014, civil society groups have advocated for 
pivotal changes in the electoral process, proposing 
legal amendments in 2015, compiled under the 
‗Uganda Citizens Compact on Free and Fair 
Elections‘ (Citizens Compact), aimed at increasing 
respect for fundamental rights and freedoms. 
However, this initiative was given no consideration 
by the authorities, and key proposals to increase 
transparency in the appointment of the Electoral 
Commission‘s (EC‘s) members restore, presidential 
term limits, and improve parties‘ financial 
accountability, were not responded to. As a 
consequence, the opposition‘s and civil society‘s 
lack of trust in the impartiality of key stakeholders, 
including the EC and the police, became a salient 
feature of the electoral environment. 
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the removal of term limits, the Public Order Management Act – perceived by some to be a basis for 

limiting political mobilization and used by the police to quell civil and peaceful demonstrations. 

 

2.4. UPHOLDING THE SEPARATION CHECKS AND BALANCE OF POWERS  

 

This sub-section highlights the provisions in the Constitution for the separation of powers between 

the executive, legislature and judiciary; the extent of independence of the judiciary; as well as the 

independence and effectiveness of the legislature. 

 

2.4.1 EXTENT OF SEPARATION OF POWERS BETWEEN THE EXECUTIVE, THE LEGISLATIVE 

AND THE JUDICIAL BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT 

 

The Constitution provides for separation of powers between the legislature, the judiciary and the 

executive. Articles 77 to 96 explain the composition, tenure and powers of parliament (legislature). 

Articles 98-119 describes and presents the powers of the executive, which comprises the presidency 

and members of cabinets (ministers) and their respective departments and agencies. Articles 126 to 

151 address the issues of judicial powers, composition and roles.  The executive originates bills 

(executive bills), which are debated and passed by the legislature. 

 

There is wide recognition that no country can achieve a pure separation of powers as the three arms 

of government eventually merge at some point. In 2013, a study conducted by HURINET a CSO in 

Uganda, noted that the dominant opinion within Uganda is that Parliament has in some ways not 

exercised its role as independently as it should have. In addition, the judiciary is heavily constrained 

to deliver justice with significant pressure from the executive or those acting in its regards 

(HURINET, 2013)..While the manipulation of the judiciary is blamed on the state, research shows 

that even non-state actors influence the decision of the judiciary through rent-seeking; influence 

peddling and corruption tendencies (HURINET, 2013). 

 

The principle of checks and balances, which is characteristic of most constitutional governments, at 

times is seen as the direct opposite of the principle of separation of powers. According to this 

principle, separate branches are empowered to prevent actions by other branches. This in one way 

or another induces the different organs of government to share power. In spite of the principle of 

separation of powers, the 1995 also provides for numerous checks and balances. 
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According to article 91, a bill of parliament becomes law only after the president has assented to it. 

The Executive generates most of the Bills, which eventually become law. In exercising its oversight 

functions, parliament approves government budgets. It also has powers to summon any public 

servant to account for his/her actions. Parliament also vets several categories of presidential 

appointments, including ministers, ambassadors, and heads of government commissions, such as 

the Electoral Commission, Human Rights Commission, among others. Article 142, states that the 

Chief Justice, the Deputy Chief Justice, the principal judge, justices of the Supreme Court, Justices 

of Appeal and judges of the High Court are appointed by the President acting on the advice of the 

Judicial Service Commission and with the approval of Parliament. According to the Parliamentary 

rules of procedure, the Chief Justice or a Judge designated by the Chief Justice shall preside at an 

election of a Speaker of Parliament. 

 

Two key recommendations were noted by this assessment to contribute to further separation of 

powers between the executive and the legislature: 

i. Since the President can only appoint 10 ex-official members of Parliament as Cabinet 

members, it limits his capacity to generate more subject matter experts to key cabinet 

positions. It has also been noted that the pressures of the office of the Members of 

Parliament has made MPs who serve also as Cabinet ministers very stretched to effectively 

perform both duties. It is therefore recommended that no persons should hold both offices at 

the same time. This would provide the executive an opportunity to appoint experts and 

professionals to man various ministries. 

ii. Once the Speaker of Parliament is from the party with the majority seats in Parliament, and 

is a member of the ruling party, for upholding the essence of separation and balances of 

power, the Deputy Speaker of Parliament should be selected from MPs from the opposition. 

 

Efficacy of Mechanisms to Resolve Conflicts Between the Branches of Government  

Over the last decade, under the guidance of the Constitution, the Executive has continued to 

exercise its prerogative to prevail over cases of conflict as they have risen between the arms of 

Government. Aspects that require constitutional interpretation have been heard by the Constitutional 

Court. Overlaps of constitutional mandates among various institutions have been resolved by 

consensus spearheaded by the President. A number of democracies have bi-cameral Parliamentary 

systems, with the upper chamber of parliament having added mandate of resolving conflicts between 

the executive and the lower chamber of parliament. Uganda has a uni-cameral system of 

Parliament. Any conflict between the Executive and Parliament cannot only be subject to a legal 

interpretation by the Judiciary. There have been instances where the legislature has confronted the 
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Judiciary on matters of contention and successfully defended its independence as shown in an 

illustration in the text box below. 

 

Box 2.5 The Speaker of Parliament on January 10
th
 2017 adjourned Parliament for an indefinite 

period, unless the Judiciary withdrew a court order stopping Parliament or any citizen from 

discussing the pay-out of UGX 6 billion to 42 Ugandans that had participated in a case won by 

Government against oil companies related to tax interpretation. She based this on Section 4 of the 

Parliament (Powers and Privileges) Act indicates that no process issued by any court in Uganda in 

the exercise of its civil jurisdiction shall be served or executed within the precincts of Parliament 

while Parliament is sitting or through the Speaker, the clerk or any officer of Parliament. The Justice 

withdrew the Order paving way for an inquiry into the payout by the relevant Parliamentary 

Committee. 

 

2.4.2 ASSESSMENT OF THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE JUDICIARY  

 

Article 128 of the constitution affirms that the courts shall be independent and shall not be subject to 

the control or direction of any person or authority.  It is further stated that no person shall interfere 

with the courts or judicial officers in the exercise of their judicial functions. In addition, the Judiciary is 

supposed to be self-accounting and may deal directly with the Ministry responsible for finance in 

relations to its finances.  The article further protects judicial officers. A person exercising judicial 

powers is not expected to be liable to any action or suit for any act or omission by that person in the 

exercise of judicial powers. Judges remain in office until they are 70 years old and may retire on 

reaching the age of 60. Article 144 of the Ugandan Constitution stipulates that judges may be 

removed by the President only on the grounds of inability to perform the functions of his or her office 

arising from infirmity of body or mind; misbehavior or misconduct; or incompetence. 

 

The Judiciary under the Chief Justice provides the critical checks and balances on both the 

administration of justice in the country and the promotion and observance of human rights and good 

governance. The judiciary has been strengthened in recent past by the appointment and promotion 

of more judges to the Court of Appeal and that of Supreme Court, as well as the recruitment of 

several magistrates at different levels. However, the judiciary remains significantly understaffed and 

under resourced – a limitation that has in part inhibited its effectiveness in disposing the current 

backlog of cases and expanding access to justice. The challenge however is that the judicial officers 

in the public service are not adequately remunerated. Consequently, their independence has in 

some instances been easily compromised. There are numerous cases of corruption at the 

magistrate court levels. The Judiciary also lacks adequate innovations in case disposal as it is still 
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dogged by old, adversarial methods of work and wrong legislation. The legal capacity gap creates a 

gap in representation and makes it virtually impossible. As an example, there are only 3 High Court 

judges of the Land Division to manage the backlog of about 2000 cases countrywide. That 

notwithstanding, the judiciary has achieved the following over the assessment period; a testament to 

its growth in structure, shape and independence in the way it conducts its mandate: 

i. The judiciary has taken a number of steps and innovations to enhance access to justice 

including the Small Claims Procedure, which does not require an advocate in court and is 

characterized with simple steps that any ordinary person can take to make a judicial claim 

and have the same adjudicated expeditiously.  In criminal matters, the Judiciary has 

introduced the plea-bargaining as part of the criminal justice system to expedite the trial 

processes and decongest prison facilities. In civil matters, mandatory Alternative Dispute 

Resolution has been introduced in order to expedite resolution of disputes and decongest the 

court docket;  

ii. To enhance access to legal services in criminal matters, measures have been taken to 

improve access to legal aid services. This includes expansion of the legal aid scheme under 

both State sponsored briefs for capital offenders and the Justice Centres Programme.  The 

Justice Centres Programme is a new Programme where the Government with support from 

its partners has created justice centres and legal aid clinics at courts and prisons.  In 2011, 

there were only three Justice Centre Clinics in Tororo, Lira and Kampala. As of 2016, there 

are seven justice centres and legal aid clinics at the courts with newly established centres in; 

Hoima, Masaka, Fort portal, and Jinja. There is a Draft Legal Aid Policy and Bill, which are at 

the advanced stage and only require Cabinet approval;  

iii. The Judiciary is using technology to enhance access to justice. For instance, video link 

facilities for children and juvenile cases in courts have been introduced, together with a 

children model court as a pilot. These measures are designed to protect the identity and 

attendant rights of children in the juvenile justice system; 

iv. A number of strategies have been adopted to reduce the case-backlog including increasing 

judicial staffing, and conducting case census to eliminate redundant files. Additionally, 

performance targets have been set for all judicial officers to deliver annually and a 

corresponding Performance Enhancement Tool to track/monitor performance of judicial 

officers in order to promote efficiency and expeditious handling of cases. Furthermore, the 

Inspectorate of Courts, which monitors the performance of judicial officers, has enhanced its 

management by changing its head from a Registrar to a Supreme Court Justice who has 

jurisdiction over all judicial officers, unlike before.  Other measures include the creation of 

new juridical areas within the country to narrow the gap between the demand and supply of 
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justice. The High Court circuits have been increased from 13 to 17, while all Districts in the 

country will become magisterial areas;  

v. Additionally, law reform is being undertaken to improve the performance of the Judiciary.   

For instance, the Administration of Judiciary Bill has been developed and is before cabinet. 

The Bill provides for improved independence and administration of the Judiciary in regard to 

a number of aspects such as financing, staffing and discipline, among others;  

vi. In 2013, the Judiciary adopted The Constitution (Sentencing Guidelines for Courts of 

Judicature) (Practice) Directions, 2013 whose objectives are to: provide principles and 

guidelines to be applied by courts in sentencing including: sentence ranges and other means 

of dealing with offenders; interests of victims of crime and the community; and provide a 

mechanism that will promote uniformity, consistency and transparency in sentencing; 

vii. Several reports, including a Report on Parliamentary Committee Legal and Parliamentary 

Affairs have observed that the Judicial Service Commission works on an Adhoc basis with 

only the Chairperson working on a full time basis. 

 

Independent Organ tasked with providing oversight over the Judiciary  

Uganda has put in place a Judicial Service Commission whose mandate is to provide oversight 

recruitment of judges, appointment, promotion as well as looking into structural and operational 

aspects of the judiciary. However, majority of Uganda, propose that in a bid to ensure independence, 

this Commission (just like other Commissions) is appointed based on merit and through a public 

vetting process approved by Parliament as opposed to being appointed by the President. And 

indeed, the recruitment of judges should as well follow a similar process. 

 

Judicial decisions against government authorities and/or private concerns  

Over the last decade, there have been a number of cases brought against government in various 

courts of law including cases of human rights abuse, torture and extortion. There is a growing trend 

to arrest and detain suspects before investigations, which sometimes has resulted in innocent 

people being locked away for years before their cases are concluded. Consequently denying them 

justice.   However, many victims of such violations have been compensated by Government. Other 

violations have included land cases where government has taken land from individuals for public 

investments (roads, railways). Others have included petitions either about elections or constitutional 

interpretation. This is testament to the faith that the citizenry holds in the justice system and the 

respect that government accords to the decision of the Courts. There have been also instances the 

cases that have been closed and those that have required Government enforcements to before 

being disposed-off. At the same time, there are instances where government has not respected 
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judicial decisions. In some cases, judgement is made to release a suspect only for the suspect to be 

re-arrested.  

 

Instances where judicial decisions awarded against government have been enforced or 

instances in which there were attempted or actual attempts to manipulate the judiciary 

Some cases where judicial decisions are not respected are cited:  

a) The defiance of court orders: In a move to counter the widespread eviction of customary 

inhabitants of land parcels, quite often government directs immediate end to all evictions of 

lawful and bona fide land tenants across the country. On Tuesday, 29th September 2015, 

the Constitutional Court in a ruling blocked the ongoing electoral process for the election of 

representatives of the UPDF, youth and workers to the 10th Parliament. This followed 

petitions that had been filed in 2010 challenging the constitutionality of the procedures used 

to elect the Members representing special interest groups. The Constitutional Court declared 

that the presence of representatives for the army, youth and workers in Parliament is 

unconstitutional. In spite of this the Electoral Commission went ahead to organize elections 

for the above category of people during the 2016 general elections. After the Amama 

Mbabazi election petition, the Supreme Court ordered Government to embark on several 

electoral reforms. In response, the President went ahead to appoint members of a new 

Electoral Commission later in 2016. Erias Lukwago (Kampala Lord Mayor) Vs Betty Kamya: 

In November 28, 2013 the High Court reinstated Kampala Mayor Erias Lukwago after he was 

earlier voted out of office by the city‘s council (KCCA). The court granted Lukwago an interim 

injunction against his removal from office until his case against a tribunal, which found him 

liable for incompetence and abuse of office is heard by court. 

 

Existence of financial independence of the judiciary  

While there have been improvements of funding to the Justice Law and Order Sector overall, the 

financing for the judiciary remains inadequate. This explains why the numerical strength of the 

judiciary has remained low in spite of availability of a pool of experienced lawyers to recruit from. 

Government is unable to attract lawyers to fill its structures especially at magistrate levels. As a 

result, the legal and justice system is gradually being skewed to the private sector, which promises 

higher returns. The impact of this is the high cost of justice especially for the poor.  

 

A lack of funding and shortage of judges has led to a backlog of cases undermining the 

administration of justice: While the Executive and Parliament got 95 and 4.4 share of the National 

Budget in the financial year 2013-2014 respectively, the Judiciary got a miserable 0.6 share to cater 
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for all its financial needs in terms of salaries and wages, capital development and current 

expenditure.  

 

In the financial year 2014-2015, the Judiciary was financed by grants from Central Government 

totaling to UGX 87,160,158,046 and UGX 3,600,570,068 in non-tax revenue bringing total revenue 

to UGX 90,760,728,114. The funds could not meet half of the needs of the Judiciary.  Many of the 

Judiciary‘s challenges, including low salaries, insufficient training, poor library and information 

services and derelict infrastructure can be laid at the door of financial constraints. During the 

financial year 2015-2016, the budget for the judiciary performed at 63% with Uganda Shs.61.272 

billion released out of the approved budget of 97.077 billion. During the FY 2016-2017 the budget for 

the Judiciary was increased by 29% from 97.077 billion to 111.781 billion, but this will be subject to 

the Ministry of Finance releasing all the money budgeted for. 

 

Evidence of appointment, promotion and dismissal in a fair and unbiased manner  

The appointment, promotion and dismissal of judges in Uganda is governed by the following laws: 

i. The 1995 Constitution, specifically article 142 

ii. The Constitution (Judicial Service Commission) Regulations promulgated on the 2nd of 

January 1996 

Under the Constitution, the Judicial Service Commission is mandated to appoint persons to the 

Magistracy and to exercise an advisory role as far as the President‘s power to appoint persons to the 

offices of Chief Justice, Deputy Chief Justice, Principal Judge, Justice of Supreme Court, Justice of 

Appeal, Judge of High Court, Chief Registrar and Registrar is concerned. In spite of a clear legal 

framework for the appointment, promotion and appointment of judicial officials, there are fears that at 

times the process is not transparent as indicated by the following cases: 

i. The rejection by the Judicial Service Commission of various requests for information 

regarding the appointment of the current Deputy Chief Justice has created a fear that his 

appointment was irregular and requests for information as to whether the current occupant of 

the office was ever recommended for the job by the Judicial Service Commission as required 

by law have been rejected by the Commission despite several requests. 

ii. The attempted re-appointment of Justice Benjamin Odoki for a two-year term as the Chief 

Justice of the Republic of Uganda after cloaking 70 years raised concerns that the Judicial 

Service Commission is heavily influenced by the executive in discharging its duties. 

iii. The government has also been relaxed and dragging its feet in the appointment of judicial 

officials. In its 2015 audit review of the Judiciary structure, the Office of the Auditor General 

revealed ‗staffing gaps in the staff establishment as 379 posts remained vacant during the 
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year.‘ These included 4 Justices of the Supreme Court, 4 Justices of the Court of Appeal and 

32 Judges of High Court. 

iv. Of recent the Judicial Service Commission is accused of succumbing to pressure by the 

Executive to submit more names than the required number of positions to give the Executive 

discretion to pick judges. This practice of submitting more names to the President to enable 

him make a choice of who to appoint as a Judge. And his consideration could be political. 

v. Whereas, the Judicial Service Commission is constitutionally mandated to receive, 

investigate and hear complaints brought against judicial officers, during the Judiciary‘s latest 

audit by the Office of the Auditor General (OAG), it was revealed that ‗the Commission has 

been slow in handling cases brought against judicial officers. The Report revealed that at the 

close of the year 2013/2014, the commission‘s case backlog stood at 749 cases and that 

having registered 137 cases during the year 2014/2015, the total number of cases which the 

Commission had to determine in the year 2014/ 2015 were 886. This means that it carried 

780 cases forward into the year 2015/2016. 

vi. Some respondents to this assessment argued that the exclusion of the Chief Justice from the 

process of judicial corrections has made it quite difficult for the Judicial Service Commission 

to speed up disciplinary cases against judicial officers. 

 

The following recommendations are made to support the judiciary to independently and effectively 

execute their mandate: 

i. The government should ensure that the Judiciary has sufficient monetary and human 

resources to enable it to function without the risk of having its independence curtailed, and 

which will allow it to clear the backlog of cases which has serious human rights implications. 

ii. The Judicial Service Commission, as the body superintending over the third arm of 

Government, should be reviewed so that it is made permanent with full time Commissioners.  

iii. The Parliamentary Committee on Legal and Parliamentary Affairs also recommended that 

the passing of the Administration of Justice Bill, would go a long way in resolving several of 

the administrative challenges that the Judiciary faces, as well as the promotion of its 

independence. 

 

2.4.3 INDEPENDENCE AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE LEGISLATURE 

 

Since the last country assessment, the Parliament of Uganda has undergone one major 

transformation. Prior to 2006, it was operating under the no-party system of rule. Members of 

Parliament were elected on individual merit.  They were, therefore, not bound by party loyalty. The 

movement system of government, under which the 6
th
 and 7

th
Parliaments allowed MPs to 
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countervail the Executive on numerous occasions without being seen as anti-establishment. MPs 

formed and joined coalitions and caucused on issues to draft legislation or resolutions to solve 

problems without fear of backlash from Party whips. This freedom from party discipline contributed to 

the legislature‘s independence and rapid institutional development, as well as a healthy tension in 

executive-legislative relations. Most respondents to this assessment in particular regard the 6th 

Parliament as one of the most effective Parliaments. 

 

Since the adoption of a multi-party system of governance in 2005 some Parliamentary procedures 

have come to reflect this reality. Changes, in the operation of Parliament as a result of the country‘s 

transition to the multiparty system, Parliament‘s Rules of Procedure were amended to make way for 

multiparty political system to operate in Uganda. Members of Parliament presently voted for or on 

the basis of their political party inclination, though several of them were elected as independent 

members. The following changes were made to make effective this transition. 

 Under Article 82a Leader of the Opposition was created. This recognizes the role of 

the official opposition party leader and the privileges attached the office;  

 Changes were made to Article 82, regarding the Tenure of office for Members of 

Parliament, particularly focusing on the consequences of switching political parties on 

a member‘s tenure of office;  

 An article on a shadow cabinet was inserted. The shadow cabinet sits on the sits on 

the front bench of the Opposition side of the Chamber;  

 Parliament‘s watchdog committees, such as the Public Accounts Committee, are 

chaired by Opposition MPs;  

 New Offices were created within the precincts of Parliament to accommodate the 

Leader of the Official Opposition; the Majority (Government Chief Whip) and the 

Opposition Chief Whips. 

Overall Parliament has exercised its independence in making laws that ensure good governance. 

This sub-section assesses the extent of the effectiveness and independence of Parliament. 

However, the transition from individual merit to multi-party system has compromised quality of 

performance in parliament. Some wealthy personalities have ‗financed‘ their way to parliament or 

have been ‗sponsored‘ because they are loyal to a particular party irrespective of their capacity to 

debate and influence legislation. This has contributed to the lowered the quality of debate in the 

Parliament also in district councils. 

 

Constitutional provision that provides for the independence of the legislature 
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The 1995 Constitution in chapter six lays down the establishment, composition and functions of 

parliament (the legislature in Uganda). Article 79 (1-3) recognizes parliament as the only institution 

mandated to make laws on peace, order, development and good governance in Uganda. In setting 

the independence of parliament the constitution in Article 79 (2) prescribes that no person shall have 

powers to make laws or provisions having the force of law except where such powers have been 

vested by parliament. In article 79(3) the protection of the Constitution is further and unequivocally 

vested in parliament. Chapter 6 of the Constitution provides for the establishment, composition and 

functions of Parliament. Article 77 of the Constitution further elaborates that Parliament shall: 

i. Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, Parliament shall have power to make laws on 

any matter for the peace, order, development and good governance of Uganda; 

ii. Except as provided in this Constitution, no person or body other than Parliament shall have 

power to make provisions having the force of law in Uganda except under authority conferred 

by an Act of Parliament; 

iii. Protect this Constitution and promote the democratic governance of Uganda. 

The above attests to the independence of the legislature.  

 

Assessment of Parliament in checking executive abuse 

Parliament operates through various committees, which are in part established to check the 

excesses of the Executive. Notable among these committees is the Public Accounts Committee; 

Budget Committee; Equal Opportunities; Appointment Committee; National Economy, Local 

Government Accounts as well as Committee on Commissions, State Authorities and State 

Enterprises. Over the 8
th

 and 9
th
 Parliament, these Committees have investigated cases, hosted 

public hearings; made recommendations for action by Governments (including Office of the 

Directorate of Public Prosecutions). However, the challenge has been in the extent to which their 

recommendations have been actualized. The following are illustration where Parliament has 

exercised its constitutional power successfully in checking executive abuse and holding the state 

accountable (such as power to amend legislation, impeachment, rejection of executive appointments 

and passing votes of no confidence): 

i. In June 2011 the 9th Parliament Appointments Committee rejected Presidential Ministerial 

Appointees Mr. Saleh Kamba, James Kakoza, Naser Sebagala, Muyanja Mbabali on 

grounds like lack of requisite academic qualification and their questionable moral integrity;  

ii. In 2014 the appointments committee of the 9
th
 Parliament rejected Makerere University Don 

Dr. Immaculate Ssemmanda Nakimera as head of the National Petroleum Authority of 

Uganda (NPA).  She was retained as a member rather than a chairperson of the authority. 

The committee also rejected Ms. Naomi Lumutenga one of the nominated members of the 
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NPA. Naomi Lumutenga‘s rejection was based on the fact that none of her qualifications was 

related to the oil industry causing lack of skills in oil management;  

iii. In June 2016 Parliament rejected three ministerial nominees rejected for failing to meet the 

basic requirements. Ms. Adrian Tibaleka's (Bunyoro) appointment as State Minister for the 

Elderly and Disabled was rejected after she failed to convince MPs over whether she 

qualifies to be a minister as stipulated under Article 113(1). Works state minister designate 

Ismael Orot was also rejected during yesterday's session on grounds of lack of academic 

qualifications. Another rejected appointee is Ms. Harriet Ntabazi, the former Bundibugyo 

Woman MP, who had been appointed State Minister for Industries; 

iv. In 2010, the 8
th

 Parliament rejected a law seeking to tax revenue from the ongoing oil 

exploration. Hon. Aston Kajara, the then State Minister for Finance on Tuesdays had asked 

Parliament to pass the income tax amendment bill 2010 to guide the taxation of oil revenue 

during the pre-production phase. But opposition all members of parliament rejected the bill 

saying government needs to introduce a comprehensive law guiding the petroleum industry;  

v. In October 2016, the 9
th

 Parliament’s committee on Commissions, Statutory Authorities 

and State Enterprises (COSASE) directed the Uganda National Roads Authority (UNRA) to 

recover 47.7 billion Shillings advanced to five Chinese contractors to compensate persons 

affected by various road construction projects. The companies to which money was 

advanced include China Railway 18th Group (12.9billion), China Railway No.3 Group 

(12.9billion), Zhongmei Engineering (96.5billion), China Railway No.5 Group (8.4billion) and 

Chongqing International Construction Company (7billion). They were contracted to undertake 

projects of Musita-Lumino-Busia, Kanoni-Sembabule-Villa, Olwiyo Gulu, Gulu-Acholibur and 

Acholibur-Musingo respectively. In his June 2015 audit report, Auditor General John 

Muwanga stated that the money totaling 47.7billion Shillings could not be accounted for 

citing the absence of a status report to verify the progress of compensation. As a result of 

this directive, on Oct 16, 2016 - four Chinese companies refunded Shs 26 billion; 

vi. 10
th

 Parliament in June 2016 rejected a constitutional amendment proposal to extend age 

limits for electoral commissioners, judges. A controversial private members bill by Nakifuma 

County MP, Robert Kafero Ssekitoleko on Wednesday suffered a still birth after Parliament 

denied him leave to table it saying it will open up a Pandora Box by introducing amendments 

to the Constitution piecemeal. Kafeero's bill seeks to amend the constitution to increase the 

retirement age for judges, and also remove term limits for commissioners of the Electoral 

Commission; 

vii. President Museveni has for the third time rejected the controversial Income Tax Amendment 

Bill that seeks to exempt MPs' emoluments from taxes, citing anomalies in the proposed law; 
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viii. The 9
th
 parliamentary public accounts committee directed the Office of the Prime Minister to 

recover sh174m from Crocodile Tool Company Ltd. The money was meant for the purchase 

of hoes for internally displaced people in northern Uganda in 2006; 

ix. In spite of the fact the 9
th
 Parliament rejected four Ministerial nominees; it approved General 

Nyakairima Aronda (RIP) as Minister for Internal Affairs when he was still a serving army 

officer. This contravened Article 208 (1) of the Constitution which provides for ‗non-partisan 

and neutrality‖ of army officers. It also disregarded Section 99 of the Uganda Peoples 

Defence Act, 2005 which bars a serving army officer from seeking a political appointment 

unless after retirement or resignation; 

x. In spite of the fact that Parliament was also able to make significant amendments to some of 

the Bills, there are several cases of rubber-stamping, especially when it comes to 

legislations, which are linked to regime security.  The following examples can illustrate this 

point. In 2015, the 9
th
 Parliament has passed two bills making amendments to the electoral 

procedures and requirements for presidential and parliamentary candidates ahead of the 

2016 general elections. In the two bills the Presidential Elections (Amendment) Bill, 2015 and 

the Parliamentary Elections (Amendment) Bill, 2015, Parliament approved government‘s 

proposal to have polling stations close at 4.00 p.m., instead of 5.00p.m. on the polling day. 

The Committee on Legal and Parliamentary Affair had observed that the reduction of polling 

time by one hour would disenfranchise voters considering that voting materials usually reach 

late in most parts of the country. Parliament rejected the Committee‘s recommendation to 

stick to 5.00 p.m. as polling closing time and went on to go by the position suggested by the 

executive. Likewise, Parliament passed the Presidential Elections (Amendment) Bill, 2015, 

which required Presidential candidates pay Shs 20 million in nomination fees without getting 

funding from the Electoral Commission.  The same Bill increased nomination fees from Shs 

8m, for candidates aspiring to be Members of Parliament. 

 

Key informants consulted noted that the dominance of the NRM parliamentarians suggests that 

many parliamentary decisions are taken by the NRM parliamentary caucuses and are never really 

given adequate debate and considerations or examination of their merits from a critical point of view. 

In this case the needs of parliamentarians for parliamentarians for executive favors including 

appointment to ministerial jobs, have further reduced its efficacy and oversight roles. Recent 

developments in Uganda suggest that several decisions taken in the NRM caucuses are 

transplanted to parliament without much modification however much opposition members of 

parliament protest.  It should be noted however that the caucusing is legal under parliamentary 

democracy and parties‘ numerical strengths. This then allows them to set policy directions on many 

issue of governance. During the many consultations, many suggested that decisions take by 
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parliament should be done after consultative process with all major stakeholders as opposed to the 

caucuses.  

 

Responsiveness and accountability of the legislature to the public between elections  

The core business of Parliament is three-fold: representation, legislation, and oversight. The 

accountability of Parliament to the public is based on these core functions. Parliament has passed 

laws to enhance good governance. However, there are certain laws that have been challenged in 

courts of law because they were seen to infringe on civil and constitutional liberties. These 

particularly include the NGO Act (2016); the Plant Varieties Protection Act (2013) and the Anti- 

Homosexuality Bill (2013) and the Public Order Management Bill (2013). 

  

Through its various committees, Parliament has utilized finances under the Parliament Service 

Commission to investigate various cases mostly related to financial misappropriation, stalled or 

poorly managed public works, progress on government programs, and evidence gathering as part of 

its oversight role. Most of the findings are further followed-up by the Public Account Committee and 

additionally benefits from annual reporting by the Office of the Auditor General. The outcomes of 

these processes and reports from various inquiries are submitted to the Office of the Directorate of 

Public Prosecutions. The slow pace of action on recommendations of these reports remains a 

challenge. 

 

The Alliance for Election Campaign Finance Monitoring (ACFIM), was formed in 2005 when 

Transparency International Uganda (TIU) and Anti- Corruption Coalition Uganda (ACCU) jointly 

spearheaded a ground-breaking coalition of Anti- Corruption Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) that 

monitored misuse of state resources for campaigns and voter bribery in 2006 presidential and 

parliamentary elections; the first under multiparty political dispensation after 20 years of movement 

government. Its report on the 2016 general elections noted that Parliament has not been able to 

pass sufficient legislation that oversee electoral financing and to track the flow of public financial 

resources particularly those that are misused for election campaigns prior to and during presidential 

and parliamentary elections. There was a surge in the volume of supplementary budget financing 

during the first quarter of the 2015/16 financial year, especially to a classified defence budget, 

triggering public suspicion that some of that funding could have been intended to finance projects 

aimed at strengthening the advantage of the incumbent during electoral campaigns.  This can be 

shown in the table below. 
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Fig 2.1 Analysis of Supplementary Funding for selected MDAs 2010-2015 

 

Source: MoFPED Budget Data (FY 2010/11 to 2015/16) 

 

During the first quarter of FY 2015-2016, Parliament approved a one trillion Shillings supplementary 

budget amidst contention by a cross section of opposition members of Parliament and members of 

the civil society. Even though the sector had received a budgetary allocation of 1.4 trillion Shillings in 

the estimates for the financial year 2015/2016, the Ministry of Defence took the lion's share of the 

supplementary budget with an allocation of Shs. 253 billion to cover operational shortfalls in election 

security, wages, welfare, fuel, medical expenses and classified expenditure. Shs. 8 billion was being 

approved for the Office of the President, with Shs 3 billion to cater for emergency classified 

expenditure requirements during the just concluded elections while Shs. 5 billion was for classified 

expenditure under Internal Security Organization (ISO). 

 

Uganda has made significance progress and as a young democracy is building her capacity to 

ensure that civil rights and liberties are protected. More needs to be done to ensure equal political 

participation and access to justice for all. But sentiments remain over skewed advantage to the ruling 

NRM. 

 

Legal provisions and resource allocations establishing the independence of the legislature 
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Government of Uganda provides financial and logistical facilitation to Parliament to conduct its 

business. Government has in addition provided a constituency fund under the 8
th
 Parliament for MPs 

to consult their constituencies as well as other payments to monitor its programs in their 

constituencies. However, other finances have been extended to Members of Parliament by the 

Executive, which form a cross section of the public, has been interpreted as an incentive for them to 

support legislation aligned to the agenda of the Executive. 

 
Legal provisions and resource allocation establishing the independence of legislature 
 

The enactment of the Administration of Parliament Act, 1997, was instrumental in de-linking 

Parliament from the Executive branch. It created a Parliamentary Commission, which gives 

Parliament a lot of administrative autonomy. In terms of resource allocation, the Parliamentary 

Commission receives money from the Consolidated Fund. During the Financial Year 2014-2015, for 

example, it received a Grant of Shs. 236,338,454,091 from Central Government, and miscellaneous 

and non-tax revenue of Shs. 498,587,085, bringing total revenue to Shs. 236,837,041,176. The total 

grants revenue of Shs. 236,338,454,091 constituted 99.5% of its approved budget estimates of Shs. 

237,587,007,075. Out of the released amount, Shs. 236,338,454,091 was spent leaving a balance of 

Shs. 345,694,474. 

 

Other areas of assessment including initiation of bills, proposing amendments and 

opportunity to question executive action 

 

Capacity to initiate Bills:   

Even though the Constitution and Parliamentary Rules of procedure provide for private members‘ 

bills and that Committees of the House may initiate any Bills within their areas of competence, 

basically all Bills are initiated by the executive. In both the 8
th
 and 9

th
 Parliaments, 2006-2016, no 

private members Bill was ever introduced, and no single committee introduced a Bill in its area of 

competence. 

 

Article 93 of the 1995 Constitution prohibits the introduction of private members‘ bills in parliament, 

which have got financial implications on the Consolidated Fund. This constitutional limitation affects 

the ability of members to come up with private members‘ bills. Article 107 of the parliamentary 

procedure requires that every bill to be accompanied with a Certificate of Financial Implications. 

 

Ability to propose amendments (including amendments to the budget/all revenues and 

expenditure: 
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Parliament has a budget committee. It scrutinizes the budget estimates and the reports of sectoral 

committees. Its recommendations are then submitted to the Speaker.   There is adequate evidence 

to support the argument that the budget committee is very effective in scrutinizing budgetary 

estimates by various Ministries, Departments and government agencies.  Whereas this Committee is 

often credited for doing a commendable job, the fact that every year Parliament approves a 

supplementary budget involving huge sums of money raises questions about Parliament‘s ability to 

control government spending. Two illustrations where amendments were made to the budgetary 

allocations by Parliament in the text box below. 

 

Example 1: In the first quarter of FY 2015/2016, about UGX 47 billion Shillings was provided to the 

Electoral Commission to cater for short falls under the Electronic Results Transmission System. It 

was argued that there was need to make full payments for the Biometric Voter Verification System 

(BVVS).  

 

Example 2: Uganda Police Force received Shs. 24 billion to offset Shs, 5 billion shortfall in budget 

for policing during the 2016 elections, operational costs under classified expenditure and payment 

for procurement of national communication equipment for national security. A total of Shs. 89 billion 

was provided to cater for shortfalls in payment of pension and gratuity. What is important is that 

Parliament disregarded Section 25 of the Public Finance Management Act, which states that 

supplementary budget must not exceed 3 percent of the total budget passed in the same financial 

year. In years before, particularly in the FY 2014-2015, government approved a supplementary 

budget of Shs. 847 billion, out of which Shs. 447 billion had already been spent before seeking 

parliamentary approval. The assessment recommends that the Budget Act should be amended to 

introduce more stringent measures to minimize the executive‘s supplementary budget requests and 

limit them to special cases and emergencies approved by the Budget Committee of Parliament and 

the appropriations mechanisms within the law. 

 

Assessment of Parliamentary Opportunity to Question Executive Action 

The opportunity to question Executive action is most exercised by Parliament during the Prime 

Minister‘s Question Time, commencing at 3.00 p.m. every Wednesday. During the Prime Minister‘s 

Time, the Prime Minister may make a statement, or questions may be put to him relating to matters 

of government policy or the general performance of the Government and Government agencies. In 

addition to the Prime Minister‘s time, Ministers are expected to attend sittings of the House to 

answer questions asked of him or her. The response by a Minister to a question asked of him/her is 

sent to the Clerk within five working days and the Clerk distributes the response to the Members 
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Parliament within five days.  According to the Parliamentary rules of procedures Ministers are not 

expected to take more than two weeks to respond to a question from a Member of Parliament. 

 

 

An Assessment of the Independence of the Legislature and Give Details of Reports to 

any Official Assessment 

The Constitution has provisions that guarantee the independence of these institutions (Judiciary, 

Legislature and Executive); including articles 126 and 128 contained in the Constitution, but actual 

implementation of legislative, parliamentary and executive autonomy is in some ways truncated due 

to political imperatives. The assessment noted that in many cases party allegiance, self-preservation 

and the ‗doctrine of collective responsibility‘ seem to override personal conviction of members of 

parliament in taking particular positions.   

 

The Budget Act (2001) gives parliament powers to vet all budget proposals of government ministries 

and specialized agencies. Initially the executive was required to submit its entire budget to 

parliament and spend only after the approval is obtained. However, in 2013/2014 the Budget Act 

was revised together with the Public Finance Act, 2003 and harmonized into the Public Finance 

Management Act, 2015. This is envisaged to streamline and update the legal framework for the 

management of public funds. The executive pushed through a bill, which now allows government to 

spend a particular percentage and only seek retrospective parliamentary approval. This has been 

criticized in some quarters as removing the powers of parliament and parliamentary oversights over 

the excesses of the executive. Be that as it may, there is a belief among members of the civil society 

and the critical media that the legislature is potentially fused with the executive.  

 

Measures taken to strengthen and sustain the capacity of Parliament 

Uganda has seen a three- fold expansion of the Parliament since 1995. This expansion from 108 

MPs in 2001 to 427 today has expanded representation but at the backdrop of higher public 

expenditure. At the start of both the 8
th
 and 9

th
 Parliament, MPs underwent a host of orientation 

courses to prepare them to perform their functions. The capacity of MPs has been enhanced through 

various fora of Parliament within Uganda and in the region (EAC Parliament, AU Parliament, (to 

which the current Speaker is chair), and at the Commonwealth, hosted by Uganda in 2013. The 

Parliamentary Commission conducts a five-year appraisal of the performance of the Members of 

Parliament. The first session was conducted in 2009 by the African Leadership Institute. The 

assessment based on performance indicators such as attendance, contribution to debate, as well as 
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level of consultative work done in constituencies. The report provides results, recommendations and 

lessons learned for the legislature. 

The Parliamentary Strategic Investment and Development Plan, 2007-2012, is based on the 

following strategic objectives and outcomes: 

i. Enhanced Knowledge and Expertise of MPs and Staff to operate Effectively in a Multiparty 

Parliament: Capacity building tailored to the needs of MPs, Staff, Committees, Parliamentary 

Fora, and special interest groups operating in a multiparty Parliamentary environment; 

ii. Improved Parliamentary Legislative, Administrative and Infrastructural Support Services to 

enable Members to Legislate and Perform Oversight Function More Effectively Resulting in 

Better Utilization of Public Sector Resources; 

iii. Enhancing Parliament‘s physical working environment (space, equipment, transport, tools) 

technical capacity of staff, and continuously improving the human resource and 

administrative systems for MPs and Staff to be able to better discharge their duties; 

iv. Special consideration was made about the importance of fully integrating ICT into PSIDP 

activities; 

v. Strengthened Parliament‘s Representative Capacity through External Linkages and 

Partnership with Various Stakeholders to Foster Sustainable Development; 

vi. Parliament to strengthen forma linkages with the Executive, the Judiciary, Local 

Governments, CSOs, Media, International Parliamentary Organizations, Academia, Private 

Sector, Citizenry, Regional and other Parliaments;  

vii. Increased Parliamentary Engagement Peace Making, Conflict Management and Resolution, 

and in Spreading Democratic Governance. 

 

In order to achieve the above objectives, the following reforms have been undertaken since the last 

country assessment: 

i. Development of an e-library. This entailed investment in ICT equipment, greater bandwidth, 

digitization of archives, and staff and member training;  

ii. Support to Budget Office: This office this office provides Parliament and its Committees with 

objectives, independent and timely analysis of the national budget. The budget office has 

made considerable progress in providing economic and fiscal analysis services to Parliament 

since its inception in 2000. Nevertheless, its capacity has been enriched to provide more 

timely and in depth economic analysis and financial forecasting services. Its capacity has 

also been enhanced to provide greater analysis of the socio-economic, gender, and 

environmental impacts of proposed legislation; augmented capability to review the 

certificates of financial implications attached to bills and to provide parliament with a 
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simplified analysis of the annual Budget Proposal‘s impact on the macro-economic 

environment; 

iii. The Hansard Department has been enhanced. It can now produce daily records of the 

proceedings of Parliament;  

iv. The Public Relation/Information Office has been strengthened to promote and protect the 

corporate image of the institution of Parliament and to educate the public on the operations 

and functions of Parliament;  

v. The Information, Communication Technology (ICT) Department has been strengthened 

with the procurement of new, and upgrading of old hardware and software to meet the 

growing demand for ICT services in Parliament; 

vi. Building a New Chamber: The current Chamber is too small to hold all members of 

Parliament. Given the practice of Commonwealth multiparty parliamentary systems, the 

Chamber size does not afford ample seating to allow for members of ruling party to sit on 

one side of the chamber while Opposition parties side on the other, opposing side of the 

chamber;  

vii. Constituency Development Fund: In order for MPs to be able to contribute directly as well 

as indirectly (through the policy-making process) to national development, Constituency 

Development Fund was initiated by the 8
th
 Parliament, though the project was later 

abandoned.  
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2.5  PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT OF INTRA AND INTER-STATE 

CONFLICTS  

 

This section assesses conditions that have continued to spawn conflict in Uganda; existing 

mechanisms for preventing, reducing and managing conflicts; the involvement of sub-regional and 

regional institutions in resolving intra and inter-state conflicts as well as the role of international 

organizations such as the United Nations. 

 

2.5.1  CONDITIONS GENERATING CONFLICTS IN UGANDA  

 

Since its conception as a nation in 1962, Uganda has experienced incessant conflict. These conflicts 

originate from the post-colonial political set up, competition for resources, the ethnic composition of 

Uganda as a nation, the nature of domestic politics and the vantage geographic positioning of 

Uganda within the great lakes region.  

 

It is important to understand the nature of politics in Uganda and how this has been shaped by 

historical, socio-political and economic factors within the country as well as regional factors. This 

would enable us to contextualize and analyze the origin and causes of conflict in Uganda. There 

have been mainly three factors that have been potential triggers of conflict in Uganda over the last 

decade: 

i. Competition for natural resources especially land. Land continues to be the most 

important resource to most of the Uganda‘s communities.  It is a key strategic resource to 

Uganda‘s population and is a core primary factor of agricultural production, ecosystem 

stability, and climate change resilience. According to the case records and 2015 Annual 

Report of the Uganda Human Rights Commission, prevalence of land conflicts at household 

level is at 34.9% and is slightly higher amongst rural households (36%) compared to urban 

households (33%). Only 20% of land conflicts are not reported to any dispute resolution 

option. With a dispute resolution rate of 59.9% for land conflicts at first instance and an 

average dissatisfaction rate of only 13.3 %, the land justice system is rated fair. However, the 

aforesaid and other factors have led to encroachment on wetlands, forests, game reserves 

and water bodies- which is another frontier of conflict between the population and the state.  

 

The challenge for Uganda has been the inability of the land policy to effectively address the 

duality of land use and land ownership. The emphasis on the later has disadvantaged the 

landless citizens who entirely depend on land for their livelihoods. As a result, the focus has 
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transited from ‗who owns the land‘ as opposed to ‗what they do with the land‘ and hence an 

imperfect land market whose price continued to out crowd potential land uses. Over the last 

10 years there have been numerous cases of protests around land evictions, which has 

pitted citizens against the state, and in some cases has supported ‗investors‘ leaving the 

landless poor to fend for themselves. 

 

ii. Ethnic and other traditional/social diversities account for new developments that have 

aroused pent-up discontent as was seen in the Rwenzori sub-region. Although the 1995 

Constitution provides for the restoration of traditional kingdoms, the implementation of this 

provision has had varied impacts across various socio cultural set-ups. For instance, 

cognizant of the historical challenges around the Ankole Kingdom, the Government felt it was 

wise that this kingdom is not restored. While the restoration of the Kabakaship in Buganda 

has rejuvenated the socio cultural life of the Baganda and energized its influence in the 

traditional life of its people. It has also served as basis for mobilization and social change 

and development. In the Rwenzori sub-region however, conflictual tendencies continue to 

persist. In this case, the restorations of cultural leaders have raised more challenges than 

bringing about the tranquility they espoused to generate. Some ethnic minorities were not in 

favor of serving under the installed cultural heads, causing discontent that was later mixed 

with political undertones as was witnessed in 2016 in the Rwenzori sub-region. That 

notwithstanding, the history of Uganda‘s ethnic communities has largely between peaceful 

co-existence than conflict.  Even during the pre-colonial period, there is a lot of evidence of 

collaboration between the various ethnic groups. Two other factors complicate the ethnic 

question in Uganda: 

- First, as part of the colonial legacy, administrative units are constructed on ethnic 

grounds;  

- Secondly, lack of political inclusiveness at national and local level often creates a 

feeling of marginalization by some communities. This feeling of marginalization quite 

often solidifies the bond between the communities against the power that is believed 

to be marginalizing them. Examples of such ethnic conflicts include, the Bagwere vs 

Banyole, over Namatala wetland, and Bagwere vs Bagisu over Namatala wetland; 

  

iii. Political causes of conflict: conflicts in Uganda since independence continue to be mainly 

linked to politics as seen in pre, during and post-electoral violence especially related to 

confrontations among supporters of various candidates of different political orientations. The 

fragmented nature of Ugandan society and therefore a lack of shared identity and common 

interests have generated politics of patronage and individualism, tribalism and nepotism, 
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creating an entrenched culture of sectarianism. This situation has led to considerable 

discontent, producing and reproducing conflicts at different periods in different parts of the 

country over time.  In the 2016 general elections for instance the creation of para-military 

groups by different political actors created an environment of fear and insecurity. The state 

intelligence picked this in time before there were any occurrences of real confrontation 

between groups that supported various candidates. The country is still unable to constitute 

and build a culture of continuous political dialogue to shape democracy and the development 

of the country. This is demonstrated by the confrontational nature of the aftermath between 

the ruling party and the opposition political parties. This has sustained fear of the country 

may slide back to political turmoil that characterized Uganda in the past. While some of the 

conditions are historical, others are quite contemporary and define the everyday 

experiences, fear and anxiety among Ugandans.  

 

It is also important to note that Uganda has also been a target of international terrorism. Uganda‘s 

participation in efforts to restore peace in South Sudan, DRC, Somalia and Burundi has been widely 

applauded. However, it has also made it a target for terrorist groups including Al-Shabab based in 

Somalia. There have been also instances of domestic terrorism as armed characters have been 

able to carry out protracted assassinations of key public figures including a High Court Judge in 

2016 and a Deputy Inspector General of Police in 2017. 

 

Assessment of the issues around inequality among groups and or regions 

Colonialism influenced the nature of the political and socio-economic organization of Uganda after 

independence. Much of the social and political upheavals that have become a defining characteristic 

of Uganda‘s politics have been shaped by colonial policy, which was geared at establishing 

hegemony over Uganda.  Post-independence leaders, unfortunately, continued with the same 

colonial policy approach to position themselves and kinsmen to establish hegemony over the country 

and entrench their positions in power. As a consequence, Uganda has been a weak State where 

parochial interests (ethnic and religious) significantly influence political decisions, the governance 

systems and access to economic resources. As a result of the weakness of the state, leaders 

personalize state power and use the institutions of the state to control the country by meting out 

rewards and punishments as they so wish (neo-patrimonialism).  This situation thus leads to 

significant discontent, producing and reproducing conflicts at different periods in different parts of the 

country over time.   

 

 

Unfair exploitation of natural resources 
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Part of CEWARN‘s strategy is to address issues of climate change in the region. Climate change 

has a big impact on resources such as water and land. Resource related conflicts are prevalent in 

the region especially because the region has a large population dependent on agriculture as a 

source of income and the dwindling resources can contribute to conflict. In 2012 CEWARN launched 

other 5 thematic areas to include in their strategy, which would help monitor conflict in the region. 

Among the 5 themes was land conflict. In areas of central Uganda for example, many land owners 

have fenced off their land and limit access to water to pastoralists who, initially, had access under 

customary agreement. During the northern Uganda war many civilians were forced to move into 

camps but with security in place now many have moved back to the land. However, there have been 

many reports of land grabbing in the region, driven in part by loss of the boundary markings, which 

makes it hard to recover their land.  

 

Refugees and other internally displaced persons 

Uganda is not new to refugee related conflict as there are many refugees coming in from 

neighbouring countries like Rwanda, Congo and Southern Sudan. Due to the prevailing problems in 

their countries of origins and the apparent ethnic divides, some of the conflict among refugees is 

also ‗imported‘ from their home countries to Uganda where they come to seek refuge. Conflict 

among the dominant tribes in South Sudan, especially between the Dinkas and other South 

Sudanese communities continued when they entered Uganda after war broke out in South Sudan 

(2013; and again July 2016); these are all sources of conflict.   

Cross border conflict has been exacerbated further by struggle for resources like land, water, 

firewood and other items which brings refugees and host communities into some kinds of conflict. 

Land allocation to refugees has become a concern in the country, as the more refugees a nation has 

the more land is allotted to settle them. While Land has been earmarked for refugees in designated 

areas such as Koboko, Adjumani, Isingiro, Hoima and Arua districts, the increasing influx of the 

refugees puts significant strain on the local communities and generates tensions and conflicts. 

Negative sentiments against refugees by hoist communities have also been heightened by apparent 

bad treatment given to Ugandan communities doing business in neighbouring countries, especially 

Southern Sudan. This has led to a call for Uganda Refugees policy to be revised in order to reduce 

the amount of money being used in this sector.  

 

Conflict between Uganda and neighboring countries 

Uganda has made efforts to promote peaceful co-existence with neighbors within the great lakes 

region. The UPDF has intervened in neighboring countries either to pursue rebels (Allied Democratic 

Forces (ADF) in the DRC, and the Lord‘s Resistance Army (LRA) in Southern Sudan, Central African 
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Republic. Uganda also continued to pursue regional peace and combating terrorism in South Sudan 

and Somalia, respectively.  

 

Uganda passed legislation, which set up the war crimes section of the High court to try and handle 

war crimes related issues. Uganda also referred to the International Criminal Court (ICC) senior 

rebel commanders of the Lord‘s Resistance Army and one (Dominic Ongwen), who is currently 

undergoing trial at The Hague. The UN and International Agencies are involved in conflict resolution 

but with a limited mandate. Some progress has been reported in the prevention and reduction of 

inter-state conflicts, including developing frameworks to identify contentious issues and address 

them before they are allowed to simmer. Examples given include the Rukwanzi islands in Lake 

Albert, and Goli Border strip in West Nile, as well as Migingo Island in Lake Victoria.  

 

South Sudan and Uganda have been involved in numerous border disputes and territorial claims. 

The land disputes between Uganda and Southern Sudan are of two types. First, the Sudanese are 

claiming customary boundary from the Madi and Aringa people in Uganda. The claims put Moyo 

Town Council, parts of Metu and Lefori sub-counties in Moyo and Midigo in Yumbe Districts of South 

Sudan. The demanded land extends from Karido River in Sudan to Kelenderia, through Opiro, 

behind Moyo Secondary School, to Ebikwa River, and Seleseleya to Leya from the east. This 

continues westwards to West Eria Hill, Lefori and down to Wano, Sera Jale and Lobulele. 

 

Religious conflicts 

Like ethnic relations, Ugandans have a capacity to leave together in harmony irrespective of their 

religious differences. In spite of this, the 1990s saw the emergence of religious fundamentalist 

groups in the country. Intra-religious conflicts have been more pronounced in the recent past than 

inter-religious conflicts. A key development over the last decade has been the killings of Moslem 

Clerics, mainly in central and Eastern Uganda. Ugandan security agents are investigating the killings 

of these Sheikhs, but there are indications that they are more to do with terrorist activity linked to a 

rebel group, the Allied Democratic Front (ADF), than the divisions within Moslem community in 

Uganda. The text box below attests to that:  

 

Box 2.6 Sheikh Ibrahim Hassan Kirya, spokesperson of the Kibuli based Muslim faction was gunned 

down in June 28
th
 2015 by unknown gun men and become the 4th prominent Muslim leader to be 

shot dead within the last seven months. He is also the 9th Muslim leader to be murdered within the 

last 2 years raising fears among the Muslim community and country at large.  Abdul Rashid Wafula, 

the imam of Bilal Mosque in Mbale was shot on May 21 2015 at around 9:00pm at the gate of his 

home in Nakaloke, Mbale.  Others killed within the last 7 months before then included: Sheikh 
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Mustafa Bahiga who was shot dead on December 28 2015 at the Bwebajja Mosque on Entebbe 

road.   His death was almost similar to that of Wafula because his killers shot him five times as he 

was going for Ishae prayer.   Shortly before he was murdered, killers had also trailed Sheikh Dr. 

Abdul Kadir Muwaya, the Shiite leader at his home in Mayuge District. Other Muslim leaders killed 

included Sheikh Abdu Karim Sentamu, leader of Sheikh in the Dawat, Islamic sect gunned down on 

April 22, 2012.  Two months later, Hajj Abubaker Kiweewa, a pro-Kibuli Mosque Muslim faction 

leader, was also gunned down by unknown assailants within the premises of his Prime Supermarket 

in Kyanja.  Others include Yunus Abu Bakr Mudungu, Muhammad Maganda and Abdu Jawali 

Sentunga:  

Source:http://www.newvision.co.ug/new_vision/news/1329427/sheikh-kirya-9th-muslim-cleric-

killed#sthash.6Q8b0ijS.dpuf 

 

Inter-Religious Council of Uganda, under the Peace Architecture, is bringing Ugandans of different 

religious denominations together to resolve emergence of conflicts. 

 

Cross-border competition for natural resources  

The Democratic Republic of Congo successfully argued a case against Ugandas involvement in the 

illegal mining of the Mineral and other natural wealth of the Democracy Republic of the Congo. So 

while on the one hand Uganda‘s intervention in neighbouring countries is seen as enhancing its 

security and contributing to the global war on terror (Uganda‘s argument), it has also been identified 

with acts of external aggression and plunders in one case. In this case, the international Court of 

Arbitration ruled that Uganda‘s intervention in the Democratic Republic of the Congo led to 

significant loss of resources and Uganda was ordered to pay US$ 10 billion to DRC.  Uganda is yet 

to pay the fine, arguing that there was no policy or practice for the country or the Army to plunder the 

DRC.  

 

Cross-border drug trafficking 

Drug trafficking incidents in Uganda, have been recorded by the Police mainly at the port of entry by 

air (Entebbe airport), and at some border posts due to the limitations in the capacity to maintain all 

round vigilance in some cases. Most of the cases that are busted seemed to originate from West 

Africa, Latin American countries, that use Uganda as a gateway to the Far East, the Middle East and 

the rest of Europe. While inter-border drug trafficking (between Uganda and her most immediate 

neighbours) has been difficult for the Police to apprehend due to the porous nature of Uganda‘ 

border and the collusion and bribery of some officials manning immigration points.  

 

2.5.2 EXISTING MECHANISMS FOR PREVENTING, REDUCING AND MANAGING CONFLICT 

http://www.newvision.co.ug/new_vision/news/1329427/sheikh-kirya-9th-muslim-cleric-killed#sthash.6Q8b0ijS.dpuf
http://www.newvision.co.ug/new_vision/news/1329427/sheikh-kirya-9th-muslim-cleric-killed#sthash.6Q8b0ijS.dpuf
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The 1995 Constitution provides the mechanisms necessary for preventing and managing conflict. 

These include: the national army to provide security for all and protecting the national boarders 

against external aggression; the police to keep domestic law and order; the judicial service system to 

adjudicate and dispense justice (including the local council courts); the cultural and religious 

institutions to instill moral values that shape a peaceful society as well as providing avenues for 

negotiated settlements. Uganda has, since 2007, passed legislation aimed at managing conflict. 

These include:  

i. The Amnesty Law is being implemented to address and manage internal armed conflicts as 

well as disarmament of the Karamojong in North-Eastern Uganda; 

ii. The Anti-Terrorism Act 2015 which outlaws all acts of terrorism, its funding, freezing and 

seizure of assets of terrorists among others; 

iii. The establishment and operationalization of the War Crimes Division of the High Court to 

handle international crimes, terrorism and transnational crimes; 

iv. There is a well-established judicial service system that handles cases related to conflict and 

crime; 

v. In 2014, Uganda participated in the implementation of African Union decisions on the 

establishment of the Africa Capacity for Immediate Response to Crisis (ACIRC) in an interim 

arrangement pending the operationalization of the African Standby Force. 

 

In response to the initial three conditions that generate conflict in Uganda, the following are some of 

the key initiatives being undertaken to resolve conflict: 

i. Reforms to the land laws by accommodating bylaws at the district level that provides an 

opportunity for local courts to arbitrate land disputes (powered by local councils under the 

district land board mechanisms); 

ii. Negotiated peace talks involving the security operatives, cultural and religious leaders in 

cases of ethnically driven conflicts as was the case in the Rwenzori sub-region; 

iii. The Inter-Religious Council of Uganda which is implementing a Peace Architecture; a 

program aimed at building a sustainable dialogue to avert conflict that may arise as a result 

of political and other events like elections. In 2016, the IRCU hosted two Presidential 

debates, which were seen as a ‗best practice‘ in instituting such dialogue; 

iv. Initiatives under the Office of the Prime Minister to put in place a Peace Policy which when 

finalized will become a major reference for addressing conflict in Uganda; 

v. Uganda passed the National Civic Education Policy in 2014, which among others is aimed at 

rallying the country around principles that establish aspirations that build the civic 

competence with strata of society and mainly youth. The idea of the policy is to cultivate a 
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consciousness around nationalism as opposed to sectarianism. It also lays down some rules 

for the public to follow. Criminal Procedure Code Act sets out the procedures to be followed 

by police and the Penal Code Act outlines offenses & punishments prescribed by law. The 

UPDF also contributes to management of conflict by setting clearly the role of the army and 

where it can and cannot intervene.  

 

Generally, Uganda Government has an elaborate intelligence network (comprising security agencies 

and a vigilant community) that has demonstrable effectiveness of detecting incidences of criminal 

tendencies and hence the ability to avert them. As a result, the episodes of terror attacks have been 

kept at the minimum and some averted from causing large-scale devastation especially in Kampala. 

 

Describe any specialized institutions established for managing conflicts in the country  

In the case of land conflict, the national land policy and land amendment Bill through establishment 

of district land boards and parish land commissions have also played an important role in reducing 

and managing conflict. Most of these offices remain ill equipped and suffer under funding; all land 

tribunals were suspended in 2004 and long backlog of cases. It is virtually impossible for the only 3 

High Court judges of the Land Division to manage the backlog of about 2000 cases countrywide. 

There have been calls to reinstate the tribunals. Registry offices are outdated and ill-equipped so 

much so most registration actions and measures must go to Kampala or Entebbe for approval. At 

the grassroots, the Local Councils could handle some of the land disputes, while the law is reviewed 

to recognize decisions from the traditional justice system.  

 

At the moment, the Registry process is inefficient and operates with little transparency; there is 

rampant land title forgery; Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources handles conflict from oil and 

water is responsible for policy formulation and implementation. The Ministry includes four 

departments: Energy Resources, Geological Survey and Mines, Petroleum Exploration and 

Production, and Petroleum Supplies. The Geological Survey and Mines Department is mandated to: 

collect, analyze and disseminate geosciences data, monitor operators and enforce regulations and 

develop professionals capable of generating and utilizing available geosciences data; Ministry of 

Planning handles population related conflict. Through the many consultations the recommendation 

to strengthen the land fund was mentioned. In so doing this allows for more people to access land 

and thus minimize conflicts related to land ownership.  

 

Uganda’s efforts in promoting peaceful relations with its neighbors  
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Some progress has also been reported in the prevention and reduction of inter-state conflicts, 

including developing frameworks to identify contentious issues and address them before they are 

allowed to simmer (NPA, 2009). Examples given include the Rukwanzi islands in Lake Albert, and 

Goli Border strip in West Nile, as well as Migingo Island in Lake Victoria. Conflicts were also 

recorded in West Nile (Moyo) districts between Uganda and southern Sudanese and it was 

addressed.  The Migingo island issue however remains in abeyance with the government in 2016 

indicating that they lacked funds to carry out a full survey of the island, although some sections of 

the Kenyan public still maintain that Migingo belongs to them. Under the auspices of IGAD Uganda 

has an army contributing to conflict resolution in Somalia, has also participated in South Sudan, in 

C.A.R and there were also troops in DRC. In each instance Uganda has an agreed upon 

arrangement with the countries where the army is deployed. In Burundi, Uganda spearheaded talks 

between the ruling regime and the other parties to try and find a peaceful solution to the conflict in 

Burundi; this was under the aegis of the African Union.  

 

The UPDF Act 2005 clearly states the role of the army /Defence force as preserving and defending 

the sovereignty and internal integrity of Uganda, and in cooperation with civilian authority in every 

situation or in situation of national disasters. The UPDF has been involved in several missions and 

assignments on behalf of the African Union, IGAD and other regional bodies in Africa.  

Most notable is Uganda operation in Somalia, which was in a state of virtual state collapse and 

lawlessness. Uganda was the first African country to send the first battle group 1 to Somalia in 

March 2007. Uganda provided political and diplomatic support to the stabilization and reconstruction 

efforts in Somalia through IGAD, AU and the UN. Uganda lobbied for United Nations Security 

Council (UNSC) Resolution 2036 (2012), where AU requested for increase in troop levels for 

AMISOM by more than 5,000 and formation of Police Units. The Council unanimously adopted the 

resolution and commended the AMISOM contribution to lasting peace in Somalia. This gave 

AMISOM the necessary troops and resources to help it consolidate the gains made and increase the 

military pressure on Al-Shabaab. The Council also decided to expand the support package to 

include reimbursement of contingent owned equipment. In order to further these efforts, a Uganda 

Resident Diplomatic Mission is being established in Mogadishu.   

 

Uganda has also had incursions to Sudan, Congo and the Central African Republic, the latter as part 

of regional force to hunt down Joseph Kony and restore peace within the great lakes region. All 

these incursions were done with the authorization of the other countries‘ leadership. In 2015/16 

Uganda played a critical role in keeping the peace in the region. Other initiatives that the country has 

participated in are described below:  
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i. As the Chairman of the International Conference on the Great Lakes Region (ICGLR), 

Uganda promoted the deepening of the Foreign Policy doctrine of ―Regional-led Peace 

Initiatives‖ supported by the AU and the UN/International Community. Uganda has hosted, 4 

Extra Ordinary ICGLR Summits aimed at finding a lasting solution to the security situation in 

Eastern DRC since July, 2012. A peace, security and cooperation framework for DRC and 

the region was signed on 24th February, 2013 while the United Nations Security Council 

approved the establishment of an intervention brigade as part of United Nations Organization 

Stabilization Mission in DR Congo (MONUSCO); 

ii. As one of the guarantors of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement in Sudan, Uganda 

engaged Regional and International actors to support efforts made by IGAD and AU to 

resolve outstanding post referendum issues;  

iii. In December 2012, Uganda held a Joint Permanent Commission (JPC) with South Sudan. 

Among the areas agreed upon is expanded cooperation in Defence and security matters. 

Under JPC it was further agreed that the Uganda Police, Prisons and Judiciary would 

engage in capacity-building programs with their counter parts in South Sudan; 

iv. Uganda participated in negotiations of the Protocols on Foreign Policy Coordination and 

Defence and Inter-State Security under the framework of the EAC. Both protocols were 

signed and have been ratified; 

v. Uganda also developed a Foreign Policy Framework, which responds to emerging security 

challenges such as terrorism, piracy and human trafficking;  

vi. At the African Union (AU), Uganda supported the creation of Rapid Deployment Capability 

force as a transitional arrangement for the African Standby Force. This will significantly 

facilitate the promotion of African solutions to the problems facing the continent, and 

enhance the ownership of the continent‘s efforts to resolve conflicts and crises in Africa; 

vii. Uganda secured a seat at the African Union Peace and Security Council for a period of 3 

years starting 2013;  

viii. Since the last country assessment, Uganda has participated in several AU Peace and 

Security Council meetings at which key decisions on a regional approach to the LRA issue 

were taken. Specifically, the African Union‘s appointed Francisco Caetano Jose Madeira as 

its Special Envoy on the Lord‘s Resistance Army issue. The envoy was charged with 

enhancement of cooperation among militaries in the region and promotion of a regional 

framework for the defection, disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of LRA fighters 

and abductees. The Special Envoy‘s offices were set up in Bangui, Central Africa Republic 

(CAR);  

ix. Uganda accepted the AU Peace and Security Council offer to host the Post Conflict 

Reconstruction and Development Centre in the country;  
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x. Uganda participated in meetings at which the Joint Coordination Mechanism (JCM) of the 

Commission on the Implementation of the AU led Regional Cooperation Initiative for the 

Elimination of LRA-(RCI-LRA) agreed on a number of steps to operationalize the RCI-LRA. 

These related to the adoption of the command and control architecture of the Regional Task 

Force (RTF), the timelines for the commencement of critical activities, as well as to the 

coordination between the RTF and international stakeholders, notably UN Missions and 

offices on the ground. The RTF has brigade-size strength of 5,000 troops; composed of 

troops from the LRA affected countries i.e. Uganda, DRC, CAR and South Sudan;  

xi. Uganda participated in the 45th Meeting of IGAD Committee of Experts 4-5 July, 2012, in 

Djibouti and a communiqué` was issued in which the experts recommended among other 

things the establishment of a Mediation Support Unit (MSU) of IGAD, Adoption of the IGAD 

Gender Policy as well as the Peace and Security Strategy.  

 

Instances where non-nationals of your country have spearheaded the resolutions of conflicts  

During the northern Uganda war, the LRA meetings and the negotiations were spear headed by 

South Sudan and were mediated by Dr. Riek Machar in Juba in July 2006. The talks resulted in a 

cease-fire in September of the same year and several agenda items including disarmament 

demobilization and reintegration of the LRA fighters were agreed on and signed. The final 

agreement was however not signed when Kony refused to turn up for the ceremony, citing 

unresolved issues including his indictment by the ICC. While the rebels remained active in the 

Central African Republic, and DR Congo, it is arguable that the Juba peace talk brought lasting 

peace to Northern Uganda as for the last ten years, nor LRA have been present in Uganda.  

 

Through the approach of dialogue, many of the communities bordering Karamoja have been able to 

peacefully resolve the existing conflict that arises especially when it comes to cattle and resources 

like water and pasture for their animals.  For example, on 31st August 2013, the Jie warriors from 

Kotido District who were suspected to have stolen three heads of cattle from the Turkana of Kenya 

were trailed from the Turkana kraals. The culprits were apprehended in Kotido District by a joint 

team of Jie elders/kraal leaders and Turkana who helped in livestock identification. All the animals 

were recovered and handed back to the Turkana of Kenya.  

 

Evidence of an early warning system and other interventions mechanisms with respect to 

intra and inter-state conflicts 

 

Uganda has made stride to join CEWARN in an effort to promote peaceful co-existence between her 

and her neighbors especially in areas around the Karamoja region. CEWARN was established in 
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2002 under the IGAD to spearhead effective anticipation and prevention of conflicts in the sub 

region. The CEWARN comprises of 7 countries; Kenya, Sudan, South Sudan, Djibouti, Somalia and 

Uganda. Its main aim was initially to monitor pastoral and related conflict; reporting of incidents and 

recoveries were being done.  

 

In 2004 the strategy was reviewed to include other forms of conflicts like security and governance, 

which monitors political related conflict; resources due to the discovery of minerals in this region like 

gold in Karamoja and land conflict like in Amuru region where a lot of land conflict has been 

reported. The Karamoja cluster covers areas bordering Ethiopia, the Karamoja itself and then the 

Sabiny sub region where a lot of pastoral conflict has been reported. The mandate of CEWARN is to 

receive and share information concerning potentially violent conflicts, as well as their outbreak and 

escalation in the IGAD region. CEWARN is currently monitoring and tracking cross-border pastoral 

conflicts in these pilot areas: The Karamoja, Dikhil and Somali Clusters. Under CEWARN there is 

the conflict early warning and response mechanism whose mission is to assess situations that could 

potentially lead to violence or conflict and prevent escalation; climate early warning which takes into 

account the conflict indication of climatic situations such as drought, flooding; food security and early 

warning systems for famines were also produced though this is not yet implemented. 

 

Since 2003, Centre for Basic Research (CBR) has served as a National Research Institute (NRI) 

responsible for collecting, analyzing and disseminating early warning information on behalf of 

Conflict Early Warning and Response Mechanism (CEWARN).  As the NRI in Uganda, CBR is 

mandated to lead the process of strengthening peace committees and advocacy for peace building. 

CBR, which is responsible for ensuring that a functioning early warning (EW) and early response 

(ER) infrastructure is in place and periodically generate quality information necessary to guide 

decision making and advocacy, has over time helped establish functional referral points for early 

warning and response initiatives for Karamoja cluster. Specifically, CBR is responsible for training 

and supervising field monitors; collecting, analyzing and disseminating early warning information to 

all relevant stake holders; carry out any research commissioned by CEWARN carry out any activity 

relevant to early warning and early response work including sharing relevant information with all 

stakeholders.  

 

CBR spearheaded the development of operational guidelines for Uganda Conflict Early Warning and 

Early Response Unit, which provided strategic direction to Conflict Prevention, Management and 

Resolution activities on the Uganda side of the Karamoja Cluster. Due to these accomplishments 

many achievements and successes have been registered under CEWARN mechanisms in Uganda. 

These include relaying of alerts aimed at preventing a number of raids/attacks and acts of violence 
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within the country and neighboring countries; established District peace committees in Bukwo, 

Kaabong, Kapchorwa, Kotido, Moroto and Nakapiripirit Districts bringing on board both government 

and non-government actors; the early warning information generated has helped in peace dialogues; 

carrying out reconciliation between communities and provision of relief services; producing 

Situational Briefs on critical issues like famine, drought, disarmament, etc.; increased awareness 

among government, civil society actors and other stakeholders regarding the nature, intensity and 

magnitude of cross-border pastoralist conflicts. We note however that this early warning system 

does not cover the whole country for similar or related issues.  

 

Evidence of measures taken to combat the illicit trade in small arms, light weapons, and anti-

personnel landmines in your country 

 

The Government of Uganda established the Uganda National Focal Point on Small Arms and Light 

Weapons (NFP) in 2001 to coordinate activities to prevent, combat and eradicate the problem of the 

proliferation of illicit small arms and light weapons. The mandate of the NFP is derived from a 

number of protocols, programs of action and declarations on small arms and light weapons to which 

Uganda is signatory. These instruments, for which the NFP is responsible for their implementation at 

national level, include: United Nations Program of Action1, United Nations Protocol, Bamako 

Declaration, Nairobi Declaration, Nairobi Protocol. A comprehensive and coordinated approach has 

therefore been adopted to deal with the issue in a sustainable way by tackling the enormous 

volumes of weapons available, implementing proper measures to account for and secure 

governments weapons stocks, promoting responsible management of small arms and light weapons, 

implementing effective weapons collection and destruction programs, strengthening legislation and 

its enforcement, promoting human and political stability including and not limited to support for peace 

building activities, conflict prevention and human rights and good governance.  

 

Interviews with staff at National Focal Point on Small Arms and Light Weapons suggest that Uganda 

Government has undertaken the arms marking strategy as it provides better avenues to trace a gun, 

especially if it is involved in any criminal act. Any weapon that is not marked would indicate that it 

was illegal and in so doing the country is able to track and control the movements of arms across 

borders. The government has also undertaken disarmament of civilians to reduce the volume of 

arms in circulation. His disarmament was more pronounced in the case of the Karamojong cattle 

keepers between 2002 and 2007 (Bevan, 2008; UNDP 2015). Furthermore, community 

sensitizations have encouraged people to share information about the locations of guns and other 

arms within the communities.  
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The country has strengthened training in officers about proper management of arms, safe storage, 

destruction and disposal of arms that are state owned. Bevan (2008) indicates that disarmament has 

been attempted in Uganda several times, with the most documented efforts being in 1945, 1953, 

1964, 1984, 1987, and 2001. The latest disarmament was carried out between 2006-2007 in the 

Karamoja region of Uganda. Bevan suggest that unlike the 2001 disarmament process which was 

fairly successful and significant, proportion of arms were retrieved from the communities in North 

Eastern Uganda, the same cannot be said of the 2006-2007 initiative. Bevan notes that some of the 

incentives which made people respond quickly to call to turn in weapons were promises of ox 

ploughs, money and other such incentives, were not fully delivered to those that complied with the 

call. This created tensions and mistrust between the government representatives and the 

communities targeted for the disarmament process. Bevan (2008) suggest that the 2006-2007 

disarmament process was very brutal and violent, with the army severally implicated in the violation 

of human right including torture and killing of some of the purported warriors who did not bring the 

weapons. It was more of a search and cordon operation than a more conciliatory approach to the 

process.  Bevan suggests that such a hard-fisted approach led to re circulation of weapons and 

more concealment.  

 

Evidence of legal efforts to criminalize war crimes and to provide penal sanctions for these 

offences 

One of the key contributions of the Rome Statute has been the criminalization of the use of children 

in armed conflict as well as other aspects of war crimes (Francis, 2007). The Rome Statute of the 

International Criminal Court, like the Optional Protocol on the Convention on the Rights of the Child 

(CRC) on involvement of children in armed conflict, binds all fighting forces, including governments 

to respect the rights of children and protect them from early enlisting into armed forces.  Precedence 

has been set where actors, including rebel groups and their sponsors who committed crimes against 

children or humanity, have been arraigned before the International Criminal Court at The Hague, 

Netherlands. This has happened to sponsors of fighting forces in Sierra Leone and Liberia as well as 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo (Francis, 2007).  However, there is a view that the Rome 

Statute of the ICC has limitations over indicting sitting Heads of State and other senior officials of 

State, besides only covering crimes committed in the period after its establishment (post-2002).   

 

Uganda is a member of the International Criminal Court (ICC) by virtue of it being a signatory to the 

Rome Statute whish set up the War Court. One of the most prominent Ugandan standing trials at the 

ICC is Dominic Ongwen, whose case was referred to the court on 16 December 2003. Other rebel 

leaders including Joseph Kony, the overall commanders of the LRA are indicted but are yet to be 

brought to justice, although some of those on the list of indictments have since died. People are 
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encouraged to participate by providing testimonies to aid the legal process. Some stakeholders in 

Northern Uganda incusing the religious leaders who make up the Acholi religious leaders Peace 

Initiative, the traditional cultural institution and part of civil society have not completely accepted the 

role that the ICC plays in conflict resolution in Northern Uganda. These have advocated for a more 

homegrown solution using traditional processes of dialogues and repentance (Mato Oput). While 

there is a general desire to see justice and peace in the region, they recognize the possibility of the 

indictments in derailing the small steps, which have been made towards conflict resolution without 

violence and development and sustenance of positive peace.  

 

Effectiveness of traditional authorities and indigenous resolution mechanisms in the 

management of conflicts 

The assessment of the effectiveness of traditional authorities‘ mechanisms to manage conflict can 

be made in two ways:  

- direct participation of cultural leaders in peace negotiation and conflict resolution; and  

- Utilization of traditional resources and ceremonies to stem or redress the effects of conflicts 

on communities.  

In the former, there have been initiatives and efforts over the years in Uganda involving the 

traditional authorities in the efforts to build peace and promote dialogues to end the Northern conflict, 

with direct support from government and other development actors namely, the Acholi traditional 

leadership structures, the Madhi cultural institution, the Alur kingdom and the Lango cultural 

institution. They have all played a very big role in the resolution of the northern conflict, and continue 

to play an even more important role in the rebuilding process of the region. Uganda‘s ethnic diversity 

and cultural richness means that cultural resources can be used as a unifying point.  

 

The utilization of traditional institutions and mechanisms in conflict resolution has characterized 

modern discourses on conflict management more generally and peacebuilding more specifically 

(Murithi, 2008). There is agreement among development and peace building stakeholders that 

traditional and indigenous resources play a critical role in the resolution of long term conflicts 

whether against the state or among different communities in the country. It has also been proved 

that such efforts equally plays an important role in post-conflict resettlement and reintegration, as 

was demonstrated in Northern Uganda
3
. For Northern Uganda (covering Acholi and Lango sub 

region especially), the utilization of indigenous traditional approaches for conflict resolution and 

reintegration of communities hitherto affected by the conflict falls within the PRDP for Northern 

Uganda, I, II and III, whose major aim is to regenerate growth and development within the region.  

                                                           
3 Since 2006 many former rebel abductees and returning LRA rebel commanders have bene taken 
through traditional cleansing ceremony which also reconciles them with those they have wringed.  
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The main traditional and indigenous peace building mechanism in Northern Uganda are Mato oput, 

kayo cuk and tonu cikoka among the Acholi, Langi and Mahdi respectively. These are communities 

who have been severely affected by the conflict in the region.  These local mechanisms have wide 

appeals in the areas of application even though they are yet to get national and international 

recognition, a situation complicated by the fact that many times parallel processes exist for national 

and international accountability.   

Uganda recognizes the importance of religious bodies and has also been consulted in the various 

interventions. Many religions in conflict prone areas are consulted and brought on board in mitigation 

processes because religious bodies have the potential to reach out to many people and if they are 

not involved, they can bring about conflict by influencing the populace to take a route that will result 

into conflict.  

 

There is also the National Consultative Forum that sits at the Electoral Commission. This provides 

for the conflict resolution where we have Inter Religious Council of Uganda (IRCU), Uganda Joint 

Clinical Research Centre (JCRC) and Uganda Muslim Supreme Council (UMSC). The peace 

architecture brings together the National Elders‘ Forum (NEF), National Consultative Forum (NCF) 

and Inter-Religious Council of Uganda (IRCU).   

 

2.5.3 UGANDA’S INVOLVEMENT IN SUB-REGIONAL AND REGIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN 

RESOLVING INTRA AND INTERSTATE CONFLICTS  

  

Engagement in sub-regional and regional processes in resolving conflict  

Uganda provided political and diplomatic support to the stabilization and reconstruction efforts in 

Somalia through IGAD, AU and the UN. Uganda lobbied for United Nations Security Council (UNSC) 

Resolution 2036 (2012), where AU requested for increase in troop levels for AMISOM by more than 

5,000 and formation of Police Units. The Council unanimously adopted the resolution and 

commended the AMISOM contribution to lasting peace in Somalia. This gave AMISOM the 

necessary troops and resources to help it consolidate the gains made and increase the military 

pressure on Al-Shabaab. The Council also decided to expand the support package to include 

reimbursement of contingent owned equipment. In order to further these efforts, a Uganda Resident 

Diplomatic Mission is being established in Mogadishu. Other initiatives are here below listed: 

i. As the Chairman of the International Conference on the Great Lakes Region (ICGLR), 

Uganda promoted the deepening of the Foreign Policy doctrine of ―Regional-led Peace 

Initiatives‖ supported by the AU and the UN/International Community. Since July 2012, 

Uganda hosted 4 Extra Ordinary ICGLR Summits aimed at finding a lasting solution to the 
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security situation in Eastern DRC. A peace, security and cooperation framework for DRC and 

the region was signed on 24th February, 2013 while the United Nations Security Council 

approved the establishment of an intervention brigade as part of United Nations Organization 

Stabilization Mission in DR Congo (MONUSCO);  

 

ii. As one of the guarantors of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement in Sudan, Uganda 

engaged Regional and International actors to support efforts made by IGAD and AU to 

resolve outstanding post referendum issues;  

 

iii. In December, 2012, Uganda held a Joint Permanent Commission (JPC) with South Sudan. 

Among the areas agreed upon is expanded cooperation in Defence and security matters. 

Under JPC it was further agreed that the Uganda Police, Prisons and Judiciary shall engage 

in capacity-building programs with their counter parts in South Sudan;  

 

iv. Uganda participated in negotiations of the Protocols on Foreign Policy Coordination and 

Defence and Inter-State Security under the framework of the EAC. Both protocols were 

signed and have been ratified; 

 

v. Uganda also developed a Foreign Policy Framework, which responds to emerging security 

challenges such as terrorism, piracy and human trafficking;  

 

vi. At the African Union (AU), Uganda supported the creation of Rapid Deployment Capability 

force as a transitional arrangement for the African Standby Force. This will significantly 

facilitate the promotion of African solutions to the problems facing the continent, and 

enhance the ownership of the continent‘s efforts to resolve conflicts and crises in Africa; 

 

vii. Uganda secured a seat at the African Union Peace and Security Council for a period of 3 

years starting 2013; 

 

viii. Since the last country assessment, Uganda participated in several AU Peace and Security 

Council meetings at which key decisions on a regional approach to the LRA issue were 

taken. Specifically, the African Union‘s appointed Francisco Caetano Jose Madeira as its 

Special Envoy on the Lord‘s Resistance Army issue. The envoy was charged with 

enhancement of cooperation among militaries in the region and promotion of a regional 

framework for the defection, disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of LRA fighters 
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and abductees. The Special Envoy‘s offices were set up in Bangui, Central Africa Republic 

(CAR);  

 

ix. Uganda accepted the AU Peace and Security Council offer to host the Post Conflict 

Reconstruction and Development Centre in the country;  

 

x. Uganda participated in meetings at which the Joint Coordination Mechanism (JCM) of the 

Commission on the Implementation of the AU led Regional Cooperation Initiative for the 

Elimination of LRA-(RCI-LRA) agreed on a number of steps to operationalize the RCI-LRA. 

These related to the adoption of the command and control architecture of the Regional Task 

Force (RTF), the timelines for the commencement of critical activities, as well as to the 

coordination between the RTF and international stakeholders, notably UN Missions and 

offices on the ground. The RTF has brigade- size strength of 5,000 troops; composed of 

troops from the LRA affected countries i.e. Uganda, DRC, CAR and South Sudan;  

 

xi. Uganda also participated in the 45th Meeting of IGAD Committee of Experts 4-5 July, 2012, 

in Djibouti and a communiqué` was issued in which the experts recommended among other 

things the establishment of a Mediation Support Unit (MSU) of IGAD, Adoption of the IGAD 

Gender Policy as well as the Peace and Security Strategy;  

 

Effectiveness of these processes in conflict resolution 

To a greater extent the interventions of the regional and sub-regional institution is deemed 

legitimate, and the intervention is in many cases in the best interest of the citizenry and the 

protection of human life. Their effectiveness has however been hampered by limited funding, 

logistical organization and other ideological differences emergent among state parties. While 

regional institutions play an important role in the resolution of conflict in Uganda and other countries 

within the Great Lakes region and horn of Africa, their roles in especially the Northern Uganda 

conflicts has been mainly of observer nature. 

 

Uganda deployed, human, logistical and financial resources in the intervention in South Sudan, while 

in Somalia the financing of the AMISON mission is provided by the African Union among other 

international development partners. 

 

Challenges faced by institutions in conflict resolution and efforts to mitigate them 

While Uganda has deployed her own resources to resolve the South Sudan conflict, it had a 

logistical and financial implication back at home. In addition, some political analysts viewed a level of 
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partiality in Uganda‘s handling of the crisis. A logistical, financial and human resource challenge is 

slowing the progress in restoring peace in Somalia. In response to these challenges Uganda has 

withdrawn from South Sudan and allowed a regional mechanism under IGAD to negotiate a peaceful 

settlement after resumption of conflict there in 2016. In general, Uganda continues to collaborate 

within the AU and with the EU as well as the United States in resolving regional conflicts in which it 

is engaged. Efforts are also underway to support an Africa Standby Force, which is viewed by many 

states as an ultimate home-grown solution to African wide conflicts. 

 

2.5.4 Extent of involvement of international organizations such as the UN in inter and intra 

state conflict resolutions  

Uganda is a member of various international dispensations aimed at resolution of both regional and 

international conflicts. These include: The UN, AU, IGAD, the Cooperative Framework Agreement 

(CFA) over the River Nile Basin; Great Lakes Framework for Peace and Security, East Africa 

Framework for Peace and Security; Comprehensive Peace Agreement for Sudan; AU led regional 

cooperation initiative for the Elimination of the LRA; as well as several committees to resolve 

boarder disputes with the neighboring nations. 

 

Instances where the involvement of the UN has resulted in the reduction and quick resolution 

of conflicts in Uganda 

There hasn‘t direct involvement of the UN in conflict resolution, but the UN agencies have played a 

key role in mitigating the effect of conflicts, as seen in food and non-food items distribution to 

refugees and internally displaced person and the protection interventions which have promoted 

peaceful co-existence among up rooted and war affected communities.  

  

Assessment of the effectiveness of the UN and international agencies in terms of the 

resources (human, financial and logistics) that have been deployed in conflict resolution  

 

The UN works within a specified mandate and set targets, once they have managed to achieve this, 

the state has a responsibility to formalize these set targets. UN is limited by the very mandate that it 

is specified to work in. Overall, Uganda has played a pivotal role in ensuring regional peace and 

stability. This has been bedrock of her regional recognition as a contributor to stability in the region. 

Entebbe international airport has contributed to the logistical infrastructure for the UN in its outreach 

missions in the Great Lakes Region.  

 

To further advance peaceful coexistence among citizens and with neighbours, the following 

recommendations are suggested: 
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vi. Government should support local justice systems as well as traditional mechanisms to 

resolve land and other factors that permeate conflicts before they escalate to devastating 

outcomes; 

vii. Uganda should proactively engage the citizenry through programs like the Peace 

Architecture currently being implemented by the Inter-Religious Council of Uganda (IRCU) to 

strengthen imperatives for peaceful coexistence, observance of freedoms and counteracting 

of potentialities for conflict; 

viii. Uganda should continue to support peace initiatives (like it has done under the African 

Union, United Nations, IGAD and EAC) to contribute to the pacification of the Great Lakes 

Region since this is critical for regional trade, economic growth and socio economic 

transformation. At the same time Government should continue to strengthen diplomatic 

relations and mutual defence with her neighbours to increase boarder security;  

ix. Finally, a national early warning system should be established that would benefit from 

intelligence and trends analysis to proactively address peace threats rather than mitigate 

conflicts (including supporting local courts); 
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2.6 PROMOTION AND PROTECTION OF CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS AS 

ENSHRINED IN AFRICAN AND INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS 

INSTRUMENTS  

 

This section provides an assessment of the measures that Uganda has put in place over the last 

decade to promote and enforce civil rights, facilitate due process and equal justice for all; establish a 

vibrant, independent and influential civil society; and respect and protect the access to information 

rights of citizens. 

 

2.6.1 Measures that have been put in place to promote and enforce civil rights 

 

The 1995 Constitution provided a broad legal framework for protection and promotion of civil liberties 

including basic civil rights of information, association, expression, media and religious freedoms. 

Article 29 of the constitution provides for protection of freedom of conscience, expression, 

movement, religion, assembly and association. 

 

The UHRC has over the years investigated complaints of torture and ill treatment and awarded 

compensation to victims of human rights violations. Due to its efforts, the complaints of torture and ill 

treatment received by the UHRC have reduced from 428 in 2011 to 343 in 2015. Perpetrators can 

now be brought to account using the Prevention and Prohibition of Torture Act, which was passed in 

2012. The Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs handle compensation of victims directed by 

the UHRC in its budgets. For instance, in 2015 alone, the UHRC awarded up to Shs 520,300,000 

(approximately $ 150,000). Financial constraints have however made it hard for the Ministry to fully 

pay all awards on time. 

Other measures have included: 

 National Human Rights Action Plan: In 2014, the Government developed the National 

Action Plan on Human Rights (NAP). The NAP was developed through a consultative and 

participatory process by the National Steering Committee composed of various ministries, 

departments and agencies of the Government and had input from a number of actors, 

including civil society, academia, and community based organizations, religious and cultural 

leaders, among others. The NAP‘s vision is A Ugandan Society Based on Respect for 

Human Rights and Committed to the Human Rights Based Approach for Sustainable and 

Inclusive Development. The objectives of the NAP are to: build the capacity of the 

Government and citizens in the protection and promotion of human rights; to enhance 

equality and non-discrimination for all; reduce poverty and promote individual and collective 
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wellbeing guarantee the enjoyment of civil and political rights and liberties; address the 

human rights needs of special groups and those of victims of conflict and disasters; and 

implement Uganda‘s regional and international human rights obligations. The NAP also 

provides for a more structured coordinating mechanism that will involve all human rights 

stakeholders. The NAP is however constrained by perceived efforts towards gagging citizen 

expression through suppression of demonstration and other forms of showing discontent by 

the citizenry;  

 Human Rights Cabinet Sub-committee: The Government has established the Human 

Rights Cabinet Sub-Committee to provide policy guidance on human rights issues. This 

Committee ensures adherence by all stakeholders to relevant policies, laws and Uganda‘s 

regional and international human rights obligations; 

 Universal Period Review (UPR):  The Universal Periodic Review (UPR) is a unique 

process, which involves a periodic review of the human rights records of all 193 UN Member 

States.  Under this mechanism, the human rights situation of all UN Member States is 

reviewed every 5 years. 42 States are reviewed each year during three Working Group 

sessions dedicated to 14 States each. These three sessions are usually held in 

January/February, May/June and October/November. The result of each review is reflected 

in an outcome report listing the recommendations the State under review (SuR) will have to 

implement before the next review. It is a full-circle process comprised of 3 key stages. First 

a review of the human rights situation of the State under Review (SuR) is undertaken. This is 

followed by the implementation within (5 years) of the recommendations received. The last 

stage is the reporting at the next review on the implementation of those recommendations 

and pledges and on the human rights situation in the country since the previous review.  

 

Government of Uganda first submitted its national report to the 12
th
 session of the Universal 

Periodic Review (UPR) in July 2011, in accordance with Human Rights Council resolution 

5/1.  Uganda also appeared before the 26th Session of the United Nations Human Rights 

Council on Thursday, 3rd November 2016 to defend its Human Rights Record. Minister of 

Foreign Affairs Hon. Sam Kutesa headed the Uganda Delegation of 26 people.  It included 

Officials from different Ministries and representatives from different Government Agencies 

who clarified on some of the situations that have resulted into questioning of Uganda‘s 

Human rights record. The discussion focused on Basic Human Rights, Women‘s Rights, 

Torture, Children Rights, Security, Societal Norms and Civil Society. CSOs actively 

participated in the process by submitting over 10 stakeholder reports, holding countrywide 

consultative meetings, informing the public about the process, and engaging diplomatic 
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missions both in Uganda and Geneva about key human rights issues in Uganda. Uganda 

received a total of 226 recommendations on how to improve its human rights record. 

 

i. UN Treaty Bodies: In addition to the Universal Periodic Reviews, there are ten human rights 

treaty bodies that monitor implementation of the core international human rights treaties. 

These bodies are: Human Rights Committee (CCPR);Committee on Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights (CESCR); Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) 

Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW); Committee 

against Torture (CAT); Subcommittee on Prevention of Torture (SPT);Committee on the 

Rights of the Child (CRC); Committee on Migrant Workers (CMW); Committee on the Rights 

of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD); and the Committee on Enforced Disappearances 

(CED). Each member state of the United Nations is expected to make report to each of these 

committees on the progress made in the implementation of specific aspects of the Human 

Rights Treaty. The Reports are supposed to be made after every two years.  Though 

Uganda is not among the worst categories of countries with delayed reports to the UN 

Human Rights Bodies, it has reports that are overdue.  Uganda has no initial report which is 

overdue but there are five period reports which are overdue, out of which two reports, which 

are overdue for less than 5 years, 2 reports overdue between 5-10 years and one report 

overdue by over 10 years. 

 

Framework to advance various rights as enshrined in the African and International Human Rights 

Instruments 

 

o Right to Information 

According to Article 41 of the Constitution of Uganda, every citizen has a right of access to 

information in the possession of the state or any other organ agency of the state except 

where the release of the information is likely to prejudice the security or sovereignty of the 

state or interfere with the right to the privacy of any person.  

 

Uganda is one of the few African countries that has put in place an Access to Information Act 

in 2005. Since the promulgation of this Act, Uganda has in addition passed a national 

communication strategy to enhance information flow from the Government to the citizens as 

well as streamline information flow among state organs. The strategy also harmonizes the 

role of the media in sensitizing the public on matters of public interest. In spite of various 

avenues of information, the majority of Ugandans remain inadequately informed about their 

rights to information as well as about developments in the country as a whole. Unsurprisingly 
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the majority of Ugandans have not read the 1995 Uganda Constitution – the legal mothership 

of all constitutionalism and civil liberties. Overall, the cost of information remains high for 

ordinary Ugandans. Low individual incomes can ill afford: newspapers, electronic and digital 

media platforms. 

 

o Freedom of Association and Expression 

While, Article 29 of the constitution provides for protection of freedom of assembly and 

association, over the last decade there have been legislations notably the Public Order 

Management Act 2013 that limits these freedoms. While the spirit of the Act is to promote law 

and order, there have been instances of overreach during its enforcement. Political 

opponents, civil society as well as various local and international human rights activists view 

this legislation as draconian in its implementation, which so far has been construed to infer to 

limitations of freedoms of association and expression.  

 

o Media Freedom 

In 2012, the Ugandan Parliament passed a legislation that consolidated the 1997 

communications Act and the 2000 electronic media Act in a bid to harmonize the two 

regulators: The Uganda Broadcasting Corporation and the Uganda Communications 

Commission. There is in place a Parliamentary Forum on the Media whose mandate is to 

debate and lobby for reform Uganda media laws. The media, however, continues to grapple 

with the challenges of inadequate training, unethical conduct, corruption, poor working 

condition for media practitioners. 

 

o The Ugandan Penal Code contains a number of offences that unjustly restrict the freedom of 

expression. The Code defines offences related to promotion of sectarianism, criminal 

defamation, and terrorism. Charges of criminal defamation can be brought against any 

alleged offender even if the person who allegedly offended the said provisions is alive or dead 

(art. 175.2). It also gives a minister unlimited discretion to prohibit the importation of a 

publication whenever she/he ―considers it in the public interest‟ (art.37); and provides for a 

punishment of two years or a fine of two thousand shillings or both on a first offence and an 

array of other punishments on subsequent offences. The Code also prohibits publication of 

false news an offence termed as misdemeanor (art.50). The offence of sectarianism prohibits 

acts in the form of printing, publishing, utterance or any other form that ―expose to contempt, 

create alienation, raise disaffection or promotes ill feeling among or against any group or body 

of persons on account of tribe or ethnicity‖. All these provisions are very vague and are 

therefore susceptible to an unreasonably wide interpretation by both authorities and those 
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subject to the law. ARTICLE 19 has repeatedly criticized them for their unacceptable chilling 

effect on freedom of expression.  

 

o The 1995 Press and Journalist Act contains a number of provisions, which breach 

fundamental aspects of the right to freedom of expression. The oversight bodies it 

establishes, in particular the Council and Disciplinary Committee, lack independence from 

government. It also provides for the licensing of journalists, including conditions on who may 

work as a journalist, for the registration of editors, for a complaints system for journalists, a 

code of conduct and various sanctions for unprofessional conduct. Licensing of journalists 

and placing conditions on who may practice journalism are not permitted under international 

guarantees of freedom of expression. The complaints system, established by the Act, is 

weak, non-transparent, and does not have appropriate rules regarding what is prohibited; 

hence it fails to meet international standards. Instead of improving the Act, in March 2010, the 

Government proposed the Amendment Bill that further exacerbates its shortcomings. The 

most significant and alarming changes include obligatory licensing of newspapers, in clear 

breach of the right to freedom of expression. The Amendment also seeks to alter the 

composition of the Media Council and Disciplinary Committee, making it less independent. 

Further, it establishes various content rules for newspapers, particularly for material deemed 

to be detrimental to national security, under the terms that are simply too vague to be 

legitimate as a restriction on freedom of expression. If passed in the present form (that is still 

a possibility), it will impose an oppressive registration and licensing system for the 

newspapers.  

 

The 2002 Suppression of Terrorism Act defines any act of violence or threat of violence for 

political, religious, economic or cultural ends as a terrorist act and imposes harsh penalties on 

suspected terrorists and has raised fears that it could be unjustly used against political 

opponents and infringe upon the freedom of the press. Publishing news that is ―likely to 

promote terrorism‖ can result in up to ten years imprisonment. The Law virtually outlaws any 

form of coverage of any person or organization gazetted as engaged in terrorism and also 

establishes the death penalty for acts of terrorism or financial support for terrorist 

organizations.  

 

The Regulation of Interception of Communications Act, 2010 lacks adequate safeguards 

to ensure respect of a number of rights, including the freedom of expression. The Act gives 

the government far-reaching discretionary powers in surveillance and interception of 

electronic, telecommunications and postal communications between individuals, groups and 
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organizations. The broad and undefined basis for interception of communication also allow for 

possible intrusion into communications of individuals and professionals – such as journalists, 

human rights defenders and political dissidents engaged in legitimate activities and exercising 

their human rights.  

 

o Public Order Management Act 2015 also poses a serious challenge to freedom of 

expression. It regulates the conduct of public gatherings, and grants the Inspector General of 

Police (IGP) and the Minister of Internal Affairs wide discretionary and unjustifiable powers 

over the management of public meetings, meaning that people wishing to hold public 

gatherings would have to seek permission from the IGP. If passed in its current form the 

implications of the Bill would be far reaching; it would affect the operation of the civil society 

organizations, human rights defenders, academic and professional institutions.  

 

o 1996 Electronic Media Act provides the Broadcasting Council with excessively broad 

powers to grant or withhold licenses on the basis of an opaque set of conditions as well power 

to seize and confiscate transmission equipment without a hearing or other forms of due 

process. For example, it has the discretion to grant licenses as long as ―such conditions as it 

may deem fit‖ are met. A one-year license is a serious burden on the owners who have 

invested significant financial capital to function and is considerably shorter than the license 

duration permitted in several other African countries. Several reported incidents show that the 

Council is also susceptible to influence and manipulation by the executive.  

 

Apart from the unfavorable legal framework, the media is awash with reports of various 

tactics of intimidation and harassment, through summons, interrogations, raids to media 

houses, charges and outright threats by Police and Resident District Commissioners, 

increased especially after the 2009 crack-down on media. It has been reported that in the 

period of January and October 2010 itself, more than 50 journalists were exposed to 

violence. 

 

o Freedom of Religion 

According to Article 29 of the 1995 all Ugandans have the right to practice any religion and 

manifest such practice, which include the right to belong to and participate in the practices of 

any religious body or organization. Uganda has a population 35.9 million (July 2014). Roman 

Catholic: 39.3%; Anglican: 32%; Muslim: 13.7%; Evangelical: 11.1%; other: 3.7%; none: 

0.2% (2014 census). The Muslim population is primarily Sunni.  
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Overall, Ugandans enjoy wide-reaching religious freedoms. This is demonstrated by a 

proliferation of religious sects. The constitution prohibits religious discrimination and 

establishes there shall be no state religion. It provides for freedom of thought, conscience, 

and belief and the right to practice and promote any religion and to belong to and participate 

in the practices of any religious body or organization in a manner consistent with the 

constitution. It prohibits the creation of political parties based on religion. It remains to be 

seen if the expansion of religious freedoms has expanded the social value and moral system 

in ways that address challenges such as corruption and moral decadence that has now 

permeated the fabric of society. 

 

Whether the government respects these rights in practice and whether there are 

effective tools for their enforcement. 

Government respect the civil and political rights of its citizens generally and tries to protect 

them.  Uganda for example enacted the Access to Information Act, which was intended to 

enhance greater availability, usage and transfer of information. The recent POMA ACT 2013 

is generally regarded as a law, which was intended to cut on individual freedoms to associate 

and exercise the political rights of the citizens. Negotiations exist and continue with 

government and civil society on several aspects of the POMA, 2013.  

 

2.6.2 Steps taken to facilitate due process and equal access to justice for all 

  

As states already, Uganda has an established judicial service system with a prosecutorial mandate 

in place. The challenge however is that the judicial officers in the public service are not adequately 

remunerated. Consequently, their independence has in some instances been easily compromised. 

There are numerous cases of corruption at the magistrate court levels. On the private sector side, 

law firms and counsels continue to charge exorbitant legal fees making justice a far cry for the 

majority poor. Indeed, justice in Uganda is tilted towards those with the financial ability to secure it.  

Aware of these challenges, civil society with support of development partners have provided legal 

aid to the poor and to juveniles. However, this has been limited to only urban dwellings. The country 

would profit more if it strengthened local courts, which have the capacity to dispose-off a backlog of 

cases especially those of a non-criminal nature using a family protection court system. 
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Pending Cases: Derived from the Report of the Committee of Legal and Parliamentary Affairs, for 
the FY 2015-2016, the backlog of cases in the courts of judicature as at 31-12-2015 stood as 
follows: 
 

Table 5.7 Case backlog at Various levels 

 Over 10yrs 5-10yrs 2-5yrs 

Supreme Court 0 8 5 

Court of Appeal 451 1,094 1,656 

High Court 254 1557 8821 

Chief Magistrates Court 217 3,086 8,169 

Magistrate 1 33 650 2,064 

Magistrate II 13 75 711 

Total 968 6470 21,426 
 Source: Judicial Service Commission 2016 

 

Recommendations were made regarding enhancing accountability for human rights violations 

including: 

i. Ensure impartial and independent investigations of violations by security forces and 

prosecute and punish perpetrators including those attacked people after 2011 elections and 

those who committed extra-judicial killings; 

ii. Investigate cases of torture and ill-treatment and hold perpetrators accountable; 

iii. Ensure adequate compensation for victims of abuse by security agents; 

iv. Investigate and prosecute attacks against the LGBT community and gay rights activists; 

v. Pass Anti-Torture Bill; and  

vi. Pass a National Criminal Prosecutions Policy. 

 

Impartial and independent investigations of violations by security forces are usually done by the 

UHRC, the UPF and the Directorate of Public Prosecution (DPP). Officers involved in violations are 

also subject to police disciplinary procedures. Indeed, the UHRC received and investigated 

complaints during the 2011 protests relating to violations of the right to life.4 The UHRC, depending 

on its findings, may recommend prosecution of the perpetrators, which will be followed up by the 

DPP. The DPP has also carried out prosecutions of errant officers and as listed below: 

i. The UHRC has over the years investigated complaints of torture and ill treatment and 

awarded compensation to victims of human rights violations. Notably, the complaints of 

torture and ill treatment received by the UHRC have reduced from 428 in 2011 to 343 in 

2015.5 Also, perpetrators can now be brought to account using the Prevention and 

Prohibition of Torture Act, which was passed in 2012.  The Ministry of Justice and 

Constitutional Affairs handle compensation of victims directed by the UHRC in its budgets. 

                                                           
4 See UHRC Annual Report 2011 70. 
5 See UHRC Annual Reports 2011-2015. 
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For instance, in 2015 alone, the UHRC awarded up to UGX 520,300,000 (approx. $ 

150,000).  Financial constraints have however made it hard for the Ministry to fully pay all 

awards on time.  

ii. The UPF has used both its administrative tribunals and ordinary courts to punish police 

officers who abuse the rights of citizens and engage in excessive use of force. For instance, 

in 2013, the Force charged 5 of its officers with assault before the Police Disciplinary court 

and eventually all of them were convicted as charged and dismissed from the Police Force 

with disgrace. In 2015, a senior police officer who assaulted a journalist causing grievous 

bodily harm was interdicted from the Force. At the moment, 5 constables are facing charges 

before the Disciplinary Court arising from assault on members of the public. 

iii. The army has also continued to bring to book its members who abuse the rights of people in 

violation of military law. These cases are handled within the military justice system and 

offenders are tried with the full participation of the victims including in the areas where the 

offence was committed.   

 

Assessment of defendants’ access and right to independent, competent counsel 

In Uganda, every accused person has a right to a lawyer or can also exercise a right to defend 

himself or herself. This is enshrined in the constitution and other enabling laws such as the various 

aspects of the Judicature Act. As indicated in the proceeding section, the state only offers legal 

aid/counsel in cases where the accused is charged with a capital offence. Generally, however it is 

harder to gain access to a lawyer in rural areas than in urban areas due to the rising cost of legal 

fees.   

 

Extension of Legal Aid 

Government legal aid support currently only applies to people, on death row or capital punishment. 

While advocacy by civil society and other organizations have been directed at getting government to 

provide legal aid support beyond capital offences, this is yet to yield results (Ssengendo, Ochen and 

Kaya, 2016). In such cases the range of options are limited and the suspects may not get the best 

representation.  

 

Assessment of the accessibility of courts and other dispute adjudication mechanisms 

Accessibility of courts remains a critical issue in Uganda, under access to Justice. As earlier 

explained, geographical access is a challenge in that not all districts currently have a chief 

magistrate of even Grade One (local) courts in some cases. However, putting aside physical access, 

there are more challenges with regards to knowledge and understanding of the law among Uganda 

communities, with one study indicating that the majority of Ugandans in both urban and rural areas 
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have very limited idea about their own rights. The limited knowledge of the law thus leads to fewer 

people seeking justice to demand for their rights. As a result of a combination of all these factors, 

access to justice remains substantially low across the country.  

 

Effectiveness of legal aid mechanism and other structures designed to assist the indigent 

obtain access to the legal system 

Civil society organizations with support from development partners have been the main providers of 

legal aid services. From the donor side, the Democratic Governance Facility (DGF) (a basket 

funding arrangement for 18 European donors) has been most instrumental in providing financial 

support to organisations doing legal aid.   

 

An evaluation of the DGF supported legal aid program (operational in over 58 Districts) noted that 

LEAP was aimed at improving access to justice in Uganda by enabling poor, marginalized and 

vulnerable women, men and children to access quality legal aid services. It was anticipated that by 

2016 Uganda would have more sustainable legal aid mechanisms in place with strong ownership 

from the State and Non-State Actors (NSA); increased outreach and quality of legal aid services and 

access to justice for vulnerable groups; and empowered war affected communities to access formal 

justice and informal justice mechanisms for holistic healing. The DGF log frame specifically set a 

target of 2,000,000 poor Ugandans having received legal aid by 2015 in 58 Districts in Uganda. In 

addition, 500,000 men, women and children would receive individual legal aid services from DGF 

LEAP partners by June 2016. DGF consolidated partner reports indicate that by the end of 2015, a 

total of 4,000,000 Ugandans (against a target of 2,000,000) had received legal aid services, either 

through individual legal assistance; or community outreach programs including radio programs, use 

of information materials and community awareness sessions.  

 

Similarly, LEAP partners are providing services in 78 districts translating to 70% of Districts covered 

against a target of 58% while 341,000 men and women have received direct legal assistance against 

a cumulative target of 500,000 by early 2016. In terms of tangible results, LEAP partners working in 

the criminal justice system have since 2012 facilitated the release of 40,655 prisoners through 

assistance to get police bond, ordinary and compulsory bail, and community service. It can be 

confidently stated that without the intervention of LEAP partners, the prison population, which is 

growing at a rate of 10 % annually; and stands at 45,092
6
 to date, would have been doubled. The 

ULS also contributed to criminal justice jurisprudence through assisting 226 death row prisoners to 

mitigate their sentences and commute them to life sentences, as they had not been executed within 

the first three years of sentencing. LEAP partner lobbying also contributed to establishing the 

                                                           
6 As of August 2015: http://www.prisonstudies.org/country/uganda 

http://www.prisonstudies.org/country/uganda
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Industrial court to try cases involving workers. DGF also supported JLOS to develop the Legal Aid 

Policy and bill, which await Cabinet approval. When approve the law and policy on legal aid will 

provide a framework for provision of legal aid by state and NSAs.  

 

The household survey of 2012/13 revealed that, levels of knowledge of human rights, and the right 

to seek justice is high in both LEAP and non-LEAP supported districts. However, levels of access to 

justice remains low, implying that awareness does not necessary translate into access because of 

several barriers. People know where to report legal problems and Police and LCs were the most 

frequently mentioned agencies where the poor report legal problems. 12% of overall respondents 

reported having reported their cases to a legal aid service provider (LASP) although there is marked 

difference between respondents from LEAP Districts (17.5%) compared to control districts (only 5%). 

The level of awareness of availability and utilization of legal aid services was very high in LEAP 

districts; and very low in control Districts. Respondents who reported having accessed legal aid 

services or knew people who had ever used legal aid services from LEAP partners were satisfied 

with the quality of services provided.  

 

Several challenges however remain with provision of legal aid including the high costs of providing 

legal aid, extreme vulnerability of the poor who are at times unable to afford transport and meal 

expenses during court sessions, yet LASPs (legal Aid Service Providers) cannot adequately budget 

for these expenses. Perhaps government support would help to eliminate this and enhance better 

access to legal aid services. Other limitations to access to justice system in Uganda are:  

o The huge backlog of cases, which is in part caused by budgetary constraints that limit the 

number of judicial personnel;  

o Legal sector personnel, including paralegals, often lack the necessary training;  

o ―legislative bottlenecks‖ relating to procedural guidelines, which cause access to justice 

problems, especially at the local level;  

o The lack of coordination and communication between key actors in the legal system; and  

o Poverty as connected to ignorance of the law and because many people cannot access legal 

assistance and representation or meet the costs related to transport, user fees or even.  

 

Legal aid services under the Justice centres and its contribution to enhancing access to justice, but 

note that at the moment their interventions do not reach all Districts. Similarly, while lawyers provide 

some legal aid under pro-bono services, this is limited in comparison to the demand and access at 

the courts of law. Moreover, many lawyers providing pro bono service do not take on complex and 

complicated cases, preferring easier ones that do not take a lot of their time and resources. It should 

be noted however that the Draft National Legal Aid Policy (2014) is yet to be passed. 
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2.6.3 VIBRANCY, INDEPENDENCE AND INFLUENCE OF CSOS IN PROTECTION OF CIVIL 

RIGHTS 

 

Civil society currently occupies the space between the public and government in as far as protection 

of civil rights is concerned, while Government has been providing legal aid support currently only 

applies to people, on death row or capital punishment. CSOs are mainly led by civil activists and 

people in need of changing social issues and addressing issue of equity and social justice.  They are 

mainly non-profit oriented and aim at addressing one or several social agendas and objectives. The 

majority of these organizations have a narrow social base, and thin national geographical coverage. 

Most of their legal programs do not outlast the donor support they get. Most leading CSOs are 

urban-based however with a limited presence in the rural countryside.  

 

Legal Regime Governing CSOs in Uganda  

CSOs are governed by the NGO Act (as amended in 2015) and backed Objective V (ii) of the 

Constitution that underlines the commitment of the State to guarantee and respect the independence 

of non-governmental organizations, which protect and promote human rights. 

 

Civil society occupies space outside the State/Non state agencies. CSOs are mainly led by civil 

activists and people in need of changing social issues and addressing issue of equity and social 

justice.  They are mainly non-profit oriented and aim at addressing one or several social agendas 

and objectives. Under this thematic area our interest is on Civil society organisations (CSOs) or 

Nongovernmental organisation (NGOs) that engage the state on behalf of the ordinary citizens, and 

demand accountability, working within the areas of civil and political rights, although some economic, 

social and cultural rights (especially issues of equity and social justice) are also considered.  In 

Uganda the most vibrant civil society organisations tend to be national in character or regional, but 

some international organisations such as ActionAid have strenuously championed issues of rights 

and accountability.  

 

The major civil society organisations in Uganda that are quite vibrant on matters of governance and 

human rights are Some of the vibrant civil society organizations in Uganda working in the area of 

democratic governance include: the NGO Forum, DENIVA, Action for Development (ACFODE), 

Human Rights Network (HURINET) Civil Society Budget Advocacy Group, Advocates Coalition for 

Development and Environment (ACODE); Foundation for Human Rights Initiative (FHRI) Uganda 

Debt Network (UDN) Ant-Corruption Coalition Uganda (ACCU), Forum for Women in Development 
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(FOWODE), BUCADEF, Citizens' Coalition for Electoral Democracy in Uganda (CCEDU), Uganda 

women network (UWONET), and Uganda Youth Network (UYONET) among others.  

 

Systems in place for the promotions and protection of civil society organizations 

The majority of these organizations have a narrow social base, and thin national geographical 

coverage. Most leading CSOs are urban-based however with a token presence in the rural 

countryside. Most are concentrated in Kampala and conduct only limited activities outside the 

capital, although several civil society organisations exist in major towns and urban centres across 

the country. The middle class plays a prominent role in these organisations or at least those most 

visible in the public arena. Thus several CSOs in the country are characterised as elitist 

establishments. The majority of CSOs in the country are dependent on external donor funding and 

the interests of donors often determine their objectives and causes and as such they may be 

described as ‗nomadic‘ in their pursuits. The bulk of CSOs are involved in service delivery activities 

and relatively non-controversial areas. They are not very strong or vocal in the areas of governance, 

accountability, democratization and human rights. CSOs are largely constrained by lack of funds and 

sufficient expertise to engage the state on technical matters such as macroeconomic policies. 

 

Mechanisms, policies or process in place which permit or obstruct civil society input in 

policy making and implementation 

Nongovernmental organizations operate within an environment created by the state (created space). 

The state provides the policy environment in which NGOs operate. It has also been noted that the 

state sanctions the operation of NGOs and civil society organizations. Their operation is regulated 

through annual registration processes and other such monitoring activities as the state might deem 

fit. NGOs provide training ground for democracy. Civil society are a ―key arena for the development 

of democratic virtue such as tolerance, moderation, willingness to compromise and respect for 

opposing viewpoints‖   

 

NGO activities can also help to ―stimulate political participation, elevate the skills of democratic 

citizens, and promote an appreciation of the obligations as well as the rights of democratic 

citizenship‖. Empowerment: ―NGOs have the potential of giving voice to popular demands which 

may subsequently empower like-minded members to articulate a collective interest and take 

collective action‖. CSOs also play an advocacy role providing citizens with alternatives; in situations 

where political parties cannot effectively represent the interest of the people, NGOs can come in to 

present the issues to government.  
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Over the years, Civil society organizations and their contribution to the debate on advance of 

democracy and human rights has been perceived to be intrinsically more dynamic, innovative, and 

efficient by wide spectrum of the population- but sympathetic to the opposition parties by the ruling 

NRM in some instances. Both NGOs and the state regard each other with a degree of suspicion and 

hostility, due to the tone of their advocacy in highlighting Government short-comings. Generally, 

however the civil society (inclusive of NGOs) in Uganda is seen as playing a number of roles: as 

mediator; as countervailing power increasing the accountability of the state; as a vehicle for 

participation by citizen; as a promoter of social cohesion and social justice; as contributing to a 

sense of society; as a promoter of learning and socialization; as a creator of social capacity.  

 

The extent to which the state respect and protect the access to information rights of citizens 

Uganda is generally a liberal democracy with various sources of information for its citizenry. Such 

sources include Internet, print and electronic media and other informal and formal media. The right 

of access to information is enshrined in the 1995 constitution article 41, where it is indicated that 

every Ugandan has the right to obtain information in possession of the state or its agency, except 

where such information may compromise the security of the state. It also states that parliament shall 

make laws that regulate the access to information under article 41. The Access to information Act 

(ATIA) 2005 prescribes circumstances under which individuals and institutions may obtain either 

publicly available information or privileged documents and information which requires approval.   

 

Human rights network (2010
7
) identifies a number of issues affecting access to information and 

potency of the ATIA. It suggests that the general public is generally unaware of the right to 

information access, also pointing out the delayed response of cabinet in developing regulations to 

guide the implementation of the ATIA.  It also points out the presence of archaic, old and 

inconsistent laws, which affect the implementation of the Act as they are inconsistent with the 

constitution. The universal declaration of human rights advocates extols rights of access to 

information under the freedom of expression right (Human rights network, 2010).  While the Official 

Secret Act 1964 is important in protecting state security, many time leads to classification of 

documents which could have provide important information to the public, especially where 

governance, accountability and transparency appears to be limited.  

 

Constitutional or legislative structures providing for citizens’ rights to information 

The constitution outlines provision purposed to protect the right to freedom. This is further enhanced 

by the Access to Information Act, 2005; and the access to Information Regulations 2011. These 

provides circumstances, processes and ways in which individual may obtain information held by 

                                                           
7
Human Rights Network (2010) Analysis of laws inconsistent with the right of access to information. Kampala: HURINET. 
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state institutions. It builds on the constitution, which guarantees Ugandan freedom of access to 

information from state institutions. Uganda has made significant progress in policy and legal reforms 

to ensure that information in the hands of the government is accessible by the public. In 2005, the 

Access to Information Act No. 6 of 2005 was enacted to operationalize and give effect to article 41 of 

the Constitution. Specifically, the Act was intended to: Promote an efficient, effective, transparent 

and accountable government, give effect to article 41 of the Constitution, promote transparency and 

accountability in all organs of the state, empower the public to effectively scrutinize and participate in 

government decisions and to protect persons disclosing evidence of corruption or contravention of 

the law in public bodies.  Section 5 of the Act restates the right of access to information in almost 

similar terms as Article 41 of the Constitution. The section is however deeper than the Constitution in 

as far as it obligates information officers to supply only accurate and up to date information. Further, 

the Act contains a number of provisions that encourage proactive disclosure of information on the 

part of duty holders. One of such provisions is Section 8, which enjoins officers to publish a 

description of records automatically available to the public.  It is noted however that institutional 

bureaucracy, resourcing issues and poor record keeping at times interferes with citizens‘ right of 

access to information. 

 

Effectiveness of right of information statutes or constitutional provisions,  

 

Article 41, Constitution of Uganda, 1995 (1) Every citizen has a right of access to information in 

the possession of the State or any other organ or agency of the State except where the release of 

the information is likely to prejudice the security or sovereignty of the State or interfere with the right 

to the privacy of any other person. Limitations of the Right to Information:  Article 41 of the 

Constitutions sets limitations to the right to information. These limitations include information 

prejudicial to state security or sovereignty or that, which interferes with the privacy of another 

person.   

 

The Access to Information Act, 2005, however contains more exemptions to the right to 

information. Cabinet records and those of its committees as well as information relating to privacy of 

another person are expressly excluded from access in this respect.  The Act also excludes access 

to; commercial information of a third party confidential information and information prejudicial to 

safety of persons and property. The other exemptions include records privileged from production in 

legal proceedings, records pertaining to operation of Public Bodies 26, and security sensitive 

information. It I recommended that: 

i. The Access to Information Act and Regulations should be reviewed to promote full disclosure 

of information by public bodies. The government should ensure that every institution has a 
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designated information officer as provided for in the law to act as the focal person to whom 

requests for information should be addressed. There should be mass sensitization and 

awareness on the Access to information laws. This needs concerted effort from both the 

government and civil society; 

ii. The present fees structure under the Access to Information Regulations is not affordable for 

most Ugandans majority of who live below the poverty line. The cost of accessing 

information should be fixed at an equivalent of what is spent to photocopy the requested 

documents; 

iii. Archaic, restrictive and colonial oriented laws, which have the unreasonable effect of 

hampering the right of citizens to information such as the Official Secrets Act should be 

repealed and taken off the country‘s statute books. The other unprogressive laws include; 

some provisions of the Evidence Act and the Parliament (Powers and Privileges) Act. 

The following are key recommendations to uphold rights of all citizens in Uganda 

 At the global level, Uganda should submit the outstanding reports to the various Treaty 

bodies of the United Nations, particularly the reports to the Human Rights Committee, the 

Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women and Committee on the 

Rights of the Child; 

 Government should continue to support (with more technical and financial support) the 

Uganda Human Rights Commission to avoid persistent challenges of relying on external 

financial support. 

Government should implement the decision taken by the Uganda Human Rights Commission and it 

should follow up its reports.  Some of the issues the Uganda Human Rights Commission has often 

recommended are as follows: 

i. Aligning the Uganda Constitution to International Human Rights standards on ethnic 

minorities, and indigenous peoples‘ and developing affirmative policies, including measures 

for their ethnic, cultural, religious and linguistic identities; 

ii. Enforcement of the Prohibition and Prevention of Torture Act (2012); 

iii. Reviewing the Employment Act of 2006 and the Occupational Health and safety Act, 2006 to 

target domestic workers and regulate domestic work; 

iv. Establishment of a ministry or other mechanisms with an overall coordinating role concerning 

human rights issues, such as the state of reporting to treaty bodies and the implementation 

of human rights recommendations; 

v. Need to allocate adequate resources to the for the Equal Opportunities Commission to 

enable it discharge its responsibilities; 

vi. Fast track the implementation of the development and implementation of the National Human 

Rights Plan of Action;  
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vii. Ratify the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or 

degrading Treatment or Punishment, promote strict adherence to the prohibition of torture, 

inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment and prosecute violations thereof; 

viii. Amend the Public Order Management Act, 2013 and the Non-Governmental Organizations 

Act, 2016, to ensure free assembly and association in line with international human rights 

standards; 

ix. Swiftly enact the Marriage and Divorce Bill of 2009 to end discrimination of women in family 

law and enact a new Succession Act promoting equal inheritance rights for both women and 

men. 

 

Summary Recommendations  

 

In order to promote and protect civil liberties and broaden observance of human rights, this 

assessment recommends that: 

x. Government should provide more resources to support the Justice Law and Order Sector, 

particularly the Uganda Human Rights Commission to fully execute their roles (including 

supporting extension of legal aid, since access to justice continues to decline especially for 

the poor);  

xi. More emphasis be assigned to wider translation and dissemination of Uganda‘s constitution, 

laws, regulations and policies for wider awareness creation and civic engagement;  

xii. Government should fully implement the NGO Act (2015) to protect the civil society to 

mobilize and express themselves in ways that build their capacity to complement 

government programmes; 

xiii. The role of the media in governance and development be pronounced and provided with 

incentives to boost local content, provide information and coverage of information in a 

balanced and professional manner. 

 

2.7  ENSURING ACCOUNTABLE, EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE PUBLIC SERVICE 

DELIVERY AT THE NATIONAL AND DECENTRALIZATION LEVEL   

  

This section captures measures taken by Uganda to strengthen institutions for an efficient and 

effective public service. It also highlights the state of corruption in the public sector as well as efforts 

made to empower local and rural communities through devolution of political power, judicial authority 

and financial resources. 
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2.7.1 Legal provisions, institutions and resource allocation for an efficient and effective 

civil service  

The public service is a vehicle through which Government provides public goods and services to its 

citizens. Chapter 10 of the 1995 Constitution presents the provisions for the public service 

commission as well as other Commissions that guide the institutional functioning of the public 

service system. Uganda‘s public sector is arranged to deliver the constitutional and development 

objectives. These are: protection and promotion of fundamental and other human rights and 

freedoms; social and economic objectives; cultural objectives; accountability; the; environment; 

foreign policy objectives; and duties of a citizen. The fabric of the public sector mandate is to govern, 

organize, and preside over all Government and the security and sustainability of its resources. 

Based on best practices, the structures of the public sector were determined by the Constitution to 

include the Executive, Legislature and Judiciary. 

 

Under the 2008 Public Service Act, the objective of the Public Service is to enable Government to 

formulate and implement policies and programs of Government for the development of Uganda. The 

Public Service is composed of all persons duly appointed by the appropriate service commission or 

other relevant appointing authority to hold or act in any office in the public service. 

 

Evidence of administrative Reforms to improve Uganda’s Public Service 

Over the last decade, there have been efforts to enhance the performance of the public service. 

Uganda implemented two tiers of the World Bank supported Public Sector Reform Programme. This 

program was designed to re-tool the public service, improve efficiencies in procurement, rationalize 

human resource management and build capacity of public servants in various public policy and 

public service delivery functions. 

 

The Public Service, being the operational arm of the Government, is charged with the task of 

analyzing and making decisions, administering public policy, influencing all development efforts, and 

regulating the balance between state power and state capacity to achieve socio-economic 

development. This is achieved through: implementation of an accelerated pay reform strategy; 

implementation of the pension reform strategy; institutionalizing a Result-Oriented performance 

management system; strengthening public service delivery accountability; improving public and 

media relations management; improving work facilities and environment; strengthening the records 

and information management systems; ensuring adequate funding to priority public service delivery 

functions; improving value for money and accountability; and strengthening coordination of 

implementation. 
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One of the key activities within public sector management is to strengthen affirmative action for 

special interest groups. Efforts are being made to ensure this is given centrality through 

strengthening the capacity for mainstreaming crosscutting issues into the national sectoral and local 

government plans. Review of MDAs plans and strategies show that this is being done through 

putting emphasis on gender, HIV/AIDS, environment and climate change, which continue to be 

mainstreamed within government plans 

 

During FY2013/14, the Integrated Personnel and Pay-Roll was rolled out to all Ministries and 

Agencies that received wages from the consolidated fund. In order to strengthen public service 

delivery accountability, the NPA began coordination of stakeholder institutions to prepare service 

and service delivery standards. The others implemented include: production of client charters in 

most Ministries and agencies of Government; and enforcing the leadership code and prosecuting 

corrupt officials. 

 

Uganda‘s NDP II recognizes weak public sector management, a weak policy and institutional 

framework and other structural challenges as bottlenecks to effective public sector management. To 

address these bottlenecks Government put in place the Public Sector Management Working Group 

chaired by the Prime Minister. Its core is strengthening the policy and regulatory frameworks and 

also strengthening policy-planning framework in government.  One of the key activities within public 

sector management is to strengthen affirmative action for special interest groups. Efforts are being 

made to ensure this is given centrality through strengthening the capacity for mainstreaming 

crosscutting issues into the national sectoral and local government plans. Review of MDAs plans 

and strategies show that this is being done through putting emphasis on gender, HIV/AIDS, 

environment and climate change, which continue to be mainstreamed within government plans. In 

addition, Government has commissioned a civil service college in Jinja, which is now fully 

operational and is undertaking various trainings to strengthen the public sector.  

 

Evidence of support the assessment including any official report on the efficiency and the 

effectiveness of public service delivery 

Over the last five years, several reforms have been undertaken by the State to improve the 

performance and efficiency of the public sector. Building a better public sector in Uganda is arduous 

but success depends on motivation of staff, adequate administrative and institutional capacity, 

transformation of the public service work culture and attitude. Adopting a culture of innovation and 

benchmarking best practices can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public service delivery. 

During FY2013/14, the Integrated Personnel and Pay-Roll was rolled out to all Ministries and 

Agencies that receive wages from the consolidated fund. In order to strengthen public service 
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delivery accountability, the NPA began coordination of stakeholder institutions to prepare service 

and service delivery standards.  

The Access to Information Act, 2006, was also operationalized. The others implemented include: 

production of client charters in most Ministries and agencies of Government; and enforcing the 

leadership code and prosecuting corrupt officials. Whether or not there is an independent public 

servant commission or the existence of any independent authority responsible for promoting and 

sanctioning key public servants in the key public sector institutions 

 

Evidence for provision of resources and training of public servants 

In the FY2013/4, the Public Sector Management sector received Uganda Shs. 1,089.74 billion (97%) 

of their budget and spent 99% of the releases. With the resources, the sector as a whole achieved 

60% of its targets. The government allocated a total budget of Uganda Shs. 1,187,234 billion 

exclusive of taxes and arrears to the PSM sector in FY 2014/15 and by December 2014, 51% had 

been released and 95% spent. Some of these resources are earmarked for capacity building.  

One of the recent developments was the setting up of the Civil Service College in Jinja that officially 

opened in 2014 with support from Development Partners. The College is responsible for in-service 

training, strengthening public policy research, providing advisory services and supporting 

innovations for improved service delivery. CSCU‘s mandate is to build the capacities of Public 

Service institutions and human resources for improved performance in public service delivery. Below 

is photo taken outside the college after a training on evidence based policy making by Economic 

Policy Research Center for public servants. 

Photo: Participants after Training at Newly set up Civil Service College of Uganda in Jinja 

     

Photo Credit: Civil Service College of Uganda Website: http://www.cscuganda.go.ug/services5.php 

 

http://www.cscuganda.go.ug/services5.php
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Mechanisms for appraising and sanctioning of public servants 

In 2010, the Office of the Prime Minister rolled out a system of performance contracts for all public 

servants. These performance contracts require monthly appraisals of staff before approval of wage 

bill and quarterly assessment reports by all heads of department. At the highest level, the President 

uses the Government bi-annual and annual performance report produced by OPM to appraise the 

performance of all MDAs. At the local level there are Barazas, where citizens have an opportunity to 

hold their leaders (both civic and political) to account for local service delivery. It is important to note 

that since 2015, the GAPR has been expanded to include performance indicators for local 

governments as well as non-state actors who undertake public contracts. In an attempt to improve 

reporting and performance in 2015, government introduced the certificate of compliance and the 

National Planning Authority were among first to issue it in March 2016. 

 

Uganda possesses a very vibrant and active public servant (PSC), which has over the years handled 

most of the jobs within the public sector. It was for over ten years chaired by Prof Patrick Muzaale, a 

professor of social work from Makerere University. Justice Ralph Ochan, a judge of the court of 

appeal, is currently chairing it. Some complaints have however emerged from time to time that 

allocation of jobs in public serve favor particular communities and regions. It is imperative that 

regional and gender equity issues as well as religious affiliation be given considerations for 

Ugandans to feel embedded within the public service. Afferan8uve actions may be undertaken for 

communities that re very much under represented to ensure regional balance and equity within the 

central public service jobs across the various sectors.   

 

Mechanisms for appraising and sanctioning the performance of public servants 

Standard rules of practice and engagement apply to all public servants in the country. Uganda is 

moving steadily towards performance based contract, although most civil servants still have long 

term open term contract which can in principle allows them to work into retirement. All ministries 

departments and agencies have mechanisms, which provides for the appraisal, promotion and 

discharge of staff under their control. Corruption and graft are a key hindrance to development and 

promotion of staff at the workplace.  

 

2.7.2 State of Corruption in the Public Sector  

According to the Country and Public Institutional Assessment for Africa 2015, Uganda attained a 

score of 3.7 in 2015 which is above 3.2 Sub-Saharan African average.  However, overall Uganda 

actually declined under this assessment, scoring 3.7 down from 3.9 in 2008. The table below shows 

the assessment scores under various performance indicators and how Uganda compares to Sub-

Saharan Africa. 
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Table 5.8 Country and Policy Institutional Assessment 2015 

Indicator Uganda Sub-Saharan Average 

Economic Management 4.2 3.3 

Monetary and Exchange Rate Policy 4.0 3.4 

Fiscal Policy 4.0 3.1 

Debt Policy 4.5 3.3 

Structural Policies 4.0 3.2 

Trade 4.5 3.7 

Financial Sector 3.5 2.9 

Business Regulatory Environment 4.0 3.1 

Policies for Social Inclusion and Equity 3.7 3.2 

Gender Equality 3.5 3.2 

Equity of Public Resource use 4.0 3.3 

Building Human Resources 4.0 3.5 

Social Protection and Labour 3.5 3.2 

Policies and Institutions for Environmental 
Sustainability 

3.5 3.2 

Public Sector Management and Institutions 3.1 3.0 

Property Rights Rule-based Governance 3.5 2.8 

Quality of Budgetary and Finance Management 3.5 3.1 

Efficiency of Resource Mobilization 3.5 3.4 

Quality of Public Administration 3.0 2.8 

Transparency, Accountability and Public Sector 
Corruption 

2.0 3.2 

OVERALL SCORE (2015) 3.7 3.2 
Source: World Bank CPIA Report, 2016 
 
Uganda has in place various institutions to fight corruption (anti-corruption court, commercial court, 

court of arbitration, Uganda Police, Inspectorate of Government, Office of the Directorate of Public 

Prosecutions, Criminal Investigations Department, Parliamentary Public Account Committee etc.) but 

the vice remains. This mainly because corruption is perceived to have become systemic and is 

embedded in both public and private sector operations making it difficult to point it out save for a few 

headline cases involving substantial amount of financial resources. The inability to enforce minimum 

standards and increase salaries to match the cost of life has created an environment of economic 

discontent and people jostling for contracts; breeding bribery and nepotism and in-service collusion. 

It is therefore important to address bottlenecks in both the public and private sector to ensure 

adherence to corporate conduct, and implementing performance contracts that reward good 

performers as an incentive to others. 

 

In an effort to combat corruption, Uganda put in place an Anti-Corruption Act 2010, the Whistle 

blower‘s protection act 2010 supplemented by a witness protection bill. There is also an Anti-

Corruption Division of the High Court of four (4) judges. In addition, under the Leadership Code 

(Amended 2016) was reviewed and provides for a minimum standard of behaviour and conduct for 
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leaders to declare their incomes, assets and liabilities; to put in place and effective enforcement 

mechanism and provide other related matters. There are constitutionally mandated institutions like 

the IGG, CID, DPP and the Police who do works related to investigations and evidence gathering on 

corruption. In spite of all these frameworks, corruption remains endemic and threatens to permeate 

the entire moral fabric of society. The perception among members of the civil society and critical 

media and academia is that state efforts at corruption are devoid of meaningful commitment and 

political will. While the efforts at addressing corruption are noted and registered they are perceived 

to be less than sufficient to adequately and sustainably address corruption. 

 

The biggest challenge to addressing accountability is the institutionalization of corruption, which has 

become a way of life. Government needs to develop and inculcate a value system that cherishes 

ethics in public service delivery. In terms of going forward, implementation of the NDP would be 

enhanced by increasing state capacity to deliver structural transformation, including; attracting and 

retention of qualified human resources; appropriate funding for logistical support to implementation 

of programmes and developing appropriate management information systems. On enforcing 

accountability, there is need to make corruption a high-risk venture. This can be done through 

prosecution of corrupt officials, imprisonment, and recovery of ill-gotten wealth through corrupt 

practices. 

 

In addition, the leadership codes require all senior public servants to declare their wealth and its 

source. It has however been difficult to prove illicit enrichment against particular public servants as 

cases of under declarations exists and some of the officials transfer their properties in the names of 

their children, spouses or other relatives.  

 

Legal penalties for office holders who abuse their positions and any conflict of interest rules 

Public Service Standing Order (2010) prohibits public servants from conducting themselves in a 

manner, which is prejudicial to the office they hold. For those officials that get involved in crime, the 

penalties are high: reprimand, suspension, dismissal and early retirement in public interest. It should 

be note however that fewer cases of public servants implicated in corruption have been prosecuted.  

 

Instances where public office holders have been punished for abuse of office  

The firmer permanent secretary in the Public serve ministry, Mr. Jimmy Lwamafa and several high 

ranking public servants have been tried in court and convicted of abuse of office in the 

embezzlement of pension funds. The state has now moved to attach their property to recover some 

of the funds.  The recent cases of corruption have included large government contracts; 

management of the pension scheme, running of government welfare programs and many aspects of 
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 The Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting Preparations in 2007 where 

Government lost Shs. 500 billion 

 The Global Fund for HIV/AIDS, Malaria and TB where Ministry of Health 

misappropriated Shs. 25 Billion  

 The National Identity Card Project where government lost Shs. 19 billion through 

fraudulent procurement contract  

 The Ministry of Local Government procurement of bicycles for Local Councils where 

government lost Shs. 4 billion 

 The Microfinance Support Centre where government could not account to AfDB up 

to a tune of Shs. 60 billion 

 The Pension scandal 2012 where Shs. 169 billion could not be accounted for 

 The misappropriation of funds meant for PRDP projects under Prime Minister`s office 

where government lost up to Shs. 50 billion 

 The UNRA Report of a commission of inquiry various contracts where government 

over the last 10 years has lots close to Shs. 4 Trillion  

 

public procurement. Over the years, there has been an increase in the sophistication of syndicated 

networks that utilize loopholes within the government system to syphoned public resources. 

Secondary, the embezzlement of funds meant for norther Uganda reconstruction in the office of the 

Prime Minister (OPM) has been one of the highest profile cases, implicating the Principal 

Accountant, Mr. Geoffrey Kazinda. He has since been convicted and jailed in Prison, although 

several other related cases are pending.  There is a belief among some sections of the civil society 

however that other more senior people high up in government have been left scot free in the OPM 

corruption case.  
 

Below are the examples of this cases as documented in this text box: 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.7.3 EMPOWERMENT OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES THROUGH DECENTRALIZATION  

 

Uganda developed and implemented an elaborative decentralization policy framework of 1993. Later 

this framework was strengthened by the Constitution of 1995 that paved way for the Local 

Governments Act of 1997. This Act provides for devolution of powers and responsibilities to Local 

Governments and Administrative Units and promotes people‘s participation in decision making 

reflecting their locally defined needs and interests. As a mechanism for encouraging downward 

accountability of councilors, the Act gives the electorate the mandate to recall a councilor if they 

neglect the duties or act in ways incompatible with their position as members of the council.  In 

addition, this system has allowed a mechanism that ensures downward and upward accountability.  
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Empowerment of Rural Communities through Decentralization 

Through decentralization and a service delivery process which takes services closer to the 

community, there is now more information and knowledge about rights on the part of the citizens. 

This has also been increased by the several civil society organizations working in the areas of 

governance that have developed and implemented elaborate governance and rights interventions. 

As a result, the rural community is more empowered and has the capacity to demand and make 

claims on their rights within the area of governance, political participation, service delivery and 

development more generally. Uganda Debt Network (UDN) proudly underscores their interventions 

in empowering communities.  

 

Recommendations 

In an effort to ensure effective decentralization, local government expenditure should be increased 

from 12.6% currently to 30% of the budget. Most of the revenue collected by local government is 

remitted to government leaving the districts with very little resources to manage the District. An 

increase in local government revenue will translate into better services being delivered. For example, 

the District extension service officers comprise of a team of 3 persons who are allocated 860,000 

UGX for the whole year to cover their duties in a district. Such limitations in districts revenue can be 

resolved with an increase of revenue allocated to district up to 30%.  

 

For further efficacy of districts performing better in service delivery, it was recommended that a halt 

should be put on creation of new districts will help control government expenditure both in parliament 

and at the grassroots. Instead emphasis should be put on strengthening the already existing Districts 

and making clear demarcations for the District boundaries especially for the newly created Districts.  

 

Effectiveness of the current systems of devolution 

Driven mainly by the need to deconcentrate state powers and responsibilities and improve service 

delivery efficiency and effectiveness, decentralization as a system of governance has taken strong 

root in Uganda. There is a general appreciation that decentralization has fasted decision-making and 

action having provided Government an opportunity to respond annually to district development plans 

within the national budget. However, local governments continue to suffer a challenge of capacity in 

their ability to provide services. After the scrapping of graduated tax after 2006, the remaining 

revenue sources were largely urbanized (Local Service Tax; and the Local Hotel Tax as well as 

market dues). It has made local government entire dependent on central government for financing. 

This has reflected in poor social service delivery. Low wages and a limited incentive framework has 

made it difficult for local governments to attract high caliber staff. 
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Traditional authorities’ contribution to accountability mechanisms and service delivery 

In Uganda, the restoration of traditional kingdoms had promised an integration of cultural and 

traditional life into public and social sphere and value systems and moral virtues, which are pillars for 

national development. For instance, over time, Buganda Kingdom (in central Uganda) has 

demonstrated ability to mobilize resources using traditional contributions that advance both the 

investments and cultural heritage of Buganda. The Buganda government within the last five years 

played a key role in generating billions of shillings through its ―Etofalli‖ program to get well-wishers to 

contribute for the restoration of the UNESCO world heritage site the Kasubi tombs, and not wait on 

government for all the support. Its interventions like Kisakate, which is an annual camp for the youth 

on cultural education has evolved to a regional reference point for advancement of social values. In 

other kingdoms, investments in water, primary education and setting up of social centres have 

supplemented government‘s efforts in extending services to the populace. 

 

Summary of Recommendations  

To ensure and accountable, efficient and effective public service delivery at the national and 

decentralized levels, the assessment recommends that: 

vii. Government rigorously implements performance contracts in ways that eventually reward 

best performers and demonstrate best practices in public service delivery for collaborative 

learning; 

viii. Implement mechanisms that check corruption, abuse of office and under performance by 

implementing a series of administrative reforms, salary rationalization, re-tooling as well as 

expansion of facilities like staff housing, and affirmative action for special cases. At the same, 

Government should expedite investigations and conclude cases to the satisfaction of the 

public so that all are seen equal before the law as a deliberate effort to restore public 

confidence in Government systems; 

ix. Instead of creating more districts, the focus should be put on deepening resource allocation at 

sub-county level and building their technical capacity since they are frontline service delivery 

points; 

x. Focus is needed to transcend construction of new physical infrastructure (in health, education 

and other sectors) to making them fully functional with facilities that make service delivery 

possible; 

xi. To expand local justice, strengthen local courts and to hold elections for Local Council (LC I 

and LC II) levels to entrench representative democracy at these levels; 

xii. Since locally raised revenues have declined, Government should increase funding from the 

national budget towards local governments to enhance service delivery. It is also important 

that the National Local Economic Development Policy (LED) is fully implemented to support 
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LGs to identify their own investment opportunities that can generate revenue, create 

employment and make them less dependent on the central government for financial 

resources. 

 

2.8  PROMOTION AND PROTECTION OF THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN 

This section looks at measures taken to promote and protect the rights of women and measures put 

in place to enhance the role of women in domestic process and in governance 

 

2.8.1 LEGAL PROVISIONS AND ENFORCEMENT MECHANIMS THAT GUARANTEE THE 

RIGHTS OF WOMEN  

The 1995 constitution under Article 33 (2) denotes that ―the State shall provide the facilities and 

opportunities necessary to enhance the welfare of women to enable them to realize their full 

potential and advancement‖. To back up this provision, Government established the National 

Gender Policy 2007 which among others is to ensure that all government policies and programs in 

all areas and at all levels are consistent with the long term goal of elimination of all gender 

inequalities. In addition, Uganda has also ratified and domesticated several standards and codes 

which promotes women‘ rights and access to equitable services, including the convention on the 

elimination of all forms of discrimination against women. 

 

There are major policies and legislation such as the gender policy 2007, local government Act ‘97, 

Land Act 1998, Prevention in Trafficking of Persons Act, 2010; Domestic Violence Act, 2010, Female 

Genital Mutilation Act, 2010, Amending the Marriage and Divorce Act, which have all been enacted 

to protect women. The 1.5-point awarded to the girl child has reportedly enabled more girls to 

access university education and improved gender parity in the composition of university students at 

graduation, but it has not increased their access to science courses.   However, there is concern of 

how far this impacts on the rural woman and what she has benefited from affirmative action, how 

less and less women are participating in politics.  

 

 2.8.2 Mechanisms to ensure enforcement of the rights of women  

 

Uganda has put in place mechanisms that ensure that the rights of women are protected. These 

include: Domestic violence Act, 2010; Domestic and marriage divorce Bill; Amendments to the 

Marriage and Divorce Act (2015) that outlawed mandatory bride price; Female Genital Mutilation Act, 

2010; Prevention in trafficking of persons Act, 2010; whish have all been enacted to protect women; 

additional 1.5 point awarded to the girl-child (as affirmative action) in qualifying for public universities 

among others.  
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In addition, Uganda has set up elaborate mechanisms and arrangements to ensure the protection of 

women rights in Uganda.  These mechanisms are formal and informal, legal and non- legal and have 

been promoted both by the state and the non-state agencies. The Uganda parliamentary forum for 

women (UWOPA) acts a strong lobby group for the rights of women, and so is the national women‘s 

council which lobby for women rights and the promotion of gender equality. 

 

Politically, Uganda has consistently promoted the genuine participation of women in governance and 

in other spheres of public life by making provision for the election of a women member of parliament 

for all districts in Uganda, as well as ensuring that one third of all elective positions at local council 

level (sub county and District levels), are reserved for women. Efforts have also been done to 

enhance women‘s accessibility of health and other services through improving reproductive and 

other such services, as well as keeping the girl child in school, in a bid to enhance the completion of 

school cycle by girls and boys. 

 

However, more work needs to be done to ensure enforcement of these legal provisions to make they 

fully work in favor of women and the girl-child. With police crime reports of 2011, 2013 confirming 

that defilement and domestic violence seem to take the greatest share of crime in the country. Yet 

discussion with stakeholders suggests that in many cases these issues are underreported and when 

they get into the justice system even poorly managed, further demonstrating the vulnerability of 

women and girls within the court processes.  

 

While affirmative action and women participation in politic has enhanced and created more space for 

women, structure such as the women councils at local government levels remains inactive and at 

best underfunded (UWONET, 2014). While on a positive note the Ministry of Public service in 2011 

developed guideline for mainstreaming gender across MDAs, including appointment of gender focal 

persons in the MDAs to monitor and report on gender mainstreaming but several challenges affect 

the mainstreaming of gender at those levels. These include: 

i. Failure to follow and apply the guidelines, which bring about proper coordination of such 

efforts.  This is compounded by inadequate indicators to monitor gender mainstreaming, and 

failure of the focal point persons to prioritize gender mainstreaming issues in lieu of their 

other responsibilities;   

ii. Non -availability of gender disaggregated data at local and other levels after planning as a 

result women priority issues do not get much addressed (UWONET, 2014.); 

iii. While enrolment has increased, retention and completion remains low among young girls in 

both primary and secondary education (UWONET, 2014, UNICEF, 2015, USAID, 2015);  
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iv. High rate of teenage pregnancies and inability of women to gain access to medical treatment 

and reproductive health services, with maternal mortality quite high in many cases. 

 

Effectiveness of the measures taken to address challenges to advance the rights of women 

 

Government has made significant progress towards enhancement of women‘s rights in Uganda. This 

includes: the opening up of the political space for women and enhancing their participation in 

governance. Stakeholders noted that the Local Government Act (1997) suggests that one third 

women representation in local government councils and the women Members of parliament, the 

spaces opened up encouraged many women to take on men in leadership and political 

representation. It is also reported that, participation in politics and government also enhanced 

women‘s participation in socio-economic development activities as they were empowered and 

became more aware about their rights.  As a result of UPE and USE programmes there has been an 

increase in enrolment of girls, which has been reflected (although at a decreasing rate) in tertiary 

levels of learning, but have not been able to ensure retention and completion.  

Government has also put in place worker friendly policies that have ensures equal pay for equal 

work for women and men.  

 

It should be noted however that with government opening up spaces, many of these gains were 

made by different actors and non-state actors who did most of the actual engagements processes 

with women and the general public. In spite of the above progress several structural challenges 

affect the improvements in these areas like early child marriage and cultural practices that limit the 

girl children from attaining a proper education. 

 

Challenges faced 

While affirmative action and women participation in politics has enhanced and created more space 

for women, structures such as the women councils at local government levels remains inactive and 

at best underfunded (UWONET, 2014).  

While on a positive note the Ministry of Public service in 2011 developed guidelines for 

mainstreaming gender across MDAs, including appointment of gender focal persons in the MDAs to 

monitor and report on gender mainstreaming but several challenges affect the mainstreaming of 

gender at those levels:  failure to follow and apply the guidelines which bring about proper 

coordination of such efforts.  This is compounded by inadequate indicators to monitor gender 

mainstreaming, and failure of the focal point persons to prioritize gender mainstreaming issues in 

lieu of their other responsibilities.  
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Also non -availability of gender disaggregated data at local and other levels after planning as a result 

women priority issues do not get much addressed (UWONET, 2014.) also while enrolment has 

increased, retention and completion remains low among young girls in both primary and secondary 

education (UWONET, 2014, UNICEF, 2015, USAID, 2015). There is also high teenage pregnancies 

and inability of women to gain access to medical treatment and reproductive health services, with 

maternal mortality quite high in many cases.  

 

2.8.3 ASSESSMENT OF THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS AND 

GOVERNANCE 

 

Women in Parliament: constituted 24% in the 7th Parliament and 31% of the total members of the 

8th Parliament of Uganda. Uganda‘s 9th Parliament comprises of 375 members with 129 or (34.4%) 

comprising of women as well as 143 or (33.4%) in the current 10
th
 Parliament. Though this figure 

puts Uganda in the 24th position in the World, and 7th position on the African Continent. However, 

the number of women who competed directly with men fell from 16 in 2006 to 11 in the 2011 general 

elections. Under the 9
th 

Parliament 4 out of the remaining 17 MPs have joined Parliament through 

special interest group representation such as persons with disabilities 25% (1 out of 4), the Uganda 

Peoples Defence Forces (UPDF), 20% (2 out of 10), the youth 25% (1 out of 4). All Workers‘ 

representatives are men. It is also important to note that while women in parliament have used their 

numbers to lobby and get gender sensitive legislations, they have not used their numbers to 

influence allocation of resources to critical areas such as maternity health, and sectors like 

agriculture where the majority of the poorest who are largely women are living.  

 

Women in cabinet: Uganda has a fair share of female representation in cabinet. At the time of 

reporting, of the 30 senior ministers, 10 (33%) were women. Of the 32 junior ministers 13 (29%) 

were women. It must also be noted that women have been appointed to key Ministries such as 

Education, Land, Trade, Energy and Finance. Women have also been appointed to key executive 

positions, such as Kampala Capital City Authority, Uganda Investment Authority, Uganda National 

Road Authority; and Uganda Revenue Authority. However, though efforts are being made to include 

women in the executive, there is still a gap compared with the parity standards set by the African 

Union. 

 

Women in Political Parties: Political parties have structures that include women leagues aimed at 

bringing on board issues that pertain to women welfare. During the general elections, attempts to 

entice the female vote has pushed political parties to incorporate women issues in the election 

manifestos. Nonetheless, the inclusion and active participation of women in political parties is very 
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problematic. Although the major political parties commit specific indices for women at all levels in 

their party structure (NRM 30%; FDC, 40%), there are very few women holding positions in party 

executive decision-making organs and structures at all levels. Before the constitutional changes, 

which were effected in the party in December 2014, the NRM had only 5 (25%) women out of a 20 

members at the National Executive Committee (NEC), the highest organ of the party. 

 

Women in Local Government: The Affirmative Action in the Local Government Act (1997) provides 

for one third women‘s representation at all local council levels.   While each District council is 

supposed to be composed of at least 30% women, regarding the top leadership in districts 

(Chairpersons, Speakers, and Chief Administrative Officers), the actual number of women involved 

is small. Following the 2011 general elections, out of the 112 Chairpersons of Districts, there are 

only 2 (1.7%) women; out of the 112 Chief Administrative Officers, only 11(10%) are women. It is 

only in Dokolo District (Northern Uganda), where 50% of the members of the district council are 

women. 

  

Challenges faced by women in the democratic process and measures to mitigate them 

Uganda has not been able to pass some of the key legislation to protect the right of women notably 

the Domestic Relations Act, which has remained as a Bill for over two decades. Parliament and the 

general public could not find consensus on key clauses in the Bill especially related to grounds for 

divorce; share of property among others.  

 

Secondly, cultural practices like Female Genital Mutilation (although on the decline); preference of 

support boy-child to girl-child education; as well as attitudes that discriminate against women at 

workplace and at home continue to curtail Uganda‘s advancement of women rights. However, the 

Ministry of Gender Labour and Social Development as well as CSOs like Uganda Women Network 

(UWONET), have implemented series of programs to identify and address factors that continue to 

constrain advancement of women rights.  

 

UWONET has since 2012 facilitated 514 women councilors to attend knowledge and skills 

development sessions. CSOs have sustained pressure on Parliament to conclude issues in the path 

of the passage of the Domestic Relations Bill.  

 

It is also important to note that the Marriage and Divorce Bill and the Sexual Offences Bill as well as 

the HIV/AIDS Act have included some aspects of legislation that are in force, some of which were 

included in the Domestic Relations Bill. Overall, it‘s the expansion of education of the girl-child, 
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health, water, agricultural and financial support services that will embolden affirmative action for 

women and their socio economic emancipation. 

 

Other measures Government has taken or is planning to undertake the advance the rights of women 

i. Review and modify legislation and modify or eliminate traditional practices and stereotypes 

that discriminate against women; 

ii. Revise and amend Marriage and Divorce Bill to eliminate discrimination against women 

iii. Put in place measures to increase compliance with Domestic Violence Act and Female 

Genital Mutilation Act and create awareness on FGM;  

iv. Implement laws protecting women from sexual violence and sexual harassment; 

v. Train peace-keeping military personnel on rights and needs of women; 

vi. Increase participation of women in developing and implementing development plans; 

vii. Ensure implementation of National Action Plan on Women. 

 

Government has supported the legal processes to affirm that laws that prohibit harmful traditional 

practices against women have been enacted and efforts are being made through human rights 

education and sensitization to enhance their effective implementation. Such laws include the 

Prohibition of Female Genital Mutilation Act, Domestic Violence Act, Prevention of Trafficking of 

Persons Act, Equal Opportunities Commission Act, International Criminal Court Act, Penal Code 

Amendment Act, Employment Act and the Land Amendment Act, among others. Furthermore, laws 

that were discriminatory relating to adultery and payment of bride price have been successfully 

challenged and repealed by the Constitutional Court. In addition, the Sexual Offenses Bill has been 

drafted and will be presented to Parliament in due course. 

 

The Marriage and Divorce Bill was drafted to eliminate discrimination against women. However, 

because of its cultural implications, it has been pending before parliament for a long time. The 

Government will work towards ensuring that the bill is passed so as to increase protection of 

Ugandan women from discrimination. 

 

The Government has trained the key duty bearers on both Acts and on the regulations and 

guidelines to aid their implementation in Karamoja, Sabiny, Busoga, Western and Northern regions. 

The Government has established shelters for victims of Gender Based Violence in the 5 districts of 

Mbarara, Masaka, Moroto, Lira and Gulu and a national data base to enable the monitoring of issues 

relating to gender based violence. Military personnel have been trained to respect human rights 

including on the rights and needs of women. Security agencies have partnered with several 
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institutions, such as UHRC, UNICEF, UN OHCHR, ACTV, Save the Children and the Refugee Law 

Project to train their personnel. 

 

In order to increase participation of women in developing and implementing development plans, the 

Government worked with civil society organizations to increase women participation in the economic 

planning process such as the Uganda Women Entrepreneurship Programme (UWEP). There are still 

challenges of ensuring that rural women are actively integrated in the economy. The National 

Development Plan 2015/16 – 2019/20 (NDPII) provides for an increase in access to agricultural 

finance with specific options for women farmers in rural areas. The Government has ensured the 

implementation of National Action Plan on Women by raising awareness and sensitization of the 

plan. 

 

Summary of Recommendations  

 

To promote and protect the rights of women it is recommended that: 

v. Conceited effort of all stakeholders are targeted to implement women empowerment 

programs especially at the grassroots that ensure women participation in both public and 

private programmes;  

vi. The legal provision in various Acts are implemented in ways that expand rights to women 

particularly their ownership of productive assets; 

vii. Government continues to support child and family protection services (including under the 

units under Uganda Police and other non-state actors) in ways that provide avenues for 

women to seek justice in wake of abuses, right violations and injustice. 

 

2.9  PROMOTION AND PROTECTION OF THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN AND 

YOUNG PERSONS   

 

This section captures the measures Uganda has taken to protect and promote the rights of children 

and youth. 

 

2.9.1 MEASURES THAT HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO ADVANCE THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN 

Uganda has made progress in the advancement of the rights of children rights. Several legislations 

have been enacted since 2007 that include: The National Children Policy (2016); the Early 

Childhood Development Policy (2016); the Children‘s Act Cap 59, The NCC act CAP 60; the Anti-

Trafficking of Persons Act, 2009; The Prohibition of Female Genital Mutilation Act, 2010 and the 

Domestic Violence Act, 2010. Other related policies include: The National Orphans and Vulnerable 
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Children Policy (NOP) (2004); the Child Labor Policy (2006); Anti-Pornography Act (2014); the 

National Universal Primary Education Policy (1997); the Health Policy (2010-2020); the National 

Youth Policy (2001); the National Policy on Disability in Uganda (2006); National Child Labour 

Policy, (2006); the National Action Plan on Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour (2012-

2016); and National Action Plan on Child Sexual Abuse and Exploitation, 2010-2015.  Uganda has 

also participated in the events of the Day of the African Child. 

 

Child marriages also remain high so is defilement (child sexual abuse).  The high prevalence of child 

marriages points to sexual violence.  Up to 40 percent of the women aged 20-24 were married 

before the age of 18, and 15 percent before the age of 15 years (UBOS and ICF International, 

2012).  Uganda Police records also indicates that in 2013 defilement cases accounted for up to 10% 

of the crimes reported in Uganda (Uganda Police Report, 2013). In the same period, the number of 

defilement cases reported to the police increased from 7,360 in 2009 to 9,588 in 2013, representing 

a 30 per cent increase within a five-year period (Uganda Police Force, 2013). 

 

Due to high levels of poverty, most children continue to be underfed and suffer malnutrition.  A 

survey by UNICEF in 2016 documented that approximately 44.5% of Uganda children suffer at least 

one form of malnutrition by the age of 9. About 1.2million children today are under care of elderly 

persons (who mostly are grandparents). Over the last decade Uganda has seen increasing levels of 

teenage pregnancy and defilement especially of girls. To address these problems, Uganda drafted 

the 2016 National Nutrition Policy; passed a National Social Protection Policy and the Ministry of 

Health is working with development partners in the process of drafting a policy on teenage 

pregnancy. It is important to note that the challenge of teenage pregnancy is linked to a high primary 

school dropout rate and failure to complete a cycle of primary and secondary education. 

 

Assessment of measures and trends to improve the status of Children 

 

Uganda has made an attempt to put in place all the necessary legislations to protect the rights of 

children through the Ministry of Gender Labour and Social Development (MGLSD) as well as the 

department of Community Based Services Department (CBSD) under Ministry of Local Government. 

For instance; the Ministry of Gender labour and Social development and Makerere University‘s 

department of Social work and Social Administration, have trained over 1500 child protection 

professionals including most local government Community development officers and probation 

officers across the country. These efforts have improved and strengthened the response 

mechanisms for vulnerable children in order to enhance accessibility to more equitable and 

sustainable services.  However, due to limited human, financial and logistical resources, 
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Government has not been able to effectively implement in ways that achieve the intent of these 

legislations and plans. In addition, The Ministry of Gender Labor and social Development in 

collaboration with child focused development partners also established the child helpline, which 

increased the availability of resources and referral points for children in need or in distress.  This 

Helpline (116) operates on a 24/7 basis accessible across all telephone networks free of charge (toll-

free). It has been mainly the development partners and CSOs who are at the forefront of the 

implementation process. Several development agencies at both local and national levels have also 

made significant efforts in promoting awareness about children rights generally, and addressing 

sexual violence, child sexual abuse, child labour and rights to education and health among children.  

 

Government is committed to enforcing laws against child labour and anti-trafficking, which are also 

part of NAP. Government has reviewed the Children‘s Act to ensure the protection of children and 

has also developed and implemented the Youth Livelihood Programmes to eradicate poverty. The 

Children (Amendment) Act No.19 of 2016 was and it protects children from harmful customary 

practices and employment, violence and also the right to access child protection services.  The Act 

also establishes the National Children‘s Authority whose functions include monitoring the 

implementation of laws relating to all forms of child abuse. Police revised its forms for collection of 

evidence (PF3) in cases that include sexual abuse, and introduced pictograms to enable children 

provide evidence with ease. 

 

The juvenile justice system is a subject of review annually under the JLOS, which is aimed at 

improving access to justice by ensuring speedy and fair trials. The new Children‘s Act eases 

adjudication and sentencing procedures for children or juveniles tried in the High Court. 

Furthermore, National Diversion Guidelines have been developed to cater for alternative dispute 

resolution mechanisms for child related justice cases. This is intended to reduce the inflow of petty 

child offences into the criminal justice system, which causes delays and traumatises children. A 

Child Justice Strategy is being developed to guide and coordinate child and juvenile justice 

processes in the country so that their matters can be handled expeditiously with respect for children 

rights.  

 

Government has also developed a child protection strategy to cater for social protection of children 

and juveniles to cater to their unique needs. JLOS has established a Justice for Children (J4C) 

programme to coordinate and promote juvenile justice at the District level. There are 15 J4C 

coordinators deployed around the country to monitor processes and observance of due process in 

juvenile justice in Uganda. The capacity of various stakeholders involved in the juvenile justice 

system has been built and this will be continuous. There are efforts to improve the court environment 
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for child and juvenile related cases through the use of video link facilities in some courts such as 

High Court Kampala.  Furthermore, a model children‘s court has been established in Makindye to 

illustrate what other children‘s courts should look like. The judiciary has developed guidelines on 

handling child and juvenile justice matters and revised the jurisdiction for handling children‘s cases 

from Magistrate Grade II to Grade I.  

 

The DPP has developed prosecution guidelines in handling Sexual and Gender Based Violence and 

child related cases. JLOS is involved in continuous training and human resource development for all 

justice sectors in child and juvenile justice, among other things. Efforts are being made to improve 

juvenile justice however progress if often hindered by inadequate resources. 

 

Government has taken measures to ensure that births are registered through the National 

Identification and Registration Authority, which is responsible for the registering births of all children 

born within the national territory. Although there has been low birth registration, this has improved 

over the years with support from partners, especially UNICEF, which has supported mobile 

registration. As of 2014, 60% of children aged 0–4 years had birth registration papers.
8
 

 

In 2012, as part of Employment (Employment of Children) Regulations, 2012 (Statutory Instrument 

17 of 2012) Government adopted a list of hazardous work for children.  The instrument defined 

"hazardous work‖ as work, which by its nature or circumstances in which it is performed, is likely to 

harm the health, safety or morals of a child. 

 

The following recommendations were made to ensure upholding children rights 

i. Enforce more effectively the child labour and trafficking laws and improve protection of 

children against child labour and economic exploitation;  

ii. Ensure that children and youths are not recruited into the abhorrent practices incompatible 

with Ugandan law and culture and practices detrimental to moral integrity;  

iii. Combat incidents of ritual killings of children and adults in various parts of Uganda and to 

ensure effective investigation and prosecution of these crimes; 

iv. Protect children by among others reviewing juvenile justice system; 

v. Strengthen and further develop measures to ensure that all children born within the national 

territory are registered; 

vi. Adopt list of hazardous jobs for children to reduce child labour and their exploitation. 

 

                                                           
8 See UNICEF, Situation analysis of children in Uganda, 2015 68. 
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2.9.2 MEASURES TAKEN TO PROMOTE AND PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF YOUTH 

 

Uganda put in place a National Youth Policy (2001) to advance the rights of young people and 

provide them space to participate in the national development agenda. Most of the legislation 

mentioned in 2.9.1 above also relate to the young persons. However, Uganda is a keen participant in 

the African Youth Charter as well other United Nations Convention. At a regional level, youth have a 

representation in Parliament with five MPs. Uganda is currently implementing a UGX 50 billion 

National Youth Livelihood Program which provides seed capital to support youth enterprises. This is 

in sync with the broader skilling Uganda program which aims at equipping young people with the 

requisite skills to be innovators, job creators as opposed job seeks. 

 

The biggest challenge however for Uganda remains youth unemployment. Up to 83% of young 

people who graduate from tertiary institutions are unable to find work. This is a challenge that poses 

a threat to broader national security, if not addressed and contained.  

 

Government of Uganda is cognizant of the challenge of youth unemployment and is making efforts 

to address this problem. This effort however, is evidently inadequate in resolving this monumental 

challenge. There is need for a review of the incentive framework that support and nature home 

grown content as opposed to business incentives for foreign companies. Other aspects like 

attracting youth to agriculture (for instance expanding the pakasa
9
 model to expose and deepen 

agricultural innovations), support ICT innovations and reviews to the academic curricula at tertiary 

levels that emphasizes research and skills are critical to addressing this problem. 

 

Assessment of the effectiveness of these measures in terms of trends in overall improvement 

of the status of the young persons in Uganda 

 

Uganda‘s high dependence ratio has kept private investments and savings low. As a result, farm and 

firm expansion is limited. With almost 60% of Uganda‘s population below 20 and a median age of 15 

making it a country with one of the youngest populations in the world. Youth unemployment has 

remained high due to the inability of the economy to create jobs sufficient to meet the demand. 

Another dimension is the low levels of skills. Manpower surveys have noted a mismatch between 

skills set within young graduates with certificates, diplomas and degrees with the job requirements 

on the labour market. As a result, young people have acquired education but not skills. While 

Government has intervened with various programs including the Youth Livelihood Programme, much 

                                                           
9
 A mission driven by the Vision Group a media organization in Uganda to inspire and encourage youth to create their dream job 

through entrepreneurship. It is a platform geared towards inspiring university students, recent graduates and those in secondary 
schools, into thinking of creative means of earning a living. 
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will be needed to support skills development, vocational training. Young people will also require to 

be exposed to a host of talent identification clinics including arts, sports and scientific innovations 

that the current education curriculum may not expose them to. It is recommended that Government 

should fully implement the National Youth Policy so that it benefits the prosperity of the youth. 

 

Summary of Recommendations 

In order to protect and promote the rights of children and young persons, it is recommended that: 

iv. More public investment is made to support interventions for early childhood development 

with a focus on infant and child health and nutrition to address stunting and expand pediatric 

care; 

v. Government should promote private and public partnerships to foster skills development and 

youth entrepreneurship through the creation of regional job centers;  

vi. Young people embrace education and skilling programs provided by government and pursue 

career paths that match their skills with requirements of the job market. Youth employment 

will safeguard young people from being taken advantage of to engage in activities that may 

violate their rights. 
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2.10 PROMOTION AND PROTECTION OF THE RIGHT OF VULNERABLE 

GROUPS, INTERNALLY DISPLACED PERSONS, REFUGEES AND 

PERSONS WITH DISABILITY  

 

Uganda as a country has undertaken significant steps to not only protect the rights of permanently 

disadvantaged or vulnerable groups, religious or ethnic minorities, bit has also put in place 

provisions and initiatives to ensure that they attain their potentials and tap into the opportunities that 

the country presents. Key minority that we identify are ethnic minorities, especially those living in 

remote locations such as the Tepeth and the Ik in Karamoja, the Batwa of South Western Uganda. 

These groups have historically found themselves on the margin of society with very limited access to 

education, health, and other social development opportunities.  

 

This is exacerbated by their tendency to live in secluded communities, probably as a result of their 

lack of contact with the outside world, limited education, high poverty, or limitations on specialised 

programmes that can ensure their integration. Other disadvantaged groups are the elderly, the 

disabled persons and refuges and other forced migrants.  A number of measures have been initiated 

to support and improve the circumstances of the vulnerable people, both programmatic and legal 

and policy wise.  

 

Politically government has created new constituencies to ensure that the minority ethnic groups are 

given their own representation in parliament, so this year we got a representative of the Ik (Kaabong 

district) and the Tepeth. The IK MP (aged about 32 years) has been the first person to attain a 

university degree from his community and he has been working hard to attract development partners 

who can partner with him to improve the education level in Ik county, one of the most geographically 

remote location in Uganda in the Karamoja hills. Several polices to enhance inclusion and 

participation has been developed to support refugees, ethnic minorities, elderly, the disabled and 

others 

 

Refugees and IDPs 

 

Uganda was the first country in Africa to pass an IDP Policy in 1999. Since then Uganda has risen to 

be the 8
th
 largest refugee host country in the world. Currently, Uganda is home to 575,438 refugees 

from countries within the Great Lakes Region and beyond. Uganda has been applauded for having 

one of the best inclusive legal and policy frameworks governing refugees in Africa. Enacted in 2006, 

the Refugee Act provides for the rights of refugees and asylum seekers. There is still however a gap 
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in the law as it does not specifically dispense of the requirement of work permits. A number of urban 

refugees reported being treated as aliens in accessing work.  

 

Currently, refugees` access to work is limited as some employers require them to obtain work 

permits, which are costly to acquire. While the self-reliance strategy in rural refugee settlements, 

requires settlement based refugees to cultivate plots of land in order to sustain themselves, it does 

not consider urban refugees in as far as no land is allocated to them leaving many on the fringes of 

exploitation while looking for work. Uganda continues to host refugees at Rwamanja, Orukinga, 

Nakivaale, Kyangwali settlements, Rhino Camp settlements and several other refugee settlements in 

Arua (which host refugees mainly from the unstable Great Lakes areas including South Sudan). 

Uganda remains one of the countries, which have given foremost attention to the right and situation 

of vulnerable groups including refugees, internally displaced person and persons with disability.  

 

In line with NDP II, the Government strategy to deal with refugees is to ensure that their livelihood is 

improved. Government Policy is guided by a settlement approach whereby land is provided to 

refugees in order to help them become self-reliant. This is achieved by providing registered refugees 

with small plots of land in villages outside refugee camps. In addition, the refugees‘ allowed access 

to the same social services such as water, education and health care as the locals. The refugees are 

also allowed freedom of movement and not only confined to camps and where possible can also get 

employment. Although Uganda appreciates the support of development partners, Government still 

faces funding shortfalls, which has led to reduced access by refugees to clean and safe water; poor 

sanitation; and lack of essential medicines, among others. 

 

Refugees enjoy the right to work, to this effect the Ministry of Internal affairs has enacted the 

Citizenship and immigration control (fees) regulations, statutory instrument no. 13 of 2016, wherein 

refugees were expressly exempted from paying for work permits. This has given refugees an 

opportunity to engage in gainful employment thereby improving their wellbeing. 

 

The Government policy is also to encourage voluntary repatriation. In 2015, there was a successful 

voluntary repatriation of 1232 Kenyan refugees that had fled to Uganda during the 2007-2008 post-

election violence in Kenya. The provided a permanent solution to these refugees.   

 

A number of strategies have been adopted to protect and promote the rights of refugees in the NAP 

including:  improving their protection, security and their social and economic welfare and integration 

in society and ensuring their access to psychosocial support, and to water, sanitation, health care, 

clothing and education, among others.  
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With respect to Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs), Uganda has continued to pursue the objectives 

set in its Internally Displaced Persons Policy of 2004 including support for an integrated response to 

displacement by promoting voluntary return and resettlement and recovery programs. Government 

has continuously supported people to return to their homes from the camps, especially in Northern 

Uganda, where over 250 camps have now been closed.  

 

In recent years, natural disaster, especially floods and landslides, have caused internal 

displacement. This has forced Government to relocate some people in the disaster prone areas such 

as Bududa in Eastern Uganda and resettling them in safe places such as Kiryandongo.  

 

The National Action Plan also provides for various actions to improve the situation of IDPs including: 

implementing the IDP Policy; passing a law to enhance protection of IDPs; setting up areas for the 

resettlement of IDPs and ensuring access to economic and social goods and services such as 

health care and education; empowering them to engage in income generating activities; ensuring the 

rule of law in IDP camps, and building a trace and search programme to enable the reunion and 

reintegration of IDPs with members of their families and communities, among other things. 

 

Persons with Disabilities 

In addition, Uganda passed the National Disability Policy in 2006 and PWDs are represented in 

Parliament. There is also a National Refugee Policy that has been drafted and is now before cabinet 

for passage. To promote and protect the right of vulnerable groups and persons, the Equal 

Opportunities Act of 2007 was enacted and an Equal Opportunities Commission has been 

established to implement it. 

 

The following recommendations were made to improve the rights of persons with disability. 

i. Mainstream disability in awareness raising campaigns with a view to eliminate negative 

attitudes towards persons with disabilities in health centres; 

ii. Implement the steps envisaged in the promotion of rights of people with disabilities, with a 

special emphasis on equal opportunities for children with disabilities; 

iii. Guarantee the rights of PWDs, in particular, discrimination faced by women with disabilities, 

and lack of equal opportunities for minors, with a particular attention to albino children;  

iv. Ensure the right to vote for PWDs and implement, among others, alternative measures to 

enable them to vote freely and in secret, and to easily access to facilities;  

v. Improve access for persons with disabilities to education and health care, with particular 

focus on children.  
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The health sector has taken steps to continuously sensitize health workers on the right to health and 

the promotion of access to health services by PWDs. The Ministry has done this in collaboration with 

other partners including the National Human Rights Institutions, UN, CSOs, among others. The 

Ministry of Health has also ensured that their buildings, equipment, health supplies and capacities 

meet the needs of persons with disability. The Ministry of Health has also developed and 

disseminated patients and clients‘ charters and will also ensure that they are also translated into 

local languages.  

 

The Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development has conducted a research study on 

children with disabilities in preparation for an action plan that will be implemented by the 

Government to ensure equal opportunities for children with disabilities.  

 

The Constitution and the Persons with Disability Act, 2006 protect and guarantee rights of persons 

with disability including women and children. The Government has reviewed the Persons with 

Disability Act and efforts are geared towards recognizing albinism as a form of disability as per their 

demands. The Ministry has promoted awareness of the rights of persons with disabilities including 

albinos to prevent their discrimination. The EOC is mandated to eliminate discrimination and 

inequality against any individual or group of persons including persons with disability.10  The reports 

and assessments by the EOC provide guidance and recommendations on how Government 

institutions can enhance gender and equity in opportunities and are relevant to the protection and 

promotion of the rights of persons with disabilities.  Persons with disabilities have continued to have 

representation in the youth Council and Local Government and this was followed in the 2011 and 

2016 elections.  

 

In 2015, the UHRC has documented the human rights concerns of albinos and made a number of 

recommendations, including fiscal measures to enhance access to special goods that people with 

albinism need. Government will study and implement these recommendations.  

 

Persons with Disabilities have the right to vote freely and in secret. Access to the facilities to vote 

can be a challenge but efforts are often made to ensure that PWDs are assisted when they come to 

the voting facility. The National Council for Disability Act has also established Local Government 

structures as electoral colleges and unlike before the Government has full responsibility and 

                                                           
10

 Articles 32(3) and 32(4) of the constitution. EOC, The Baseline Report on the State of Equal Opportunities in Uganda  

 (2013). Annual reports on the state of equal opportunities 2014 and 2015. EOC, Assessment Report on Compliance of  

 Budget Framework Papers with Gender and Equity, Financial Year 2016/2017 
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accountability of the electoral process for persons with disability right from the village to the National 

Level. Definition and coding of disability under the National Council for Disability Amendment Act 

has been harmonized which will also enhance persons with disability right to vote. 

 

During elections, PWDs are given priority and are exempted from lining up at polling stations to cast 

their votes. This exemption is provided for in the electoral laws and emphasized during training of 

polling officials. There is improvement in collection of statistics on voters who are PWDs. During 

registration of citizens for issuance of national Identity Cards, data on disability was captured. This 

aspect will improve on planning and providing facilities for PWDs during elections. Voters who wish 

to be assisted to vote at polling stations, including those who are PWDs are allowed to select 

persons to assist them to vote. PWDs may choose their helpers to assist them at polling stations. 

Polling stations in Uganda are located in open grounds and not inside buildings, which makes them 

reasonably accessible by PWDs.  

 

Government has increased support to special needs education for children with disabilities. The 

Ministry of Health has conducted awareness raising campaigns for persons with disabilities including 

children and there are ongoing developments to ensure that their buildings, equipment, health 

supplies and capacities meet the needs of persons with disability including children. 

 

Other policies are: the National Orphans and other vulnerable Policy (2004) addressing issues of 

children especially those children in very difficult circumstances, including children with disability; 

The National Policy on Disability; National Policy for Older Persons (2009); The National Youth 

Policy,2016; The National Employment Policy, 2010; The National Equal Opportunities Policy,2006; 

Uganda Gender Policy, 2007; The National Policy for Disaster Preparedness and Management, 

2010; and the Draft Birth and Death Registration Policy, 2012.  

 

Such policies were developed after consulting some of the international laws/conventions and 

standards. The National Youth Policy (2016) present significant promise for the young people in the 

country. It is however important to note that it does not make mention of young people with disability 

as a special category across all the core sections of the policy, implementation strategy or in the 

focus of the intervention, much as it recognizes the heavy challenges they face.  In many cases, 

where there is no attempt to conspicuously engage with an issue it gets lost, as such affirmative 

actions for young people with disability may not come out clearly if this is not mentioned more 

directly. It nevertheless provides a good framework for the intervention for the youth and in it there 

are opportunities that can be supported to enhance the situations of persons with disability. 
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Assessment of measures and give details of any violation and reports available;  

Policy processes in Uganda face significant challenges emanating from limited resources, 

dissemination issues, monitoring compliance, and inadequate complementary initiatives on the 

private and non-government sector. For the social protection policy, the formal social insurance 

system in Uganda remains very limited and largely benefits a small percentage of the population 

who work in the formal sector. Even for the informal sector that employs most of the population, its 

employees are not covered by any Social Security system. This renders most of the economically 

active population vulnerable to economic shocks. 

 

 Uganda‘s rapidly growing population has exerted extreme pressure on the existing health care 

delivery system. This has resulted into poor service delivery and the expansion of private health care 

sector to bridge the gap. However, the costs of accessing private health care services are not 

affordable by the majority of workers in both the formal and informal sector.  

 

Uganda has formulated a number of policies, enacted some laws and designed interventions, which 

contain aspects of social protection. Whereas these interventions address cross-cutting needs of the 

poor and vulnerable groups, there is no unifying framework bringing together the social protection 

commitments in these existing policies. As a result, there is lack of a clear national vision and 

strategic focus of social protection, fragmentation of interventions, duplication of resources, and 

limited impact on the beneficiaries. It is hoped however that the Policy Framework on social 

protection will harmonize the existing policies and laws relating to Social Protection and it will 

provide strategic direction for delivery of social protection services in the country.  

 

With regards to the National policy for older persons, the increasing number of elderly person (60+); 

the situation analysis shows a bigger percentage of this group unable to generate income, which 

explains the level of poverty and inability to live a dignified life. The policy acknowledges the rights of 

older persons to information, knowledge and skills to participate effectively in economic development 

programs to improve on their standard of living. The policy does not specifically relate incapacitation 

of older persons to disability; it looks at the inability of elderly people to generate income and the 

inability to use the existing structures such as roads, buildings and such related issues to access 

services. It recommends steps and actions that can be taken to promote the access, participation 

and integration of the older persons in economic lives of Uganda.   

 

Section 3 of the policy mentions that Government will facilitate the inclusion of older persons in plans 

and programmes to share their knowledge, values and life experiences for promotion of 

intergenerational linkages.  The goals and objectives of this policy are also included in other national 
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planning frameworks such as Ugandan vision 2040 which is a long term plan in this cases to ease 

older person‘s accessibility to basic services, infrastructure and other social facilities and to redress 

old age poverty by enhancing access to social assistance as well as identify core areas to support, 

mobilize and empower them to participate in the social and economic development of the country. 

The Social Development Sector Strategic Investment Plan II (2011/12-2015/16), which also clearly 

stipulates interventions for older persons and other vulnerable groups to promote participation and 

accessibility to basic needs. 

 

Be that as it may, these plans and the policy are very elaborate and analytical of the needs of older 

persons as well as what is required to improve their participation in community productive lives, but 

other than the social assistance programme under SAGE, there is as yet little in terms of what has 

been promised in the policy for older persons.  Enforcement is being done both at national and local 

government as efforts at enacting a law for older persons and establish a national council for older 

persons were completed in 2103, with an amendment completed August 2015, with the enactment 

of the National council for Older person (Amendment) Act 2015, with the president assenting to the 

bill on the 24th of August 2015. 

 

The amendment provides the legal framework for the election of the members of the National council 

and for councils for older persons at village, parish or wards and at sub-county, town, divisions and 

municipalities or districts. It can thus be noted that there is an elaborate framework for enforcing the 

implementation of the policy, with the older persons‘ council playing a key role in its implementing 

monitoring. The policy for elder persons is right based to ensure that the elderly vulnerable persons 

live comfortably with ease of access to services such as health, information, safe water and 

sanitation among others. It acknowledges that this group can still contribute positively to the nation in 

many aspects if they are empowered despite their advanced years. The policy is backed by a 

detailed plan and budget on how to achieve the desired out comes in the future, although the major 

challenge remains the implementation of the policy and resourcing its action plan. 

 

Provide details of the measures taken to sustain progress (monitoring, training, evaluation 

and adjustment).  

 

Uganda remains one of the countries that have given foremost attention to the rights and situation of 

vulnerable groups including refugees, internally displaced persons and persons with disability. 

Legislation that has been enacted to address effectively issues of rights of persons with disability 

includes the disability Act 2006, and Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC) Act 2007. Uganda 

continues to host refugees at Orukinga, Nakivaale, Kyangwali settlements, Rhino Camp settlements 
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and several other refugee settlements in Arua, and to mobilise development partners to support the 

refugees and host communities in the affected areas. The new project REHOPE will go a long way 

in improving the participation of local communities in refugee programming.  The Uganda Police has 

established stations in refugee settlements as one way of ensuring that refugees‘ rights are 

protected. For purposes of separation of mandates, the Directorate of human rights and legal 

services concentrates more on the violations done by police officers; but wanainchi violating the 

rights of wanainchi is left for CID to investigate. Consultation with senior police officers indicates that 

refugees have the same legal rights as other Ugandans on matters of the law: 

However, refugees can come and report to the directorate especially if the aggrieved 

refugee feels: “… my case has not been handled well…”, there we come in, otherwise 

such cases are reported to CID, and it‟s the CID that has the statistics. Regarding 

measures that have been taken to sustain progress of those posts, the Police force 

deployed human rights legal officers who are actually trained police 

officers/professional lawyers; and they are facilitated with operational fund (Senior 

Police Officer, Police Headquarters, Naguru, Kampala). 

 

For other vulnerable people such as the elderly, persons with disability and ethnic minorities, several 

initiatives exist and many more continue to emerge from both government and non-governmental 

actors. The SAGE programme has now been extended to several more districts after the pilot phase 

in fifteen districts. Under the Social Assistance Grants for Empowerment (SAGE) scheme, older 

persons receive a monthly support of Uganda shillings 25,000 (about US$8) to help them meet 

some of their most critical basic needs and perhaps invest further in micro initiatives to improve their 

income security. By December 2016 the SAGE programme covered 154,000 older persons in 35 

districts. It is expected that by 2020 (through a roll out plan already underway), the Programme will 

reach 223,000 older persons in 55 of the country‘s 116 districts. While the British UK AID funds most 

of the programme costs, Government of Uganda has so committed 146 Billion in counterpart funding 

for the scheme, with the president promising more investment in the medium to long term. 

 

Summary of Recommendations 

 

In order to promote and protect the rights of vulnerable groups, including internally displaced 

persons, refuges and persons with disability Government should: 

v. Roll out the SAGE programme to the elderly to cover all districts; 

vi. Continue to support expansion of livelihood programs for both refugees host communities in 

refugee settlements to build their resilience in resettlement, adaptation and integration; 
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vii. Support the Uganda Bureau of Statistics to register all IDPs, Refugees and PWDs more 

routinely so that reliable data is availed for effective planning in response to the peculiarity of 

needs; 

viii. Support organizations such as NUDIPU to reach out with programmes that enhance the 

livelihoods of PWDs. 
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CHAPTER 3: ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT 
 

 

3.1 DEFINITION AND OVERVIEW 

 

Economic Governance and Management theme refers to the broad national economic policy 

framework, the institutions, processes and practices in place that are aimed at facilitating, supporting 

and promoting economic environment that encourages growth and socioeconomic transformation.‘ 

This theme is core to the overall NEPAD objectives; to eradicate poverty, sustain growth and 

development, foster integration and accelerate equity through women economic empowerment. 

African countries recognize that "good economic governance including transparency in financial 

management are all essential prerequisites for promoting economic growth and reducing poverty". 

Reporting of the progress Uganda has achieved along this theme includes an assessment of 

progress made in terms of the following six objectives: 

i. Design and implementation of economic principles for sustainable development; 

ii. Facilitation of the participation of key stakeholders in policy and programme discussion and 

implementation; 

iii. Promotion of sound public finance management; 

iv. Fighting corruption and money laundering;  

v. Accelerating and deepening regional integration in the monetary, trade and investment; and  

vi. Development and implementation of trade and investment policies that promote economic 

growth 

 

Since 2007, Uganda‘s economy has continued to grow at a rate of 6.4% per annum, only to decline 

to a rate of 4.3% per annum over the last four years due to a tightened fiscal stance, high cost of 

credit; depreciation of the shillings and combined with external shocks related to resumption of 

conflict in South Sudan and cooling of the global economy. Inspite of these challenges, Government 

has sustained public investment in road and energy infrastructure, provision of agricultural inputs, 

and investing in social sectors to lift the quality of life of all.  

 

Using an interplay of fiscal and monetary policies the Ministry of Finance Planning and Economic 

Development and the Central Bank have worked to ensure continued to ensure strong 

macroeconomic stability the cornerstone of the country‘s economic performance. The closer 

coordination between the BoU and MFPED has ensured that the direction of fiscal policy
11

 supported 

the Government‘s primary macroeconomic objectives of low and stable inflation, private sector-led 

                                                           
11 Prof E. Tumusiime-Mutebile (2011): How did Uganda Address Economic and Budgetary Reforms? Lessons for South Sudan 
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growth, and a sustainable balance of payments position (characterized by foreign exchange 

reserves equivalent to at least five months of import cover). The results have been impressive: 

inflation has averaged less than 7 % per annum for the past 18 years (save for a few occasional 

food price shocks). The economy grew by 4.6% in 2015/16 lower than the projected 5.0%. But this is 

significantly higher than the projected growth rate of 3.0 for Sub Saharan Africa.  

 

Between 2009 and 2015, Uganda created 87,900 jobs according to the UBOS statistical Abstract in 

2015
12

. The majority of these were in the private sector. The proportion of people living in poverty 

reduced from 24.5% in 2009 to 19.7% in 2014. There has also been an increase in the human 

development index that rose from 0.448 in 2005 to 0.483 today. Accordingly, Uganda‘s balance of 

payment position has improved from a deficit of $3,754,000 in 2010 to a surplus of $72,640,000 in 

2014. The EU was Uganda‘s lead export destination in 2005 accounting for 38% of total 

merchandise exports. Although the EU share has since declined and has been overtaken by 

COMESA/EAC as the top partner bloc. Overall the value exported to the EU has in fact risen from 

US$313.2 million in 2005 to US $527.4 million in 2014, an increase of 68.4%. COMESA exports on 

the other hand have grown by 38.4%, while exports to the EAC have increased by 40.1%.
13

 Exports 

trade with other regions has also recorded positive growth. Remarkable achievements have been 

made over the last decade. The proportion of the population with mobile phones has risen form 7% 

in 2010 to 48.3% today. National tele-density increased from 41.4% to 51% over the same period 

and transactions over mobile money hit a record UGX 32.5 trillion in 2016
14

. 

 

However, this progression has been at the back drop of increase in public sector debt which stands 

at $8.3billion up from $7.5billon in 2014 contributing 34.1% of GDP (that now stands at UGX 87.8 

Trillion). However further computation from debt serving had put the the figure to $5.08billion by FY 

2015/16.
15

 On the other hand, Uganda‘s domestic revenue performance has improved with 

formalization of many businesses and organizations which have entered the tax bracket. Net URA 

revenues increased by 23.9% in FY 2014/15 to UGX 10,987.5billion up from 8,870.4 billion in 

2013/14. However, Uganda‘s tax to GDP ratio stands at 12.6% compared to the Sub-Saharan 

African average of 17-18% making the prospects of Uganda‘s economic independence grim over the 

medium term. 

 

3.2 STANDARDS AND CODES  

                                                           
12 Annual Government Performance Report (2014/15) 
13 Ministry of Trade and Industry and Cooperatives Sector Strategic Plan 2015/16-2019/20 
14 Bank of Uganda Directorate of Financial Stability  
15 Background to the Budget 2016/17 page 209 
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Uganda has made strides in ensure economic stability through passage of laws and policies at the 

national level aimed to regulate the economy. The Country is also signatory to regional and 

international commitments and protocols that commit it to legislate, promulgate policies or otherwise 

act to promote the objectives of Economic Governance and Management. This section presents an 

assessment to which Uganda has adhered to (acceded and/or signed, ratified, translated and 

integrated into their national legal and policy instruments) and are implementing (including reporting 

on) these agreements, as shown in the table below: 

 

Table 3.1 Adherence to Principles Codes and Standards 

Principles, Codes and 

Standards 

Progress since 2007 Commentary  

AU Abuja Treaty 

establishing the African 

Economic Community 

(1994)  

The East African 

Community (EAC) Common 

Market Protocol  

Was ratified in 2007 and 

domestication by harmonizing it with 

national laws is on-going. Review of 

priority laws for implementation of the 

CMP has been completed. 

Harmonization of the 

Capital markets in the EAC  

Progress has been made to widen 

investor base and increase 

opportunities for issuers to raise 

capital with in the region, the capital 

markets authority act is being 

amended.  A capital markets authority 

amendment Bill 2014 has been 

drafted and is in place.   

The EAC Monetary Union  Ratified its protocol on December 16, 

2014.  Its domestication process has 

started to have in place a 

macroeconomic convergence 

programme. 

Merging of the EAC 

economic entities  

The EAC put in place the EAC 

Competition Act 2006 which provided 

for the competition issues with cross 

border effects.  

The East African Power 

Pool 

By end of 2010/11, Uganda had been 

planning and developing its power 
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Principles, Codes and 

Standards 

Progress since 2007 Commentary  

system in isolation to meet its national 

demand
16

, with bilateral power 

exchange agreements with some of its 

neighbours.   Existing power 

interconnection projects existed 

including the cross border 

electrification between Uganda and 

Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda, and 

Kenya. 

AU Convention on 

Preventing and Combating 

Corruption (2003)  

Development of codes of 

ethics for good public 

finance management  

Progress being made with legislation 

but implementation still weak.  

UN Convention against 

Corruption (2003)  

Enactment of the Anti-

money Laundering Act 2016 

The law was enacted in July 2013 And 

amended in 2016 

UN Convention on 

Combating Bribery of 

Foreign Public Officials in 

International Business 

Transactions (1997)  

The Customs Management 

Act of 2005  

Progress continues to be made. By 

June 2014, there was a reduced 

customs clearance time from 18 days 

to 4 days from Mombasa to Malaba or 

Busia border.  There is a National 

Monitoring Committee (NMC) with 

representation from all MDAs and the 

Private Sector, to ensure elimination 

of Non-Tariff Barriers. By October 

2013, rules of origin certificates for 

goods are issued by Uganda Revenue 

Authority at the border. 

 Review of the legal 

framework for Public 

Accountability  

The PFM Act passed in December 

2014 (Amended in 2015) strengthens 

the framework on weak enforcement 

of laws and regulations, limited 

downward accountability, and weak 

linkages with institutions 

                                                           
16

 The final report on the regional power system master plan and green code, May 2011 
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Principles, Codes and 

Standards 

Progress since 2007 Commentary  

complementing the PFM reforms.   

 

In addition to the illustration of the principles codes and standards above, below are other standards 

and commitments that Uganda has made and is making progress on – but ones that do not need to 

be ratified. 

 

Table 3.2 Other standards that do not need ratification but widely viewed as best practices 

Standard  Adopted  Notes  

 

Practices for Budget 

Transparency (2002)  

Since 2014 to date MoFPED with the services of Overseas 

Development Initiative ODI Launched the 

Budget Transparence Initiative in 2014 and a 

web portal ‗Know Your Budget‘ to make 

budget process open and transparent. 

Revised Code of Good 

Practices on Fiscal 

Transparency (2007)  

Since 2008 Uganda is implementing a fiscal 

decentralization strategy aimed at rationalizing 

public spending in ways that increase 

adequacy of both revenue and financing 

towards devolved functions  

Guidelines for Public Debt 

Management (2003)  

Since 2004 Uganda is implementing a Debt Management 

Strategy as part of the wider Public Finance 

Management Framework  

Code of Good Practices on 

Transparency in Monetary 

and Financial Policies: 

Declaration of Principles 

(1999)  

2014/15  Government put in place a modelling 

framework between MoFPED, Central Bank 

and NPA to ensure closer alignment between 

NDP and national budget but within the 

forecasted debt sustainability threshold. 

Core Principles for 

Systemically Important 

Payment Systems (2001)  

Since 2002 Government is expanding the connectivity of 

all local governments to the Integrated 

Financial Management System IFMS now 

under the third phase. 

Special Recommendations 

on Terrorist Financing, and 

2013 Financial Intelligence Authority was put in 

place in 2013 with a mandate to monitor, 
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Standard  Adopted  Notes  

 

the Forty 

Recommendations (2004)  

investigate and prevent money laundering and 

fraud. 

Insurance Core Principles 

and Methodology (2003)  

Since April 1997 Government instituted an Insurance 

Regulatory Authority by the Insurance Act 

(CAP 213) to ensure effective administration, 

supervision, regulation and control of business 

insurance in Uganda 

Guidelines for Corporate 

Governance of State-

Owned Enterprises (2005)  

Since 2006 Parliament has been working under the 

Committee On Statutory Authorities and State 

Enterprises (COSASE)  

Extractive Industries 

Transparency Initiative  

Not yet signed National Oil and Gas Policy 2008 commits 

Government to finalize a parliamentary 

resolution passed in 2011 on regulatory 

framework for the entire extractive industry. 

Process however is yet to start. 

Stolen Assets Recovery 

Initiative  

2015 Reflected in the Amended Anti-Corruption Act 

(2015) that provides for the mandatory 

confiscation of property of persons convicted 

of corruption-related offenses and to vest such 

confiscated property with Government.  

 

 

3.3 ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE OF THE APRM OBJECTIVES  

 

3.3.1 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF ECONOMIC POLICIES FOR SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT  

This section describes the economic policy of Uganda and key challenges in realizing her economic 

vision. It also highlights sectoral economic policies that the country has developed and implemented 

to promote economic growth and sustainable development in the last decade. It elaborates 

measures taken to address challenges in implementation as well as M&E; accuracy of economic 

projections; the extent of impact of internal and external shocks; and developments taken to improve 

energy, services; transport and communication infrastructure. 

 

Description of the economic vision for Uganda and key challenges in realizing this vision 
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When the last review was conducted in 2007, Uganda had ended the second phase of her Poverty 

Eradication Action Plan (PEAP 2004/5-2007/08). The first two pillars of the PEAP were: Economic 

Management; and Enhancing Production Competitiveness and Incomes. Others were: Security, 

Conflict resolution and Disaster management; Good Governance; Human Development. The 

independent review of the PEAP conducted in 2008 noted that this plan was critical in Uganda‘s 

journey from conflict to a successful nationhood. Uganda had recorded developments through 

sector-wide approaches that created a consciousness, capacity and structural disciplines to lead and 

manage her own economic destiny. The PEAP era also made a remarkable contribution to strategic 

prioritization of public policy, creation of state institutions and enthused confidence for greater 

engagement and cooperation with development partners. The end of the PEAP era ushered in a 

new dispensation.  

 

In 2013, Uganda under the Comprehensive National Development Planning Framework (CNDPF) 

elaborated the Vision 2040 as the overarching blueprint for Uganda‘s long term development. This 

framework paved way for the elaboration of Uganda Vision 2040
17

 with an overall purpose to realize 

―a transformed Ugandan society from a peasant to a modern and prosperous country within 30 

years”. The blueprint is conceptualized to strengthen the fundamentals of the economy to harness 

the abundant resource that provide opportunities for the country‘s development. To operationalize 

the Vision 2040, Uganda in 2010 undertook a paradigm shift to transit from a poverty-leaning 

dispensation toward economic development
18

. This warranted the design of the first of the six (five 

year) national development plans (NDPs) (i.e. between 2010 and 2040). At the moment Uganda has 

gone through NDP1 for the period 2010/11 to 2014/15 while the second NDPII began in FY 2015/16 

and will continue through to FY 2019/20.  

 

The following were the key achievements of NDP I and NDP II is now aiming at building on this 

achievement towards attainment of the middle income status
19

 as recorded by the NDPII. 

i. Poverty reduced from 24.5 % in FY2009/10 to 19.7% in FY 2012/13.  

ii. Under five mortality reduced from 137/1000 live births in 2006 to 90/1000 live births in 2011. 

This has since improved to 64/1,000 (Uganda Demographic Health Survey UDHS 2016) 

iii. Electricity installed Generation increased from 595MW in 2010 to 825MW in 2012.  

iv. Life expectancy at birth increased from 51.5 in 2009/10 to 54.5 years in 2011/12. This has 

since improved to 76.6 years (UDHS 2016) 

                                                           
17 Uganda has elaborated the Vision 2025 but did not proceed after the discussions following the CNDPF 

18 After the elapse of the Poverty Reduction Strategic Papers (PRSPs) of the world bank that had ushered in the PEAP 
19 All line up of NDPI performance obtained from NDPII report. 
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v. %age of the population accessing electricity from the national grid increased from 10 % in 

2009 to 14% in 2013.  

vi. The transition rate from P7 to S1 increased from 47 % in FY2006/07 to 73 % in FY 2013/14 

largely due to the introduction of USE.  

vii. Volume of national paved roads increased from 3,264 kilometers in 2011 to 3,795 kilometers 

in 2013  

viii. Per Capita income increased from USD665 in 2009/10 to USD 788 in 2013/14.  

ix. ICT sector contribution to GDP increased to 8.1% in 2012/13 from 5.5 % in 2009/10  

x. Macro-economic stability and growth  

xi. Sustained peace and security across the entire country. 

NDP II was designed to build on this performance and set new targets aligned the Vision 2040, the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and sector strategic plans now aligned to this framework. 

  

Overview of Economic Performance  

Following two decades of political and economic turmoil between 1966 and 1986, Uganda‘s 

economy rebounded mainly due to a strong macroeconomic framework that has since become the 

bedrock for economic growth and stability. This was mainly due to the currency reform in 1988, the 

liberalization of the economy and an interplay of both fiscal and monetary policies. A macro-

economic modelling framework has been established   align the national budget to the NDP 

financing. This has enabled the planning framework to better estimate economic performance and 

related projections. To assess Uganda‘s performance, the table below shows the trends of key 

selected macroeconomic indicators against the targets necessary to achieve graduation to a middle 

income status. 

Table 3.3 Trends in selected macroeconomic indicators 

Indicators  2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 

GDP ($ million) 20,262 23,237 24,624 26,953 26,898 28,329 

GDP Growth Rate (%) 9.7 4.4 3.3 4.5 5.6 4.8 

Per capita GDP 562.4 652.0 670.0 709.0 748.6 766.2 

Inflation Rate (%) Annualized 
Average 

6.5 9.9 23.5 14.3 6.8 5 

Interest Rate (%) Lending Rate 20.1 21.3 26.3 23.2 21.5 22.6 

No. of Months of Reserves 3.0 2.9 3.5 3.0 4 4 

Current Account Balance ($ 
million)  

-1,984.0 -2,219.0 -1,856.0 -2,363.0 -2,430.0 -2,187.0 

External Debt ($ millions) 2,904.9 3,067.3 3,742.9 4,339.5 5,103.1 7,299.5 

Total Revenue as % of GDP 13.6 11.2 11.5 11.9 13.6 13.1 

Source: Bank of Uganda, NDP II, Background to the Budget 2015/16, Vision 2040 and UBOS.  
 

As shown above, Uganda‘s economic growth rate reduced from a peak of 9.7% in 2010/11 to the 

current 4.8% mainly due to low growth in main productive sectors as a result of both internal and 
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external shocks (as shown by Fig. 3.1 below). Declining prices for coffee, tobacco and tea as well as 

political turmoil in South Sudan (that had emerged as key trading partner) and slow global growth 

negatively impacted on the economy. 

 

Fig. 3.1 Uganda’s recent economic growth trends 

 

The economy has however stayed steady and is projected to rise again to a growth rate of 5.5% in 

the coming FY 2017/18. The Central Bank and MoFPED have maintained a strong macroeconomic 

stance that has kept inflation low and lending rates in check. While it may not be possible to double 

the GDP growth rate, and thereby achieve the targeted GDP per capita of $1,033 by 2020, 

opportunities to increase production and growth remain. As shown in Fig. 3.2 below, increasing 

investments agro-processing and manufacturing as a proportion of industrialization are critical in 

transforming the economic narrative. Another opportunity is expediting oil and gas extraction and 

supporting the institutional framework to drive these processes in the medium term. 
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Fig. 3.2 Growth Trends within key sectors of the economy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Increasing access to agricultural credit; incentivizing the importation of critical manufacturing 

equipment and strengthening mechanisms that reduce the cost of doing business by working more 

closely with the private sector are pointed out in the NDP II as priority thrusts to drive growth. 

However, current allocations within the budget to support key sectors especially agriculture and 

trade are both below 5% of the national budget. This means that Government will continue to 

provide an enabling environment but rely on the private sector to drive production and growth. 

 

Challenges in realizing Uganda’s Vision 2040 

 

Vision 2040 identifies nine opportunities that Uganda possesses that it can harness to advance her 

economic development goals by 2040; oil and gas, tourism, minerals, ICT business, abundant labour 

force, geographical location and trade, water resources, industrialization, and agriculture. On the 

other hand, the fundamentals include: infrastructure (energy, transport, water, oil and gas and ICT); 

Science, Technology, Engineering and Innovation; land; urban development; human resource; and 

peace, security and defence. The Vision strategy is leaned on a market approach, which includes a 

mix of Government investments in strategic areas and private sector market driven actions. 

Government has committed to promote and encourage public-private partnerships in a rational 

manner, and invest in areas of strategic and national interest with potential to stimulate the 

establishment of secondary and tertiary industries. These industries require large amount of capital, 

have high risk and long turn-around time and thus less attractive to private sector. In addition, the 

Government will continue to pursue outward-oriented policies by encouraging foreign investments 
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and exports with high value addition, as well as pursuing sound macroeconomic policy and 

management. 

 

In 2010, the process of the elaboration of the first NDP identified seven most binding constraints to 

the realization of Uganda‘s development. These were: a weak public sector management and 

administration; inadequate financing and financial services; inadequacies in human resource 

capacity; inadequate physical infrastructure; gender stereotypes, mindsets and prohibitive cultural 

practices; a low application of science, technology and innovation; and inadequate supply and 

limited access to critical production inputs. The NDP 1 focused on a dual planning approach that 

supported public sector investments, while at the same time, attempting to address these 

constraints. As the transition was made to the second NDP in 2015, the country still continues to 

face a fragmented market; lean industrialization and under-developed infrastructure.  

 

Progress is being made in an attempt to unlock the binding constraints as identified in NDP 1, 

however these constraints remain and overcoming them is a gradual process. The table below 

shows interventions that are being made to ensure that they are overcame.  

Table 3.4 Interventions to overcome the most binding constraints identified under NDP 1 

Most Binding Constraints 

Identified under NDP -1 

Progress and Initiatives towards unlocking these 

constraints 

Weak public sector management 

and administration 

Transition to results-based financing (Performance Based 

Budgeting Tool) from the past Output Based Budgeting tool 

with a focus on accountability and value for money. 

Decentralization of the pay-roll and ensuring efficiencies using 

various Management Information System, as well as 

automation of the land registry, on-line services for tax 

services, visa application, among others. 

Inadequate financing and financial 

services 

More commercial banks, micro-finance institutions as well as 

Credit Savings and Cooperatives operational across the 

country. Various efforts to improve financial literacy and use of 

IT including mobile money services to improve financial 

services 

Inadequacies in human resource 

capacity 

Uganda became the first country in Sub-Saharan Africa to 

implement Universal Secondary Education in 2007. Expansion 

of the education sector with more focus on vocational skills 

development. Second Public Sector Capacity Building Program 
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finalized having supported training and re-tooling in public 

service. More training for public servants at the newly set-up 

Civil Service College in Jinja 

Inadequate physical infrastructure Expansion of the road network from 3,264 kilometers in 2011 

to 3,795 kilometers in 2013; expanding energy from 425 MW in 

2012 to 824 MW in 2016. 

Gender stereotypes, mindsets 

and prohibitive cultural practices 

Review of the National Gender Policy on-going as well as 

Gender based budgeting in a bid to promote gender equity and 

work with CSOs to beg pack prohibitive cultural practices like 

FGM
20

 

Low application of science, 

technology and innovation 

National efforts to support various innovations including 

extension of BPO
21

 services, technological research and 

mechanization of agriculture; increasing internet; e-tax and 

other Management Information Systems as well as the general 

tele-density to leverage opportunities provided by ICT in 

ensuring efficiency. 

Inadequate supply and limited 

access to critical production inputs 

Government implementing the Operation Wealth Creation 

providing farmer inputs to farmers 

 

3.3.2 ECONOMIC POLICIES TO PROMOTE ECONOMIC GROWTH AND SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT 

 

Industrial Policy 

In 2008, Uganda developed and passed an Industrial Policy and Strategy with seven priority areas 

which include: Institutional development; Public-Private-Partnership Enhancement; infrastructure 

development; deepening and widening the industrial base and making it internationally competitive, 

safe and sustainable; science, technology and innovation; financial industrial sector transformation; 

and, skills and human resource development. The Ministry of Trade Industry and Cooperatives with 

support from UNIDO and other development partners is now in the process of reviewing the 2008 

Industrial policy and strategy as the first phase. In the second phase a new policy 2018-2028 will be 

development along with a new strategy and plan. The trust for this process is strengthen processes 

to establish industrialization that transforms Uganda‘s production and consumption patterns, 

diversifies the economy and ensures a path towards structural transformation. 

 

                                                           
20 

Female Genital Mutilation 
21

 Business Process Outsourcing 
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Commercial Policies  

The investment code of 1991 shaped Uganda‘s competitive policy and a commercial law which 

established the Commercial Court in 1996. This court is devoted to hear and determine commercial 

disputes within its current jurisdiction. Uganda put in place a Financial Intelligence Authority to 

support banking and financial intermediation and counteract money laundering. The Uganda 

Investment Authority was also created in 1991 to promote and facilitate investment projects, provide 

serviced land and advocate for competitive business environment. Uganda has not finalize a 

competition policy but Cabinet approved The Consumer Protection and Competition Bill that was 

approved by Cabinet in November of 2015 and now before Parliament. 

 

Mining Policy 

Uganda is in the process of reviewing the Mining Policy of 2008 and its Act of 2003. This Act was to 

repeal and replace the mining act CAP 248 with a new legislation on mining and mineral 

development which conforms, and otherwise gives effect to the relevant provisions of the 

constitution; to vest the ownership and control of all minerals in Uganda in Government; to provide 

for the acquisition of mineral rights; and to provide for other related matters. 

 

Services Policy 

In 2008, the National Services Policy was reviewed with support of UNCTAD with an aim at 

broadening its focus to include: insurance, legal, accounting, construction and engineering services. 

It is envisioned that this review will enhance the performance of the service industry which is the 

leading contributor to GDP. 

 

Agriculture Policy 

Uganda in 2013 passed the National Agricultural Policy after reviews to the broader plan for 

modernization of agriculture (PMA) aimed at commercializing the sector. This has since provided an 

overarching policy framework for the passage of the National Fertilizer Policy in 2016. Other policies 

in the process of being finalized include the National Agricultural Extension Policy; National Seed 

Policy; National Policy for Plant and Genetic Resources; National Organic Agriculture Policy as well 

as the National Aquatic Policy among others. Other policies including the National Food and 

Nutrition (2003) and the Livestock Policy are being reviewed. The National Agricultural Extension 

policy was passed by Cabinet in 2016. 

 

Tourism Policy 

Uganda has a national tourism policy that was approved by Cabinet in 2015. It aims to enhance 

competitiveness of Uganda's tourism sector through effective marketing, promotion, research and 
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infrastructure development. The policy is aligned with Uganda's Vision 2040, the second National 

Development Plan, all of which prioritise tourism as a primary growth driver of Uganda's economy. 

Currently, Uganda's tourism earning is estimated at US$ 1.4bn annually, and the figure is estimated 

to rise to US$ 12bn in 2040, according to Uganda's Vision 2040.The policy will focus on the tourism 

sector to effectively contribute to national socio-economic transformation. The 2015 policy aims to 

"provide for effective regulation of the industry in order to guarantee quality and acceptable 

standards necessary for development of the tourism sector." 

 

Trade policy 

The National Trade policy which was passed in August 2007, and is now under review. It has been 

one is one of the instruments that can be used to generate and distribute incomes, and therefore can 

significantly contribute to poverty reduction. However, trade performance is only one of the many 

factors that determine trends in poverty levels.  

 

Science and Technology and Innovations Policy  

Government conducted comprehensive situation analyses of the status of Science, Technology and 

Innovation (STI) in Uganda as part of the process of revitalizing the STI sector. The Country STI 

Profile and other empirical studies established the sector requirements for effective development 

and contribution to the national economy. Several consultative stakeholders‘ forums were convened 

during financial year 2004/2005 to enrich the draft STI policy. Government adopted a National Policy 

in Science and Technological innovations in 2009.  

 

The Policy consolidates previous efforts and provides new strategic directions for sustainable 

development of the STI sector and the national economy at large. The Policy acts as a foundational 

platform for Uganda‘s transformation, and prioritizes strategic areas of action. It sets targets and 

defines organizational and management requirements for a fully operational national science, 

technology and innovation system. The policy will build Uganda‘s STI capacity in various aspects, 

especially in the area of technology generation, transfer and application. It will nurture STI as a 

productive sector; improve productivity in all economic sectors; and facilitate implementation of 

Uganda‘s regional and international obligations. 

 

Export Policy and strategy 

Government has put in place a National Export Development Strategy and the Buy Uganda Build 

Uganda policy to support Uganda‘s transition towards industrialization and export diversification as a 

panacea for the economy‘s structural transformation. 
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Water and Environment 

Uganda has in place various policy and legal frameworks aimed at environmental protection. These 

include the National Wetlands Policies 1995), Environmental Impact Assessment Resolutions 

(1998), the National Environment Management Policy(MLWE1994), the National Environment 

Statute(MLWE1995), the National Land Policy and National Land Use Policy, among others 

 

An assessment of the effectiveness of the sectoral policies 

 

Uganda’s recent economic growth success is not creating enough jobs to reduce youth 

unemployment, long-term unemployment and persons employed but vulnerable. 

Unemployment is still a risk to the sustainability of Uganda‘s economic growth and development. At 

29 % long term unemployment rate, implies that a reasonable fraction of Uganda‘s Labour force 

cannot participate in productive economic activities as of 2013
22

. The situation is worse for women 

than men as 32 % and 24 % of females and males in Uganda‘s Labour force respectively are 

categorized as being in long-term unemployment. Besides, over the period 2010 and 2013 youth 

unemployment rate averaged 7 %
23

.  

Fig. showing the trends in unemployment (both formal and informal) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: World Bank Doing Business Report 2015 

Given that Uganda‘s population is expected to explode to 130 million by 2050, unemployment is 

expected to worsen. This situation could be worse for young females with limited education and 

skills. Note that high youth unemployment rate accentuates income inequality and poverty, which are 

precursors for social and political instability thereby potentially dampening the sustainability of 

Uganda‘s recent economic growth success besides its long term economic growth and development 

outlook. The cause of the high level of unemployment is mainly because the economy is unable to 

                                                           
22http://data.worldbank.org/country/uganda 
23 http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.UEM.1524.ZS 
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produce sufficient jobs that match the current demand due to structural bottlenecks relating to the 

supply side of the economy. 

 

However, even amongst the employed, risks do exist especially with regard to the degree to which 

jobs are secure. For instance of all the male persons employed, 78 % of them are actually in part-

time employment
24

. Such employment is likely to constrain long term household planning and 

investment patterns thereby aggregately constraining economic growth and development.  

 

Furthermore, 72
25

 % of the employed persons are engaged in the agriculture sector. This increases 

the risk of income inequality increasing as growth in the agriculture sector has not been at the same 

pace as the manufacturing and service sectors that are indeed contributing a lion‘s share to 

Uganda‘s GDP. Besides, even in terms of abating poverty, the slow growth of the agriculture sector 

coupled with it employing 72 % of Uganda‘s economically active populations implies sluggish 

reduction of Uganda‘s poverty levels.  

 

Monetary sector 

 

Owing to the transformation of Uganda‘s economy and therefore the need to optimally respond to 

macroeconomic shocks, BoU reformed its macroeconomic policy framework by adopting Inflation 

Targeting in 2011. Inflation Targeting involves the BoU setting the CBR, which is typically a guide for 

the interbank 7-day interest rate. The CBR, which is publically announced and set ounce a month, 

signals BoU‘s policy stance in the near term. A higher (lower) CBR signals monetary policy 

tightening (expansion). The increasing, decreasing, or neutrality of the CBR is aimed at achieving a 

5 % core inflation rate. Below is a discussion of the performance of the monetary sector using 

inflation and CBR as indicators. Inflation has generally been subdued however, inflationary pressure 

is gaining momentum.  

 

Most recently other than the period between March 2011 and August 2012 where headline inflation 

was double digit and averaged 20 % owing to fiscal indiscipline attributed to election related 

spending
26

 inflation has since then bee generally subdued. Indeed both headline and core inflation 

averaged 5.1 % and 4.9 % over the period September 2012 to December 2015 respectively implying 

that inflation has been subdued (see figure 6). However, the recent success in subduing inflation is 

                                                           
24ibd 
25ibd 
26 http://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/news/Mutebile-lifts-lid-on-patronage-electoral-financing-in-
Uganda/2558-2523800-11glf15/index.html 
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on rocky grounds with annualized headline inflation and core inflation edging up to 9 % and 7 % 

respectively in December (see figure 6). The 9 % y-o-y headline inflation rate reported in December 

2015 is the highest headline inflation has been in Uganda since FY 2012/13. The recent rise in 

headline inflation is attributed to the rise in y-o-y food inflation, Electricity, Fuels, Utilities (EFU) 

inflation, and Core inflation that averaged 13 %, 8 % and 6 % respectively over the period July to 

December 2015. Besides the strong base effects due to low inflation in October 2014 and November 

2014, partly explain the high y-o-y headline inflation rate in October 2015 and November 2015.  

 

The recent rise in core inflation partly reflects exchange pass through effects because of the 

depreciation of the Uganda Shilling. This is especially so as imports contribute a significant share to 

the calculation of the CPI. As such high import prices introduce inflationary risks with a 0.4 to 0.5 

factor estimated to be the pass-through effect. Therefore, given the significant depreciation of the 

Uganda shilling against the dollar, the increase in core inflation pressure was apparent. Also, the 

strong-based effects due to low core inflation in October 2014 and November 2014 could partly 

account for the high core inflation rate in October 2015 and November 2015.  

 

Inflation is rather stable and single digit in the region. Over the period January 2014 to November 

2015, annualized headline inflation averaged 6.7 %, 2.2 % and 4.6 % in Kenya, Rwanda and 

Uganda respectively. In particularly Kenya, annualized headline inflation has been decreasing from 

6.97 % in November 2014. Indeed the 6.29 % annualized headline inflation rate reported for 

September 2015 is the lowest headline inflation has been in Kenya since November 2014. However, 

the headline inflation has been edging up reaching 6.31 % and 6.4 % in October 2015 and 

November 2015 respectively. In Rwanda however, while annualized headline inflation averaged 2.2 

% over the period January 2014 to November 2015, it is however creeping up reaching 4.7 in 

November with an average of 3.4 over the period July 2015 to November 2015. Otherwise, 

regionally inflation is relatively volatile in Uganda and relatively stable in both Kenya and Rwanda 

potentially affecting private sector investment in the former as compared to the latter. 

 

Recent monetary policy tightness is a policy reversal following a long period of monetary 

policy neutrality.  

Uganda has an annualized core inflation policy target of 5 % therefore any sustained pressure for 

core inflation to overshoot the 5 % policy target induces monetary policy tightness otherwise 

monetary policy would be neutral. Indeed, over the period September 2013 to November 2013 y-o-y 

core inflation averaged over 7 % as such the policy rate was maintained at 12 % (see figure 7). 

December 2013 witnessed a drop in y-o-y core inflation to 5.7 % this fell further to 3.3 % in May 

2014; consequently, the policy rate was reduced to 11.5 %. From June 2014 to March 2015, y-o-y 
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core inflation rate in Uganda averaged 3 %. The Central Bank consequently adopted a neutral 

monetary policy stance with the CBR stagnating at 11 %. However, owing to inflationary risks from 

April 2015 onwards where core inflation rose to 4 % the CBR was revised upwards to 12 %. From 

June 2015 onwards, y-o-y core inflation rose from 5 % to 7 % in October 2015. Consequently, the 

policy rate increased by 4 % points, from 13 % in June 2015 to 17 % in October 2015. The policy 

rate remained unchanged at 17 % for the months of November 2015 and December 2015. 

 

 The financial sector  

Uganda‘s financial sector has witnessed growth with the number of commercial banks increasing 

from 12 in 2007 to 25 as of 2016. Entry of new banks been by foreign owned banks with no new 

domestically owned banks coming on board other than the closure of National Bank of Commerce, 

which was owned by Ugandans.  Furthermore, while commercial banks have seen a growth in 

number, Uganda has failed to be an attractive destination for development banks. As is, other than, 

the Multinational development banks such African Development Bank and World Bank, Uganda has 

the East African Development Bank and Uganda Development both of which are under-capitalized 

to undertake financial developments of tangible impact in the country.  As such, the credit market 

has been dominated by commercial banks.  

 

Vibrant credit market 

The year-on-year (y-o-y) growth in credit averaged 26 %, 218 % and 15 % for domestic credit, 

central government credit and private sector credit over the period January 2014 to October 2015 

signaling robust growth (see figure 8). However, while the private sector credit growth has 

maintained its positive trajectory, both central government and overall domestic credit have taken up 

a southward growth path especially in Q1 of FY2015/16. Indeed, private sector credit grew by 23 %, 

24 % and 25 % in July, August and September respectively. Over the same period however, central 

government credit grew by 323 %, 7 % and 12 % in July, August and September respectively. The 

increasing (decreasing) growth in private sector (central government) credit is in the midst of 

decreasing growth in domestic credit. Decreasing government appetite for credit is suggestive of 

government preferring spending based on internally generated revenue as opposed to borrowing as 

the cost of domestic turns more costly.  Much as the 21 % growth in October of FY2015/16 is 4 % 

lower than its growth in September of FY2015/16, it still reflects robustness in private sector credit 

market in the midst of a weakening domestic credit market.  

 

Private sector credit growth is equally robust across sectors. Over the period December 

FY2012/13 to October FY2015/16, the y-o-y growth in private sector credit allocation to Agriculture, 

Mining and Quarrying, Manufacturing, Trade, Electricity and Water, Building Mortgage, Construction 
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and Real Estate and Personal loans and Household loans averaged 29 %, 33 %, 20 %,14 %, 16 % 

and 22 % respectively. The robust growth in private sector credit is more in trade and personal loans 

and household loans considering that they grew by 3 % and -8 % over the period August FY2012/13 

and August FY2013/14.  

 

Going into FY2015/16, personal loans and household loans remain robust averaging 22 % in the first 

quarter of FY2015/16 compared to 10 %, 20 %, 24 % and 30 % in Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 respectively 

of FY2014/15.This implies that household spending is expected to grow thereby potentially 

propagating aggregate demand growth. Furthermore, the y-o-y private sector credit growth in the 

Mining and Quarrying sector averaged 1651 % in FY2014/15 compared to -61 % in FY2013/14. 

Similarly, the y-o-y private sector credit growth in Electricity and Water sector averaged 330 % in 

FY2014/15 compared to -22 % in FY2013/14. The strong growth in the Mining and Quarrying sector 

and Electricity and Water sector is expected to continue in FY2015/16 as they average 1935 % and 

208 % y-o-y growth in Q1 of FY2015/16. The strong growth in credit to the two sectors further points 

to increased private sector investment and a potential increase in aggregate demand in the near 

term. The banking sector is relatively sound owing to the recent reduction in the Non-Performing 

Loans (NPLs) to the total loan portfolio, upward movement in the Return on equity and movement 

Northwards of the Return on Assets. 

 

Overall the fraction of NPLs to total loans is healthy averaging 4 % over the period Q3 

FY2009/10 and Q1 FY2015/16.  The fraction of NPLs to the total loan portfolio has three episodes, 

1) there was a period of sustained reduction in the fraction of NPLs from 3.7 % in Q3 FY2009/10 to 

1.6 % in Q4 of FY2010/11, a 2.1 % reduction; 2) between Q1 FY2011/12 and Q4 FY2013/14, the 

fraction NPLs to the total loan portfolio increased from 1.8 % to 6.2 %, a 4.4 % increase; and 3) 

another episode of reduction in the fraction of NPLs to the total loan portfolio was from 5.2 % Q1 of 

FY2014/15 to 4 % in Q1 of FY 2015/16 a 1.3 % reduction. 

 

The increase in the fraction of NPLs between Q1 FY2011/12 and Q4 FY2013/14 could be attributed 

to monetary policy tightening induced lending rate increase. Indeed, Q1 FY2011/12 coincided with 

an increase in lending rates from 20 % in June 2011 peaking at 28 % in March 2012 but remaining 

high till May 2013, at an average of 25 %. However, both periods of sustained reduction in NPLs to 

total loans were associated with lower lending rates. Indeed, the average lending rate between Q3 

FY2009/10 and Q4 of FY2010/11 was 20 % while that of Q1 FY2014/15 and Q1 FY 2015/16 was 22 

% 
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Banking sector signals high profitability with the Return on Equity (RoE) averaging 19 % over 

the period Q3 FY2009/10 and Q1 FY2015/16. RoE has two significant episodes, the increase in 

RoE from 16 % in Q3 FY2009/10 to 30 % in Q4 FY2011/12, a 14 % change in RoE (see figure 10). 

The significant increase on RoE could perhaps be explained by the increase in lending rates over 

the period Q3 FY2009/10 to Q4 FY2011/12, as lending rates increased from 20 % in January 2010 

to 27 % in June 2012, at an average of 22 %. The second episode saw RoE fall from 30 % in Q4 

FY2011/12 to 12 % in Q2 FY2012/13 and then picking up albeit sluggishly to 17 % in Q1 FY2015/16.  

 

In the midst increasingly healthy loan portfolios and return on assets, risk-weighted assets is 

an increasing fraction of the banking sector assets indeed, the ratio of Regulatory capital to 

risk-weighted assets is showing southward movement.  Regulatory capital to risk-weighted 

assets reduced from 23 in Q3 of FY2014/15 to 21 % in Q4 of FY 2014/15 and to 20 in Q1 of FY 

2015/16 (see figure 11). Even then, the increasing profitability of the banking sector could 

overshadow the risk associated with the increasing fraction of risk-weighted assets in the banking 

sector‘s total assets. 

 

In as much as the financial sector indicators show profitable industry, the cost of credit 

remains high. The high cost of credit as is reflected in the high interest rate spread which averages 

20 % over the period June 2011 to November 2015 (see figure 12). At an average 20 %, the spread 

between lending rates and deposit rates (WARD) is rather high by international standards. The 

inability of financial sector profitability to induce the southward movement of the cost of credit could 

be tied down to the high overhead-income ratio (see figure 13). From Q2 FY2014/15 to Q1 

FY2015/16, the overhead to income ratio has been northbound with two % average growth rate. The 

two % average growth rate of the overhead-income ratio in an environment of monetary policy 

tightness signals increasing cost of credit and perhaps persistence of a high lending interest rates. 

Furthermore, the high cost of credit could be signaling less competition in the banking industry. 

 

Risks to the financial sector          

 

The banking sector is characterized with three major risks in the medium term. These are:  

a) Monetary policy tightness risks increasing the cost of credit to both private and public 

sectors in the midst of a vibrant credit market. The recent monetary policy reversal from 

neutral to monetary policy tightness has witnessed an increase in interest rates. Specifically, 

monetary policy tightness has been followed by an increase in the lending rate (see figure 

14). As of June 2015, the lending rate was 22.1 however, by November it had increased by 

244 basis points. The 24.54 % lending rate in November 2015 the highest lending rates have 
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been since May 2013. While 24.54 % lending rate is not as high as the 27.6 % lending rate in 

May 2012, the fact that lending rates are edging up implies an additional cost to private 

investment and consumption and in doing so dampening aggregate demand and economic 

growth. Most importantly though monetary policy tightness is a threat to achieving NDP II 

average economic growth target of 6.5 % in the near term. As such, it is imperative that while 

the BOU attempts to achieve inflationary stability given the apparent inflationary pressure 

and depreciation of the Uganda shilling through increasing CBR it should as well be mindful 

of the potential risks to Uganda‘s economic growth in the near and medium term.  

 

b) Cost of government domestic borrowing is rather high. Owing to monetary policy 

tightness, the 91-days Treasury bill rate has increased from 12 % in June FY2014/15 to 17 

%, 19 % and 21 % in September, October and November of the FY2015/16 respectively. 

The increasingly higher cost of government borrowing especially on short-term credit induces 

government debt burden risks in the near term. Besides, the high cost of government 

borrowing could lead to fiscal policy tightening as government seeks to maintain a 

manageable debt stock, in doing so, aggregate demand could be dampened thereby 

depressing economic growth and Uganda‘s ability to hit the 6.5 % average NDP II economic 

growth target. 

 

c) The increasing cost of government domestic borrowing induces higher private sector 

cost of credit. Since investment in government paper is more secure than loan issuance to 

the private sector, it implies that financial institutions especially commercial banks can only 

lend to the private sector at a rate higher than that which accrues to government paper. In 

essence, with increasing government paper interest rates, lending rates on commercial bank 

loans can only go higher.  

 

d) Increased dollarization of private sector credit: While in February 2010, forex loans had 

22 % share of total credit to the private sector, it has increased gradually reaching 44 % in 

October 2015 (see figure 15). The choice of foreign currency denominated credit is 

associated with the need for borrowers to tap into lower costs as foreign currency 

denominated currencies attract lower levels of interest. With 44 % of private sector credit 

foreign currency denominated introduces foreign exchange exposure to banks and the risk of 

financial crisis if not well managed especially so when borrowers earn in Uganda shillings 

which has lost over 27 % of its value and yet they have to finance credit in foreign currency.  
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e) Apparent liquidity risk associated with potential National Social Security Fund (NSSF) 

and offshore clients: Both NSSF and offshore investors are big player in Uganda‘s banking 

sector implying any sudden withdrawal of any or both of plays from the banking sector could 

result in liquidity shortage. Indeed, BoU simulations indicate that a sudden withdrawal by 

NSSF and offshore investors could reduce the liquidity ratio from 43 % to 41 % and 37 % 

respectively. Note that the banking system would management to meet the 20 % threshold 

albeit for a few banks. 

f) Borrower concentration risks: Given that the largest borrowers are most likely to engage 

with systematic banks, any default could send massive shock waves to Uganda‘s financial 

system. As such there is an apparent need to enhance BoU supervision more so data 

capturing and ensuring effective compliance to loan evaluations.  

 

 Fiscal position seems stable and healthy 

 

  The overall fiscal deficit averaged 4.1  

While the fiscal deficit was 3.6 % in FY2010/11, Uganda‘s fiscal deficit has grown over time 

at an average of 11.9 over the period FY2010/11 to FY2015/16 and indeed it is expected to 

be 6.6 % in FY2015/16 as % of GDP, a 2 % increase from that of FY2014/15 (see figure 16). 

The growth in the fiscal deficit over the period 2010/11 to 2015/16 could be accounted for by 

the fiscal stimulus, which has seen expenditure grow at an average of 5.6 % of GDP. 

The fiscal expansion has been more towards development expenditure as government 

seeks to close Uganda’s infrastructure deficit.  

Indeed the gap between recurrent and development expenditure has reduced at an average 

of 4.9 % of GDP over the period FY2010/11 to FY2015/16, from 4.5 % of GDP in FY2010/11 

to 3.3 % of GDP in FY2015/16 (see figure 17). With regard to FY2015/16 the fiscal deficit 

growth is attributed to the growth in development expenditure which is expected to grow by 

24.3 %, from 7 % of GDP to 8.7 % of GDP. Specifically, externally financed projects are 

expected to increase from 2.6 % of GDP to 4.6 % of GDP, a 76.9 % growth. Furthermore, 

while the recurrent expenditure is to grow by -0.8 % in FY2015/16, the 30.3 % growth in 

interest payments offset the extent of the reduction in recurrent expenditure growth as both 

wages & salaries and non-wage expenditures are expected to grow by -8 % and -5.7 % 

respectively. 

 Growth in tax revenue is overshadowed by growth in the fiscal deficit.  

From figure 18, other than the FY2010/11 and FY2011/12 where the growth in tax revenue 

as a % of GDP (30.4 % and -18 % respectively) was higher than the growth in fiscal deficit 
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as a % of GDP (-11.3 % and -28.8 % respectively), overall the growth in fiscal deficit 

dominates the growth in tax revenue.  

 Growth in Uganda’s fiscal deficit is higher than that of Tanzania and Kenya.  

While Kenya and Tanzania are expected to experience -11.3 % and 43.8 % growth in the 

fiscal deficit in FY2015/16 respectively, Uganda‘s fiscal deficit will grow by 42.6 % (see figure 

19). However, over the period FY2010/11 to FY2015/16 Uganda‘s average fiscal deficit 

growth averages 11.9 % compared to 1.2 % and 8.7 % for Kenya and Tanzania respectively. 

Indeed, generally, Uganda‘s fiscal deficit is growing fastest when compared to that Kenya 

and Tanzania.  

Over the period FY2008/09 to FY2014/15, government interest payments have risen from 1 

% of GDP to 1.6 % of GDP respectively, a 60 % increase (see figure 21). The increase in 

interest payments could largely be attributed to increased use of domestic credit to finance 

government consumption. Indeed, over the period FY2008/09 to FY2014/15, domestic 

interest payments averaged 1 % of GDP while external interest payments average 0.2 % of 

GDP. 

Government spending is on the rise. Government expenditure as a % of GDP has been 

on a steady rise from 15.2 % of GDP in FY2011/12 to 17.3 % of GDP in FY2014/15 (see 

figure 22). In terms of growth, government spending has averaged 10.2 % over the period 

FY2011/12 to FY2014/15. However, the growth in government spending has been more 

towards developing spending as opposed to current spending.  

Growth in current spending has sustained sluggish growth since FY 2011/12. From FY 

2009/10 to FY 2014/15 growth in current spending reduced from 10.3 as % of GDP to 5.2 as 

a % of GDP respectively at an average of 2.6 % of GDP (see figure 20). The 2.6 % of GDP 

average growth in current expenditure could attributed to: 1) the contraction in current 

spending between FY 2011/12 and FY 2013/14 as it averaged -14 growth as a % of GDP; 

and 2 government increased prioritization of development spending. Efforts to fill the 

infrastructural gap has led development spending increasing from 4.8 % of GDP in FY 

2008/09 to 7 % of GDP in FY 2014/15 at an average 6.3 % of GDP. Indeed over the same 

period, development spending as a % of GDP averaged 7 % growth compared to 3 % growth 

in current spending.   

Government spending indicates interest in enhancing infrastructure and security.  

In the FY 2002/03 government spent 36.7 % of total spending on social affairs (education, 

health, housing and social protection), 13.2 % higher than its outlay on economic affairs 

(transport, agriculture and communication among others, see figure 23).  The discrepancy 

worsen in FY 2003/04 where social spending took up 37.3 % of total government outlay 

compared to 13.1 % allocation to the economic affairs sector. However, the situation has 
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since changed with the social sector attracting 28.7 % of the government outlay compared to 

the 26.9 % spending on the economic affairs sector, a 1.8 % discrepancy.   

The convergence in social and economic affairs outlays is partly attributed to 

increased government spending on transport infrastructure and energy with 

corresponding reduction in education and health sectors. For example, over the period 

FY 2002/03 and FY 2014/15, government outlay on transport increased systematically from 

8 % to 17.2 % of total government spending (see figure 24). While on education reduced 

from 20.1 % to 14.2 % of total government spending. While on the health sector reduced by 

almost half from 11 % to 6.8 % of total government spending. The increased spending on 

transport while reducing spending on social sectors signals a structural adjustment in which 

government considers eliminating transport infrastructure bottlenecks a mechanism of 

enhancing Uganda‘s economic development outcomes. 

However, while investments in transport and infrastructure and energy has increased lately, 

Uganda‘s economic growth is yet to benefit from such investments. This could perhaps 

signal that the transport infrastructure and energy deficit is still large implying the country is 

yet to achieve a critical mass of transport and energy infrastructure necessary to propagate 

robust economic growth. Indeed, a number of major road and energy infrastructure projects 

are yet to be completed for example, the construction of 1,673.2 MW of Hydro power 

projects are on-going that is Karuma (600MW), Isimba (183MW), Ayago (840MW), Muzizi 

(44.7 MW) and Nyagak 111 (5.5MW)
27

 while 1,143 Kilometers of new roads are being 

upgraded to tarmac while 1,006 Kilometers of roads are under refurbishment
28

. Equally, a 

new 6-kilometer River Nile bridge is being constructed in Jinja
29

. It is expected that upon the 

completion of the current road and energy infrastructure projects Uganda could embark of a 

robust economic growth path. 

Government spending allocation signals the need to maintain peace.  

Government spending on security and public order & safety has averaged 12 % and 6.9 % of 

total government spending respectively over the period FY 2002/03 to FY 2014/15 (see 

figure 25). Over the same period however, government direct spending on health and 

agriculture sectors has averaged 5.9 % and 4 % of the total government spending 

respectively. While spending for purposes of maintaining peace and tranquility, spending on 

defence is in line with the security strategy of the country – most of which lies under 

classified information. Nonetheless there is now a process in Parliament to understand the 

details of this classification to ensure efficiencies in that respect.  

                                                           
27

http://uegcl.com/uegcl-brochure/ 
28

https://www.unra.go.ug/index.php/projects/ongoing 
29

https://www.unra.go.ug/index.php/projects/ongoing 
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 Recent depreciation of the shilling has not rallied export of goods yet.  

 

Exports of goods remained largely depressed amidst Ugandan goods being cheaper by 

virtue of the Uganda Shilling loosing value. For instance in the FY2013/14 and FY2014/15, 

m-o-m export growth averaged -2 % and 1 % respectively. Furthermore, figure (26) shows 

that the export of goods earnings remained depressed into FY2015/16 in the months of July 

2015 to October 2015. Specifically, the m-o-m % change in export earnings over the period 

July to October FY2015/16 has averaged -4.3 %. The traditional exports that is Coffee, Tea, 

and Cotton exports are all southbound post June 2015. This could be partly suggestive of 

supply side inefficiencies that make Uganda‘s exports supply inelastic besides the 

weakening global demand for commodities.  

  

The current account deficit has reduced from 9.1 % of GDP in FY 2009/10 to 8 % of GDP in 

FY 2015/16(see figure 27). The current account deficit persists partly because of the 

government appetite for infrastructure and energy related projects alluded to earlier in 

chapter Besides the supply side, inefficiencies have affected the growth of the exports even 

in the midst of a depreciating shilling. 

 Challenges faced in the implementation of economic policies 

 

 The weak external environment continues to perpetuate a bloody-nosed shilling 

Between July 2014 and June 2015, the Shilling lost 21.5 % of its value against the US Dollar 

(see figure 28). The depreciation of the Uganda shilling persisted into Q1 of FY2015/16 albeit 

slowly at 8.2 %.  The depreciation of the Uganda Shilling is closely associated with external 

and domestic shocks. External shocks include: the strengthened USA economy and 

monetary policy tightening in the USA which diverts financial flows into as opposed to 

outside the USA thus hurting economies such as Uganda; depressed global economic 

growth characterized by the slowing Chinese economic growth rate which has weakened 

commodity prices thus compromising forex earnings into Uganda; divergent monetary 

policies in the development economies thereby sending mixed signals to markets which 

compromises the propagation of robust global economic growth.  

 

Domestic shocks include: 1) uncertainty arising from the 2016 general elections; 2) widening 

fiscal account imbalances as a result of persistent fiscal expansion with tax to GDP ratio 

largely inelastic; 3) speculation from banks; 4) increasing and persistent high current account 

arising from the high import bill to support Uganda‘s construction boom and increasing 
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demand for raw materials and capital goods by manufacturing firms; 5) slow structure 

transformation especially the movement of labor from less productive agriculture sector to 

the more productive industrial and service sectors which has compromised Uganda‘s export 

potential; and 6) delay in granting regulatory approvals to development plans in the oil sector 

which has compromised the flow of oil-related investment into Uganda. 

 Domestic shocks drive the shilling depreciation more than do external shocks. 

Disaggregating external shocks from domestic shocks, generally over the period 2011 to 

2015, domestic shocks have dominated external shocks in accounting for the shilling 

depreciation (see figure (29). This perhaps suggests addressing the weakening shilling 

perhaps lies in strengthening Uganda‘s economy more so as regarding addressing the 

persistent fiscal and current account imbalances as that where government can easily have 

a direct policy effect. In the long-term government, policy should target structural constraints 

that inhibit Labour reallocation from the agricultural sector to the more productive industrial 

and service sectors with the ultimate objective of enhancing productivity growth, which in 

some ways could propel Uganda‘s export potential.  

Unfortunately, speculative behavior is typical in the foreign exchange market that coupled 

with Uganda running an open capital account policy and a floating exchange rate regime 

rather keeps the government‘s hands tied policy wise. One potential solution of dealing with 

speculative attacks in the foreign exchange market could be fixing the exchange rate or 

introducing restrictions in the capital account however, such a policy reversal could be 

debilitating.  

BoU stemming exchange rate volatility. With the open current account and floating 

exchange rate regime, BoU policy option has been to intervene in the foreign exchange rate 

market with the rationale of smoothening exchange rate movements to abate exchange rate 

volatility as opposed to leaning against the wind. Indeed, this BoU intervention has been 

successful in abating exchange rate volatility. BoU‘s intervention could have been much 

more effective had Uganda‘s international reserves been sufficiently higher. However, given 

that the BoU has to purchase international reserves from the domestic market, it has a limit 

to which it can extend its arm given the widening current account imbalance.  

 

3.3.3 MEASURES TO ADDRESS CHALLENGES IN IMPLEMENTATION INCLUDING M&E  

 

The Government has developed the National Policy on Public Sector Monitoring and 

Evaluation (NM&E). This policy was approved by Cabinet in 2013 and provides a framework 

for strengthening the coverage, quality and utility of the assessment of public policies and 

investments. The policy‘s focus is to ―improve the performance of the public sector through 
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strengthening of an operational, coordinated, and cost effective production and use of 

objective information on implementation and results of national strategies, policies, 

programmes and projects. 

 

According to the mandates of institutions within this policy, the Office of the Prime Minister 

undertakes the M&E function of all government programs while the National Planning 

Authority undertakes the M&E of the implementation of the National Development Plan. All 

MDAs are supported to conduct monitoring at sector level and commission evaluations in 

consultations with both OPM and NPA. Further capacity is being built at the district level to 

review and appraise the performance of their own District Development Plans. Government 

recognizes that districts lack the requisite capacity to carry out M&E functions and hence a 

need to create M&E units (preferably within the Planning Units) at the district and urban 

council levels. 

 

Use of M&E recommendations in policy formulation and reforms 

The concept of M&E in public sector and its contribution in informing decisions and improving 

performance has not yet been fully appreciated and taken advantage of.  Uganda has 

established an Evaluation Society, which is aiming at driving this process with a focus on 

pushing reporting ahead of output based reporting and towards assessments of outcomes 

and impact. 

 

The slow implementation of M&E in Government has led to poor implementation of projects 

and programmes and is one of the main reasons for the increasing hemorrhage of public 

resources and poor accountability. 

 

 

3.3.5 EXTENT OF THE IMPACT OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ECONOMICS SHOCKS 

 

Over the review period, Uganda has experienced both internal and external shocks that have 

affected mainly food and oil prices Oil prices have been declining and have impacted on the 

economy positively. The internal shocks have included the following: 

i. Uganda has over the years been affected by adverse weather patterns linked to climate 

change. In 2011, a prolonged drought across the horn of Africa, and extending to Uganda, 

affected food production and caused food shortages and consequent high prices as demand 

outstripped supply.  
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ii. The above events were exacerbated by inflation due to excessive liquidity arising electoral 

financing during the 2011 general elections.  

iii. Inflation because of deteriorating exchange rate of the shilling that generally affected the 

standard of living of Ugandans. For instance, between July 2014 and June 2015, the shilling 

lost 21.5% of its value against USD.  

 

External shocks were as a result of several factors. 

i. In 2007, the post-election violence in Kenya created substantive disruptions to the economy 

mainly due to halted flow of imports from Mombasa. The consequent effects of this violence 

slowed economic growth through East Africa estimated by 1.5% of GDP in 2008/2009. 

During this period, oil prices skyrocketed to Ushs. 4000 per liter of petrol and even higher 

upcountry. The increase in fuel prices ripples through other price levels for various 

commodities and services like public and private transport. This development increased the 

volatility of the foreign exchange and the shilling depreciated. 

ii. At the beginning of 2008, there was a global economic and financial crisis that threatened 

the export market for Uganda. The downturn affected investments of key corporations linked 

to the Ugandan economy. However, this did not have significant impact overall on the 

economy as Uganda‘s major trading partners were within the region. 

iii. At a point when Uganda had begun to enjoy relatively high terms of trade with South Sudan, 

the resumption of the war in December 2013, caused an unexpected shock which affected 

revenues to the tune of about $500m annually. This resumption of conflict put a substantial 

number of traders out of business (especially in fresh perishables).  

The extent of these shocks are reflected in the performance of indicators as reflected in the table 

below. 

Table showing Trends in Terms of Trade and other Trade related Indicators. 

Indicator 2008/9 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 

Terms of Trade ($m) -108 -114.4 -121.9 -111.6 -106.9 -114.6 

Change in net foreign assets (shs. 

Trillion) 

5.216 6.171 6.312 8.455 8.51 8.62 

Changes in inflation rates (%) 12.05 13.1 13.97 18.6 14.1 5.4 

Changes in economic growth rate  8.7 7.2 5.1 6.6 4.4 4.2 

Foreign exchange reserves and 

degrees of dependence (US$) 

4,377 5,045 5,445 5,361 6,536 7,552 

Value of remittance US $m 1,286.8 1,192.3 1,362.1 1,475.5 1,305.7 1,444.1 

Source: Combined reporting from MoFPED, EPRC and Computations from AID Data 
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Emerging issues 

 

The recent slow growth of Uganda’s economy signals an economy struggling to boost 

productivity. While growth in the decade before FY2010/11 averaged over 7 %, this was followed 

by dampened growth averaging over the period 2010/11 to 2013/14. While growth hit the 5 % in FY 

2014/15, for a developing economy like Uganda growth should be in double digits. However, 

attaining a double-digit growth rate may require productivity enhancement. Productivity 

enhancement could among others involve the transition of labour from the less productive agriculture 

sector to the more productive industrial and service sectors. Besides better utilization of land as a 

factor input could go a long way in complimenting the transition of labour from agriculture to 

industrial and service sectors. 

 

Domestic shocks seemingly drive the shilling depreciation more than do foreign shocks. 

Strengthening Uganda‘s economy in the near and medium term perhaps lies with addressing the 

persistent fiscal and current account imbalances as that is where government can easily have a 

direct policy effect. In long term, government effort ought to target the productivity enhancement 

through for example enabling the reallocation of labour from the low productive agriculture sector to 

the more productive industrial and service sectors. Furthermore, effort ought to be exerted on 

making sure that public services are productivity enhancing so that both labour and capital can 

benefit from public services.  

 

Increased government borrowing from the domestic market is at the cost of crowding out 

private sector credit. While the increased government borrowing from the domestic credit market 

signals that the market has come of age; on the contrary given the confidence that commercial 

banks have in government paper, therefore the rate at which government borrows turns out to be the 

benchmark rate at which the private sector borrows. Under such circumstances, the effect the CBR 

as a signal of the benchmark rate is weakened as lending institutions substitute it with the 

government borrowing rate. In doing so, the cost of credit to the private sector is rendered high thus 

disincentivising the private sector from leveraging the domestic credit market.  

 

Oil, gas, and the recent discoveries of phosphate and iron ore offer a window of hope. While 

oil and gas, phosphate and iron ore have opened up a fresh air of hope regarding Uganda new 

growth avenues, these can only prop up Uganda‘s economy if carefully exploited. The exploitation of 

these resources ought to be undertaken bearing in mind the risks associated with the potential 

propagation of high government consumption leading to wastage; and public investments that fuel 

bureaucratic and grand corruption as opposed to offering the needed public services. As such 
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unless institutions are well designed to harness these resources optimally, they could as well turnout 

as a missed opportunity.  

 

Low value addition in the agriculture sector incapacitating industrial growth. Uganda‘s 

structural transformation involved the switch from agriculture to service sector as the dominant 

sector of the economy. This is as opposed to the typical transition from agriculture to industry with 

the service sector growing as a lubricant for the industrial sector. However, the inability to link 

agriculture to industry through value addition has incapacitated the Uganda‘s ability to propagate 

industrial growth worse still constrained the employment creation in the industrial sector. As such for 

starters, correcting the anomaly in Uganda‘s economic transformation by having a dominant 

industrial sector as opposed to the service sector might benefit from linking the agriculture sector to 

the industrial sector through value addition.   

 

3.3.6 MAJOR DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE ENERGY, SERVICES, 

TRANSPORT, COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE  

 

After 2007, Uganda concluded the second phase of her Poverty Eradication Action Programme 

(PEAP). The evolution of this programme conducted in 2008, noted that the Country could 

implement a dual approach that included both poverty reducing and development investments. As 

such, the successor NDP 1 provided for investments in energy, road, services and communications 

infrastructure. These have since become Uganda‘s flagship projects. 

 

Energy 

In a bid to curb electricity black outs that sometimes-lasted 12 to 24 hours daily, the government of 

Uganda undertook an ambitious plan to exploit Uganda‘s hydropower potential. To that end below 

are some of the key projects energy generating projects that are being undertaken by the 

Government:  

 

Commissioned and Completed Power Projects since 2017 

Name of  Energy Project Date of 
Commissionin
g 

Expected Date 
of Completion 

Mega Watts 
Generation 
Capacity 

Cost  

Bujagali Hydropower project 2007 2012 250MW US$ 862m 

Karuma Hydropower Project 2013 2018 600MW US$ 1.3bn 

Isimba Hydro power dam 
project 

2013 2016 183MW US$ 589.5m 

Ayago Hydropower project 2020 TBD 840 MW US $ 1.97bn 

Musizi Hydro power project 2019 TBD 44.7MW US €70m 

Nyagak III Hydropower 2015 2018 5.5MW US$ 14.5m 
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project 

Sources: Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development, 2016 

 

In addition to the above, Uganda has also explored the utilization of other energy sources mainly to 

support her industries and meet the high demand for energy mainly by the private sector. These 

include solar energy in partnership with GIZ; thermal, wind and nuclear are all being explored as 

potential options under the NDP implementation. 

 

Transport  

The Government of Uganda is committed to improving all aspects of transport as a basis to improve 

the movement of goods and services across the country and linking Uganda with the region. This 

has included construction and repair of highways and strategic roads; the Standard Gauge Railway 

Project; as well as expansion of Entebbe International Airport to boost air transport; and 

modernization of ferries on major water bodies to improve water transport. The table below show the 

allocations to various sectors illustrating increase in the share to works and transport in the recent 

years. 

Table showing various allocations to the sectors showing the prominence of the Work Budget 

SECTORS (years and 
millions) 

2008/9 2009/1
0 

2010/1
1 

2011/1
2 

2012/1
3 

2013/1
4 

2014/1
5 

2015/1
6 

2016/17 

Accountability 417.6 461.8 492.0 543.6 580.1 698.8 1,188.5 1,005.5 962.1 

Justice, Law And Order 280.4 359.5 532.1 531.6 537.6 625.7 807.6 1,051.3 1,103.6 

Legislature 112.6 121.8 162.8 162.8 235.4 237.6 331.9 371.3 470.0 

Public  Administration 136.2 217.2 301.5 162.8 238.8 398.3 554.8 757.7 532.3 

Public Sector Management 535.4 706 834.8 986.2 1,044.6 1,093.9 1,191.0 948.1 1,273.6 

Security 477.2 487.7 649.2 837.4 945.1 1,140.0 1,159.3 1,636.1 1,578.4 

Agriculture 223.2 310.7 365.5 434.0 378.9 435.8 473.7 480.0 823.4 

Lands, Housing And Urban 
Development 

12.2 20.3 23.6 32.4 26.1 30.0 96.6 164.8 147.0 

Education 899.3 1079.6 1,242.7 1,416.3 1,592.5 2,006.7 2,026.6 2,029.1 2,447.5 

Heath 628.5 735.7 660.0 799.1 852.2 1,101.7 1,281.1 1,270.8 1,827.3 

Social Development 24.1 32.4 31.9 50.5 58.0 44.4 71.3 90.2 192.8 

Water And Environment 150.2 172.2 250.2 271.3 354.1 383.5 420.5 547.3 689.6 

Energy And Mineral 
Development 

461.3 698.9 1,391.3 1,320.0 1,481.8 1,675.7 1,829.4 2,826.4 2,377.2 

Information And 
Communication Technology 

6.5 9.5 12.2 12.1 15.5 15.4 17.0 66.7 55.4 

Tourism 0 0 2.1 12.4 12.3 13.2 12.2 30.8 28.7 

Trade And Industry 30.9 47.8 47.2 40.4 60.2 41.6 45.6 50.4 75.1 

Work And Transport 1,083.7
0 

1214.8 1,038.1 826.4 1,650.8 2,081.7 2,389.4 3,328.8 3,823.8 

TOTAL (millions) 
5,479 6,676 8,037 8,439 10,064 12,024 13,897 16,655 18,408 

Source: Budget Framework Papers since 2008 MoFPED (2016/17) 
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i.  Road Transport  

Uganda‘s road network has been improved over the last decade with prioritization of highways 

(especially the EAC Northern Corridor) and the connectivity to South Sudan. This has been under the 

EAC infrastructure development framework to which Uganda is a key player. In addition, Government 

has prioritized the expansion and construction of strategic roads including: the expansion of the 

northern by-pass in Kampala to make it dual carriage as well as the construction of the Entebbe 

Express highway among others. The table shows some of the major roads that have been paved, 

expanded over the last decade. 

Table 3.6 Finalized Road Construction Works since 2007 

Road Project  Kms 

Kampala Entebbe Express Highway 51km 

Expansion of Northern By-pass 21km 

Kampala- Masaka- Mbarara Highway 238km 

Ntungamo – Katuna Boarder post  55km 

Fortportal – Bundibugyo Lamia  103km 

Soroti- Dokolo- Lira Road 123km 

Mbale Soroti Road 102km 

Kabale Kisoro Bunagana Road 100km 

Jinja Bugiri Road 72km 

Matugga Semuto Kapeeka 42km 

Gulu Atiak Nimule Road 109km 

Nakapiripirit Moroto Road 93.3km 

Kawempe Kafu Kiryandongo 208km 

Lira-Kamdini-Karuma 88km 

Nakasongola Loop 25km 

Mbarara-Ishanyu-Bwizibwera 83km 

Accident black spot-Kampala-Jinja road 15km 

Kazo-Kamwenge  75km 

Nyakahita-Kazo 68km 

Kawempe-Luwero-Kafu 166km 

Mbarara-Kigagati-Murongo 75km 

Malaba-Busia-Bugiri 82km 

Busega-Mityana 57km 

Kampala-Gayaza-Ziroobwe 44km 

Kampala-Mukono 23km 
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Masaka-Kyotera 48km 

Source: UNRA 2016 

 

Much as there has been an increase in the proportion of paved roads, district and community access 

roads which are approximately 32,000 km and 85,000 km respectively experience large disparities. 

This could partly be accounted for by: 1) climatic vagaries and geo-physical conditions that make 

road maintenance expensive; 2) low level of government budgetary allocation towards road 

maintenance; 3) capacity constraints at the local government as this has constrained proper use of 

the road construction and maintenance equipment supplied by government; and 4) shifting 

government policy on road maintenance.  

 

Railways 

Uganda‘s railway network was set-up by the colonial government as part of the East African 

Railways. Decades of political instability and under investment in this network has left most of it in 

waste. In an attempt to rejuvenate the railways sub-sector, Government privatized the Uganda 

Railways Corporation. One of the connections between NDP1 and NDP11 is the SGR project in 

Uganda. The SGR was conceived in June 2013 during the first infrastructure summit of the 

Presidents of Kenya, Rwanda and Uganda with the SGR Protocol being effectively signed in May 

2014 by Kenya, Rwanda, South Sudan and Uganda. The SGR is a commitment by the Governments 

of Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda and South Sudan within the framework of NCIP regional initiative. The 

SGR will run from Mombasa in Kenya to Kampala in Uganda and connect to Kigali in Rwanda via 

Ntungamo District in South Western Uganda. The line will then connect to South Sudan through 

Nimule in Northern Uganda and equally connect to the DRC via Kasese District in Western Uganda 

and Arua District in North Western Uganda.  

 

The SGR is expected to be a modern, high-capacity railway system that is efficient, reliable, safe 

and affordable for both freight and passengers. The specific objectives of the line are: 1) expediting 

economic growth and development of the Parties by reducing the cost of doing business and 

increase the region's competitiveness; 2) enhancing spatial development along the SGR corridor; 3) 

enhancing efficient and cost effective movement of freight and passengers in the region to 

accelerate trade and services; and 4) sustaining development of other transport infrastructure and 

adopt new technologies to enhance economic development. 

 

The expected economic benefits of the SGR are: 1) reduced cost of transport in the region making it 

an attractive investment destination; 2) reduced cost of doing business and enhanced regional 

competitiveness; 3) accelerated industrialization through easier and cheaper transport to world 
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markets; 4) enhanced environmental protection through reduced carbon emission; 5) reduced wear 

and tear on the roads leading to reduced maintenance cost; 6) enhanced freight security; 7) 

development and growth of cities and towns along the SGR route; and 8) harnessed local potential 

in agriculture, mining, oil and gas, tourism, trade and industry.  

 

 

Air Transport  

Under air transport Uganda is cognizant of the unique geographical advantage of Entebbe Airport as 

evidenced from the rise in number of connecting flights to the rest of the world. This expansion of the 

air traffic has helped to increase the volume of transactions and travel activity at Entebbe Airport.  

This is important for increase trade for Uganda within the region and the rest of the world. Uganda is 

now planning to rejuvenate the defunct Uganda Airlines. However, a negative development was the 

disinvestment of Air Uganda in 2014.  

 

Water Transport 

Water bodies cover 20% of Uganda‘s surface are. And as such, transport on the Lake Victoria has 

increase to support movement of cargo from the neighboring Kenya and Tanzania. To improve 

transport between the islands and mainland areas, Government has invested in modern ferries to 

support this sector- like which ones. In addition, there have been other ferries including on Lake 

Bisina connecting the districts of Kumi and Katakwi as well as in Adjumani and Apac; new MV Lake 

Kyoga ferry on the Namasale route across Lake Kyoga to Zengebe; the Panyimur-Wanseko ferry on 

the Albert Nile connecting the districts of Buliisa and Nebbi districts among others. What is the 

remaining potential for water transport? Talk about Bukasa Terminal and potential for tourism boats. 

There is also the problem of the Kariba weed on Lake Albert pending action by the government. 

 

Services  

The services sector is the largest contributor to Uganda‘s GDP and comprises financial services, 

insurance, wholesale and retail trade including repairs; hotels and restaurants, transport and 

communication, real estate activities, education and health among others. 

 

Financial Services  

Uganda‘s financial services sector has expanded since 2007 following the policy of liberalization. 

The number of commercial banks has since increased from 12 to 24 in 2016. Uganda also 

established a Securities Exchange market and put in place the Capital Markets Authority to regulate 

the financial services sector. Since 2007, the country has realized the entry of new international 

banks that have included among others: 
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i. ABC Capital Bank Limited 

ii. Bank of Africa  

iii. Bank of India 

iv. Citi Bank 

v. Imperial Bank  

vi. Eco Bank 

vii. Equity Bank 

viii. Kenya Commercial Bank 

 

Banks in Uganda are facing a steep competition from both the growth in the industry and new 

developments such as mobile money introduced by MTN Uganda Limited and Warid Telecom (later 

taken over by Airtel Uganda Ltd) as well other service providers. This competition is forcing the 

banks to form strategic alliances with telecom companies to achieve win-win situation in this 

innovation. In 2015, Uganda passed the Financial Services Act (check for the right name of the Act) 

aimed at regulating the performance of the sector. This is being in part due to the emergency of new 

financial intermediaries including Saving, Credit Associations (SACCOs) and Micro Finance 

Institutions (MFIs). Recent proposals (including the retirement benefits liberalization bill) to liberalize 

the pension sector are poised to increase the competition in the pension sector and to mobilize more 

savings which in turn would boost long-term development financing in the country. This may have 

the effect of reducing the current high cost of money, which has been a major impediment towards 

private sector borrowing.  

 

Insurance Regulatory Authority of Uganda (IRAU) is a government agency mandated to "ensure 

the effective administration, supervision, regulation and control of the business of Insurance in 

Uganda". In July 2014, IRAU directed every insurer in the country to form separate companies 

dealing in life business (life policies, annuities, etc.) and general business (liability, automobile, 

general risk, etc.). The objective was to prevent a downturn in one type of business from spreading 

risk across the entire industry. In addition, foreign insurance companies were instructed to have no 

more than two non-Ugandans in their top management, with one of the top two being Ugandan. That 

same regulation also required at least half the members of the board of directors of each insurance 

company to reside inside Uganda. These measures were aimed at encouraging the development of 

local talent and capacity building within the industry. Businesses were given until 1 January 2015 to 

comply. 

 

In a low developed country like Uganda, financial exclusion is a challenge in the financial sector as 

too many people remain excluded from formal financial services. The uptake of informal insurance is 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uganda
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growing at a faster rate than that of formal insurance that can be accessed through licensed 

insurance companies. For this reason, the Authority prioritized access to insurance services as an 

important aspect of market development. It is envisaged that increased access to insurance would 

be achieved through micro insurance. Micro insurance is the protection of low-income people 

against specific perils in exchange for regular premium payments proportionate to the likelihood and 

cost of the risk involved. It forms part of the broader insurance market, distinguished by its particular 

focus on the low-income market, which translates into distinct means of product design and 

distribution. 

 

The banking industry in Uganda remains resilient to shocks with adequate capital and liquidity 

buffers. The key Financial Soundness Indicators show that banks performance improved in the year 

to December 2015, compared to 2014.The Ratio of Tier 1 capital held by Commercial banks was 

18.6 %in2015, well above the regulatory minimum of 8 %. Annual net after tax profits increased by 

11.5 % USh.541.2 billion between December 2014 and December 2015. 

 

However, asset quality deteriorated with the ratio of non-performing loans (NPLs) to total gross loans 

rising from 4.1 % to 5.3%between December 2014 and December 2015. The banking sector has 

adequate capital to absorb losses. During 2015, Bank of Uganda instituted several regulatory 

reforms aimed at improving the soundness of the financial system. The Financial Institutions Act 

2004 was amended in January 2016 and included Agent Banking, Islamic Banking, bank insurance, 

the revision of capital requirements and the reform of the Deposit Protection Fund (DPF).  

 

Bank of Uganda has put in place initiatives to implement these reforms in 2016. These include 

implementation of the Capital Conservation Buffer will be expedited in order to further strengthen 

bank soundness. The DPF for Commercial Banks, Credit Institutions and for the Microfinance 

Deposit-taking Institutions will be merged into a single Fund, which shall be a separate legal entity 

from the Central Bank. Metropol (U) Ltd was licensed in November, 2015 as the second Credit 

Reference Bureau in Uganda, which is expected to further improve loan quality. 

 

Uganda Development Bank has re-organized and repositioned itself to play a larger and more visible 

role in Uganda's development finance. It has developed a medium-term recapitalization plan (2013-

2017) that will increase shareholder's equity from the current UGX: 100 billion (US$40 million), to 

UGX: 500 billion (US$200 million). 

 

Tourism 
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Uganda Tourism Board made giant strides for our country, the Pearl of Africa; Uganda has refined 

marketing strategy. In 2016, for the first time in Uganda's history, the country hired three firms to 

market the Pearl of Africa in United States, United Kingdom and Germany. These firms are 

devotedly operational under our vigilant supervision. Uganda is increasingly receiving continued 

coverage worth millions of dollars in leading media houses in these markets. From such intervention, 

it is projected that the number of tourists from will increase to 1.1 million in 2017 alone. 

 

Domestic tourism is also being emphasized, Events such Tulambule (the local word in Luganda 

language for ‗let us visit) are being carried out to boost local tourism. The target is reach 15 million 

domestic tourist visits annually by 2020. and others. The Ministry for Tourism Wildlife and Antiquities 

continues to encourage the private sector entities engaged the tourism support work to design such 

initiatives that will encourage more Ugandans to explore Uganda. 

 

For the first time in Africa, Uganda hosted Africa's first ever birding expo at the Botanical Gardens 

Entebbe. This exposed Uganda as the world's premium birders' destination, boasting of 50 per 

cent of Africa's bird species and 10 per cent of the world's species. This expo will continue to grow 

and be Africa and Uganda's signature birding event. 

 

Communication 
 

Uganda established the Uganda Communications Commission which is mandated to consolidate 

and harmonize the Uganda Communications Act and the Electronic Media Act; to dissolve the 

Uganda Communication Commission and the Broadcasting Council and reconstitute them as one 

body known as the Uganda Communications Commission; and to provide for related matters. 

Uganda also instituted a new line ministry of ICT that incorporates all aspects of Information and 

Communication Technology in provision of public services. The purpose was to ensure gradual 

transition into e-government and leverage the innovation and efficiencies that ICT brings to public 

service delivery. 

 

As part of this process, Uganda embarked on the National Data Transmission Backbone 

Infrastructure and e-Government Infrastructure (NBI/EGI) project. The project was conceived in 

2006 was estimated to cost US 106 million. NBI project consists of:  1) 1536.39 km of optical fibre 

cable across Uganda with the aim of building the National Data Transmission Backbone; and 2) 

optical fibre connections to connect Uganda to Kenya via Busia/Malaba, Uganda to Rwanda via 

Katuna and Uganda to South Sudan via Nimule. In the medium term, connectivity will be extended 

to 50 MDAs, 5 Municipal Councils and 4 Public Universities through the NBI and 130 MDAs are 
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expected to receive Internet Bandwidth. Furthermore, connectivity is expected to be extended to 

the towns of Masaka, Mutukula, Mbarara, Kabale and the Katuna Border Post.  

 

Overall, the communications sector in Uganda has shown persistent growth. For example, the 

number of mobile phone subscribers increased from 10,375,220 in 2009/10 to 21,910,948 in 

2014/15, a 111.2 % increase. While fixed phone subscription increased by 41.3 % over the period 

2009/10 to 2014/15 from 265,890 to 375,689. Similarly, over the same period the national tele-

density increased from 33.5 % to 63.9 %, a 90.7 % increase. This implies that for every 100 persons 

living in an area the number of persons on telephone connections has increased by close to100 % 

over the period FY 2009/10 to FY2014/15. Similarly, internet usage has increased from 5,700,000 in 

June 2012 to 8,531,081 in June 2014, approximately a 50 % increase in internet usage. The robust 

increase in internet usage is closely associated with the increase in total band width (mbps) which 

increased from 22,664 in June 2012 to 26,986.05 in June 2014, a 19 % increase. Indeed, bandwidth 

per every 1,000,000 inhabitants increased by 11 % between June 2012 and June 2014, from 664 to 

737.01 respectively. The increased internet usage could equally be associated with the launch of the 

Lower Indian Ocean Network (LION 2) undersea cable in 2012 with an installed capacity of 1.28Tb/s 

which led to an increases in internet access and speeds. 

 

In addition, Uganda passed the National Communication Strategy in 2011 to communicate 

Government policies and programs in strategic and effective way that engages and galvanizes 

citizens for national development. As part of its implementation, the Ministry of ICT is in advanced 

stages of setting up a one-stop center for government media placements and a real time feedback 

loop aimed at making government more responsive in meeting public needs. 

 

As the economy grows, Uganda has registered a high rise in the number of Radio stations 

(especially FM radio) and Television Stations across the country. This is increasing the capacity of 

the country to communicate and share information on various aspects of socioeconomic nature and 

cultural issues that affect its development. 

 

3.3.7 PARTICIPATION OF KEY STAKEHOLDERS IN POLICY FORMULATION AND 

PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION 

 

This section describes the extent to which key institutions and stakeholders have participated in the 

economic policy making processes. It also assesses how Uganda uses outside advise, analysis and 

expertise in formulating economic policies and identifies key institutions responsible for producing 

national economic data and statistics. Uganda has been steadily making progress in improving the 
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policy making process in Government. The Government has adopted guidelines for policy making 

that encourages and promotes wide stakeholder participation in the policy formulation and 

implementation. Stakeholder consultations are credited with increasing ownership of the policies and 

ensuring that the policies are responsive to the development needs of the citizens. The guidelines 

encourage early informal consultation with key stakeholders and in particular those involved in front-

line service delivery and service users, as these are recognised as important in developing solutions 

which will work and gain acceptance in practice. 

 

Participation of the Public Sector 

 

Within the realm of public sector, policy formulation is conducted by sector MDAs in consultation with 

key stakeholders. In 2004, the process for passage of policy was further guided by the Cabinet 

Secretariat when it launched the Guidelines for Good Regulation for policy making processes. In 

addition, Uganda under the NDP dispensation is aligning its policies against the aspirations of the 

Vision 2040 and the NDP as well as international commitments to which Uganda is a signatory. 

MoFPED is entirely responsible for formulation of economic policies in the country with input from 

the relevant sector MDAs and the National Planning Authority. 

 

Participation of the Private Sector 

 

While Uganda‘s Vision 2040 is premised on a private sector led strategy for Uganda‘s economy, the 

participation of the private sector in policy formulation has been limited. By and large the practice of 

the policy formulation has been mainly the preserve of the public sector. However, there have been 

instances where consultations during the policy formulation processes have included the private 

sector foundation of Uganda (PSFU) and other players like the Uganda Chamber of Commerce 

(UCC); Uganda Manufacturers Association, Kampala City Traders Association (KACITA) and others. 

However, such consultations need to be deepened to ensure inclusiveness, ownership so as the 

enthuse support and effective implementation.  

 

Participation of the Civil Society 

Uganda‘s civil society has grown over time in structure and shape. Government is cognizant of the 

critical role that civil society plays in development. Most of the input that civil society makes into 

policy is specific to their areas of jurisdiction and engagement (mainly where they participate as 

service providers). However, since 2007 there has been an emergence of umbrella CSOs (for 

instance, Anti-Corruption Coalition, Uganda Debt Network, Civil Society Budget Advocacy Group 

(CSBAG), NGO Forum of Uganda, DENIVA, FOWODE, UWESO, ACFODE, CEHUD etc.). This has 
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created synergy in their advocacy for good governance and better service delivery to be reflected in 

their input into public policy formulation. CSBAG particularly, has rallied CSOs around advocacy for 

pro-poor policies and budgets since 2013. 

 

Process for consultations and Passage of Policies 

Uganda has a very elaborate policy making process. It begins with articulation of a policy problem by 

the respective line ministries which is concretized with input from studies (including evaluations and 

surveys), and demands from the public. The respective line ministries are guided by the Cabinet 

Secretariat to undertake four main process: 

i. Elaboration of a policy basing on the Guide for Good Regulation; 

ii. Undertaking a regulatory impact assessment; 

iii. Developing associated implementation strategy and costed plan; and  

iv. Obtaining a certificate of financial implications from the MoFPED. 

 

Once these processes are concluded, policies are approved by the respective Top Policy Making 

organs of government and discussed for approval by Cabinet. Approved policies are then gazette by 

Parliament as a legislative body. Policies are not approved by parliament  

 

3.3.8   USE OF INDEPENDENT ADVICE, ANALYSIS AND EXPERTISE IN ECONOMIC POLICY 

FORMULATION 

 

Government in 2010 put in place a Comprehensive Development Planning Framework that was 

purposed to galvanize input from public, private, CSOs as well as development partners in policy 

formulation and planning. This framework has so far ushered in the Vision 2040 being 

operationalized through six NDPs. This assessment has noted that the existence of the past two 

NDPs since 2010 has only informed policy formulation but sector MDAs still lack the requisite 

technical capacity to generate policies within this framework. For economic policies, the process of 

obtain input from key stakeholders is mandate of MoFPED and recent focus has been alignment of 

this process to the NDPs.  

 

One area that has required further technical expertise from external advisory sources is the 

enhancement of the capacity of sector Policy Analysts. At the present, the policy analysis units in 

sector MDAs are under resourced and under facilitated to fully conduct this process. This is why 

there has been consistence reliance on external consultants to undertake this work on behalf of 

Government. There are other mechanisms from where government received outside advice in 

economic policy formulation. These include: 
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i. The Presidential Investors Round Table: This is a high-level forum chaired by the President 

which brings together selected national and international business leaders to offer guidance 

on how to improve the enabling environment for business. Through the PIRT, issues 

constraining the competitiveness of the private sector are presented to the President and line 

Ministers directly through quarterly meetings. Binding commitments of economic reform are 

agreed and monitored in subsequent meetings. The PIRT provides a forum for the private 

sector to effectively participate in the economic policy making.  

 

ii. The Inter-Institutional Trade Committee (IITC) which was established by the National 

Trade Policy 2007. The objective of this Committee is to strengthen the consultative 

mechanism between the public and private sectors on trade policy formulation and 

implementation. It deliberates on all trade and trade-related matters and make 

recommendations to the Ministry. It involves a consultation process which helps to ensure 

that Uganda‘s negotiating position is realistic and pragmatic. This process has a number of 

objectives, including but not limited to (i) seeking the views of stakeholders on how the 

national trade Policy could help their various constituencies in achieving their goals; (ii) 

building consensus among stakeholders on key current and emerging trade issues including 

trade negotiations at bilateral and multilateral levels, and (iii) keeping stakeholders informed 

of the country‘s trade policy positions as they are being developed. Interest-based 

discussions provide stakeholders with an opportunity to discuss their needs, desires, 

concerns and fears, and provide the potential for greater creativity and consensus on 

common trade goals. 

 

3.3.9   KEY INSTITUTIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR PRODUCING NATIONAL ECONOMIC DATA 

AND STATISTICS 

 

Economic Data producing Institutions  

 

The following are the key institutions mandated by Government to produce economic data: 

i. Under the Uganda Bureau of Statistics (UBOS) Act of 1983, UBOS is the statutory agency 

responsible for the production of national aggregate economic information. UBOS produces 

quarterly and annual aggregated statistics on economic performance of the country as well 

national household surveys and census. 
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ii. Bank of Uganda routinely collects information about the macro economy and other trends in 

the monetary and fiscal performance as part of its input into the economic management 

process.  

iii. Economic Policy Research Centre based at Makerere University has since 2007 grown to 

become a key provider of economic data gathered through commissioned research and 

studies. 

iv. Ministry of Finance using its various departments has commissioned studies and surveys as 

well as utilized the capacity of UBOS, BoU and  EPRC to document economic trends and 

conduct relevant analyses. MoFPED also used Output Budget Tool (OBT) data to assess 

economic performance based on expenditures. 

v. National Planning Authority through the M&E framework of the NDP has produced economic 

data disaggregated to fit the purpose of generation of the National Development Report 

(NDR). 

vi. The Office of the Prime Minister under the Government Annual Review Process (GAPR) has 

bi-annually and annually produced the GAPR report through large scale data collection and 

collation of sector level (and recently) district level performance data. 

vii. Other institutions include: UNDP, World Bank, DfID and other bilateral and multilateral 

organizations interested in assessing the health of Uganda‘s economy and conduct 

economic analysis which they share with government on a regular basis. 

 

The overall Statistical Capacity score is then calculated as a simple average of all three area 

scores on a scale of 0-100. According to the world bank development indicators database, 

Uganda‘s statistical capacity score has increased from 65.6 in 2008 to 72.2 in 2015 

equivalent to a 7.4 points increase as seen in the figure below. 

Table Title Heading 

         

   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: Trend in Uganda’s statistical capacity 
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Source: World Bank Development Indicators 

 

3.4 PROMOTION OF SOUND PUBLIC FINANCE MANAGEMENT 

  

Under this objective, an assessment is made of the progress in promoting sound public finance 

management; extent of the fiscal decentralization; challenges in adapting and implementing a 

predictable medium term fiscal framework; structure and administration of the Uganda‘s tax system 

as well as the measures taken to increase domestic resource mobilization and resource flows 

(including remittances from abroad).  

 

Use of acceptable accounting standards 

 

To ensure adherence to national and internationally acceptable accounting standards, Uganda has 

put in place a legal framework that guides and regulates the implementation of these standards. 

Since 2007, a major development in this regard was the passage of the Companies Act of 2012. The 

Act compels any institution or company to employ   qualified accountants to prepare and audit 

financial reports. It refers to the Accountants Act for the definition of who is a qualified accountant 

and emphasizes that accountants be those recognized by the Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants of Uganda. This Act requires that all registered entities in the public and private sector 

observe a similar set of accounting standards. These standards include mandatory internal and 

external audits. This was later accompanied by the review of the 2008 Public Procurement and 

Disposal Authority (PPDA) Act. This review was to align the PPDA Act to new developments as 

pertaining to the Companies Act and reviews to the ICGU Code of Corporate Governance as it 

relates to Uganda.  
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At the international level, Uganda is in the process of adapting the International Public Sector 

Accounting Standards (IPSAS) through the Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic 

Development (MoFPED). The review notes that ICPAU is acting as an advisor to the MoFPED as 

mandated under the Accountants Act 2013 to guide government on the adoption of the IPSAS. Bank 

of Uganda continues to implement the Basel Principles on effective banking supervision. Presently, 

Bank of Uganda conducts bank supervision under the guidelines of Basel I and II.  

 

Internal Audit 

Over the years, Uganda continued to strengthen internal audit mechanisms in all Government 

departments and services (spanning both central and local government). The role of internal audit in 

Government is mainly to ensure proper utilization of public resources against the expenditure items 

to which they are assigned. There are however challenges which are inhibiting internal audit units of 

government at all levels to perform effectively as their mandate requires. These include limited 

numerical strength to cover all government MDAs; limited logistical and operational facilitation to 

increase mobility and reach all expenditure points.  

 

According to the PFMA 2015, each vote shall have an internal audit function. However, at the bottom 

level like at Sub-county, the internal audit function is non-existent. The PFMA 2015 also established 

the directorate of internal auditor general at the ministry of finance which is designated by the public 

service and shall be subject to the terms and conditions governing the public service. 

 

Auditor General Reports 

 

The Office of the Auditor General is mandated to (a) audit and report on the public accounts of 

Uganda and of all public offices, including the courts, the central and local government 

administrations, universities and public institutions of like nature, and any public corporation or other 

bodies or organisations established by an Act of Parliament; and (b) conduct financial and value for 

money audits in respect of any project involving public funds.  In addition, the Auditor General is 

mandated to submit to Parliament an annual audit report highlighting areas that demand action from 

Government. Over the period under review, the Auditor General Reports have been a key reference 

for the accountability Committees of Parliament in following up of recommendations in regard to the 

misappropriation of public funds. It is also a reference report for the Office of the Inspector General 

of Government for further investigation. A key challenge has been the inability in most cases for 

Government to implement the recommendations as stated in these reports. 

 

Timely Publication of fiscal information 
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Through the national budget process, Government has been able to provide estimates of revenues 

and expenditures for both local and central government. In 2013, MoFPED rolled out the ‗Know Your 

Budget‘ web portal which is an interactive interface aimed at publication of all public sector budgets 

as approved by Government. This practice should be sustained and taken advantage of by the 

public to hold their leaders to account. In addition, Government is required under the PFMA to 

present to Parliament the annual fiscal performance report and the report on multi-year 

commitments. A charter of fiscal responsibility is presented to parliament at the beginning of the 5 - 

year term of the newly elected government. 

  

Parliamentary Scrutiny 

 

Parliament has over the last seven years provided an oversight role on the use of public resources. 

Utilizing the OAG reports and other sources of information, parliament has demonstrated a rigorous 

push for accountability as seen in various inquiries and public hearings on many cases. In October 

2016, the Parliament‘s Committee on Commissions, state authorities and state enterprises 

(COSASE) was successful in ensuring that erroneous payment to the five Chinese construction 

companies. The said companies were ordered to refund sh32 billion out of sh47.7 billion remitted to 

them by Uganda National Roads Authority, they refunded Uganda shillings 26bn (Uganda shillings 6 

billion outstanding)
30

.  

 

3.4.1 EXTENT TO WHICH UGANDA IS FISCALLY DECENTRALIZED 

  

Legal provisions and policies enhancing decentralization 

 

To strengthen the decentralization process in Uganda, the LG Act (1997) and later CAP 234 was put 

into effect to: i) amend, consolidate and streamline the existing law on local governments in line with 

the Constitution to give effect to the decentralization and devolution of functions, powers and 

services; ii) provide for decentralization at all levels of local governments to ensure good governance 

and democratic participation in, and control of, decision making by the people; and iii) provide for 

revenue and the political and administrative setup of local governments; and provide for election of 

local councils and for any other matters connected to the above. To support this process, the 

Uganda Local Government Association (ULGA) and the Urban Authorities Association of Uganda 

(UAAU) are in place to provide a platform for lobbying and advocacy for adequacy of local financing 

for rural and urban LGs respectively. 

                                                           
30 COSASE report,2016 
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Effectiveness of decentralization and performance of locally initiated policies and 

programmes 

 

The Local Government Act (1997) provides for identification of locally generated development 

priorities using a bottom-up approach. There has also been guidance to this process provided by line 

ministries with associated Indicative Planning Figures. However, over the reporting period, the 

capacity (mainly financial capacity) of LGs to generate these priorities has been eroded by low level 

of local revenue that would have supported this process. Over the reporting period Uganda passed a 

Local Economic Development (LED) Policy which is aimed at identifying and investing in locally 

initiated projects. While still at infancy this policy provides optimism that locally initiated policies and 

programs can be publically supported under a public-private partnership (PPP) framework. The 

planning Act also provides for district debt plans.  

 

Capacity of local authorities in managing public resources 

While the spirit of the policy of decentralization is to bring services closer to the people and 

hastening decision making processes for timely action, inadequacies in resources has seriously 

affected this ambition.  Limited resource capacity and corruption have had serious adverse effects to   

LGs in managing agreed expenditure assignments.  A key challenge in the recent past has been the 

late releases from central government but recent reforms under Budget Strengthening initiative of 

MoFPED has minimized his challenge. 

 

Assessment of Local Expenditure met from locally mobilized resources  

In FY 2005/06 when the graduated tax was suspended, it had been hoped that subsequent addition 

to the national Value Added Tax by 1% from 17-18% would go to LGs. This however has not taken 

place. In addition, the annual incremental allocation of the national budget to LGs including a 

constitutional 10% of national budgets toward unconditional grants to LGs has also not been 

effected. This has left LGs with lean options for local revenue generation. The innovation to replace 

graduated tax with Local Hotel Tax and Local Services Tax has generated revenue that is mainly 

urban based. This has happened at a time when newly established town councils as self-accounting 

entities have reduced further the stream of revenues for the mother districts. The creation of new 

districts has further fragmented the real value of allocation to LGs as well as local revenue 

generation avenues. The current locally raised revenues for LGs are earmarked to allowances to 

local councilors and are not generally available to meet development needs of these LGs. 

 

Challenges encountered by Uganda in implementing an effective system of decentralization 
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Redefining the purpose of decentralization as a potential economic development vehicle. The 

adoption of decentralization in Uganda was aimed at taking services closer to the people and 

encouraging people participation in policy formulation and implementation. However, 

decentralization policy has not performed to its expectation due to inadequacy in financing for 

devolved functions. This leads to the inability of LGs to implement their planning priorities for 

example agriculture extension services and seedling distribution which in a way compromises the 

ability of households to optimally and actively participate in Uganda‘s economy. 

 

Capacity gaps at LGs. Whether a public official is at the sub-county or municipality or city or district 

or even at ministry level, across the different levels of public service provision, it must be the case 

that the public officials have the ability to deliver public services at the same capacity. Streamlining 

capacity across the different levels of public service provision mitigates efficiency losses associated 

with policy implementation at the lowest levels of public service provision.  In doing so, 

decentralization would have the potential to contribute to Uganda‘s economic development. 

  

3.4.2 CHALLENGES IN ADOPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A PREDICTABLE MTEF 

Government develops the MTEF which is a five-year fiscal instrument indicating the government‘s 

revenue and grants, expenditure and financing forecasts based on the NDP.  

The MTEF has been partly responsible for the reasonable level of macroeconomic stability. Through 

the MTFF, Uganda undertook monetary policy reforms such as Inflation Targeting Light (ITL) 

framework which has been associated with improved liquidity management and modelling capacity. 

Furthermore, much as the MTEF is not fully developed, it is still able to show the economic sector 

categorisation besides facilitating evidenced-based sector strategies which guides budget 

preparation. Note that effort is made to align the MTEF with the overall macro-fiscal objectives 

(MFPED 2014).  

However, MTEF is not a perfect fit to the strategic objectives of the NDP. Indeed while the 

MTEF is cognisant of the changing macroeconomic environment and consequently being adjusted 

as the economic aggregates change implying changes in the Budget, the NDP is a fixed five year 

plan which may project higher resources than is available compromising its execution  and therefore 

dampening the link between MTEF and NDP. Furthermore sometimes between MTEF and the 

Budget, sectoral ceilings change thereby weakening the link between the MTEF and NDP. Sectoral 

ceiling adjustments could imply that what the NDP defines as Uganda‘s development priorities being 

either not funded at all or underfunded (MFPED 2014). Fortunately, much as sectoral ceilings might 

change, ceilings for flagship projects are maintained. 

The PIP is not closely aligned with the MTEF. PIP shows the recurrent and investment 

expenditure needs for all sectors in Uganda over the same time horizon as the MTEF. However 

because the PIP provides recurrent and investment needs by project, it is cumbersome reconciling 

PIP projections with MTEF revenue and expenditure ceilings. Besides since the PIP enlists 
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expenditure requirements per project while not estimating the overall expenditure or even the 

recurrent cost implications of future investments, it thus does not allow for a consolidated sectoral 

view thereby minimizing its linkage with the MTEF. 

While the MTEF informs the national budget, the national budget still lacks credibility thereby 

compromising effectiveness of the MTEF. The reliance on supplementary budgets evidences the 

variations that still exist between approved budgets and actual expenditure besides the delays in 

funds being released and budget cuts to some votes. Indeed, PEFA (2012) reports a score of C and 

D+ for aggregate expenditure outturn compared to original approved budget and composition of 

expenditure outturn compared to original approved budget. Equally there is evidence of budgeted 

items being over-budgeted yet they are neither achievable nor relevant leading to allocation 

inefficiencies (MoFED 2014).  

Furthermore, budgetary adjustments within the financial year are not smoothly 

communicated to the implementing institutions especially between sector MDAs and LGs. 

Besides the beneficiaries of the associated spending are equally not well informed incapacitating 

their ability to question the scope of work, attendant costs and duration of the government projects. 

Revenue mobilization is still a challenge for sound public finance management. The tax to 

GDP ratio has failed to pass the 14 percent mark. This is particularly owing to the large informal tax 

base that the government has persistently failed to tap into and the existence of tax exemptions. 

Indeed, some tax exemptions are argued to compromise budget credibility in the long term.  

Monitoring and Evaluation of the budget is limited to a handful of sectors. This is partly 

because the BMAU lacks sufficient capacity to cover all sectors so to provide an intensive and 

extensive review of budget performance to inform policy decisions. Besides, implementing agencies 

are not sufficiently up to standard in appreciating the budget M&E concepts which in turn 

compromises data collection in a bid to measure the performance of the budget. 

4.4.3 Achievements towards implementing a predictable medium-term fiscal framework 
 

Adoption of the Output Based Budgeting Tool (OBT) in an effort to align the national and 

sector budgets and work plans with government policies. The use of OBT ensures that sector 

allocations are guided by sector ceilings with respect to institutions, programs, and projects and 

enables data capturing on resources allocated to inputs and their associated physical outputs. 

Adoption of Programme Based Budgeting (PBB). Government‘s paradigm shift to PBB represents an 

unprecedented opportunity to embed key strategic investments identified in the NDP II into the 

national budget architecture. Besides PBB is an effort to improve expenditure efficiency and 

effectiveness. 

Parliament approval of the budget before the beginning of the financial year. Before the 

FY2015/16, it was always the case the MDAs would execute their budgets based on estimates as 

they awaited parliamentary budget approval. However, this was not ideal as there was always a risk 

of an MDA spending on an activity which parliament could later not approve. However, with the 

adoption of the PFA, 2015 implies that the NBFP has to be presented to parliament before end of 

March and the budget has to get parliamentary approval by May. As such the budget is be ready for 

execution at the beginning of the financial year.  
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3.4.3 ASSESSMENT OF THE TAX SYSTEM, STRUCTURE AND ADMINISTRATION 

 

Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) is the government revenue collection agency established by an 

Act of Parliament in 1991. It is responsible for assessing, enforcing, collecting, and accounting for 

various taxes imposed in Uganda. The structure of Uganda tax system is elaborated in the Uganda 

Tax Policy of 2008.  Uganda‘s tax system comprises of a number of taxes including: income tax; 

excise duties, import duties, VAT, and a number of other fees and levies (market fees, drivers‘ 

permits, airport tax, freight charges). Uganda depends mostly on indirect taxes particularly those 

linked to international trade. Due to administrative and other constraints, income taxes form a limited 

%age of Uganda‘s tax base.  While URA is mandated to collect taxes on behalf of government; 

Local Government and urban authorities are mandated under the LG Act to collect local taxes in 

their jurisdictions. Additionally, insurance companies collect dues for and on behalf of government 

including motor third party, insurance premiums etc.  

 

The challenge for Uganda has mainly been a lean tax base and a high cost of tax administration. 

This assessment has deduced that political pronouncements have led to the abolition of certain 

taxes and fees (graduated tax in 2006 and some ‗highway‘ vendor dues). While URA has done 

tremendous work over the last 25 years to reduce the cost of tax administration, other challenges 

remain. These include: poor disclosure of potential tax payers due to a lack of digitalization of the tax 

receipt system; evasion of tax by multiple business operators; weak boarder control systems and 

under valuation of goods and services during tax assessment. Over the years URA has expanded 

the revenue base of Shs.11.2 Trillion for FY 2015/16, but also provides advisory services as well tax 

incentives to both domestic and foreign investors. Using e-tax system and implementing a business 

performance score-card to manage it as an institution, URA has ensured progressive annual 

performance even as the economy‘s performance contracted over the last four years. A large 

informal sector that has not fully adhered to corporate standards has made it difficult for URA to 

expand the tax bracket – but massive campaigns between 2015 and 2017 have seen more entities 

formalize their businesses.  

 

3.4.4 MEASURES TO INCREASE DOMESTIC REVENUE MOBILIZATION 

 

Uganda is geographically positioned along the equator and is therefore favoured with relatively good 

climate supportive of agriculture. In addition, it also has fresh water bodies, mineral resources, and 

national game parks and reserves. All these provide a potential for domestic revenue mobilization. 

Uganda is also making an effort to gradually industrialize and turn these resources into products and 

services that can compete internationally. Over the last decade, Uganda has continued to harness 
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these resources to grow the economy. To support this process Uganda has attracted foreign direct 

investments to invest in agriculture, oil and gas and other minerals as well as the services sector. 

These attempts are to create employment, expand the tax base and hence increasing domestic 

revenue mobilization. Most of the potential still remains under exploited as the country could not 

match the global competition to attract many investors owing to the high cost of doing business 

(quote index) and inadequacies in the availability of appropriate industrial infrastructure. The Uganda 

Development Corporation has been restored through the UDC Act as the investment arm of 

government to invest in those strategic areas where the private sector on its own might be reluctant 

to invest. UDC should be effectively capitalized to be able to bridge this gap.  

 

In 2013, Uganda passed the Public Private Partnership Policy and the PPP Act which are aimed at 

supporting contracting out of public works for private players in partnership with Government. This is 

projected to create capital formation  critical for the expansion of the economy. The assessment is 

that while domestic resources are mobilized, Uganda‘s public debt has also increased. State current 

debt status to GDP and the quantum of domestic debt. , Uganda has obtained loans many of which 

have been underperforming. This means that the gains from domestic revenue mobilization are 

discounted by repayment of non-performing loans as has been the case with the World Bank in 

2016. About shs 7 trillion was earmarked for payment of interest on outstanding debt in 2016/17. 

 

3.4.5 OTHER RESOURCE FLOWS INCLUDING REMITTANCES FROM ABROAD  

 

Uganda has other non-tax revenue sources that include remittances from Ugandans in the diaspora. 

A computation done by Uganda Investment Authority in 2015 demonstrated that since 2008, there 

has been a gradual increase in remittances from abroad despite the dip in these revenues in 

2009/10 (due to global economic downturn) and in 2012/13 (due sluggish economic performance in 

the west). Inspite of these challenges, the remittances from abroad have gradually increased from 

$451m in 2007 to more than double that value at $1,098m in 2015. 

 

Fig. Trends in Remittances from abroad 
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Source: Computations by Uganda Investment Authority Study 2015 

 

Assessment of International Grants and Loans 

Since 2007, Uganda has continued to become a strong recipient of both concessional and non-

concessional loans. In addition, Uganda has also received grants, although there has been a drastic 

fall in their value. The attraction of these loans has mainly been to support the development budget. 

This has created a rise in the stock of public debt which has risen from 19.5% of GDP in 2009/10 to 

33.1% of GDP in 2014/15 as seen in the graph below. This however, keeps Uganda below the debt 

sustainability threshold of 55% giving is fiscal space for more development assistance. 
  

Fig. External and Domestic Debt as a Percentage of GDP 

 

               Source: MoFPED Budget Data (FY 2016/17) 
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As of 2013, Uganda‘s debt stock stood at $4.4billion and had been projected to grow at Shs. 

1.5Trillion annually in the immediate term (specially to core development projects (Karuma 

hydropower project, oil refinery among others). By 2015/16 this level had grown to $7.2 billion. The 

challenge for Uganda has been a low absorptive capacity partly resulting from a very bureaucratic 

procurement process; poor management, limitations in the preparation of timely feasibility studies; 

reservations from development partners on the robustness of Uganda‘s public finance management 

systems among others. This has caused partners like the World Bank to restructure their partnership 

approach with Uganda in the medium term. 

 

Remittances from abroad  

Ugandans living and working in the diaspora‘s remittances back home increased by 16% in 2016, 

defying the shaky performance of the global economy. According to records from Bank of Uganda, in 

2016, personal transfers are estimated to have increased to more than $1.2 billion (Shs4.3 trillion) 

compared to about $1 billion (Shs3.6 trillion) transferred in 2015.  Private capital remittances play a 

big role in Uganda‘s economy in terms of increased flow of foreign exchange and high economic 

growth. Uganda‘s remittances are mainly from the UK, USA, Europe, United Arab Emirates, South 

Africa and Japan 

 

3.5 FIGHTING CORRUPTION AND MONEY LAUNDERING 

 

This section illustrates the measures Government has taken to fight corruption. It additionally points 

out the main forms of money laundering and measures taken to address this challenge. 

 

3.5.1 Public Sector Corruption Trends 

 

Government is cognizant of the widespread corruption within both the public and private sector. This 

is affecting service delivery and economic development. It is estimated that extent to which Uganda 

is losing to Corruption has continued to escalate. The Corruption Perception Index over the period 

2006 and 2014 has been fluctuating between 2 and 2.9 at an average of 2.6 on a scale of 1 to 10. 

This implies that the incidence of bureaucratic corruption in Uganda is not only high but it is also not 

decreasing.  

Fig. Trends in Uganda’s Corruption Perceptions Index 
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The high incidence of corruption in Uganda is further indicated by the fact that over the period 2010 

to 2014, a 30 % increase in the number of corruption related cases received by the IGG. 

Furthermore, between 2008 and 2013, there has been 798 % increase in the number corruption 

cases reported to the Uganda Police Force. 
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Fig: Reported cases of Corruption between 2008 and 2013  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: IGG Annual Report 2014 

 

Measures in place to Fight Corruption 

Uganda has a relatively strong institutional framework to fight corruption. This comprises of: 

i. The Inspector General of Government 

ii. The Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions 

iii. The Uganda Police (Criminal Investigations Department) 

iv. The Anti-Corruption Court  

v. The Commercial Court 

vi. The Office of the Auditor General 

vii. The Judicial Service Commission 

viii. The Public Procurement and Disposal of Assets Authority 

In addition, there are legal frameworks that establish these institutions as well as mechanisms to 

unearth, investigate and prosecute crimes related to corruption as passed by Parliament. A key 

development for Uganda was the passage of the Anti-Corruption Act in 2009; reviews to the 2002 

Leadership Code and 2010 Whistleblowers Protection Act. The CSOs and the media are playing a 

critical role in exposing the challenge presented by both public and private sector corruption through 

naming and shaming. However, the challenge is lacking effective implementation and enforcement 

of all these legal frameworks and mechanisms aimed at fighting corruption. Generally, there is 

discontent among the public on the level of political will to bring culprits to justice especially for high 

profile corruption cases. Other measures to fight corruption include: 
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Uganda adopted a Public Finance Management (PFM) Act in 2015 with the rationale of 

smoothening the collection, allocation and utilization of public finances. This Act aims at 

regulating accounting officers that accumulate budget arrears and establishes a legal and regulatory 

framework for the collection, allocation and management of petroleum revenue; and establishes a 

contingency fund to cater for disasters.  

 

Adoption of a Treasury Single Account (TSA) framework FY2013/14 aimed at eliminating 

loopholes that perpetuated corrupt officials to siphon public funds.  The TSA is a unified 

structure of government bank accounts through which all government payments and receipts will be 

transacted to the extent that it will be possible to consolidate Government cash resources. The TSA 

is expected to lead to efficient management of government cash balances though: ensuring efficient 

control and monitoring of funds released to government agencies; minimize transaction costs 

associated with budget execution; and better coordination of fiscal and monetary policies. Most 

importantly though is that the TSA adopted quarterly disbursements in place of monthly releases 

which led to the elimination of government owned commercial bank accounts that fueled 

bureaucratic theft.  

 

Security strengthened on the Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS) in FY2013/14. 

The IFMS was enhanced with camera and voice recording features to ease monitoring of 

transactions undertaken by accounting officers while using the system. Equally, unlike before daily 

cash withdrawal could be as high as 900 million shillings; the limit was set at Uganda Shillings 

50,000,000. Furthermore, accounting officers no longer have room to accumulate arrears. Such 

security innovations are aimed to curtailing theft of public funds.  

 

Decentralized payroll system was adopted in FY2013/14 in a bid to rid the public sector 

payroll of ghost workers. The innovation transferred the responsibility of payroll management from 

the Ministry of Public Service to local governments and ministries. Furthermore, the innovation 

mandates accounting officers to display the payroll on public notice boards as way of perpetuating 

transparency. The decentralization of government payroll is expected to save government 

approximately 70 billion shillings in would be payments to ghost workers.  

 

Localized corruption-monitoring tool. Since 2009 the IGG in collaboration with the Economic 

Policy Research Center have on an annual basis availed localized assessment of corruption using 

70 indicators most of which are Actionable Governance Indicators under the Data Tracking 

Mechanism (DTM) initiative. The indicators cover government actions across various sectors and 
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functions. Key to the project has been government involvement and ownership in tracking corruption 

as a mechanism to inform its governance and anti-corruption reform agenda.  

 

3.5.2 Measures to tackle Money Laundering 

 

Since 2007, the challenge of money laundering (inasmuch as its not far-reaching) has been 

witnessed especially in the sophistication of the global financial service systems and networks. 

Those engaged in this vice have tended to exploit loopholes in the global interconnectivity of 

business to which Uganda is linked. It has mainly involved earning money from a criminal activity 

and then engaging in mechanisms that make the proceeds of crime legal through placement, 

layering and integration.  

 

The passage of the Anti-Money Laundering Act 2013 and the eventual establishment f of the 

Financial Intelligence Authority in 2014 implies that the fight against money laundering is at a 

nascent stage. Even then, money laundering in Uganda typically manifests through corruption, wild 

life crime, human trafficking, smuggling, terrorism financing, tax evasion and counterfeiting. Given 

that Uganda embarked on the National Risk Assessment (NRA) task as of December 2015 which 

process is to last 6 to 12 months, it is cumbersome to estimate the extent of money laundering in 

Uganda and whether the promulgation of the AML Act 2013 and institution of FIA has had an impact 

on reducing money laundering other than simply mentioning the manifestation of money laundering.  

 

Even with the passage of the AML Act 2013, Uganda is still deemed a high-risk and is therefore 

under close monitoring by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) which is the global standards 

setting body for Anti-Money Laundering and Combating the Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT) 

following the June 2015 mutual evaluation. Uganda was found to have deficiencies in FATF Public 

Statement (call for action) and Improving Global AML/CFT Compliance: On-going Process. As such, 

Uganda is still high risk to the international financial system and thus is still under monitoring by the 

FATF
31

. 

 

Money laundering involves earning money from a criminal activity and then engaging in mechanisms 

that make the proceeds of crime legal through placement, layering and integration. Placement 

typically involves the movement of money from the source of the crime for example through 

investment in real estate or money lending or simply depositing the money in a bank. Layering 

involves disguising illicit income with the rationale of evading detection by enforcement agencies. 

This could involve: 1) buying assets with the illicit money and reselling  the asset; and 2) conversion 
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of illicit money into financial instruments for example upon stashing away the money in a bank, the 

money launder could make use of bank drafts and standing orders. Integration on the other hand 

involves the movement of previously illicit income into the economy to the extent that such money 

appears to be income from regular business. Examples of integration could be through money 

lending or using shell companies to buy properties which are then resold with the proceeds from the 

sale being deemed legitimate
32

.  

 

The promulgation of the AML Act 2013 and the eventual formation of the FIA in 2014 implies that the 

fight against money laundering is at a nascent stage. Even then, money laundering in Uganda 

typically manifests through corruption, wild life crime, human trafficking, smuggling, terrorism 

financing, tax evasion and counterfeiting. Given that Uganda embarked on the National Risk 

Assessment (NRA) task as of December 2015 which process is to last 6 to 12 months, it is 

cumbersome to estimate the extent of money laundering in Uganda and whether the promulgation of 

the AML Act 2013 and institution of FIA has had an impact on reducing money laundering other than 

simply mentioning the manifestation of money laundering.  

 

Even with the promulgation of the AML Act 2013, Uganda is still deemed a high-risk and is therefore 

under close monitoring by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) which is the global standards 

setting body for Anti-Money Laundering and Combating the Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT) 

following the June 2015 mutual evaluation. Uganda was found to have deficiencies in FATF Public 

Statement (call for action) and Improving Global AML/CFT Compliance: On-going Process. As such 

Uganda is still high risk to the international financial system and thus is still under monitoring by the 

FATF
33

. 

 

It is important to note that AML Act 2013 specifies accounting persons to include advocates, 

financial institutions, real estate agents, brokers, investment dealers, brokers and advisers licensed 

under the Capital Markets Authority Act (cap 84), insurance companies, all licensing authorities, 

churches, Non-Governmental Organizations and other charitable organizations who by the nature of 

their business or profession are deemed to be at risk of being facilitators of money laundering
34

.  

 

As such, the accounting persons are expected to put in place policies and mechanisms to prevent 

and detect circumstances under which they could be at a risk of facilitating money laundering. 

Accounting persons are thus expected to record financial transactions involving payments over 

Uganda Shillings 20,000,000 (Twenty Million Uganda Shillings), keeping a keen eye, reporting 
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suspicious transactions, and keeping client records for at least 10 years. Non-compliance of the 

accounting persons by way of facilitating money laundering through for example negligence or 

strategically failing to identify clients, poor record keeping and negligence or strategic failure to 

report suspicious cash transactions is deemed criminal by the Act and attracts a penalty.  

 

Ever since the creation of the FIA, there have been three cases of money laundering which are in 

court and several under police investigation. The crimes, which are the main sources of money 

laundering, are proceeds generated from: within Uganda and taken out; elsewhere into Uganda; 

within Uganda. The main sources of money laundering proceeds into Uganda are Democratic 

Republic of Congo, China, South Sudan and Somalia. The sectors at high risk of money laundering 

in Uganda are real estate; direct investment in the economy; banking; and foreign exchange sectors. 

  

3.6 REGIONAL INTEGRATION IN THE MONETARY, TRADE AND INVESTMENT 

DOMAIN 

 

This section is an assessment of regional economic organization to which Uganda is a party and the 

extent to which economic policies have been harmonized within these regional frameworks. 

Additionally, the section reports challenges that Uganda faces in this regard as well as the degree to 

which informal cross-border trade has supported the economy. 

 

3.6.1  Regional Integration Policy and Institutional Framework 

 

Uganda has embraced regional economic integration and is a member to four regional integration 

arrangements, namely: The East African Community (EAC), Common Market for Eastern and 

Southern Africa (COMESA), Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD) and the 

EAC/COMESA/SADC Tripartite Free Trade Area. Under the EAC integration agenda, Uganda 

ratified the EAC common market and signed the EAC monetary Union protocol. Under COMESA, 

Uganda joined the COMESA Free Trade Area by signing the COMESA FTA in 2012.  Efforts have 

continued to harmonize the EAC and COMESA trade regimes. Uganda has actively participated in 

the negotiations and has signed the EAC/COMESA/SADC Tripartite Free Trade Area, viewed as a 

feasible framework through which harmonization between the three blocks can be promoted to solve 

the challenge of multiple membership of countries to regional economic communities. The priority for 

Uganda‘s integration agenda is the East African Community, then COMESA and the EAC-COMESA-

SADC tripartite. 

 

Uganda’s Trade within the East African Community 
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The Government of Uganda is committed to the ideals of East African Community (EAC) Integration. 

It has been at the forefront of promoting the objectives of the East African Community together with 

the development of the EAC region for the benefit of the present and future generations. Integration 

into the EAC is integral to Uganda‘s overall development agenda. Therefore, the National Policy on 

EAC Integration is the guiding framework to Uganda‘s successful engagement and integration into 

the EAC. The overall objective of this policy is to improve market access and competitiveness of 

Ugandan firms within the EAC as a means to enable Ugandans reap the benefits of integration. 

Uganda‘s trade with other EAC partners has increased over the years. Considering the last five 

years, total trade between Uganda and other EAC counterparts increased by 23.1%, from $1.23b in 

2010 to $1.523b in 2014. Exports increased by 29.4% from $0.616b in 2010 to $0.797b, while 

imports increased by 16.9% from $0.62b in 2010 to $0.725b in 2014. Accordingly, Uganda‘s trade 

balance has increased from a deficit of $3,754,000 in 2010 to a surplus of $72,640,000 in 2014. 

 

Uganda’s Trade within Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa 

The share of Uganda‘s trade with COMESA in view of her total trade, has been declining. In 

addition, the share of formal exports to COMESA to total exports have declined from 78.2% in 2010 

to 50.9% in 201 state correct year, while the share of formal imports from COMESA in Uganda‘s 

total formal imports have also declined from 14.2% in 2010 to 12.7%. The share of formal trade also 

declined from 30.5% in 2010 to 23% in 2014. 

Table.  Uganda’s Trade with COMESA 

  2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 % age 

change 

Exports to COMESA 1,266,112 1,323,966 1,489,848 1,343,982 1,151,203 -9.1 

Imports from COMESA  671,250 798,203 757,830 700,825 777,383 15.8 

Total Trade with COMESA 1,937,362 2,122,169 2,247,678 2,044,807 1,928,586 -0.5 

Trade Balance (UGX m) -594,862 -525,763 -732,018 -643,157 -373,820 -37.2 

Source: Trade Sector Annual Report 2015 

 

Three of the four EAC member states (Tanzania, Kenya and Rwanda) are also members of 

COMESA.   Uganda‘s trade with these EAC partners constitutes an increasing share of COMESA 

trade. The share of Uganda exports to EAC partner states under COMESA has increased from 

41.5% in 2010 to 62.4% in 2014, while the share of imports has reduced marginally from 83.3% in 

2010 to 82.6% in 2014. Overall, the share of trade with EAC partners under COMESA has increased 

from 56% in 2010 to 70.5% in 2014.  
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The regional market continues to be an important destination for Uganda‘s merchandise exports. 

What partly explains this growth is increased investment in re-exports and wholesale trade in 

manufactured merchandise. From trading with COMESA, Uganda earned US$ 1.16 billion in 2014 

compared to US$ 1.27 billion in 2013, a decline of 8%. Despite the decline, COMESA remains 

Uganda‘s leading export destination (formal plus informal) representing 52% export market share 

followed by EU with 23%, Asia 8% and Middle East at 7% respectively. A country level assessment 

of export markets reveals that the top four export countries for Uganda are also her neighbours, 

namely South Sudan (22.7%); Kenya (13 %), DRC (11.1 %); Rwanda (9 %) and other countries 

combined (44.3%). The resumption of war in South Sudan has seen the reduction of the trade with 

Uganda reduce by almost 79% between December 2013 and January 2016. 
35

Of top ten export 

markets for Uganda (with at least 2 % of total merchandise exports), four of these are all neighboring 

countries and members of the EAC. The country‘s integration in the EAC is therefore bearing fruit in 

terms of export growth; and more could be done to get Ugandan exports into the COMESA outside 

the EAC. 

 

Uganda’s Trade within the EU and globally  

Uganda belongs to a number of regional integration bodies notably the East African Community 

(EAC) and the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA); it is a Member of the 

World Trade Organization (WTO) and is a party to several bilateral trade agreements/initiatives such 

as the Economic Partnership Agreement (EPAs) with the European Union, and the African Growth 

and Opportunity Act (AGOA).  Particularly with the EU, a number of international trade agreements 

that have included has supported Uganda‘s trade: 

i. Everything but Arms Treaty that has lifted tariff rates on a list of export items 

excluding arms for developing countries; and 

ii. Economic Partnership Agreement Related Trade and Private Sector Support (EPA 

TAPSS) 

 

The EU was Uganda‘s lead export destination in 2005 accounting for 38% of total merchandise 

exports. Although the EU share has since declined and has been overtaken by COMESA/EAC as 

the top partner bloc, overall the value exported to the EU has in fact risen from US$313.2 million in 

2005 to US $527.4 million in 2014, an increase of 68.4%. COMESA exports on the other hand have 

grown by 384.1%, while exports to the EAC have increased by 401.1%. Exports trade with other 

regions has also recorded growth.  
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Exports to Asia grew by 391.8%, rest of Africa 
36

(238.7%), Middle East (82.1%), rest of Europe 

(30.4%) and the Americas (13.6%).  Uganda has done well in negotiating market access 

arrangements whereby preferential treatment is accorded to most of its products. However, a closer 

examination of the country‘s export performance in these markets reveals a mixed picture. While it 

has done relatively well in the regional markets (EAC and COMESA) and the EU market, further 

afield the situation is less than satisfactory. The AGOA market has been particularly disappointing 

with exports of AGOA (excluding GSP) products having been declining from just US$ 0.8 million in 

2011 to US$ 64,000 in 2012, US$ 47,000 in 2013 and US$ 54,000 from January to September 2014 

(US Department of Trade‘s AGOA information portal). 

 

The inability of Uganda to pass support policies to meet regional, EU and global standards has 

inhibited Uganda‘s trade potential. Uganda has in response in the process of passing the Sanitary 

and Phytosanitary Standards Policy this sentence looks incomplete. This policy includes key aspects 

as the elevation of Uganda Bureau of Standards (UNBS) in order to align with the EAC SPS 

guidelines. 

 

3.6.2 Policies aimed at harmonizing Uganda’s trade within Regional Economic Corporations 

(RECs) 

 

Uganda has put in place mechanisms that bring it into alignment with regional economic blocks and 

the key ones include: 

a. Trading across the borders eased and restriction on movement of persons eased: 

Uganda has implemented a number of measures to enhance the mobility of goods 

and persons under the EAC integration process. These included: 

i. Reduction of waiting time at Kenya Uganda Border from three days to three 

hours as a results of completing the Maraba one-border post; 

ii. Improving efficiency of customs processes using IT and online platforms, 

iii. Improved border cooperation with other EAC counterparts with the 

construction and launch of the 4 one Stop Border Posts- Busia, Mirama Hills, 

Mutukula, Olegu; 

iv. Implementing the Automated Systems for Customs Data (ASYCUDA) World 

electronic system that enables the submission of export and import 

documents online under the single window system; 

v. Operationalizing the single customs territory. In addition, Uganda entered a 

tripartite with Kenya and Rwanda to eliminate restrictions on the movement 
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of persons by scraping visa requirements, work permit requirements and 

allowing traveling across the border by citizens of either party using national 

identity cards. These measures among others have enhanced the mobility of 

goods and persons therefore creating economic opportunities for citizens.  

 

b. Non-Tariff Barriers tracked and eliminated to promote Intra-EAC Trade: Uganda is 

implementing the agreed EAC NTB monitoring mechanisms, with regular meetings 

by the National NTB monitoring technical committee. Through Uganda‘s national 

response strategy for the elimination of NTBs, Uganda has developed and is 

implementing an information exchange system that allows business people to report 

on real time non-tariff barriers (NTBs) to relevant authorities via SMS. Under the new 

system, a person experiencing a barrier sends an SMS to code 201 at a cost of 

Ush150 ($0.06). Since the inception of the EAC Time Bound Programme on 

Elimination of Non-Tariff Barriers, Uganda had resolved 17 out of the 23 reported 

NTBs (74%).  Yet, three of the six outstanding NTBS required the action by all the 

EAC partner states and one was a new NTB. 

 

c. Incorporation of Kiswahili as an EAC language. The Ministry of EAC Affairs has made an 

effort to include Kiswahili language within the Uganda education curriculum and to 

teach Swahili to the Ugandan Business community. This is an effort to build their 

capacity to transact with their counterparts from the other partner states of the EAC. 

For instance, in 2015 alone, over 500 businesspersons have benefitted from the 

different batches of training. This is geared towards facilitating mobility of Ugandan‘s 

and their goods into the regional market. 

 

d. The East African Payment and Settlement Systems to facilitate financial transactions: 

Uganda has implemented the East African Payment and Settlement Systems 

Integration Project (PSSIP), which allows a businessperson in any of the EAC 

partner states to effect payment by issuing instructions to his or her bank and the 

payee receives the money immediately through Real Time Gross Settlement 

(RTGS). The system provides effective mechanisms for the exchange of money 

between transacting parties and reduces the risk that would be faced in carrying a lot 

of cash across borders. This has significantly enhanced the mobility of goods and 

people trading under the EAC region. 
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e. Bilateral economic treaties: Under the review period, Uganda has signed and ratified the 

EAC Common Market Protocol with provisions for Trade in Services, Free Movement 

of Capital, free movement of persons, Free Movement of Workers, Right of 

Residence and Right of Establishment of EAC (Ugandan) citizens in other EAC 

partner states. In addition, Uganda signed and ratified the EAC Monetary Union 

protocol that provides a roadmap for realizing a single currency within the EAC by 

2025 by providing for harmonization of the taxation, fiscal and monetary policies of 

the EAC member states. This information should have come under EAC discussion. 

This section is about treaties Uganda has signed with other countries not blocks. 

 

3.6.3 CHALLENGES FACING UGANDA IN ENHANCING TRADE WITHIN THE REGION 

   

Uganda continues to face a number of challenges in enhancing her trade with other partners 

and these include among others: 

i. The competitiveness of the country in the region remains weak and this constrains 

her ability to maximize the available potential. This is mainly due to the persistent 

high cost of doing business, quality of Ugandan products (due to limitations in value 

addition) that has made Ugandan exports less attractive. For instance, Uganda has 

not taken into action about 7.8% of the EAC directives regarding EAC integration yet 

most are on reducing NTBs and are major impediments to trade. 

ii. The lack of anti-counterfeit legislation in Uganda leading to the flooding of markets 

with poor quality products. The Uganda Bureau of Standards couples this with limited 

capacity for quality assurance. 

iii. There has been limited effort in identifying and disseminating available opportunities 

to potential investors in Uganda and a mechanism to support them to exploit this 

potential. 

 

3.6.4  ASSESSMENT OF INFORMAL CROSS BORDER ECONOMIC TRANSACTIONS  

 

Uganda is implementing the simplified trade regime adopted by the EAC and COMESA, 

which enables traders with small consignments of less than $2,000 to clear the goods 

through the customs without going through the entire formalities and documentation. Under 

the simplified trade regime, traders of the listed goods are provided with a certificate of origin 

by the Customs officials and are facilitated to cross the border with their merchandise. 

Authorities in the destination country are not allowed to charge any import duty for traders 

with simplified rules of origin.  Over the review period, informal exports have decreased by 
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21.5% from $528.3m in 2010 to $414.6m in 2014, while informal cross border imports 

decreased marginally by 1.1% from $66.5m in 2010 to $65.8m in 2014. Total informal cross 

border trade has decreased by 19.2% from $594.8m in 2010 to $480.4m as summarized in 

the figure below. 

 

Table Showing Trends in Informal Trade between Uganda and other countries in the EAC 

Country Value in US$ 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Kenya Exports 102,756 94,063 69,457 79,966 69,692 92,885 

Imports 43,253 37,530 27,033 24,528 26,494 30,755 

Total Informal 
Trade 

146,009 131,593 96,490 104,494 96,187 123,640 

Tanzania Exports 60,933 53,315 28,847 47,459 42,771 23,273 

Imports 5,638 5,071 
2,
3

66
 1,849 1,327 7,672 

Total Informal 
Trade 

66,571 58,386 31,213 49,308 44,098 30,945 

South 
Sudan 

Exports - - - 115,062 130,816 119,471 

Imports - - - 3,205 5,559 3,847 

Total Informal 
Trade 

- - - 118,266 136,374 123,317 

Rwanda Exports 34,931 32,688 35,068 38,095 27,868 24,550 

Imports 1,976 1,466 1,664 3,062 2,541 2,230 

Total Informal 
Trade 

36,907 34,155 36,732 41,157 30,409 26,780 

Burundi Exports 7,815 8,190 12,616 15,254 15,134 14,954 

Imports - - - 36 - - 

Total Informal 
Trade 

7,815 8,190 12,616 15,290 15,134 14,954 

Source: MoTIC Strategic Plan 2015/16-2019/2020 

 

Key Recommendations to enhance regional trade 

To take advantage of the benefits of regional integration, the assessment makes the following 

recommendations: 

iv. Uganda should leverage her vintage geographical location within the great lakes region to 

tap into the opportunities for trade, tourism, and air transport to promote herself as a 

breadbasket within the EAC and COMESA through value addition in agriculture.  

v. The focus should be on reducing the cost of doing business (especially for electricity and 

transport) as well as provision of tax incentives for small business to progress to medium 

size and later larger scale companies. 

vi. Strengthen the Uganda National Bureau of Standards it is effort to provide information on 

production, packaging standards to producers to that they ultimately ensure that food 

standards and other Sanitary and Phytosanitary Standards are met to make Uganda‘s 

exports more competitive. 
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3.7  DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF TRADE AND INVESTMENT 

POLICIES THAT PROMOTE ECONOMIC GROWTH 

 

This section details the analysis of the extent to which economic policies promote economic 

growth; the extent to which level the investment authorities collaborates with counterparts in 

other countries; assessment; as well as measure to expand extractive industries. Please edit 

this paragraph. 

 

3.7.1  Assessment of the efficacy of investment policies in facilitating economic growth 
 

The Ministry of Trade Industry and Cooperatives (MTIC) has the mandate to formulate trade 

and investment policies that facilitate economic growth. During the period of assessment. 

These have included: 

i. National Trade Policy (2007) which envisions transforming Uganda into a dynamic 

and competitive economy in which the trade sector stimulates the productive sectors 

– agriculture, industry and services; and trading the country out of poverty, into 

wealth and prosperity. The policy is currently under review and the key aspects of its 

review include its alignment to sector 2015/16-2019/20 strategy. The implementation 

of the National Trade Policy is through two main instruments: The National Trade 

Sector Development Plan (NTSDP), and the National Export Development Strategy 

(NEDS).  The National Trade Sector Development Plan (NTSDP) is a five-year rolling 

plan for implementing the National Trade Policy (NTP). It describes the short, 

medium and long-term priority trade sector development objectives, strategies and 

actions to achieve targeted development results.  

 

ii. National Export Development Strategy (NEDS): Over the last three years, the 

country has registered instability for some of the macroeconomic indicators, notably 

exchange rate volatility and rising inflation on account of, inter alia, imported inflation. 

Increasing the country‘s foreign exchange earnings through increased exports of 

both goods and services is one sure way of propping up these key macroeconomic 

indicators, and of fostering economic and social transformation. Available data 

suggests that the trade deficit has been widening at an average of 23.2% per annum 

for the period 2005-2014. This widening trade deficit is not on account of declining 

exports, but rather on account of fast rising import demand. The country‘s export to 

import ratio for 2014 is estimated at 51%, implying that for every Uganda Shillings 

Fifty One (Ushs 51) we earn from exports, we spend Uganda Shillings One Hundred 
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(Ushs 100) on imports. Deeper analysis of the composition of imports indicates that 

some of the products imported in significant volumes and values can be produced 

domestically, with significant surpluses for exports as well, if deliberate efforts were 

expended to invest in those sectors. Therefore, import substitution – which is also 

complementary to the recently passed ‗Buy Uganda Build Uganda‘ Policy – is one of 

the approaches to be pursued in context of the NEDS 2015/16 – 2019/20. The 

analysis also establishes that the country has done well in opening up markets 

through negotiating preferential trade arrangements, but our penetration of those 

markets remains wanting. This is mainly on account of limited production, low levels 

of value addition, poor post-harvest handling, financing that is skewed towards 

importation, information asymmetry, and inadequate infrastructure for export 

development, among others. 

 

In view of this, the NEDS 2015/16-2019/20 is hinged on two tenets: export 

development and export promotion. Export development should enable the country 

to produce the required quantities and quality of export products on a sustainable 

and regular basis and to add value to what is produced, while export promotion 

should enable Uganda to ‗get‘ her products and services onto the market and ‗keep‘ 

them there. To achieve this, the NEDS adopts the approach of product and market 

focusing, entailing focus on particular products for specific markets. The main focus 

is on the preferential markets; and the approach with respect to the selected priority 

products and services will address issues along entire value chains. It is appreciated 

that services exports outstripped merchandise exports in 2014 and that the sub-

sector has experienced higher average growth rates than merchandise exports over 

the last ten years. Therefore, the NEDS 2015/16- 2019/20 spells out deliberate 

interventions to further accelerate growth in services exports, including the 

finalization and implementation of the National Policy on Trade in Services. 

 

iii. Buy Uganda Build Uganda policy (2014) is a landmark policy for Uganda that 

positions 12 strategic flagship enterprises in which Uganda has the highest 

potentiality for trade. These include coffee; cotton; tea; maize; rice, cassava, beans; 

fish; beef; milk; citrus and bananas.  The focus is adding the maximum value to these 

commodities for export regionally and globally. 

 

iv. There other trade policies being developed including; the National Sanitary and 

Phytosanitary Policy and the National Trade Services Policy. Also in plan for 
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completion is the National Competition Policy which builds on the 1991 Investment 

code. The Investment code is an Act of Parliament making provision in the law 

relating to Local and foreign investments in Uganda. It is the main legislation that 

defines the framework for promotion and protection of investors and their 

investments in Uganda. It established the Uganda Investment Authority; a corporate 

body mandated to promote, facilitate and supervise investments in Uganda. The 

Investment code defines a framework for regulation of investments including entry of 

foreign investors, Terms and conditions for an investment, Incentives to Investors, 

Investor Protection in case of compulsory acquisition, procedure for settlement of 

disputes between the Investor and the Government, and technology agreements and 

externalization of funds. As was already mentioned, cabinet in November 2015 

approved the Consumer Protection and Competition Bill now being finalized into law 

by Parliament.  

 

3.7.2 Performance of the Uganda Investment Supporting Institutions  
 

There are the institutions that support investments in Uganda  

i. Uganda Investment Authority (UIA):  UIA is a one-stop center for investors. The 

Authority was set up as a semi-autonomous agency set up under the 1991 

Investment code mandated to initiate and support measures that enhance 

investments in Uganda. UIA has provided advisory services to Government on 

appropriate policies conducive for investment promotion and Growth. UIA has 

supported both local and foreign investors to register and operate and has provided 

investor aftercare services now being enhanced with the establishment of the one-

stop center. The authority however has not been able to establish strong linkages to 

decentralized structures especially with District Commercial Officers that support 

trade and investment at the local level. 

ii. Uganda Chamber of Commerce (UCC): The Chamber is a membership 

organization that is focused on enhancing business opportunities for its members 

locally regionally and internationally such as the East African Business Council, the 

International Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ICCI) and the Islamic Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry (ICC). The Chamber has organized various events in an 

outside Uganda to showcase Uganda‘s business opportunities. Limited funding has 

curtailed its performance and has not enabled the Chamber to fully facilitate its 

branch network within the country. 

iii. Uganda Private Sector Foundation (PSFU) PSFU has been supporting the private 

sector in building its capacity for effective policy advocacy and market 
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competitiveness. PSFU has strengthened its coordination work especially with the 

trade Ministry as well as the Ministry of Finance Planning and Economic 

Development to contribute to design of trade support strategies to minimize the cost 

of doing business especially for SMEs. Its challenge now is to support other 

mechanisms at local levels to fully implement the Local Economic Development 

Policy as well as the Public Private Partnership policy. 

iv. Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) collects assessment, collection and enforcement 

of taxes and other levies on behalf of Government. Over the years URA has 

expanded the revenue base (Shs.11.2 Trillion for FY 2015/16), but also provides 

advisory services as well tax incentives to both domestic and foreign investors. Using 

e-tax system and implementing a business performance score-card to manage it as 

an institution, URA has ensured progressive annual performance even as the 

economy‘s performance contracted over the last four years. A large informal sector 

that has not fully adhered to corporate standards has made it difficult for URA to 

expand the tax bracket – but massive campaigns between 2015 and 2017 have seen 

more entities formalize their businesses.  

v. Uganda Registration Services Bureau (URSB) Government set up the Uganda 

Registration Services Bureau in 1998 to register companies and formalize 

businesses. It has also served as an information provider for companies and 

individuals that seen information on company start-up and service delivery related 

regulations both in the formal and informal sector. 

vi. Uganda Capital Market Authority:  The CMA was set up to approve offers of all 

securities to the public and license market professionals like broker-dealers, 

investment advisors and fund managers. It also licenses stock exchanges but has so 

far issued a license only to the Uganda Securities Exchange. The Authority has 

supported securities market regulation and investor protection using corporate laws 

in Uganda and also supporting Government to enforce them. 

vii. Uganda Bureau of Statistics the Uganda Bureau of Statistics (UBOS) conducted 

the Investor Survey in 2012 covering all licensed investment projects over the period 

1991-2010, with the objective of establishing the actual value of investment and 

employment generated by licensed projects.  The investor survey findings revealed 

that 46 % of the 3,153 licensed projects materialized into actual investments. Of 

these, 60.8 % were green fields (new projects) that commenced operations in less 

than 12 months after licensing, 21.9 % commenced after one year, 8.8 % 

commenced after 2 years, whereas the rest started after a period of over 3 years. In 

August 2014 UBOS conducted the National Housing and Population Census. UBOS 
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faces logistical and financial limitations to conduct surveys with larger samples due to 

resource constraints.  

 

3.7.2 Institutional and legislative reforms 

 

Since 2008, Uganda has the following legislative instruments in place to support commercial 

services sector:  

i. Audit Act 2008,  

ii. Copyrights and Neighboring Rights Act 2006,  

iii. Hire Purchase Act, 2009; Partnership Act, 2011;  

iv. The Contract Act 2010;  

v. The Mortgage (Amendment) Act, 2010;  

vi. Trade Marks and Services Marks Act, 2009;  

vii. Trade Secrets Protection Act 2009;  

viii. Computer Misuse Act 2010;  

ix. Electronic (digital) Signature Act 2010; and Electronic Transaction Act 2010,  

x. Companies Act, 2012;  

xi. Geographical Indications Act 2008;  

xii. Industrial Property Act,2009;  

xiii. Insolvency Act, 2009;  

xiv. The Chattels Securities Act,2009;  

xv. The Retirement Benefits Authority Bill;  

xvi. Uganda National Bureau of Standards (Amendment) Bill, 2010,  

xvii. The Capital Markets Amendment Bill, 2010,  

xviii. The Free Zones Bill, 2012,  

xix. The Accountants (Amendment) Bill, 2011 and  

xx. The PPP Bill, 2012 and  

xxi. The Trade Licensing (Amendment) Bill, 2012.  

 

Other priority commercial laws are still at various stages of the legislative process: the Retirements 

Benefits Sector Liberalization Bill 2011 was approved by Cabinet and is currently before Parliament. 

The Investment Code (Amendment) Bill, 2014; and Sale of Goods and Supply of Services Bill, 2008 

are still before Cabinet. The Anti-Counterfeiting Goods Bill, 2009 was presented to Parliament and 

then withdrawn, and had to be taken through the process afresh; it is currently at the drafting stage. 
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The Ministry of Trade, Industry and Cooperatives has worked with development partners (including 

the European Union) to strengthening the functionality of District Commercial Officers (DICCOs) 

Forty-five (45) DICCOs have been capacitated and retooled, and provided with guidelines to 

effectively support the trade policy implementation at the district level. All the DICCOs were trained 

in mainstreaming trade into District Development Plans. It is also important that Government has 

also embarked on the process of establishing a national standards accreditation body. 

 

4.7.5  Performance of the trade sub-sector 

 

4.7.5.1 Uganda’s export of goods 

 

Uganda trade sector has recorded a reasonable expansion over the five years (2009-2014). Over 

the period, merchandise exports increased from $2,326 million to $2,676 million, equivalent to 13.1 

%age increase. The year 2014 registered a 6 % decline in exports from US$ 2.82 billion in 2013 to 

US$ 2.676 billion in 2014. Uganda‘s leading merchandise exports in 2014 are as summarized in 

table 5. 

 

Table 6. Leading Merchandise Exports, 2014 (US$ million) 

Product Value Main Destinations 

Coffee  410.1 Europe & Sudan 

Oil re-exports 148.5 DR Congo & S. Sudan 

Base Metals & Products 122.5 Rwanda & S. Sudan 

Fish & its prod. 118.7 Europe & Hong Kong 

Cement 90.6 Rwanda, S. Sudan & Burundi 

Tea 84.8 Kenya 

Hides & skins 73.3 China & Italy 

Tobacco 64.6 Kenya, Netherlands & Poland 

Sugar 60.9 S. Sudan, DR Congo &Rwanda 

Cocoa Beans 60.6 Germany, Malaysia & Switzerland 

Source: BoU and UN COMTRADE 

 

The regional market continues to be an important destination for Uganda‘s merchandise exports. 

What partly explains this growth is increased investment in re-exports and wholesale trade in 

manufactured merchandise. From trading with COMESA, Uganda earned US$ 1.16 billion in 2014 

compared to US$ 1.27 billion in 2013, a decline of 8 %. Despite the decline, COMESA remains 
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Uganda‘s lead export destination (formal plus informal) representing 52 % export market share 

followed by EU with 23 %, Asia (8 %) and Middle East at 7 % respectively. A country level 

assessment of export markets reveals that the top four export countries for Uganda are also her 

neighbours, led by Sudan (17.2 %), Kenya (13 %), DRC (11.1 %) and Rwanda (9 %). Of the top ten 

export markets for Uganda (with at least 2 % of total merchandise exports), four of these are all 

neighbouring countries and members of the EAC. The country‘s integration in the EAC is therefore 

bearing fruit in terms of export growth; and more could be done to get Ugandan exports into 

COMESA outside the EAC. 

 

The EU was Uganda‘s leading export destination in 2005 accounting for 38 % of total merchandise 

exports. Although the EU share has since declined and has been overtaken by COMESA/EAC as 

the top partner bloc, overall the value exported to the EU has in fact risen from US$313.2 million in 

2005 to US $527.4 million in 2014, an increase of 68.4 %. COMESA exports on the other hand have 

grown by 384.1 %, while exports to the EAC have increased by 401.1 %. Exports trade with other 

regions has also recorded positive growth. Exports to Asia grew by 391.8 %, rest of Africa 
37

(238.7 

%), Middle East (82.1 %), rest of Europe (30.4 %) and the Americas (13.6 %). Uganda has done well 

in negotiating market access arrangements whereby preferential treatment is accorded to most of its 

products. However, a closer examination of the country‘s export performance in these markets 

reveals a mixed picture. While it has done relatively well in the regional markets (EAC and 

COMESA) and the EU market, further afield the situation is less than satisfactory. The AGOA market 

has been particularly disappointing with exports of AGOA (excluding GSP) products having been 

declining from just US$ 0.8 million in 2011 to US$ 64,000 in 2012, US$ 47,000 in 2013 and US$ 

54,000 from January to September 2014 (US Department of Trade‘s AGOA information portal). 

 

4.7.5.2 Uganda’s Import of Goods 

 

Uganda‘s imports have seen phenomenal growth fuelled by various factors including a construction 

boom (imported inputs such as cement, plumbing materials, interior décor and furnishings, etc.), 

exploration for and development of minerals notably oil and gas, and growing incomes that demand 

consumer and other investment goods that the local economy is unable to supply for now. 

 

Merchandise imports increased at a faster rate than exports, increasing from US$ 4,339million in 

2009 to US$ 6,139million in 2014, equivalent to a 41.4 % increase. As a result, total merchandise 

trade deficit increased from US$ 1,973 million in 2009 to US$ 3,642 million in 2014, which is slightly 

higher than the 2014 total merchandise exports. 

                                                           
37 Rest of Africa includes: Tanzania, South Africa, Nigeria and others. 
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India is the leading source of Ugandan imports, accounting for 26.8 % of total imports in 2013. The 

import value from India was $1,559 million (equivalent to about 65% of Uganda‘s formal exports) in 

2013. The top sources of imports in 2014 are India (US$ 1.2 billion), Kenya (US$ 605.5 million) and 

China (US$ 548.3 million). The top ten import sources are as in the table 6. Together these ten 

markets supplied nearly 74% of the country‘s imports in 2014. The main imports from India were: 

mineral fuels, oils and distillation products, pharmaceuticals machinery, vehicles and iron and steel. 

However India was also the source of a variety of other manufactures including food item such as 

packed cereals and beverages. From China the main imports were electrical and electronic 

equipment, machinery, vehicles and footwear and clothing. Like in the case of India, China was also 

the source of a large variety of other manufactured consumer products. 

 

The imports from Kenya are dominated by mineral fuels, oils and distillation products (mostly petrol 

and diesel), cement, iron and steel products, plastics and articles of plastic, beverages and spirits 

and pharmaceuticals. Kenya is also a source of many consumer manufactured goods. South Africa 

supplies iron and steel products, electrical goods, vehicles and machinery. It is also a source for a 

variety of other consumer manufactured products. 

 

Table 6: Top 10 Sources of imports, 2014 (US$ billions) 

Country Value Main Products 

India 1.2 Petroleum oils, pharmaceutical products & motor cycles 

Kenya 0.6 Petroleum oils, cements , Iron & steel 

China 0.5 Electrical, electronic equipment, vehicles. 

United Arab 

Emirates 

0.3 Mineral fuels(oils), machinery, nuclear reactors & electrical, electronic 

equipment 

Japan 0.3 Vehicles, iron &steel, machinery, nuclear reactors. 

South Africa 0.2 Iron & Steel, electrical, electronic equipment & vehicles 

Indonesia 0.2 Animal vegetable fats & oils, miscellaneous chemical products & 

essential oils 

Saudi Arabia 0.1 Plastics & articles, mineral fuels & fertilizers 

Germany 0.1 Machinery, nuclear reactor, vehicles & electrical, electronic 

equipment 

United 

Kingdom 

0.1 Machinery, nuclear reactor, vehicles&electrical, electronic equipment 

Total Imports 3.6  
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Source: Calculations based on BoU statistics 

 

From the United Arab Emirates, the main imports are mineral fuels, oils and distillation products, 

machinery, electrical and electronic goods, plastics and textiles and wearing apparel. Japan supplies 

mainly vehicles, iron and steel and machinery, while Indonesia is the main source for vegetable oils. 

From France Uganda imported mostly pharmaceuticals and electric and electronic equipment and 

from the United states also mostly machinery and equipment. 

 

4.7.5.3 Merchandise Trade Balance 

 

Overall, Uganda has run a trade deficit for more than 10 years and may have reached unsustainable 

levels. Despite overall export growth in goods and services, Uganda still suffers a negative balance 

of payments problem. As illustrated in figure 51, in 2005 there was a near balance between imports 

and exports. At any rate the deficit was small and manageable. But from around 2007 the deficit 

started widening and by 2014 it had reached nearly US$ 3.642 billion.  

 

The individual countries with which Uganda had large trade deficits in 2007 were Kenya, (US$ 354.2 

million) out of a total deficit of US$ 2.15 billion, followed by India (US$ 340.7 million), China (US$ 

260 million) and United Arab Emirates (US$ 242.6 million). In 2014, India was at US$ 1.2 billion out 

of a total US$2.4 billion
38

, followed by China (US$ 482 million, Kenya (US$ 258.1 million) and United 

Arab Emirates (US$ 170.4 million) respectively. Therefore, the four countries were responsible for 88 

% of Uganda‘s trade deficit.  

 

With exports standing at US$ 2,676 billion in 2014, the export to import ratio is 43.5 %. In other 

words today Uganda is spending 100 shillings on imports when it has earned an income of only 43 

shillings from exports. In effect, the country is living on borrowings. It is vitally important to halt this 

escalation by making reduction of the trade deficit a top national priority and galvanizing all efforts by 

all key MDAs to expand exports on a sustainable basis. 

 

Figure 3.9: Balance of Trade – Merchandise Account in US Million (2005-14) 

                                                           
38 This implies that India alone accounted for 50% of Uganda’s trade deficit in 2014! 
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Source: Computation using BoU Data 2015 

 

4.7.6 Trade in Services 

Service industries play a major role in the Ugandan economy in terms of their contribution both to 

national output/income and to employment. The contribution of services to GDP reduced marginally 

from the peak of 49.9 % in 2008 to 45.5 % in 2012, and it has been consistently higher than 

Agriculture and Industry over the last eight years. Over the same period, the services sector is 

estimated to have grown at 7.6% annually, though the growth was relatively low since 2012. 

According to the 2012/13 Uganda national household survey, about 22.7 % of the working 

population was engaged in trade/commerce related services, 4.2 % and transportation services and 

18.2 in other service categories. Overall, 45.1 % of the working population (3.6 million Ugandans) 

was estimated to be working in the service industry. The service industry is therefore a major driver 

of Uganda‘s economic growth.  

 

Trade in services have increased significantly over the years, increasing from US$2,057M in 2008 to 

US$ 4,725M in 2013, equivalent to 129.7% increase over the six-year period. Accordingly, the trade 

in services as a % of GDP has increased from 14.4% in 2008 to 21.9% in 2013. Over the same 

period, services exports increased from $990 million to $2,075 million, equivalent to 109.6 % 

increase. On the other hand, services imports increased at a slightly lower rate from $1,394 million 

to $2,646 million, equivalent to 89.8 % increase. As a result, total services trade deficit increased 

from $(404) in 2009 to $(571) in 2013, as summarized in table below. 
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Table 7: Trade in Services 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Trade in Services (Million US$) 2,057 2,384 3,044 4,146 4,361 4,725 

Trade in services (% of GDP) 14.4 16.1 19.0 26.8 21.8 21.9 

Service imports (Million, US$) 1,257 1,394 1,803 2,425 2,440 2,646 

Service exports (Million, US$) 799 990 1,241 1,721 1,921 2,075 

Service trade balance (Million, US$) (458) (404) (561) (705) (519) (571) 

Source: MoTIC Strategic Plan. No new data since 2013/14 Financial Year 

 

Whereas both Uganda‘s exports and imports of services have been increasing, imports have 

increased at a relatively faster rate than exports resulting into an increasing trade imbalance of 

US$458M in 2008 to US$571M in 2013.  

 

Challenges to Development and Implementation of Uganda’s Commercial Policies 

i. Inadequate monitoring and evaluation framework of sector interventions. The commercial 

sector lacks a monitoring framework to assess the effectiveness of the policy interventions, 

as well as the performance requirements in both the investment regime and trade 

agreements that have been concluded. 

ii. Heavy dependence on imports with inadequate support to the development of exports. 

Uganda is still challenged with the low capacity to promote local value addition across the 

productive sectors. Accordingly, most exports continue to be in row un-processed form while 

the country continues to import even products in which there is potential for competitive local 

industry. Uganda imports even simple products like toothpicks and ear buds that do not 

require advanced production technologies. This is despite heavy investment in the Uganda 

Industrial research institute that has generated several technologies, but have not effectively 

been adopted across the productive sectors.  

iii. Low capacity to deliver commercial services to the privates sector. The district commercial 

offices (DCOs) are meant to be the providers of the much needed commercial at the district 

local government level where all the production occurs. However, the DCOs continue to be 

without basic funding and facilitation to deliver any meaning support to the local business 

community become competitive. 

iv. Limited funding of the Trade Industry and Cooperative development sub-sector. The 

commercial sector continues to be among the underfunded sector, receiving less than 0.05% 

of the annual budget. This has constrained the delivery of critical commercial services in the 

sector.  
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Conclusions and Recommendations on Development and Implementation of Commercial 

Policies 

Uganda has adopted a liberalized trade and investment policy regime, oriented towards enhancing 

contribution to poverty eradication and the assessment has demonstrated that government effort to 

improve the investment climate is yielding results. However, whereas FDI has been increasing, the 

concentration has been in the central region with high potential of leading to unbalanced growth. The 

trade sector remains central to the economic management of the country and its role, particularly in 

relation to national currency stability, inflation and interest rates, and trade balance ought to be 

highly prioritized. From the foregoing, the following conclusions and recommendations are made; 

i. Trade deficit has continued to widen, consistently over the years largely driven by imports 

growing fasters than exports. The main countries driving the widening trade deficit are India, 

China, Kenya and United Arab Emirates. The merchandise trade deficit is almost equal to 

the annual merchandise exports despite the growth in exports over the years. It is 

approaching unsustainable levels, with significant wider implications for macroeconomic 

variable including inflation, exchange rates and interest rates. There is need for deliberate 

policy interventions to control/curtail its growth. These should include deliberate effort to 

increase exports to the main sources of imports, implementing import substitution measures 

for selected imports by operationalizing the BUBU policy and providing incentives to 

companies to source inputs local.  

ii. Uganda‘s exports over the years were mainly to preferential markets especially under the 

EAC and the EU. The less successful preferential market was the AGOA market access 

initiative, which is partly explained by the distance, transportation cost and physical access 

challenges to the US market by Ugandan producers. Increased exports to the EAC confirm 

that the integration agenda is producing results and more focus should be extended to 

addressing any residual issues including NTBs that are hindering full exploitation of the EAC 

market by Ugandan producers, and enhancing the capacity of local SMEs to effectively 

participate in the regional market. 

iii. The state of the country‘s domestic sector influences the countries performance in external 

trade. The inefficiencies in the domestic market resulting from inadequate trading/marketing 

infrastructure, limited awareness and compliance to quality standards and high levels of 

informal trading across value chains. Going forward, focus should be on improving domestic 

markets efficiency and orienting SMEs and producers to aim at fulfilling domestic market 

demands, before venturing into the regional market and then international markets. This can 

be achieved through training, counselling, providing market information and enhancing SME 

market readiness. The approach is that SMEs should be directed first to nearby markets 

where language, culture identity and logistics, pricing work more in their favour as this 
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enables them to gain export experience close to home before taking on the risks of venturing 

further. 

iv. Strong public trade support institutions are very essential for the development of a countries 

trade sector. They should work closely together and with structured engagement of the 

private sector. The state must play a central role in resource allocation and in efficient 

coordination of crucial economic activities since free markets will not drive economic 

transformation on their own. This is particularly relevant to developing trade support 

infrastructure, human capital and financial markets and setting up production facilities in the 

agricultural and industrial sector. Issues of market failure abound in this area, requiring the 

state‘s positive intervention. 

v. Many trade opportunities still exist in the local market but there exists weak linkage with 

production both in the market and policy level. Intra and extra-sector coordination ought to be 

enhanced by adopting a sector wide approach to planning and implementation of priority 

interventions. Structured and continuous engagement with other MDAs including Agriculture 

should be promoted at both planning and operational levels so that adequate and timely 

responses to market opportunities are realized.  

vi. Capitalization of the Uganda Development Corporation to champion public investment in 

areas that are not attracting FDI, and Uganda Development Bank to provide long-term 

development financing to strategic investment projects. Enhance promotion of local value 

addition and industrialization targeting import substitution potential sectors, as a long-term 

strategy for containing the ever increasing trade deficits. This should be complimented with 

establishment of a policy on local content with respect to public investment and government 

contracts 

vii. Establishment of a comprehensive sector level monitoring and evaluation framework to 

enable continuous assessment of the effectiveness of the commercial policy regime as well 

as concluded trade agreements. 

viii. Prioritize funding, capacity building and functionality of the district commercial offices that 

have the potential to deliver the much needed commercial advisory services to the 

production units at the district level. 

ix. The Government should enact an act of parliament to operationalize the BUBU policy. The 

act ought to compel all government Ministries Departments and Agencies to procure locally 

manufactured goods of specific categories and thresholds like pens, books, and food stuffs 

like rice. This has the potential to increase demand and promote local trade other than the 

current heavy dependence on imports. 

x. For Uganda to accelerate benefit from foreign investments, the minimum requirements in 

terms of the level of the capital to be invested should be increased from the current $100,000 
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to a minimum of $5m in capital investment for investors to benefit from protection under the 

investment code. 

xi. The Government should prioritise imposition and enforcement of performance requirements 

on investments that are protected under the investment code. This will help eliminate 

investors who don‘t have the minimum requirement and end-up engaging is small economic 

activities like operating mini-supermarkets or operating small wholesale shops, which ought 

to be reserved for nationals. 

xii. Within the spirit of promoting Uganda‘s development agenda, the investment code should 

recognize granting preferences to local and regional produced goods and services, as well 

as labour as a sustainable way of building local and regional capacity to facilitate long-term 

development. 

 

 

3.7.3 Significance of Uganda’s extractive industry (Including Oil) 

 

The discovery of the breadth of the potential for 

petroleum and gas resources has since 2007 

become a pivotal point for Uganda‘s economy. 

Extraction of crude oil is expected to start in 2018.  

Uganda has already found 6.5 billion barrels of 

which 2 billion is expected to be immediately 

commercially viable in only 40% of the explored 

area. Exploration in the rest of the area is 

continuing.  Uganda concluded negotiations with oil companies after resolution of key contentious 

clauses and an MOU with these companies was agreed to in 2014. Uganda is now finalizing the 

procurement works towards construction of an oil refinery. Uganda‘s crude oil will be used in the 

refinery to produce final products, part of it will be exported as crude through an oil pipeline from 

western Uganda to Tanzania. The East African Crude Oil Pipeline (EACOP) project will generate an 

estimated 10,000
39

 jobs for Uganda and Tanzania which include job creation, local content, new 

infrastructures, logistics, technology transfer and the enhancement of the Central Corridor between 

Uganda and Tanzania. 

 

Uganda is expected to start pumping in 2018, after delays due to court tussles over oil firm contracts 

and negotiations on building a refinery. Over the past three years, the country has enacted laws and 

taken time to scrutinize production sharing agreements to ensure Uganda gets the best possible 

                                                           
39 http://africabusinesscommunities.com/news/uganda-tanzania-oil-pipeline-to-create-10,000-jobs.html 
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deals. It includes provisions for the management of funds and a mechanism for sharing a small 

portion of royalties with local governments in the oil-producing region. It also creates a sovereign 

wealth fund – the petroleum revenue investment reserve – to help invest the oil money. 

 

Government has in addition put in place a National Oil Company to manage the country‘s 

commercial interests within the oil and gas sector. Most of the oil will be for petroleum production 

and other quantities will be earmarked for electricity generation.  The gas will be used for electricity 

generation and for assisting in extracting the crude as well as use in steel manufacture, using our 

huge iron-ore deposits in the Kabale-Kanungu areas and in the Sukuru hills near Tororo.  

 

Apart from oil and gas, the government conducted exploration in many parts of the country and 

discovered the following minerals in the following quantities: 

i. Iron-ore more than 200 million metric tons of proven ore in Kabale and Kanungu areas; 

ii. Phosphates more than230 million metric tons of proven Ore in Sikulu hills, Tororo;  

iii. Cement more than 300 million tons of Limestone in Karamoja areas in addition to the one in 

Hima; 

iv. Aluminum clays more than 3 billion tons of ore in Makuru areas in Bugweri; 

v. Copper more than 9 million tons in Kilembe areas; 

vi. Cobalt more than 5.5 million tons in Kisoro areas; 

vii. Wolfram more than 800,000 tons, in some parts of Kabale; 

viii. Tin more than 1 million tons in Ruhaama Ntungamo areas; 

ix. Gold more than 8.2 million ounces in different parts of the country 

x. Vermiculite more than 54.9 million tonnes in some parts of the country 

xi. Columbite-tantalite (Coltan) 133 million tons 

xii. Rock salt and brine - 22 million tons in Katwe and some parts of the country 

xiii. Uranium in some parts of the country 

 

Regulation, Promotion and Governance of the Extractive Industry 

Uganda is yet to sign up to the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), a global 

accountability platform that commits oil and mining companies to publishing what they have paid 

governments. Governments, in turn, publish how much they have received from oil companies. 

However, in 2015, Parliament passed the Public Finance Management Act (2015) which among 

other clauses details how oil revenues should be used. Included is the provision that oil money must 

be invested in infrastructure and to boost agriculture, rather than used for recurrent expenditure. The 

act creates a petroleum fund where oil revenues will be saved.  

 

Recommendations to Promote Trade and Growth 
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To further develop and implement trade and investment policies that Promote Economic Growth, it is 

recommended that: 

v. A multi-sectoral approach is devised to ensure effective implementation of the National 

Export Development Strategy (2015/16-2019/20) and the ‗Buy Uganda Build Uganda‘ Policy 

so that local content is promoted to boost exports, strengthen the shilling and improve 

Uganda‘s terms of trade position.  

vi. Focus be put on production, high levels of value addition and supportive adequate 

infrastructure for export development 

vii. Uganda should do more to support UIA and other key investment support insitutions and 

build their capacity to support both local and international investors with investor aftercare 

services. 

viii. Institutions should be well designed to harness these resources optimally otherwise with 

requisite technical and energy resources for extraction in plan. 

 

3.8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO ADVANCE ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE 

 

Since the last assessment, Uganda has laid out the Vision 2040 as a blue print to guide long term 

development planning aimed at transforming the country from peasantry to a modern and 

prosperous economy within a period of 30 years. The implementation of Vision 2040 is through five 

years NDPs. To promote economic management, the following are the key recommendations: 

 

a. Design and implement economic policies for sustainable development  

Uganda is now implementing the second NDPII for the period 2015/16 to 2019/20. Uganda 

has since 2007 implemented a combination of fiscal and monetary policies to keep its macro-

economic framework in check. A series of reforms including two NDPs in 2010 and 2015 have 

put the focus of the budget off less on Project Investment Plans (PIPs) and more to national 

long and medium term development. As a key recommendation, Government needs to fully 

align the national budget to NDP priorities to move Uganda to an upper medium income 

status. 

 

b. Facilitating the participation of key stakeholders in policy and programme discussion 

and implementation 

In formulation of Government policy, there have been various entry points and levels of 

stakeholder involvement in the processes of policy formulation. The challenge for Uganda 

however is on implementation due to negative mindset, inadequate budget provisions, 

technical and logistical capacity constraints as well as weak public sector management 
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among other bottlenecks. It is recommended that Government appropriates more resources 

tailored to implementation, support supervision, quality assurance as well as strengthening 

policy implementation, monitoring and evaluation. 

 

c. Promoting sound public finance management 

In 2014 Uganda embarked on a reform to consolidate grants going to LGs. In 2015 the Public 

Finance Management Act was passed to increase regulation and fiducial oversight over the 

economy. Government however has a challenge to improve financial management in its 

contracting out of public works. Inquiries over funds mismanagement have evidenced that 

where government has not been fully in charge of processes including large scale public 

works. Incidences of financial misappropriation have continued to occur in some sectors 

including education, roads and energy. It is recommended therefore, that Government takes 

serious action on the recommendations of the auditor general reports as well as those from 

Parliament more especially the Accountability Committees. Other institutions including DPP, 

IGG, Anti-Corruption Court and others should be strengthened to fully execute their 

constitutional mandate in matters related to corruption.  
 

d. Fighting corruption and money laundering 

There have been numerous attempts to fight corruption including Anti-Corruption Act 2009, 

establishment of Anti-Corruption Court 2008 and an amendment to the Anti-Terrorism Act 

2002. It is recommended that Government acts boldly especially while dealing with high 

profile cases to the satisfaction of the public. Government also needs to build the requisite 

expertise and technology to tackle aspects like cyber bank fraud. 
 

e. Accelerating regional integration 

The Government has undertaken measures to promote ownership and participation of key 

stakeholders in economic policy formulation and has adopted most of the principles within 

international codes. There is wide realization that Ugandan business community has not fully 

benefited from the accession into the East African Customs Union as had been envisaged in 

2004. The negative trade balance has sustained the dominance of foreign products on the 

Ugandan market. It is highly recommended that Uganda is better positioned to leverage the 

opportunities within the EAC and COMESA starting with those in which it holds comparative 

and competitive advantages through agricultural modernization, value addition in agriculture, 

mineral beneficiation, manufacturing and tourism. To expand her advantage Uganda shall 

need to lower the cost of electricity, transport and expand infrastructure for industries and 

generally lower the cost of doing business. 

 

f. Develop and implement trade and investment policies that promote economic growth 
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Uganda has long standing trade and investment codes (since early 1990s) that have 

undergone reviews to align them with regional and international dispensations. Indeed, the 

economy has grown at an average of 6% of GDP growth per annum. Uganda passed the Buy 

Uganda Build Uganda Policy in 2014 aimed at encouraging production and export of goods 

and services produced in Uganda and promote domestic consumption of local content by 

Ugandans. However, over the last three years Uganda has seen a contraction of this growth 

mainly due to reduced productivity of key sectors amidst slow global economic outlook. It is 

recommended that Government puts in place incentives for the private sector involvement 

through lowering the cost of credit and providing alternative financing mechanism including an 

agricultural bank; expanded microfinance support system and creating awareness about the 

benefits under the recapitalized Uganda Development Bank. 

. 
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CHAPTER 4: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
     

 

4.1 DEFINITION 

Corporate governance refers to a mechanism that supports observance of principles that govern 

proper ethical conduct of organizations and entities in ways that advance fairness, accountability and 

transparency. It is within the framework of NEPAD that corporate governance is emphasized 

because it calls for sustainable production and creation of wealth through well governed and 

competitive organizations whether they are public private or non-governmental organizations, profit 

or non-for-profit. Under the African Peer Review Mechanism, corporate governance as a theme 

covers five key areas: 

i. Promoting and enabling environment and effective regulatory framework for business 

entities; 

ii. Ensuring effective leadership and accountability of organizations; 

iii. Instilling ethical conduct within organizations; 

iv. Establishing mechanism for fair and equitable treatment of stakeholders; and 

v. Ensuring that organizations act as good corporate citizens.  

 

Good corporate governance has eight distinguishing characteristics: discipline, transparency, 

independence, accountability, responsibility, fairness, ethical conduct and good corporate 

citizenship. These traits are important because as they lead to better performing organisations which 

are sustainable in the long-term. This in turn leads to economic development as these organisations 

contribute more to the economy and to society as a whole directly through the wages, salaries and 

taxes they pay, and indirectly through the money they pay their supply chain, the vendors, retail 

outlets, service and training firms and resellers of their products and services. 

 

Overall, the level of awareness in Uganda about corporate governance remains low and is largely 

viewed as one that relates to business companies and private entities. This assessment has 

contributed to the broadening of this awareness to profile the role of corporate governance in all 

sectors including the public sector at both national and regional levels. Government and local 

governments ought to adopt principles of corporate governance so that they are efficiently 

management to extend principles of accountability, good conduct, adherence to regulations and 

standards as well as activing good citizens. Government has signed, ratified and domesticated some 

of the international conventions to ensure corporate governance is ensured at all levels, as a means 

to support this process. 

 

4.2 STANDARDS AND CODES  
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The adoption of international principles, standards and codes in Uganda dates back to the 1960‘s 

when the independent Uganda embarked on the process of institutional development. Most of the 

principles, standards and codes are applied either through voluntary mechanisms or through 

substantive legislation. Uganda is committed to implementing international standards and codes to 

promote better corporate performance. In relation to corporate governance, the following codes 

remain applicable in Uganda: 

i. New Partnership for Africa‘s Development (NEPAD) Framework Document adopted in 2001; 

ii. Principles of Corporate Governance (OECD and the Commonwealth) adopted by the IGCU 

in 2001 and the CMA in 2003; 

iii. International Accounting Standards (IAS), now the International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) adopted in 1998; 

iv. International Standards on Auditing (ISA) adopted in 1998; 

v. 25 Core Principles for Effective Banking Supervision adopted in 1999 and revised in 2003; 

vi. Core Principles for Securities Regulations adopted in 2003;  

vii. Core Principles for Security and Insurance Supervision and Regulations adopted in 2003; 

viii. African (Banjul) Charter on Human and Peoples‘ Rights adopted in 1981; 

ix. Labour Codes of the International Labour Organisation (ILO), adopted in 1963; and 

x. Codes on Industrial and Environmental Safety and Hygiene of the World Health Organisation 

(WHO) adopted in 1994. 

Since 2007, Uganda continues to apply the following standards in the financial industry: 

i. The Collective Investment Schemes Act, 2003; 

ii. The Capital Markets Authority Act, Cap 84; 

iii. The Capital Markets Conflict of Interest Guidelines, 2001;   

iv. The Capital Markets Corporate Bond Guidelines, 2003;   

v. The Capital Markets Corporate Governance Guidelines, 2003;   

 

Following the recommendations in the first APRM CSAR 2007 reformed the Capital Markets 

Authority Act Cap 84 in 2011 and 2016 to seal some loopholes identified in the framework. In 

addition, the Financial Institutions (Amendment) Act 2016 and the Tier 4 Microfinance Institutions 

and Money Lenders Act 2016 were enacted to strengthen the regulatory framework in the financial 

sector. In Table 4.1 below shows Standards and Codes in force in Uganda at the time of 

assessment and the specific national legal framework that operationalize them are provided. In 

addition, Table 4.2 below it shows Standard and Codes that do not need ratification 

 

Table 4.1: Standards and Codes that Need Signing and/or Ratification 
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 Standards and Codes Adopted 
/ Signed 

Ratified Enacted Date Last 
Reported 

Reservations /Notes 

Labour  

(1) Worst Forms of Child 
Labour Convention (1999) 
ILO 

- 21/06/ 2001 - 2013 National legislation 
in place e.g. 
Constitution of 
Uganda 1995 S. 
34, Employment 
Act 2006 S.32.  

(2) Minimum Age Convention 
(1973) ILO 

- 25/03/2003 - 2013 Constitution 1995 
Article 34 & 36, 
Employment Act 
2006 S.32. 

(3) Discrimination 
(Employment and 
Occupation) Convention 
(1958) ILO 

- 02/06/2005 - 2015 Constitution of 
Uganda 1995 
Article 21, 
Employment Act 
2006 S6. 

(4) Abolition   of   Forced   
Labour  Convention 
(1957) ILO 

- 04/06/1963 - 2015 Constitution 1995 
Article 25, 
Employment Act 
2006 Ss.5 & 56, 
Penal Code Act 
2007 Ss 249-252. 

(5) Equal Remuneration 
Convention (1951) ILO 

- 02/06/2005 - 2013 Constitution 1995 
Article 39(1b), 
Employment Act 
2007 S.6 

(6) Right to Organize and 
Collective Bargaining 
Convention (1949) ILO 

- 04/06/1963 - 2013 Constitution 1995 
Article 29 & 40, 
Labour Union Act 
2006 Ss3&4. 

(7) Freedom of Association 
and Protection of  
Right to Organize 
Convention (1948) ILO 

- 02/06/2005 - 2013 Constitution 1995 
Article 29 & 40, 
Labour Unions Act 
2006 Ss3&4. 

(8) Forced Labour 
Convention (1930) ILO 

- 04/06/1963 - 2015 Constitution 1995 
Article 25, 
Employment Act 
2006 S.5. 

Extractive Sector  

(1) Extractive Industries 
Transparency Initiative 

- Not ratified - - The desire to join 
the EITI only 
remains expressed 
in the National Oil 
and Gas Policy 
(NOGP). 

 

Standards and Codes that influenced Local Standards and Codes in Uganda 

Uganda remains committed to promoting a competitive business environment for both local and 

foreign investors. In order to achieve this broad goal, Uganda adopted the OECD and Common 
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Wealth Principles of Corporate Governance in 2001. Through adoption of these non-binding 

principles, Uganda focuses on establishing a corporate governance framework that promotes 

transparent and efficient markets, consistency with the rule of law and clearly articulating the division 

of responsibilities among different supervisory, regulatory and enforcement authorities. These 

principles seek to enhance corporate leadership, monitoring performance of organisations, 

compliance with the laws and proper accountability to stakeholders, effective internal control 

environment, compliance with financial reporting procedures and good corporate citizenship.  

 

In Uganda, the adoption of the CACG Principles of Corporate Governance was through the ICGU 

Code of Corporate Governance of 2001 (voluntary guidelines) and the Capital Markets Authority 

Code of Corporate Governance of 2003 (compulsory guidelines). In the ICGU Code of Corporate 

Governance 2001 and the CMA Code of Corporate Governance 2003, emphasis is placed on 

ensuring: protection of the rights of shareholders and other stakeholders; timeous and accurate 

disclosure of pertinent governance information; and clarification of the role of the board of directors 

to the company and its stakeholders.  

 

The provision for protection of shareholders‘ and other stakeholders‘ rights is also reflected in the 

Constitution 1995, labour laws, various financial sector regulations and the Companies Act 2012. 

Uganda in developing local standards and codes benchmarked a number of internationally accepted 

corporate governance standards and codes. These, inter alia, include: 

i. the OECD Principles of Corporate Governance (April 2004) the CACG Principles of 

Corporate Governance (2001);  

ii. the UK Corporate Governance Code (June 2010);  

iii. the French Recommendation on Corporate Governance (January 2010);  

iv. the Walker Review of Corporate Governance in the UK Banks and Other Financial Industries 

(November 2009);  

v. Basel I, II and III; 

vi. the King III Code of South Africa (2009);  

vii. the UK Higgs Report (June 2006); and the Singaporean Code of Corporate Governance 

(July 2005).  

It is important to note that while this process continues, Uganda‘s Capital Markets Authority 

Corporate Governance Guidelines 2003, the Banking Regulations 2010, among others, are being 

aligned to the above. Several regulatory reforms have also been undertaken to deepen compliance 

with the aforesaid standards and codes. These are reviewed later in the report. 

 

International Accounting Standards and Standards on Auditing (IAS) 
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Uganda continues to adopt IFRSs and IAS in all sectors of the economy. The Companies Act 2012 

Table F provides the Code of Corporate Governance in companies in Uganda. Under the 

Companies Act 2012, Uganda has embarked on employing qualified accountants to prepare and 

audit financial reports. The Act refers to the Accountants Act 2013 for the definition of who is a 

qualified accountant and emphasizes that accountants be those recognized by the Institute of 

Certified Public Accountants of Uganda. The Accountants Act requires that qualified accountants 

prepare financial reports according to the IFRS and auditing practices comply with the IAS.  

 

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Uganda (ICPAU) effectively regulates the accounting 

sector. As recommended in the first APRM CSAR 2007, the Accountants‘ legal framework 

specifically, the Accountants Act 2013 provides for improved regulation and wider application of 

IFRSs and ISA. This Act reinforces the Companies Act 2012 on who should practice accounting in 

Uganda and the accounting standards that should be applicable. The Accountants Act, among 

others, creates the Quality Assurance Board, the National Public Accountants Examination Board, 

the mandatory 40-hour continuous professional development (CPD) per annum for all accountants 

and the public sector and public interest organisations to employ recognized accountants to head 

accounts, finance and internal audit. The Accountants Act also criminalizes practicing as an 

accountant without a practicing certificate. In addition, a code of ethics for accountants aligned to 

international code of ethics for accountants exists. 

 

Uganda is implementing the International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) through the 

Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development (MoFPED). The review notes that ICPAU 

is acting as an advisor to the MoFPED as mandated under the Accountants Act 2013 to guide 

government on the adoption of the standards.  

 

However, the issue of supervised experience before one enrolls as a qualified accountant is not 

clearly spelled out to improve the quality of experience that qualifies accountants in Uganda. The 

companies Act 2012 does not compel private liability companies to implement IFRSs and IAS. 

Therefore, compliance with IFRS is not enforceable in all companies. Limited enforcement of IFRS is 

exacerbated by limited funding, inadequate number of qualified accountants in Uganda and 

structural factors. In the public sector entities, the Ministry of Public Service has not yet changed 

professional specifications for head of finance/accounts/audit at Local Government level specifically 

the Urban Councils and LCIII to comply with the Accountants Act 2013. In Box 1, the existing 

professional specifications for head of finance and internal audit are provided. 
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Core Principles of Banking Supervision 

 

Uganda is a signatory of, and a participant in the Basel Principles. The Bank of Uganda continues to 

implement the Basel Principles on effective banking supervision. These principles were adopted to 

strengthen the stability of the international banking system and to tame competitive inequity among 

international banks. In addition, the Basel II was adopted and integrated into the national regulations 

when setting the minimum capital requirements for financial institutions to enhance institutional 

liquidity. In 2010, Bank of Uganda issued Statutory Instrument No. 43; The Financial Institutions 

(Revision of Minimum Capital Requirements) Instrument, 2010. All banks were required to comply 

with the minimum capital requirements by 1st March 2013. All commercial banks in Uganda have 

complied with this requirement under the Bank of Uganda‘s oversight. The recent takeover of 

management of Crane Bank, Uganda‘s largest local bank by the bank of Uganda in October 2016, 

exemplifies this compliance and the vigilance of the Bank of Uganda in ensuring that Core Principles 

on Banking Supervision are followed.   

 

Crane Bank was the 4th largest Bank in Uganda by October 2014. With a non- performing loan book 

of Shs 142.3 billion in 2015 up from just under Shs 19.3 billion in 2014, it was clear that something 

was amiss at the bank. Banks of Uganda could not succeed in having its shareholders recapitalize it 

by $25 million after its capital ratio had fallen far below the Central bank capital reserve requirement. 

KPMG, an international audit firm, has over the years been Crane Bank's external auditors. Their 

most recent audit report which the auditors gave a 'qualified opinion' showed that the bank had paid 

up capital amounting to Shs 260 billion. Aware BoU's statutory requirement of Shs 25 billion. In his 

takeover statement of Crane Bank, BoU Governor Mutebile said their decision followed a 

determination by BoU that the bank was "a significantly under-capitalised institution" and "posed a 

Box 4.1. Professional Specifications for Head of Finance/Accounts/Audit in Local 
Governments 
In the public sector, the specifications of head of finance/audit at the district comply with the 
Accountants Act 2013. However, at lower Local Government levels, they are not. The Ministry of 
Public Service has not changed the specifications for head of Finance/Accounts (Senior 
Accountants) and Senior Auditors in urban Councils and LCIII, to comply with the Act. The 
specifications for these positions are: EITHER: An Honors Bachelor‘s Degree in either 
Commerce (Accounting option) or Business Administration (Accounting option) or Business 
Studies (Accounting option) or Finance and Accounting OR Full professional qualification in 
Accounting such as ACCA, CPA, ACIS and CPE obtained from a recognized Institution and 
accredited by Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Uganda (ICPAU).  The specifications 
allow non-professional accountants such as ACIS and Bachelor degree holders to hold the job 
that would require accredited accountants with ICPAU (Ministry of Public Service, 2016). 
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systemic risk to the stability of the financial system" and that the continuation of its activities in its 

current form was detrimental to the interests of its depositors.  It was handed over the DFCU Bank 

on 27th January 2017. 

 

 

 

Uganda is undertaking the following efforts to deepen compliance with the Basel Principles:  

i. Drafted amendment proposals to ensure capital adequacy requirements to address systemic 

risk. These proposals recommend that banks be categorized according to their ability to 

meet stipulated standards including international standards. 

ii. Establishing the regulatory authority for Tier 4 MFIs. The Tier 4 Microfinance Institutions and 

Money Lenders Act 2016 is in place but the regulatory authority is yet to be established.  

iii. Bank of Uganda launched a National Finance Literacy Strategy in conjunction with Uganda 

Bankers‘ Association to sensitize the population through bazaars, exhibitions and seminars.  

 

Uganda is in the process of moving to Basel III to adopt measures that ensure bank capital 

adequacy, stress testing and market liquidity risk. The recommendations in Basel III aim at ensuring 

that the banks increase their liquidity while decreasing bank leverage. BoU in 2014 rolled out the 

Liquidity Coverage Ratio to all commercial banks. It is moving to implement the Net Stable Funding 

Ratio in line with the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision Deadline of 1st January 2018.  

 

Uganda launched its first Credit Reference Bureau in 2008. Presently, Uganda has two Credit 

Reference Bureaux, that is, the Compuscan launched in 2008 and Metropol Corporation (Kenya) 

Limited launched in 2015. The presence of the reference bureaux has enhanced lender confidence 

and increased the volume of lending in Uganda. However, in spite of the presence of the credit 

bureaux and regular scrutiny of commercial banks by Bank of Uganda, the level of non-performing 

loans trebled from UGX.573 billion at the end of 2015 to UGX. 1.8 trillion by the third quarter of 2016. 

The placement of Crane Bank under the management of Bank of Uganda is, among others, 

attributed to high level of nonperforming loans. According to sources at Bank of Uganda, other banks 

severely hit by this wave of nonperforming loans include Stanbic Bank, Standard Chartered Bank, 

Barclays Bank, Dfcu Bank and Orient Bank.  

 

Core Principles for Insurance Supervision and Regulation 

As recommended in the first APRM CSAR 2007, Uganda reformed the Insurance Act 2000 and 

enacted the Insurance Act 2011. Pursuance to the Act 2011, the Insurance Regulatory Authority 

(IRA) of Uganda was established as the insurance industry regulator becoming operational in 2012. 
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The new Act seeks to strengthen the Authority and entrench its autonomy to oversee the growth and 

consolidation of the market, ensure financial soundness without compromising its independence and 

maximise consumer protection.  

 

In addition, it harmonises the nomenclature (Regulatory Authority) used in the East African 

Insurance industry, that is, the Insurance Regulatory Authority of Kenya and the Tanzania Insurance 

Regulatory Authority. The benefits associated with the reforms include; establishment of re-

insurance premium to curb premium flight to external re-insurers, establishment of an insurance 

training levy for corporate capacity building, enhancing stability by increasing the minimum capital 

from UGX1 billion to UGX4 billion for general insurance, UGX3 billion for life cover and UGX10 

billion for re-insurance. IRA also moved to regulate the Health Members Organisations (HMOs) with 

effect from 2014. A national medical policy is under consideration to establish the national medical 

insurance. In addition, the reform of the Financial Institutions Act 2016 has opened opportunities for 

Islamic Insurance (Takaful) which is based on the cooperative principle and separation between the 

funds and the shareholders. This is expected to deepen insurance coverage.   

 

In spite of the reforms, the East African Insurance Supervisors Association 2011 Report notes that 

insurance business regulatory framework in Uganda is yet to comply with 18 out of 26 Core 

Principles of Insurance Regulation due to inadequacies in the legal and regulatory framework.  

 

Relatedly, a study commissioned by the Insurance Regulatory Authority of Uganda with support of 

German Agency for International Co-operation (GIZ), revealed that the current Insurance Act 2011 

was either non-compliant or partially compliant with 25 of the 26 Core Principles. The current legal 

and regulatory framework makes it extremely difficult for the Authority to supervise the insurance 

market in accordance with the Insurance Core Principles. Moving forward, the Insurance Regulatory 

Authority has embarked on consulting the insurance sector stakeholders to draft a bill to review the 

Insurance Act. It is proposed that the new Act be drafted as a framework legislation to empower the 

Authority to make new and amend regulations to adapt to changes. One of the core sections 

suggested is adoption of principles of corporate governance. The new Act seeks to enable the 

Authority make and enforce principles of good corporate governance in compliance with the 

Insurance Core Principles. Once this is done, the insurance sector will be more compliant with the 

international principles and practices of insurance sector regulation. This development will increase 

trust in the industry and attract more investment. 

 

Core Principles for Environmental Regulation 
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The NEMA continues to comply with a number of international standards on environmental 

management. These, among others, include the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and the 

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). NEMA has initiated 

stakeholder technical review of the NEMA Act to accommodate the emerging challenges associated 

with the regulation of the oil and gas, chemicals management, climate change mitigation and 

adaptation, strategic environmental assessments, air quality regulations, effluent regulations and 

environmental impact assessment regulations. These are being refined and are expected to come 

into force in 2016 with the envisaged enactment of the NEMA Act 2016. The contribution of NEMA in 

environmental regulation is commendable. However, it is challenged by inadequate funding to 

support its operations more especially in managing the emerging environmental impacts of Oil and 

Gas. 

 

Core Principles for Securities Regulation 

Uganda recognizes the International Organisation of Securities Commission (IOSCO) as the global 

standard setter for securities regulation. The Capital Markets Authority (CMA) is a member of 

IOSCO and adopted some of the Core Principles for securities regulation. The CMA legal framework 

was reformed in 2011 after the enactment of the CMA Act 2011 and later in 2016 with the enactment 

of the Capital Markets Authority (Amendment) Act 2016. In addition, CMA moved to establish the full 

automation of the stock exchange by establishing and operationalizing the Securities Central 

Depository (SCD) in 2015. It is noted that CMA (Amendment) Act 2016 establishes the CMA as an 

independent agency with more powers to effectively regulate the capital markets. The CMA 

(Amendment) Act 2016 addresses most of the lacunas pointed out in the previous CMA Acts. This is 

expected to improve the global image of Uganda‘s capital markets. Voluntary codes exist for the 

Uganda Securities Exchange (USE) and ALTX East Africa Limited to regulate their members on their 

respective securities exchange markets. The security exchange markets practice self-regulation for 

their members. The harmonisation of the East African Securities regulatory framework is still in 

progress.   

 

Labour Codes of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) 

Uganda is signatory to the ILO Labour Codes contained in the eight fundamental ILO conventions. 

Uganda mainstreamed core labour issues in the Constitution of Uganda 1995. Article 40 of the 

Constitution 1995 emphasises eight critical issues that are in line with the ILO Conventions. These, 

inter alia, include (i) rights of persons to work under satisfactory, safe and healthy conditions; (ii) 

equal payment for equal work without discrimination; (iii) every worker to be accorded rest and 

reasonable working holidays with pay, as well as remuneration for public holidays; (iv) right of every 

worker to practice his or her profession and carry on any lawful occupation, trade or business; (v) 
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right to form or join a trade union of a person‘s choice for the promotion and protection of his or her 

economic and social interests; (vi) right to collective bargaining and representation; (vii) right to 

withdraw labour according law; and (viii) right of every woman worker to be accorded protection 

during pregnancy and after birth by her employer, in accordance with the law. Uganda has all the 

eight core conventions of ILO ratified and with ILO support, has enacted the following labour laws to 

operationalise them:  

i. The Employment Act 2006; 

ii. The Labour Disputes (Arbitration and Settlement Act) 2006; 

iii. The Labour Unions Act 2006;  

iv. The Occupational Health and Safety Act 2006. 

Regarding the labour conventions that are applicable to the young workers and job seekers, Uganda 

has ratified the following: 

i. The Convention on Minimum Age (1973, No. 138); 

ii. The Worst Forms of Child Labour (199, No 182); 

iii. The Employment Policy (1964, No. 159); 

iv. The Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment (Disabled Persons), (1983, No. 159); 

v. The Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise (1948, No. 87); and  

vi. The Discrimination (Employment and Occupation), (1958, No. 111). 

However, Uganda is yet to review and extract the relevant sections of the ILO standards such as the 

Nursing Convention No. 149 and Convention 102, which set out the minimum standards of social 

security benefits for old age, invalidity, survivors, medical care, unemployment, employment injury, 

family and maternity benefits. Uganda still lacks minimum wage legislation to protect those low-

income earners who are not unionised. The review notes that the implementation and enforcement 

of the labour rights remains weak. Moreover, child labour in domestic work remains widespread. 

 

The assessment of Uganda‘s compliance with standards and codes has been informed by the 

available country assessment studies on the observance of standards and codes. These studies 

include the Bank for International Settlements 2013 Financial Stability Institute Survey; the World 

Bank 2014; Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development 2014/15; IOSCO New 

Principles: Covering Report 2014; Bank of Uganda 2015 Financial Stability Report; and Uganda 2nd, 

3rd and 4th APRM Annual Reports.  
 

Table 4.2: Standards that do not Need Ratification 

Standards and Codes Adopted Notes 

Accounting  and Financial Reporting 

http://www.mglsd.go.ug/uploads/2013/07/Laws/labour%20unions%20Act%202006.pdf
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Standards and Codes Adopted Notes 

International Standards in Auditing  - The 

Handbook of International Quality 

Control, Auditing, Review, Other 

Assurance and Related Services 

Pronouncements (2010) International 

Federation of Accountants (IFAC) 

 1998  In 1998, the Council of the ICPAU adopted 

International Financial Reporting Standards 

(then known as International Accounting 

Standards) issued by the International 

Accounting Standards Board (IASB) as the 

National Standards of Uganda. In the 

Accountants Act 2013, provided for quality 

Assurance Board 

IFRS for Small and Medium Enterprises.  2009 These have been adopted without 

modification. Became effective on 1st 

January 2010 

International Federation of Accountants 

(IFAC) Code of Ethics 

2009 All members of ICPAU are obliged to comply 

with the IFAC Code of ethics. 

International Public Sector Accounting 

Standards (IPSAS)  

2006 Government through the Ministry of Finance, 

Planning and Economic Development is 

implementing the Standards. ICPAU 

provides technical guidance on the adoption 

of the Standards. 

A legal framework adopting IPSAS as the 

financial reporting framework is yet to be 

adopted. However, the recently enacted PFA 

Act 2016 gives the Accountant General the 

powers to decide the accounting framework. 

Uganda is aiming at full adoption of cash 

basis IPSAS by the end of Financial year 

2016/17. 

International Standards on Quality 

(ISQC) 1 

 ICPAU issued a Sample Quality Control 

Manual to assist practitioners in the 

implementation of the International 

Standards on Quality Control (ISQC) 1, 

―Quality Control for Firms that Perform 

Audits and Reviews of Financial Statements, 

and Other Assurance and Related Services 

Engagements‖, 
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Standards and Codes Adopted Notes 

International Standards on Auditing (ISA)  1999 The Standards on Audit adopted and 

applicable to all organizations that are 

audited by members of ICPAU. Latest 

Handbook on Audit Standards issued in 

2010. Audit Practice Guidelines 2013 in 

place. 

Codes on Industrial Safety 

Codes on industrial Safety and Hygiene, 

WHO 

 1995 Issues incorporated in existing laws such as 

the NEMA Act  1998 

The Environmental Impact Assessment 

Regulations No. 13 of 1998 

The National Environment (Wetlands, River 

Banks and Lakeshores Management) 

Regulations 2000 

The National Environmental (Mountainous 

and Hilly Areas Management Regulations 

2000 

The National Environment (Standards for the 

Discharge of Effluent into Water and Land) 

Regulations 1999 

The Uganda Wildlife Act 2000 

Worker‘s Compensation Act 2000 

Uganda Wildlife Policy 2014 

The Water Act 1997 

The Mining Act 2003 

The National Forestry and Tree Planting Act 

2003 

Investment Code Act 2000 

The Petroleum Supply Act 2003 

The National Oil and Gas Policy 2008 

The Uganda Petroleum (Exploration, 

Development and Production) Act 2013 

NEPAD Framework Document 2001 Uganda is a signatory to the Act of the 

African Union (Lome Summit 2000).  
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Standards and Codes Adopted Notes 

Principles of Corporate Governance 

(EOCD & Commonwealth) 

2001 

(ICGU); 

2003 

(CMA) 

Adopted by the ICGU & the CMA. The ICGU 

Corporate Governance Code of Conduct 

2001 and CMA Code of Corporate 

Governance 2003. These principles have 

improved the corporate governance in 

Uganda‘s financial sector. They have also 

informed the reform of the Companies Act 

2012 and in particular Table F Code of 

Corporate Governance. Listed companies 

are run more effectively following the 

principles. Challenges of implementation 

more especially in family owned and non-

listed companies remain. Capacity and 

funding gaps limit the effective supervision of 

the companies. 

Core Principles on Insurance 

Supervision & Regulation 

2003 Adopted by the Uganda Insurance 

Regulatory Authority & implemented through 

the Insurance Act 2011. The insurance 

sector in Uganda has grown and developed 

since the reforms. It is stronger and better 

rated by stakeholders. However, not all core 

principles have been effectively adopted 

through the 2011 Act. Reforms still under 

way. 

Core Principles for Securities 

Regulations 

2003 Adopted in the CMA Act 2004 as amended. 

Fully implementing Principle 28. Broadly 

implementing Principle 21 specifically 

extensive quality assurance. However, 

needs to fully implement Principle 7, 8, & 23 

that are partially implemented and 

implement Principle 6, 19, & 20 that are not 

implemented presently.  

25 Core Principles of Effective Banking 

Supervision 

1999 & 

Revised in 

2003 

Uganda has adopted Basel I & II. Banks 

maintain a minimum coverage ratio of 100%. 

BoU revised the minimum capital 
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Standards and Codes Adopted Notes 

requirements in 2010. BoU in 2014 rolled out 

the Liquidity Coverage Ratio to all 

commercial banks. Moving to implement the 

Net Stable Funding Ratio in line with the 

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 

Deadline of 1st January 2018.Effective 

regulation of the financial sector has enabled 

the sector to grow. 

African (Banjul) Charter on Human & 

People‘s Rights 

1981 More needs to be done especially on 

avenues for redress such as Courts of Law, 

the Human Rights Commission, Industrial 

Court and Equal Opportunities Commission. 

Core Principles for Environmental 

Regulation & Management 

1995 Implemented under various laws and 

regulations 

Other Codes and Standards* 

The African Convention on the 

Conservation of Nature and Natural 

Resources  

 

Signed on 

18th 

December 

2003 

Not yet ratified. Uganda ready to ratify the 

Maputo Convention provided clarity can be 

established, by a third party, as to who 

should begin the process. 

The UN Convention to Combat 

Desertification 

Signed 

21/11/1996; 

Ratified 

25/06/1997 

The Convention in effect and implemented 

through a number of Acts and Regulations 

implemented and enforced by NEMA. 

The Kyoto Protocol to the UN 

Framework Convention on Climate 

Change 

25/03/2002 

8/07/2015 

(Amendment 

Acceptance) 

Uganda accepted the Doha Amendment that 

was accepted on 15th December 2015. 

Uganda is among the 55 Countries that had 

accepted the amendments by close of 2015.  

 

Challenges on implementing Codes and Standards 

 

Uganda has taken deliberate steps to enact laws that incorporate the requirements contained in 

most standards and codes through a series of reforms since 2007. However, the greatest challenges 

remain with the pace and depth of implementation. The implementation and enforcement of the 

standards and codes contained in the local frameworks remains weak. This is exacerbated by 

limited financial and human resource capacity of institutions tasked to ensure these standards are 
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enforced. In addition, some standards and codes have spent long in the reform process (e.g. the 

capital markets reforms). This delay could potentially undermine customer confidence in Uganda‘s 

regulatory commitment to create a dynamic and efficient capital market.   

 

Some standards and codes have not yet been incorporated into binding legislation in Uganda laws. 

Though the Companies Act 2012 has a section (Table F) on Code of Corporate Governance, this 

only applies to companies formed under the Act and specifically those that choose to adopt it and 

the public liability companies. Other critical legislations such as the NGO Act, the Insurance Act, and 

Financial Institutions Act have no binding codes of Corporate Governance. This lacuna makes the 

observance of the principles of corporate governance almost voluntary.    

 

Recommendations to support the adherence to and implementation of the above Standards 

and Codes  

i. The key Acts regulating sectors or sub-sectors such as the NGO Act, the Insurance Act, the 

Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Act and Financial Institutions Act should incorporate 

principles of good corporate governance in their regulations. The Ministry of Public Service 

should harmonize its human resource specifications for accountants and auditors to comply 

with the Accountants Act 2013. 

ii. Enhance supervisory effectiveness of Bank of Uganda to minimize build-up of nonperforming 

loans in commercial banks. 

iii. Fast track the implementation of the CMA (Amendments) 2016 to comply with IOSCO 

Principles. 

iv. Speed up the process of enacting the framework Act for the insurance industry to ensure full 

compliance with the Core Principles for insurance regulation.  

v. The capacity of NEMA should be enhanced by providing adequate funding, staffing and 

political support to enable the authority execute its mandate. 

vi. Adopt the relevant sections of the ILO standards on the Nursing Convention No. 149 and 

Convention 102 to put in place the minimum standards of social security benefits for old age, 

invalidity, survivors, medical care, unemployment, employment injury, family and maternity 

benefits.  

vii. Enact the minimum wage legislation; and  

viii. Strengthen the Ministry of Labour to effectively enforce the employment legislation. 

 

The sections that follow present Uganda‘s progress since the last assessment in realizing the 

various objectives under the theme of corporate governance  
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4.3 PROMOTING AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT AND EFFECTIVE REGULATORY 

FRAMEWORK FOR ORGANIZATIONS 

 

This objective focuses on the legal and administrative measures that are in place to facilitate 

economic activities, advocacy and service delivery. It examines the incorporation laws, and 

regulations governing different types of organisations, permits and licences, registering property, 

protecting investors, enforcement of contracts and closing contracts. It also covers the presence of 

the legal and administrative measures and assesses their functionality and effectiveness in 

facilitating economic activities. It focuses on the key government promotional and regulatory 

agencies in critical sectors such as the financial sector (banking, insurance, and securities market), 

the judiciary and the self-regulatory authorities including the USE, ALTX East Africa Ltd, professional 

and trade associations in regulating, monitoring and supervising economic activities.  

 

4.3.1 Categories of Organizations in the Private and Public Sector 

 

In Uganda, organizations are categorized into sole proprietorship, partnership, private limited 

companies, public enterprises, NGOs and recorded according to ownership and legal status. Under 

the Ugandan law, trade and investment could be undertaken through sole proprietorship, private 

business organisations, cooperative societies, public enterprises, and not for profit organisations. 

There are also the Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and the Faith Based Organisations 

(FBOs) which usually fall under not-for-profit enterprises. 

 

A- Categorization of Private Sector Organizations 

 

According to the business census 2011, most of the businesses (93.8%) are sole proprietorship 

while just 2.4% are partnerships and private limited companies, 0.2% NGOs and 1.2% others 

including public enterprises. As the business census is carried out once in every 10 years, the 

changes in the 10-year period are provided instead of the review looking at the period 2007-2015. 

There is no disaggregated information on the businesses for the period 2007. The categorization 

and number of businesses in Uganda according to UBOS Census 2010/11 is provided in Table 4.3. 

 

Table 4.3: Ownership of Business in Uganda 

Category  No. 2001/02 % No. 2010/11 % 

Sole Trade 148,508 92.3 429,715 93.8 

Partnership  6,075 3.8 10,961 2.4 

Private Limited 4,322 2.7 10,841 2.4 
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NGO 595 0.4 1,063 0.2 

Others  1,383 0.9 5,525 1.2 

Total  160,883 100 458,106 100 

 Source: UBOS National Service Delivery Survey 2015; World Bank Enterprise Survey 2013   

 

Nationality of Business Owners  

Ugandans own most of the businesses at 98.8%. Only 2% of the businesses reported to be 

members of an association while less than 1% were part of a group of enterprises. The nationality of 

business owners according to the UBOS Business Census 2010/11 is in Table 4.4 below. 

 

Table 4.4: Nationality of Business Owners 

Nationality  Businesses  (No.) % 

Ugandan  450,739 98.8 

Other African  1,956 0.4 

Indian  1,952 0.4 

Others  870 0.2 

European  544 0.1 

Not stated  2,045 0.4 

Total  458,106 100 

Source: UBOS National Service Delivery Survey 2015; World Bank Enterprise Survey 2013   

 

Most of the businesses in Uganda are located in the central region accounting for 59%. Of the 59% 

businesses in the central region, 29% are in the Capital City of Kampala. This suggests that most of 

the benefits associated with these enterprises accrue to the population in the central region. 

Businesses in the Trade Sector dominate, accounting for 61%. The average number of employees 

per business is 2 persons. The assessment of the promoting enabling environment and effective 

regulatory framework reveals that Uganda has made efforts to put in place regulatory framework to 

promote an enabling environment. Companies Act 2012 provides Uganda‘s basic legal framework 

for corporate governance in companies. In addition, specific Acts for public enterprises exist to 

provide the corporate governance framework in the public sector.  

 

B-Securities Exchange 

 

Uganda has two securities exchange entities, that is, the Uganda Stock Exchange (USE), which is 

older, established in 1997 as a company limited by guarantee and the ALTX East Africa established 

in 2015. The USE 1998 was licensed by the Capital Markets Authority to operate as an approved 
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securities exchange. The USE is governed by a Governing Council comprising of licensed 

broker/dealer firms, investment advisors, a representative of investors and a representative of 

issuers.  

 

There is significant growth in the USE operations from 7 listed companies and a turnover of 

UGX48.4 billion in 2007 to 16 listed companies and annual turnover of UGX466 billion in 2014/15 

financial year. USE has 25,309 Security Central Depository Accounts of which 53% are categorised 

as local investors while 20% are categorised as foreign. These accounts are projected to increase to 

200,000 by 2020. The local investors dealing in the USE traded securities dropped from 78% in 

2012 to 19% in 2014. There is concern over the dropping numbers of local investors dealing on the 

Stock Exchange. This brings to question the capacity of the local investors to indulge meaningfully in 

the stock exchange. The list of companies listed on USE is provided in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5: Companies Listed at the USE as of February 2016 

No. Company Sector(s)  

1. Bank of Baroda (Uganda) Finance, banking 

2. British American Tobacco Tobacco products 

3. DFCU Group Finance, banking 

4. East African Breweries Brewing, gin, distilled beverages 

5. Jubilee Holdings Insurance 

6. Kenya Airways  Aviation 

7. KCB Group Finance, banking 

8. New Vision Group Printing, publishing, broadcasting, 

television 

9. Stanbic Bank (Uganda) Limited Finance, banking 

10. Uganda Clays Limited Manufacturing, construction materials 

11. Equity Group Holdings Limited Banking, finance 

12. National Insurance Corporation Insurance 

13. Nation Media Group Publishing, printing, broadcasting, 

television 

14. Centum Investment Company 

Ltd 

Investments, private equity, real 

estate 

15. Umeme Power distribution 

Source: USE 2016 Uchumi (was recently removed since it has disinvested since mid-2016) 

 

The Uganda Securities Exchange issued the Listing Rules in 2003 under the mandate of the Capital 

Markets Authority. The rules guide actors in the stock market. They contain the minimum standards 
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for listing on the stock exchange and the regulations that govern transaction of business. Though the 

regulations are voluntary, listed companies have the obligation to comply with them to maintain their 

listing on the stock exchange. The Listing Rules require that USE establishes a Council that appoints 

a Committee of the Council with authority to enforce the Listing Rules. The Committee is in 

existence and effectively executing its mandate. Under its authority, the Committee has power to list, 

suspend and delist a security. It can also censure and penalise offenders. The existence of an 

effective Committee has enabled the consistent growth, development and stability of the Uganda 

Stock Exchange. The enactment of the Capital Markets Authority (Amendment) Act 2016 provides 

for the establishment of stock exchanges, recognition of the voluntary regulation and guidelines on 

how the stock exchange markets are to be managed. The Capital Markets Authority must approve 

the self-regulation rules for each stock exchange. 

 

 C- Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) 

The Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development (MoFPED) defines MSMEs as 

follows: a ‗Micro Enterprise‘ is one that employs up to four (4) people, with an annual turnover of up 

to UGX12 million. A Small Enterprise is one that employs between 5 and 50 people, with an annual 

sales/revenue turnover or total asset of up to UGX360 million. A Medium Enterprise is one that 

employs >50 people with an annual sales turnover or assets of between UGX360 million and 30 

billion. According to National Small Business Survey 2015, Uganda‘s economy is largely supported 

by the MSMEs that constitute about 90% of the private sector production, which amounts to 75% of 

GDP. 

 

According to Uganda Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises policy 2015, the number of MSMEs in 

Uganda has doubled compared to the 2007 status. There are 1.1 million MSMEs of which, 49% are 

in the service sector, 33% in commerce and trade, 10% in manufacturing and 8% in others and 

generate over 80% of manufactured output. These enterprises are spread across all sectors of the 

economy. MSMEs employ more than 2.5 million people. Micro enterprises constitute 70% of the total 

number of businesses while Small businesses account for 20%. Large businesses with an annual 

sales revenue >30 billion account for less than 1%. Most micro enterprises are found in the informal 

sector. The informal sector, which is not captured by the tax system in Uganda, constitutes 70.1% 

while the formal sector is 29.9% of the national economy. The informal sector dominates trade, 

recreation and personal services, accommodation and food processing, manufacturing and 

information and communication. However, the existence of a large informal sector threatens 

Uganda‘s strategy to expand the tax. The new initiatives such as the TREP arrangement are 

expected to capture the informal sector and bring much of business to taxed sectors.   
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D- Large Companies and Divested Public Companies Listed on the USE 

Uganda has over 100 enterprises from all sectors that may be categorised as large. Most of these 

firms have paid in excess of UGX3.56 billion (US$1 million) in taxes in the 2014/15 Financial Year. 

On February 27th 2016, Uganda listed 100 best taxpayers in Uganda. The top 10 are listed in order 

of their tax contribution as indicated in Table 4.6 

 

Table 4.6 Top 10 Large Enterprises according to Tax Paid in 2014/15 

 Enterprise  Tax  Ownership   

1.  MTN Uganda Ltd 458,706,552,944 MTN Group a South African Telecom 

Multinational Company 

2.  Nile Breweries Ltd 197,934,390,207 South African Breweries a South 

African Multinational Company 

3.  Airtel Uganda Ltd 155,141,126,696 Bharti Airtel an Indian Telecom 

Multinational Company 

4.  Uganda Breweries Ltd 131,009,038,978 East Africa Breweries under Diageo 

Plc (A British Multinational) 

5.  Stanbic Bank (U) Ltd 102,380,424,743 Standard Bank a South African 

Multinational Company  

6.  Tororo Cement Ltd 82,252,203,594 Ugandan Company  

7.  Century Bottling Co. Ltd. 78,879,404,573 Coca-Cola Sabco a South African 

Multinational Company 

8.  Bujagali Energy Ltd 74,975,273,650 Industrial Promotions Services 

(Kenyan Multinational) & SN Power 

(Norwegian Multinational) 

9.  Kakira Sugar Ltd 70,620,565,962 Madhvani Group a Ugandan 

Company 

10.  Umeme Limited 66,307,152,305 NSSF with 23%. Multiple owners 

through USE & NSE 

Source: NRM Secretariat 2016 and specific Enterprise Website 

 

Regarding the listed companies that were formerly public enterprises, the review notes that 7 of the 

15 listed companies on the USE as of November 2016 were public enterprises privatised during the 

divesture programme that started in the 1990‘s. These include the Vision Group, Stanbic Bank, 

National Insurance Corporation (NIC), East African Distilleries, Umeme, British American Tobacco 

(BAT) and Bank of Baroda. According to the East African 2016, the market capitalisation for these 

enterprises is US$1.27 billion or UGX3.62 trillion. The largest divested listed enterprise is Stanbic 
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Bank that controls 6.8% of the USE market share representing US$600 million (UGX1.69 trillion), 

followed by UMEME 3.31%, BAT 1.48% and Bank of Baroda 1.2%. The floatation of these 

companies has increased the funds available for investment in long-term projects such as energy 

and roads, among others.  

 

E - Categorization of Organizations in the Public Sector  

 

Uganda has 179 entities in the public sector according to the Auditor General‘s report 2014/15. The 

National Budget Paper 2016 indicates that of the 179 public entities, 53 are parastatals. These 

entities operate in a number of sectors that, inter alia, include education, sports and technology 

development, agriculture, business services, trade, manufacturing, utilities and promotional and 

regulatory services. According to the Media Centre 2016, there were 313,149 public officers verified 

as of October 2016. There are no clear statistics on the quantified contribution of these entities to the 

economy in terms of earnings.  

 

At organisational level, there are statistics indicating what a subsector has achieved but cannot be 

directly attributed to the enterprise. For those in trade, manufacturing, utilities and service sectors, 

their output is recorded but would not provide a reliable image of the contribution of the public sector 

enterprises in a meaningful manner. In addition, the statistics on employment levels in all public 

enterprises was not reliably ascertained. Some statistics were sharply at variance such as the level 

of public sector employment. A low level of reliable statistics remains a serious challenge to efficient 

and effective review of business operations in Uganda.  

 

F- Categories of Organisation in the Not-for-profit Sector 

 

The Not-for-Profit sector, which is made up of entities that are not profit driven majorly includes the 

NGOs and Faith Based Organisations. The NGO sector is more pronounced and its role to the 

economy more recognised. In addition, some Faith Based Organisations such as World Vision are 

registered as NGOs. NGOs are both local and international. The NGO sector is young but growing. 

The NGO Registry at the Ministry of Internal Affairs shows that by close of 2009, there were 8,385 

registered NGOs in Uganda. At the close of 2015, it was estimated at 12,500 NGOs. NGOs work in 

a number of sectors with the highest concentration being education and training. NGOs such as 

BRAC Uganda, Reproductive Health Uganda limited, Compassion International Uganda, the Legal 

Aid Project of Uganda Law Society, PACE, Stromme Foundation, Build Africa Uganda and the 

Hunger Project Uganda, among others, have made significant contribution to Uganda‘s 

development. 
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The NGOs provide up to 40% of health services, which amounts to about US$6 per capita out of the 

US$12 spent on health per person. Though there is limited data about NGO sector‘s contribution to 

employment and the economy, the case of health indicates that the NGO sector is vital to the growth 

and wellbeing of Ugandans. In addition, the NGOs and other Not-for-Profit entities contribute to 

improved corporate governance through policy advocacy and creating awareness and defending the 

rights of citizens. However, the review notes that the sector is getting more worried about the impact 

of the NGO Act 2015. It regarded as more silencing than regulating.    

 

4.3.2 Regulatory Framework for the Different Categories of Organisations 

 

The Companies Act 2012 provides the regulatory framework for companies in Uganda. Other legal 

frameworks, standards and codes exist. In the financial sector, legal frameworks such as: Financial 

Institutions Act (Amendment Act 2016; the Capital Markets Authority (Amendment) Act 2016; the 

Insurance Act 2012, the Insolvency Act 2011, the Partnership Act 2010, and the Uganda Securities 

Exchange Listing and ALTX East Africa Ltd Rules, among others, are in place. The Accountants Act 

2013 regulates organisations that provide accounting services. Most of the public enterprises 

established by Acts of Parliament have specific legal framework. The Non-Government Organization 

Policy 2008 and the Non-Governmental Organization Act 2015 regulate the NGOs. Several 

regulatory frameworks exist for specific practices such as higher education, medical practice, legal 

practice, engineering, mineral extraction, among others. The list of Salient laws regulating the 

different sectors is provided in Table 4.7. 

 

Table 4.7: Summary of Laws that Regulate different Organisations in Uganda 

Type of 
Organization 

Sector (if specific) Requirements 
for formation 

Legislation Legal Status 

Private Company Various 1-100 
Shareholders 

Companies Act 
2012 

Limited or 
Unlimited Liability, 
Limited by 
Guarantee 

Public  Limited 
Liability Company 

Various 1 to infinite Companies Act 
2012 

Limited liability 

Partnership Various though 
common among  
Professional 
organisations 

2-50 Partners Partnership Act 
2010 

Unlimited liability 

Sole 
Proprietorship 

Trade, agriculture 
and service industry 

One Person. None  Informal  

Parastatals Education, 
agriculture, business 
services, trade, and 
manufacturing. 

- Acts of 
Parliament  

Corporate 
Personality 

Statutory Education, - Acts of Corporate 
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Type of 
Organization 

Sector (if specific) Requirements 
for formation 

Legislation Legal Status 

Corporations agriculture, business 
services, trade, and 
manufacturing. 

Parliament  Personality 

Government 
Enterprises  

Trade, utilities and 
service sector 

- Acts of 
Parliament  

Corporate 
Personality  

Joint 
government/Statut
ory/Private 
Companies 

Health services, 
trade and education 

- Companies Act 
2012 
Private Public 
Partnership Act 
2015 

Limited Liability  

NGOs Various but common 
in civic activities and 
social development 
activities 

2 
Promoters/O
wners 

NGO Act 2015 
Companies Act 
2012 
Trustees 
Incorporation 
Act 1939 

Unlimited 

Source: Uganda Registration Services Bureau 2016 

 

There are various laws that govern business operations in Uganda. These laws, inter alia, include 

the Companies Act 2012, the Contracts Act 2010, the Trade Secrets Protection Act 2009, the Hire 

Purchase Act 2009, the Warehouse Receipt System Act 2006, the Banking Regulations 2010, the 

Insurance Act 2011, the Public Private Partnership Act 2015, the Trade (Licencing) (Amendment) 

Act 2015, the Non-Governmental Act 2015, the Income Tax Act 2015, the Financial Institutions 

(Amendment) Act 2016 and the Capital Markets Authority (Amendment) Act 2016. The 

implementation and enforcement of these laws still faces capacity challenges. Moreover, some are 

still new to have had any impact on business environment. Save for the NGO Act 2015 seen by the 

stakeholders as attempting to curtail the freedom of NGOs in Uganda, the other regulations are 

considered to be improving the business environment.  

 

Procedures in Registering a Company 

Uganda has attempted to reduce the procedures for registering a company. The steps are now 4 to 

complete an entire registration process as indicated in Table 4.8.  
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Table 4.8: Steps in Registering a Company 

Step 1 (a) Apply for reservation of name. 

Step 2 (b) Apply for company  registration (application form, memorandum and 

articles of association(optional),forms A1 and A2)  

Step 3  (c) Submit all documents with receipts of payment 

Step 4  (d) Obtain certificate of incorporation/registration within 16-24 working 

hours. 

Source: URSB 2016 

 

The registration of NGOs is regarded as a complex process due to the documentation involved. In 

addition, the registration of land is also a bit complex. Inefficiency in the land registry remains in spite 

of the efforts to computerize the registration system. Registration of land whose value exceeds 

UGX50 million requires ascertainment of the source of income and tax clearance. This takes some 

time. There is also concern that corruption remains a serious hindrance to concluding land 

transactions in Uganda. The average time required to complete some transactions is as indicated in 

Table 4.9. 

 

Table 9: Duration in Days to complete some transactions 

Activity No. of days 

Formation of different categories of organization 2-5days 

Deregistration of different categories of business 2-5days 

Registering property 1-2months 

Resolve commercial disputes 1-2months 

Obtaining licenses permits 5days 

File search at URSB 2 Minutes 

Source: URSB 2016 

 

Alternative Mechanisms for Resolving Disputes 

 

The mechanisms to resolve disputes include the Magistrate Courts, the Mediation, 

Arbitration and Conciliation through the Centre for Arbitration and Dispute Resolution 

(CADER) and the Commercial Court. The presence of the Commercial Court has improved 

resolution of corporate governance disputes reducing the period from uncertainty to 1-2 

months. The use of Commercial Court Registrar and Private Mediators in addition to the 

CEDAR has helped parties in disputes resolve matters much faster. According to World 

Bank Doing Business Report 2016, Uganda improved by 18 places in enforcement of 
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contracts from 80th position in 2015 to 63rd in 2016. This improvement is largely due to ease 

of enforcement of contracts through the Commercial Court system. However, challenges of 

funding, corruption and inadequate human resource capacity remain. 

 

Some Organisations that Provide Regulatory Services 

There are several entities that provide regulatory oversight to different types of organisations 

in various sectors as indicated in Table 10.  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 10: Key Regulatory Entities 

Regulatory Entity Sector  

Uganda Registration Services 

Bureau 

Registration of companies, business names & other legal 

instruments 

National NGO Registration Board Registration & regulation of NGOs 

Parliament of Uganda Enactment of Acts & oversight on public & public interest 

enterprises 

District Local Governments Register & regulate Community Based Organisations 

(CBOs) 

Bank of Uganda Registration & regulation of the banking industry players 

Capital Markets Authority Registration & regulation of the capital markets players 

Insurance Regulatory Authority Registration & regulation of insurance industry players 

Uganda Retirement Benefits 

Regulatory Authority  

Registration & regulation of the pension sector players 

Electricity Regulatory Authority Registration & regulation of electricity producers and 

suppliers 

Uganda Law Council Registration & regulation of the legal practitioners 

Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants (U) 

Registration & regulation of professional accountants 

National Environment 

Management Authority 

Regulation of environmental matters 

National Council for Higher 

Education 

Regulation of the higher education sector 
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Regulatory Entity Sector  

Uganda Stock Exchange & ALTX 

East Africa Ltd 

Registration & regulation of members on the respective 

stock markets 

Uganda Communications 

Commission 

Regulation of the communications sector 

Uganda National Bureau of 

Standards 

Setting & regulating standards in all sectors 

Uganda Investment Authority Investments  

Public Procurement & Disposal of 

Public Assets Authority 

Public procurements 

Financial Intelligence Authority Analysis of financial disclosure & dissemination of financial 

intelligence 

Source: NITA 2016 

 

NB: There are ministries and other agencies that have regulatory authority over specific 

sectors or sub-sectors such as ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries and 

Ministry of Health, among others. 

 

 

Some of the Professional and Trade Associations as part of the 

Umbrella/Networks/Apex Bodies  

 

There are several professional and trade associations that promote corporate governance in 

Uganda. These, inter alia, include:  

(i) The Uganda National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (UNCCI). This is a 

vibrant organisation focused on enhancing business opportunities. UNNCI, which is over 

80 years old, is a nationwide umbrella organisation for the private sector. Related to 

corporate governance, UNCCI provides statistical information about business, 

researches on what affects the business community in Uganda and lobbies relevant 

authorities to address them, facilitates arbitration of business disputes, supports young 

entrepreneurs, provides business advisory services and promotes vocational skills 

development.  

(ii) The Institute of Corporate governance of Uganda (ICGU).The Institute plays a key 

role in shaping the corporate governance landscape in Uganda. It focuses on 

developing the capacity of directors and senior managers in corporate governance; 

creating public awareness on critical governance issues such as corporate social 
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responsibility, codes of best practice, corporate fraud, business ethics, and risk 

management; a reference database for potential directors and chief executive officers 

(CEOs) and publication of the Corporate Governance manual that gives minimum 

Corporate Governance Standards in Uganda. 

(iii) The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators Uganda (ICSA) is the 

area organisation for members, graduates and students of ICSA in Uganda. The 

organisation among others seeks to: help ICSA to advance the profession of the 

chartered secretary in Uganda; promote international best practice in corporate 

governance, business ethics and corporate social responsibility in Uganda; 

represent ICSA in dealings with the Uganda Government and other public bodies; co-

operate with other professional or representative bodies on matters of common interest; 

set up appropriate networking sub-groups on subjects of interest to facilitate the sharing 

of knowledge, ideas and experience; hold conferences and seminars for the discussion 

of professional subjects; and promote standards of professional conduct for members of 

the profession. 

(iv) The Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Uganda (ICPAU). The ICPAU 

promotes best practices in the accounting practice in Uganda. An efficient and effective 

accounting regime in Uganda promotes all principles of good corporate governance. 

Therefore, the ICPAU is critical to enhancing growth of good corporate governance in 

Uganda. The Institute responsible for setting the official accountancy standard; 

regulating and maintain the standards of accountancy; approving courses of study; 

supervising and regulating the practical training and education of accountants; 

supervising the registration of accountants who wish to practice accountancy; ensuring 

the maintenance of professional standards; issuing and adopting the internationally 

accepted accounting and auditing standards and promoting their usage in Uganda and 

make suitable adaptation where necessary; securing and promoting the publication of a 

journal of the Institute; encouraging research in accountancy and allied subjects for the 

advancement of the accountancy profession; regulate the conduct of the members of 

the Institute and promote good ethical standards and the discipline of the members of 

the Institute; advise government on matters of financial accountability and management 

in all sectors of the economy among others. 

(v) The Uganda Manufacturer‘s Association (UMA). UMA is one of the largest organizations 

representing the industrial and commercial sectors of Uganda and an important forum 

for the private sector in Uganda. Its membership consists of nearly 750 small, medium 

and large enterprises drawn from both the private and public sectors. Its focus is 

providing a platform for members to develop business networks in Uganda and beyond. 
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UMA, among others, promotes work place health, provides business information that is 

pertinent to better corporate governance to members, and provides an avenue for policy 

advocacy where members shape policies that affect them. 

(vi) Institute of Internal Auditors promotes best practices in auditing practice in Uganda. An 

efficient and effective internal auditing regime in Uganda, promotes all principles of good 

corporate governance. Therefore, the IIA is critical to enhancing growth of good 

corporate governance in Uganda. The Institute responsible for: training and certifying 

internal auditors, maintain the standards of internal auditing; approving courses of study; 

supervising and regulating the practical training and education of internal auditors; 

ensuring the maintenance of professional standards; promoting their usage in Uganda 

and make suitable adaptation where necessary; securing and promoting the publications 

on auditing, regulate the conduct of the members of the Institute and promote good 

ethical standards and the discipline of the members of the Institute; advise government 

on matters of auditing accountability and management in all sectors of the economy 

among others. 

(vii) Federation of Uganda Employers promotes responsible employment by employers in 

Uganda. Their slogan every good employer is a member is instructive in enhancing best 

governance practices. It heralds fair treatment of employees as stakeholders of an 

enterprise that employs them. The organisation provides its members with information 

on employment law and industrial relations. FUE advocates for employers on policy 

issues and represents employers' interests on different National, Regional and 

International bodies, which have a bearing on Labour, Employment, Business and 

Social issues. 

(viii) The Uganda Law Society (ULS) established by an Act of Parliament in 1956 is an 

association of lawyers charged with ensuring high levels of professionalism among 

lawyers in Uganda. It has both statutory and corporate objectives. The overall aim is 

ensuring that lawyers in Uganda act professionally in execution of their professional 

responsibilities.  

(ix) Private Sector Foundation Uganda (PSFU) is Uganda‘s apex body for the private sector. 

It is made up of over 190 business associations, corporate bodies and the major public 

sector agencies that support private sector growth. PSFU serves as a focal point for 

private sector advocacy as well as capacity building. It is at the helm of building and 

sustaining a positive policy dialogue with Government on behalf of the private sector.  It 

is the government‘s implementation partner for several projects and programmes aimed 

at strengthening the private sector as an engine of economic growth. The projects 

implemented include the Private Sector Competitiveness Projects (PSCP I &PSCP II) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uganda
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funded by the World Bank; the Business Uganda Development Scheme (BUDS) funded 

by the World Bank; the Business Uganda Development Scheme -Energy for Rural 

Transformation (BUDS-ERT) funded by the World Bank; the Business Uganda 

Development Scheme (BUDS-DFID) supported by UKAID through the Department for 

International Development; the Business Uganda Development Scheme -Agricultural 

Livelihoods Recovery Programme (BUDS ALREP) and the Competitiveness and 

Enterprise Development Project (CEDP) funded by the World Bank. PSFU is the 

national focal point for the East African Business Council (EABC) and the COMESA 

Business Council (CBC).  

 

3.4.6 Regulation of the Financial Sector 

 

The financial sector has four major subsectors. The banking industry supervised by the Central 

Bank/Bank of Uganda, the insurance industry under the Insurance Regulatory Authority, the Capital 

Markets under the Capital Markets Authority and the Pensions industry under the Uganda 

Retirements Benefits Regulatory Authority. The Bank supervises and regulates the banking industry. 

The Bank issues currency, regulates money supply, is lender of the last resort to banks, manages 

the exchange rate and banking supervision and regulation. Prior to the enactment of the Capital 

Markets Authority (Amendment) Act 2016, CMA was subordinate to the Bank of Uganda. However, 

the Authority is now an independent entity as a regulator of the Capital Markets. The Uganda 

Securities Exchange and ALTX East Africa Ltd have voluntary supervisory authority over actors on 

their respective exchange markets under the supervision of CMA. The insurance industry is 

supervised and regulated by the Insurance Regulatory Authority. The Uganda Retirements Benefits 

Regulatory Authority (URBRA) regulates the retirement benefits industry. It should also be noted that 

the enactment of Tier 4 Microfinance Institutions and Money Lenders Act 2016, microfinance 

institutions and moneylenders not under Bank of Uganda supervision will be under the Microfinance 

Regulatory Authority yet to be formed. 

 

3.4.7 Key Laws and Financial Institutions in the Financial Sector 

 

There are various laws that regulate the financial sector in the country. Since 2007, the following 

reforms have been made the Foreign Exchange (Foreign Exchange Bureaux and Money Remitters) 

Regulations 2010; the Financial Institutions (Revision of Minimum Capital Requirements) Instrument 

2011; the Insurance Act 2011; the Financial Consumer Protection Guidelines 2013; the Financial 

Institutions (Foreign Exchange Business) (Amendment) Rules, 2013; the Companies Act 2012; the 

Public Financial Management Amendment Act 2015; the Financial Institutions (Amendment) Act 

https://www.bou.or.ug/bou/bou-downloads/acts/supervision_acts_regulations/FX_Regulations/FXRegulatns2006.pdf
https://www.bou.or.ug/bou/bou-downloads/acts/supervision_acts_regulations/FX_Regulations/FXRegulatns2006.pdf
https://www.bou.or.ug/bou/bou-downloads/acts/other_acts_regulations/The_Financial_Institutions_xrevision_of_minimum_Capital_Requirementsx_Instrument_No._43_of_2010.pdf
https://www.bou.or.ug/bou/bou-downloads/Financial_Literacy/Guidelines/2011/Jun/Consumer_Protection_Guidelines_June_2011.pdf
https://www.bou.or.ug/bou/bou-downloads/acts/other_acts_regulations/The-Financial-Institutions-Foreign-Exchange-Business-Amendment-Rules-2013-.pdf
https://www.bou.or.ug/bou/bou-downloads/acts/other_acts_regulations/The-Financial-Institutions-Foreign-Exchange-Business-Amendment-Rules-2013-.pdf
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2016, the Tier 4 Microfinance Institutions and Money Lenders Act 2016 and the Capital Markets 

Authority (Amendment) Act 2016, among others. These laws aim at streamlining business conduct 

and increasing efficiency and effectiveness in the financial industry in Uganda. 

A number of financial institutions exists in the country. According to Bank of Uganda, these 

institutions fall under the following categories: Tier I financial institutions; Tier II financial institutions, 

Tier III, Tier IV, Development Banks, Investment Banks, Stock brokerage firms, Insurance 

Companies, Foreign Exchange Bureaux and Credit Bureaux. 

 

Tier I Institutions 

Under Tier I, there are commercial banks, which are authorized to hold checking, savings and 

deposit accounts for individuals and institutions in local as well as International currencies. 

Commercial banks are also authorized to buy and sell foreign exchange, issue letters of credit and 

make loans to depositors and non-depositors. The commercial banking sector is vibrant with 25 

commercial banks with a network of 564 branches across the country. The largest commercial bank 

is Stanbic Bank that controls 19% of the market share followed by Stanchart Uganda at 14%. These 

two banks are multinational banks. The largest local banks include Crane Bank* with 9.3% market 

share, 45 branches ranked 3rd and Centenary Bank with 8.8% market share and 62 branches 

ranked 4th in the national ranking of banks. The operational banks are as listed in Table 12. 

Table 12: Assets & Market Share Among Commercial Banks in Uganda  

Rank Bank Assets 

(USD) 

Millions 

Market 

Share 

Branches 

1 Stanbic Bank 1,260 19.0% 91 

2 Stanchart Uganda 936 14.0% 12 

3 Crane Bank* 620 9.3% 45 

4 Centenary Bank 587 8.8% 62 

5 DFCU Bank 513 7.7% 45 

6 Barclays Bank 504 7.5% 43 

7 Bank of Baroda 409 6.1% 15 

8 Citibank Uganda 300 4.9% 01 

9 Diamond Trust Bank  252 3.8% 32 

10 Housing Finance Bank 220 3.5% 17 

11 Bank of Africa 179 2.7% 37 

12 Orient Bank 173 2.6% 20 

13 Kenya Commercial Bank  131 2.1% 14 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cheque
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Savings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commercial_bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_Chartered_Bank_%28Uganda%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crane_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centenary_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DFCU_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barclays_Bank_%28Uganda%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank_of_Baroda_%28Uganda%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citibank_Uganda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diamond_Trust_Bank_%28Uganda%29_Limited
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank_of_Africa_%28Uganda%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orient_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KCB_Uganda
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14 Equity Bank  123 2% 39 

15 Exim Bank Ltd (Took over Imperial Bank Uganda 87 1.4% 05 

16 Tropical Bank  84 1.4% 11 

17 United Bank for Africa 60 1.0% 09 

18 Eco bank 60 1.0% 11 

19 NC Bank Uganda 56.5 0.8% 01 

20 Finance Trust Bank 44 0.7% 33 

21 Guaranty Trust Bank 40 0.7% 07 

22 Cairo International Bank  30 0.5% 05 

23 Bank of India (Uganda) 25 0.5% 01 

24 Commercial Bank of Africa 19 0.3% 01 

25 ABC Capital Bank 12.5 0.2% 02 

26 Opportunity Bank - - - 

Source: Bank of Uganda 2015.  

*In October 2016, Crane Bank was placed under the management of the Central Bank due to high 

systemic risk arising from non-performing loans. 

 

Other financial institutions exist under tier II, III, and IV. Development banks, investment banks and 

stock brokerage firms, insurance companies, foreign exchange bureaux and credit bureaux also 

exist.  

 

Tier II Institutions 

Tier II Financial Institutions include the Credit and Finance companies, which are not authorised to 

establish checking accounts or trade in foreign currency. They are authorised to take in customer 

deposits and to establish savings accounts. They are also authorised to make collateralised and 

non-collateralised loans to savings and non-savings customers. These include the Mercantile Credit 

Bank - A 100% subsidiary of General Machinery Limited (Gmach Group), Opportunity Bank Uganda 

- A 100% subsidiary of Opportunity International, and Post Bank Uganda - Owned 100% by 

Government of Uganda. 

 

Tier III Institutions 

Tier III Financial Institutions include the microfinance institutions, which are allowed to take in 

deposits from customers in the form of savings accounts. Members of this class of institutions are 

also known as Microfinance Deposit-taking Institutions or MDIs. MDIs are not authorised to offer 

checking accounts or to trade in foreign currency. These include FINCA Uganda Limited, Pride 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equity_Bank_%28Uganda%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_Bank_Uganda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tropical_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Bank_for_Africa_%28Uganda%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecobank_%28Uganda%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NC_Bank_Uganda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finance_Trust_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cairo_International_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank_of_India_%28Uganda%29
http://mcb.co.ug/
http://mcb.co.ug/
http://www.gmachgroup.com/index.php/the-company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opportunity_Bank_Uganda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opportunity_International
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PostBank_Uganda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FINCA_Uganda_Limited
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pride_Microfinance_Limited
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Microfinance Limited, EFC Uganda Ltd and UGAFODE Microfinance Limited. Finance Trust was 

formerly an MDI but migrated to Tier II as a commercial bank in 2011. 

 

Tier IV Institutions 

Tier IV are those financial institutions that are not authorised to take in deposits from the public. 

However, they may offer collateralised or non-collateralised loans to the public. Unlike the first three 

Tiers, the Bank of Uganda does not regulate Tier IV institutions. However, though the Tier 4 

Microfinance Institutions and Money Lenders Act 2016 is in place, the regulatory authority to oversee 

these organisations is not yet in place. Tier IV includes entities such as the non-deposit taking MFI‘s, 

Payroll lenders, self help groups and SACCOs. According to the Ministry of Trade, Industry and 

Cooperatives, Uganda has about 5000 SACCOS as of 2016. Although Uganda Cooperative Savings 

Credit Union (UCSCU) was chosen by the Government as the main apex entity for all SACCOs in 

the country, it currently lacks the capacity to provide effective support across the country. Once the 

Tier IV regulatory authority has been established, it will be an autonomous body under the 

supervision of the MoFPED. The Tier IV Institutions and Money Lenders Act 2016 seeks to establish 

a SACCO Stabilisation Fund, a Savings protection Scheme and provide for a Central Financing 

Facility for channelling of State Funds. The Act makes provisions for SACCOs and MFIs to be 

registered and licensed under three different categories dependent on institutional capital size, as 

well as the level of voluntary savings within the SACCO. This is to ensure that systemically important 

SACCOs are regulated and supervised under the Central Bank regulations to ensure prudential 

stability within the financial system. Further, the Act provides for minimum requirements of the 

SACCO in terms of liquidity and capital (which will be set and established by the Regulator). The 

stabilisation fund will provide financial assistance to SACCOs that are insolvent and to minimise the 

risk of insolvency through conducting educational and technical advisory programmes. Further, the 

fund will advance loans to those SACCOs that need financial assistance.   

 

Example of the Regulation of Mobile Money Services 

 

The mobile money services first launched in Uganda by MTN in 2009 have increased financial 

inclusion by reaching out to the unbanked segments of the population easing cash movement in the 

country. There is significant growth in the mobile money services, with a number of initiatives 

launched by different Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) to improve the services available to mobile 

money customers. Presently, there are 19.8 million mobile money accounts in the country. The total 

mobile money transactions as of November 2016 reached a record high of UGX. 29.4 trillion. The 

existence of mobile money services has increased financial inclusion and eased doing business as 

payments are quicker and wide spread. It is also important to note that mandatory registration of all 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pride_Microfinance_Limited
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mobile phone users enforced by the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) has increased 

awareness of mobile money services. However, there is a reported presence of fraud in the mobile 

money services more especially at the agents level that threatens the trust users have in the 

services.  

 

Other Financial Institutions 

 

 Development banks include financial institution dedicated to funding new and upcoming 

businesses and economic development projects by providing equity capital and/or loan 

capital. These include the East African Development Bank and the Uganda Development 

Bank.  

 Investment Banks and Stock Brokerage Firms include: African Alliance Investment Bank, 

Baroda Capital Markets Uganda Ltd, Crane Financial Services Uganda Ltd, Crested Stocks 

and Securities Ltd, Dyer & Blair Investment Bank, Equity Stock Brokers Uganda Ltd, UAP 

Financial Services Ltd, Stanbic Financial Services Ltd. The Capital Markets Authority 

regulates these firms. 

 Insurance companies offer both life and non-life insurance services. Among the reforms in 

the industry, is the separation of life and non-life insurance. The industry also has a 

complaints bureau to address players‘ concerns. The industry reports for 2015 indicate that 

insurance penetration remains low at <1% of the insurable target. However, there is reported 

growth in premiums. The industry has 29 licensed insurance companies. Of these, 21 are 

General (Non-Life) insurance companies and 8 Life companies. There are six health 

membership organisations (HMO), 1 Reinsurance broker, 29 insurance brokerage firms and 

18 loss assessors, surveyors and adjusters. The mandatory minimum reinsurance cessions 

include; Africa Re- 5%, Zep-Re (PTA Re)- 10%, and Uganda Re – 15%. The bancassurance 

products have also been developed in the industry. 

 Foreign exchange bureaux and money remitters include firms that have been authorised to 

deal in foreign exchange and to remit money. These are not deposit taking institutions. There 

are 203 foreign exchange firms and 58 money remitters in the country. 92% of these firms 

are located in Kampala. 

 The review notes that there are two credit reference bureaux in the country regulated by 

Bank of Uganda. The Credit reference bureaux provide information about the customer‘s 

credit worthiness. These are Compuscan, established in 2008 and Metropol Credit 

Reference Bureau established in 2015. The establishment of these bureaux has reduced risk 

associated with credit financing with interest rates dropping by about 10% on average. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_African_Development_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uganda_Development_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uganda_Development_Bank
http://www.africanalliance.com/
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However, banks suffer from the high burden of nonperforming loans culminating into Crane 

Bank being placed under the management of Bank of Uganda.  

 

3.4.8 Investment Regulations 

 

The main law governing investment in Uganda is the Investment Code Act 1991 as amended 

in 2000 and updated in 2012. Uganda Investment Authority (UIA) implements the Act and is 

mandated to promote and facilitate investment in the country. The agency advises the 

government on investment policies and provides information on investment issues. The 

agency attracts foreign direct investment (FDI) into the country and promotes domestic 

investment. It licences new investments in the country. Foreign investors are required to 

have a minimum investment of US$100,000 while local ones need US$50,000 to register. It 

operates a one-stop centre to ease business registration and investors with properly filed 

applications receive their investment licences in five working days. Investment incentives are 

claimed through UIA for those that qualify. The Investment Code 2000 allows foreigners to 

invest in all activities, except those relating to national security. Foreign investors may lease 

land for up to 99 years, participate in joint ventures, own up to 100% share capital and have 

the freedom to bring in and take out capital. 

 

To ease investment as part of the promotional and regulatory obligations of the government, 

a One-Stop-Centre (OSC) at UIA has been established. Five Agencies/Government 

Departments have already assigned their staff to the centre and it is operational. These 

agencies include Uganda Registration Services Bureau (URSB), Uganda Revenue Authority 

(URA), Immigration Department, the National Environmental Management Authority (NEMA) 

and the Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development. A building is to be constructed 

in Kololo under an MoU between UIA and URSB to house the Agencies/Departments. NITA-

U the IT agency has developed the One-Stop-Centre online web based system to expedite 

transactions.  

 

The investors must comply with specific laws that regulate the particular sectors where they 

operate. In the financial sector, investors must comply with the industry regulations e.g. the 

Insurance Act, Financial Institutions Act and the Capital Markets Authority Act, among 

others. However, the minimum capital requirement for licensing foreign investors is not 

strictly enforced. Consequently, there is growing concern that foreigners are crowding out the 

indigenous citizens in jobs and business operations that the indigenous citizens have 

advantage. The foreign investors have taken up vending, small-scale baking, buying produce 
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right from the gardens, hair dressing, guarding and working as junior officers in most of the 

foreign owned firms. This is breeding discontent among the citizens and when not handled 

effectively could reverse the gains so far realised.  

 

3.4.9 Pension Sector Regulations 

 

For long, the pension sector has been dominated by two schemes, that is, the Public 

Employees Retirement Plan and the National Social Security Fund (NSSF). In 2011, the 

Uganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory Authority (URBRA) Act 2011 was enacted. One of 

the outcomes of the URBRA Act 2011 was the establishment of an agency to regulate the 

formation and operation of the retirement benefit schemes in Uganda in both private and 

public sectors as well as to promote the development of the Retirement Benefits Sector. The 

Authority became operational in 2012. The Authority is a government owned, semi-

autonomous agency responsible for the regulation, licensing, supervision and control of the 

retirement sector in the country. The liberalisation of the retirements‘ sector ended the 

monopoly of the Public Employees Retirement Plan (for some civil servants) and the 

National Social Security Fund for the employees outside the civil service. The URBRA Act 

2011 provides comprehensive measures for managing the pensions sector. 

 

The review notes that URBRA has achieved the following: 

 Licensing of schemes and services providers: URBRA has registered 228 

individual trustees, 10 administrators, 6 fund managers, 5 custodians, 5 corporate 

trustees and 66 licensed schemes. 

 Regulations and guidelines: Regulations for licensing Retirements Benefit Schemes, 

Trustees, Administrators, Fund Managers and Custodians were gazetted in 2012 and 

the investment regulations governing the investment of pensions were gazetted in April 

2014. The regulations for Licensing Umbrella Retirement Benefits Scheme, Financial 

Reporting and Disclosure and Corporate Governance Regulations are being finalised.  

 Inspections: URBRA carries out both onsite and offsite monitoring to ensure 

compliance with the licensing regulations. 

 Establishment of the Retirement Benefits Sector Complaints Desk:  A complaints 

desk has been established at URBRA to handle complaints from the sector 

stakeholders. 

 Communications and awareness: The authority is creating stakeholder awareness 

on the retirement sector matters. It is also building capacity of the stakeholders through 

stakeholder training sessions. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Social_Security_Fund_%28Uganda%29
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However, there are consistent calls for the liberalisation of the pensions sector. The pension 

sector liberalisation is a deserving addition to the financial sector in the country. However, 

the Retirement Sector Liberalisation Bill 2011 is not yet passed into law. When passed into 

law, the law provides for the liberalisation of the retirement benefits sector; fair competition 

among licensed retirement benefits schemes for mandatory contributions; mandatory 

contribution and benefits; voluntary contributions and voluntary schemes; regulation of the 

occupational retirement benefits schemes; licensing of umbrella retirement benefits 

schemes; the portability and transfer of accrued benefits; innovation of new retirement 

products and services – and most of all; repealing of the National Social Security Fund Act 

Cap 222. There is however, reservation that the bill seeks to put the savers money on the 

open market without adequate provisions for management of the systemic risk that could 

jeopardize the savers‘ funds. In addition, it is criticized for not attempting to cure the 

shortcomings of the NSSF legislation such as deepening access, securing the savers 

money, and the sector‘s effectiveness. Though the pension sector law and the proposed 

liberalisation Bill seem to have incorporated the OECD Seven Principles of Occupational 

Pension Regulation 2009, the concerns stem from existing evidence of implementation and 

enforcement gaps that have led to corporate failure and loss of savers money. The current 

challenges including high interest rates in the banking industry (in spite of the comprehensive 

regulatory provisions). This erodes savers confidence in the pensions sector. 

 

In the financial sector, legal frameworks such as: Financial Institutions Act 2004; the Capital 

Markets Authority Act, Cap 84, and the Capital Markets Authority (Amendment) Act, 2011; 

the Uganda Securities Exchange Listing Rules 2003; the Insurance (Amendment) Act 2011 

and the Insolvency Act 2011 among others are in place. Bank of Uganda (BOU), the Institute 

of Corporate Governance of Uganda (ICGU), the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of 

Uganda and the Uganda Securities Exchange (USE) have issued guidelines, standards and 

codes for their players. The review notes that the legal framework in the financial sector is 

the most effective. 

 

Since 2011, the following laws were enacted to improve business environment: the 

Petroleum (Exploration, Development and Production Act 2012, the Companies Act 2012, 

the Accountants Act 2013, the Petroleum (Refining, Gas Processing and Conversion, 

Transportation and Storage) Act 2013, the Uganda National Bureau of Standards 

(Amendment) Act 2013, the Anti-Money Laundering Act 2013, the Public Private Partnership 

Act 2015, the Trade (Licensing) (Amendment) Act 2015, the Anti-Corruption Act 2015, the 
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Public Finance Management (Amendment) Act 2015, the Non-Governmental Act 2015. 

During the period 2011-2015, 20 bills related to ease of doing business in the country were 

passed into Acts. However, high implementation gap is still decried. Regulatory agencies 

need more funding and political good will to effectively implement and enforce framework 

and improve business environment. 

 

4.  Uganda’s Approach to Corporate Governance  

 

Approach and measures for enforcement  

Corporate governance principles in Uganda aim at ensuring better performing organisations 

that are sustainable in the long-term, through promoting discipline, transparency, 

independence, accountability, responsibility, fairness, ethical conduct and good corporate 

citizenship.  

The approach to Corporate Governance is guided by the following regulatory framework: 

These include: Companies Act 2012, the Accountants Act 2013, the Petroleum (Refining, 

Gas Processing and Conversion, Transportation and Storage) Act 2013, the Uganda 

National Bureau of Standards (Amendment) Act 2013, the Anti-Money Laundering Act 2013, 

the Public Private Partnership Act 2015, the Trade (Licensing) (Amendment) Act 2015, the 

Anti-Corruption Act 2015, the Non-Governmental Act 2015, the Public Finance Management 

(Amendment) Act 2016, the Financial Institutions (Amendment) Act 2016, the Capital 

Markets Amendment Act 2016, among others.  

Corporate Governance Standards adopted for public sector bodies such as authorities 

There are frameworks for promoting and ensuring effective corporate governance in the 

public sector. These include the Local Governments Act 1997 as amended in 2015, the 

Public Finance Management Act (Amended) 2016, the Accountants Act 2013, the Inspector 

General of Government (IGG), the Auditor General (AG), the Criminal Intelligence and 

Investigation Department (CIID), the Budget Monitoring Unit (MoFPED) and the Public 

Accounts Committee at each district and Parliament. In addition, the Access to Information 

Act 2005, the Whistle Blowers Act 2010, the Public Procurement and Disposal of Public 

Assets Act 2003 as amended, the Anti-Corruption (Amendment) Act 2015, the National 

Ethical Values Policy 2013, the reopening of the Anti-Corruption Court in 2014, are measures 

intended to improve corporate governance in the public sector.  

 

Assessment of how effective the frameworks to ensure corporate governance have   

been 
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The existence of the laws, standards and codes has improved corporate governance more 

especially in the listed companies. There is clear separation of powers of the Chairman and 

the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), board organs are established such as the audit 

committees, remuneration committees and practices to mitigate risk such as the segregation 

of duties and the adoption of the four eyes principle, among others. Both executive and non-

executive board members are appointed according to the sampled reports. Retirement of 

board members is exercised regularly. The adherence to the aforesaid measures has 

reportedly ensured separation of powers and provided checks and balances on the 

performance of the executive board and management and reduced the organisations‘ 

exposure to risk associated with poor governance. In the financial sector, which is crucial to 

capital formation, exchange and development, the corporate governance regimes both 

mandatory and voluntary have increased business success. Some banks have become 

stronger and managed their risk more effectively. The insurance sector is also reported to be 

performing well after the legal reforms in 2011. However, more should be done to harmonise 

the Insurance Act 2011 and the international standards. 

 

In the banking sector, since 2007, only three banks have been closed while one placed 

under the management of the BoU due to challenges related to corporate governance. Using 

the existing regulatory framework, BoU is in position to timeously move in to protect 

depositors‘ funds in risky banks. Recently, Imperial Bank was placed under management of 

BoU and its assets sold to Exim Bank of Tanzania while Crane Bank in October was also 

placed under the BoU management. BoU is more effective because it has the requisite 

authority, funds, technical capacity and the goodwill to stabilise the financial sector.  

According to annual market reports, the key sections of the financial sector namely the 

banking, the capital markets and the insurance sector have reported tremendous growth in 

asset base, distribution network, employment trends, client base, turnover and profitability. In 

the banking industry, this success is mainly attributed to improved corporate governance, 

which has improved the level of confidence in the population about the viability of banking 

services. However, challenges remain regarding the rising trend of nonperforming loans that 

threaten depositors‘ funds in the banking industry. In addition, insurance penetration remains 

low at less than 1%, while only 38% of the bankable Ugandans hold bank accounts. The 

population remains less informed about the benefits of insurance and banking services. The 

corporate social responsibility side of the corporate governance could help enterprises in 

these sectors reach out to the population. 
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Effectiveness of the Corporate Governance Frameworks in Public, Private Sector and 

NGOs 

 

The existence of the laws, standards and codes has improved corporate governance more   

especially in the listed companies. There is clear separation of powers of the Chairman and 

the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), board organs are established such as the audit 

committees, remuneration committees and practices to mitigate risk such as the segregation 

of duties and the adoption of the four eyes principle, among others. Both executive and non-

executive board members are appointed according to the sampled reports. Retirement of 

board members is exercised regularly. The adherence to the aforesaid measures has 

reportedly ensured separation of powers and provided checks and balances on the 

performance of the executive board and management and reduced the organisations‘ 

exposure to risk associated with poor governance. In the financial sector, which is crucial to 

capital formation, exchange and development, the corporate governance regimes both 

mandatory and voluntary have increased business success. Some banks have become 

stronger and managed their risk more effectively. The insurance sector is also reported to be 

performing well after the legal reforms in 2011. However, more should be done to harmonise 

the Insurance Act 2011 and the international standards. 

 

In the banking sector, since 2007, only three banks have been closed while one placed 

under the management of the BoU due to challenges related to corporate governance. Using 

the existing regulatory framework, BoU is in position to timeously move in to protect 

depositors‘ funds in risky banks. Recently, Imperial Bank was placed under management of 

BoU and its assets sold to Exim Bank of Tanzania while Crane Bank in October was also 

placed under the BoU management. BoU is more effective because it has the requisite 

authority, funds, technical capacity and the goodwill to stabilise the financial sector.  

 

According to annual market reports, the key sections of the financial sector namely the 

banking, the capital markets and the insurance sector have reported tremendous growth in 

asset base, distribution network, employment trends, client base, turnover and profitability. In 

the banking industry, this success is mainly attributed to improved corporate governance, 

which has improved the level of confidence in the population about the viability of banking 

services. However, challenges remain regarding the rising trend of nonperforming loans that 

threaten depositors‘ funds in the banking industry. In addition, insurance penetration remains 

low at less than 1%, while only 38% of the bankable Ugandans hold bank accounts. The 
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population remains less informed about the benefits of insurance and banking services. The 

corporate social responsibility side of the corporate governance could help enterprises in 

these sectors reach out to the population. 

 

The Non-Government Organisations Registration Act Cap 113 as amended in 2006 and 

2015 regulates the enterprises in the NGO sector. The effect of the 2006 amendment was 

giving the NGOs a corporate status. The NGO Registration (Amendment) Act (2006) in 

Section 4 and 7 establishes the NGO Board to incorporate and regulate operations of NGOs 

and to enact guidelines for registration and operation of Community Based Organisations 

(CBOs). The NGO Registration Regulations 2009 to operationalize the Act are in place. The 

country enacted the NGO Act 2015 to regulate the operations of the enterprises in the NGO 

sector. The NGO Act 2015 focuses on improving the business environment for NGOs. The 

Act also decentralizes monitoring to the district and the sub-county. The critical corporate 

governance related aspects of the Act are establishing the NGOs as corporate entities, 

issuance of permits to legitimize NGO operations, provision for self-regulation mechanism 

through an apex body if NGOs so choose, filing annual returns and estimates and dealing 

with conflict of interest in business dealings. However, the thrust of the Act seems to be on 

enhancing the regulatory authority of the NGO Registration Board. The Act does not deal 

with corporate governance in adequate detail. Issues of separation of powers, conflict of 

interest, compliance with financial reporting and auditing standards and corporate social 

responsibility are not given due attention. The Institute of Certified Public Accountants of 

Uganda has taken the initiative to draft a financial reporting framework for not for profit 

organisations and NGOs that is intended to help them improve corporate reporting. This 

process is still in progress 

 

I. Ensuring Effective Leadership and Accountability of Organisations 

This objective focusses on assessing the mechanisms and practices introduced in Uganda to ensure 

effective leadership and accountability of organisations. The frameworks cover all types of 

organisations in the country. In companies, the Companies Act 2012 Table F provides the code of 

corporate governance for companies.  Specific Acts establishing public enterprises provide for the 

appointment of boards. Voluntary codes such as the ICGU Code and the USE Guidelines among 

others exist to supplement the legal framework. The Acts and regulations clearly spell out the 

separation of power between the CEO and chairman of the board, requirements for board 

independence, and key responsibilities of the board. The acts are silent on the gender split for board 

members.  
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Corporate governance regulations in the banking industry place greater emphasis on the fiduciary 

responsibilities which the Board of Directors owes to the bank, its depositors and shareholders and 

to the wider society. In addition, the four eyes principle is emphasized in ensuring effective internal 

control environment. Penalties for noncompliance also exist. The banking industry was reported to 

have higher levels of compliance with measures for ensuring effective leadership and accountability 

because of the corporate governance regime superintended over by the Central Bank.  

 

A number of organisations train directors, senior managers and entrepreneurs on good corporate 

governance principles and practices and financial literacy. These organisations among others 

include: the ICPAU, ICGU, Enterprise Uganda, Private Sector Foundation, Uganda Management 

Institute, Makerere University Business School, Management Accountancy and Training Centre, 

Uganda Manufacturers Association (usually for members), the Institute of Bankers, the Institute of 

Insurance, the Association of Micro-Finance Institutions, Financial Literacy Foundation Uganda 

Limited (FinLit), and a host of other private consultants. The training by the aforesaid institutions is 

structured to cover salient corporate governance matters.  

 

The ICPAU has adopted the International Standards on Auditing (ISA) and other related standards 

issued by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) for application in the 

country in 1999. Enactment of the Accountants Act 2013 has given the institute the powers to 

regulate the accounting profession in the country and contribute toward ensuring effective leadership 

and accountability more especially in relation to employing qualified accountants and maintaining the 

quality. The review notes the effectiveness of the framework in the financial sector and listed 

companies. The implementation and enforcement gap is still high due to limited resources. Unethical 

conduct in some public sector organisations affects the effectiveness of the measures to promote 

effective leadership and accountability in the public sector. Promoting compliance mechanisms and 

enhancing the capacity of the regulatory organs will improve the effectiveness of leadership and 

accountability of organisations. 

 

The role Corporate Governance Framework in ensuring Effective Leadership of all types of 

organizations. 

 

Types of Board Structure 

The corporate governance framework in the country attempts to provide for effective leadership 

through a number of principles, standards and codes contained in various laws, regulations and 

policies. The functions of the different actors in the governance of organisations are well spelled 

out. Most of the public, private and NGOs in Uganda have a one tier board structure or single 
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organ of corporate stewardship majorly due to costs. This has been considered effective in quick 

execution of roles and responsibilities. Likewise, most listed and non-listed companies also have 

one tier board structure due to efficiency and effectiveness associated with it. The regulatory 

frameworks for the public, private and NGOs provide guidelines for appointment, election and 

removal of members of the board including the requirements for one to be a board member and 

the methods of appointment to the board. The Companies Act 2012 and the various Acts that 

establish public sector organisations provide for the boards and their responsibilities. 

 

 

Appointment, Leadership and Accountability of Boards 

 

The Companies Act (2012) provides the basic legislation for leadership and accountability in 

companies. The Act provides for the appointment of boards and the mechanisms for ensuring 

accountability. The Act requires the board to ensure internal controls, internal audit, auditing of 

financial statements, laying of accounts before the annual general meeting together with the 

audited accounts, the directors‘ statement of performance, ensuring that a company holds a 

meeting of shareholders every year, and regular retirement and replacement of directors, among 

others. In the financial sector, the standards, codes and principles of corporate governance such 

as the USE Listing Rules 2003, the Capital Markets Authority Code of Corporate Governance 

2004 and the Banking Regulations 2010 among others, emphasize the separation of power. 

These are being enhanced by the reforms contained in the Financial Institutions (Amendment) 

Act 2016 and the Capital Markets Authority (Amendment) Act 2016.  

 

Criteria used to determine eligibility, Consumption and remuneration of members of the 

Board 

 

Average Board Size 

 

The average board size in private companies is 5 persons while listed companies is 7 persons. 

The Code provides that the company should hold an annual general meeting over and above 

other meetings that may be held. The boards are required to meet at least once every three 

months. There are members that serve on a number of boards. There are some persons dubbed 

―Kings and Queens‖ of Boardroom in Uganda that sit on more than eight boards. They are ‗A 

class‘ corporate board favourites. This practice is likely to breed inefficiency and ineffectiveness.  
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Requirements for the separation of powers between CEO and Chairpersons of Boards 

 

The Companies Act 2012 provides for the segregation of functions. The code provides that there 

shall be a division of responsibilities between the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and board 

chairperson to ensure that no one has unfettered power or authority. It goes on to state that no 

one block of directors shall dominate the board, which shall be controlled, by division of power. 

The code discourages using shadow directors and provides for orientation programmes to 

introduce new directors to the company and to brief directors on their fiduciary duties. The code 

discourages concentration of power in one person and provides for appointment of an 

independent deputy chairperson to perform some of the roles of the chairperson such as 

evaluating the chair‘s performance. 

 

Best practices require that for effective risk management, the four eyes principle is practiced. 

Both voluntary and mandatory corporate governance frameworks emphasise the separation of 

power both at board and management level. This would require the powers of the CEO and the 

Chief Finance Officer to vest in different persons. In the public sector such as local governments, 

the Chairperson of the governance organ is an elected member through the adult suffrage while 

the CEO is a civil servant appointed through the civil service mechanisms. In other public sector 

agencies, the board is appointed by the sector Minister and approved by the Cabinet. In most 

public sector Acts reviewed, the Board appoints the CEO and staff. Therefore, the boards are 

separate from management in public sector organisations. However, this remains a challenge in 

the private liability companies. In most private companies, since adoption of Table F of the 

Companies Act 2012 is voluntary, there is much pressure to separate the functions. The principle 

of separation of power and the appointment of non-executive board members with requisite 

experience, skills and exposure is emphasised in the banking sector, insurance companies and 

the listed companies.  

 

4.1.3 Appointment of Stewardship Organs in Public Sector Organisations 

 

In the public enterprises, the specific legal instruments that establish such entities (Acts) provide for 

the appointment of boards or corporate stewardship organs and management. The different Acts 

reviewed indicate that roles of the different organs are clearly alienated to ensure effective 

leadership. The review indicates that the average size of the board of directors in the public sector 

organisations is 9 persons. The Acts emphasise that effective mechanisms for running the 

organisation to meet their strategic objectives are in place. However, the review notes that the 
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criteria used to elect stewardship bodies in most public and public interest entities is politicised. Most 

board members that do not represent Ministries, Departments and Agencies are political cadres who 

lack the capacity to offer value-adding oversight.  

 

The Local Governments Act 1997 as amended provides the basic guidelines for effective leadership. 

Salient among the provisions for effective leadership is having an elected council, a speaker of the 

council and an appointed council executive by the chairperson of the council to form the executive of 

the council and to help in the day-to-day running of the organisation. Each member of the executive 

is responsible for a given sector of the local government. The local government also has the staff 

appointed either by the central government (the Chief Administrative Officer and the Deputy Chief 

Administrative Officer) or by the District Service Commission. The council and its executive provide 

the stewardship organs while the technical staff do the day-to-day running of the organisation‘s 

business. However, whereas the mechanisms for appointment and functioning of the local councils 

as stewardship organs for local governments exist, mismanagement of resources and poor 

supervision remain chronic challenges to efficient and effective service delivery under the local 

governments as corporate entities.  

 

4.1.4 Separation of Powers 

 

The Acts and regulations in the private, public and NGO sector clearly spell out the separation of 

powers between the CEO and chairperson of the board, set requirements for board independence 

and specify key responsibilities of the board. The Companies Act 2012 provides for the segregation 

of functions. The code provides that there shall be a division of responsibilities between the Chief 

Executive Officer (CEO) and board chairperson to ensure that no one has unfettered power or 

authority. It goes on to state that no one block of directors shall dominate the board, which shall be 

controlled, by division of power. The code discourages using shadow directors and provides for 

orientation programmes to introduce new directors to the company and to brief directors on their 

fiduciary duties. The code discourages concentration of power in one person and provides for 

appointment of an independent deputy chairperson to perform some of the roles of the chairperson 

such as evaluating the chair‘s performance. 

Best practices require that for effective risk management, the four eyes principle is practiced. Both 

voluntary and mandatory corporate governance frameworks emphasise the separation of power both 

at board and management level. This would require the powers of the CEO and the Chief Finance 

Officer to vest in different persons. In the public sector such as local governments, the Chairperson 

of the governance organ is an elected member through the adult suffrage while the CEO is a civil 

servant appointed through the civil service mechanisms. In other public sector agencies, the board is 
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appointed by the sector Minister and approved by the Cabinet. In most public sector Acts reviewed, 

the Board appoints the CEO and staff. Therefore, the boards are separate from management in 

public sector organisations. However, this remains a challenge in the private liability companies. In 

most private companies, since adoption of Table F of the Companies Act 2012 is voluntary, there is 

much pressure to separate the functions. The principle of separation of power and the appointment 

of non-executive board members with requisite experience, skills and exposure is emphasised in the 

banking sector, insurance companies and the listed companies.   

 

4.1.5 Diversity of Boards 

 

The Employment Act 2006, the Equal Opportunities Act 2007, and the National Employment Policy 

2011 provide for equal opportunities between men and women. However, most Acts and Codes are 

silent on the gender split for board members. The global best practice is that disadvantaged groups 

including women should be represented. For example, globally, the practice is that at least 
1
/3 of the 

opportunities available be extended to women. However, most boards do not adhere to such gender 

aspect. The Companies Act 2012 does not prescribe stakeholder representation or gender 

composition of the boards of companies. The Accountants Act 2013 and some other Acts reviewed 

provide for stakeholder representation, which takes into consideration several categories of people 

including the professionals. However, they are silent on gender composition of the board. 

 

1.6 Responsibilities of the Board 

 

The Companies Act 2012 provides for the responsibilities of the board. Other Acts in the public 

sector and the NGOs Act define the responsibilities of the board or any oversight organ of the 

organisation. Table F of the Companies Act 2012 defines the responsibilities of the board to include: 

providing strategic direction, retaining full and effective control, complying with laws and regulations, 

identifying and monitoring key risks and key performance areas, explaining the effect of all proposed 

resolutions to be passed at shareholders meetings, reviewing major plans of action, reviewing and 

guiding annual budgets and business plans, overseeing major capital expenditures, acquisitions and 

divesture, ensuring the integrity of company‘s accounting and financial reporting systems and having 

a board charter setting out its responsibilities. 

 

4.1.7 Delegation of Board’s Authority 

 

The board‘s authority may be delegated to board committees but it remains the responsibility of 

directors. The Companies Act 2012 and the Acts that establish different public sector organisations 
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provide for the delegation of the boards authority. However, the board remains responsible for the 

outcome of the delegated tasks. Companies are obliged to appoint an audit committee and 

remuneration committee. The Companies Act 2012 code mentions that there should be a balance of 

executive directors and non-executive directors. It emphasises the independence of non-executive 

directors. A nomination committee consisting of non-executive directors is provided for. There is also 

provision for rotation of directors to ensure continuity. Non-executive directors are deemed to have 

the skills and experience on strategy, performance, standards and resources to add value to the 

organisation‘s decisional processes. 

 

4.1.8 Benefits of Leadership and Accountability Measures in Organisations 

There are measures designed to improve effective leadership in organisations. Reports from the 

financial sector such as banking and insurance indicate that compliance with the measures has 

improved leadership. Benefits such as transparency, accountability and value for money are 

reported. However, issues remain in all types of organisation. Issues of non or partial compliance 

with the measures to promote effective leadership still exist. For example, the COSASE Report 2015 

notes a number of cases where boards and executives digressed from the prescribed procedures in 

the operations of some entities. Family owned business enterprises, entities in sectors that have lax 

supervision; public entities with powerful CEOs that overshadow the boards, and local governments 

are organisations with compromised leadership. 

 

4.1.9 Corporate Governance Training 

In Uganda, several organisations in public, private and the NGO sector have developed programmes 

to train directors both in the formal and informal sector of the economy to improve corporate 

governance. There is limited information about the entities involved in corporate governance training. 

The ICPAU, ICGU, Enterprise Uganda, Private Sector Foundation, Uganda Management Institute, 

Makerere University Business School, Management Accountancy and Training Centre, Uganda 

Manufacturers Association (usually for members), the Institute of Bankers, the Uganda Insurance 

Institute, the Association of Micro-finance Institutions of Uganda and a host of private consultants 

train directors. The training by the aforesaid institutions is structured to cover salient corporate 

governance matters. In addition, some government agencies train senior staff on corporate 

governance issues.  

However, the various Acts establishing public enterprises are silent on building the corporate 

governance capacity of the directors. This gap weakens the directors‘ initiative to seek training and 

to develop skills for effective corporate governance. Moreover, most Acts do not provide for 

evaluation of board performance. 
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4.1.10 Areas of Corporate Governance Training 

The corporate governance training courses, among others, cover introduction to corporate 

governance, principles and practices of corporate governance, the role and functions of the board, 

board dynamics and the concept of groupthink. Other areas include the local operating environment, 

business strategy, the board and human resources, corporate governance and the law, corporate 

social responsibility, appreciating financial reports and risk management. The training programmes 

are short, ranging from one day to a week. The training approaches are participatory and make use 

of the existing knowledge of the practitioners. The training blends the participants‘ experiences with 

the theories and best practices. In-house, in country and outside country training arrangements 

exist. The main challenge to board capacity development is inadequate funding for training 

programmes on both the side of the trainers and the organisations desirous to second their boards 

for training.  

 

4.1.11 Effectiveness of Corporate Governance Training 

The efforts of some training institutions in developing corporate governance capacity in Uganda are 

commendable. These institutions, inter alia, include: (i) the Institute of Corporate Governance of 

Uganda. By close of 2015, ICGU had conducted over 150 tailor-made courses training over 4,000 

participants from more than 240 organisations across the country in various areas of corporate 

governance. (ii) The Institute of Internal Auditors had trained over 300 corporate governance 

practitioners that included board members, internal auditors, and audit committees in all sectors. The 

Institute has also trained its clients in ISO 31000 Risk Certification Assurance and 8 people have 

been certified. The Junior Achievements has reached 20,000 students in vocational training and 

general studies in upper secondary. In 2014, Junior Achievement Uganda engaged 209 company 

programme leaders on leadership journey in three-day workshop camp held at Gayaza High School. 

In addition, over 300 girls were trained at the Girl‘s Leadership Change. Ongoing efforts to recruit 

district coordinators at every district to deepen the benefits of such trainings among the youths exist. 

There is an international cooperation with Junior Achievement of Norway to engage staff and 

teachers as Trainers of Trainers (ToT) and an exchange of 20 students and 5 teachers between 

Uganda and Norway to improve participants‘ entrepreneurship skills. 

Concerns were raised about the scheduling of training programmes, juggling between training and 

work, age more especially for older directors and low level of enthusiasm to attend training. In the 

public sector, training of directors in basic corporate governance principles and practices is an issue 

not given due attention. Orientation of directors and periodic workshops, seminars and retreats to 

tool and retool directors are not prioritised in most of the budgets of public sector organisations. 

Similarly, the local governments do not provide for the orientation, tooling and retooling of the local 
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government councils and their executives in corporate governance for local governments. Measures 

for enhancing the councils‘ corporate governance role in promoting good corporate governance in 

local governments as corporate bodies are not conspicuous in the local government plans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.2 Measures of Accountability in the Public Sector 

In the public entities, most Acts provide for an accountability chain. Internally, the staff to 

management; management to the board through the executive director and to the oversight bodies 

such as the Sector Minister, Auditor General, the Inspector General of Government, and the 

Parliament. Boards are required to provide regular reports to the sector Minister or the appointing 

authority about the performance of the organization. Further, the boards are required to maintain 

proper accounting records, to cause auditing of the accounts of the organization by the Office of the 

Auditor General, to lay the accounts and performance reports before Parliament and to publish the 

audited accounts together with annual reports three to six months after the financial year. The public 

and the non-state actors such as the NGOs, Faith Based Organisations and the media are 

increasingly playing a key role of holding the leadership in the public sector to account for their 

actions.  

 

In the local governments, the governance measures such as the Local Government Development 

Planning Guidelines 2014 ensure that the council involves stakeholders in the planning processes. 

Participatory planning provides the required foundation for multi-stakeholder accountability. In 

addition, the Local Governments Act 1997 as amended and Public Finance Amendment Act 2015 

require keeping proper accounting records, putting in place robust monitoring and evaluation 

mechanisms and having internal control systems. The organisations should also provide to the 

public information about the programmes that the local government will undertake in a given period 

and report to the accountability bodies such as the Auditor General and the Parliament. However, 

cases of poor accountability in spite of these measures remain persistent. 

Text Box 6. Progress on Entrepreneurship skills development  

 The Business, Technical, Vocational and Education Training (BTVET) established. 

 A committee to handle non-formal skills development formed including education, Industrial 

Training Council, PSFU, Uganda Small Scale Industry Association (USSIA), Katwe Small 

Scale Industries Development Association (KASSIDA), Ministry of Gender, Labour and 

Social Development, the Ministry of Local Government, and UIA. 

 Introduction of the Entrepreneurship course by the National Curriculum Development Centre 

including a Capital Markets Component. O and A level curricula revised to include a focus on 

entrepreneurship development skills. 

 1000 in service teachers oriented to appreciate the revised curricula and to build their capacity 

in teaching entrepreneurship skills using the learner centred approach to teaching and learning. 
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According Auditor General‘s Report 2015, in local government, Expenditure amounting to UGX5.5 

billion was unaccounted for, 33 Local Governments procured items worth UGX11.5 billion without 

following Public Procurement Regulations and Guidelines. The amount is comprised of UGX311 

million which lacked procurement files, UGX10 billion where there was breach of procurement 

procedures, UGX1 billion involving inadequate contract management and Shs. 216 million 

 

 

unauthorized contract variations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.1 Measures for Accountability of the Board in Private Sector 

 

The Companies Act 2012 Table F provides measures for holding the agents accountable to the 

principal. These, inter alia, include proper recording keeping, auditing of accounts by an independent 

auditor and laying of audited accounts before annual general meeting, the fiduciary duties of the 

directors and board evaluations. Others are transparent procedures for the appointment of members 

of boards, use of board charters to include matters reserved to the board and those delegated to 

individuals or board committees and making company records designed for public consumption 

available and accessible. Some companies post performance information on their website or publish 

it in the newspapers with wide circulation. The Companies Act provides for declaration of conflict of 

interest. The Companies Act 2012, the Codes of Corporate Governance by the USE and ICGU 

require that boards hold regular meetings at least once every three months and an annual general 

meeting once a year. Provisions exist where a member of the board or shareholder can compel the 

company to hold a meeting or provide an opportunity to dialogue with other members.  

The Companies Act 2012 obliges public liability companies to adopt Table F and comply with the 

code while it is voluntary for other types of companies. There is high compliance with Table F in the 

financial sector, that is, banks, insurance companies, the stock exchange and the foreign exchange 

bureaux. This is attributed to the strict regulatory regimes in the sector and the fact that the 

repercussions of noncompliance are severe.  

Text Box 7. Poor Accountability 

The Parliament’s Committee on Commissions, Statutory Authorities and State Enterprises 

(COSASE) indicates that some public sector accountability processes do not encourage meaningful 

accountability. The COSASE and Auditor General’s Reports point to cases of serious breach of 

accountability measures in the public sector such as: 

 Spending of funds without proper authorization. 

 Missing supporting documents for funds spent by the public sector enterprises.  

 In spite of the Access to Information Act 2005 that provides an avenue to accessing 

organisations information, the public can hardly access the information. The procedures for 

accessing the information are sometimes discouraging.  

 Annual reports are rarely done and if done are not comprehensive or made available to 

stakeholders.  

 Some websites do not provide helpful accountability information.  

 Some public entities do not circulate their work plans, strategic plans, board minutes, or 

performance reports to their respective oversight bodies.   
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4.2.2 Measures of Accountability in the Public Sector 

In the public entities, most Acts provide for an accountability chain. Internally, the staff to 

management; management to the board through the executive director and to the oversight bodies 

such as the Sector Minister, Auditor General, the Inspector General of Government, and the 

Parliament. Boards are required to provide regular reports to the sector Minister or the appointing 

authority about the performance of the organisation. Further, the boards are required to maintain 

proper accounting records, to cause auditing of the accounts of the organisation by the Office of the 

Auditor General, to lay the accounts and performance reports before Parliament and to publish the 

audited accounts together with annual reports three to six months after the financial year. The public 

and the non-state actors such as the NGOs, Faith Based Organisations and the media are 

increasingly playing a key role of holding the leadership in the public sector to account for their 

actions.  

 

In the local governments, the governance measures such as the Local Government Development 

Planning Guidelines 2014 ensure that the council involves stakeholders in the planning processes. 

Participatory planning provides the required foundation for multi-stakeholder accountability. In 

addition, the Local Governments Act 1997 as amended and Public Finance Amendment Act 2015 

require keeping proper accounting records, putting in place robust monitoring and evaluation 

mechanisms and having internal control systems. The organisations should also provide to the 

public information about the programmes that the local government will undertake in a given period 

and report to the accountability bodies such as the Auditor General and the Parliament. However, 

cases of poor accountability in spite of these measures remain persistent. 

 

According Auditor General‘s Report 2015, in local government, Expenditure amounting to UGX5.5 

billion was unaccounted for, 33 Local Governments procured items worth UGX11.5 billion without 

following Public Procurement Regulations and Guidelines. The amount is comprised of UGX311 

million which lacked procurement files, UGX10 billion where there was breach of procurement 

procedures, UGX1 billion involving inadequate contract management and UGX216 million of 

unauthorised contract variations. 

 

4.2.3 Mechanisms for managing conflict of interest 

 

Best practices require that directors and managers of an organisation declare all transactions where 

they have a conflict of interest. The Companies Act 2012 Section 218 requires that directors disclose 

interests in contracts. The law requires that a notice be given to the effect that a director has an 
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interest in the transaction directly or indirectly. A director who fails to comply with the above 

provisions is liable to a fine not exceeding two hundred currency points. 

 

4.2.4 Mechanisms for sanctioning directors 

 

Several sanctions exist in case of breach of the accountability mechanisms. Measures such as fines, 

disqualification of directors, and imprisonment exist. Directors of listed companies undertake or 

commit themselves to adopt good corporate governance practices as part of their continuing listing 

obligations. Rules 10 and 11 specify what directors should do to comply with best practices. There 

are restrictions on cross directorship in the listed companies. However, in most private companies, 

NGOs and the public sector, some directors serve on a number of boards at the same time.  

 

Traceability of property owned by the directors and senior officers of organisations in both public and 

private sectors remains a challenge. In the public sector, the existence of the Leadership Code that 

requires public officers, among others, to declare their assets to the Office of the IGG offers a good 

opportunity. However, there is capacity constraint. The Office of the IGG can neither verify nor 

monitor changes in assets of every public officer.  

 

Timely, transparent and accurate disclosure of information by Corporate entities  

The Companies Act (2012) and the CMA Guidelines 2003, among others, emphasise disclosure of 

certain transactions such as the remuneration of the board members, the remuneration policy and 

the matters in which the directors have a conflict of interest. The Acts and regulations that govern 

the public entities also emphasise disclosure of interest.  

 

Regarding disclosure about the remuneration of boards and CEOs, guidelines exist. Among listed 

companies on USE, the boards must appoint a Remuneration Committee or assign a mandate to the 

Nominating Committee consisting mainly of independent and non-executive directors to recommend 

to the Board the remuneration of the executive directors and the structure of their compensation 

package. 

 

In the public sector, the appointing authority of the board reserves the right to approve the boards‘ 

remuneration. The existing framework requires disclosure of the remuneration of the board in the 

annual financial reports of the organisation itemising how much each earns and how it was 

determined. However, the public sector mechanisms are not precise about this. One COSASE report 

notes cases of unofficial remuneration of public sector boards. In addition, reporting is not timely, 

transparent and accurate in some instances.  
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In family owned enterprises where directors are at the same time owners, and the company has not 

adopted Table F, disclosure is voluntary. The related party disclosure is a requirement strictly 

affecting listed companies and financial institutions such as banks, insurance companies and foreign 

exchange bureaux. Good practice demands that disclosure be done immediately it is reasonably 

known that a person close to a director or a senior officer has an interest in a transaction with the 

organisation. Several Acts that establish the public sector organisations provide for declaration of 

conflict of interest in the transactions of the organisation. The amended PPDA Act 2014 and 

Regulations provide comprehensive guidelines on conflict of interest in public procurements and 

disposals that cut across all public sector enterprises. 

Whereas there are mechanisms in place to enforce disclosure, they are more effective in the 

financial sector and among the listed companies. The reported case of loss of UGX4 trillion in UNRA 

in 8 years is indicative of the magnitude of the challenge in the public sector organisations.  

 

The Extent of application of international accounting and auditing standards and practices 

In pursuit of its statutory obligation, the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Uganda adopted 

the International Standards on Auditing (ISA) and other related standards issued by the International 

Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) for application in the country in 1997. These 

standards are applied in the country by different organisations. The Companies Act 2012 and the 

Accountants Act 2013 require that all ICPAU members apply the international standards. Most 

companies are applying these standards. However, there is need for legislation to make the 

application mandatory. 

 

4.3.5 Auditing and Accounting Standards Applicable in the Country 

In 1997, the ICPAU adopted the International Accounting Standards (IAS) that later became the 

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). In December 2009, it adopted IFRS for Small 

and Medium Enterprises. Other accounting standards that adopted include the International Public 

Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) in (2006), International Standards on Auditing (ISA) in (1999), 

the International Standards on Quality (ISQC) 1, the International Audit Practice, International 

Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAs), and International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) 

code of ethics. The IFRS for SMEs draw on the fundamental principles of the full IFRS but in many 

cases, simplified to make the accounting less complex. The disclosure requirements for SMEs are 

less than 10% of the requirements in the full IFRS.  

  

The Accountants Act 2013 requires ICPAU to regulate and maintain the standard of accounting in 

the country. The ICPAU is mandated to issue and adopt internationally accepted accounting and 

auditing standards, promote their use in the country and make suitable adaptations where 
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necessary. The ICPAU as the regulator of the accountancy profession sets the standards, monitors 

and enforces their successful implementation. The ICPAU through regulation of its members and as 

an advisor to the government promotes the application of these standards. Public and private sector 

organisations are expected to follow the IFRS in preparation of their accounts. The Companies Act 

2012 requires that recognized accountants prepare company accounts. This provision enjoins 

accountants to follow the IFRS and the ISAs. 

 

Despite the adoption of these standards, some of the entities in the country have not embraced them 

due to technicalities involved, lack of adequate training in the application of the standards and lack of 

manpower especially qualified professional accountants with knowledge on application of these 

standards. The review notes that awareness activities and support for implementation of IFRS for 

SMEs and the Guide for Micro-size Entities applying IFRS for SMEs (both issued by the IASB) need 

to be stepped up. Market awareness of these two standards is low yet, they apply to a large section 

of the country‘s economy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.6 Mechanisms for Integrated Reporting 

 

Integrated reporting which is the representation of an entity‘s performance in terms of both financial 

and non-financial results is emphasised. The ICPAU emphasises integrated reporting for entities, 

and the institute has held various workshops on integrated reporting. In addition, ICPAU, the Capital 

Markets Authority (CMA) and the Uganda Securities Exchange (USE) have organised the Annual 

Financial Reporting (FiRe) Awards to encourage best financial reporting practices. The awards 

embrace integrated reporting, recognising excellence in corporate governance, sustainability and 

financial reporting. The awards present an excellent opportunity for organisations to benchmark their 

reports against the International Financial Reporting Framework. 

 

4.3.7 Requirements for External Auditing 

External audit is a mandatory requirement for public liability companies, listed companies, public 

sector entities and public interest enterprises. The Companies Act 2012 Sections (167-170), 

Text Box 9. Adoption of the IFRS & ISA 

 Companies Act 2012 requires recognised accountants to prepare accounts. This enjoins them to follow the standards 

that ICPAU adopted for the country. 

 Bank of Uganda, CMA, USE regulations adhere to both the Companies Act 2012 and Accountants Act 2013 on use of 

recognised accountants and adoption of IFRS and ISA. Their financial reporting requirements comply with the IFRS 

and ISA. 

 In the Insurance sector, insurance companies are required to employ qualified accountants and auditors. Reviewed 

reports indicate adoption of IFRS and ISA.   

 Public Sector Accounting. The on-going implementation of the International Public Sector Accounting Standards 

(IPSAS) by the Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development (MoFPED) when successfully completed, 

will contribute to improved accountability in the public sector. 

The various changes to financial reporting requirements in the country such as compliance with IFRS, IFRS for SMEs, 

IPSAS, ISA, still require legal backing. The regulations which are easier to reform in cases of changes need to contain legal 

provisions for implementation and enforcement of these standards.  
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Financial Institutions (External Auditors) Regulations 2010, the specific Acts establishing public 

entities, the Trustees Incorporation Act 1939 require accounts of organisations to be audited by an 

independent auditor. The Constitution of Uganda 1995 mandates the Auditor General to audit all 

public and public interest entities. In private liability companies, this is voluntary. The owners may 

elect to do away with this requirement.  

 

The ICPAU guidelines on auditing require that an auditor‘s report prepared under ISA 700, 705, 706 

be published alongside the entire set of financial statements including the statement of financial 

position, statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, statement of changes in 

equity, statement of changes in cash flows and the explanatory notes. It is also a requirement for 

practicing firms to consider the requirements of ISA 810 ‗Engagement to Report on Summary 

Financial Statements‘ to guide the preparation of the auditor‘s report on summary financial 

statements of all sectors. 

 

The Uganda Securities Exchange under the USE Listing Rules sets the financial reporting 

requirements for listed companies. The Listing Rules oblige organisations to prepare their annual 

audited financial statements in accordance with applicable national laws and international 

accounting standards.  

 

The Financial Institutions (Amendment) Act 2016 and the Tier 4 Microfinance Institutions and Money 

Lenders Act 2016 respectively set financial reporting requirements for banks and non-banking 

financial institutions. Both Acts require compliance with IFRS. Bank auditors are required to audit in 

accordance with ISA. Banks are required to submit audited financial statements to the BoU within 

three months of year end and non- banking financial institutions within four months. Both financial 

statements are to be published in newspapers four months after year end. The Insurance Act 2011 

requires that insurance companies submit financial statements to the Insurance Regulatory Authority 

within 120 days after the end of the financial year. 

 

In Public sector, Under Article 163 (3) of the Constitution 1995 and Section 13 of the National Audit 

Act, 2008, the Auditor General must audit and report to Parliament, on the public accounts of 

Uganda and of all public offices. The entities covered include the courts, the central and local 

government administrations, public universities and public institutions of like nature, and any public 

corporation or other bodies or organisations established by an Act of Parliament. The framework 

enjoins the Auditor General to conduct financial and value for money audits in respect of any project 

involving public funds. Article 163 (4) requires the Aud0itor General to submit to Parliament annually, 

a report of the accounts audited by him or her for the financial year immediately preceding. The 
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review notes that the Office of the Auditor General (OAG) executes its mandate as enshrined in the 

Constitution. Every year, the OAG submits public accounts to Parliament for review. However, there 

are concerns about the independence of the OAG‘s External Auditors who are resident in 

organisations they audit some of whom are facilitated by their hosts in terms of transport and 

allowances while in the field. This practice threatens the independence of these auditors. 

 

4.3.8 Regulations and Requirements for the Audit Profession 

The Accountants Act 2013 adopted the International Standards on Auditing and IES 8 ―Competence 

Requirements for Audit Professionals ―that require an auditor to have specialist knowledge and skills 

in order to carry out their assurance function.  IES 8 sets out the minimum levels of professional 

knowledge, skills, value, ethics and attitudes that audit professionals are required to have. The 

standard defines a professional auditor as a professional accountant with responsibility for significant 

judgement in an audit of financial statements. The auditor should be a qualified accountant and a 

member of a recognised body by the ICPAU. The auditor must be a registered member of any of the 

following accountancy bodies ICPAU, CPA (K), ACCA, FCA or any other body recognised by 

ICPAU. The auditors are required to maintain their professional competence through appropriate 

Continuing Professional Development (CPD). The minimum recommended CPD is forty training 

hours per annum for ICPAU members. To meet human resource capacity challenges in the 

accounting profession, the country has embarked on training accounting professionals. In the public 

sector, there are deliberate efforts to provide support to accounting staff to train as professional 

accountants. 

 

The Companies Act 2012 Section (169) (1) specifies the qualification of the auditor while Section 

(169) (2) specifies who should not be an auditor. The Accountants Act 2013 and the regulations 

made thereto specify who qualifies to be an auditor. These requirements are in line with IES 8, which 

sets out the minimum levels of professional knowledge, skills, values, ethics and attitudes that audit 

professionals are required to have. The standard defines a professional auditor as a professional 

accountant with responsibility for significant judgement in an audit of financial statements. In the 

public sector, the Accountants Act 2013 Section (34) (2) requires all heads of accounts, finance and 

internal audit in public and public interest entities to be qualified accountants. However, apart from 

the financial industry, listed companies and the public sector through the OAG, compliance with 

external auditing standards is not high.  

 

4.3.9 Regulatory Framework and Operation of Multinationals in the Country 

The policy and regulatory framework in the country is favourable to operations of multinationals. 

Locally, the country has a number of laws and policies that encourage multinational operations. 
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These, inter alia, include the Privatisation Policy 1993, which opened up the business environment 

and established a comprehensive regulatory framework. The following frameworks support foreign 

investment: the Investment Code 2000 revised in 2012, the dispute resolution mechanism like the 

Commercial Court and the Centre of Arbitration for Dispute Resolution (CADER), the e-court 

environment established in 2015 and the Bankruptcy Act 1931. Others include the Intellectual 

Property 2014, the Copy Right and Neighbouring Act 2006, the Neighbouring Rights Regulations 

2010, the Patent Regulations 2010, the Trade Marks Act 2010, the Free Zones Authority Act 2014, 

the Business Licences (Miscellaneous Repeals) Act 2015, the Public Private Partnership Act 2015. 

The country has also adopted international mechanisms and bilateral and multilateral agreements 

that set a favourable business atmosphere for multinational companies. These include, among 

others, the international dispute mechanisms such as the International Centre for Settlement of 

Investment Disputes (ICSID), the Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgements of Foreign Courts, and the 

adoption of the legislature that is consistent with the UNCITRAR Model law on Commercial 

Arbitration and WTO Multilateral Agreements. In addition, Uganda is a member to the Multilateral 

Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), the East African Community Trade and Investment 

Framework Agreement (TIFA), the new Trade and Investment Partnership (TIP) 2012 with the USA, 

and the bilateral investment treaties with Belgium, China, Denmark, Egypt, Eritrea, France, 

Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. These measures provide 

an environment for growth and survival of the multinational companies.  

 

However, reservations remain on the country‘s failure to ratify the EOCD Convention on combating 

Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions. Some European and US 

corporations are sceptical that they could be losing lucrative deals with the public sector in the 

country due to tendencies of bribery practiced by corporations from countries that have not ratified 

this EOCD Convention and the fact that Uganda has also not ratified it. Some multinationals 

reportedly trade shares or directorships in the company with public officials for favours. The spirit of 

the Anti-Money Laundering Act 2015 also remains questionable as it has the potential to curtail the 

operations of some multinational corporations through bureaucratic procedures. These issues affect 

the operations of some multinational companies. 

 

Risk Management and Effective Internal Control Mechanisms 

The Companies Act 2012 provides for separation of power between ownership and the 

management. Table F of the Act also spells out the functions of the board, which, among others, 

include ensuring that there are mechanisms in place for effective running of the company. The 

different governance codes and guidelines issued by the ICGU, the CMA Code, the USE Code and 

the banking regulations provide measures for managing risk. The various Acts that establish public 
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sector organisations provide for mechanisms to manage risk. Some of the measures are external 

while others are internal.  

 

4.4.1 Mechanisms for Managing Risk 

The laws and regulations provide for segregation of duties between the day-to-day management and 

oversight roles. Like in the private sector, boards in the public sector are charged with establishment 

of risk management measures including the internal control system. The adoption of the four eyes 

principle in approving transactions is a critical element of risk management. The Companies Act 

2012, the CMA Regulations, the Public Sector Financial Management Regulations, the USE 

Corporate Governance Guidelines, the ICGU Code of Corporate Governance and the Acts for public 

sector enterprises emphasise application of the four eyes principle. More than one officer of the 

organisation such as the CEO and CFO or a director and a company/board secretary must approve 

a transaction.   

 

The local governments also have mechanisms such as segregation of duties, procedures for 

decision-making and internal audit. The existence of measures such as the audit committee, the 

public procurement and disposal unit, the resident external auditor, the internal auditor, approval of 

public contracts that are ≥UGX50 million by the Solicitor General, and the periodic reports to Ministry 

of Finance, Planning and Economic Development about budget performance are all intended to 

minimise risk. The PPDA carries out regular checks to ascertain whether procurements of any public 

organisation adhere to the laid down guidelines. High-risk procurements and disposals are 

highlighted and the CEO is warned. These measures have ensured that there is risk management 

and internal controls in public sector organisations. 

 

II. ENSURING ETHICAL CONDUCT WITHIN ORGANISATIONS 

 

This objective focuses on the ethical behaviour of organisations both internally and externally. It 

assesses development of code of ethics and other practices to promote ethical behaviour such as 

whistle blowing regulations, the role of professional bodies in promoting ethical standards, the media 

in promoting ethics, the level of ethical and unethical behaviour within organisations. 

 

5.1 An Assessment of Overall Ethics within Organisations 

Uganda has good policies, legal framework and specific institutions to promote and ensure ethical 

conduct. The measures also attempt to promote inclusiveness in the corporate governance 

processes. Ethical approach recognises the rights of the organisations‘ stakeholders. Best practices 

expect organisations to have people centred systems of governance that encompass leadership, 
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employee welfare, caring and sharing. The caring and sharing aspects of ethical approach in an 

inclusive system are concerned with embedding sustainability mechanisms that are reflected in the 

way the organisation handles the stakeholders.  

  

5.1.1 Measures for Promoting Good Ethics within Organisations 

The measures to promote ethical conduct in the country exist. For example, there are enabling anti-

corruption measures in form of policy, legal and institutional frameworks. The ethical measures are 

both mandatory and voluntary. The existing measures, inter alia, include the IGG Act 2002; the 

Leadership Code Act 2002; the Capital Markets Authority Corporate Governance guidelines 2004; 

Access to Information Act 2005; the National Audit Act 2008; the High Court (Anti-Corruption 

Division) Practice Directions 2009; the Anti-Corruption Act 2009; the Whistle Blowers Act 2010 and 

the Companies Act 2012. Others include Code of Corporate Governance; the Anti-Money 

Laundering Act 2013; the re-opening of the Anti-Corruption Court 2014; the National Anti-Corruption 

Strategy 2014-2019; the National Ethical Values Policy 2013, the Code of Ethics for the Private 

Sector 2014; the Financial and Accountability Regulations Act 2015 and the Anti Corruption 

(Amendment) Act 2015. In addition, bodies such as the ICPAU, the URA and the ICGU have issued 

Codes of Corporate Governance for their members. Moreover, 40 Integrity Clubs across the country 

have been established in Universities and other Tertiary Institutions to instil values among the young 

managers of tomorrow.  

 

The Commission of Inquiries Act Cap 166 of 1914 Section 1(1) provides for commissions of inquiry 

into matters of public interest. Several inquiries have been commissioned to handle matters of 

ethical conduct in public affairs. Of interest for corporate governance is the Justice Bamugemereire 

Commission on UNRA established on June 8
th
 2015. This commission unearthed massive and 

blatant unethical conduct that led to loss of UGX4 trillion of public funds in seven years. However, 

the spirit of establishing the Commissions of Inquiry remains doubted than believed. Many 

commissions have investigated multiple cases of unethical conduct in organisations such as the 

Uganda Police Force, coming up with promising recommendations.  

 

However, implementation of the recommendations and their impact on the ground are not seen.  

The ethical measures aim at balancing individual interests and the interests of other stakeholders 

and promoting inclusive approaches in the service of stakeholders. Several agencies implement and 

enforce these measures as shall later be noted. 
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5.1.2 Benefits of Implementing and Enforcing Good Ethics 

According to the Directorate of Ethics and Integrity Office of the President (2016), ethical measures 

in Uganda have generated a number of benefits. These include increased conviction rate of those 

that breach the codes; recovery of stolen funds for example, the IGG between 2008 and 2014 

recovered UGX1.8 billion and saved UGX17 billion; increased revenue collection by the agencies 

responsible for revenue collection and increased audits. Other benefits include improved public 

financial management systems; increased public participation in the fight against corruption and 

abuse of office; and integration of ethical values in the schools system to build an ethical culture. 

Still, more remains to be lost than recovered in spite of the ethical measures. Over the same period 

that UGX1.8 billion was recovered and UGX17 billion saved in the whole country, in one 

organisation alone UNRA, UGX4 trillion was misappropriated. These measures therefore are not yet 

effective.   

 

5.1.3 Challenges to Implementing and Enforcing Good Ethics 

The National Anti-Corruption Strategy 2014 notes a number of obstacles to promoting ethical 

conduct in the country. Salient among these obstacles are: (i) weak enforcement of anti-corruption 

policy and legislation creating an implementation gap of 51% one of the widest in the world. (ii) 

Insufficient capacity characterised by low human resources, poor terms of service, high staff 

turnover, inadequate equipment, inappropriate controls, and under resourced agencies. There is low 

political and social will to implement these measures. There is concern that the measures are 

selectively implemented and breach of ethical conduct is used to nail some offenders who have 

other scores to settle with some invisible hands that drive the implementation. Moreover, it appears 

that the public is complacent about misuse of public resources and exalts prosperity of public 

officials.   

 

Text Box 13. What the National Anti-Corruption Strategy Considers Potent Remedy to 

Unethical Conduct in Organisations 

 Strengthen leadership and coordination of anti-corruption efforts in all public sectors.  

 Empowering citizens to participate in anti-corruption measures at national and local government 

level.  

 Strengthening the anti-corruption institutions for effective enforcement of the legal and 

regulatory anti-corruption measures.  

 Improving compliance with the international and national accounting standards among public 

and private institutions. 

 Demonstrating the political will to fight unethical conduct in both public and private sector 

institutions. 

 Promoting the independence of institutions that fight unethical conduct in both public and 

private institutions. 
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5.1.4 Bodies that Encourage Good Behaviour 

There are efforts to encourage good behaviour in the different sectors of the country exist. These 

efforts are in different forms with different points of emphasis. There are organisations that are 

attempting to promote good behaviour.  

 

In the public sector, the following organisations are at the heart of promoting good behaviour the 

Directorate of Ethics in the Office of the President; the Central Bank (Bank of Uganda); the 

Inspectorate of Government; the Office of Auditor General; the Directorate of Public Prosecutions 

and the Professional Standards Unit of Uganda Police Force. Others include the ICPAU; the Uganda 

Revenue Authority; the Anti-Corruption Court; the Criminal Intelligence and Investigations 

Department; the Capital Markets Authority; the Uganda Registration Services Bureau; the East 

African Association of Anti-Corruption Authorities (EAAACA); the Financial Intelligence Authority and 

other regulatory agencies of the government.  

 

In the private sector, bodies to promote good behaviour include the Uganda Securities Exchange; 

the Private Sector Foundation; the Institute of Banking and Financial Services; the Uganda National 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Uganda Manufacturers Association. Others include the 

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators Uganda Chapter; the Institute of Internal 

Auditors; the Institute of Corporate Governance of Uganda; the Uganda Law Society and the 

Association of Professional Engineers, among others.  

 

In the NGO sector, several organisations promote good behaviour. These organisations have 

created networks involving lower grassroots organisations to further their cause and create 

awareness across the citizenry. These, inter alia, include Transparency International Uganda; the 

Uganda Debt Network; Action Aid Uganda and the Anti-Corruption Coalition Uganda. The review 

notes that through workshops, seminars, demonstrations, working collaboratively with the media and 

engaging in other forms of civic activism, these NGOs have popularised the role of the citizen in 

promoting good behaviour, transparency and accountability. They have drawn the attention of the 

stakeholders about the wrong practices in service delivery. One of the critical civic activities was the 

‗Black Monday‘ against the endemic corruption, which among other things has eroded corporate 

governance values in the country. Though NGOs could provide a potent means to arouse the 

masses against bad behaviour and promote good behaviour in the country, limited funding and the 

political dynamics in the country restrain their activities. The review notes that usually, there is a thin 

line between the NGO awareness campaigns against bad behaviour in organisations and the 

‗perceived or real‘ opposition activism, which undermines the credibility of the process. 
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5.1.5 Efforts in Promoting Good Behaviour 

Recent efforts in promoting good behaviour include training programmes for office managers and 

directors; publication of the codes of ethics by professional bodies and self-regulated industry 

players; issuance of guidelines on ethical conduct such as the National Ethical Values Policy and the 

creation of professional standards unit in the Uganda Police Force (considered the most corrupt 

public institution in Uganda). In addition, prosecution of offenders, sensitisation of the population and 

encouragement of the citizens to report unethical behaviour and supporting the NGOs to monitor 

public services together with the citizens have helped. Other efforts such as encouraging the media 

to publish breaches of good conduct, responding to local and international reports about the conduct 

of public and private sector executives; recovery of the public funds misallocated, deepening the 

zero tolerance to corruption message and promoting public sector accountability exist. To deepen 

the culture of ethical conduct among the youth, establishment of 40 Integrity Clubs in Universities 

and other Tertiary Institutions and training of teachers in 23 Primary Teachers Colleges across the 

country have been undertaken. Reforms have also been undertaken to enhance good behaviour. 

Over 15 policy and legal reforms have been undertaken since 2008 to promote good behaviour.  

 

5.1.6 Role of the Boards and other Governance Organs in Ensuring Ethical Conduct 

In organisations, the governance organs play a critical role in promoting good behaviour. Companies 

Act 2012 enjoins the board of the organisation to ensure that there are best practices in running of 

the affairs of the organisation. Section 14 and Table F of the Act provide for the composition and 

responsibilities of the board. Boards are responsible for handling strategy, performance, standards 

of conduct, risk management, and internal audit, among others. However, these provisions are 

mandatory upon public liability companies. Part II of the Capital Markets Guidelines (2003) specifies 

the role of the board in listed companies. In listed companies, the boards are instrumental in steering 

the company affairs. The Capital Markets Players Survey Report 2013 reveals that most member 

companies had effective boards that ensured development of and adherence to strategic plans, 

budgets, internal control systems, and risk plans. Further, the boards are reported to have ensured 

compliance with the standards and codes of corporate governance issued by various institutions. In 

the banking, insurance and the listed companies, due to the regulators‘ stringent monitoring and 

evaluation, the boards have ensured strict adherence to standards and codes of good conduct. This 

has reportedly increased customer trust in these companies thus underscoring their growth.  
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5.1.7 Approach to Political Donations 

 

There is no specific law on campaign funding in Uganda. The Presidential Elections Act 2005 as 

amended in 2015 and the Parliamentary Elections Act 2005 are silent about disclosure requirements 

for sources of the campaign funds. These have no disclosure requirements for individuals standing 

for elective offices. However, the Political Parties and Organisations Act 2005 section (12) (1a), 

requires that political parties make statements of their accounts, showing the sources of funds and 

the name of any person or organisation that has contributed. This is consistent with the accounting 

standards that require the purpose for which a transaction is made to be recorded. However, it does 

not cure the lacuna in the election legislation. Executives consulted on this matter note that revealing 

their support to politicians is not a healthy proposition. 

 

5.1.8 Interconnectedness between Organisations and Political Parties 

 

Most boards in the public sector are stakeholder boards. However, most Acts reviewed indicate that 

the power to appoint the board chairpersons vests with the sector Ministers. The role of the Minister 

in the appointment of board chairpersons and members albeit on stakeholder recommendations 

could not rule out political influence in both the governance and the operations of the organisations. 

Further, the review notes that the Kampala Capital City Authority Act 2010 sections 17(2), 23(1) and 

25(1) vest the appointment of the KCCA CEO, the Deputy CEO and the Heads of Department with 

the President on the advice of the appropriate Service Commissions. Uganda being a multi-party 

democracy, the interconnection between the ruling party and the governance of KCCA is inevitable. 

  

Text Box 14. Challenges faced by Public Sector Boards in ensuring Ethical Conduct 

 Many directors overstep their powers and get involved in the day to day running of the organisations 

albeit having a CEO. Where the directors themselves are unethical, you cannot expect an ethical 

conduct from the management.  

 Some directors serve on more than one board becoming overstretched and less effective.  

 Some powerful executives more especially in the public sector vet board members and create a 

coalition of the willing to rubber stamp executive decisions without independent scrutiny. This affects 

the effectiveness of the four eyes principle. 

 Some boards are too weak to direct powerful CEOs to steer the organisations into the right direction.   

 In parastatals, CEOs are at the rank equivalent to or higher than a commissioner in the government 

ministry yet some directors are below the rank of commissioner thus creating power asymmetry in 

favour of the CEO rendering such directors less effective.  

 Some directors representing stakeholders lack basic qualifications; experience and exposure in public 

policy processes to appreciate the public sector boardroom dynamics. Such directors barely add value 

to improving corporate behaviour and performance.   

 Ferocity of boardroom politics affects the ability of board-balanced performance.  
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Though politicians do not directly influence appointment of boards in private sector organisations 

and NGOs, cases of influence exist. Uganda Investment Climate Statement 2014 without naming 

names indicates that some multinational companies are urged to appointment local board members.  

 

5.1.9 Approach to Market Abuse, Related Party Transactions and Conflict of Interest 

 

Insider dealing and abusive self-dealing are highly prohibited and punishable by delisting of public 

liability companies by the USE. Similarly, the Banking Regulations (2010), the Capital Markets 

Authority Code of Corporate Governance (2004), and the Companies Act 2012 prohibit market 

abuse. The Companies Act 2012 Sections 217-226 comprehensively cover matters related to 

personal interests of directors or persons closely associated with the directors. Directors have a 

fiduciary duty to make full and timely disclose of their interests in any transaction with the company. 

The principles and practice require that where a conflict does arise, a director should refrain from 

participating in the debate or voting on the matter. In extreme cases of continuous conflict of interest, 

the director is expected to resign from the board. However, cases of invoking the legal measures to 

deal with these challenges are more pronounced in the financial sector and public companies more 

so those that are listed. 

 

5.1.10 The Role of Media in Reporting on Corporate Governance 

 

Uganda‘s media is much awake and cognizant of its role in promoting good behaviour in all forms of 

organisations. The legal framework more especially the Access to Information Act 2005 also 

supports the media. The review reveals that the media‘s role in promoting good behaviour in 

organisations focuses on raising public awareness about unethical behaviour in organisations, its 

causes, effects and possible remedies. According to Uganda Media Review (2011), the media has 

been critical in investigating and reporting unethical behaviour, educating people about their rights, 

informing the citizens of the different types of unethical behaviour such as bribery and corruption, 

and how they are perpetrated. In addition, the journalistic workforce in Uganda has made efforts to 

promote openness, transparency and accountability in all forms of organisations. 

 

III. ENSURING THAT ORGANISATIONS TREAT STAKEHOLDERS FAIRLY AND 

EQUITABLY 

 

The objective addresses the protection of interests of the organisations‘ stakeholders including the 

shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers, creditors, the community, the future generations 

and other interested parties. The review covers equitable treatment of shareholders, mechanisms in 
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place to allow owners of organisations to maintain control of their organisations, the extent to which 

the corporate governance protects the rights of stakeholders, the mechanisms in place for 

stakeholder participation in organisations, and the vocational and professional programmes available 

for different industry sectors. 

 

Best practice requires that organisations serve different stakeholders in an ethical manner engaging 

with both internal and external stakeholders. In addition, the organisation has to balance what is 

good for the organisation and what is good for the stakeholders. The King III Report on governance 

seeks to emphasise the inclusive approach to governance. The report acknowledges the importance 

of stakeholders and sustainability reporting to show what is being done to all stakeholders. The 

review putting organisations in the African philosophical context, applied the Ubuntu principles. The 

Ubuntu, which provided the philosophical basis for the King III Report, enjoins organisations to 

express compassion, reciprocity, dignity, humanity and mutuality in conducting business. Therefore, 

organisations in their ethical standards are expected to exhibit such principles.  

 

6.1 Mechanisms for Ensuring Equitable Treatment of Shareholders 

 

Equitable treatment of shareholders according to APRM Revised Questionnaire 2011 is the 

treating/consideration of shareholders of the same class equally as well as ensuring that all 

shareholders have equal access to information and opportunities to exercise their rights as 

shareholders. 

 

6.1.1 Shareholders’ Rights and Mechanisms for Ensuring that they are respected 

There are different best practices that ensure equitable treatment of shareholders by organisations. 

These, inter alia, include participation in decision making such as having meetings, freedom of 

access to organisational information, equal opportunities in exercising shareholder rights, 

opportunity to obtain effective redress for violation of the rights and affirmative action programmes. 

The Companies Act (2012) and the Capital Markets Corporate Governance Guidelines (2004) 

provide mechanisms for ensuring that the shareholders‘ rights are respected. These mechanisms 

include the right to participate in the company‘s profits through dividend payments or shares, the 

right to participate in decision making during company meetings such as the annual general meeting 

and the right to sell shares. Others are the right of first refusal to buy additionally issued shares, the 

right of using proxies and the right to participate in the distribution of the company‘s property in the 

event of liquidation. In addition, the Act provides for access to timely and transparent company 

information and right to apply to court for redress on behalf of the company.  
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6.1.2 Protection of Minority Rights 

 

Regarding minority rights, the Companies Act 2012 provides for equitable treatment of minority 

shareholders. Under Section 247, the Act provides for alternative remedy to winding up in cases of 

oppression. Section 248 provides for protection of members against prejudicial conduct. Section 249 

provides for order on application of the registrar to wind up the company if the affairs of the company 

are operating in a manner that is unfairly prejudicial to the minorities while Section 250 provides for 

petitions and orders to give minorities relief. The Court may make orders that regulate the future 

conduct of the company‘s affairs or restrain the company from continuing the act complained of. 

These measures have largely helped in protecting minority rights in companies. However, issues of 

information asymmetry (unequal access to information) remain. Financial statements remain 

technical and there are limited efforts to translate them into popular local languages such as 

Luganda, Luo and Runyankore/Rukiga to make shareholders have a better grasp of the financial 

information thus limiting their ability to exercise their rights in a more informed manner.  

 

6.1.3 Measures to Prevent Market Abuse 

 

There are measures to prevent market abuse in the country. The Securities Exchange, Insider 

Trading Rules 2008, empower the USE to investigate cases of market abuse and respond 

appropriately such as disciplinary proceedings against the person involved, freezing of the securities 

that are subject of investigations and payment of penalty that is commensurate to the amount that 

the market abuser has made because of insider trading. 

 

6.1.4 Obstacles to Effective Exercise of Shareholders’ Rights 

 

Though measures exist to ensure that the rights of shareholders are protected and the remedies in 

cases of breach, the review observes that the shareholders are not well organised for example in 

shareholders‘ associations to have a more effective voice. In addition, the institutions responsible for 

enforcing the measures such as the Registrar of Companies and  Courts are not in a position to 

sufficiently protect the rights of the various parties in a company especially minority shareholders. 

The procedures are sometimes lengthy, tedious and costly. Information asymmetry between 

directors and shareholders hinders effective exercise of some shareholders‘ rights. The challenge of 

language, media of communication with shareholders and limited sensitisation reduce the capacity 

of shareholders to participate effectively in company affairs. 
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6.1.5 Sanctions for Non-compliance with Treatment of Stakeholders 

The sanctions and administrative measures exist in the financial institutions to promote equitable 

treatment of shareholders. The Bank of Uganda has powers to deal with noncompliant boards such 

as removal from office of a board chairperson, director or a CEO in the public or interest of the 

institution for example; Bank of Uganda suspended the entire board of Crane Bank in October 2016 

to protect shareholders and depositors of the bank. Other measures include prohibition from 

declaring or paying dividends, suspension of the establishment of new branches or expansion into 

new banking or financial activities, suspension of access to credit facilities of the Central Bank; 

suspension of the opening of letters of credit, suspension of the acceptance of new deposits and 

suspension of the acquisition of fixed assets. Bank of Uganda may close a financial institution whose 

conduct is below the expected standard practice. In the country, some financial institutions have 

faced some of the penalties mentioned above. Between 2009 and October 2016, three banks were 

closed while one bank placed under statutory management of Bank of Uganda to protect the 

depositors‘ funds. In addition, a number of foreign exchange bureaux were either closed or 

suspended over malpractice. With the adoption of the risk based supervision, financial institutions 

regulated by the Bank of Uganda and the Uganda Insurance Regulatory Authority have reportedly 

stepped up their compliance efforts to avoid sanctions and administrative measures in place.  

 

Within the broader framework of commercial justice reform, efforts have been made to strengthen 

and build the capacity of institutions, such as the Registrar of Companies and Commercial Courts to 

ensure equitable treatment of parties. However, according to the Auditor General‘s Report 2015, the 

Industrial Court has not executed its mandate. There is accumulation of labour disputes at the Court 

affecting the effectiveness of the justice system. The main challenges include understaffing and 

underfunding. The Centre for Arbitration and Dispute Resolution has increased the opportunity for 

alternative justice in the country. Arbitration and conciliation by close of 2015 settled 80% of the 

disputes out of court. However, like other centres of justice, the Centre is underfunded and 

understaffed.  

 

6.2 Mechanisms that Exist to Allow Owners of Organisations to Maintain Control of the 

Organisation 

 

Companies are managed on the agency principle where the owners appoint others to manage the 

company on their behalf. Where there is separation of power, there should be mechanisms whether 

mandatory or voluntary to ensure the owners maintain control of their company.   

6.2.1 Control Maintenance/Enhancement Mechanisms 
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Most legal frameworks encourage separation of ownership from management of the organisation. In 

spite of this encouragement, the Companies Act 2012, the Acts that establish specific public 

organisations and the legal framework for the other forms of organisations such as the Non-

Government Organisations Act 2006 as amended in 2015, provide mechanisms to ensure that 

owners maintain control of their organisation. In companies, owners appoint directors to run the 

affairs but through annual general meetings and other meetings, the owners call upon the directors 

to account for their performance. Mechanisms for dealing with matters relating to acts that are likely 

to dilute the shareholding and alter the balance of ownership, mortgaging of the company‘s shares 

and the determination of the company‘s debt/equity ratio are specified in the laws and regulations 

governing companies. In addition, shareholder agreements, provisions in the articles of association, 

use of pyramid strictures with the shareholders appointing the board, the board appointing 

management and the reporting chain are all forms through which control can be maintained. The 

review also notes that the liberalisation of the economy and the entrenchment of property rights in 

the Constitution 1995 reinforced the rights of business owners.   

 

Legal frameworks provide different remedies for breach of owners‘ rights to have control of their 

organisations. The companies Act 2012 is comprehensive on abuses that influence the shareholding 

rights in the company. Other legislations such as the Capital Markets Authority Act and the 

Regulations, the Financial Institutions Amendment Act 2016 specify measures to deal with abuse of 

owners‘ rights while running the affairs of the company. However, the enforcement of most of these 

mechanisms remains weak. Measures for protection of shareholders‘ interests are well pronounced 

in the financial sector and listed companies due to high attention paid by the regulators to avoid 

costly business failure. It is noted that information asymmetry still exists between major shareholders 

and minority shareholders. Among the listed companies, steps have not been taken to translate the 

reports into one or two major local languages to ease communication between the technical team 

and the ordinary shareholders. This is reducing the capacity of shareholders to exercise their rights.  

 

6.3 The Extent to which the Corporate Governance Framework Protects the Rights of 

Stakeholders 

 

Different laws and policies exist to protect the rights of stakeholders. As noted in section (a) of this 

objective, corporate governance measures to protect shareholders of the company as a stakeholder 

group exist. The scope of some of those measures also extends to other stakeholders. In Table 13, 

the category of the organisation, the stakeholder group affected, the rights protected and the 

relevant laws applicable are provided. 
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Table 13: The Salient Measures to Protect the Rights of Stakeholders 

Stakeholders Rights Relevant laws 

Shareholders Participate in decision making, company 

profits and right to sell shares, etc. 

Companies Act 2012, Financial 

Institutions Amendment Act 2016 and 

OECD Standards. 

Suppliers To be paid in time and honour the 

contracts 

 Sale of Goods Act 1932, Contracts Act 

2010. 

Regulators Compliance with regulations Various industry regulations depending 

on the sector e.g. the accounting 

profession, the Accountants Act 2013, 

the Capital Markets Authority 

Amendment Act 2016, the Insurance 

Act 2011, etc. 

Lenders Payment in time Contracts Act 2010 

Employees Fair remuneration, equal pay for equal 

work, right to fair hearing, healthy working 

environment, job security, right to 

organise and bargain collectively, 

freedom from discrimination, right of 

notice, rights of disabled workers, rest 

and holidays, hours of work, termination 

of contract, elimination of child labour, etc. 

Workers Compensation Act 2000, the 

Labour Union Arbitration and 

Settlement ACT 2006, Occupational 

Safety Act 2006, Employment Act 2006, 

Equal Opportunities Act 2007, etc. 

Consumers Quality goods or services, right weight 

etc. 

Sale of goods Act 1932, Contract Act 

2010, UNBS Act2015, etc. 

Community Live in friendly environment, etc. NEMA Act 1998, other environmental 

related regulations& policies. 

 

6.3.1 Mechanisms that allow Stakeholders to seek Redress 

Several mechanisms exist to allow stakeholders seek redress. These, inter alia, include mediation, 

conciliation, arbitration and seeking legal redress from the sector regulators and Courts of law. 

Uganda‘s judicial sector has comprehensive mechanisms to entertain petitions for redress in case of 

violation of the rights of stakeholders. The review notes that the courts of judicature provided for 

under the Constitution 1995 include a specialised Commercial Court Division of the High Court. In 

addition, the Industrial Court established under the Arbitration of Settlement of Disputes Act 2006 to 

handle labour disputes, the Tax Appeals Tribunal to handle taxpayer‘s disputes against URA, among 

others, exist. However, some of these mechanisms are not efficient and effective due to political 
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influence, understaffing and under funding. Moreover, resolving employment disputes takes long due 

to unnecessary bureaucracy. 

 

6.3.2 Effectiveness of Compliance with Mechanisms 

Though there are comprehensive laws to protect the rights of stakeholders, in reality, with the 

exception of the stakeholders in the financial industry where there is closer supervision by the 

regulators, the rights of stakeholders in other areas are not well protected. Inefficiencies in the 

enforcement and week supervision and monitoring exist. Ensuring that citizens live in a friendly 

environment is still a problem in Uganda. Water pollution from factories, old and poorly maintained 

sewerage systems in Kampala still expose city dwellers to open sewage, unhygienic disposal of 

waste, noise pollution from recreation centres and houses of prayer and environmental degradation 

exposing the people to effects of climate change exist. The level of compliance is still low due to 

weak supervision, underfunding and understaffing. In addition, the stakeholders also find obstacles 

in attempting to seek redress to violation of their rights. These obstacles include weak regulations, 

information asymmetry, apathy (stakeholders do not bother), corruption, illiteracy and complacency.  

 

6.3.3 Attempts to increase Compliance with Mechanisms 

Of recent, attempts have been made to empower stakeholders to demand their rights and ensure 

they are protected. These, inter alia, include sensitisation of the stakeholders and organisations; use 

of suggestion boxes to obtain client feedback and encouraging associations by specific interest 

groups such as shareholder associations and consumer associations. Bank of Uganda ensures that 

every bank displays the sensitisation message on the rights of bank customers and what they should 

do if their rights are violated. Uganda is moving forward to enact the Anti Counterfeit Goods Act 

which has reached the Parliament. The Uganda National Bureau of Standards, the Uganda Police 

Force and the Uganda Revenue Authority have stepped up efforts to combat importation or 

production and sale of counterfeit products. NEMA has adopted the offender pays for the cost of 

rectification of the effects of the offence principle that has deterred most blatant breaches of 

environmental regulations. The campaigns to promote responsible corporate conduct are in high 

gear including the enactment of the National Ethical Values Policy.  

 

6.3.4 Obstacles to Stakeholders Exercise of their Rights 

Enforcing stakeholder‘s rights faces several challenges. These include uncooperative actors such as 

employers for labour rights, lack of information on the affected groups, corruption and lack of political 

will, among others. 
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6.3.5 Stakeholders’ Ability to Access Information 

The Access to Information Act 2005 remains the main legal framework for promoting access to 

information. However, the Companies Act 2012 provides for access to company information by its 

members and the public. Companies are required to lay their audited accounts before members in a 

general meeting. Listed companies and organisations in the financial sector are required to publish 

their reports. Some public records are made available to the public free while others can be 

accessed upon payment of a prescribed fee. With information technology becoming all pervasive, 

organisations post information on their websites, which can be accessed by anybody connected to 

the internet. In the public sector, the public is encouraged to attend some activities such as 

Parliamentary proceeding and budget meetings for local governments. In addition, the media has 

been allowed reasonable room to access information and relay it to the public. Many media houses 

have sprung up due to such an environment. All these provisions have eased access to information 

by the stakeholders. 

6.3.6 Sanctions for Non-compliance with Codes and Standards of Stakeholders Rights 

 

The regulatory framework provides sanctions against violators of stakeholders‘ rights. These 

sanctions are contained in specific laws and regulations governing different sectors. Regarding the 

environment, the following are in place:  

 Environmental Restoration Orders under Section 67 of Cap 153, which may be issued by 

NEMA or a Court. 

 Award compensation for harm done to the environment or/and levy a charge for restoration 

undertaken.  

 Record Keeping and Inspections: Persons whose activities are likely to have a significant 

impact on the environment are required to keep records of the amount of waste and by 

Text Box 17. Challenges to Enforcing Redress of Workers’ Rights 

In NUCCTE V FAMILY PLANNING ASSOCIATION OF UGANDA (Labour Disputes Act, Number 

8, 2006),  while the Industrial Court generally upheld the right of association of workers, employers 

and the Government refused to respect legal provisions hence ignored the law. This was portrayed in 

the non-enforcement of Industrial Court awards.  In the case of NUCCTE V COFFEE MARKETING 

BOARD LIMITED ILO, (2004), the parties jointly referred the dispute in which the union alleged that 

the action to lay off its members was unjustified and wrongfully done. It was held that, “Collective 

bargaining guarantees anti-union practices by protecting shop stewards from dismissals…if that clause 

was violated, this would offend the right of association conventions and in particular Convention 98 

(Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention 1949)…” These cases draw to our attention 

that as much as the Industrial Court tries to be independent in executing its functions, the employers as 

well as the Government inability to respond. 
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products generated by their activities and as to how far they are complying with the 

provisions of the Act. 

 Inspections are carried out by gazetted inspectors who have very wide powers under the Act 

e.g. to take samples, seize any plant equipment or substance and close any facility or issue 

improvement notices. 

 Performance Bonds: Industrial plants that produce highly dangerous or toxic substances with 

significant adverse impacts on the environment may be required to deposit bonds as security 

for good environmental practices. 

 Environmental Improvement Notice: Improvement Notices may be issued by environmental 

inspectors under Section 80 (1) (i) of Cap 153 to require a person to cease activities 

deleterious to the environment. 

 

6.4 Mechanisms in Place for Stakeholder Participation in Organisation 

 

Best practices suggest that organisations have ways through which stakeholders participate in the 

affairs of the organisation in which they have a stake and ensure that their voice is heard. 

Involvement in decision-making through boards is one potent way of stakeholder participation in the 

affairs of the company. 

 

 

6.4.1 Framework for Stakeholder Participation 

The OECD Principles, the Common Wealth Principles for Corporate Governance and the Kings II 

and III Reports place emphasis on stakeholder participation in the affairs of the organisation. In the 

country, there are various mechanisms to promote stakeholder participation in the organisation. One 

of the models for stakeholder participation in decision-making is being on the organisation‘s board of 

directors/oversight body. The review of public sector laws such as the Cotton Development Act 

1994, the Coffee Development Authority Act 1994, the National Diary Development Act 1995, the 

National Planning Authority Act 2002, the Uganda Pensions Regulatory Authority Act 2011 and the 

Local Governments Act 1997 reveals provision for stakeholder participation.  

 

Other measures exist to promote stakeholder participation. These, inter alia, include public relations, 

stakeholder meetings, regular two-way communication, sustainable reporting, dialogue and some 

corporate social responsibility initiatives. Though these mechanisms are in place, meaningful 

stakeholder participation is still weak. The level of engagement is limited by stakeholder apathy to 

participate, information asymmetry, limited experience, low exposure to decision making processes 
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by some stakeholders and the unwillingness by the executives to effectively engage the 

stakeholders in organisations‘ decision processes.  

 

6.4.2 Extent of Compliance with the Codes and Standards 

 

According to the CMA Market Survey 2013, most boards of companies in the capital markets 

included stakeholders‘ representatives. A review of the information on the websites of public 

enterprises indicates that most boards have stakeholder representatives. The information indicates 

the composition of the board including information concerning the stakeholder group represented. 

There is high compliance with the codes on stakeholder participation.  In the local government, the 

records indicate that communities are involved in the planning processes for the activities that mainly 

affect them.  

 

There is good practice on stakeholder participation in UNBS. The organisation implements its 

mandate through collaboration and networking with stakeholders in the public, private sectors as 

well as civil society. To reach these stakeholders, the Bureau uses various ways including holding 

regular press conferences/briefings, press releases through print media adverts, radio and TV Talk-

shows and seminars. In 2014/15, UNBS undertook serialized programmes for upcountry radio 

programmes and Radio spots and jingles covering Eastern, Western and Northern regions to inform 

stakeholders. 

 

6.4.3 Obstacles to Stakeholder Participation 

 

Encouraging stakeholder boards is key to promoting stakeholder participation. During discussions 

with some board members in some of the public enterprises, it was revealed that stakeholders‘ 

participation through boards is limited by technical and information asymmetry, boardroom dynamics 

and politics and the influence and leadership style of the chair and the CEO. Some powerful CEOs 

usurp the authority of the boards/oversight bodies and only inform them of what is happening during 

meetings. In effect, the board/oversight bodies‘ role is reduced to ratifying executive decisions 

without meaningful engagement of stakeholders‘ representatives or necessarily taking into account 

their interests. In addition, boardroom corruption is noted as one factor that is exacerbating the 

problem of limited stakeholder participation in decision making by boards/oversight bodies. 

Executives use their reward power to give perquisites to members compromising their capacity to 

participate. 
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In spite of the challenges to stakeholder participation, attempts to encourage organisations to 

behave as good corporate citizens, continued stakeholder engagement though at token level in 

some cases, sustained consultations with stakeholders during decision making such as involvement 

of communities in planning, monitoring and evaluation of community projects and continued 

encouragement of stakeholders to participate in organisations‘ affairs exist. These efforts have 

potential to result into development of the stakeholder capacity to participate effectively. In addition, 

sensitisation of the stakeholders on the right to participate in certain organisational affairs and 

timeous provision of information are empowering stakeholders and improving their level of 

participation.  

 

6.5 Measures in Place to Ensure that Organisations Recognise Human Rights and Observe 

Labour Laws 

 

6.5.1 Measures to Recognise and Protect Workers’ Rights 

The country has ratified all the Fundamental Conventions on human rights and domesticated them 

into the legal and regulatory frameworks governing labour relations. Uganda is one of the countries 

with comprehensive labour laws that, among others, emphasise the rights of workers. These include 

the Workers Compensation Act 2000, the Labour Unions Act, the Labour Union Arbitration and 

Settlement Act 2006, the Occupational Safety Act 2006, the Employment Act 2006 and the Equal 

Opportunities Commission Act 2007. These have elaborate measures to protect the rights of 

workers and the penalties for breach. The workers‘ rights protected, inter alia, include collective 

bargaining through representatives, freedom to belong and participate in trade union activities, fair 

treatment, equal pay for work of equal value, non-discrimination, equal treatment of men and women 

at work and right to strike. In addition, the country established the Industrial Court, which became 

operational in the last quarter of 2014 after the appointment and swearing in of 2 Judges and 15 

panellists of whom, 5 are for employers, 5 for employees and 5 independent. The Persons with 

Disabilities Act 2006 provides for respect of disabled persons‘ rights to work among others. It is an 

offence to discriminate the disabled persons in any form including failure to provide appropriate 

structural adjustments at the place of work. It is an offence to contravene any provision of this Act. 

 

6.5.2 Workers’ Rights to Unionise 

Regarding the right to collective bargaining through representatives, the review notes that the 

country has the Labour Unions Act 2006 that guarantees this right. In addition, the Constitution of 

Uganda 1995 as amended and the Employment Act 2006 underscore the workers liberty to belong 

to the trade unions if they so wish. Employers are also deterred from interfering with the affairs of the 

trade union. The country has 40 registered unions with a membership of about 300,000. Some of 
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these unions are affiliated to the National Organisation of Trade Unions (NOTU) with a membership 

of about 196,000 workers and the Central Organisation of Free Trade Unions (COFTU) with a 

membership of over 100,000. There are some trade unions, which have been effective in handling 

labour disputes. The Uganda National Teachers‘ Union (UNATU) has been at the forefront of fighting 

for better remuneration and working condition for Uganda‘s teachers. The union has achieved great 

success. National Teachers‘ Union (UNATU) has helped teachers in government schools to increase 

their welfare for example, increment of 50% by government on their salaries and setting up of 

Teachers SACCO where teachers can improve their welfare. 

 

However, as noted, the government in some instances has not been so keen at ensuring the 

workers‘ rights are protected as evidenced in Text Box 17. In addition, the backlog of cases in the 

Industrial Court, delays in handling labour matters through the Commissioner of Labour at the 

Ministry of Labour and Gender, the unwillingness by the employers to respect workers‘ rights and 

the limited knowledge by workers of their rights are noted as hampering workers from enjoying their 

rights. 

 

6.5.3 Mechanisms for Equal Treatment of Women 

The mechanisms for equal treatment of women and men at work exist. Women can work in the 

same industries as men. In accordance with Article 40 of the Constitution of Uganda 1995 as 

amended, every person in the country has the right to practice his or her profession and to carry on 

any lawful occupation, trade or business. The Constitution of Uganda 1995 as amended, the 

Employment Act 2006 and the Equal Opportunities Commission Act 2007 emphasise the principle of 

equality. Similarly, the same laws guarantee the fair treatment of all workers and non-discrimination 

because of race, religion, ethnicity, gender, social or economic standing, political opinion or 

disability. However, the reality on the ground is different. The representation of women at decision-

making levels is still low. Women are not well represented at the board level in all sectors. ADB 

Report 2015 indicates that only 27% of public sector board members are women, in large 

companies, only 12.9% are women. Additionally, the proportion of females in paid employment is 

39.1% compared to 54.4 % for their male counterparts according to UBOS‘ 2014 Statistical Abstract. 

 

6.5.4 Right to Strike 

Regarding the right to strike, the right is enshrined in the legal framework of the country. The 

Constitution recognises this right and the labour laws specifically the Employment Act 2006, the 

Labour Disputes (Arbitration and Settlement) Act 2006 and the Labour Unions Act 2006 set out what 

constitutes a strike. In case of a dispute, workers have a right to organise themselves in any labour 

union and may withdraw their labour and take industrial action. The Labour Disputes (Arbitration and 
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Settlement) Act 2006 requires employers not to take civil action against the strikers. The review 

notes that workers under their different unions have exercised their rights to industrial action. Trade 

Unions in Uganda have successfully demanded for their rights through industrial action. Leading 

cases of industrial action include UNATU strike in 2013 over salary increment, sit down strike by 

intern doctors at Soroti regional referral Hospital 2014, 150 Gulu University lecturers strike over 

allowances 2015, Bidco workers strike over poor working conditions 2013 and Health workers strike 

in Lyantonde Hospital 2015. Others include Busoga University lecturers strike in 2016 and the 

numerous Makerere University Academic Staff (MAUSA) and nonteaching staff strikes. Makerere 

University did not run the August – December 2016 semester due to industrial action that ended in 

closure of the University for unspecified period.  

 

However, some organisations have taken steps to resist lawful unionisation of workers. According to 

NOTU, MTN Uganda, Posta Uganda and most Chinese and Asian-managed firms have resisted 

lawful unionisation of workers. Workers in other sectors continue to lose their jobs because of lawful 

subscription to trade unions. The workers‘ representatives in Parliament have not been very effective 

in ensuring that government supports workers‘ rights. 

 

6.5.5 Right to a Minimum Wage 

The country at present has no minimum wage. The minimum wage was last updated in 1984 and set 

at UGX6, 000. Later in 1995, the Minimum Wage Advisory Council recommended that the wage be 

increased to UGX75, 000 per month for unskilled workers and rolled upwards accordingly. Since 

then, unionists have been pushing in vain for the government to fix the wage at UGX250, 000. The 

country is estimated to have 2.5 million people employed in MSMEs. Most of these workers are in 

the category that would benefit from the presence of a minimum wage. However, a lack of a 

minimum wage denies these workers the right to a fair remuneration. 

 

This continued failure by the government to establish a minimum wage contravenes ILO Minimum 

Wage Fixing Machinery Convention, 1928 (No 26) which Uganda assented to in 1967. Article 1 of 

the convention enjoins each that ratifies it to undertake to create or maintain machinery whereby 

minimum rates of wages can be fixed for workers employed in certain trades or parts of trades in 

which no arrangement exists for the effective regulation of wages by collective agreement or 

otherwise where wages are exceptionally low. The Minimum Wage Bill 2011 presented to Parliament 

in 2013 is yet to be enacted into law. A ray of hope has been created by the appointment of the 

Minimum Wage Advisory Board in January 2016 to handle matters of minimum wage. However, it 

should be observed that there are concerns that establishing minimum wage would scare away 

investors and create more unemployment. As noted by NOTU, the voice that minimum wage scares 
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away potential investors appears to be encouraging employers to disregard workers‘ right to a 

decent wage. 

 

6.5.6 Organisational Compliance with Human Rights and Labour Laws 

Some companies in the country have attempted to abide by the labour laws while others are not. 

Given that the sanctions to breach of laws in the labour industry are not effectively enforced, most 

actors seem to be less inclined to observing the labour laws. This is already noted in Text Box 17. 

The following are some of the observations regarding compliance with the human rights and labour 

laws:  

 The provision of a Safe Working Environment: Some manufacturing industries such as 

factories in the leather, foam and apparel business and plantations do not provide for a safe 

working environment for their employees resulting in occupational diseases. For example, 

BIDCO workers in 2013 had to go on strike over poor working conditions and inadequate 

protective gear. Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) standards are legally set. However, 

the labour inspectorate does not enforce the standards due to underfunding and 

understaffing. Only few inspections are carried out. NOTU indicates that nine deaths and two 

injuries were recorded during 2013 due to poor safety practices at several construction 

projects. 

 Fair wages to employees: Uganda has not passed minimum wage bill and employers take 

advantage of that to exploit workers. Domestic workers earn less than US$20 a month while 

some companies pay as low as US$25 per month inclusive of all benefits. NSSF 

contributions by some companies with more than 5 workers are not remitted and some of 

these companies have no provident funds for the workers. 

 Handling of Disputes: Dispute resolution is facing some serious challenges, like inadequate 

funding and understaffing, among others. The Auditor General‘s Report 2015 indicates that 

the cases before the court by the end of October 2015 had accumulated to 322 claims, 273 

references, 26 appeals, 23 mediations and 36 miscellaneous applications. The accumulation 

of the cases is attributed to understaffing and underfunding of the Court. A delay in 

adjudication of labour disputes is likely to result into industrial unrest. The ineffectiveness of 

the Industrial Court has resulted in some employees seeking legal aid from NGOs on matters 

relating to unlawful termination, non-payment of terminal benefits and non-payment of 

wages, among others. Government oversight of labour practices is insufficient. Labour 

inspectors are present in only 44 of the 112 districts. Most employers do not give employees 

written contracts of employment, resulting in lack of job security and union representation. 
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 Employee Compensation for jury in the workplace: Compliance with the workers 

compensation is low in Uganda as employers fail to compensate their employees as result of 

injuries. There is limited protection of workers in their bid to exercise their rights. 

 Number and Frequency of Mass Industrial and Labour Disputes and Strikes: in 2013, 

local media reported at least 18 strikes over low salaries, wages, delayed salaries, and poor 

working conditions. In 2013, about 120,000 teachers under their umbrella organisation the 

Uganda National Teacher‘s Union (UNATU) across the country went on strike over delayed 

salaries.  

 

6.5.7 Sanctions against Non-compliance 

The legal framework provides sanctions for noncompliance. These largely fall under prosecution and 

fines. The Courts of law also can specify other payments in case an aggrieved party successfully 

sues the noncompliant party. Several offences are prescribed in the law under which an employer 

who does not comply with the provisions of the law can be handled. Courts of law and Labour 

Officers are empowered by the legal framework to inspect and document cases of compliance or 

lack of compliance.  

 

6.5.8 Challenges to Enforcing Labour Laws 

Uganda‘s track record of applying the standards embodied in the fundamental conventions and the 

application of the law vis-à-vis the standards have less satisfactory. Documented violations of 

principles of freedom of association, collective bargaining and discrimination in employment and 

child labour, among others, exist. In addition, some cases of non-payment of wages by employers, 

workers working longer hours without compensation, working on gazetted public holidays, work 

without leave, non remittance of the workers‘ funds to the National Social Security (NSSF) or other 

provident funds, workers not being insured, torture at work place, sexual harassment, unlawful 

dismissal are cited. Inadequate remedial actions to the aforesaid problems still exist as cited in Text 

Box 17. The implementation of the labour laws in the country faces numerous challenges. The 

agencies responsible for the enforcement of labour laws remain underfunded and understaffed to 

effectively monitor and enforce the laws. Further, many employers do not respect the laws. 

Organisational compliance with labour laws is low at less than 40%. There are low levels of 

awareness of labour laws. In addition, corruption and the inefficiency of the Courts discourage some 

workers from seeking reparation. 

 

6.5.9 Mechanisms for Combating Unemployment 

The country has undertaken a number of measures to deal with the challenge of unemployment. The 

measures range from skilling, provision of seed funds, promotion of accessible credit facilities, 
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promotion of labour export and job creation through innovation and self-employment. In addition, 

addressing unemployment through provision of right skill sets is being implemented. The 

government has undertaken a wide range of measures to address this. These, inter alia, include: 

 Establishment of the Uganda Investment Authority (UIA) to attract investment. Though much 

has been achieved, the review notes that UIA‘s projects absorb less than 10% of labour 

market entrants annually and 63.5% of the jobs are of an unskilled or casual nature.  

 Setting up Technical schools in every constituency in Uganda to produce job creators other 

than job seekers.  

 Introducing entrepreneurship in the curriculum at both secondary and tertiary institutions.  

 Providing an enabling environment for private sector investment to create jobs.  

 Investment in infrastructure. 

 Support to enterprise development among the youth such as the Youth Enterprise (YES), 

e.g. Since 2011/12, three venture capital funds—the Youth Venture Capital Fund, Graduate 

Venture Fund, and the Youth Fund Programme have been introduced to target youth who 

wish to venture into business. However, a recent evaluation study notes that these venture 

capital funds are based in urban settings, have stringent criteria attached to them (e.g., a 

requirement of collateral), are less likely to be accessed by rural youth in agriculture, and are 

not very likely to solve the unemployment problem.  

 

6.6 Vocational and Professional Training Programmes available to different Industry Sectors 

and Responsible Institutions Managing the Training 

 

There are several vocational and professional training programmes in the country. Several 

universities, tertiary institutions and colleges offer such training. In the business sector, there are 

foreign institutions that train Ugandans in professional business skills. Locally, the institutions, inter 

alia, include: 

Business Skills
40

 

 The Institute of Certified Accountants of Uganda (ICPAU). ICPAU trains Technicians in 

accounts as well as professional accountants. ICPAU has the Accountants Examinations 

Board that is responsible for the Examination and grading of the trainees.  

 The Association of Certified Chartered Accountants (ACCA). Based in the UK, the 

Association trains accounting technicians and professional.  

 Chartered Financial Analysts (CFA). Based in the UK, the institute trains financial specialists.  

                                                           
40 Business professional programmes such as CPA, ACCA, CIMA, ICSA, CPS, and CFA among others offer their graduates a graduate certificate 
that is equivalent to a first degree according to the National Council for Higher Education. Accounting technicians such as ATC by ICPA (U) & 
ACCA and KATC obtain qualifications equivalent to a Diploma.  

http://www.mglsd.go.ug/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Employment%20policy1blank.pdf
http://www.mglsd.go.ug/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Employment%20policy1blank.pdf
http://www.finance.go.ug/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=112:the-youth-venture-capital-fund&catid=8:in-the-press
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CB8QFjAA&url=https%3A%2F%2Feditorialexpress.com%2Fcgi-bin%2Fconference%2Fdownload.cgi%3Fdb_name%3DCSAE2014%26paper_id%3D45&ei=lBv1U7bCGsnMsQSYoICoCA&usg=AFQjCNEG6ITUD96_jIWcPrnJcuhdM_AELw&sig2=QhuWxKlCsFrHNZEz3hAQ4A&bvm=bv.73231344,d.cWc
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 The Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA). Based in the UK, the institute 

trains technicians and professionals specialised in finance and management accounting.  

 The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators (ICSA). Based in the UK, the 

institute trains corporate governance specialists and administrators.  

 The Institute of Certified Accountants of Kenya (CPAK). Based in Kenya, the institute trains 

accounting technicians and accountants.  

 The Law Development Centre. The centre trains technicians and lawyers in legal skills. 

 Makerere University Business School. The school has a vocational and professional 

department that trains business technicians up to diploma level. It also trains candidates 

taking the professional accounting and administration professional programmes such as 

ICPA, CIMA, ACCA and ICSA.  

 Management Training & Advisory Centre (MTAC). Under the Ministry of Trade and 

Cooperatives, the centre provides technical training in business and service industry. 

 

Engineering Skills
41

 

 Nakawa Vocational Training Institute (NVTI) is one of the four Public Vocational Training 

Institutes directly operated and administered by the Ministry of Education & Sports (MoES) 

through the BTVET Department. It offers technical training in areas such as motor vehicle 

maintenance, electrical engineering, welding, carpentry and joinery, etc. 

 Bbira Vocational Training School.(private) The school offers courses in areas such as 

Carpentry, Joinery, Brick Laying and Concrete Practice.  

 Lugogo Vocational Institute. This is a public institute offering technical courses in areas such 

as motor vehicle maintenance, electrical engineering, welding, carpentry and joinery, etc. 

other Public Technical Colleges include: Kahaya Technical College 

 Kichwamba Technical college, Kigumba College of co-operatives 

 

Service Industry 

 Jimmy Sekasi Institute of Catering. This is a private sector institute offering technical courses 

in hospitality management. There are several private sector institutes training technicians in 

the hospitality industry. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
41Currently there are 57 technical institutes and 42 vocational schools in Uganda. The policy is to have a technical institute per constituency 
training technicians from non formal to those with formal education.  
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V  ENSURING THAT ORGANISATIONS ACT AS GOOD CORPORATE CITIZENS 

 

This objective examines the moral and social standing of an organisation as a citizen of a country. It 

checks the extent to which organisations act as good citizens; the measures in place to promote 

good corporate citizenry; compliance with environmental regulations and compliance with principles 

in sectors such as mineral extraction, wildlife conservation and exploitation of natural resources.  

 

7.1 Extent to which Organisations act as Good Corporate Citizens 

Uganda, like other countries, is witnessing a growing shift in focus from the shareholders‘ value to 

stakeholders‘ value. Enterprises are striving to balance the demands of the shareholders and those 

of other interest groups. Therefore, it is becoming prudent to view corporate social responsibility as 

an investment that brings financial returns.  

 

The Revised Country Self-Assessment Questionnaire for the APRM recognises three categories of 

corporate social responsibility projects that organisations engage in. These are the philanthropy 

projects that make organisations feel good, the propaganda projects that give organisations a lot of 

publicity but with short-lived benefits to society and the partnering/networking projects that are 

undertaken to create long-term benefits to both the organisation and the society. There are several 

projects undertaken by organisations to both benefit themselves and the society where they belong. 

Some of these projects have been instrumental in contributing to national development as indicated 

in paragraph 7.1.2.  

 

7.1.1 Organisations’ Contribution to National Development Objectives and Priorities 

There are several efforts by the private sector in fostering development through good citizenry. The 

private sector is instrumental in investments that promote better health care, access to quality 

education, promotion of talented citizens for sustainable career development, promotion of gender 

equality through girl child initiatives and fostering innovation through technology development and 

transfer programmes with universities. Others include provision of low cost housing, promoting 

entrepreneurship development skills, access to clean water, access to seed funds for innovation, 

relief supplies, environmental protection, road safety and support to marginalised groups for 

inclusive development.  

 

7.1.2 Multi-sectoral Partnerships on Corporate Social Responsibility 

 MTN Uganda: The Company supports education including science and technology; music, arts 

& culture; health and HIV/AIDS; environment; community development and low cost housing 

through a long-term strategic partnership with Habitat for Humanity. Centenary Bank‘s has a 
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financial literacy programme for business communities to promote excellent financial literacy 

skills and decision-making. The bank has also developed a programme for fighting against 

cancer dubbed bridging the cancer gap in partnership with the Rotary D 9211 and St. Raphael 

of St. Francis Hospital. The cancer project includes building a cancer centre at Nsambya 

Hospital, and conducting awareness programmes in the communities all over the country. The 

cancer awareness day‘s activities comprise of sensitisation, screening, counselling and referring 

patients for further investigations. Over 4,000 women have been screened. In addition, the bank 

invests in other community development initiatives such as: general health, education, 

environment, sports, construction, church activities and culture. Every year, about 500,000 

people benefit through the banks response to community needs. 

 

 Airtel: One of the leading multinationals in the mobile telecommunications sector that is 

committed to supporting communities. Social corporate responsibility initiatives include (i) Our 

School (Esoomero Lyaffe) programme started in 2010 to upgrade physical infrastructure, 

promote access to ICT skills, leadership skills, new sanitation facilities, and scholastic materials 

among others. (ii) Millennium Villages Project in partnership with Earth Institute to establish 

Millennium Villages in Mbarara District. (iii) Child Countahealth programme to ensure quality 

and accessible treatment for expectant mothers and their children at the Clinical health units in 

Ruhiira Millennium Village. (iv) Connect to learn an education programme in which the company 

offers data to 5 secondary schools at the Millennium Villages that enable both teachers and 

students to connect with students all over the world and share knowledge and learning 

experiences. (v) Goals for Education for development of football talent among boys and girls 

below 17 years. (vi) Connecting Schools with digital Hubs where the company in partnership 

with British Council helps schools set up digital hubs and develop ITC skills. Cement Ltd 

supports health & safety at work, agriculture, environmental conservation, education and 

emergency/disaster relief. 

 

 Mukwano Group: The Company plays a role in environmental conservation through tree 

planting campaigns, plastic recycling, health and education and sports. The New Vision 

promotes ITC at Universities; promotion of local talent; health; women empowerment; promotion 

of peace (Jazz Peace) supplement to build a culture of peaceful resolution; promotion of healthy 

living such as HIV/AIDS awareness programmes, malaria prevention, safe water and sanitation 

and blood donation drives; and promotion of tree planting. 

  

 Standard Chartered Bank: The bank has been involved in acts of corporate social 

responsibility that include promotion of good health such as the seeing is believing programme 
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against preventable sight diseases and the partnership with The AIDS Support Organisation 

(TASO) to fight against the spread of HIV/AIDS. URA collaborated with the Uganda Women 

Effort to Save Orphans to support orphans in the country. Stanbic Bank in partnership with 

Enterprise Uganda provides business mentorship programmes. About 200 small and medium 

enterprise (SME) owners based in the central region will be trained on growing their businesses.  

 Former Crane Bank: The bank supports Blood Donation drive, Eye Outreach camp, Keep 

Kampala Clean drive with KCCA, Save the environment drive by planting trees with the Indian 

High commission, supporting the Golf Team, supporting religious centres, sponsorship of the 

KCCA Carnival, school fees sponsorship, supporting the Fistula Repair Programme with 

Nakasero Hospital, and promoting local talent. The bank provides the financial literacy 

programmes and support to farming communities that have benefited thousands of Ugandans. 

The bank has also developed products for financing Village Level Savings Groups (VLSA). 

 

7.1.3 Schedule of Initiatives on Corporate Social Responsibility 

The landscape for social corporate responsibility in Uganda has mainly been a voluntary undertaking 

at both individual and institutional level. There have been individuals, entities and organizations that 

have extended corporate social responsibility out of own initiative or institutional policy. The table 

below shows some of the initiatives that some organizations have taken to extend corporate social 

responsibility as way of exemplification. 

 

Table 14: Initiatives undertaken to address basic needs of the citizens 

SECTOR  ORGANISATION ILLUSTRATION OF CSR UNDERTAKINGS 

Private 

Sector 

MTN Foundation  Education, Music, Art and Music, Health HIV/AIDS 

,Environment Community Development, Low cost Housing 

Muljibhai Madhvani 

Foundation  

Education all levels, Health Community Development 

Coca Cola Uganda  Sports, Education, Music Community Development, 

Occupational Health and Safety Sponsorship of Events, 

Environmental Protection Donations 

Law Firms Pro Bono services 

Banks  Education, Health care, Access to Safe Water 

International Hospital 

Kampala 

Access to Health Care and Education 

Universities  Sports & Cultural Development 

Public Vision Group  Sponsorship of Events. Cultural promotions, Community 
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Interest 

Enterprise 

Activities, Sports, Music, Financial Support to Education 

Faith- 

Based 

Agha Khan  Access to Health Care and Education 

 

7.1.4 How Organisations Inform and Influence Public Policy Development 

The private sector organisations have a mechanism in place to establish a permanent dialogue 

framework to harmonise positions when engaging the government. The Presidential Economic 

Council and the Presidential Investor‘s Round Table are fully functional. The private sector 

representatives such as the Uganda Manufacturer‘s Association (UMA), Public Sector Agencies and 

the Civil Society attend these forums. The main objective of these forums is to create dialogue with 

policy makers. The existence of Pre- and Post-Budget Review forums with, among others, the 

ICPAU, the Uganda Law Society, the Private Sector and the Civil Society Organisation 

representatives creates channels for policy information on tax matters and their effects on doing 

business. 

Some organisations more especially associations such as UMA, the Kampala City Traders 

Association (KACITA), the Uganda Grain Exporters Association, and the professional associations 

such as the Uganda Law Society and the Makerere University Academic Staff Association among 

others make demands to the government to be addressed through policy review. KACITA has 

presented concept papers to Parliament about policy issues affecting its members. For example, 

KACITA was a key participant during the legal reform processes to improve business 

competitiveness. The organisations also lobby the legislature and politicians, among others, to 

include aspects that improve business environment.  

 

7.1.4 Relevance of Corporate Social Responsibility 

The corporate social responsibility activities foster inclusive development, supplement essential 

services and spur job creation. Relevant activities noted include Vision Group‘s Pakasa for 

entrepreneurship development and job creation, the development of the cancer ward at Nsambya 

Hospital by Centenary Bank, Pro Bono services for access to free legal services and environmental 

protection initiatives. 

 

7.1.5 Public Concerns about Corporate Social Responsibility 

There is unbalanced engagement in Corporate Social Responsibility for business managers in 

Uganda. Executives are mostly motivated towards CSR by external factors such as attracting and 

retaining customers, enhancing reputation and operational efficiencies to achieve competitive 

advantage. Limited focus is put on critical internal factors such as improving employee welfare and 
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transparent CSR reporting. Moreover, CSR has been delegated to the middle level executives that 

only focus on operations rather than activities that promote community good. 

 

 

Measures to Encourage Organisations Act as Good Citizens 

 

7.2.1 Measures to Encourage Corporate Social Responsibility 

The Uganda Chapter for Corporate Social Responsibility Initiatives (UCCSRI) and the East African 

Corporate Social Responsibility Sustainability Project in conjunction with the East African Business 

Council established the Corporate Social Responsibility Awards. CSR guidelines have been 

established and the Federation of Uganda Employers hosts the UN Global Compact Network for 

Uganda that was launched in 2012. A Steering Committee was set up to provide leadership in 

encouraging and facilitating companies to sign up and commit to complying with the principles of 

CSR. The UN Global Compact established 10 principles of CSR that can guide organisations to 

operate as good corporate citizens
42

. By the time of review, 27 companies had signed up and 20 had 

indicated intentions to sign. 

 

Table 15: The Ten Principles of the United Nations Global Compact
43

 

Category  Principle  

Human 

rights 

1. Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally 

proclaimed human rights; and 

2. Make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses.  

Labour  3. Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective 

recognition of the right to collective bargaining; 

4. The elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour; 

5. The effective abolition of child labour; and 

6. The elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation. 

Environment  7. Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental 

challenges; 

8. Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and 

9. Encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly 

technologies.  

Anti- 10. Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion 

                                                           
42The UN Global Compact’s Ten Principles are derived from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Labour 
Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development and the 
United Nations Convention Against Corruption.  
43 The essence of the 10 Principles is to promote corporate sustainability. 
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corruption and bribery. 

Source: UN Global Compact 2011 

 

Globally, organisations are expected to act as good citizens and contribute to the sustainable 

development of the communities within which they reside. Being socially responsible is one way 

through which organisations can be good citizens. Protecting the environment, complying with the 

regulations and observing the rights of the communities, among others, are cases of good corporate 

citizenry.  

 

There are measures in place to encourage organisations act as good citizens. These measures 

include 15% tax reduction to private employers who employ ten or more persons with disabilities as 

either regular employees, apprentice or learners on full time basis, best employers‘ awards, laws 

and regulations, existence of disability-specific legislation and a number of general laws and policies 

that contain clauses on disability.  

 

7.2.2 Compliance with the Framework on the Employment/Training/Retraining of PWDs 

The Persons with Disabilities Act 2006 gives the government the discretion to put in place affirmative 

action measures to promote employment opportunities for persons with disabilities. Section 13 (3) 

empowers the Minister to determine a quota or percentage of persons with disabilities to be 

employed in the workforce for employers. However, there is no evidence of this in Uganda. 

Employers only emphasise that they are equal opportunities employers in their adverts but the 

practice there is no evidence to support the outcome and impact of this policy. There are premises 

that do not have provisions for ramps or lifts to make disabled people gain access to such premises 

yet it is a discriminatory action to make buildings inaccessible to PWDs.  

 

In addition, there is a reversal of commitment to rewarding companies that employ PWDs. The 15% 

incentive on employment of PWDs has been reduced to a 2% tax deduction for any employer whose 

workforce comprises of at least 5% of persons with disabilities. The new tax incentive seems not to 

be sufficiently attractive to encourage employers to provide affirmative action in the employment of 

persons with disabilities. Despite the incentives, most organisations are still reluctant to employ 

people with disabilities. The people with disabilities are still considered by many employers as 

incapable to work due to their disabilities.  

 

7.2.3 Compliance with Laws Relating to the Employment of Women 

There is moderate compliance with employment of women in Uganda as statistics show women 

being employed in lower and managerial positions especially in health, education and social work 
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activities. UBOS 2014 statistics indicate that 3/5 people who are unemployed, are women. This 

suggests that in spite of the existing measures on affirmative action and the Equal Opportunities Act 

2007, women access fewer employment opportunities. The review noted that the Rural 

Electrification Agency has no female member on the board. Women are also under represented in 

both private and public sectors. According to a 2014 report by DFID and Irish Aid, women account 

for only 37% and 29% of the labour force of the most lucrative sectors of the public and private 

sector employment respectively. This suggests that there are challenges with compliance with the 

laws relating to employment of women.  

 

7.2.4 How Organisations are Complying with Environmental Regulations and Conducting 

Business in an Environmentally Friendly Manner. 

The country continues to experience environmental degradation manifested by increased 

encroachment on wetlands, deforestation, disposal of waste in water bodies and in dangerous 

manner, unsustainable extractive practices and production of environmentally unfriendly products 

such as plastic bags, dumping of substandard products such as synthetic products by enterprises.  

 

7.2.5 Experiences with Environmental Degradation 

The rate at which natural resources are encroached upon by organisations is disturbing. In 

Kalangala District, a forest reserve was cleared for palm oil production; Bukaleba Forest Reserve 

lost 80,000–100,000 hectares to commercial tree farming by a multinational company while Lake 

Victoria shoreline is giving way to recreational facilities. Other cases include organisations 

neighbouring water bodies opening their sewers into the water channels, wetlands giving way to 

sand mining such as the Lwera area of Lukaya. Companies such as Seroma Investments, Mango 

Tree Group, Zhong‘s Industries Ltd, Capital Estates, and Aqua World have been implicated by the 

Committee of Parliament on Natural Resources over illegal sand mining in protected aquatic zones 

around Lake Victoria. The Police have been alerted to investigate the matter and prosecute the 

wrong doers.  

7.2.6 Environmental Impact Assessment Programmes 

Over the period under review, 874 projects were submitted to NEMA for approval, and 591 were 

approved. Over the last five years, NEMA approved 2,087 projects out of the 3,533 projects for 

which Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) reports were submitted. A total of 1,154 

environmental compliance audits and inspections were carried out. On average, 66% of the 

inspected approved development projects are compliant with the EIA approved conditions. However, 

only about 30% of the inspected approved development projects in or around wetlands are 

compliant with the EIA approved conditions. 
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Though the government instituted NEMA to ensure that all business enterprises comply with 

environmental minimum standards, and some companies have followed the set NEMA guidelines, 

there is hesitance and partial resistance. Prior to starting a business venture, companies need to 

undertake an Environmental Impact Assessment and have NEMA consent to it. Nevertheless, 

politics and company practices have made it challenging for NEMA to enforce its mandate, which in 

turn has greatly affected the sustainability of business operations from an environmental 

perspective. 

 

The Auditor General‘s Report 2014 indicates that though the NEMA has made efforts to manage oil-

drilling wastes in the Albertine Graben. However, capacity gaps in supervision and monitoring of oil 

activities still exist. NEMA has delayed completing the review of environmental legislation to 

incorporate oil and gas issues. Consequently, NEMA has resorted to guiding the oil companies to 

store the drilling wastes in a consolidated area contrary to the recommended best practice of treating 

it. In early 2014, the amount of total oil waste generated in the different sites of the Albertine stood at 

39, 625 tonnes; with Tullow Uganda generating 29,565 tonnes and Total E&P with 10,060 tonnes. 

China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) had not yet submitted its figures. This is a 

dangerous development that the regulator has not moved fast to resolve. Uganda‘s EIA process is 

marred by delays, shortage of technical expertise, lack of follow up and the structural incentive for 

EIA consultants to please the developers who hire them. 

 

7.2.7 Use of Clean Technology 

The National Environment Act (1995) requires the NEMA to establish criteria and procedures for the 

measurement of ionising and other radiation; standards for the minimisation of radiation; protective 

measures to be taken against radiation. However, the radiation standards and guidelines have not 

been developed to help in the minimisation of ionising and other radiation in the environment. The 

register of all radioactive substances imported into the country is also not being maintained. Lack of 

standards and guidelines expose persons involved in radiation activities and the country at large to 

risks like cancers and other health related diseases. 

 

7.2.8 Recycling Programmes 

There are efforts to treat plastic and other waste in order to minimise their impact on the 

environment. In the country, there are several firms involved in recycling of plastic products and 

industrial waste. These include Coca-Cola, Plastic Recycling Industries Uganda ltd, Rwenzori 

Bottling Company, and Plawaste Recycling Company Ltd among others.  
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7.2.9 Environmental Rehabilitation Programmes 

There are several environmental rehabilitation efforts in Uganda. These include tree planting such as 

the Uganda Nile Basin Reforestation projects (I, II, III, IV & V). Through efforts for carbon trading, 

there is increased planting of trees. However, there is growing concern about alteration of the 

country‘s bio-diversity through replacement of the natural forests with foreign species of trees such 

as eucalyptus and pine. It is feared these species may have long-term effects on the environment. 

 

7.2.10 Restoration of Wetlands 

According to the 2014 Atlas on Natural Resources, Uganda has lost 30% of urban wetlands over the 

last 10 years.  Most of this loss is attributed to expansion of the population in urban and peri-urban 

areas that has led to encroachment on these resources as a result of increased demand and hence 

the construction of houses both for shelter and commercial purposes. The challenge is the pace of 

the pressure on wetlands is faster than their reclamation which points to the likelihood of further 

wetlands loss in the next decade. NEMA has put in efforts to ensure wetland protection but the 

involvement of political leaders and other commercial interests in some instances stand in the way of 

enforcement and wetland and other gazetted areas for non-encroachment are in some instances 

compromised and construction done on them.  The ambition of government to protect the 

environment and natural resources needs to be backed-up by action and strict enforcement of the 

laws governing them without any favour to any individual, business or institution as matter of national 

posterity. 

 

7.2.11 Anti-Desertification Measures 

There are efforts to avert desertification in the country. These include implementation of the Farm 

Income Enhancement and Forestry Conservation Project (FIEFOC), Saw log Production Grant 

Scheme (SPGS), and Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+). 

The REDD+ project has supported tree planting with an aim to offset carbon footprints in the pilot Mt. 

Elgon region. In 2014/15, 585,985 seedlings were distributed in the districts of Mbale, Bududa, 

Manafwa, Sironko, Bulambuli, Kapchorwa, Bukwo and Kween. The FIEFOC project has mainly 

supported the rehabilitation of the catchments of irrigation schemes through tree planting. A total of 

1,801,510 assorted tree seedlings were distributed and planted in the catchment areas of irrigation 

schemes (Doho, Mobuku, Agoro & Olweny), whereas 769,699 seedlings were distributed and 

planted outside the catchments in the districts of Amolatar, Masaka and Mukono. 
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7.3 Measures taken by Organisations to address Climate Change or Carbon Trading and 

Control Emissions 

7.3.1 Measures to Address Climate Change 

Uganda‘s approach to climate change is linked to its international obligations on climate change 

management. The country ratified the UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol. It is also party to multilateral 

agreements on climate such as the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD), 

the Ramsar Convention, the Convention on Biological Diversity (UNCBD) and the Montreal Protocol. 

By the 1
st
 APRM CSAR in 2007, Uganda had submitted its First National Communication to 

UNFCCC in 2002. The review noted that the country submitted its Second National Communication 

in 2014. However, in spite of the country being very active at the international level, domestic 

legislation and policy are still underdeveloped and less implemented. The country lacks a 

comprehensive and overarching legislation that provides the basis for domestic action on climate 

change. Presently, the country only has a number of relevant official plans, policies and institutional 

bodies relating to climate change. These, inter alia, include Parliamentary Forum on Climate Change 

2008 for articulation of issues at parliamentary level and the Climate Change Unit at the Ministry of 

Water and Environment (MWE) created in 2008 and elevated to a Department of Climate Change in 

2014. Other provisions are contained in the National Development Plan (NDP) II 2015/16-2019/2020 

and Vision 2040 that specify measures on climate change preparedness and mitigation, the Land 

Policy 2013 on land use practices that are sustainable and the National Policy on Climate Change 

that seeks to address climate change.  

 

7.3.2 Measures to Ensure Sustainability 

There are several measures adopted by some organisations to ensure sustainability. These include 

recycling of plastic materials by some plastic manufacturers, recycling of waste from factories before 

discharging it into the environment like Coca-Cola recycling wastewater before discharging it, 

carrying out environmental impact assessments (EIA) to determine the impact of their activities on 

environment and adopting measures to mitigate them. There is also judicious application of agro-

inputs (Cotton Development Organisation integrated promotion of sustainable use of pesticides by 

cotton farmers in the extensions messages), environmental audits and promotion of use of 

biodegradable substances by supermarkets and shops instead of plastic bags. Other measures 

include compliance with the ban on polythene bags by most supermarkets, use of filters to reduce air 

pollution for example Hima cement, pretesting of vehicle imports from Japan against exposure to 

nuclear radiation, reforestation, re-exporting radioactive waste, enforcement of ban on used 

refrigerators, rectifying waste disposal and reclaiming sand mines for agro forestry. 
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Most organisations are complying with EIA requirements and they do prepare mitigation measures. 

Environmental audits are undertaken to assess the impact of their activities on the environment and 

how to mitigate them. Some organisations have integrated their production processes to reuse their 

product collected from the community such as the plastic processing industry. Tree planting 

campaigns have been undertaken to recover the forest cover for example the Uganda Nile Basin 

Reforestation Projects (I, II, III, IV and V), minimisation of gas emissions from greenhouses based on 

verifiable CERS. Management and safe disposal of waste, including solid waste and sewage, 

hazardous and radioactive waste and toxic chemicals are key actions in greening the economy. 

 

7.3.3 Measures for Control of Carbon and Carbon Trading 

The country has two forms of carbon trade namely, direct carbon trade which involves tree farmers 

selling carbon credits generated from their tree farms to carbon trading companies involved in tree 

planting and afforestation. The companies sell the bought and their own generated carbon credits to 

international companies to which the Uganda Carbon Bureau (UCB) links them. There is also carbon 

offsetting which involves Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) projects established by multilateral 

and bilateral development partners like Belgium, Denmark, Germany Technical Co-operation, 

Norway, Oxfam, and the United Nations Development Programmes (UNDP), among others. The 

types of carbon trade include regulated type that involves CDM projects. The regulations are 

according to UN framework on climate change following the prescriptions of the Kyoto protocol. 

Projects to qualify to be a CDM must fulfil two key compliance requirements, that is, ability to yield 

socio-economic benefits to communities and ability to reduce or eliminate emission of greenhouse 

gases based on verifiable CERS. The voluntary type involves companies and individual farmers 

planting trees and forests and selling the realised carbon credits to companies in the global market. 

Examples in Uganda of CDM projects include West Nile electrification project, Uganda Nile Basin 

Reforestation Projects (I, II, III, IV and V), Kakira Sugar Works (1985) Ltd and Cogeneration Project. 

 

7.3.4 Efforts to Control Waste 

Uganda‘s effort to this end includes the development of policies, legislation and strategies to 

manage waste. The polluter pays principle has minimised release of the hazardous waste into the 

environment. Using this principle, the National Water and Sewage Corporation (NWSC) has put in 

place disincentives (fines) against industries that fail to comply. However, the enforcement of the 

ban on some plastic materials below the specified gauge has faced both political and legal 

challenges. Whereas this would have minimised the negative effects of plastic waste on the 

environment, vested interests have made enforcement ineffective.  
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7.3.5 Measures to encourage Organisation to Report on their Activities 

Several requirements are in place to encourage organisations to report on how their activities have 

affected the environment. These, inter alia, include environmental impact assessments, which are 

reviewed by NEMA before projects are cleared for implementation, and self-auditing, which involves 

an organisation within a period of not less than twelve months and not more than thirty-six months 

after the completion of the project or the commencement of its operations, undertaking an initial 

environmental audit of the project. The results of self-audit are submitted to NEMA for review and 

guidance. 

 

7.3.6 Impact of Activities aimed at Regenerating the Environment 

Voluntary players in regenerating environment are reaping benefits. The ECO Trust farmers in 

Bushenyi (Mitooma District) have established the ECO Trust 400 member Bitereko people‘s SACCO 

to improve members‘ access to and utilisation of financial services. The project has helped in 

education, establishment of a coffee processing plant and support to members to build permanent 

houses. 

 

However, some of the projects for regenerating the environment have negative effects. Cases of 

modification of the eco-system, use of public land for private gain, displacement of people and 

destruction of property are cited in some areas. The review notes that about 33% of the land on 

which BIDCO (U) Ltd established the oil palm plantations in Kalangala was public forestland. Tree 

Farms and Norwegian Afforestation group took up 80,000–100,000 hectares of Bukaleeba Forest, 

replacing it with pine and eucalyptus monoculture trees changing the areas‘ ecosystem. In Kiboga 

District, about 8000 people were displaced from Luwunga Forest Reserve after leasing 20,000 

hectares of forestland to a British company New Forests. These corporate entities have not acted in 

the wider interests of the communities but are concerned with meeting their corporate objectives. 

 

There are sanctions to deal with non-compliance with laws, regulations and codes. It is an offence 

for any person to commence, proceed with, carry out, execute or conduct any project that impacts 

on the environment without approval from NEMA. The offence can result into revocation of licence, 

conviction or penalty prescribed in the law; sanctions exist against eviction of people from their land. 

The Land Act 1998 as amended provides for such sanctions. However, corporate entities unfairly 

evict poor local communities from their ancestral lands by deploying their financial muscle and 

political connectedness. 
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7.4 Extent of Compliance with Principles such as Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative 

(EITI) 

 

7.4.1 Compliance with EITI 

The country has not yet signed up the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI). EITI as a 

global initiative provides best practices for promoting open and accountable management of natural 

resources. This is the only assurance of openness in the extractive sector in the country. In the oil 

sector, the oil agreements are still shrouded in secrecy. There is not much public awareness about 

the oil agreements. The information about the oil sector is not accessible to the public. Tullow Oil, a 

London based multinational oil company already publishes what it pays Uganda annually. However, 

Total E&P France and the China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) have not yet complied. 

The country passed the Petroleum (Refining, Gas Processing and Conversion, Transportation and 

Storage) Act 2013 and the Petroleum (Exploration, Development and Production) Act 2013. 

However, these Acts do not adequately address a number of sticking issues relating to transparency 

and other good corporate governance processes in the exploration and management of oil 

processes. The Public Finance Act 2016 attempts to address some of the issues. However, it does 

not have sufficient remedies for disclosure and expected by the EITI. Mineral resources being assets 

managed by the State in trust for the citizens of Uganda, the State has a duty to disclose to the 

citizens all the information relating to the transactions in their resources. Therefore, failure to put in 

place mechanisms to ensure transparency, the State is not acting in accordance with the principles 

of sound corporate governance in the extractive industry more especially in the gas and oil sector. 

Without international standards on the extractive industry and local equivalent codes to guide the 

extractive sector, dealing with noncompliance on transparency will be difficult.   
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CHAPTER 5: BROAD BASED SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 

     

 

5.1 DEFINITION AND OVERVIEW 

 

Broad based sustainable socio-economic development implies a continuous improvement in the 

well-being and the standard of living of the people. This includes a sustained transition in the quality 

of life measures by: improvements in health outcomes, higher household incomes, higher levels of 

literacy and education, gender equality, peace and security, good governance as a well a general 

promotion of democracy where all participate freely and meaningfully. Good governance, which is 

about appropriation, participation, responsiveness, accountability and sustainability, constitutes the 

above link and one of the preconditions for sustainable development. 

 

Since 2007, Uganda has made significant progress in advancing socio-economic development 

mainly as a result of the end of the armed conflict in Northern Uganda.  The resumption of peace for 

most parts of the country has enabled Uganda to expand infrastructural network and strengthen the 

institutional framework to support economic growth and development. The conflict had disrupted and 

stalled development. While Northern and Eastern Uganda remain behind in key performance and 

development indicators, these regions have since closed the gap in most aspects. According the 

Human Development Report, 2016, northern Uganda has made substantial gains in development 

indicators manifested by an increase in human development index from 0.402 in 2005/06 to 0.431 in 

2012/13; and the narrowing of the margin with the rest of the country whose index stands at 0.483
44

.  

 

In 2008, Uganda adopted a Comprehensive National Development Planning Framework (CNDPF) 

that ushered in the Vision 2040 and the National Development Plans (the first 2010/2011-2014/15 

and the currently the second plan 2015/16 – 2019/2020). This dispensation has rallied the planning 

spectrum around the intent to fast track Uganda‘s progression to achieve a middle-income status by 

2020.  In order to ensure a framework for broad based socio economic development, government 

has since 2007, implemented a series of programs to strengthen the capacity of key government 

institutions at the national and district levels to deliver services. More collaborative planning, 

modelling and associated research has been conducted between Ministry Planning and Economic 

Development, Banks of Uganda and the National Planning Authority. In 2014, Government launched 

the Uganda Civil Service College based in Jinja to train public servants with the aim of being a 

center of excellence in public service delivery. 

                                                           
44 Uganda Human Development Report 2015 compared to the UNDP Dataset 2017 
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As Uganda transited from the Poverty Eradication Action Plan (PEAP) in 2009 to embrace the NDP 

dispensation, Government continued to promote broad based socioeconomic development through 

development of programs in health, education, water and agriculture as well as the expansion of 

energy, roads and other public infrastructure works. Uganda introduced the National Agriculture 

Advisory Services in 2001 by an Act of Parliament as part of the wider Plan for the Modernization of 

Agriculture. While the program did not perform as well as had been anticipated it became the basis 

for the current Operation Wealth Creation – to boost agricultural production and productivity
45

. 

Government implemented affirmative action programs including: Northern Uganda Peace, Recovery 

and Development Programme (PRDP) and the Northern Uganda Social Action Fund (NUSAF) as 

well as dedicated Ministries for Karamoja, Teso, Luwero, Rwenzori and Busoga to bring these areas 

to the same levels of development as the rest of the country.  

 

This assessment has come at a time when globally, the focus has transitioned from the Millennium 

Development Goals to UN Sustainable Development Goals. Uganda build on its past success under 

the Poverty Eradication Action Plan which it implemented in 1997 before the adoption of the MDGs 

in 2000 and achieved 33% of all targets by 2015. The national poverty headcount declined from 

56.4% in 1992/93 to 24.5% in 2009/10 and further to 19.7% in 2012/13.  

 

In 2007, Uganda was the first country in Sub-Saharan Africa to introduce Universal Secondary 

Education, ten years after introducing Universal Primary Education. This has seen high enrolment 

rates in both primary (a rise from 2.7million in 1996 to 8.3million in 2015) and secondary schools (a 

slight rise from 1.2 million in 2011 to 1.28m in 2015)
46

. This has reflected in Uganda‘s high literacy 

rate which stood at 77.4% for men and 68% for women in 2014. Uganda under UPE achieved a net 

enrolment rate of 97% according to the UBOS 2016 statistical abstract. The gross primary 

completion rate – the number pupils in P7 as a %age of all 12 year olds increased from 49% in 2002 

to 72% in 2015
47

 – but this rate stands at 37%
48

 today for a computation of pupils who enrolled in 

UPE and eventually sat PLE exams.  

 

Uganda has registered improved health outcomes measured by various indicators notably increase 

in number of birth attended by skilled providers which increased from 42% in 2006 to 74% in 2016; 

reduction in maternal mortality to 336 deaths per 100,000 live births down from 435 in 2006; a 

reduction in infant mortality rate down to 43 per 1,000 live births, down from 76 in 2006 as well as 

                                                           
45

 NAADS Website www.naads.or.ug viewed on March 25, 2017  
46 UBOS Statistical Abstract 2016 as compared to Uganda 2015 MDG Report 
47

 Uganda 2015 MDG Report  
48

 Education Sector Annual Report 2016 

http://www.naads.or.ug/
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under-5 mortality which now stands at 64 deaths per 1,000 live births down from 137 in 2006
49

. 

Government has continued to accord special priority to the needs and rights of women and children. 

The country achieved impressive success in the control of HIV/AIDS during the 1990s bringing down 

HIV prevalence among adults (15-49 years) from a national average of 18.5% in 1992 to 6.4% in 

2005
50

. However, the number of new infections has increased by 21% between 2005 and 2013. 

Today the HIV prevalence rate is estimated at 7.1% a reversal from 6.4% in a decade ago
51

.  

 

There is a concern that the current levels of environmental degradation and associate adverse 

effects of climate change will negatively impact on Uganda‘s attainment of a sustainable broad 

based socio-economic development. Over the last 15 years, Uganda has lost 63% of her forest 

cover
52

. Uganda continues to experience environmental degradation manifested by increased 

encroachment on wetlands, deforestation, disposal of waste in water bodies and in dangerous 

manner, unsustainable extractive practices and production of environmentally unfriendly products 

such as plastic bags, dumping of substandard products such as synthetic products by enterprises 

and individuals. Land productivity has declined as result of both human and animal population and 

slow pace of land reforms, land registration and land management initiatives. Challenges related to 

land use planning and rights; land tenure system and conflicting interpretations of the Land Act have 

left land under exploited for gainful and productive activities. 

 

Youth unemployment presents another source of concern for Uganda achievement of broad based 

social economic development. Formal youth unemployment stood at 83.7% (UBOS Statistical 

Abstract 2012/13). The School to Work Transition Surveys (SWTS) 2013, and 2015 targeted the 

youth aged 15-30 years to study specific challenges. Out of the overall labour force participation rate 

of 79.3%, slightly more than one fifth (20.7%) of the youth were not economically active with the 

higher share of females (24.6%) than males (15.4%). Most youth are eligible for work but not actively 

looking for it. According to this survey, youth are not effectively engaged at places they work and 

mostly employed on a part-time basis with a small proportion serving under contract. 

 

The assessment has confirmed that many of the international standards and codes existed before 

2008 and Uganda was already involved in become the end and means of their development 

 

5.2 STANDARDS AND CODES 

 

                                                           
49

 UDHS 2013 and comparison to the Uganda 2015 MDG Report  
50

 Uganda HIV and AIDS Country Progress Report Uganda AIDS Commission March 2014 
51

 HIV and AIDS in Uganda Report by AVERT www. Avert.org/hiv-around-world/sub-saharan-africa/Uganda cited on March 25, 2017 
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 National Environment Management Authority: Status of the Environment Report, 2014 
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Uganda signed or adopted 25 out of 26, ratified 14 out of 26, and enacted 14 out of 26. Enactment of 

the international codes and standards into domestic legislation was the main method of 

domestication of the codes by Uganda. However, owing to funding constraints, Uganda has not 

been able to translate any of the international codes into national languages, organize specific 

seminars and conferences on popularization of codes and publication of regular reports on 

implementation of the standards and conventions. Uganda also has not had the resources for 

creation of easily accessible databases on the standards and codes signed, ratified and integrated 

for monitoring purposes.  However, the civil society in Uganda has been instrumental in the 

popularization of some codes and even been aggressive in lobbying and advocacy for the 

enactment of some domestic legislation such as the Domestic Relations Bill (DRB) that addresses 

gender equality and promotes women‘s rights. Similarly, development partners mainly the UNDP 

continued to be instrumental in monitoring the progress of implementation of some codes particularly 

the Millennium Declaration on MDGs.    

 

Table 5.1 Status of Principles, Codes and Standards 

  

Treaty Ratification 
Date 

Last periodic 
Report  

Domestication 
Status/Progress 

Right to Development (in the 
African Charter on Human and 
Peoples‘ Rights (1981) 

June 1986 Fifth Periodic 
Report, 2010 – 
2012 
 

Universal Periodic 
Review Report launched 
in 2015 and well as 
other reporting by UHRC  

The Protocol      on the Rights 
of Women in Africa  (The 
Maputo Protocol), 2003 

July 2010 (with 
reservations on 
clauses 14 and 
21 on abortion) 

 Uganda has undertaken 
measures to address the 
rights of women and to 
combat gender- based 
discrimination.  
Uganda‘s National 
Gender Policy under 
Review 
 

The Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women 
(CEDAW),1979 (Beijing 
Platform for Action (BPfA)) 

1985 Combined 
fourth, fifth, sixth 
and seventh 
periodic report 
2009 

The Convention on the Rights 
of the Child (CRC), 1989  

September 1990 
 

August 2003 National Children Policy 
launched in 2016 and 
Regulations on child 
protection being 
finalized. The Day of the 
African Child 
commemorated annually 

The African Charter on the 
Rights and Welfare of the Child 
(ACRWC) , 1990  

August 1992  
 
 

November 2007 

The Optional Protocol to the 
Convention on the Rights of 
the Child on the Sale of 
Children, Child Prostitution and 
Child Pornography (CRC-OP-
SC)  

November 2001 
 
 

April 2012  Anti-Pornography Act 
Passed by Parliament. 
Other aspects of 
protection of children 
against sale and labour 
discrimination included 
in the anti-child labour The Optional Protocol to the May 6, 2002  
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Treaty Ratification 
Date 

Last periodic 
Report  

Domestication 
Status/Progress 

Convention on the Rights of 
the Child on the Involvement of 
Children in Armed Conflict 
(CRC-OP-AC) 

laws under the 
employment policy 

Convention against Torture 
and Other Cruel Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment (CAT)  

1986 May 2004 Uganda signatory to the 
CAT and a  secretariat 
dedicated to anti-torture 
launched 

International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights (CESCR) 

1987  December 2012 UNESCO renews the 
Kasubi Tombs and an 
international heritage 
site 

Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities 
(CRPD) 

September 2008  Persons with special 
needs now part of the 
budget and planning 
guidelines for sectors 
including education  

United Nations Millennium 
Declaration (2000) 

September 2000 September 2015 Uganda chairs the UN 
General Assembly as 
world transitions from 
MDGs to SDGs. Uganda 
MDG final performance 
report presented by 
MoFPED 

 

5.3 PROMOTION AND ACCELERATION OF BROAD-BASED SUSTAINABLE SOCIO-

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

  

This section provides a description of the policies and strategies formulated by Uganda to promote 

and accelerate broad based sustainable social economic development; the capacity of the country to 

formulate, implement and monitor government programs; the mechanism for financing national 

development polices, plans and programs; an assessment policies and strategies in place to 

enhance environmental management and protection for sustainable development; measure to 

ensure environmental sustainability and accountability. 

 

5.3.1 Policies and strategies formulated to promote and accelerate broad-based sustainable 

socio-economic development 

 

Legal, Political and Institutional Measures to Ensure Gender Equality 

The Constitution of the Republic of Uganda Objective XIV on General Social and economic 

objectives states that: the state shall endeavour to fulfil the fundamental rights of all Ugandans to 

social justice and economic development and shall in particular and among others ensure that all 
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Ugandans enjoy rights and opportunities and access to education, health services, clean and safe 

water, work, descent shelter, adequate clothing, food security as well as pension and retirement 

benefits. In addition, under political objectives III on National unity and stability the State shall 

provide peaceful and secure and a stable political environment which is necessary for economic 

development. 

Accelerated BBSED in Accordance to the Declared Objectives of NEPAD 

In line with the four objectives of the New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD) namely: 

eradication of poverty, promotion of sustainable growth and development; integration of Africa in the 

World economy and acceleration of the empowerment of women. Below sub-sections illustrate the 

trends in performance against these objectives since 2007.  

 

Trends in Poverty Reduction  

Uganda achieved an impressive record of reduction in poverty between 2006 and 2013, registering 

the second fastest %age point reduction (2.7%) in poverty per year in Sub-Saharan Africa, after 

Chad (3.1%). However, other the last four years, this rapid reduction coincided with slower level of 

economic growth rate (from an average of 6-7% from 1990-2009 to 4-5% since). Using the 

international poverty line of USD 1.9 per day, 34.6% of households remain poor
53

. According to 

National Census 2014 statistics, this implies about 12-13 million Ugandans qualified as poor by this 

measure. The key drivers of poverty reduction are but not limited to- the restoration of peace in the 

north, growth in agricultural income due to high commodity prices, improved regional markets, 

reducing fertility rates (from 6.2 in 2011, to 5.9 children per mother in 2014 and now 5.4
54

) and 

improved urbanization. Agriculture was the main driver of poverty reduction and accounted for 79% 

of poverty reduction between 2006 and 2013, while urbanization accounted for 10%. The following 

observations are drawn from the review of both the Poverty Status Report (2014) and the Poverty 

Assessment Report produced by the World Bank in 2016: 

i. Vulnerabilities continue to prevail due to inter alia high dependence ratio, limited safety nets 

and social needs public investment. For every three citizens lifted out of poverty between 2005 

and 2009, two fell back in poverty. 

ii. The vulnerable defined people living between USD 1-2 per day stood at 43.3% of the 

population in 2012/13. 

iii. The concentration of poverty in northern and eastern Uganda is on the increase, with the 

respective proportion of total poor households increasing from 64% in 2006 to 84% in 2013. 

iv. The Ugandan Poverty line was set in 1993 and remains substantially low to capture the 

changes in prices and consumption partners. 

                                                           
53 World Bank Uganda Poverty Assessment Report 2016 
54 Uganda Demographic Health Survey 2016 
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v. Non-monetary indicators also indicate vulnerability; less than a third (31.3%) of the 

households have adequate sanitation and a quarter of the poor households have no access 

to toilet facility at all. 1 in 7 Ugandans has access to electricity for lighting (compared to one 

in three on average for SSA). Fertility rate remains still high and school enrolment did not 

translate into high completion rates (53% in 2011 compared to the average for SSA of 70 per 

cent). 

vi. In some instances, discriminatory attitudes to women hold back the participation of women in 

Uganda's development especially in denial of ownership of productive assets including land. 

 

Fig. 5.2 Uganda Poverty Trends 1993-2013 

 

Source: Uganda World Bank Status Report 2016 

 

While poverty has declined rapidly in Uganda both the 2016 State of the Population Report and the 

World Bank‘s poverty assessment report noted that vulnerability to poverty has actually gone up as a 

result of exposure to risk to household incomes – particularly in the Northern and Eastern Uganda. It 

is recommended that government invests more in livelihood program designed like the District 

Livelihood Support Programme implemented with support from IFAD in 13 districts of Uganda 

between 2005 and 2015. Such programs should focus on the following priority areas: 

i. Construction of feeder roads that link farmers to markets; 

ii. Expanding clean water coverage and health care so reduce health out-of-pocket costs; 

iii. Providing micro-credit to small business under a challenge fund for investment proposals;  

iv. Supporting the environmental conservation for sustainable agriculture. 
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Steps Taken for the Promotion of Sustainable Growth and Development 

 

Uganda in 1997 designed her first Poverty Reduction Strategic Paper (PRSP) called the Poverty 

Eradication Action Plan (PEAP) as strategy to ensure sustainable socio-economic development. The 

PEAP was implemented in two phases (PEAP I (1997-2002) and PEAP II (2003-2008) and drove the 

national agenda for socio-economic development. In 2009, Uganda conducted a final evaluation of 

the PEAP II which recommended among others that Uganda progresses to a broader focus on 

development inasmuch as high rates of poverty had persisted in some parts of the country.  

 

 

 

 

This was in alignment to work that had begun in 2007 that established a Comprehensive National 

Development Planning Framework (CNDPF). At the same time, high level discussions were held to 

discuss Uganda‘s Vision 2025 draft report. However, the CNDPF deduced that Uganda sustains the 

momentum generated by the PEAP implementation and continues to design and implement six 5-

year ‗development‘ plans linked and sequenced in a manner that will lead to realization of the Vision 

2030. In 2010, Uganda launched the National Development Plan 2010/11-2014/15 and subsequently 

her Vision 2040 in May 2013. Institutionally, the National Planning Authority is mandated to develop 

broad-based social economic development plans under the NDP process. The NDPs are 

implemented by all sectors of Government. Government has put in place the following mechanisms 

and investments to ensure sustainable growth and development as outlined in the NDP II: 

i. Reducing the poverty rate from 19.7 per cent to 14.2 per cent, and reducing inequality co-

efficient from 0.443 to 0.452; 

ii. Reducing the number of young people not in education, employment or training by at least 

20 per cent; 

iii. Increasing access to safe water from 65 % to 79 % in rural areas and from 77% to 100 % in 

urban areas; (vii) increasing the quantity of total national paved road network from 3,795 

kilometres to 6000 kilometres;  

iv. Reducing the Infant Mortality Rate per 1,000 live births from 54 to 44 reducing the under - 5 

mortality rate per 1,000 live births from 90 to 51 and the Maternal Mortality Ratio per 100,000 

live births from 438 to 320/100,000; Reducing fertility from 6.2 to 4.5 children per woman; as 

well as reducing child stunting as a % of under-5s from 31 % to 25 per cent;  

v. Increasing primary to secondary school transition rate from 73 % to 80 % and Net- 

Secondary Completion from 36 % to 50 %; 

vi. increasing manufactured exports as a %age of total exports from 5.8 % to 19 %;  

BOX 5.1 Uganda was among the first countries in Africa to elaborate a Poverty Reduction 

Strategic Paper (PRSP) was among the first recipients of debt relief under HIPC (Highly Indebted 

Poor Countries) that had demonstrated protracted national efforts to reduce poverty. The PEAP 

was a recognized by NEPAD in 2007 as a point of reference in Africa on poverty reduction 

strategy. 
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vii. Increasing the % of the population with access to electricity from 14 % to 30 per cent; 

 

Uganda’s Contribution to the Integration of Africa into the World Economy 

 

Uganda has been at the fore-front of the African Peer Review Mechanism and the general 

advancement of NEPAD core focus areas including: natural resources governance and security 

(under this, it is important to note that Uganda is home to the secretariat of the Nile Basin Initiative 

supporting 10 riparian countries on development cooperation on River Nile. Uganda is also home to 

the headquarters of the Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization that oversees the fisheries in the entire 

EAC). Since 2007, Uganda has supported initiatives under the Great Lakes region to a promote 

peace and stability where instability has occurred, mainly DRC, South Sudan, and Burundi. Uganda 

is part of the wider Africa Union Mission in Somalia (AMISON). Uganda was chair of United Nations 

on the day of the Transition from the United Nations MDGs to the UN Sustainable Development 

Goals in September 2016. Through her participation in the WTO negotiations and the Doha Round 

of Trade Negotiations, Uganda has pushed for fair trade deals with European Union that favor not 

just goods from Uganda but from Africa as a block. Although with mixed results, Uganda was the 

first beneficiary of the Africa Growth Opportunities Act AGOA. 

 

Acceleration of the Empowerment of Women 

Since 2007, Uganda has continued to make progress in promoting gender equality and empowering 

women through the implementation of a national gender policy and both UPE and USE programs. 

Uganda is one the of the only eight countries in the world to have more than 30% of seats in the 

national parliament occupied by women. This is due to the representation of each district by a 

Woman Member of Parliament. In the period between 20011 and 2015, women held 24% of cabinet 

positions. However, gender inequality persists as women in some cases faced discrimination, 

particularly in access to economic opportunities and ownership of assets. This is expounded further 

under objective 4. 

 

Formulation of growth-oriented sectoral policies  

Under chapter 14 of the NDP II Government has since 2010 after the design of the government and 

non-state actors that include: the private sector through their investments to create jobs and provide 

avenues for the tax base. In addition, it calls upon development partners to provide technical and 

financial support for sector priorities and CSOs to provide advocacy, promote accountability, lobby 

for policy reforms and support communities and households in income generating activities.  
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Whereas the NDP acknowledges that the financial soundness and efficiency has greatly improved, 

this has not been matched by increase in private sector growth. Between 2009 and 2012 the 

economy registered an average credit growth of 24% per annum- but mostly to large and not small 

scale enterprises. However, the degree of diversification of the financial systems and the level of 

gross domestic saving is only 9% of GDP compares poorly with 23.6% low-income countries 

average. Access to credit in Uganda is undermined by the high interest rates currently averaging 25-

29% per annum (with two-month repay period), which has hiked the cost of doing business and has 

frustrated private sector growth
55

.  

 

Promotion of self-reliant and self-sufficient development 

Uganda‘s membership in the EAC, COMESA and WTO has presented broader incentives from 

trading as a block another dispensation are one of the strategic choices through which the country is 

promoting trade and access to new markets. Uganda‘s strategic location in the heart of EA that 

interlinks it to five other countries has helped her to exploit the regional market. However, net 

exports have decreased from 10.9% to 8.4% between 2012 and 2014 contributing to a trade 

deficit
56

. In order to become self-reliant and self-sufficient Uganda will need to diversify its export 

base to include non-traditional exports that are of high demand in the regional markets. Being largely 

self-reliant in production of food provides Uganda an opportunity to increase individual disposable 

incomes that could expand domestic investments. It is important to note however, that declining soil 

fertility due to limited application of organic and inorganic fertilizer; over tilling and over-grazing as 

well as adverse effects of climate change are a threat to Uganda‘s reputation as a bread-basket in 

the Africa region. 

 

Management for formal and informal employment  

Uganda is largely an agrarian economy, hence, there are low rates of open unemployment. By 

2012/13 72% of the population was engaged in employment linked to the agricultural sector (68% of 

the which are directly engaged in the sector). Most of this employment is informal and highly 

dynamic. Taking the international definitions of employment, Uganda would therefore present with 

high levels of open unemployment. The population outside the formal labour force are forced to 

engage in some kind of work— even for a few hours and at low wages especially in the informal 

sector.  

For formal employment, Uganda‘s working population increased from 12.9 million in 2009/10 to 13.9 

million in 2012/13. This constitutes 40.1% of the population (basing on the 34.6 million 2014 census 

report and deduction of non-working population outside 18-60 years bracket). There was a modest 
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increase in total employment during the first four years of NDP I implementation. The %age of the 

working labour force increased from 70.9% in 2009/10 to 75.4% by 2010/11. However, the 

proportion of the labour-force in paid employment fell from 21.5% in 2009/10 to 18.5% in 2012/13 

while the youth unemployment rate remained high, estimated at 78%
57

.  

 

Formal and informal unemployment are noted by the NDP among the challenges that impede growth 

and social transformation of Uganda. To improve planning and management for employment of 

Ugandans, there is need to gradually strengthen production of routine statistics on the level of 

unemployment (disaggregated by age, sex, profession and other background characteristics). This 

will require making fully functional, the Labour Market Information System (LMIS). Information 

generated by this system would present an opportunity for policy makers to identify manpower gaps 

both in the public and private sector and design appropriate interventions.  

 

Uganda is currently implementing the youth livelihood program as well as the Uganda Women 

Entrepreneurship Programs to expand opportunities for youth and women respectively. Routine 

monitoring and evaluation by Government on the level of success of these programs would help 

inform best practices for scale-up basing on evidence of their contribution to reducing 

unemployment.  

 

Measures taken to accelerate agricultural production and promote rural development 

 

a) Access to land, water and other productive resources 

There has been an attempt under the NDP process to prioritize the integration of the land sector 

function into the national economic planning and development decisions. These processes under 

the Ministry of Lands Housing and Urban Development have included: 

i. Transparency in the rights to land and its ownership; 

ii. Improvement in tenure for all categories of land ownership; 

iii. Increasing easy access to land for productive investments;  

iv. Harmonization of land sector institutions, policy, legal and regulatory framework for land 

management; 

v. Modernization of land services delivery (including the automation of the land titling system), 

which includes a land information and valuation system. 

Inspite of these, land tenure system still raises concerns regarding the acquisition of land especially 

for public infrastructure and urban development projects. There have been instances where 

                                                           
57 National Development Plan II (2014/15-2019/20) Youth unemployment is defined as number of Ugandans 18-30 seeking work 

but unable to find any for a duration of more than one quarter in a given financial year 
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Ugandans who are able access public investment information have sustained investments on land 

on which these investments are planned in anticipation of high value compensations. This has 

raised the cost of public infrastructure projects especially for roads. 

 

In an attempt to expand Uganda‘s agriculture towards a commercial sector, Government is 

prioritizing sustainable use of water resources for production. This is for both crop and livestock and 

aqua-culture. In an attempt to mitigate shortages especially brought about by drought, local level, 

large and medium scale reservoirs are being constructed as irrigation schemes. There is in addition 

an attempt under the NDP II to link the water infrastructure to support industries. With the 

emergency of adverse weather related to climate change, there is need for deliberate government 

investments towards large scale irrigation projects. A recent development by GIZ of a solar PV water 

pump (Shurflo Surface Pump 120wp) and installed by a Ugandan company
58

 should be supported.  

 

b) Rural Development  

Government of Uganda is finalizing a Rural Development Strategy aimed at increasing focus on 

mobilizing communities to develop local infrastructure, increase production, organize themselves to 

support local enterprises that generate employment and save funds through village savings and loan 

systems. It is important to note that the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) selected this system 

as a base model for the Sustainable Modernization of Agriculture and Rural Transformation sharing 

the rural development experience from the Korean model. Rural development in Uganda will start 

with modernization of agriculture, revamping the feeder road network, linking farmers to markets, 

and organizing them in stable and economically viable cooperatives. This calls for more investments 

to expand local service delivery through decentralization and particularly implementing fully the 

policy on Local Economic Development. For the most part, rural feeder roads that connect to the 

main roads need sustained repairs. While the takeover of district roads by UNRA in 2006 has 

increased the rural road network, the capacity for district to maintain rural roads remains low. 

Technical inefficiencies and limited financing for Operations and Maintenance of basic rural 

infrastructure (including water points) has limited local service delivery in this regard. Overall limited 

development budget has not sufficiently supported a growth in physical social infrastructure.  

Box 5.2 A 2008 research by IFPRI demonstrated that ―if agriculture in Uganda grew at 6% per 

year the national poverty headcount level would fall from 31.1% in 2005 to 17.9% by 2015.‖ 

Currently the rate of growth of agriculture in real GDP has oscillated between 3.2% in 2009 to 

2.3% in 2015 (MAAIF 2010). 
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Currently there are over 15,225 registered cooperative societies and others on provisional 

registration. Most of these cooperatives are engaged in coffee, cotton, honey, maize, fruits among 

others. The notable ones include: Bugisu Cooperative Union, Ankole Coffee Producers Cooperative 

Ltd, Wamala Cooperative Union and Teso Cooperative and East Acholi Union. In addition, Uganda 

over 6,351 registered SACCOs with other UGX 120 billion worth of savings
59

. The challenges for 

these associations and these cooperatives are the weak, legal and regulatory framework governing 

cooperatives. These entities lack a skilled manpower, storage facilities, low savings culture and low 

capitalization.  In Uganda has also seen a growth in the number of voluntary organizations of 

primary producers. 

 

Incentive measures put in place to increase investments and production in rural areas 

 

Land Management and Development 

In order to expand the rural economy, Government has supported interventions to streamline land 

management and administration. The land registration system was automated and further reforms 

made within the Ministry of Lands Housing and Urban development to protect land ownership and 

utilization by both the public and private sector. However, the NDP notes that land management in 

Uganda faces a number of challenges that include: increased population that has led to 

encroachment on protected land; waste of abuse of public lands; underutilization and scrambling 

over communal lands; discrimination of women and youth in accessing land; underutilization of land 

owned by cultural and religious institutions as well as inadequate land administration services 

especially land dispute resolution, valuation and land use planning. The land market remains mainly 

unregulated and this has led to the proliferation of informal settlements in rural areas and slummy 

dwellings in urban and peri-urban centers. In order to address these problems, Uganda is 

implementing a Land Policy (1993) Revised; and a Land-use policy (2015) with reforms aimed to 

ensure that land is managed to support rural development. Fisheries (including fish farming) is 

another area that can rapidly support rural development. Uganda currently produces 100,000MT of 

farmed fish. Government is finalizing an aquaculture policy, which is targeting to employ about 1.5 

million people and generate 300,000MT by 2020. However, overall, there are limited investments to 

support fisheries although there has been private sector investment in cage farming that has 

revolutionized aquaculture sub-sector over the last decade.  

 

Human Capital Development 

One of the major constraints to Uganda socio economic transformation is associated with the 

inadequacy of its human capital.  According to UNESCO a country requires a minimum of 40% 
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student enrolment in public and private universities in science and technology to generate a critical 

mass required to transform an economy. At present Uganda has only a rate of 27%. There is need 

to inculcate positive attitudes and mind-sets for the population to study with a purpose to contribute 

requires skills needed on the labour market. There is therefore to a need train Uganda‘s labour force 

into much more skilled level to meet the development challenges of the current times. Government 

has supported interventions under various academic institutions to expand skilling in this regard. 

Uganda in 2015 opened the Uganda Civil Service College in Jinja as a center of excellence to 

provide courses tailored to improve the levels of competence in various skills for public servants to 

bridge the current skills gap.  

 

Agricultural Service Provision – NAADS Programme and Operation Wealth Creation 

Agriculture presents the largest opportunity for rural development. Government has since 2007 

implemented a series of interventions under a Plan for Modernization of Agriculture. These have 

included: The National Agriculture Advisory Services (NAADS) and recently the Operation Wealth 

Creation. The NAADS Program has made a great contribution in creating farmers' organizations and 

by 2015, well over 55,000 Farmer groups; 648 sub-county farmer fora; 79 district farmer fora; and 1 

National farmer forum had been created. The establishment of farmer institutions at all levels 

facilitated the empowerment of farmers and let them express their views towards technical public 

officers. NAADS has supported farmer participation in meetings, enterprise selection, 

demonstrations and training. It also contributed to strengthen farmers' groups by focusing on 

governance systems and building farmers' skills for groups, as well as by providing training on cross-

cutting issues, such as regular elections, collective savings, labor and management. In some 

districts, over 200 Higher Level Farm Organizations (HLFOs) have been established with the aim of 

developing crop-based, tree-based, or livestock-based enterprises as agribusiness ventures. They 

were also geared towards more resource mobilization and management, and for collective input and 

output marketing. The programme however was facing with the following challenges: 

i. Challenges related to input quality timeliness in distribution and enterprise performance that 

was low than expected due to a number of farm and off-farm causes. 

ii. Limited capacity to extend advisory services due to a weak service extension system and 

lean mass of agricultural expertise; 

iii. High over-head costs due to the purpose to extend its management up to the sub-county 

level; 

iv. Politicization of the programme that generated negative publicity and undermined its 

credibility among technical and political leaders. 

In order the sustain the gains made by the NAADS programme, Government established a 

Directorate of Extension Services and passed the National Agricultural Extension Policy and 
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Strategy in 2016 to support a single-spine extension service support. Operation Wealth Creation 

(OWC) is an intervention that His Excellency the President of Uganda launched in July 2013 to 

create a system that facilitates effective national social-economic transformation with the focus on 

raising household incomes for poverty eradication. The OWC was established to help overcome 

some of the major weaknesses experienced in the NAADS programme. 

 

The vision of the OWC is ―a socially and economically transformed Ugandan society.‖ The mission of 

the program is ‗Improvement of household incomes for poverty eradication, wealth creation and 

overall prosperity of Ugandans through facilitation of sustainable commercial agricultural production.‘ 

The overall goal is enhancing household participation in commercial agricultural production through 

community mobilization, equitable and timely distribution of agricultural inputs, and facilitation of 

agricultural production chains. The overall objective is to create a system that facilitates effective 

national socio- economic transformation with a focus on raising household incomes for poverty 

eradication and sustainable wealth creation. The specific objectives are: to mobilize the masses to 

engage in commercial agricultural activities to boost their household incomes; to distribute 

production inputs equitably and timely to boost production and productivity at household level; to 

facilitate rural technological upgrading to allow smallholder farmers to transform themselves into 

small-scale industrialists; to stimulate local and community enterprise development across the 

country; and to facilitate infrastructure development particularly in rural areas. An extension 

evaluation is yet to be undertaken to assess the performance of the programme. 

 

Strengthening Cooperatives and Value Addition 

Ugandan has since 2008 formulated policies and implemented programmes to promote the 

development of cooperatives in Uganda. Uganda facilitated the scaling up, conduct and integration 

of cooperatives in the development process through incorporation of cooperatives‘ relevance into 

relevant development plans, strategies and programs namely: the Agriculture Development Strategy 

and Investment plan; Prosperity for all (PFA) program; Consultative formulation of a Cooperative 

Development policy, amendment of Cooperative laws and regulations; reform of warehouse receipt 

system and commodity exchange; promotion of Area Cooperative Enterprises to provide agricultural 

extension services, input supply, produce marketing, savings and credit services; support to financial 

services cooperatives to increase capital provision; provision of agricultural extension services and 

value addition support; sensitization and promotional activities to popularize cooperatives; 

cooperatives capacity building focusing on leadership, business management and entrepreneurship, 

and integration of gender and environment concerns in cooperative development.  
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The development of cooperatives was made a key component of the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal 

Industry and Fisheries Development Strategy and Investment plan MAAIF/DSIP 2010/11 – 2014/15 

whose aim, as already highlighted was to: Increase agricultural production and productivity; Increase 

access to markets and value addition; Create an enabling environment for the private sector in 

agriculture; and Strengthen agricultural institutions at the centre and in local governments.    

 

In addition to incorporating cooperatives development in the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry 

and Fisheries Development Strategy and Investment plan 2010, Uganda established that there was 

need for Government to create a more conducive environment for the co-operatives to expand, and 

diversify their activities. This was achieved through a number of interventions; namely consultative 

formulation of a Cooperative Development policy, amendment of Cooperative laws and regulations; 

reform of warehouse receipt system and commodity exchange; support to financial services 

cooperatives; agricultural extension services; value addition support; promotional activities to 

popularize cooperatives; and cooperatives capacity building.  

 

Uganda also implemented a number of programs to support agro-processing and value addition. For 

the farmers to obtain maximum benefit, value must be added to their products. This involves 

processing branding and packaging. The MoTIC worked with Bank of Uganda to enable cooperative 

unions and societies to access funding through an Agricultural Credit Facility that facilitated value 

addition through procuring agro-processing machinery and equipment. The government also 

established the Warehouse Receipt System (WRS) and commodity financing as a marketing 

instrument to enable producers of commodities to increase access to commodity trade finance, 

improve stock quality, access to better markets, and maximize their returns has been put in place, in 

partnership with cooperative unions and societies. The WRS involves a farmers group depositing 

produce into a certified warehouse where it is weighed and tested for quality. In return the 

warehouse manager, issues a receipt to the produce depositor, which outlines the product details.  

 

Warehouse receipts are traded on the Uganda commodity Exchange and used as collateral in the 

banks for loans. A survey on all warehouses was done in 2008/09, and 2011/12 training in 

warehouse receipt system was done and several warehouses launched. The provision of finance 

receipts through ware house receipt system improves access to trade has provided input finance 

that is easily accessed using commodities as collateral. This has minimized the need for crop 

finance, yields bargaining power, thereby leading to reduced exploitation of farmers by middlemen. It 

also encouraged linkage among cooperatives where the savings and credit societies provide funding 

for the producer and marketing cooperatives that are dealing in collective bulking. However, 
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participation by farmers in collective marketing and utilizing the ware house receipt system to 

enhance their incomes is still low. 

 

 

 

Linking Tourism to Rural Development 

Tourism has been identified by the Vision 2040 to be a source of rural development and 

transformation – but one that has not been fully harnessed. Uganda is among the top 5 tourism 

destinations of the World
60

. Tourists to Uganda increased from 539,000 in 2006 to 1.1million in 2016. 

In the International Tourism Exhibition in 2017, held in Berlin Germany, Uganda became the 5
th
 best 

exhibitor. There has been increase in domestic tourism as well from 6.5 million visits in 2008 to 15 

million visits in 2016. Government is planning to incentivize the tourism sector to increase these 

visits to 30.4 by 2020.Tourism surpassed coffee (with earnings of $415m) as Uganda‘s top foreign 

exchange earner in 2014 generated $1.3billion in 2015/16. 

Box 5.4 Uganda,150 years ago became a popular site for explorers including John Speke in 1862 

– the first European to see the Source of the Nile. Henry Stanley visited Lake Victoria named after 

the Queen of England. Winston Churchill named it the Pearl of Africa in 1909. In 1960s wildlife 

tourism boomed but declined with political arrest until the late 1980s. Three decades of political 

stability (the unrest in Northern Uganda notwithstanding) have seen the tourism sector grow, with 

key attractions including high tropical forests, river Nile, birds, wild animals including mountain 

gorillas, and lush green scenery. 

 

To further support tourism this will require increasing their employment in construction and 

maintenance of accommodation facilities; provision of security for tourists and tourist attractions; as 

well as eliminating the problem of wildlife dispersal. The Uganda Tourism Board is supporting efforts 

to popularize local tourism hotspots and encouraging local tour and travel companies to make in-

land transport affordable to the majority of Ugandans to visit them. Government set up Tourism and 

Antiquities as a stand-alone ministry in beginning FY 2014/15. 

 

 

 

 

5.3.2 ASSESSMENT OF THE CAPACITY TO FORMULATE, IMPLEMENTS, AND MONITOR 

BROAD-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  
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Uganda elaborated its national Vision 2040 as part of the Comprehensive National Development 

Planning Framework (CNDPF). While the focus before 2010 was mainly on poverty reduction, this 

new planning dispensation ushered in National Development Planning era with six NDPs that would 

actualize the Vision 2040 (i.e. in 2010, 2015, 2020, 2025, 2030, and 2035). These plans are aligned 

to a five-year medium-term expenditure framework and are operationalized through the 

implementation of sector plans and their respective annual plans and budgets as well as those at 

district level. Uganda, however, is yet to establish the 10-year National Development plan since 

plans that spread across on planning period to another are sustained in successive planning. The 

process to elaborate the 10 year NDPs is still being assessed by the National Planning Authority.  

Fig. 5.1 Planning Processes to actualize the Visions 2040 

 

               Source: Vision 2040 National Planning Authority 

 

The NDPs have spelt out the macroeconomic growth targets and those of priority public sector 

development programmes. In addition, they spell out the envisaged role of the private sector and 

civil society and other non-state actors. Work is now on-going to align the NDP to the costed 
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annualized budgets as well as mid-term projection of the resource envelope under the Medium Term 

Expenditure Framework (MTEF). The 5-year plans will be subjected to mid-term reviews for 

purposes of ensuring that appropriate development control and direction are maintained. This will 

help assess progress and keep them on course towards realizing the Vision 2040. The 

implementation of NDPs is actualized through 5-year district development plans shown (Fig 5.1) 

above. The process is described below: 

 

The National Vision (30 years) Vision 2040 

In order to drive Uganda towards prosperity Uganda in 2007 established a Comprehensive National 

Development Framework (CNDPF) which provided the developed of a 30-year vision to be 

implement through: 

i. Three (3) 10 year plans 

ii. Six (6) 5-year National Development Plans  

iii. Five-year Sector Investment Plans (SIPs) 

iv. Fiver year Local Government Development Plans (LGDPs) 

v. Annual Work plans and budgets to operationalize these plans above under a national 

budget. 

 

The 10-Year National Development Plan  

In order to actualize the 30-year National Vision aspirations, the Government has planned to put in 

place and implement three successive 10-year National Development Plans with overall 

development objectives for the respective decades. However, the first set of these plans is yet to be 

developed. It will be important for longer-term planning that these plans are also established since 

some public investments may span longer than 5 years. 

 

The 5-Year National Development Plan  

Since 2010 Uganda has put in place two (2) National Development Plans NDP (2010/11-2014/15) 

and in 2015 developed NDP (2015/16-2019/2020). These plans have spelt out the macroeconomic 

growth targets and priority public sector development programmes. In addition, they spelt out the 

envisaged role of the private sector and civil society. Work is now on-going to align the NDP to the 

costed annualized budgets as well as mid-term projection of the resource envelope under the 

Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF). The 5-year plans will be subjected to mid-term 

reviews for purposes of ensuring that appropriate development control and direction are maintained. 

This will help assess progress and keep them on course towards realizing the Vision 2040. 

 

Sector Policies and Master Plans  
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As part of the NDP process, Ministries, Government Departments and Agencies (MDAs) have 

prepared Sector Master Plans, Policies and plans, consistent with the long term national 

development goals and objectives. Sector ministries ensure that capacity is built to implement and 

sustain public investments in light of new and emerging challenges. 

 

Annual Plan/Budget  

The annual plan/budget spells out the priority activities for the year and their budgetary allocations 

consistent with the MTEF projections. The priority activities are selected to realize the objectives and 

strategies in the 5-Year National Development Plan. The procedures for preparing the annual budget 

are spelt out in the Budget Act 2001 (revised in 2006) and the Public Finance Management Act 

2014. 

 

Other Planning Instruments 

In order to achieve sustainable development results, Government of Uganda has adopted a number 

of other planning instruments that are aimed at addressing thematic and crosscutting challenges 

facing the country. The following are some of the thematic and crosscutting planning instruments 

that carry a strong influence on Local Government development planning:  

 The Population and Development (POPDEV) planning instrument;  

 Gender mainstreaming planning instrument;  

 Environment mainstreaming planning instrument;  

 HIV/AIDS mainstreaming planning instrument;  

 Planning instruments for mainstreaming Human rights;  

 Planning instruments for integrating/mainstreaming climate change; and  

 National physical planning standards and guidelines 2011.  

Though these planning instruments will provide further guidance to the development planning 

process, as planning institutions including Local Governments are expected to follow the provisions 

and planning structures provided under these guidelines. 

 

 

 

 

ASSESSMENT OF INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT TO UGANDA’S DEVELOPMENT PLANS  

 

Uganda in 2012 developed a Partnership Policy with her development partners. Recent trends have 

shown a decline in the level of confidence that development partners had in this partnership since 

1998. Budget support to Uganda may be divided into three phases: Poverty Eradication Action Plan 
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(PEAP), Poverty Action Fund (PAF) and Sector Budget Support (1998-2001); General Budget 

Support and the Poverty Reduction Support Credit (PRSC) (2001-08); and Joint Budget Support 

Framework (JBSF) and the shift back to projects (2008-12). For international technical and financial 

support to Uganda various challenges remain. These include: alignment with Uganda‘s development 

strategy; predictability of Development Cooperation; and transparency in accountability for results, 

high transaction costs, as well as coordination and inclusivity among DPs and national stakeholders. 

 

Role of cultural values  

Uganda has very rich cultural heritage rooted in an interplay of various traditions and customs of 

various kingdoms, tribes and clans some many centuries old. With the arrival of the Christian 

missionaries and Arabs who introduced Islam between (1850s for Islam and 1877 for Christians), the 

country embraced these religions but still maintained traditional values. These values have shaped 

Uganda‘s cultural heritage even in the modern times. The 1995 Constitution paved way for the 

restoration of Kingdoms in Uganda, which have further enhanced this heritage. Events like the 

Kisakatte
61

 in the Buganda Kingdom have been critical in shaping youth values based on the 

Buganda traditional culture.  

 

There have been other institutions set-up to strengthen cultural values including those aligned to the 

various religious faiths. These include the Inter-Religious Council of Uganda (which bring together, 

the Joint Christian Council and Inter-Party Coalition that brought together different political parties. In 

addition to these are academic institutions (including faith based schools, colleges and Universities) 

as well as NGOs and Civil Society Organizations. For instance, the Inter-Religious Council of 

Uganda (IRCU) set up a Peace Architecture prior to the 2016 presidential elections launched with 

the main aim of the frameworks is to lead dialogue and internal mediation thus diffusing conflict 

triggers at all levels.  

Box 5.5 The IRCU hosted two live-TV presidential debates during the 2016 General elections the 

second of which was attended by all Presidential Candidates – the first event of such kind in 

Uganda‘s history. 

 

However, there are certain elements in Uganda culture, religious and traditions that are ill supportive 

of modern approaches in society and this in many ways has limited development. These include: 

some traditional values and practices that explicitly exclude women and give preference to men; 

marginalization of women in access to land, education, business ownership, skill development etc; 

cultures that ignore various forms of violence against women and other minorities; a lack of national 

ethical values in political social and economic spheres; poor time management and negative 
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attitudes towards work reflected in low human productivity and a low entrepreneurial spirit and lack 

of ethics integrity and patriotism that has permeated tolerance of corruption
62

. The assessment 

noted that Uganda can strengthen mechanisms to expand cultural values and these include: 

i. Supporting the civil society in its endeavour to reach out to communities with programs and 

messages to build social values, communicate behaviour change messages; 

ii. Learn from best practices so that they are replicated in other areas where they can make a 

difference; 

iii. Embed aspects of cultural development in government communication systems at the 

community systems like Barazas (alongside the current focus on service delivery alone) 

since attitude change and morality are critical to both public and private service. 

 

CAPACITY TO MOBILIZE DOMESTIC RESOURCES AND BROADEN THE TAX BASE  

 

Expanding the Tax and Non-Tax Revenue Base  

Over the NDP period, expenditure was projected to increase to 19.6% of GDP, an increase of 2% of 

GDP from the 2009/10 level. Financing this level of expenditure required concerted efforts to 

improve domestic revenue collection by focusing on the three factors that usually lead to increases 

in tax revenues: expansion in the bases of taxation, reform of the structure of taxation; and extensive 

re-organization of the institutions that administer the taxes in the country for improved tax collection 

efficiency and compliance. Government efforts were focused on increasing domestic revenue 

collections by 0.5% of GDP per year over the NDP I period. 

 

More specifically, the main focus in raising tax revenues was to ensure continued stability of the tax 

system and improvement in collections from other revenue sources, especially Non-Tax Revenue 

(NTR) which then contributed about 1% of total domestic revenues. To raise additional revenue from 

NTR, all its rates were reviewed. Government also streamlined existing exemptions and tax 

incentive policies. In addition, improvements were made in tax administration to enhance the 

compliance rate and focus on the retail sales end of Value Added Tax (VAT). Steps were also taken 

to include the large subsistence and informal sector of the economy into the taxable bracket. This 

required gazetting specific places for informal sector traders in urban areas and providing support to 

them as an incentive to encourage paying tax. However, although government expected revenues 

from Uganda‘s oil deposits to materialize sometime during the NDP implementation and significantly 

improve Uganda‘s domestic revenue base, this never materialized and was not forthcoming to 

finance the NDPI.  Chart below shows that while Uganda‘s growth rate has declined, the URA 

annual collections are gradually on the rise. This is as a result of efficiencies in revenue collection as 
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well as broadening of the tax base that has brought into the tax bracket payers formerly un-included. 

One of these initiatives is URA, KCCA, Uganda Registration Services Bureau (URSB) and 34 

municipal councils under tax registration and expansion programme. 

 

Fig. 5.5 Trends in tax revenue collection 2006-2016 shs billions 

 

Source: URA Database 2016 

 

Although Uganda has achieved increased levels of domestic revenue, and the country‘s capacity to 

mobilise domestic resources has improved, domestic revenue growth has not been high as 

expected. A lot more work still remains as its Tax – GDP ratio remains well below the African 

average of about 25%. In the short to medium term, Uganda is challenged to work to improve the 

tax-GDP ratio to catch up with the other East African countries and in the medium to long term aim 

to achieve and surpass the African average level.  

 

Over the last decade, the capacity of the country to mobilize domestic resources through savings, 

tax reforms and promotion of private sector investment has been improving. In particular, the 

government since 2010 put special emphasis on broadening the tax base and reducing fraud and 

tax evasion through improving the capacity of Uganda Revenue Authority in tax administration and 

by reviewing exceptional tax hurdles, broader tax exemptions and the categorization of formal and 

informal sectors. As a result, the NDPI was financed using traditional sources, largely through 

foreign concessional borrowing and domestic borrowing.  
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Total collections by Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) increased threefold in nominal terms between 

2011-2014. However, the trends in net URA collections, as a %age of GDP, show a stagnation of 

revenue performance. Net URA collections, as a %age of GDP, were 10.33 % in 2011/12; 11.19 % 

in 2012/13; 11.79 % in 2013/14. There are three main reasons for this stagnation: the large informal 

sector that constitutes 43 % of GDP; the narrow tax base composed of a few tax payers coupled 

with a weak tax exemptions regime; and weaknesses in tax administration. However, during the 

period 2015/16 – 2019/20, there are plans to explore new sources of financing development 

activities and programs beyond the traditional sources, including alternative innovative sources, such 

as locally dominated bonds and infrastructure bonds, while ensuring that expansion of the public 

debt fits within a sustainable fiscal and monetary framework. There is also need to increase 

registration and categorization of the informal and formal sectors for easy traceability. 

 

Performance monitoring and evaluation instruments for accelerating development 

Uganda in 2013 passed the National Monitoring and Evaluation Public Sector Policy. The policy 

outlined the roles of M&E for various institutions of Government as follows: 

i. The Office of the Prime Minister conducts the Government Annual Performance Review; 

ii. The National Planning Authority conducts the review of the implementation of the NDP; 

iii. The Ministry of Finance monitors budget performance under Budget Monitoring and 

Accountability Unit; 

iv. Sector ministries commission studies, evaluations of various projects;  

v. Districts under the District councils carry out monitoring activities (political monitoring); and 

vi. Office of the District Residence Commissioners also hold Barazas which are community level 

events that provide a platform for grassroots to hold their local leaders to account. 

 
In addition to this, the CSOs and the private sector also conduct M&E for their projects utilizing 

expertise of local and international consultants. Before the passage of the M&E policy, development 

partners notably the World Bank and DfID sponsored most of the M&E work. There are still 

differences in practices have arisen across Government in the monitoring, inspection and evaluation 

of public policies and interventions. These differences reflect variations in priorities, resources and 

capacities between sectors, reinforced by the international community who have invested more 

heavily in some sectors than others. These legislative and operations differences were not well 

addressed in the current public M&E plans and budget processes.  

 

Progress of the Millennium Development Goals 
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MDGs inform the national and sector plans and programmes. As can be shown in the table below, 

Uganda met three (3) of the eight (8) the MDGs (1,6 and 8) by 2015 but also met other targets under 

other goals as shown by the table below. 

 

Table 5.2: MDG PROGRESS FOR UGANDA AS AT 2015 

Millennium 

Development 

Goal 

Millennium Development 

Goal (MDG) Indicator 

Tracking MDGs Progress since 2000 MDG 

Target 

2015 
2000/01 2005/06 2010/11 2013/14 2014/15 

Eradicate extreme 

poverty and 

hunger 

 % of Population that is 

living below the poverty line 

 Poverty gap 

 % of underweight children 

(moderate and Severe 

under 5 years) 

33.8 31.0 24.5 19.7 19.7 25.0 

10.0 8.8 6.8 5.2 5.2 - 

22.8 16 17 17  12.5 

Achieve universal 

primary education 

 Net enrolment ratio in 

primary education 

 Literacy rate of 15-24 year 

olds 

84.0 81.8 83.2 82 82 100.0 

81.0 76.3 76 - 76.6 - 

Promote gender 

equality and 

empowerment of 

women 

 Ratio of girls to boys in 

primary schools (0-1) 

 Ratio of girls to boys in 

secondary schools (0-1) 

 Ratio of girls to boys in 

tertiary education (0-1) 

 Proportion of seats held by 

women in parliament % 

0.95 0.95 0.98 0.99  1.00 

0.79 0.81 0.84 0.85 0.88 1.00 

0.58 0.72 0.72 0.78 0.79 1.00 

17.9 23.9 30.7 35  50.0 

Reduce/ child 

mortality 

 Infant mortality rate per 

1,000 live births 

 Under-five mortality per 

1,000 live births 

 % of 1 year old children 

immunized against 

measles 

88 76 54 54 43 31.0 

152 137 90 90 64 56.0 

56.8 68.1 75.8 - 80 90.0 

Improve maternal 

mortality 

 Maternal mortality ratio per 

100,000 live births 

 % of births attended by 

skilled health personnel 

505 435 438 360 336 131 

39.0 42.1 58 74 74 90.0 

Combat 

HIV/AIDS, malaria 

and other 

diseases 

 HIV prevalence rate among 

15-49 year pregnant 

mothers 

 Condom at last higher- risk 

sex among 15-24 years‘ old 

6.0 6.4 7.3 7.3 7.3 - 

53.1 54.0 56.1 -  - 
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Millennium 

Development 

Goal 

Millennium Development 

Goal (MDG) Indicator 

Tracking MDGs Progress since 2000 MDG 

Target 

2015 
2000/01 2005/06 2010/11 2013/14 2014/15 

 Contraceptive prevalence 

rate % 

 Proportion of 15-24 year 

old who have 

comprehensive knowledge 

of HIV/AIDS (%) 

22.8 23.7 30 39  - 

34.5 35.1 38.8 -  - 

Ensure 

environmental 

sustainability 

 Proportion of land area 

covered by forest (ha) 

 Proportion of population 

with access to an improved 

water source (urban) 

 Proportion of population 

with access to an improved 

water source (rural) 

21.3 18.3 15 14 14 - 

89 89.7 89.6 87.3 73 100 

46.4 63.8 66.6 67.7 65 70 

Develop a global 

partnership for 

development 

 Debt service as % of export 

of goods and services 

 Telephone fixed line 

subscriptions 

 Cellular/Mobile subscribers 

 Tele density (lines per 100 

population) 

 Fixed internet subscribers 

 Mobile wireless 

subscriptions %  

 Estimated internet users 

per 100 population 

20.4 15.8 17.1 51.4 51.4 - 

59.472 100.777 464,849 -  - 

505,627 1,525,125 16,696,992 -  - 

- 0.5 0.6 0.9  - 

9,500 30,000 88,786 -  - 

- 9.8 40.4 51.9  - 

 5.8 12.6 18.5 21.6 - 

Source: MDG Report for Uganda, MoFPED, 2015 

 

As seen from the table above, Uganda failed to meet all the health related MDGs save for a few 

targets notably immunization, access to antiretroviral treatment; reversal in incidence of malaria and 

other major diseases. Uganda could not meet the target on reversing the spread of HIV/AIDS since 

infections instead went up in 2013/14 (till today) after a two decades of decline.  

 

Uganda achieved three other targets under MDG 6 which included dealing comprehensively with the 

debt problem by keeping within the debt sustainability threshold; increasing access to essential 

drugs through cooperation with pharmaceutical companies; as well as ensuring cooperation with the 

private sector in making benefits available especially in new technologies, and ICTs. Key 
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recommendations from the MDG process are now being passed on to ensure Uganda performs 

better with various targets set under the UN Sustainable Development Goals. Key of these 

recommendations include: 

i. Improving the quality and responsiveness of public services through enforcement of 

minimum service delivery standards while ensuring provision of fit-to-purpose services 

cognizant of divergences in local demands and realities; 

ii. Expanding systemic capability within public sector institutions to work in a synergetic and 

coordinated manner – rather than apart so as to reduce efficiency loss due to fragmentation 

of effort and resources. In the immediate term this will require frontline service providers to 

be provided key incentives to perform better; 

iii. Uganda should aim mainly at achieving a parsimonious transformation - one that translates 

her local produce into high value products. This will require, addressing both demand and 

supply side constraints to production by focusing on attracting investments in core areas that 

advance growth while leaning on strategic intelligence to meet market demand requirements; 

iv. Supporting rural development that is ‗climate change aware‘ as a panacea for sustainable 

development and urbanization – so that Ugandans do not travel not only to seek services in 

urban areas but rather to exploit potent opportunities for work and investment. 

 

5.3.3 HOW THE NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANS, PROGRAMS AND POLICIES ARE 

FINANCED  
 

Since the first APRM review in 2007, Uganda transcended the implementation of a Poverty 

Eradication Action Plan (PEAP) (that focus on poverty reduction) and entered the era of wider 

national development planning. After implementing the first NDP between 2010/11 and 2014/15, 

Government is now implementing the second NDP 2015/16-2019/20. The current NDP is being 

financed by both public and private resources, with about 57.8 % being Government and 42.2 % 

being private contributions as shown in the chart below: 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.6  Sources of Financing for NDP II 
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Source: National Development Plan 2014/15-2019/20 

 
Government financing of the National Development is mainly from the following sources: 

Domestic Financing which includes: 

i. Tax and non-tax revenue; 

ii. Bank and non-bank financing including domestic borrowing from commercial banks; and 

iii. Bank of Uganda. 

Public Financing sources includes external financing namely: 

i. Budget support, 

ii. Concessional loans, 

iii. Semi-concessional borrowing, and  

iv. Non-concessional borrowing with projects able to recover the investment cost 

 

Assessment of Performance of Grants and Loans 

Government acknowledges that domestic revenue is not able to finance the necessary level of 

desired investment required to implement fully the budgetary requirements in the NDP.  While in the 

long term, Government would seek to fund its budget from domestic revenues, in the short to 

medium term, Government continues to seek foreign assistance to fund its budget while 

progressively reducing this reliance. Therefore, during the NDP period, the Government has 

continued attracting foreign direct investment and official development assistance in form of grants 

and loans. The overall Government strategy in seeking foreign assistance was guided by the 

Partnership Policy (2013). Government has ensured that as it obtains loans (both concessional and 

non-concessional) it keeps within the debt sustainability threshold in order to maintain macro-

economic stability. This has been assured by prudent implementation of the Uganda debt strategy. 

As shown in the table below, while the debt stock remains high, the rate of debt servicing has been 

maintained. 

 
 

Table 5.5 Outstanding Uganda public external debt 2007-2016 and the level of its servicing  
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Financial Year Outstanding Debt (million $) Debt Servicing (million $) 
 

2007/08 1,786.2  

2008/09 2,012.1 207.42 

2009/10 2,343.1 201.40 

2010/11 2,908.9 202.01 

2011/12 3,527.4 206.51 

2012/13 3,825.2 218.69 

2013/14 4,300.7 235.50 

2014/15 4,359.8 234.01 

2015/16 5,039.9 234.19 

Source: Computation from MoFPED Background to Budget Report and BoU Statistics  

 

The review of budget support to Uganda was conducted in 2014. The findings from this assessment 

deduced that donors to Uganda provided budget support alongside their project support. A key 

concern for budget support donors was if they could secure clear undertakings with Government 

under the joint budget support framework (JBSF) on how funding could be spent in support of 

Government‘s pro-poor agenda. A significant shift in relations between Government and 

development partners occurred since 2006, as key bilateral donors made significant budget support 

cuts in protest over democratic governance issues (even though they were not explicitly part of the 

budget support design). This later worsened with much publicized cases of public finance 

mismanagement related to the Peace, Recovery and Development Project for Northern Uganda 

(PRDP) in 2013. Since then the JBSF framework has come to a halt as most bilateral donors 

reversed to more project aid than direct budget support. There are now renewed efforts to bring 

development partners to review this process and Government is committed to ensure that the 

Partnership Policy is fully implemented while promising to make key reforms to strengthen the public 

finance management systems. This follows the passage of the Public Finance Management Act in 

2015. 

 

Borrowing from Capital Markets 

One of the proposed sources of funding for the NDP was capital markets. During the NDP period, in 

addition to taking steps to ensure promotion and development of the capital markets in the country 

as well as its effective regulation, steps were taken to develop the appropriate framework to facilitate 

issuance of sovereign bonds, to raise the necessary funds for investment in the priority sectors and 

more specifically in the construction of physical infrastructure and energy facilities. Steps were taken 

to ensure regulation and liberalization of the pension sector to protect workers‘ old age savings, and 

improve the efficiency and soundness of the sector, but also to leverage domestic private savings in 

the form of pension and related funds to provide long term finance for investments in the domestic 

economy. 
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Domestic Borrowing 

Since 2007, there has been a growth in the rate of domestic borrowing as a result of budget support 

cuts from bilateral donors and a diminishing proportion of grants as composition of overall all donor 

support to Uganda. Commercial banks have been willing to lend money to Government as a less risk 

client than private borrowers even at a rate lower than the bank lending rate (in some instances). 

Government has nonetheless, been aware that a higher fiscal deficit and foreign exchange 

purchases by BOU may create a liquidity injection that needs to be matched by thresholds needed to 

maintain macro-economic stability. The Bank of Uganda therefore has implemented an inflation-

targeting mechanisms that includes recapitalization or by issuing treasury bills for monetary policy 

purposes.  

 

With Government competing with the private sector for credit, further financial regulatory reforms are 

required to exert downward pressure on interest rates in order to minimize crowding out the private 

sector. This is key to maintaining domestic borrowing to finance the budget at or below the current 

level to create credit space for private sector borrowing to support local investors. 

 

Table 5.6 Sources of financing – % of GDP to be used in financing NDP II 

 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Overall balance -7.0 -7.4 -7.7 -6.5 -4.3 

Overall balance, excluding one-off 

expenditure 

-2.3% -2.5% -2.4% -2.1% -1.5% 

Primary balance -5.0 -5.3 -5.2 -3.8 -1.4 

Primary balance excluding one-off 

expenditure 

-0.3% 0.0% 0.4% 1.0% 1.6% 

Financing 7.0 7.4 7.7 6.5 4.3 

External financing (net) 5.50% 4.50% 5.50% 4.50% 2.70% 

Disbursement 5.2% 4.7% 4.6% 4.0% 3.2% 

Concessional project loans 1.5% 1.3% 1.1% 0.9% 0.8% 

Non-concessional borrowing 3.7% 3.4% 3.4% 3.1% 2.4% 

Amortization (-) -0.4% -0.4% -0.4% -0.4% -0.5% 

Domestic financing (net) 1.5% 2.9% 2.2% 2.0% 1.6% 

Bank financing 0.70% 1.90% 1.20% 1.10% 0.70% 

Bank of Uganda 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Commercial banks 0.80% 0.60% 0.70% 0.60% 0.60% 

Non-Bank financing 0.00% 0.40% 0.30% 0.30% 0.30% 

Source: NPA – NDPII Estimates 
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The table above shows that external financing will continue to have a significant role. This is 

particularly critical given the need to limit domestic borrowing to sustainable levels to avoid crowding 

out resources for the private sector. External financing will average 3.9 % of GDP over the NDPII 

period and this will be driven by increased borrowing at concessional and non-concessional terms. 

Domestic financing on the other hand will peak at 2.9 % in 2016/17 and decline slightly over the next 

three years. 

 

Legal, Political and Institutional Deciding Factors Determining Development Financing  

 

The Ministry of Finance Planning and Economic Development is the institution mandated by the 

Constitution to undertake development financing of government projects and programs. Financing is 

done in line with Public Finance Management Act; the Budget Act (as Amended following the 

reading of the budget) and the tax reforms and amendments needed to generate revenue to finance 

the budget. Financing of the national budget is therefore dependent on the capacity for the country 

to mobilize both domestic and external financing. The key concern since 2007 has been the 

alignment of the national budget to the National Development Plan. The Mid-term review of the NDP 

I deduced that Government had achieved alignment of the NDP to the national budget of 64.3% and 

this rate is expected to rise under the new NDPII. There is however concern that a substantial 

proportion of financing of the public programs remains un-aligned to the NDP and commitments 

Uganda has made under regional and international agreements. For instance, since 2007, there has 

not been much progression towards spending 10% of the national budget on Agriculture as required 

under the CAADP agreement and 15% of the national budget on health – commitment under the 

Maputo Declaration. As Uganda enjoys peace and stability – it was widely hoped that the defense 

budget would reduce as a proportion of the national budget to see more financing go social sectors. 

This has happened only for infrastructure projects (roads and energy) over the NDP period leaving 

other sectors with budget deficits for the most part. 

 

Monitoring government outputs and outcomes, increasing sector coordination in the budget planning 

and implementation processes are critical in achieving budget efficiency and performance gains. The 

disjointedness in planning among sectors has in some cases caused government losses. Public 

finance management reforms such as Out-put budgeting tool (OBT) now being transformed into a 

Performance Based Budgeting Tool (PBB); the Annual Government Performance Report (GAPR); 

the National Development Report (NDR) and the issuance of the Certificate of Compliance by the 

NPA; as well as the Budget Monitoring and Accountability reports have helped Government to obtain 

information needed to assess the value for money in public spending. 
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5.3.4  POLICIES AND STRATEGIES TO ENHANCE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND 

PROTECTION 

 

Uganda is gifted with unique weather and climate that supports resilient ecosystems and biodiversity 

resulting in unrivalled advantage amongst countries world over in food production, tourism and the 

services sector. Forests, trees and other biomass grow in all parts of the country providing good 

soils and watersheds for agricultural production. Large tracts of inter-connected wetlands exist 

providing habitat for birds, insects and other benefits to tourists and incomes for local communities. 

Although Uganda‘s environment and natural resources are under threat from both natural and 

manmade drivers of change including; poverty, rapid population growth, unplanned urbanization, 

expansion of informal settlements, industrialization and the impacts of climate change and variability, 

Uganda has implemented a number of policies and strategies to enhance environmental 

management and protection for sustainable development during the review period 2008-2015 

 

Programmes, policies and strategies adopted to ensure environmental sustainability  

 

Land area covered by Forests 

The National Forest Authority has continued to expand the forest cover on national forest reserves 

by planting trees mainly on hill tops and varies replacing cut trees in an attempt to conserve key 

species and plant new tree varieties while preserving the environment. The Government has 

embarked on a plan to re-plant in all gazette forest reserves across the country. There are 

continuing trends relating to the loss of environmental resources, such as reduced forest cover and 

declining soil fertility. For example, forest area reduced significantly by 28.5 % between 2005 and 

2010; Woodlands cover declined by about 29 % between 1990 and 2005; Total forest cover declined 

by 27 % between 1990 and 2005. %age change in forest cover indicates an average decline of 1.8 

% per year.  Round wood production increased by 1,818,000 tons (4.2 %) in 2013. Rapid urban 

growth has the potential of relieving environmental pressures, but has to be well-managed, 

especially given the rapid pace at which it is happening. 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.7 Forestry and Wetland Management Related Performance Indicators  

No. Platinum Indicators Baseline 

Value 

Achievement 

2013/14 

Achievement 

2014/15 
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Source: Water and Environment Sector Performance Report 2015, MWE 

 

 

There has been, however, gradual loss of the forest cover owing to the dependency of the 

population on forest for energy source, as shown on the table on the right-hand side below. Over the 

last 15 years, Uganda has lost 63% of her forest cover. Uganda continues to experience 

environmental degradation manifested by increased encroachment on wetlands, deforestation, 

disposal of waste in water bodies and in dangerous manner, unsustainable extractive practices and 

production of environmentally unfriendly products such as plastic bags, dumping of substandard 

products such as synthetic products by enterprises and individuals. 

 

Fig. 5.7 Illustration of energy sources (left) and trends in forest cover loss since 1990 (right) 

  

Source for these charts and Table: NEMA 

Report 2015  

 

1. % Uganda‘s land area covered by forest 18% 15% 11% 

2. % natural forest under strict nature reserve 12% 12% 12% 

3. % survival of tree seedlings past year 3 60% 75% 78% 

4. % rural households that travel more than 1 km to 

collect firewood 

2 km Unknown Unknown 

5. % forest reserves under management plans 32% 32% 32% 

6. % developers complying with certificate of 

approval conditions 

60% 70% 66% 

7. % solid waste disposed of safely in the 9 

municipalities 

50% Unknown 60% 

8. % meteorological rainfall observation network 

coverage of country 

60% Unknown Unknown 

9. % Uganda‘s land area covered by wetlands 10.9% 10.904% 10.91% 

10. % Uganda‘s wetlands used under management 

plans 

0.9% 4.4% Increase of 

810 km
2 
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As Uganda implements the 2030 agenda, environmental management will be critical for Uganda‘s 

sustainable economic development. There are quick wins that Uganda can harness: establishing 

green spaces in urban dwellings; increasing carbon trading to incentivize tree planting and 

watershed management; as well as investing in gas from compost in urban areas. Today, a sack of 

charcoal, that most urban dwellers use for cooking, costs US$ 15 the same price as a more efficient 

and easy to use 13.4kg gas cooker. Making small steps like banning of the polythene bags are 

critical but will require production of alternative bio-degradable bags and a mind-set change. Solar 

energy is an area that Uganda has advanced to take advantage of.  

 

In December 2016, Uganda unveiled East Africa‘s largest solar energy installation that will add 10 

MW to the national grid and enough to increase access to 40,000 households (see photo below).  

Photo 5.1 10MW Solar Power Installation in Soroti Eastern Uganda – the largest in East Africa  

 

Photo Credit: New Vision November 2016 

 

The installation was funded by Norway, Germany, UK and the European Union, the $19 million plant 

was developed by Access Power and Eren Re, two energy sector investors based in Dubai and 

France respectively. There‘s is potential to increase this capacity of total energy to 1,500 MW by 

2018 if Uganda can attract foreign investment for the proposed nuclear power plant near Kitgum in 

North East. More work on renewable project is being supported under the GET-FIT (Global Energy 
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Transfer Feed in Tariffs) programme. In Uganda, GET FiT intends to fast-track a portfolio of up to 20 

small-scale renewable energy (RE) generation projects, promoted by private developers. Depending 

on funding situation and progress of the individual progress, the portfolio may yield a combined 

installed capacity of up to 170 MW. This will correspond to up to approximately 830 GWh of energy 

production per year, transforming Uganda‘s energy mix within a period of 3-5 years, and resulting in: 

 emission reductions of roughly 11M tons of CO2 over the 20-year lifespan of PPAs; 

 an increase in Uganda‘s energy production by about 20%, and thus a contribution to tackling 

an anticipated supply shortage in 2016; 

 facilitating (or significantly improving) access to energy for at least 200,000 additional 

households (approximately 1.2M people), also in rural areas due to strengthening of regional 

grids; 

leveraging of close to USD 400M in private investments for renewable energy generation 

projects with a limited amount of results-based grant funding. 

Government through Electricity Regulatory Authority (ERA) is committed to the GET-FIT process 

aware that renewable energy production is front-line intervention in the fight against climate change. 

 

Measures taken to ensure compliance with international standards and principles on 

environment 

 

National Climate Change Policy 2013 

Uganda has developed a National Climate Change Policy (NCCP) that focuses on: providing 

direction for the key sectors that will be affected by the impacts of climate change; facilitating 

adaptation; and strengthening coordinated efforts amongst sectors towards building an overarching 

national development process that is more resilient. The NCCP is intended to provide direction to the 

key sectors that will be affected by the impacts of climate change; facilitate adaptation; and 

strengthening coordinated efforts amongst sectors towards building an overarching national 

development process that is more climate change resilient. In addition, guidelines for integrating 

climate change sectoral and local development plans and budgets have also been put in place. 

Uganda will continue to engage in discussions and actions with all stakeholders to promote climate 

change resilient and low carbon development pathways. 

 

Work to Support the Protection of the River Nile within the Nile Basin Initiative 

Uganda as host to the Nile Basin Initiative Secretariat at Entebbe – an entity that bring together all 

the 10 countries on the River Nile namely: Egypt, Sudan, South Sudan, Ethiopia, DRC, Uganda, 

Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda and Burundi has benefited from the capacity that this initiative has built 

among the officials in the Directorate of Water and Development. Key of this process is the launch of 
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the Nile Basin Initiative Decision Support System – a state-of-the-art hydrology forecasting system 

which is now a key reference point for the National Meteorology Service center based at also based 

at Entebbe. Elimination of the Water weeds, increase in funding for waste treatment and planting 

trees on river banks are key investments government is making to protect the major lakes Lake 

Victoria (the second largest fresh water lake in the world) and Lake Kyoga as well as the River Nile. 

 

Uganda has been a keen participant in the NBI process meeting with other Riparian countries to 

share data and plans to develop shared water resource management and development projects. 

These emerging projects show the potential of bringing prosperity across the region with benefits in 

terms of access to water, food security, and improved energy security. Funding from the NBI-Trust 

fund over the last 15 years has brought together a total commitment of over $244 million. This 

support has resulted in a total of over $1billion
63

 being leveraged for investment projects in the 

region.  

 

Kyoto Summit aimed at combatting climate change  

Uganda signed and ratified both the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

(UNFCCC) and the Kyoto Protocol (KP) thus committing itself to the adoption and implementation of 

policies and measures designed to mitigate climate change and adapt to its impacts.  

 

Climate Change Consensus in Paris 2015 

Uganda was ably represented at the Climate Change Conference in Paris at end of 2015 where the 

nationals of the world came to a ground-breaking agreement to cut carbon emission annually by 

20% for the next 10 years until further revision are discussed. Uganda will be part of the $100bn 

package pledged for all developing countries to embark on annual programs to combat climate 

change. 

 

East Africa Community Climate Change Policy 

Uganda is also a party to the implementation of the EAC Climate Change Policy, which requires 

member states to initiate and develop consistent and harmonized, policies and plans to address 

climate change. 

 

Challenges that remain for Uganda’s environmental sector 

 

Increasing threat from natural and manmade drivers of change 

                                                           
63 Nile Basin Secretariat (2014):  The Nile Story- 15 years of Nile Cooperation 
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Uganda‘s environment and natural resources are still under threat from both natural and manmade 

drivers of change including; poverty, rapid population growth, unplanned urbanization, expansion of 

informal settlements, industrialization and the impacts of climate change and variability among 

others. Fragile ecosystems including hilly and mountainous areas, riverbanks, lakeshores and 

rangelands are facing encroachment and degradation. Pollution levels are also on the increase and 

the country is contending with new and emerging environmental issues arising from e-waste, 

unsound use of chemicals, oil and gas development and the impacts of climate change such as 

droughts, floods, storms, heat waves and landslides that have had serious effects on agricultural 

production, food security, incomes, health status and the livelihoods. 

 

Resource and institutional capacity constraints in the ENR sector 

In addition, the ENR sub-sector faces a number of challenges that include: limited prospects of long-

term investments in both physical ecosystems protection and institutional capacity development; low 

level of awareness and appreciation of the critical linkages between environment and development; 

increasing demand for natural resources; limited strategic data and information for planning; and 

continue institutional policy reforms that have made long term planning challenging. However, given 

the importance of environment and natural resources in contributing to wealth creation and 

employment, Uganda recognizes that there is still need to maintain and manage a sustainable 

environment and natural resource base that is resilient to natural and man-made threats. 

 

POLICIES AND STRATEGIES TO ENHANCE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND 

PROTECTION 

 

Uganda is gifted with unique weather and climate that supports resilient ecosystems and biodiversity 

resulting in unrivalled advantage amongst countries world over in food production, tourism and the 

eco-services sector. Forests, trees and other biomass grow in all parts of the country providing good 

soils and watersheds for agricultural production. Large tracts of inter-connected wetlands exist 

providing habitat for birds, insects and other benefits to tourists and incomes for local communities. 

However, Uganda‘s environment and natural resources are under threat from both natural and 

manmade drivers of change including; poverty, rapid population growth, unplanned urbanization, 

expansion of informal settlements, industrialization and the impacts of climate change and variability, 

 

 

 

SPECIFIC PROJECTS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO PROTECTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE 

NATURAL AND BUILT ENVIRONMENT 
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Uganda has adopted measures at the national and sub-national levels to ensure environmental 

sustainability. Uganda has continued to strengthen the capacity of national agencies and institutions 

responsible for environmental sustainability and accountability namely National Environment 

Management Authority (NEMA); National Forestry Authority (NFA), the National Meteorological 

Authority (NMA) and others.  The overall effect of this institutional strengthening is expected to be 

enhanced effectiveness in ensuring environmental sustainability and accountability. Key recent 

measures have included: 

 

Establishment of the National Environmental Police 

As Uganda‘s population increases, so has been the pressure of the ecosystem especially forest 

reserves and wetlands and people seek new lands to reside, cultivate and keep animals. This has 

cause a rise in encroachment on natural reserves. Due to weak supervision and limited resources to 

sustain follow-up on land titling by various authorities both at national and district level, some 

personalities have had to be forcefully evicted from gazette national reserves. An environmental 

police was established in 2012 to ensure enforcement of these evictions where necessary. 

 

Banning the use of polythene Material  

In 2014, NEMA put out public guidelines on the Government intention to remove production and use 

of all polythene bags beginning with supermarkets and shops across the country. While this process 

is on-going it has been a pointer that the Government is keen on reducing carbon pollution 

especially at burning of used polythene, increasing public hygiene by using paper bags that are bio-

degradable as well as limiting the negative impact that the used polythene has had on agriculture. 

 

Setting up the Climate Change Unit within Ministry of Water and Environment 

With support from development partners, Government has sustained the Climate Change Unit within 

the Ministry of Water and Environment and the unit is an attempt to institutionalize climate change 

programs within the Ministry. In 2015, Government negotiated an extension of support from 

development partners to sustain the unit for the medium future. At the same time, Government has 

continued to recruit and sustain officers of Environment and Natural Resources at the district level 

aiming to reach 100% staff establishment in all districts by 2018 (NEMA, 2015 Annual Report). 

 

 

Recommended measures for eliminating the constraints and consolidating the progress 

made are: 
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As already highlighted, Uganda‘s main constraints hindering the countries response to climate 

change are related to limitations in resource and institutional capacity. Uganda needs to mobilize 

and attract more resources to respond more strongly to the challenges posed by climate change 

through both adaptation and mitigation to build resilience that is crucial to ensuring sustainable 

development. Uganda needs to continue to engage in discussions and actions with all stakeholders 

domestically and internationally to promote climate change resilient and low carbon development 

pathways. 

 

Although Uganda has established a fairly elaborate institutional framework for managing Uganda‘s 

environment, capacity gaps remain. Institutional strengthening and capacity building needs to 

continue to be built to enable these institutions undertake the varied range of activities in 

environment and natural resource management and environment sustainability and accountability. In 

particular, there are numerous challenges with regard to enforcement of environmental laws and 

regulations and more effort combined with increased funding is still required to strengthen the 

capacity of the sector institutions to enforce these laws.  

 

Although access to safe water sources improved, it remained below national targets and there is 

need for the country to vigorously enforce the water resources regulations and identification of illegal 

water users and waste water dischargers. Uganda needs to expand the urban sewerage network 

despite the high investment costs involved to improve sludge management in cities and increase 

access. 

 

To restore Uganda‘s forest cover Government will need to support the National Forest Authority to 

fully implement the work laid out for national forest committees at forest management area level in 

within local governments; increase finance to forest boundary re-surveying & marking, undertake 

biomass studies, use the environment protection police to protect forest reserves from 

enchroachment and expediting urban forest degazettement. 

 

Government will also need to support the implementation of Eco-Tourism Development Plan, 

National Tree Seed Centre Business Plan, taking measures to strengthen licensing private 

commercial tree farming in central forest reserves. This will require mobilizing district leaders, 

communities and Development Partners to actively support forest conservation and tree-planting 

efforts; continue encouraging people to plant trees on private and public land; reduce forest 

illegalities such as encroachment and illegal produce harvesting through public awareness, 

mobilization and enforcing law; develop, revise and approve additional forest management plans; 
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and lastly, rehabilitate infrastructure and replace equipment e.g. transport (vehicles, boats and 

motorcycles) and forest stations/offices. 

 

 Population using improved sanitation 

The Uganda Sanitation fund programme (USF), implemented in 30 districts under the oversight of 

the Environmental Health Division of the Ministry of Health, has been providing funds for rural 

sanitation and hygiene education in Uganda for four years. In FY 2014/15, access to sanitation, 

according to district reports, increased to 77.0 %, achieving the national target of 77 % by 2015. 

Although the country as a whole achieved the national target, only 64 districts (58 %) achieved the 

national target of 77 %, which is 27 more districts than four years ago. In addition, most of these 

toilets do not meet the standards of the WHO/UNICEF Joint Monitoring Program (JMP), which 

estimates that only 35 % of the rural people in Uganda have access to improved sanitation (defined 

as not shared, cleanable, sealable and durable), with an estimated 10 % practicing open defecation.  

 

According to the district reports, the pupil: latrine stance ratio is 1:67. This is a marginal improvement 

on what was reported last year, as there has not been any appreciable effort to construct new 

facilities in schools. Only 7 districts meet the national target of a pupil: latrine stance ratio of less 

than 1:40. Access to hand washing facilities in schools is very low with only 38 % of the schools 

reported to have hand-washing facilities. The access to hand washing facilities at the toilet is 

estimated at 33.2 %. The rate of hand washing is still much lower than the national target of 50 %. 

 

Urban Population in Slums 

Uganda is experiencing rapid urbanization like most developing countries. It is happening in the face 

of increasing unemployment, growing informal sector, global economic crisis, climate change, and 

acute scarcity of resources for urban local authorities. The level of urbanization in 2002 was 12.3 % 

with an urban growth rate of 5.2 %; it is projected to increase to 50 % by 2050. This has been 

attributed to increasing rural urban migration, search for better livelihood, population increase, and 

creation of new administrative units. The text box below shows the key statistics on Uganda‘s 

urbanization. 
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Text Box 5.6 Uganda’s Urbanization in Numbers 
 6.4 million Ugandans live in urban areas 
 70 percent of non-agricultural GDP in Uganda is generated in urban areas 
 54 percent of people living in Central region are residing in urban areas 
 Central region has the highest number of people living in urban areas, but the Eastern 

region is the fastest urbanizing region during the first decade of 2000s 
 Kampala is home to 31% of Uganda‘s urban population 
 69 percent of Uganda‘s urban population live in small cities with less than 500,000 people 
 21 million people will live in urban areas in Uganda by 2040 
 By 2013, 38 percent of the urban population was connected to the electricity grid 
 The number of firms engaged in real estate and business services in Kampala is 11 times 

the overall average across districts 
 Over the first decade of the 2000s, cities accounted for 36 percent of overall job growth 

 Walking is the main mode of transport in Kampala, over half of the residents of Kampala 
walk to work and back home 

 80 percent of the global economic activity is generated in cities 

Source: World Bank 2015: Managing Urbanization Can help Uganda achieve Sustainable and Inclusive Growth 

 

Uganda slums are characterized by poverty and poor living conditions with substandard housing, 

over-crowding and limited access to urban services. Slum residents are largely tenants living in 

single rooms. Uganda has approximately 6 million households living in 4.5 million housing units with 

a backlog of about 1.6 million units of which 0.12 million are in urban areas. According to the 2014 

Population and Housing Census, substandard housing conditions are prevalent with over 70 % of 

housing units built of temporary building materials, of these 27 % were in urban areas. By 2014, it 

was estimated that over 60 % of the urban population in Uganda lived in slums - apparently brought 

about by the increasing rate at which people are leaving the rural areas and moving to cities. The 

foregoing being the main reason for the persistent and even expanding of slums in Uganda‘s towns 

and cities.  

To support urbanization to maximally contribute to national development the following 

recommendations are made: 

i. Policy makers need to act now to ensure that this rapid urbanization is managed well, so it 

can contribute to Uganda‘s sustainable and inclusive growth. The census data released in 

2014; the National Service Delivery Report 2015; and the Uganda Demographic Health 

Survey report 2016, provide governments and local leaders with analyses to improve 

planning and coordination to deliver better services, jobs and opportunities, making cities 

more competitive;  

ii. Urban centers should have institutions and projects that produce good paying jobs. However, 

currently, the majority of jobs created are in low productivity activities. Unchecked and 

unplanned urban population growth multiplies the number of challenges already facing urban 

areas and hinders their ability to be the sources of growth, to create productive jobs and to 

provide decent housing to urban residents;  
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iii. More work is needed on improving policy coordination around various facilities and amenities 

to support enduring urban cities‘ infrastructure. To reap these benefits, urban growth needs 

to be managed well by planning for land use and basic services, connecting to make a city‘s 

markets accessible, and financing to meet infrastructure needs. To ensure the development 

of functional cities, the public sector will require the coordination of a range of different types 

of investment, including investment in physical planning for buildings and the provision of 

transport, housing and social services. 

Summary of Recommendations from the Assessment to Promote and Accelerate Sustainable 

Socio-Economic Development 

As a means of ensuring sustainable and broad socio economic development, the following 

recommendations are proposed: 

viii. As the country focuses on large scale infrastructure projects, it is prudent that critical 

investments are prioritized for social sectors essential for the accelerating human 

development; 

ix. Institute a mechanism within the planning process that ensures that the planning and 

budgeting process is well informed by past performance, prior evaluations and in lieu of 

regional and international socio economic development trends; 

x. Improve the political, legal and institutional environment in order to maintain and improve 

ability to finance own development plans and programs; 

xi. Implement environmental policies accompanied by stringent laws and penalties to protect the 

environment; 

xii. Enhancing the understanding of the linkages between environment, climate change, 

population and urbanization, and the need for institutional capacity building and strengthening 

in this regard; 

xiii. Developed planning frame work for urban development and environmental protection including 

reforestation in all gazetted forested reserves; and 

xiv. Further affirmative action is needed to ensure that regions whose vulnerability to poverty 

remain high, especially Northern and Eastern Uganda, are allocated requisite resources to 

correct the current imbalances in education, health, infrastructure as well as overall 

participation in all development activities. 
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5.4. ENCOURAGEMENT OF BROAD-BASED PARTICIPATION IN 

DEVELOPMENT 

 

This section looks at mechanisms that have been put in place to extend and encourage 

stakeholders‘ participation in BBSED; as well as the extent the private sector and civil society are 

involved in the design, formulation and implementation of development policies and strategies 

 

5.4.1 Mechanisms to Promote, Extend and Encourage Stakeholders’ Participation in Broad-

Based Sustainable Socio-Economic Development 

 

Legal, political and institutional factors that favor participation of all stakeholders  

The constitution under Objective X notes that the state shall take all necessary measures to involve 

the people in formulation and implementation of development plans and programs which affect them. 

In addition, under Objective XXIX of the duties of the citizen among which is (b) stating the 

engagement in gainful work for the good of the citizen, the family and the common good and to 

contribute to national development. In addition, there are a number of avenues through which all 

stakeholders participate: 

- Participating in local, district and national elections; 

- Public forums like Barazas in communities organized by the state that solicit views of people 

on various programs  

- Invited spaces as organized by insitutions like traditional kingdoms, churches, political 

parties and CSOs organizations 

- Created space including peace demonstrations and other civic action activities. 

 

The government of Uganda has since 2007 continued to support mechanisms to promote, extend 

and encourage stakeholders‘ participation in broad-based sustainable socio-economic development. 

These have included parliamentary democracy and representation, deepening decentralization to 

broaden representation at all levels of governance, providing space for forums representing the 

private sector, NGOs, CSOs and the media; ensuring religious freedoms and programs for religious 

and cultural institutions. These mechanisms are explained in the paragraphs that follow: 

 

Promoting grassroots participation through Decentralized Service Delivery 

Uganda has since 1993 implemented the national policy framework on decentralization that 

devolved governance, planning, budgeting and accountability functions to local governments. 

Through this policy framework, citizens have participated right from the village level to District and 
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Municipal Councils in elaboration of development plans and budgets. In an attempt to bring 

previously marginalized communities into the mainstream development process, new districts have 

been created and the number rose from 81 in 2008 to the current 117 including the capital Kampala. 

The numbers of municipal councils have also increased from 22 to 33 with 11 more meeting the 

criteria for upgrade from Town Councils. 

 

The government has also made deliberate attempts to strengthen decentralization through increased 

resource allocation to local governments. For instance, grants to Local Governments have increased 

from around UGX 900.0 billion in the 2008/09 to over UGX 2.3trillion in the 2014/15. The quality of 

staff has progressively been improved through a number of capacity building programmes and in 

service training programmes. In terms of social accountability, the level of citizen participation in the 

local governance process has increased with more people participating in making decisions that 

affect them, right from the village to parish, sub-county, town council, division council, municipal 

council up to district level. Uganda‘s elaborate institutional framework that emanates from a highly 

decentralized dispensation has enabled it to mobilize the population around both local and national 

annual budget and planning process. The involvement of citizens in the planning process is very 

important in enlisting consensus around priorities that represent needs and aspirations of all 

Ugandans. Gradually, Government is bringing on board input from non-state actors represented 

mainly by Uganda Non-Government Organizations Forum (UNGOF) through their District NGO 

Forum representatives. However, the level of participation of citizen at the local level remains low, in 

part due to the high cost of local mobilization and an apathy among the population stemming from 

some level of discontent about the low levels of budget performance at the grassroots. 

 

  

There is a potential for Uganda to raise numbers quoted above, if more resources are channeled 

into mass mobilization and information communication especially about the Vision 2040 and the 

NDP process. Ugandans right from a young age need to know what their vision is a country, what 

the intermediate term goals are for 2020 and be able to link what they do these goals and Vision. 

This information can be woven into messages articulated by traditional leaders, religious institutions, 

politicians, significant public figures and in schools through dance and drama. This would generate a 

transformative thinking which is critical in raising public consciousness about political participation 

and downward as well as upward accountability. 

Box 5.7 Only 37% of Ugandans participated in the 2013/14 local government planning 
meetings and up to 52% reported not to have ever been consulted by their leader on issues 
facing them while 40% of political leaders at the local level reported not to have had a 
chance to respond to needs of their electorate.  
 
Source: Uganda National Governance Baseline Survey 2014 
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Barazas 

Barazas are initiative was started by the Government of Uganda as a Presidential initiative that was 

adopted in 2009 as create a platform for the citizens of Uganda to participate in the development 

cycle through effective monitoring and demand for accountability of the use of public resources in 

the delivery of services at local Government Level. They have since become a means of 

strengthening governance and downward accountability within the Public Sector, and ensuring that 

there is adequate space for the ordinary citizens to participate in planning and monitoring of 

Government services in their local communities. The Barazas have since been held in sub-counties, 

towns and municipal council. Reviews of this process have so far noted that these meetings have 

generated issues that have been pertinent to community development especially on: 

- The quality of community road and water infrastructure; 

- The inadequacies of care provision at health centers; 

- Reactions to interventions to support agriculture; 

- Other aspects related to general community welfare and how responsive the local leaders 

have been to challenges they face. 

They are currently coordinated by the Office of the Prime Minister but the plan is to gradually hand 

this role to Resident District Commissioners, District Chairpersons and Urban area clerks. However, 

resource constraints have not permitted LGs to conduct regular Barazas in communities. 

 

Religious and Cultural Institutions  

Uganda‘s 1995 Constitution elaborated on their role in state formation and preservation of culture. 

Traditional leaders have contributed to mobilization of communities to embrace progressive ideas of 

own and community development. In public appearing, traditional leaders have called on their 

subjects to support government programs in health, education, water safety and proper nutrition as 

well as observance of peace at home and within the community. Inter-Religious Council of Uganda, 

Uganda Joint Christian Council and the Muslim Supreme Council among others are in place as 

establishments to promote government programs and have added voice to issues that government 

has emphasized mainly on observance of peace and putting a broader focus on the role of the home 

in community and national development. Uganda is seen among countries on the continent as very 

tolerant to religious freedoms. 

 

Media  

Under the constitution, Article 29 there are provisions under protection of freedom of conscience, 

expression, movement, religion, assembly and association among which is 1(a) on the freedom of 
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speech and expression which shall include freedom of the press and other media. Over the years 

the media has expanded in structure and shape including: electronic, print, air and view media 

outlets that the populations use to engage in the development discourse. However, there have been 

instances where press freedom has been trumped upon. In May 2013 the Daily Monitor and KFM 

were shut down and in social media was constrained during the 2016 presidential elections. 

 

Box 5.7 NTV a national TV station has run a programme the People’s Parliament which has 

tapped ‗mock parliament‘ sessions aired weekly that discuss various topics. The show is hosted in 

districts across the country and has become one of the illustrations of how the media can be used 

as a platform to discuss issues of public concern and prove an opportunity for a national and 

international audience to appreciate discussions and sentiments of the population on various 

governance issues. 

 

Promotion, extension and institutionalization of government self-assessment exercise  

There are avenues to which government has supported institutions to self-assess their performance. 

These have included a quarterly assessment of performance as reflected in audit reports at all levels 

of government; the annual review of district performance conducted by the Ministry of Local 

Government; review works done by the Office of the Auditor General and reported in the annual 

auditor General‘s report; technical works done by the Inspectorate function of Government and the 

Ministry of Public Service; bi-annual and annual review of Government performance conducted by 

the Office of the Prime Minister as well the certificate of compliance by the National Planning 

Authority. 

 

Box 5.8 Out of 40 countries whose democracy systems had improved in Africa, Uganda ranked 

19th. A general improvement in Uganda‘s governance system was also indicated in the Mo 

Ibrahim Index of African Governance 2013, ranking in the 18th position out of the 52 African 

States from 20
th
 in 2011.  

 

These mechanisms among others have provided Government with an opportunity to self-assess 

itself, what has not been effectively done is the implementation and follow-up of various 

recommendations from these processes for continuous performance improvements. Overall there 

seems to be limited ramifications for bad performance and low reprimanding of agents and 

individuals that contravene performance standards. 

 

Contribution of NGOs and CSOs in broad based Sustainable Socio Economic Development 
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Through their own participation and that of their umbrella organizations Uganda National NGO 

Forum and DENIVA, non-governmental organizations have opportunity to advocate for changes in 

policy and strategies implementation using various channels. The NGO forum has for instance 

published the Citizens Manifesto that documents views of citizens on what they would love their 

Government to do and where Government is falling short and where improvements are desired. 

CSOs both local and international have organized coalitions and partnership around various 

campaigns and interventions mainly on advancement of social development.  

 

Involvement of Women 

The government established the National Women‘s Council (NWC) as a statutory body that 

mobilizes women to engage in development activities. It draws representation from all groups of 

women such as Members of Parliament, female youth, NGOs and Women with Disabilities. The 

National Association of Women Organisations in Uganda (NAWOU) was also established as an 

umbrella organization of all women‘s organizations in Uganda whose major responsibility is to 

advocate for women‘s rights. Uganda is currently seen as a model country in relation to women's 

numerical participation in politics. This is a result of many processes, including the government 

policy (enshrined in the Constitution) that instituted affirmative action for women at all levels of the 

political structure. This affirmative action policy, in particular the mandatory inclusion of women in 

local councils and the reserving of a proportion of parliamentary seats exclusively for women, 

brought more women into mainstream politics and key government positions. Affirmative action at 

both national and local levels, which has given women a share of nearly 25% in parliament and a 

minimum of 30% in local government, places Uganda well above the regional (sub-Saharan Africa) 

average of 14.3%. 

 

Involvement of Youth 

To involve the youth, Government has in place a National Youth Policy in 2016 that outlines avenues 

for the participation of the youth right from district youth councils, to regional youth forums and 

representation in Parliament by regional youth MPs. It is important that more is done to engage the 

youth since they constitute the majority of the population. Youth are mobilized through other forums 

within the education system; youth-supporting NGOs and other platforms supported by faith based 

organizations.  

 

MEASURES TO STRENGTHEN APPROPRIATION OF PROGRAMS, ORIENTATIONS AND 

DESIGN OF BBSED 

 

Progressive programming approach in the various socio-economic sectors  
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Since the end of the PEAP period in 2008, Uganda sustained the SWAp which brought together 

various sectors around one aspect of socio economy (e.g. Health brought on board, Water, Energy, 

Roads and gender labour and social development into the SWG). This was part of the sector wide 

approach that progressively linked sector budgets and plans with other collaborating sectors. 

 

Improved budgetary approach to sectoral programmes with communities 

In addition, the approach above has to some limited extent involved budgetary coordination. Sector 

MDAs continue to submit own budget proposals and not as a SWG. As a consequence, there is 

ambition to work together in SWAp process however the structure of the budget does not allow a 

jointed up coordinated approach. 

 

Systematic popularization of documents of national and sectoral programs  

One of the recent developments to popularize the national budget was the launch of the KNOW 

YOUR BUDGET application in 2015. According to the MoFPED Website, the Your National Budget 

displays budget information for national government agencies. It shows the outputs that each 

national government agency is planning to deliver, and the actual performance against those 

outputs. Importantly, you can also give feedback on how these outputs and services are being 

delivered and how funds are being spent, by commenting on each individual output. The information 

that the tool uses is taken from Budget Performance Reports, which national government agencies 

produce every three months and provide to the Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic 

Development.  The full Budget Performance Reports can be found in the Budget Library on this site 

under National Budget Performance, and those for specific sectors or spending agencies under 

Sectors. However, there remains very low awareness of key documents especially, the Constitution, 

the Vision 2040 and the NDPs due to a very low level of dissemination and limited translation into 

the local languages. 

 

Strengthening support capacities of public services  

There have been a number of programs implemented with a purpose to strengthen the capacity of 

the public services and these have included: 

- Programme for Public Sector Leadership capacity building, 

- Uganda Public Service Performance Enhancement Programme, 

- Uganda Country Capacity Building Program under the NDP, 

- Public Sector Capacity Building Programme Support, and 

- Civil Service College of the Public Service based in Jinja. 

http://www.finance.go.ug/
http://www.finance.go.ug/
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The impetus of these programs has been to lift the capacity of staff, improve re-tooling and expose 

the public servants into new advanced corporate governance skills. The high turnover of staff leaving 

the public to the private sector has required more resources to train new staff. In addition to other 

challenges, the capacity of public service remains low. Low wages have meant that the public 

service is unable to attract higher caliber staff.  

 

Implementation of monitoring and evaluation systems   

Uganda public in place the National Public Sector M&E policy to sustain the effort made earlier in the 

2000s. While the capacity for M&E remain low overall in the public service, efforts have been made 

especially under the Office of the Prime Minister and the NPA to strengthen M&E use and 

appreciation among sector MDAs. Work is also on going by the Uganda Evaluation Association 

which is supporting various training courses on M&E on top of a highly reputable Africa wide M&E 

week organized annually in Uganda. It is important that systems are built that support M&E at an 

institutional level and M&E focal point persons put on post at all levels to champion this process. 

M&E capacity overall remains low at the district levels and more is needed to support systems that 

embed M&E in development practice overall. 

 

Financial resources allocated for Promoting and ensuring BBSED  

The main stream of allocation of resources to ensure BBSED is the national budget. This is 

supplemented by allocations from the development partners who channel funding through mainly 

NGOs and CSOs. Uganda has a macroeconomic model for financing development programs that 

undergoes periodic reviews to keep in tandem with macroeconomic trends, exchange rates and 

tenets of Uganda‘s fiscal stance. The model is set-up and revised by Ministry of Finance, the Central 

Bank and the National Planning Authority and lays out the fundamentals for the financing strategy for 

Government Budget aligning its agenda to the National Development Plan. By the end of the NDP I 

alignment of the Medium Term Expenditure Framework to the NDP was at 69.8 % and this is 

expected to rise under NDP II. Uganda finances her budget using both domestic mobilized, loans 

and grants from development partners. 

 

Efficiency gains 

In order to achieve the twin objectives of increasing expenditures on priority areas and achieving 

macroeconomic stability, Government implemented both allocative and technical efficiency 

improvement measures. This would create the necessary fiscal space to allow increased resource 

allocation especially in priority areas through: strengthening the link between public spending and 

outputs/results; strengthening regulations and compliance; ensuring increased human resource 

productivity; reducing bureaucratic red tape; eradicating corruption; and reducing duplication of 
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functions (―unproductive‖ activities) through institutional restructuring and coordination, among 

others.  

 

Government is aiming at ensuring Value for money by increasing the credibility of its work plans; 

establishment of effective monitoring systems within Government to track and evaluate expenditures 

vis-à-vis intended results; improving coordination with other monitoring and evaluation agencies and 

overall Government system and accountability; and strengthening empirical research to form the 

basis for public spending. While these measures were expected to improve efficiency and 

effectiveness in resource utilization, they were also expected to improve the absorptive capacity of 

the Government in the medium to long term 

 

Public-Private Sector Partnerships 

International experience suggests that co-operation between the public and private sectors in form of 

public-private sector partnerships (PPP) can be a powerful incentive for improving the quality and 

efficiency of public services, and a means of public infrastructure financing. PPP describes a 

Government service or private business venture, which is funded and operated through a 

partnership of Government and one or more private sector entities. It involves a contract between a 

Government authority and a private sector party. A policy framework to guide Public-Private Sector 

Partnerships was formulated. To ensure macroeconomic stability and integrate the best practices of 

the private sector into the public sector system, Government worked to promote and encourage PPP 

in various forms in the implementation of the NDP. The forms that PPPs usually take include joint 

ventures between the Government and private sector entities where both may contribute financial 

resources, Build, Operate and Transfer (BOT), Build, Own, Operate and Transfer (BOOT), Build, 

Own and Operate (BOO) and Concessions. Each of these forms of PPPs has advantages and 

disadvantages that are unique. Careful analysis was made in deciding the form of PPP that had the 

highest economic benefit to the country and most suitable for both the public and private sector 

before any form of PPP was recommended for implementation. In general, however, PPPs were 

encouraged and promoted in the provision of infrastructure and energy, as well as huge 

undertakings that required substantial financial resource outlay. 

 

Challenges to Stakeholder Participation in Socioeconomic Development 

 

Institutional capacity constraints of Local Governments  

A review of the performance of LGs shows that they are faced with a number of challenges in 

delivering services mainly related to: financing and revenue mobilization; human resources capacity 

gaps; urban development and physical planning; lack of ownership of land and administrative 
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property; lack of capacity to respond to disasters and climate change; and governance. Conditional 

grants from Central Government accounted for an average of 91 % of LG funding over the NDPI 

period. The direct central government transfers to local governments have declined from 25 % of the 

total national budget in 2009/10 to 15.69 % in 2014/15, - a trend that has negatively affected service 

delivery. In general, LG staffing level is at 56 % for the districts and 57 % for the municipal councils - 

a state that has further constrained service delivery. Rapid urbanization characterized by an 

increase in urban centres from 28 in 1969 to more than 400 in 2013 (1 City, 22 Municipalities, 174 

Town Councils and 207 Town Boards) has been without proper planning and facing declining 

resources. In addition, governance at LGs characterized by poor coordination between the technical 

and political leadership especially in newly created districts is hindering service delivery. 

 

Inadequate community mobilization for development 

In general, there is still inadequate community mobilization for development resulting in general poor 

attitude towards work, civic disposition, and neglect of responsibilities by communities. This is mainly 

due to breakdown of social values, peoples‘ expectations of hand-outs from government and CSOs, 

mistrust of communities towards leaders due to persistent unfulfilled promises; limited Local 

Economic Development (LED) content in Local Government Development Plans; and limited funding 

for participatory planning and development function of LGs. 

 

Weak public sector management and administration 

Uganda has however made an attempt to address these challenges by improving the capacity of the 

public sector through two phases of a Public Sector Reform Programme to skill the public service 

and re-tool local government staff under the Local government management of service delivery 

programme. Most institutions (including Ministry of Trade Industry and Cooperatives in 2008; 

Ministry of Water and Environment in 2007 and the Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs 

(2012), National Planning Authority (2012) among others have undertaken functional analyses and 

completed restructuring to improve the efficiency of public serve management and delivery of 

service. 

 

Inadequate financing and financial services  

Secondly, as Uganda‘s economy has grown (on average 6.3% per annum since 2007 though 

reducing to an average of 4.6 since 2012) her financial base has also improved. As an example, no 

sector could receive the UShs.1 Trillion (US$ 303m) in a financial year in 2007, which is now availed 

to key sectors including education, energy, and road transport. The challenge of limited finances to 

support public investments has reduced although inter-sector allocation financing is where the 

challenge remains. The fiscal planning at the moment is based on NDP priorities and this means that 
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some sectors will continue to receive less than required to fully support their sector budgets (the 

case for agriculture, tourism and ICT). 

 

Inadequate quality and quantity of human resource 

The challenge of limited technical and human capacity to implement remains. While Uganda‘s adult 

literacy is 73.1 % (higher than that of India of 69 %), the skills-set within the country‘s human 

resources remains limited. Key sectors like ICT and infrastructure have to seek expatriate support 

from other countries at a high cost to government. 

 

Inadequate physical infrastructure 

Only 19.6 % of Uganda‘s entire urban road network is paved with almost all roads in the rural 

countryside unpaved. The railway system has degenerated since the construction of the Uganda 

Railway in the 1930s and Uganda operates only one international airport with a few airfields 

scattered across the country. The use of ICT has improved but computer literacy is at only 10.7 %. 

Generally, limited physical infrastructure continues to hamper performance of government in many 

aspects. 

 

Gender issues, negative attitudes, mind-sets, cultural practices and perceptions 

Continued marginalization of women has limited the opportunity for Uganda to maximize the 

potential that would have been unleashed by women in key sectors. Inability by women to possess 

land passed on by their fathers and other property, pay discrimination at the workplace and inability 

to recognize the potential of women to undertake some male dominated tasks has hampered 

success in some areas. There are also negative mind-sets and cultures not supportive of 

development that remain in society based on traditional myths and negative stereotypes and 

perceptions. These have lowered an entrepreneurial spirit, caused many households to remain 

unprogressive and halted adoption of modern practices. For instance, there is a traditional cult in 

Iganga district that resisted immunizing children against polio in 2016 forcing Uganda Police to 

forcefully do so. 

 

Recommend measures for addressing the observed weakness in broad-based participation 

Uganda has taken a number of measures to broaden stakeholder participation and representation at 

all levels of governance.  

 

Promotion of women participation in governance  

The government established or encouraged and supported the formation of a number of institutions 

to promote women participation in governance and broad socioeconomic development. The above 
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national machinery has contributed towards the greater participation of women in the broader 

sustainable socioeconomic development of Uganda. In addition, policy provides the operational 

framework for mainstreaming gender in the national development process. The National Gender 

Policy revised in 2007 remains an integral part of national development policy, complements all 

sectoral policies and provides a framework for designing, planning, resource allocation and 

implementation of development programmes with a gender perspective. A National Action Plan on 

Women exists and the plan prioritizes five areas namely: i) Poverty, income generation and 

economic empowerment; ii) Reproductive health and rights; iii) Legal framework and decision 

making; iv) the girl child and education; and v) Violence against women and peace building.  

 

Promotion of Youth participation in governance 

The government has put in place a number of mechanisms and structure to encourage youth 

participation in governance and development programmes in general. The youths have structures 

such as Youth Councils which exist at all levels from village level, parish, sub-county level district 

and national level through which they can be mobilized to participate in decision-making as well as 

influencing policy. The youth have five representatives in parliament and also are represented by the 

secretaries for youth in the LC system. There also exists the Uganda Parliamentary Forum on Youth 

Affairs (UPFYA) that was first initiated in 2008 by a cross section of youthful members of the 8th 

Parliament of Uganda. It was motivated by the legislators‘ desire to harness their collective energies 

for a more effective and meaningful representation of issues of concern to the youth fraternity in 

Uganda through legislation, budget appropriation and oversight. The forum was inspired by the 

search for mechanisms of strengthening national attention and responsiveness to the challenges 

affecting young people, who constitute a significant and increasing majority of the Ugandan 

population. 

 

While there is a high degree of youth participation in government development programmes such as 

NAADS, NUSAF, Skilling Uganda and the Youth venture Capital Fund, a study conducted by the 

Uganda Parliamentary Forum on Youth Affairs (UPFYA) established that government programmes 

under assessment have had limited success in addressing the key issues and concerns of the youth. 

One strong reason for this is the limited participation and influence the youth have in these 

programmes. The study findings reveal very low participation in the design and implementation of 

the four programmes studied. This partly explains why these programmes – including those that 

specifically target the youth, such as Skilling Uganda – have largely not been responsive to their 

needs and concerns, thus resulting in limited benefits to the youth. Where there have been attempts 

to involve the youth, it is mainly the elite (educated urban-based youth) who have been involved, 

leaving out the majority rural-based youth. Provision of guidelines on how to benefit from the 
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programmes already designed is not good enough for the youths. The four programmes assessed 

under the UPFYA study were found not to have used this structure, thus leaving the youth as 

dormant participants – mere recipients of the programmes with no control and influence. In order to 

build the capacity to implement Programs Government put place the Civil Service College based in 

Jinja which was Commissioned by H.E the President in 2014 which will provide hands-on training on 

public sector management, financial management and accountability systems M&E and computer 

literacy among other skills. The Civil Service College is supervised by both Office of the Prime 

Minister and the Ministry of Public Service under financial support from development partners. 

 

Capacity to monitor interventions on Socio economic Development  

Since 2007, there have been reforms to improve monitoring of government programs. In 2007, the 

Office of the Prime Minister put in place a National Integrated Monitoring and Evaluation System 

(NIMES) under the Directorate of Monitoring and Evaluation. When the PEAP was replaced by the 

NDP the NIMES did not get enough agility to transit as an NDP Monitoring and Evaluation System 

causing its work to stall. While this happened, Uganda‘s Bureau of Statistics set up a National 

Statistical System with an aim to operationalize a National Statistical Databank fed by a Community 

Information System at district level. This work is on-going and UBOS launched the Uganda Info 

Portal in September 2013, to link to all information systems and databases in the country. Eight (8) 

Sector MDAs (Education, Gender, Water, Health, Finance, Defence, Justice Law and Order, Public 

Service) have MIS system up and running and data generated by these processes is supporting 

monitoring of government programmes. In addition, The Ministry of Finance Planning and Economic 

Development established the Budget Monitoring and Accountability (BMAU) with a mandate to 

monitor sector budget performance and report to the Ministry on progress and challenges.  

 

5.4.2 EXTENT THE PRIVATE SECTOR AND CIVIL SOCIETY ARE INVOLVED IN THE DESIGN, 

FORMULATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DEVELOPMENT POLICIES AND 

STRATEGIES 

 

This sub-section illustrates the progress that Uganda has made in terms of sectoral policies and 

strategies formulation and implementation process; dynamics of stakeholders in terms of their 

contribution to the BBSED, measures by stakeholders to facilitate the appreciation of BBSED;  

analysis of legal political and institutional conditions facilitating consensus building; mechanism put 

in place for involvement of stakeholders in the orientation, development implementation and M&E as 

well as recommendations for eliminating constraints affecting the involvement of stakeholders in 

appropriation of BBSED principles. 
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Sectoral policies and strategies formulation and implementation process 

 

Assessment of the effectiveness of contribution of the private sector and CSOs in influencing 

decision-making  

Since 2007 there has been an improvement of the private sector in the formulation of district and 

national level plans. The private sector is represented on the National Planning Authority Board, 

Private Sector Foundation of Uganda; and other private sector entities as well as Uganda NGO 

Forum and DENIVA are always invited to participate in the planning process. UNGOF has district 

NGO Forums, which participate in district council meetings. The challenge however has been limited 

funding to ensure that all are able to effectively participate. Use of email, and other ICTs could help 

address this problem and ensure that information is gathered by electronic means. Other avenues 

include the use of the media especially radio FMs where local leaders communicate directly with the 

public in various localities. 

 

Effectiveness of the capacity of the LCs to plan 

There is a streamed process that develops district and municipal council plans. These plans 

emanate from village level and zone level engagements in rural and urban areas respectively. They 

are discussed at sub-county levels and wards before presentation at district councils and divisions 

respectively. These plans are costed against indicative planning figure extended by MFPED prior to 

the process. They spell out the various services that will delivered under their jurisdiction. The 

challenge however has been that there is no academic qualification for district councillors and as 

such the level of technical competence has been low – which has consequently affected the quality 

of debate. Many Uganda feel that with literacy rates over 70% leaders ought to possess atleast 

secondary level education to quality to be Councillors. 

 

Mechanisms to revitalize the CSOs  

There is very minimal effort that Government has put in place to ensure that the capacity of CSOs is 

built. What Government has done over the last decade is to pass the NGO Act (revised), which has 

created a platform for the formation and coordination of CSOs in professional, associations and 

trade unions and other networks but this has been mainly done by CSOs themselves.  

 

Dynamics of stakeholders in terms of their contribution to the BBSED 
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Uganda is a private sector led economy and the private sector has been at the forefront of 

supporting the economy through investment in various sectors. The rate of investment by the private 

sector as well as CSOs has directly translated into increase employment and production of goods 

and services. While social service provision is a responsibility of Government, it is the private sector 

that has been contracted in provision so many projects like construction of health facilities, primary 

schools, water sources, rural electrification and others. CSOs have equally invested in BSSED. For 

instance, there are many CSOs involved in advocacy as well as actual implementation of provision 

of various projects across the country. This has subsidised the cost of services that Government 

would otherwise not have provided (especially specialized care for the PWDs, elderly poor farmers, 

women young boys and girls in reproductive health services etc.). Most Ugandans feel that CSOs 

should provide lessons for Government in many aspects of the implementation where they have 

registered success (even with much less resources). 

 

Measures by stakeholders to facilitate the appreciation of BBSED 

Uganda has continued and is committed to involve all non-state actors in the broad development 

process and in specific sector interventions. The private sector and civil society were heavily 

involved in the formulation and implementation of the NDP I 2011-2015 and also have been heavily 

involved in the formulation and design of the NDPII 2015/16-2019/2020. Similarly, the private sector 

and civil society have their specific roles earmarked in the implementation as well as monitoring and 

evaluation of the NDP II and will be key in the realization of development outcomes. The roles of the 

private sector and civil society in regard to monitoring and evaluation of the National Development 

Plan 2015/16-2019/20 have been outlined as below. 

 

Table 5.8 Private Sector and Civil Society Roles in Implementation and M&E of the NDPII 2015/2020 

Institutions Actors Roles and Responsibilities in M&E of NDPII 

Non-State 

Actors 

(Development 

Partners, 

CSOs, Media, 

Academia, 

and private 

sector) 

Monitor and submit reports on implementation of their projects and 

programmes to respective LGs and Sectors 

• Assess and provide oversight reports on service delivery and 

implementation of planning in country 

• Participate in Sector and LG reviews 

• Participate in public sector planning processes at LG and sector level; 

• Provide timely and quality data on the financial and physical 

implementation of projects for which they are the executing agency to the 

relevant MDA or LG; 

• Participate in discussion and decision-making committees at programme, 

sector and national levels that review and comment on public sector 
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performance; 

• Assist Government through financial, technical and other forms of 

assistance to strengthen its performance. 

Institutional Roles and Responsibilities in implementation of NDP II 

Private Sector 

& Non-State 

Actors 

Partner with government through PPPs, and through other development 

interventions for effective implementation of NDP in line with set priorities. 

• Partner with Government through bi- and multilateral partnerships, PPPs 

and other development interventions for effective implementation of NDPII in 

line with set priorities 

• Align partnership strategies to the NDPII and sector strategies and 

promote 

the use of government systems and procedures; 

• Improve policies and procedures in order to increase the impact of 

development partnerships on the intended results of the NDPII, including 

promotion of human rights and rule of law; 

• Promote accountability to Government and the citizens of Uganda in the 

use 

of development resources; 

• Reduce transaction costs and promote value for money; 

• Assist Government through financial, technical and other forms of 

assistance to ensure effective implementation of the NDPII. 

Source: NDPII 2015/16-2019/2020 

Recommendations further expand broad-based participation in development include: 

v. The need to produce and popularize guidelines for wider public participation in development 

processes as well as an improved flow of information to citizens through civic education and 

the Uganda National Communication Policy; 

vi. Government need to increase the creation of both ‗created and invited-spaces‘ for all 

stakeholders (including citizen forums) to contribute their views more comprehensively in the 

development agenda; 

vii. More prioritization to be accorded to interactive events like the Barazas (village and urban 

township meetings) so that citizens have an opportunity to engage government on issues 

related to governance and broader service delivery; 

viii. Government to leverage work done by CSOs in community development so that lessons 

learned feed into national development planning and public project designs since some have 

demonstrated high success in implementing similar projects albeit at small scale in selected 

districts in which they have intervened.  
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5.3 POVERTY, UNEMPLOYMENT AND INEQUALITY 

 

This section illustrates policies and strategies that Government has put in place to address poverty 

and inequality particularly in terms of access to resources and basic services as well as policies and 

strategies to combat social inequality in particular to regard to PWDs; policies to reduce poverty with 

a particular focus on the feminization of poverty; programs to reduce child mortality and improve 

maternal health, combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases. The other aspects are policies and 

strategies to combat unemployment particularly among the youth. 

 

5.3.1 POLICIES AND STRATEGIES TO REDUCE POVERTY AND INEQUALITY 

 

Legal, political and institutional measures adopted to give equal chances to access key 

services 

 

The 1995 Constitution under XIV states the general social and economic objectives that include (b) 

which states that ‗all Ugandan should enjoy rights and opportunities and access to education, health 

services, clean and safe water, work, descent shelter, adequate clothing, food security and pension 

as well as retirement benefits. In addition, under Objective XXVII (iii) the constitution under the 

environment mentions that the state shall promote and implement and energy policies that will 

ensure that people‘s basic needs and those of environmental preservation are met. This section 

discusses Uganda‘s progress to reduce poverty and inequality. 

 

Poverty Trends 

Uganda‘s poverty levels dropped from 24.5% in 2009/10 to 19.7% in 2012/13 as shown in the table 

below.  

Table 5.9 Poverty Trends in UNHS 2005/06, 2009/10 and 2012/13 

 Year UNHS 2005/06 UNHS 2009/10 2012/13 

Region Poor Insecure 
Non 
Poor 

Middle 
Class 

Poor Insecure 
Non 
Poor 

Middle 
Class 

Poor Insecure 
Non 
Poor 

Middle 
Class 

Central  16.4 37.0 46.7 10.7 34.7 54.6 4.7 35.2 60.1 

Eastern  35.9 45.5 18.6 24.3 50 25.7 24.5 54.3 21.2 

Northern 60.7 31.1 8.3 46.2 38.2 15.7 43.7 37.1 19.3 

Western 20.5 45.7 33.8 21.8 47.5 30.7 8.7 43.8 47.5 

National  Overall 31.1% Overall 24.5 percent Overall 19.7 percent 

Rural 34.2 42.3 23.4 27.2 45.9 26.9 22.8 47.4 29.8 
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Urban 13.7 28.6 57.7 9.1 26.4 64.5 9.3 29.2 61.4 

Source: Uganda Bureau of Statistics  

Six main deductions can be made from Table 5.9 above.  

i. Poverty levels the reduced nationally but not at the same pace at regional levels. While 

poverty among the poor reduced from 16.4% to 4.7% in central Uganda; the reduction has 

been very slow for other regions- reducing by only 9% in Eastern Uganda for instance. 

ii. Northern Uganda has seen high drops in poverty among the poor reducing from 60.7% in 

2005/06 to 37.1% currently – but it has recorded the slowest growth among the middle 

class, which improved by only 3.6% compared to 16.8% for western Uganda. 

iii. Overall rural poverty has declined from 34.2% to 22.8% between 2006 and 2013 

representing an 11.4% drop compared to urban poverty which has declined by only 4.4%. 

This is important because it demystifies the myth that rural urban migration will spur 

reduction in poverty. In fact, the proportion of the population that has moved up the middle 

class in urban areas has only been only 3.7%, meaning that urbanization has not 

necessarily transformed the living standards of the population. While incomes have gone 

up, so has the cost of living in urban areas. Key drivers of these costs are related to 

housing and related utilities as well as out-of-pocket health and education costs. 

iv. Eastern Uganda registered substantial drop in poverty performance. It has recorded the 

slowest movement among the middle class (about 3% compared to 14% in central, 11% in 

Northern and 13.7% in western). The proportion of the population that are income 

insecure but non poor was highest in the country for eastern Uganda at 8% (compared to -

1.8% for central, -1.9% for western Uganda). It is also important to note that the insecure 

non-poor rose by 6% for Northern Uganda. Overall while poverty has reduced vulnerability 

to poverty has increased for both eastern and northern Uganda. 

v. Overall Uganda have not achieved any improved among the insecure non-poor who have 

actually increased from 39.8% to 42.6%. Interventions to tackle poverty should focus on 

addressing livelihoods of populations in Eastern and Northern Uganda so that the current 

insecure non-poor do not slide back into poverty. This has been confirmed by the 

independent assessment conducted late in 2016 by Oxfam International conducted by 

REEV consult and launched on March 30 2017 that affirm these trends as tabled below: 

 

Table 5.10 Share of National Income by different income group levels 

Income group levels Income share % 
(1996) 

Income share % 
(2012) 

Change in income 
share % (1996-2012) 

Highest 10% 29.9 35.8 19 

Highest 20% 44.9 51.1 13.7 

Lowest 20% 7.2 5.8 -20.1 

Lowest 10% 3.2 2.5 -21.1 
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Source: Oxfam International 2017 

According to the table 10% of Ugandans in the highest bracket own 35.8% of income share and 

compared to the lowest 30% with only 8.3%. 

 

Description of national town and country planning policies and strategies for enhancing 

citizen access to land and property 

 

Uganda has in place the National Planning Act (2010) and the National Physical Planning Standards 

and Guidelines (2011). While Uganda is in the process of establishing a National Physical 

Development Plan, addition the existing Sectoral and Local Government social and economic 

development plans are not yet harmonized with Physical Plans. As a result of this, there is no 

optimal use of land for urbanization and hence a sprawling nature of settlements and reducing land 

available for agriculture especially for commercial farming. 

 

Strategies for enhancing and implementing public private partnership and basic service 

management  

Uganda in 2013 passed a Public Private Partnership Policy, which is a framework that links the 

private sector investors within a contract framework to perform services for Government within an 

agreed joint investment portfolio. However, the policy implementation is keen first on high value 

projects and not basic service management. It is projects in infrastructure that have since benefitted 

from this framework. 

 

Promotion of Job Creation through development of micro enterprises, small and medium 

enterprises 

Under strategies to advance industrial development, Uganda is aiming at ensuring national and 

regional technology incubation centres for nursing SMEs and start-up enterprises. This will actualize 

the implementation of the SME policy, which is recognized by the Uganda Investment Authority as 

an engine of growth. Uganda Government has deliberately invested in coaching of SMEs through 

agencies like Enterprise Uganda who have undertaken business start-up courses for SMEs across 

the country. This effort is also part of the broader Competitiveness and Investment Climate 

Strategies I and II.  Annually Uganda conducts a national small businesses survey that culminates in 

an award ceremony where best performers are recognized. The challenge has been a low skills set 

among the youth to be adequately employed (in light of few working opportunities that SMEs 

provide). 

 

Mobilized and allocated financial resources to ensure income equality  
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Uganda has had an equalization grant where poorly performing districts in terms of development are 

allocated more resources as part of affirmative action. This has been reviewed under the 

consolidation of grants to LGs to broaden it into one DEG grant that accommodates similar other 

programs (like PRDP, NUSAF etc.) with a new allocation formulae beginning 2016/17. Its yet to be 

seen how this reform has performed to increase fiscal fairness and support allocation to districts in 

ways that support service delivery gaps in districts whose performance has lagged behind the 

national average – especially in northern and eastern Uganda. 

 

In addition, Uganda has in place the Micro Finance Support Centre (MSC) supported by AfDB with 

GoU counterpart funding. This support center extends credit to SACCOs and other groups at 

subsidized interest rates from which refunds are revolved to successor recipients. Since 2007, 

Uganda has continued to operate a free market economy that is liberalized. There are regulations 

that are in place to protect consumers and producers. However, it remains largely free market quasi 

driven system where prices are determined by the levels of demand and supply. 

 

Promotion of respect for Human Rights for the Vulnerable Groups in regards to: 

 

Concerns of the Vulnerable Groups in development policies and strategies 

The Ministry of Gender Labour and Social Development has a number of programs to support 

vulnerable persons and under various policies is supporting vulnerable groups to access resources 

that lift them out of poverty into a development stage. These include affirmative action for PWDs, 

OVC, youth, women and the elderly. All these categories are represented in Parliament – although 

older persons are yet to be represented. 

 

Improvement of vulnerable Groups access to employment, and means of funding 

As part of affirmative action, there are opportunities that exist for persons for special needs to 

access employment. In addition, there are efforts like Adult Functional Literacy to teach older 

persons and other persons (including PWDs) who did not get an opportunity to read and right. 

However other than this there is limited effort by Government to improve access to employment for 

the vulnerable.  

 

Emergency of sectors of activities that employ vulnerable groups 

In November 2015, Government passed the National Social Protection policy, which spells out the 

programs to provide social safety nets for vulnerable persons. The implementation of this policy has 

focused mainly on Orphaned and Vulnerable children (working within the realms of the National 
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OVC policy) as well as the Social Assistance Grants for Empowerment (SAGE) program providing 

cash transfers for the elderly (initially 15 districts and now rolled out in 2015/16 FY to 20 districts and 

to reach up to 55 districts in total by 2020). This policy has accommodated a series of national 

interventions aimed at supporting vulnerable groups. While it has not yet emerged, the SAGE 

program has paved way for a broader social protection sector that in the future will address 

challenges not just for the elderly but also for PWDs, OVCs and juveniles.  

 

Strengthening of means for citizen’s intervention in ensuring equality and inclusion 

There is provision for duties of citizens that include under Objective XXIX of the 1995 Constitution 

that include engaging in gainful work for the good of the citizen the family and the common good and 

to contribute to national economic development. Over the last two NDPs, Uganda has begun to 

emphasize the importance of inclusive growth. However, the participation of citizens has mainly 

been about political engagement as opposed to mobilization for guaranteeing equal chances, social 

and economic inclusion. However, the implementation of the Barazas (village meetings) has been 

viewed as an attempt to ensure citizen hold their leaders to account on how public resources are 

used (roads, education, health, water and agriculture). 

 

Fight against social scourges  

In an effort to an effort to address social scourges, there efforts by the Uganda Police, which 

introduced community policing to look into issues like drug addiction among young people; issues 

juvenile delinquency and sexual exploitation. There is also legal provision to apprehend culprits 

charged and sentences for committal of crimes related to sexual exploitation of women and children. 

Human trafficking however remains on a low scale. However, in 2016 there were reports of Uganda 

women being trafficked to the Middle East. 

 

Presentation of the trends of indicators for reduction in inequality in development during the 

last 5-10 years 

 

Trends in income inequality  

Overall, there has been an increase in household incomes as a result of fast trend in poverty 

reduction, as seen from a rise in GDP per capita from US$607 in 2008/09 to US$ 746.2 in 2015/16. 

Income inequality has also decreased as shown by the Gini-Coefficient that fell from 0.426 in 

2009/10 to 0.395 in 2012/13. However, there have been disparities at regional level. While the 

proportion of the people below the poverty line has reduced from 56% in 1992 to 19.7% in 2012/13, 

the proportion for Northern Uganda and Eastern Uganda remained high (44%) and 24.5%, 

respectively, all above the national average. Overall, 18 percent of the population in Uganda was 
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chronically poor across the survey periods 2011/12 and 2013/14. The chronically poor were more 

likely to be in households residing in rural areas (21%), households whose head had no formal 

education (33%), as well as households residing in the Northern region (26%) of Uganda. On the 

other hand, people that experienced mobility into or out of poverty between 2011/12 and 2013/14 

were mainly from the Eastern followed by Northern regions. In addition, such persons belonged to 

households whose head had some or no formal education or was engaged in the agricultural sector. 

However, overall, more than half of the households remained non-poor (51%) over the two panel 

survey periods. The majority of those who remained non-poor had post-secondary education. 

 

Table 5.11 Human Development Index and additional indicators 

Index  Year of Computation 

2005/06 2009/10 2016  PERFORMANCE 

Life Expectancy at birth  46 * 55.5 64.3 Improving 

Mean Years of Schooling  4.8 4.7 4.5 Declining  

Inequality in income (Gini 

Coefficient) 

0.395 0.426 0.395 Oscillating  

Gender inequality 0.577 0.569 0.57 Static  

Human Development Index 0.448 0.460 0.483 Improvement 

Sources: The chart below shows the trends in these indicators over years based on UNDP computations against baseline data 

from Uganda National Household Surveys in 2005/06; 2009/10 and 2012/13 as well as the Uganda Demographic and Health 

Surveys (UDHS) of 2006 and 2011. The figure is for 2000/2001 

 

Causes of Income Inequality  

While disparities in income inequality levels are expected in a developing economy, they should not 

configure the structure the population in ways that disadvantage sections of the population and 

spread the vulnerability to poverty to others. Access to productive assets (in part dictated by cultural 

practices that prohibit ownership by women and children of assets like land and other properties); 

differences in the level of education as well as the geo-politics (traced from the civil conflict in 

northern and parts of eastern Uganda) and high levels of youth unemployment are key causes of 

income inequality in Uganda  

 

Bridging the Gap 

While Uganda‘s economy has grown it has not grown in ways that have created sufficient jobs both 

in the public and the private sector and a general slow rise in the wage/salary levels in spite of rising 

inflation. There is an attempt to strengthen institutions like the Equal Opportunities Commission to 

ensure implementation of affirmative action to bridge gaps in income equality including deliberate 

programs (for regions like Eastern Uganda and Karamoja) where poverty incidence is recorded to be 
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on the rise. In addition, there are proposals now before Parliament to institute a National Salaries 

Commission to harmonize salaries and various structures – starting with the public sectors so that 

staff at same level of work and effort receive the same pay and only be provided allowances for well-

articulated factors (like those working in hard to reach and hard to stay areas up country). 

 

Challenges taken to address inequality and measures to eliminate them and consolidate the 

progress made 

There is a lot of policies that have established an elaborate legal and institutional political framework 

to address inequality. However, the following key challenges remain for Uganda: 

i. Youth employment which has increased to income gap between the rich and the poor (and a 

spike in early marriages). To address this challenge Uganda is implementing the National Youth 

policy as well as interventions under the Youth Livelihood program. The challenge has been 

getting as many youths as possible to benefit. 

ii. Limited investment in social protection specially to assist the vulnerable sections of the 

population. There is a new policy on national social protection but requires resources to finance 

various interventions beginning with the current roll out of the SAGE program and other 

programs needed to reach all vulnerable persons. There is also need to ensure that public 

investments are cognizant of unique needs of PWDs and that Uganda implements a pro-poor 

budget that lifts up ‗those at the bottom‘ through deliberate investments in improvement of 

livelihoods. 

iii. The nature of the salary structure where differences remain for the same amount of work in 

different institutions. There have been review to the salary structure, however many Uganda 

demand an autonomous salaries commission to be instituted to look into issues of divergences 

in the salary scale. 

iv. Skills set and the divergent means to develop skills for many vocations. Uganda 

interventions, like those implemented by Enterprise Uganda, have been an attempt to lift the 

level of skills. However, this enterprise is limited in reaching the entire country. There is also a 

need to lift the saving culture overall and develop a sense of business ecumenism so that the 

majority of business start-ups thrive and stand a test of time. 

v. Absence of an effective early warning system that can support government to respond to 

emergencies like drought and flood has led to situations where responses have been adhoc 

inadequate and created real shock in fiscal planning. As government implements a disaster 

response policy under the Office of the Prime Minister its important than an EWS is core to this 

process. 
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5.3.2 Policies and strategies to combat social inequality in particular with regard to PWDs 

 

According to the 2014 Population and Housing Census, at least 4 out of every 25, or 16 per cent of 

the population, are disabled. Applying this estimate to today‘s Ugandan population (approximately 

35 million) would indicate that they may be some 8.5 million disabled people in the country. Disabled 

people in Uganda, as in most developing countries in the world, face extreme conditions of poverty, 

have limited opportunities for accessing education, health, suitable housing and employment 

opportunities. 

 

Interventions geared towards social inequality in particular with regard to PWDs 

Government of Uganda has adopted a number of laws and policies pertaining to people with 

disabilities, including their right to productive and decent work and basic services. The Constitution 

of Uganda, 1995. Article 21 prohibits discrimination against people with disabilities and stipulates the 

need to empower and provide equal opportunities to PWDs. Uganda is one of the few countries in 

the world to recognize sign language in its Constitution. The Local Government Act, 1997, 

Parliamentary Elections Statute, 1996, and the Movement Act, 1998. These laws aim to increase the 

representation of disabled people in the public sphere. The Local Government Act, for example, 

provides for representation of disabled people at the various Local Council levels. In addition, 

Section 37 of the Parliamentary Elections Statute provides for five seats in Parliament for 

representatives of persons with disabilities. Traffic and Road Safety Act, 1998, prohibits denial of a 

driving permit on the basis of disability. The Uganda Communications Act, 1998, provides for the 

promotion of research into the development and use of new communications techniques and 

technologies, including those, which promote accessibility of hearing-impaired people to 

communication services. Workers‟ Compensation Act, 2000, provides compensation to workers who 

are injured or disabled through industrial accidents.  

 

The Universal Primary Education Act, 1997makes it financially possible for families to send their 

disabled children to school by providing free primary education to four children in every family, 

including disabled children. The National Council for Disability Act (No. 14), 2003, monitors and 

evaluates the rights of persons with disabilities as set out in international conventions and legal 

instruments, the Constitution and other laws. The Persons with Disabilities Act, 2006,makes 

provisions for the elimination of all forms of discriminations against people with disabilities and 

towards equal opportunities. Also provides for a tax reduction of 15 per cent to private employers 

who employ ten or more persons with disabilities either as regular employees, apprentice or learner 
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on a full time basis. National Policy on Disabilities, 2006, provides a human rights-based framework 

for responding to the needs of persons with disabilities. 

 

Abolition of customs and practices that discriminate against PWDs 

Government in 2006 passed the National Policy on Disability where it states that Government is 

mandated to promote and protect the right of persons with Disabilities and the constitution stipulates 

the need to empower and provide equal opportunities to PWDs.  Government has focused on 

Community Based Rehabilitation, vocational training and UPE as key measures to empower PWDs.  

 

Overall Ugandans have accommodated PWDs although there are limited investments to support 

their assimilation into society. These include lack of kilts for the blind, the high cost of wheelchairs for 

the maimed; hearing aids for the deaf. The only few instances of discrimination have been mainly for 

albinos who are often discriminated against from a cultural perspective. However, this problem is not 

very pronounced and can be addressed by more awareness creation on rights of PWDs. The Equal 

Opportunity Act, 2006, and the Employment Act (No. 6), 2006, both prohibit discrimination of 

persons in employment based on disability.  

 

Mainstreaming of disability in all policies and refraining from their exclusion 

Since the first review, government enacted a new law The Business, Technical, Vocational 

Education and Training (BTVET) Act, No. 12, 2008, that promotes equitable access to education and 

training for all disadvantaged groups, including disabled people. Similarly, government development 

plans namely the Vision 2040, the NDPI and NDPII all have made clear provision for priorities 

programmes and activities for addressing the concerns of PWDs. Government has focused on 

provision of health services, community based rehabilitation, vocational training, Universal Primary 

Education as key measures to empower PWDs. This policy on disability will contribute to the 

improvement of the quality of life of People with Disabilities (PWDs) through expanding the scope of 

interventions. The interventions will necessitate PWDs themselves to participate in designing, 

managing, monitoring and evaluating initiatives that are meant to improve their well-being. It will also 

ensure that the central government, local authorities, CSOs, parents and caregivers involve PWDs. 

Disability issues transcends all sectors. Therefore, the Public sector, Ministries, Local Governments, 

CSOs, NGOs and other actors should use this policy as a framework to guide planning, resource 

allocation and implementation of interventions of PWDs. 

 

Similarly, the government also has registered noticeable progress on providing guidelines and slots 

for People with Disability in all Government Programmes, including NAADS, PRDP, NUSAF, and 

Special Needs Education. Notable achievement has been registered in the different areas such as 
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accessibility where the Building Act has mainstreamed disability issues. Since 2014, the government 

has provided the Community Based Rehabilitation Grant and the Special Grant for People with 

Disabilities for rehabilitation and employment for the PWDs. Similarly, a Special Needs Education 

and Inclusive Education Policy has been drafted, to address to issues of Special Needs and 

Inclusion, Education, Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) where technology is being improved 

on to ensure that WASH facilities are accessible to all. The Youth Livelihood Program (YLP) has 

special treatment / consideration for the Youth with Disabilities. The government has over the years 

trained over 600 Youth with Disabilities annually in the Vocational Rehabilitation centres of Lweza, 

Kireka - in Wakiso district, Ruti in Mbarara District and Mpumudde in Jinja District. The trained youth 

join groups in their communities to benefit from the Government Development Programs.  

 

Measures taken to closely consult with and actively involve PWDs 

Uganda has elaborate structures right from Village Councils, local and urban councils up to the 

district level that include representation of PWDs. There are representatives of PWDs in Parliament. 

There is also an umbrella organization of PWDs (NUDIPU) as well as many CSOs that advocate to 

the rights of PWDs and call upon inclusion of their needs in the national budget. However, inasmuch 

as there has been an improvement to ensure gender based budgeting, more effort is required to 

ensure that both public and private sector investments (especially building and other services) put 

into consideration the unique needs of PWDs. 

 

Constraints faced at implementing  

The assessment has deduced that there are a number of challenges/constraints that impede 

measure to enhance the reduction in social inequality with regard to PWDs. These points below 

show the extent to which Government is alleviating them. 

i. There remains a marginal level of marginalization of PWDs, which has mainly presented in 

access to employment. It is important that the tenets of the Equal Opportunities Act that call 

upon elimination and discrimination against any individual or persons based on their 

disability are enforced. Reviews needed to have been made in the employment policy for 

affirmative action for PWDs – the same way this was done for women (where a minimum of 

30% of position in organizations should go to women). 

ii. Government budget remains inadequate in meeting peculiar needs of PWDs. Government 

still has a long way ensuring that provisions with the budget are PWD sensitive. There is a 

need to undertake reviews that inform deliberate allocation of funds that implement strategic 

designs in implementation that are pro-PWDs. 
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iii. Poor PWDs are struggling to access key social and other services. Affirmative action is 

needed to ensured access to services to critical amenities like wheelchairs, hearing aids, 

kilts, sun-screen lotions and others to enhance their welfare.  

iv. There remains discrimination against some persons with various forms of disability especially 

albinos. Government needs to promote programs that increase awareness among the 

population on the need to end the discrimination and appreciate the contribution that make to 

society rather than viewing them as a burden to society. 

 

5.3.3 National Programmes, policies and Strategies put in place to reduce poverty (with 

focus on feminization of poverty) 

 

This section looks at the national policies, strategies in support of poverty and hunger reduction, 

legal political and institutional measures to reduce poverty, details on the volume and criteria for the 

allocation of financial resources for accelerating a reduction and elimination of poverty; assessment 

of the progress made by providing trends in poverty reduction; constraints to the attainment of the 

above goals, measures to alleviate poverty as well as intentions to consolidate this progress made. 

 

National Programs, Policies and Strategies in support of poverty reduction  

 

According to the Poverty Status Report (2014), Uganda has continued to reduce the number of 

people living in poverty. Even with significant population growth, the total number of Ugandans living 

below the poverty line declined from 7.5 million to 6.7 million over the same period. There are now 

almost twice as many Ugandans in the middle class – living above twice the poverty line – as there 

are poor. In 1992/93, there were more than five Ugandans below the poverty line for every Ugandan 

in the middle class. The following have been the programs, policies and strategies in support of 

poverty and hunger reduction with particular focus on the feminization of poverty. 

 

 National Development Plan (which replaced the PEAP in 2010) Uganda implemented her 

first Poverty Reduction Paper (PRSP) after the identification of poverty as a leading 

challenge for Uganda at the time (1990s) – the Poverty Eradication Action Plan. After 

the review in 2008, Uganda replaced the PEAP with the NDP – six of which will 

actualize the Vision 2040. While the focus of the NDP I was on growth, employment and 

socio economic transformation for prosperity, the NDP II is now focused on 

strengthening Uganda‘s competitiveness for sustainable wealth creation, employment 

and inclusive growth. While focus is on fast-tracking Uganda‘s development reducing 
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the poverty rate from 19.7 per cent to 14.2 per cent, and reducing inequality co-efficient 

from 0.443 to 0.452. 

 

 Universal Primary Education later followed by Universal Secondary Education Since 

1997 Uganda has implemented a policy of UPE to build a society that is literate (able to 

read and write) and became the first country in Sub-Saharan Africa to implement free 

USE in 2005/06. These have ensured education for boys and girls and panacea for 

sustainable human capital development. 

 

 Skilling Uganda Programme was put in place in 2012 and its broad objective is to create 

employable skills and competences relevant in the labour market instead of just an 

academic approach that issues academic certificates. It embraces all Ugandans in need 

of skills for all. The acquisition of these skills therefore is critical in expanding 

employment opportunities and increasing individual incomes for both male and female 

graduates from this programme. 

 

 Northern Uganda Social Action Fund (NUSAF) and the Peace Recovery and 

Development Program (PRDP) After the end of the civil conflict in Northern Uganda, 

this region recorded the highest levels of poverty due to the negative impacts of the 

conflict where over 1.8 million people were displaced and resided in Internally Displaced 

Peoples camps. As they resettled after the war, Government put in place two programs 

to address issues of social service provision and social protection. NUSAF and PRDP 

have had two terms and have since been evaluated. Their evaluations have deduced 

that they have significantly reduced the levels of poverty. According to the 2015 Uganda 

Human Development Report, notes that the region has made substantial gains in 

development with indicators manifesting an increase in the human development index 

from 0.402 in 2005/06 to 0.431 in 2012/13. 

 

The PRDP was first introduced in 2009 as a three-year plan for the recovery and 

development of Northern Uganda but has since been extended to cover more districts 

and a longer time frame. It currently covers 55 districts and 9 municipalities in the 

Greater North and about 38 % of Uganda‘s population. However, only one third of the 

population in this area lives in districts that were significantly affected by conflict or 

cattle-rustling; another third has been sporadically affected by conflict and cattle-rustling 

and the last third has only suffered from spill-over effects of conflict or cattle-rustling. As 

such, even though the needs of these three district categories maybe different, the 
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implementation of PRDP programmes continue to be uniform across the board 

regardless of economic opportunities or level of poverty. 

 

The overall goal of the PRDP is to stabilize Northern Uganda and lay a firm foundation 

for recovery and development. Specifically, the PRDP aims at promoting socioeconomic 

development of the communities of Northern Uganda to bridge the gap between the 

North and the rest of the Country, so that the North achieves ―national average level‖ in 

the main socio-economic indicators. The PRDP is organized around four Strategic 

Objectives, namely: consolidation of State Authority; rebuilding and empowering 

communities; revitalization of the economy; and peace building and reconciliation. The 

PRDP is implemented through three modalities, which include the PRDP budget grant, 

On-budget special projects, and Off-budget funding. Under the ―PRDP budget grant‖, 

government provides grants through the budget as a top-up to the regular budget 

allocations of the benefitting Districts and central government agencies involved in 

PRDP implementation 

 

 Social Assistance Grants for Empowerment (SAGE) The government through the 

Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development has successfully implemented 

SAGE on a pilot basis in 15 LGs. The pilot scheme has shown that receiving small but 

regular income support allows families with older people to improve their nutrition and 

food security; to have better access to savings and credit, invest in their livelihoods and 

increase access to health and education services for children living in these 

households. Regular grant payments directly into rural communities is enabling 

households and communities as a whole to save, invest in production and is also 

stimulating demand for goods and services which is benefitting the wider business 

community.  

 

This directly contributes to the government‘s drive for increased local production and 

improved household incomes. Given that the majority of the elderly persons in Uganda 

are women, Government has since 2014 made tremendous progress on social 

protection policy development and piloting the Social Assistance Grants for 

Empowerment (SAGE). The SAGE is composed of: (i) Senior Citizen Grant to older 

persons aged 65 years +; and (ii) Vulnerable Families Grant e.g. child headed 

households. Empowerment grant is received by 110,334 Senior Citizens and Vulnerable 

Families Households in 6040 villages, 141 sub counties and town council in 15 pilot 

districts. The Districts are of Kyenjojo, Kyegegwa, Kiboga, Kyankwanzi, Apac, Kole, 
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Katakwi, Kaberamaido, Moroto, Napak, Nakapiripirit, Amudat, Nebbi, Zombo and 

Yumbe. Over Shs2.75Bn is delivered directly to the beneficiaries every month through 

MTN Uganda‘s Mobile Money Service. Each beneficiary receives Shs25,000 every 

month. With this money the elderly have been able to: (i) Increase uptake of health and 

education services; (ii) Improve food security; (iii) Increase participation, social 

inclusion, self-esteem and empowerment, particularly amongst older women; (iv) 

Increase capacity to meet not only beneficiaries‘ basic needs but also those of children 

under their care. The Ministry has developed a more affordable national roll-out plan 

which will allow the programme to be gradually rolled-out to the eligible population. In 

order to reduce the short-term cost and improve social and political acceptability, the 

Ministry in 2015/16 planned to roll out the program to every sub-county in the country 

but enroll only the 100 oldest persons in each sub-county. It is planned that all elderly 

persons above 65 years of age will be covered in the next five years. 

 

 Prosperity for All Program the Government of Uganda launched the Prosperity for all 

programme in October 2007 aimed at transforming Uganda from a poor peasant society 

into a modern industrial united and prosperous society in a stable and peaceful 

environment. This program integrated various aspects linked to this agenda including 

the NAADS program. 

 

 NAADS Programme was set up mainly to advise farmers to transition from subsistence 

farming to commercial farming. The two phases of the program 2004-2009; 2009-2013. 

Evaluation of this program noted the positive impact that it made especially in 

progressive towards a commercial orientation. However, it was discredited by high 

overhead costs and a mismatch been farmer needs and program response in most 

instances. The programme was reviewed and the UPDF introduced to increase 

efficiency in provision of inputs. To supplement this process, a Directorate of Extension 

Services was set up under MAAIF to ensure technical advice is provided to farmers to 

best use the inputs provided. These recent reforms will require a review of the 2001 

NAADS Act in line with the recommendations of the newly passed National Agricultural 

Extension Policy (2016). 

 

 Furthermore, the government continued with the implementation of the special programs 

for Luwero Triangle under the Luwero Development Program meant to galvanize 

and refocus all efforts meant to restore the local economy and repair the damaged 

infrastructure. The establishment of the Luwero development program was quickly 
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followed by the establishment of similar programs targeting areas that had been 

affected by the Joseph Kony/Northern Uganda conflict, the insurgency in Teso and the 

cattle rustling orchestrated by the Karamojong. Currently, all of the special programs are 

managed and coordinated by the Office of the Prime Minister and include the Karamoja 

Integrated Development Program (KIDP); the Rwenzori Development Program 

(LRDP), Karamoja Livelihoods Programme (KALIP) and Northern Uganda 

Agricultural Livelihoods Recovery Programme (ALREP). 

 

 Government supported SACCOs have enabled many households to grow their enterprises, 

particularly those which emerged to advance the common economic interests of a 

particular group. Government interventions such as the Vegetable Oil Development 

Project in Kalangala have also had a transformative impact on the livelihoods of 

smallholder farmers. Gaps in public service delivery have successfully been addressed, 

through the Peace, Recovery and Development programme in the north for example. 

Uganda‘s progress against the first nationally defined Multidimensional Poverty Index 

(UMPI) that captures other dimensions of welfare such as education, health, housing 

conditions and access to information making it a more comprehensive measure of 

welfare has been even more impressive than the country‘s reduction in income poverty. 

In just three years between 2009/10 and 2012/13, the share of the population classified 

as multidimensional poor reduced by 10.1 %age points. On the other hand, the 

multidimensional poverty index provides a higher threshold for the minimum acceptable 

living standards; a significant proportion of households living above the income poverty 

line remain poor in the other dimensions considered. Overall, this underlines the need 

for Government to broaden its development objectives beyond the 19.7 % of the 

population living below the international poverty line. 

 

 Uganda Women Entrepreneurship Programme is being implemented to reduce 

vulnerability in income among women.  In order to unleash the potential of women-

owned enterprises in Uganda and to enable women entrepreneurs to contribute more 

substantially to the country‘s objectives or economic growth, employment generation 

and poverty eradication, efforts have been made to create a more enabling environment 

for women to pursue enterprise growth. The MGLSD has therefore come up with a 

Uganda Women Entrepreneurship Programme aimed at promoting a conducive 

business environment and at building institutional and human capacities that will 

encourage and support the entrepreneurial initiatives of rural women. This will foster 
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more favourable attitudes towards women‘s entrepreneurial activity as well as 

addressing the vulnerability of their enterprises.  

 

 

Similarly, significant poverty reduction has occurred across all regions of the country. In the last 10 

years, poverty reduced by 18 %age points in the Central region; 19 %age points in the Northern 

region; 22 %age points in the Eastern region; and 24 %age points in the West. The Northern region 

remains the poorest part of the country, but the gap has narrowed significantly since the restoration 

of peace in 2006. More recently, it is the east that has seen the slowest progress in reducing income 

poverty. This mainly reflects adverse weather conditions, a high dependency ratio and growing 

population pressures contributing to land fragmentation and soil degradation. However, the region 

has seen significant progress in other dimensions of welfare, including education, health, housing 

conditions and access to information. 

 

Legal, Political and Institutional Measures taken to Reduce Poverty in terms of: 

 

Revised economic policies to facilitate poverty eradication  

 

While it explicitly mentioned in the constitution – the intent to focus on poverty reduction, 

Government recognizes that poverty is a big concern for the country‘s development. The transition 

from the PEAP to the NDP has put Uganda on a dual path – where on one hand we tackle poverty 

and development on the other hand and hence a focus on inclusive growth. Deliberate policies are in 

place to ensure improvements in agriculture to increase the productivity of farms and soils as well as 

strengthen the commodity approach that ensure maximum benefits for farmers. There are also 

investments in education and skilling to increase employment among others. 

 Promotion of grassroots (local) community’s participation in the choice of strategies 

for promoting social welfare 

As has already been mentioned in this chapter, citizens participate in the village, local 

and urban councils in their determination of development plans and their representation 

in parliament. The push has mainly been from CSOs such as the Civil Society Budget 

Advocacy Group (CSBAG) to ensure that the budgets are pro-poor and prioritize social 

welfare. 

 

 Development of ethics in the management of government projects 

Uganda has in place various law to ensure ethical conduct in management of projects. 

However, the challenge has been large scale corruption. According to the Vision 2040 
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Corruption remains one of Uganda‘s major challenges. It reduces the cost of doing 

business and negatively affects service delivery. Transparency International ranked 

Uganda at 25 points out of 100 in 2015 making it one of the most corrupt countries in the 

region (compared to Rwanda 54 and Tanzania 30). 

  

Assessment of volume and criteria for the allocation of financial resources for accelerating 

the reduction and elimination of poverty 

The MoFPED is implementing reforms to consolidate grants to LGs and increase the adequacy for 

decentralized service delivery. A major part of this reform is ensuring that poorly resourced districts 

receive and enhancement in the allocations that bring them up to those better performing ones in 

terms of various development indicators. The criteria are illustrated under the reform broad 

objectives which are the following:  

 Increase discretion to enable LGs deliver services in line with local needs whilst ensuring 

that National policies are implemented; 

 Allow new National Policies to be funded via the transfer system, at the same time 

avoiding future fragmentation of transfers and reduction in discretion;  

 Shift the focus away fragmented input-based conditions towards accountability for 

allocation decisions, expenditures and results; 

 Use the transfer system to provide incentives to improve Institutional and Service delivery 

performance; and 

 Restore adequacy and equity in allocation of funds for service delivery. 

 

Assessment of the Progress made related to poverty reduction 

 

National programmes, policies and strategies to Reduce Child Mortality, Improve Maternal 

Health and Combat HIV/AIDS, Malaria and Other Diseases 

 

Since 2008, Uganda pursued a number of programmes towards the attainment of the health MDGs 

4, 5 & 6 on reducing child mortality, improving maternal health and combating HIV/AIDS, malaria 

and other diseases. Uganda‘s commitment to achieving the MDGs was to the effect that 

Government set out to not only address the symptoms of underdevelopment but more importantly to 

resolve the underlying fundamental contradictions.  

 

Child Mortality and Maternal Health. In 2007, the government of Uganda developed a clear 

roadmap to reduce child mortality and improve maternal health. The Road Map defines the path that 

the Government of Uganda with key stakeholders was to take to accelerate the reduction of 
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maternal and neonatal mortality and morbidity. The vision was ―To have women in Uganda go 

through pregnancy, childbirth and postpartum period safely, and their babies born alive and healthy‖. 

The overall goal is to accelerate the reduction of maternal and neonatal morbidity and mortality in 

Uganda and help the country achieve the MDGs. The Road Map had three objectives, namely: 1. To 

increase the availability, accessibility and utilization of quality skilled care during pregnancy, 

childbirth and postnatal period at all levels of the health care delivery system, 2. To promote and 

support appropriate health seeking behaviour among pregnant women, their families and the 

community, 3. To strengthen family planning information and service provision for 

women/men/couples who want to space or limit their childbearing thus preventing unwanted and/or 

untimely pregnancies that increase the risk of maternal death. The strategies adopted under the 

roadmap focused on legal framework and policy environment; availability, accessibility and utilization 

of services; human resources, allocation and distribution of resources, coordination and 

management, community involvement and participation; and monitoring and evaluation. The 

Interventions for each of the seven strategies include:   

i. Improving legal and policy environment for effective formulation and implementation of 

maternal and newborn health programmes;  

ii. Improving the availability of, access to, and utilization of quality Maternal and Newborn Care 

Services, particularly at sub-counties;  

iii. Strengthening human resources and building capacity to provide quality maternal and 

newborn skilled health care;  

iv. Advocating for increased resource allocation for maternal and newborn health care;  

v. Strengthening coordination and Management of MNH Care Services;  

vi. Empowering communities to ensure a continuum of care between the household and the 

health care facility; and    

vii. Strengthening monitoring and evaluation mechanisms for better decision-making and service 

delivery of MNH Services 

 

Uganda has recorded tremendous improvement in reducing the Infant Mortality Rate per 1,000 live 

births from 54 to 44 reducing the under - 5 mortality rate per 1,000 live births from 90 to 51 and the 

Maternal Mortality Ratio per 100,000 live births from 438 to 320/100,000; Reducing fertility from 6.2 

to 4.5 children per woman; as well as reducing child stunting as a % of under-5s from 31 % to 25% 

in 2016.
64

 

 

In a bid to protect the vulnerable children, the government in partnership with Development Partners 

and civil society organizations in January 2014, established the Uganda Child Helpline (UCHL)-116 

                                                           
64 Uganda Demographic Health Survey 2016 
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toll free line as a mechanism to increase reporting of cases of child abuse. The Helpline was 

established as a medium through which children abused and seeking different forms of help could 

report and be helped. In addition, Government has developed an Alternative Care Framework to 

promote family based care for children and facilitate access to suitable alternative care options for 

children deprived of parental care in Uganda. The lack of a strong child sensitive social protection 

system that would remove the financial and social barriers to accessing services complicates the 

welfare of children. 

 

HIV/AIDS 

 

With regard to policies and programmes to combat HIV/Aids, the government of Uganda has 

remained steadfast in its resolve.  The government of Uganda recognizes that the HIV/AIDS 

epidemic has had great impact on the population and the disease burden remains unacceptably 

high. The HIV prevalence among persons aged 15 to 49 years stands at 7.3 % (UAIS 2011), and 

there are disparities among men and women, with that of women being high at 8.3 % compared to 

6.1 % for men. Overall adult prevalence estimated at 7.3 % for 15-59 years, an increase in 

prevalence amongst adolescents i.e. boys 0.3-1.7 % among 15-19 years, 2.6-3.0 % for girls and 

currently, the estimated number of people eligible for antiretroviral treatment (ART) is 1.4 million.  

Among the youth aged 15 – 24 years of age, only 39.5 % of the males and 38.1% of the female have 

comprehensive knowledge of HIV/AIDS. Compounded with high adolescent pregnancy rate at 24 %. 

 

Like in previous years, the government of Uganda implemented a number of policies and 

programmes to combat HIV/Aids, malaria and other diseases in line with the MDG commitments and 

the Global Health Policy 2011-2015. Government implemented robust treatment and prevention 

initiatives leading to improved conditions for people living with HIV. Since 2008, the government of 

Uganda intensified efforts at Antiretroviral treatment (ART) in Uganda. Between 2010 and 2013, 

almost 70% of all ART-eligible people living with HIV were on treatment. However, the introduction of 

the 2013 WHO treatment guidelines have slightly reduced ART access that by 2015 stood at 40% 

for adults and 22% for children.  The government has also implemented robust HIV/Aids prevention 

programmes in Uganda. These have included prevention of mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT), 

HIV testing and counseling (HTC), Voluntary medical male circumcision (VMMC) and condom use.  

 

i. Prevention of mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT). Since it was launched in 2011, 

government under the UNAIDS Global Plan has been implementing Prevention of mother-to-

child transmission (PMTCT) programs that have had a marked effect on bringing HIV 

services to children and women in Uganda. By the end of 2013, 93% of pregnant women 
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were tested for HIV and knew their result. The overall PMTCT service coverage by March 

2013 was 2,138 health facilities – 48% of all health facilities in the country.1 By the end of 

2013, all 112 districts in the country had at least one health facility providing the full scope of 

PMTCT services. During the period 2011-2013, government under the HIV National Priority 

Action Plan helped increase the %age of HIV-positive pregnant women who received 

antiretroviral drugs to reduce risk of mother-to-child transmission (MTCT) to 71.7%, equating 

to a total of 88,792 individuals. The positive influence of the plan is illustrated by the fact that 

since 2009, Uganda has seen an estimated 50% reduction in new infections among children. 

Similarly, High-level advocacy for elimination of MTCT was supported at both the national 

and district level. Not only did it draw participation of the political, cultural and religious 

leaders, but the Office of the First Lady of the Republic of Uganda also championed it. 

However, in spite of this support, between 2012 and 2013 Uganda experienced a stalling of 

the number of pregnant women receiving antiretroviral prophylaxis or treatment.  

 

ii. HIV Testing and Counselling (HTC). Uganda also scaled up the HIV Testing and 

Counselling (HTC) throughout the country. The government continued to believe that 

knowledge of one‘s HIV status through HIV testing and counselling (HTC) remains a key 

driver in tackling Uganda‘s HIV epidemic. As a result of scaled-up HTC efforts, the proportion 

of adults aged 15-49 who have ever been tested for HIV and received their results increased 

from 12.7% in 2004/2005 to 65.8% in 2011 among women; and from 10.8% to 44.9% among 

men. On average, about 8.0 million people of all age groups annually received HTC services 

since 2012.  

 

iii. Voluntary medical male circumcision (VMMC). In September 2010, a nationwide Safe 

Male Circumcision (SMC) policy and communication strategy was launched, focusing on 

promoting voluntary safe male circumcision for all men 15 years and older as an essential 

health service. Recent indications suggest that after a slow start the policy has garnered 

positive results. Between October 2012 and September 2013 the number of men 

circumcised in Uganda was 801,678. In an effort to maintain this momentum, in 2013 the 

service delivery for SMC intensified. As a result, the number of health facilities providing 

SMC increased from 420 (in 105 districts) in 2012 to 1,117 (in all 112 districts) in 2013.  This 

increase in facilities brought the cumulative total number of males receiving SMC to 

1,411,798. 

 

iv. Condom Use. Government of Uganda scale up efforts to increase condom use in the 

country. During 2012/13, 187 million male and 5.8 million female condoms were procured 

http://www.avert.org/node/375
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into Uganda.  The same level of annual procurement has been maintained since then. 

Alongside this, the government strengthened the supply chain for both male and female 

condoms, and a coordinated approach to consistent condom promotion is an integral 

element in preventing the transmission of HIV in Uganda.  

 

Overall, the above policies and programs implemented in the recent past, have led to successes, 

namely; the decrease from 28,000 in 2009 to 8,000 in 2014 (Aids Surveillance Data) in the number 

of infants born with HIV infection. This is a result of the scaling up of the program for Prevention of 

Mother to Child Transmission (PMTCT); the number of HIV infected persons put on antiretroviral 

treatment increased from 438,542 in 2012 to 588,039 in 2013, leading to a significant reduction in 

AIDS-related deaths and improvement in the quality of life of HIV infected persons. 

 

Malaria: Malaria remains the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in Uganda especially among 

pregnant women and children. Malaria and non-pneumonia - cough or cold constitute the major 

illnesses that keep the population away from the production value chains, contributing 37 % and 

22.3% respectively for the last five years.  

 

The government is aware of the recent research findings indicate that Malaria results in a substantial 

loss in GDP to Uganda, contributing to holding back long-term economic growth, and working 

against poverty eradication efforts and socioeconomic development of the country. Given the 

relationship between morbidity and economic growth, Orem, et al., (2012) indicate that an increase 

in malaria morbidity by one unit, while holding all other factors constant, per capita GDP decreases 

by US$0.00767 per year. On this basis, it is recommended that investments in reducing malaria will 

contribute significantly to increasing productivity of Uganda's population, and hence, increasing 

GDP. 

 

As a result of the potential burden of malaria on the economy and particularly its effect on child 

mortality and maternal health, the government has implemented a number of policies and programs 

to reduce the incidence of malaria since 2009. These have included mass distribution of Long 

Lasting Insecticide Treated Nets (LLIN), Insecticide Residual Spraying (IRS), use of appropriate 

diagnostics and effective anti-malarial therapy and integrated community case management. 

However, these national efforts, there has been slow progress towards reducing incidents of malaria 

cases which had a target of 15 % by end of 2015.  

 

Tuberculosis: The government has implemented programs aimed at scaling up of appropriate 

diagnostics and availability of anti-TB drugs in all health centres across the country. These efforts 
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resulted in a 50 % reduction in new Tuberculosis infections between 2010 and 2014. However, these 

gains are threatened by emergence of Multi Drug Resistance to TB. 

 

Non-Communicable diseases: Non-communicable diseases such as high blood pressure, cancers, 

diabetes, injuries and disabilities, genetic diseases and others are on the increase. While some of 

these diseases are genetic in nature, majority of them are due to lifestyles. Mental illnesses are on 

increase mainly due to challenges of urbanization, violence, and alcohol and drug substance abuse. 

The country has embarked on the first baseline for Non-Communicable Diseases (NCD) survey that 

intends to determine the burden of disease and the prevalence of risk factors for NCDs. However, 

the country still has low capacity to manage NCDs especially specialized centres and specialists. 

 

Challenges to improving child mortality, improve maternal health and combat HIV/AIDS, 

malaria and other diseases 

 

A number of challenges were faced with regard to attaining MDGs 4, 5 &6.  By 2013, an estimated 

1.6 million people were still living with HIV, and an estimated 63,000 Ugandans died of AIDS-related 

illnesses.  Furthermore, although promising signs in behavior change and prevalence rates have 

been shown and the number of AIDS-related deaths in the country is reported to have decreased by 

an estimated 19%, by the end of 2013, Uganda had 140,000 new cases of HIV infections, 

accounting for 7% of the world‘s total increase – the third largest increase in any country. At the 

same time, the estimated HIV prevalence among adults aged 15 to 49 stood at 7.4%.  

 

Slow behavior change. Behaviour change among key affected segments of the population seems 

to be slow and a  number of key affected populations who are at high risk of HIV infection still exist in 

Uganda. These include Men who have sex with Men (MSMs) with estimated prevalence at 13.2% 

and who continue to face pervading social stigma and high levels of homophobic violence caused by 

enduring conservative attitudes reducing their inclination to access HIV services; sex workers with 

prevalence rates of 34.2% that is above the sub-Saharan Africa average of 27.4%. Low rates of 

condom use among sex workers continues to be reported and only 54% of sex workers received an 

HIV test by 2013; Adolescent girls and young women aged between 15-24 who continued to register 

HIV prevalence rates in Uganda was estimated at 4.2% for women and 2.4% for men. By 2014, the 

majority of new HIV infections were reported to occur among young women and adolescent girls. 

 

Low uptake of circumcision and inadequate condom imports. While voluntary medical male 

circumcision (VMMC) is recognized as an aid to preventing the transmission of HIV, there seems to 

be low uptake in Uganda. The 2014 AIDS Indicator Survey (AIS) report found that only 26.4% of 
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men in Uganda were circumcised, only slightly up from the 24.8% in 2005. Similarly, while the 

numbers of condom imports are promising, they are still less than national requirements as the 

country has reported frequent periodic shortages and stock-outs of free condoms. 

 

Limited integrated Disease Surveillance and Response: Although there have been significant 

improvements in disease outbreak response and disaster preparedness specifically; increased 

functionality of districts response teams from 71 % in 2010/2011 to 83 % in 2012/13 (IDSR 2013) 

and in response to epidemics from 52 % in 2010/2011 to 57 % in 2013, this however, fell short of the 

targeted 61 % of HSSIP 2014/15 (MTR, 2013). Also, there are new emerging challenges that are 

related to climate change, global warming, and urbanization among others that need to be 

addressed. 

 

Limited financing health services: The trend in allocation of funds to the health sector shows an 

average increase of 20 % per annum in absolute terms over the past four years of HSSIP. However, 

the allocation to health as %age of the total Government budget has reduced from 9.6 % in 

2003/2004 (AHSPR, 2013/14) to 8.6 % in 2014/15 of the total Government budget much lower than 

the Abuja Declaration target of 15 %. This decline has taken place in the midst of rising health care 

demand and costs due to high population growth. As a consequence, the health care financing has 

remained largely dependent on financing from the households (43 %), donors (34 %) and 23 % 

comes from Government and employers (NHA, 2013). The high dependence on financing by the 

households reduces access and utilization of health services and while dependence on donor 

funding has affects the sustainability of health financing in Uganda.  

 

Disparities in Human Resources for Health: The proportion of filled vacancies in the health sector 

increased from 56 % in 2009/10 (MTR, 2013) to 68 % in (HRH Audit, 2014). While this achievement 

is laudable, there remains significant disparities in staffing between rural and urban settings; and 

across districts particularly midwives and doctors. 

 

Sub-optimal Health Infrastructure: The population living within 5 kilometers of a health facility as 

of 2012/13 was 72 %. In addition, significant challenges remain with an old stock and inadequate 

infrastructure mainly general hospitals and lower level health facilities. The functionality of some 

health facilities particularly Health Centre IVs remains sub-optimal largely due to inadequate staff 

housing and equipment. 

 

Inadequacies in utilization of the Health Management Information System (HMIS) data: A 

major achievement in the health sector has been the migration of the Health information system to 
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DHIS2, a web-based information management system which has been rolled out to all districts. 

Despite the achievement, more improvements are required in timeliness and completeness of 

reporting attributed to poor connectivity and power shortages. Other important innovations in e-

health geared towards improving data management and the flow of information from health facilities 

to Central level are m-Trac and e-health solutions targeted to improve information availability for 

patients. 

 

Policies in place for combating unemployment, particularly among the youth 

In Uganda, the youth constitute 21.3 % of the total population and 57 % of the labour force. Seventy-

nine (79 %) of youth live in rural areas where poverty levels are high and the major economic activity 

is agriculture. The youth in Uganda face numerous and multi-dimensional problems including: the 

persistence of inadequate employable skills; limited access to assets and other means of production; 

limited access to basic and critical health services, including sexual and reproductive health 

services, for example, only 30 % females in Uganda have access to contraception services, the 

majority being youth; early marriages and pregnancies with prevalence rates at 22.3 for the ages of 

12 – 17 years in select districts ; substance and drug abuse as a coping strategy for lack of 

employment. They are also affected by peer influence and other social pressures, exposing them to 

HIV/AIDS, crime, unplanned pregnancies and STIs, lack of life skills needed to resist such pressures 

and to practice safe behaviour. Although teenage pregnancy has reduced from 43 % in 1992 to 25 

% in 2013, it is still high as compared to other countries. 

 

Uganda has registered a modest increase in total employment during the last five years. According 

to the Uganda National Household Survey (UNHS0 2012/13, the total labour force was 16.3 million 

persons. The %age of people employed in the formal sector is miniscule compared to those who are 

self-employed. The proportion of the labour force that is self-employed rose from 70.9 % in 2009/10 

to 81.5 %. Of those who are self-employed, 73 % were engaged in agriculture, forestry and fisheries, 

followed by 9 % in trade and 5 % in manufacturing, with a higher proportion of females than males. 

About 6 million (43 %) working persons were in subsistence production with a higher proportion for 

females (49 %) than males (37 %). However, Uganda is faced with low labour productivity levels with 

a total factor productivity index of less than a unit compared to the global competitiveness standard 

of at least five units. Similarly, the proportion of the labour force in paid employment fell from 21.5 % 

in 2009/10 to only 18.5 % in 2012/13. In 2012/13, 15 % of the labour force had no formal education. 

There is a high labour force growth rate was estimated at 4.7 % per annum in 2012/13. The huge 

increase in the size of the population aged 15 and above is explained by the population momentum 

generated by the persistence of high fertility.  
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Overall, the level of youth unemployment has been on a steady increase since 2008. The highest 

rates of unemployment are in regions with low population and low economic activity including parts 

of the central region and Karamoja, as well as in the northern corridor. But the highest numbers of 

unemployed are in the urban areas around the northern corridor. Government has projected a job 

gap of 13 million people between the formal labour market size and the total employable labour force 

by 2040 that illustrates Uganda‘s phenomenal job-creation challenge 

 

In order to check the increase in youth unemployment, the government has put in place a number of 

special programmes to combat youth unemployment. These include among others; establishment of 

Youth venture capital funds, special skilling programs, strengthening institutional programmes and 

funding for BTVET programmes as well as vocationalisation of tertiary and higher education. Other 

programmes include establishment of a labour market information system, strengthening the 

industrial court as well as establishment of the Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC).  

 

The Youth Livelihood Programme 

Government initiated, the Youth Livelihood Programme (YLP), in 2013/14 as one of its interventions 

in response to the high unemployment rate and poverty among the youth. The programme 

development objective is to empower the youth to harness their socio-economic potential and 

increase self-employment opportunities and income levels. The YLP targets unemployed youth both 

rural and urban, uneducated and educated including the university graduates; Youth Living in slums, 

city streets, high risk and impoverished communities; youth that have not had a chance to attend 

formal education, single parent youth; Youth with Disability; Youth living with HIV and AIDs as well 

as youth that have completed secondary school or tertiary institutions. Failure to provide livelihood 

support as a means to increasing employment rates and reducing poverty among the youth 

undermines the achievement of the NDP II and Vision 2040. The YLP provides support in form of 

revolving funds for skills development projects and income generating activities initiated by youth 

groups. The first phase of the Programme in FY 2013-14 covered 27 districts. The Programme was 

scaled up in FY 2014-15 to cover the rest of the country in the second phase. A total of 32,374 

youths (44 % are female) have accessed support under the Programme and are presently engaged 

in self-employment in various vocational trades and income generating activities as follows: 

agriculture (53 %), trade (21.7 %), vocational trades (9 %), small-scale industry (5.6 %), services (8 

%) and ICT (1 %). 

 

Externalization of Labour 

Labour markets abroad provide employment opportunities for Ugandans in the short run as the 

country develops its capacity to generate sufficient jobs for its labour force. The United Nations 
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estimated that 628,845 Ugandans lived and worked outside Uganda in 2013, of which 53 % were 

women. As of May 2014, 29 external employment recruitment agencies had been licensed and over 

42,000 Ugandans formally recruited and deployed in Iraq, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Saudi 

Arabia, Afghanistan, Somalia and South Sudan. Migrant workers‘ remittances into the economy 

were estimated at US USD 1,392 million in FY2012/13 which represented a significant increase of 

215.5 % from USUSD 646 million in FY2011/12. The remittances account for 4.0 % of the GDP. In 

addition to the remittances, the migrants have acquired new skills, methods of work, and experience. 

 

Government has strengthened the labour externalization unit of the Ministry of Gender, Labour and 

Social development to promote, coordinate as well as regulate labour externalization activities in 

Uganda. Government is progressively putting in place systems for conducive atmosphere for 

Uganda Migrant Workers abroad. It is providing data on employment abroad; conducting labour 

agreement with the receiving countries. Under the regulations, private companies are licensed to 

source and formally/officially place Ugandans to work abroad. To date 27 companies are licensed 

while 4160 Ugandan migrant workers have been placed by the external recruitment agencies. 

Government has initiated Bilateral Labour Agreements negotiations with labour receiving countries – 

Qatar, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates. The first negotiation meeting was held in November 

2014 in Doha, Qatar, Saudi Arabia. Another meeting is due to be held in Kuwait in early May ,2015. 

By 2014, Migrant workers who have gone through the Externalization of Labour Programme were 

remitting US $25 million annually an average US $ 2 million every month. 

 

Government through the Ministry of Gender Labour and Social Development is taking steps to 

strengthen the externalization of Migrant workers: i. Revising of the Statutory Instrument No. 62, 

2005, The Employment (Recruitment of Ugandan Migrant Workers Abroad) Regulations, 2005; to 

include anti-human trafficking provisions; ii. Developing of Guidelines for the Recruitment 

Companies and Uganda Migrant Workers iii. Develop an online information sharing system on 

externalization of labour among stakeholders – ISO, ESO, CMI and CIID; iv. Conducting Regular 

meetings with Private Recruitment agencies to constantly receive updates on the situation in the 

sector. v. Encouraging recruitment agencies to form an association. vi. Strengthening the monitoring 

of Private Recruitment Companies by incorporating other stakeholders in the monitoring; vii. Setting 

up a Working Group on Human Trafficking in the Ministry. This feeds into the Inter – Ministerial Task 

Force on Combating Human Trafficking under the MOIA. 

 

Establishment of the Labour Market Information System 

By 2015, government has planned to set up a fully-fledged Labour Market Information System 

(LMIS). Labour market information is accorded importance in a number of national policies and 
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programmes. This is because the human resource is recognized as one of the key fundamentals of 

growth in Uganda‘s economy. To harness this resource will require reliable data on employment 

activities and labour markets in Uganda. An effective LMIS is the lifeblood of the planning, policy 

review and programme development process of the country. It provides market signals to the 

education and training institutions to develop relevant training courses for skills that are relevant to 

the needs of the economy and the enterprises. A uniform and standardized LMIS is needed to 

ensure that data and information is collected, analyzed and easily accessed by the users` and other 

stakeholders periodically. The LMIS will provide a framework for the collection, compilation, analysis 

of information and its dissemination to policy makers, investors, employers, workers, other private 

agencies, specific groups, such as the youth, persons with disability and women and the general 

public in Uganda, in the wider labour market in the EAC and abroad. The LMIS will capture the 

demand and supply side of the labour market and will be propelled by formal interagency and 

governmental partnerships and public-private sector partnerships. LMI collection and its delivery 

shall be at both the central and local level with information systems and networks developed. 

Information shall be disseminated at the national, districts, and local levels.  

 

Strengthening the Industrial Court 

Uganda‘s Industrial Court was established by law under Section 7 of the Labour Disputes 

(Arbitration and Settlement) Act, 2006 (No. 8) in order to promote workers‘ rights, justice and equity; 

The court was established with the mandate to arbitrate on labour disputes referred to it; and to 

adjudicate upon questions of law and fact arising from references to the Industrial Court by any other 

law. An industrial Court office was procured in Ntinda and the Court was fully functional as of 1st 

July 2014. Two High Judges were appointed, vetted and sworn in. The panelists of the Industrial 

Court also sworn in, Staff on secondment to the Industrial Court reported. Hearing of 20 cases 

commenced and 314 cases referred to the Industrial Court registered. The two (2) Judges and one 

(1) Court Registrar were trained in Industrial Court procedures.  

 

5.6 Challenges to Combating Youth Unemployment 

 

There is noticeable rampant breach of contracts, unsafe working conditions and sexual harassment, 

accidents and work related injuries. On average 2,000 cases of work related accidents are reported 

annually. Few employers provide a safe and healthy working environment for descent work. There is 

inadequate awareness and sensitization on Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) standards, 

limited personnel and logistics and enforcement of legislations has not been effective. These 

incidences contribute to low productivity, disabilities and loss of life. In Uganda, accidents are 
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common in construction sites, factories, security and transport sectors and in the commercial 

agriculture sub sector. 

 

In addition, occupational diseases are also on the increase. Immigrant workers impact on the job 

market thereby competing with Ugandans for the same jobs. From routine labour inspections, it is 

evident that migrant workers with similar skills as Ugandans do the same or even less work, but are 

paid higher. Others are smuggled or trafficked into the country, confined and work under very poor 

terms and conditions of employment. There is an information gap on migrant workers in the country 

making it difficult to regulate the inflow and working conditions of both skilled and less skilled 

immigrants. 

 

Recommendations to Reduce Poverty, Increase Employment and Reduce Inequality  

The assessment makes the following recommendation to reduce poverty and inequality while 

expanding opportunities for employment especially for the youth, and other vulnerable persons. 

viii. Strengthen interventions that focus on improving livelihoods of households so that they build 

resilience to economic shocks  

ix. Improving decentralized service delivery especially for primary health care and education to 

reduce out-of-pocket costs for all 

x. Mainstreaming of disability in all policies and refraining from their exclusion during planning 

and budgeting processes 

xi. Ensuring gender based budgeting so that service delivery addresses gender biases across the 

board both at national and local levels 

xii. Implement the Sharpened Plan 2015-2020 on the reduction of newborn, child and maternal 

mortality  

xiii. Support interventions through the Ministry of Health to address HIV/AIDS and malaria by 

focusing on most at risk areas and drug adherence for the infected 

xiv. Create incentives for productive sectors of the economy to produce working and on-job training 

opportunities as part of skilling for sustainable employment and economic empowerment of the 

youth. 
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5.6 PROGRESS TOWARDS GENDER EQUALITY AND EQUAL ACCESS TO 

EDUCATION FOR GIRLS 

  

This section looks at measures that have been taken to promote gender equality and the results that 

have been registered. It also assesses the progress made in strengthening national programmes 

and institutional mechanisms to eliminate gender disparities in primary and secondary education to 

achieve gender equality in education. 

 

5.6.1 Measures Uganda Has Taken to Promote Gender Equality  

 

Trends in Gender Equality 

Uganda has since 2000 improved significantly in advancing gender equality with a special focus on 

the advancement of interventions that empower women. Uganda achieved the MDG target in 2015 

on ensuring same number of girls as boys of the school going age in school at 100% up from 93.2% 

in 2000. This proportion, however, dropout rate increases for girls from primary to tertiary education. 

Socioeconomic (preference to educate boys as opposed to girls in light of limited household 

income); cultural factors (mostly early marriage); as well as school-specific factors like sanitary 

facilities gaps are responsible for this trend. Affirmative action (including 1.5-point addition and 

district bursaries) have reduced gender biases at tertiary level but not enough to counteract other 

biases. 

 

Table 5.12 key gender equality indicators 

Indicators 2000 2003 2006 2009 2012 2014 

Ratio of Girls to Boys:       

- Primary Education  93.2% 97.1% 99.4% 99.9% 99.9% 100% 

- Secondary Education 78.8% 82.4% 83.5% 84.2% 85.2% 83.3% 

- Tertiary Education 58.0% 64.7% 72.7% 77.6% 78.6% 79.1% 

Women share of non-agricultural 

workers 

- - 28.1% 33.4% 30.2% - 

Proportion of MPs who are women 17.9% 24.7% 23.9% - 35.0% 35.0% 

 

Uganda ranked 7
th
 in Africa (and one of only 8 countries in the world) with a representation of 35% of 

Parliamentarians as women. Today, women occupy high positions in government including top 
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positions for key line Ministries including: health, education, energy, lands housing and urban 

development and the Presidency; key institutions including Uganda Revenue Authority, Uganda 

National Roads Authority, Uganda National Chamber of Commerce and Industry and Kampala 

Capital City Authority. The implementation of the National Gender Policy 1997 (now under review) 

has enabled programs geared at affirmative action for women to be implemented both at national 

and district levels.  

 

Gender inequality in Uganda has however persisted on the economic front, particularly in the biased 

level of access by women to economic opportunities and ownership of productive assets. Out of all 

non-agricultural employment, the women share is only 30.2%. Small and medium size businesses 

are owned by men at a rate 2.5 times more than women
65

 and this number drops to 2 for larger 

scale enterprises. While Uganda moved from 43
rd

 to 29
th
 in the Global Gender Gap (GGG) ranking 

between 2008/09 and 2011/12, inequalities between male and female continue to reflect in the 

income imbalance analysis. For instance, while women engaged agriculture constitute about 63% of 

the total, only 18.5% of those are engaged in wage-employment within the sector. Most of the wage-

employment (including paid-for causal labour in agriculture) still goes to men 

 

Gender Gap in Comparison to other African Countries  

 

Gender inequality in Uganda is mainly driven by discriminatory social institutions, family ethos, and 

factors that restrict opportunities to women as well as their civil liberties and economic rights. 

Cognizant of this reality, Uganda has passed a number of national laws and ratified the key 

conventions to protect and advance the rights of women. However, patriarchal mind-sets, a weak 

political and corporate will to implement these laws, and some cultural stereotyping against women 

have pegged back progress. The approach to end Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) in Eastern 

Uganda has so far demonstrated that it is possible to change mindsets and divert negative cultural 

practices to progressive ones. Uganda is praised for is ensuring equal pay for women for the same 

work done with men but more need to ensure broad based affirmative action. A key focus is needed 

in: 

 ensuring that women and girls are able to access productive assets including land and 

financial credit; and 

 enforcement mechanisms need to be strengthened especially at the local levels to address 

domestic violence against women, early marriages, girl-child drop out especially in 

secondary schools and defilement.  

                                                           
65 World Bank 2013 Enterprises Survey 
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On the other hand, increasing women participation and providing avenues for women to unleash 

their potential has high multiplier impact on the family, community and country. 1% increase in GII 

reduces the HDI by 0.75 percent
66

 and vice-versa. As an indicator/imperative for emergence – this 

presupposes that Uganda ought to keep a keen early on closing the gender gaps as this is critical to 

its overall performance on the HDI index- a measure of gradation into a middle income country 

status. 

 

Fig. 5.8 Chart showing GII for selected African Countries 

 

Source: Africa Human Development Report UNDP, 2016 

 

UNDP introduced a gender Inequality Index in 2010 to reflect gender differences in three 

dimensions: reproductive health, empowerment, and economic activity (measured by the labour 

market participation rate for men and women. As can be seen from the chart above, Uganda 

outperforms South Africa, Zambia and Rwanda on this index. 

 

Overall, in an attempt to ensure a people-centered economy, government has done well in ensuring 

that the national, budget and planning process is an output of a highly consultative process right 

from village level. More can be done to ensure that district plans receive adequate financing to meet 

people‘s needs for development. Civil Society Organizations like CSBAG (Civil Society Budget 

Advocacy Group) are pushing government for a ‗pro-poor‘ budget – one that ensures that spending 

                                                           
66 UNDP (2016) Africa Human Development Report (2016) pg. 31 
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provides services (rural roads, water, education, health, agriculture and trade support) so that 

citizens can associate development with improvements in their quality of life. Their engagement with 

Ministry of Finance and Parliament has since 2012 generated a dialogue that has seen better 

prioritization towards ‗pro-poor‘ spending. For instance, in the Financial 2012/13 – they were 

successful in lobbying Parliament not to approve taxes on key agricultural inputs. 

 

Legal, Political and Institutional measures to promote gender equality and women 

participation in Broad Based Social Economic Development  

 

In terms of policy and legal frameworks, and as reported in the first review, the Uganda Government 

enacted several legal and policy documents that address gender inequality and promote women‘s 

advancement in all spheres of life. In 1995 Uganda promulgated a Constitution that provides for 

integrating gender equality in national development. Objective XV the Constitution recognizes the 

role of women in society noting that the state ―shall recognize the significant role that women plan in 

society‖. Article 33 on the rights of women states among others that: Women shall be accorded full 

and equal dignity of the person just as men; 

i. The State shall provide facilities and opportunities necessary to enhance the welfare of 

women to enable them to realize their full potential and advancement; 

ii. The State shall protect women and their rights, taking into account their unique status and 

natural maternal functions in society; and that  

iii. Women shall have the right to equal treatment with men and that right shall include equal 

opportunities in political, economic and social activities. 

 

The Constitution provides for equality, prohibits discrimination of all forms and promotes the 

protection of women‘s rights as well as affirmative action in favor of women and other special 

interest groups (including persons with disabilities, the displaced persons, orphaned and vulnerable 

children). Affirmative action particularly in the political sphere is also provided for in other Ugandan 

laws and statutes such as National Women‘s Council Statute (amended) (2000). The Constitution 

also provides for children rights in article 34, which was translated into legislation, the Children‘s 

Statute (1996) and Act (2003), which offer equality and protection of the girl child. Uganda‘s 

Parliament passed The Children Amendment Act (2015) that will now enforce the Child Protection 

Policy. In addition, The Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC) Act was enacted in December 2006 

to reinforce equality for marginalized groups mainly women and People with disabilities (PWDs). 

Other legislations that support gender equality and women‘s advancement include the Land Act of 

1998 (Access to land and security of occupancy on family land), The Penal Code Act, The 

Immigration Act, and Employment Act 2006.  
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Integration of gender equality approach into local and national processes 

In 2007, Uganda formulated the National Gender Policy, and with it, strengthening of the Ministry of 

Gender Labour and Social Development. The Policy prescribes the basic principles and framework 

for integrating gender issues and concerns in all sectors of the economy as well as the civil society. 

It further acknowledges the responsibility of all actors in development in the pursuit of gender 

equality and women‘s empowerment. The gender policy is operationalized through the National 

Action Plan on Women, which constitutes a guiding framework for the integration of gender into the 

sectoral policies and strategic plans. Although the Gender and Women Affairs function was later 

merged with the related functions of Labour and Social Development, the government has continued 

to strengthen its capacity since 2009. As a result, the Directorate responsible for Mainstreaming of 

Gender and Rights now has three departments and programs namely:  

i. Department of Gender and Women Affairs; 

ii. Department of Equity and Rights; 

iii. Uganda Women Entrepreneurship Programme (UWEP). 

As a means of further supporting women, Government in 2015 deliberately introduced a UGX 50 

billion Women Entrepreneurship Scheme to for business start-ups for women productive entities. 

Government has ensured that the gender mainstreaming and rights function obtains full-time political 

supervision. Under close supervision by a dedicated Minister, the gender mainstreaming and rights 

function endeavors to achieve gender equity (justice and fairness in the distribution of resources, 

benefits, and responsibilities between women and men; boys and girls in all spheres of life) by 

reducing to minimal levels of inequalities in access to, control and ownership of productive 

resources, as a result of discrimination on the basis of gender, culture, tradition, age, disability, 

religion and region.  

 

Mainstreaming gender and rights function ensures that service delivery in all sectors addresses the 

cause-effect relationship resulting from gender and rights related issues as well as other inequalities 

at all levels in order to have all the community members participating in the development process. 

Specifically, the function is responsible for provision of technical guidance and initiation of the 

development of policies, plans, guidelines and standards. It also oversees the delivery of services, 

monitors and supervises the implementation of policies and programmes in the various sectors to 

ensure quality and standards. It also provides advocacy and networking; develops the capacity of 

stakeholders for conducting gender and equity Analysis as a means of identifying issues and 

strategies to address gender issues; carries out gender and rights auditing in local governments 

through planning, budgeting and implementation; and mobilizes funding for mainstreaming gender 
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and rights in projects, programmes and plans at all levels as well as support to the National 

Women‘s Council and the REACH NGO.  

 

Services for Mainstreaming Gender and Rights issues are provided through public investment 

programmes and projects such as: The Gender and Women Affairs Programme; Equity and Rights 

Programmes. Similarly, the services are also delivered through the Equal Opportunities 

Commission, National Women Council and the REACH an activist civil society organisation for 

elimination of Female Genital Mutilation (FGM). Director Gender and Community Development 

(D/G&CD) Vote Function Projects and Programmes: 

 

There have been capacity building initiatives and improved resourcing of the Directorate of Gender 

has resulted in a number of achievements over the period. For instance, in 2014-15 alone, 

Government registered considerable achievements in enhancing activities related to Gender Based 

Violence. For instance, programmes for elimination of Gender-Based Violence (GBV) rolled to 27
67

 

local Governments. These include: Amuria, Amuru, Dokolo, Gulu, Lira, Kitgum, Pader, Katakwi, 

Moroto, Nakapiripirit, Kaboong, Kween, Kapchorwa, Bukwo, Mbarara, Masaka, Mubende, Yumbe, 

Oyam, Kaliro, Jinja, Namutumba, Kamuli, Buyende, Mayuge, Bugiri and Namayingo. Government 

launched the Gulu and Lira GBV Shelters to rehabilitate and provide psychosocial support to GBV 

victims. A total of 15 Drama groups supported and reached 2000 people with anti-FGM messages, 

procured and distributed dignity kits and sanitary towels to 50 FGM survivors and girls at Kalas and 

Katikit Primary School while a video documentary on traditional FGM, child marriage and SGBV 

produced.  

 

In addition, the government trained 95 health workers on FGM laws in Amudat, Kween and Bukwo 

District and sensitized 180 local government and Civil Society Organisations on UN Resolution and 

FGM related laws. 15 D/CDOs, three (3) probation officers and 26 Community Assistants from 

Bugiri, Jinja and Mayuge were also trained on GBV prevention and response. Government trained 

150 Staff from Six 6 Local Governments of Mbarara, Kiruhura, Nwoya, Lira, Mubende and Kabalore 

in Human Rights Based Approach to development programming (HRBAP). Government also 

provided technical support supervision, monitoring and mentoring to 9 Local Governments of Ibanda, 

Isingiro, Ntungamo, Gulu, Pader, Kitgum, Bududa, Sironko and Kapchorwa on mainstreaming equity 

and rights issues in their Development plans, budgets and Work plans.  
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Institution and implementation of national control and evaluation mechanisms to assess 

progress towards gender equality  

 

Government established or encouraged and supported the formation of a number of institutions to 

promote women participation in governance and buttress the struggle to achieve gender equality.  

The government established the National Women‘s Council (NWC) as a statutory body that 

mobilizes women to engage in development activities. It draws representation from all groups of 

women such as Members of Parliament, female youth, NGOs and Women with Disabilities. The 

National Association of Women Organisations in Uganda (NAWOU) was also established as an 

umbrella organization of all women‘s organizations in Uganda whose major responsibility is to 

advocate for women‘s rights. Uganda is currently seen as a model country in relation to women's 

numerical participation in politics. This is a result of many processes, including the government 

policy (enshrined in the Constitution) that instituted affirmative action for women at all levels of the 

political structure. This affirmative action policy, in particular the mandatory inclusion of women in 

local councils and the reserving of a proportion of parliamentary seats exclusively for women, 

brought more women into mainstream politics and key government positions. Affirmative action at 

both national and local levels, which has given women a share of nearly 25% in parliament and a 

minimum of 30% in local government, places Uganda well above the regional (sub-Saharan Africa) 

average of 14.3%. 

 

The above processes have contributed towards the greater participation of women in the broader 

sustainable socioeconomic development of Uganda. In addition, policy provides the operational 

framework for mainstreaming gender in the national development process. The National Gender 

Policy revised in 2007 remains an integral part of national development policy, complements all 

sectoral policies and provides a framework for designing, planning, resource allocation and 

implementation of development programmes with a gender perspective. A National Action Plan on 

Women exists and the plan priorities five areas namely: i) Poverty, income generation and economic 

empowerment; ii) Reproductive health and rights; iii) Legal framework and decision making; iv) the 

girl child and education; and v) Violence against women and peace building.  

  

Women Empowerment made sure through engendering aspects that guide development, 

M&E and in particular social aspects  

 

Uganda in 2010 elaborated a National Statistical Data Bank followed by a Metadata dictionary 

produced by Uganda Bureau of Statistics (UBOS) to guide collection of gender disaggregated data 

for all statistical reporting. Operationalization of this requirement is still limited and a host of data on 
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various performance indicators remains summative and not disaggregated by sex. There is a lot of 

more work that needs to be done in setting up M&E systems that capture data disaggregated by sex 

as has been the advocacy by UBOS and many development partners. The absence of 

disaggregated data continues to impede design of development programs especially construction of 

structures and other installations that are not gender sensitive. For instance, there has been 

discontent over the limited number of latrine stances for girls at many primary secondary and tertiary 

education levels. 

 

Mobilization of adequate resources for development programs concerned about gender 

equality 

 

Since 2007, there is increased recognition by Government of the need to in ways that meet service 

needs of both men and women. This recognition has helped planning in ways that have ensured that 

development programs right from design to implementation are gender sensitive. To support this 

process further, in 2012, CSOs led by Forum for Women in Democracy (FOWODE) developed a 

training manual with funding from UN WOMEN to be used to impact skills and techniques of gender 

budgeting and resource mobilization among government technocrats. This manual has gone a long 

way in supporting resource mobilization both within and outside the government planning and 

budget processes and helped mainstream gender concerns into the local and national policies, 

agendas and programs. The manual has since become a point of reference for a coherent approach 

while building the capacity of national stakeholders that are interested in gender responsive 

budgeting.  

 

This process was further enhanced by the Public Finance and Management Act, 2015 (PFMA) 

mandates the Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC) to issue a Gender and Equity Certificate to all 

Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs) and Local Governments. Section 13 (15) (g) (I) and 

(ii) of the Public Finance PFMA provides as follows: S 13 (15) ‗A policy statement shall contain  a 

certificate issued by the Minister responsible for Finance in consultation with the Equal Opportunities 

Commission Certifying that the policy statement is gender and equity responsive; and 

specifying measures taken to equalize opportunities for men, women, persons with disabilities and 

other marginalized groups. The EOC and the Ministry of Finance are responsible for formulating the 

guidelines and frameworks by means of which the gender and equity compliance of government 

ministries, departments and agencies is assessed. 
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Assessment of conditions for greater access to information and communication technologies 

by women and girls  

 

In 2012, Government put in place a National ICT policy which clarified Government ambition to make 

ICT a platform to speed up communication and access to technologies that improve productivity and 

ease living costs for all with a keen focus on women. Following through this policy, many sectors 

including energy have advanced technologies that increase productivity while lessening the burden 

on women including: rural electrification, energy saving stoves, solar powered irrigation schemes 

and solar lamps as well as plough oxen and tractors. Increase is mobile phones and associated like 

mobile money services. These have enhanced conditions that have seen ICT contribute directly the 

betterment of the lives of women and girls. 

  

Women access to micro-credit and micro-financing programmes as tools to empower them 

Government has since 2013 increasing financing available through the Uganda Development Bank 

so that it can focus on providing more long term financing for small scale enterprises that mostly 

employ women. In FY 2013/14, MoFPED increased financing from Shs. 100bn to Shs. 500bn. In FY 

2015/16 Government earmarked Shs. 50 billion to be made available annually for disbursement 

under a new Women Empowerment Scheme, where successful investment proposals would receive 

funding under the MoGLSD. The Micro Finance Support Centre is another channel through which 

women have been supported to access financing. While substantial funds have been availed to 

projects under this facility it was not easy to tease out how much went to women since recipients 

were often jointly supported.  

 

Description of the legal framework that ensure effective participation of women in BSSED  

 

Access to resource and their control 

The Constitution allows all Uganda to own and control resource they own including land and other 

productive assets regardless of race or gender as long as it is within the confines of the law. 

However, there exists among many societies in Uganda, discrimination against women through 

traditional rules and practices that explicitly exclude them or give preference to men. These are the 

same negative forces without Uganda‘s cultural systems that ignore various forms of violence 

against women and block the transition towards full women empowerment. 

 

Education and Access to information 

Uganda has ensured that all men and women access education and information at all levels. 

Uganda‘s rate of access to education for both boys and girls is 100% at primary education. This rate 
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however, declines at higher levels of education (from secondary to tertiary) as education cost 

increases for guardians and parents as well as other factors (including early marriage, high levels of 

absenteeism due to girls kept home to attend to domestic chores, high level of teenage pregnancy, 

poor parenting, and supporting provision of sanitation facilities for girls).  In terms of access to 

information, Uganda has an Access to Information Act (2005) that describes in earlier sections of 

this report that empower all Ugandans including women to utilize information in ways that advance 

nationalism, patriotism and constitutionalism. To a limited extent, low literacy among women 

(especially rural women), has led to limited access to information especially on print and electronic 

media. 

 

Exercising of Legal Rights 

The constitution of Uganda provides for recognition of the rights of women, promotes and protects 

social justice and equality of all Ugandans. Specific articles address the empowerment and 

encouragement of active participation of citizens, in governance at all levels, and gender balance 

and fair representation of marginalized groups. Although the Constitution has positive provisions, the 

laws in Uganda still discriminate against women and girls on matters of inheritance, marriage and 

divorce as well as property ownership. An Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC) has recently 

been established. Women‘s political representation in Parliament and at local council level is around 

30%. Public presence of women is related directly to affirmative action policies. Affirmative action 

measures have also been applied to education and politics. 

 

National Legislation Approved related to Rights of Women  

 Constitution (1995) 

 Prohibition of Female Genital Mutilation Act (enacted in April 2010) 

 Customary Marriage (Registration) Act 

 Land Amendment Act, 2004 

 Divorce Act 2004 

 Penal Code Amendment Act, 2007 

 NGO Registration (Amendment) Act, 2006 

 Equal Opportunities Commission Act, 2007 

 The HIV/AIDs Prevention and Control Bill, 2009 

 Trafficking in Persons Act, 2010 

 Domestic Violence Bill, 2010 

 Female Genital Mutilation Act, 2010 

 Kawempe bye-law on domestic violence 

 Kirewa bye-law on bride price 
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 Tororo Bridal Gifts Ordinance 

 

Draft Bills  

 The Anti-Homosexuality Bill 

 The Sexual Offences Bill 

 The Marriage and Divorce Bill 

 

National Policies and strategies 

 NGO Policy (Revised 2016); 

 National Action Plan on Women (2007-10); 

 National Development Plan (2010/11-2014/15); 

 Second Peace Recovery and Development Plan for Northern Uganda; 

 National Equal Opportunities Policy; 

 National Action Plan on UN Security Council 1325, 1820 and the Goma Declaration. 

 

Regional and International Instruments 

 Ratification of the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and People‘s Rights on the  

 Rights of Women in Africa, known as Maputo Protocol, (2010); 

 CEDAW (1979); 

 East African Community (2000); 

 The Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) Gender Policy (2002); 

 The Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa (2003); 

 The Inter-Government Authority on Development (IGAD) Gender Policy and Strategy (2004); 

 The African Union Head of State Solemn Declaration on Gender Equality (2004); 

 Millennium Development Goals (2000); 

 Youth Charter (2006); 

 Africa Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance (2007); 

 Ratification of the United Nations Security Council Resolution 1325 on ―Women, Conflict, Peace 

and Security‖ (2003); 

 Paris Climate Agreement (2015); 

 Security Council Resolution 2242 on Women, Peace and Security Agenda (2015); and 

 Agenda 2030: Sustainable Development Goals (2015). 

 

Popularization of national languages and family codes relating to women rights  

Uganda has over 56 different ethic languages - a demonstration of her diverse linguistic nature. 

Traditional kingdoms in Uganda have emphasized the need to preserve the local languages but the 
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limited capacity to teach them sustainably under the education systems. As a consequence, the 

awareness of native languages is slowly being eroded. It is this traditional knowledge of the 

indigenous languages that we need to harness and women (especially elderly women) are the ones 

with the capacity to popularize these languages   

 

Participation and contribution of women in all sectors and spheres of competence  

To assess the participation of women the assessment was made on the extent to which women 

participated in various sectors. It shows in the table below that compared to their male counterparts, 

its women more engaged in agriculture and trade while men dominate construction, manufacturing 

and transport. 

Table 5.13 Status of employment by sex 

Status in employment (2012/13) Service Delivery Survey Male Female 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing 33.9 67.1 

Manufacturing 14.8 8.6 

Construction 8.2 0.2 

Trade  18.7 27.4 

Transport 7.4 0.4 

Other services 17.1 19.7 

Total 100 100 

Source: UNHS 2012/13 

 

Establishment of a statistical system on Gender 

In 2012, the Ministry of Gender Labour and Social Development established a gender e-resource 

center – which is a one-stop center for dissemination of gender information on gender equality and 

women empowerment. This system can be accessed at erc.mglsd.go.ug 

 

Promotion of women occupying decision making positions  

Uganda led the way in Africa in empowering women and according them an opportunity occupy high 

decision making decisions when Hon Specioza Wandira Kazibwe was appointed Vice President in 

1994 making her one of the first women to hold that position in Africa. There have been women 

appointed in Cabinet (including full ministers for Education, Gender Labour and Social Development, 

Health, Lands Housing and Urban Development and Presidency). The Speaker of Parliament; the 

Head of the Uganda Revenue Authority, Uganda National Roads Authority, Inspector General of 

Government are all women. 
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Proportion of sets held by women in Parliament  

Through several affirmative action policies, women have seen major gains in local and National 

Representation in recent years, but it is still not commensurate with their numbers. In 2009, 30.7% of 

the Ugandan Parliament were women. According to JICA, in 2005 women only made up 24.6% of 

the Parliament, 14.3% of cabinet members, and 38.9% of local government councilors. (1/3 of all 

local council seats are reserved for women.) Women continue to be underrepresented in public 

service, holding only 17.4% of the top civil-service ranks (level of Commissioner or above). Today in 

the 10th Parliament there are 143 out of 427 i.e. 33% of all members of Parliament. 

 

Disparities in salaries and incomes 

Uganda upholds a uniform pay principle that has ensured that all men and women both in public and 

private workplaces receive the same pay for the same work done. While there may be discriminatory 

tendencies when it comes to promotion of women, by and large Uganda has very low disparities 

between salaries accorded to women for the same pay as their male counterparts. 

 

Other information from national assessment reports 

Uganda (58) climbed 30 in 2015 and is the Africa region‘s third most improved country from 2014. 

The country has also improved its Economic Participation and Opportunity, Educational Attainment 

and Health and Survival sub index scores, while its Political Empowerment sub index performance 

has decreased. Uganda is among the top 10 performers on the Labour force participation indicator, 

but is the region‘s lowest-ranked performer on the Estimated earned income indicator as shown 

below: 

Table 5.14 Sex categorization of labour force participation (2014) 

 Rank  Score  Female Male Ratio 

female 

/male 

Economic Participation And Opportunity 84 0.653    

Labour force participation 8 0.96 77 80 0.96 

Estimated earned income (PPP US$) 127 0.4 982 2448 0.40 

Legislators, senior officials, and managers 85 0.34 25 75 0.34 

Professional and technical workers 98 0.68 40 60 0.68 

Source: Computation from various sources: World Bank Economic Outlook, Ministry of Gender Labour 

and Social Development and NDP II 

 

Conclusively, Uganda has made tremendous steps in advancing the rights of women and ensuring 

affirmative action for both women and girls, however, significant Challenges to achieving gender 
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equality still remain. These relate mainly to funding constraints to the Ministry of Gender, labour and 

Socio development and related sector institutions that hamper their effective implementation of 

programs and work plans to promote gender equality. The sector among others still faces are the 

following specific challenges: 

i. Operationalization of the budget allocation efficiency as a requirement to limit the budget 

allocations to administrative and consumptive activities; 

ii. Inadequate ceiling to cover priority expenditures of the sector that are gender sensitive 

iii. Inadequate capacity for gender and rights mainstreaming in planning and budgeting. 

 

5.6.1 National Programmes, Policies and Strategies to eliminate gender disparities in 

education  

 

Programs and strategies to remove disparities in achieving gender equality in education  

Education of the girl child is a vital factor in dealing with the root causes of poverty and 

underdevelopment. A girl‘s education directly contributes to sustainable development and it is one of 

the most important investments that yield maximum returns for development. Government is 

committed to eliminating gender disparities in primary and secondary education enrolment and has 

taken affirmative action to ensure increased enrolment and completion rates for the girl child. 

 

At the national level, commitment to girls‘ education is reflected in the Constitution of the Republic of 

Uganda (1995). The Constitution emphasizes that all Ugandans must enjoy rights and opportunities 

and access to education without any form of discrimination. (chap. 4 clause 30). The Constitution 

also emphasizes the need for affirmative action in favor of groups marginalized on the basis of 

gender, among other social categories for the purpose of redressing imbalances, which exist against 

them. Further, the Uganda Gender Policy (2007) situates itself as a guiding framework for gender 

mainstreaming in Uganda. The policy further calls upon all actors (state and non-state) to take 

appropriate action to address gender inequalities within their areas of mandate.  

 

At the sector level, the Gender in Education Policy (2009) provides a guiding framework for the 

implementation and monitoring of a gender sensitive and responsive education system in Uganda. 

The Policy also indicates that achieving gender equality at all levels of education is regarded as a 

Human Rights issue. As a framework for planning in Uganda, the National Development Plan (NDP) 

(2011-2015) identified education among its investment priorities. The plan also called promotion of 

gender equality and the empowerment of women throughout the economy sectors, particularly in the 

areas of governance, education, among others, through gender-responsive strategies such as 

improving retention and participation rates for girls in schools. These and many other policies and 
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legal structures provided a legal basis and a supportive policy environment through which the NSGE 

was and is still being implemented.  

 

In 2010, the government of Uganda under the Ministry of Education and Sports (MoES) revised and 

updated the National Strategy for Girls‘ Education (NSGE) earlier designed in 2000. The strategy 

designed in 2000 was premised on the national desire to provide an implementation framework, 

laying out strategies to achieve the goal of narrowing the gender gap in education particularly 

through promoting girls‘ education, as a form of affirmative action. The Strategy was pegged to 

addressing the most pressing barriers to girls‘ full and equal participation in education in Uganda, 

clustered as social cultural factors, school related factors, political, economic as well as 

administrative factors. The Strategy was also to act as a plan of action highlighting the roles of 

different stakeholders in the sector, in joint promotion of girls‘ education.  

 

The revision of the NSGE was largely prompted by emerging concerns in Uganda‘s education sector 

in general, and in girls‘ education in particular. These concerns included among others; taking into 

consideration renewed emphasis, both nationally and internationally, on, emphasis on the quality of 

education, promotion of science education, skilling Uganda and the persistent barriers to girls‘ 

education, among others. The revision was also intended to create a framework within which critical 

challenges such as gender based violence and teenage pregnancy are decisively addressed. The 

revised NSGE also widens the coverage to all education sub-sectors, beyond primary and 

secondary sectors.   

 

Further, the NSGE provides for a national implementation framework, laying out strategies to 

achieve the goal of narrowing the gender gap in education, to accord the girl child the right to equal 

access, equal chances to take part or share in the education system and equal educational results 

or education outcomes. The priority areas of focus in this NSGE are; Effective Policy Implementation 

Framework for Girls‘ Education; harmonization of Education Sector Programmes on Girls‘ Education; 

commitment of requisite Resources to girl‘s education; Institutionalized/Routine Research in the 

Area of Girls‘ Education and Capacity enhancement and involvement for all critical actors in Girls‘ 

Education. Education for girls is a basic human right and should be taken as so by all stakeholders 

and duty bearers. Education for girls results into higher family incomes, greater economic 

productivity and better nutrition, delayed marriage, improved maternal outcomes; improved survival 

rates for infants and overall improvement in education outcomes for children.  

 

National strategy for Girls‘ Education is in line with the global commitments to eradicate gender 

inequalities in education, such as, The Convention on Elimination of all forms of Discrimination 
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Against Women (CEDAW), Education for All (EFA) Goals, The Beijing Platform for Action (PFA), The 

millennium Development Goals (MDGs) in the Millennium declaration of 2000 and the United 

Nations Girls‘ Education Initiative (UNGEI). Uganda is signatory to the several international 

conventions and declarations that provide for human rights and freedoms. Uganda ratified the 

Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women in 1979. As a member 

state, Uganda is periodically required to report on its progress towards implementation of CEDAW 

provisions. In its 10th Article, CEDAW calls up on state parties to take all appropriate measures to 

eliminate discrimination against women in order to ensure to them equal rights with men in the field 

of education and in particular to ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women; same conditions 

for career and vocational guidance, equality at all levels of education as well as all types of 

professions, same curricula, funding opportunities, participation and other aspects in education. 

Other global commitments in promoting gender in education include the ―Education for All‖ 

declaration (EFA) as well as the Millennium Development Goals Declaration of 2000. Education for 

All goals particularly goals 2 and 5 emphasize promotion of girls‘ education in primary and 

secondary school levels. Goal 2 focuses on ensuring that by 2015 all children, particularly girls, 

children in difficult circumstances and those belonging to ethnic minorities, have access to, and 

complete, free and compulsory primary education of good quality while goal 5 aims at eliminating 

gender disparities in primary and secondary education by 2005, and achieving gender equality in 

education by 2015, with a focus on ensuring girls‘ full and equal access to and achievement in basic 

education of good quality. Within the overall concerns there is also a realization that girls with 

disabilities are at an even greater disadvantage.  

 

Broader policies and programs supporting Girls Education 

Uganda has made significant progress in promoting girls education in areas of Policy, programme 

designs, strategic partnerships, and actual translation of interventions to impact of girls‘ enrollment, 

retention in school, completion and benefit from the education system at different levels.  The 

government has formulated a number of gender responsive policies. At the policy level, the Ministry 

of Education and Sports highly prioritizes gender mainstreaming as a key to success of achieving 

equality in education sector. Citing the MDG goals 2 and 3, and the Education for All commitments, 

the education sector underlines gender parity as one of the priority aspects to achieve. The need to 

deal with gender inequality is re-echoed in the Revised Education Sector Strategic Plan - ESIP 

(2007 – 2015).  

 

In the ESIP, the MoES re-echoes the need to deal with gender inequalities, particularly, addressing 

barriers to girls‘ education. The sector has further committed itself to mainstreaming gender in 

education as a cross cutting issue, developed a Gender in education Policy (2009) and developed 
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programmes particularly to promote girls‘ education. Some of these programmes include curriculum 

reviews to include gender, creating gender responsive school environment, construction of separate 

sanitary facilities for boys and girls, promoting sex education, and recruitment of teachers, 

particularly females as role models for young girls.  

At pre – Primary and Primary school level, MoES has developed a policy on Early Childhood 

Development (ECD) to guide the development of ECD curricula, training of ECD teachers and care 

givers, and to inspect and monitor ECD centres and nursery schools. The Ministry is also 

encouraging community initiatives in ECD programmes. With a favorable policy environment in the 

sector, there have been several avenues created for various interventions in girls‘ education 

particularly in the area of girls‘ access and participation in education sector.  

 

Also, there has been an increase in girls‘ access to education. Notably, there has been an increase 

in the number of girls accessing education, at the level of entry, particularly for primary schooling 

which is almost reaching the 50/50 mark. According to the Uganda MDGs Report 2010, Uganda was 

reported to have made great strides in expanding access to primary education and thus towards the 

global goal of ensuring that by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls alike will be able to 

complete a full course of primary schooling. (Primary school Completion Rates by sex - Uganda 

MDGs Report 2010).  

 

The introduction of Universal Secondary Education (USE) and Universal Post Primary 

Education Training (UPPET) in 2007 increased secondary school enrolment by 25 per cent from 

814,087 in 2006 to 1,088,744 in 2008, with girls constituting 46 per cent. In the same period, 

enrolment of girls in BTVET increased by 46 per cent from 25,682 to 47,298 (NDP, 2010; 20). At the 

university level, there was an increase in girls‘ enrollment in universities partly due to the affirmative 

action scheme of 1.5 additional points to girls in public universities. By 2010, female enrollment in 

universities hit the 48% mark and by 2015, female enrollment in universities fluctuates around 50% 

(NCHE, 2015; NDPII, 2015). There has been relative expansion of functional Adult literacy and non-

formal education.  

 

Assessment of the progress on key aspects related to gender equality in education 

While Uganda ensured gender equality in primary education at enrolment it did not meet the MDG 2 

target of eliminating the disparity in primary and secondary education. The ration of girls to boys in 

primary school now stands at 100% up from 93.2% in 2000. In addition, significant progress has also 

been realized at the secondary level though the ratio is less 90% while it stands at 80% for tertiary 

levels. The table below shows the enrolment in primary education since the last assessment. 
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Table 5.15 Net enrolment in Primary Education 

Class 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

P1 1,897,114 1,946,318 1,943,552 1,839,714 1,877,801 1,883,803 1,932,489 1,842,006 

P2 1,318,238 1,349,356 1,335,596 1,272,510 1,284,122 1,307,745 1,349,233 1,277,974 

P3 1,279,900 1,367,359 1,329,689 1,266,117 1,291,268 1,312,592 1,362,786 1,283,194 

P4 1,164,640 1,212,182 1,302,984 1,276,386 1,299,994 1,317,315 1,359,448 1,272,522 

P5 993,337 1,042,501 1,065,932 1,068,776 1,118,900 1,138,789 1,178,273 1,101,698 

P6 795,021 833,559 852,364 842,043 892,338 920,045 963,083 901,939 

P7 515,729 546,505 544,531 532,631 564,217 579,431 627,343 584,984 

Total 7,936,979 8,297,780 8,374,648 8,098,177 8,328,640 8,459,720 8,772,655 8,264,317 

Male 3,987,160 4,150,037 4,179,248 4,039,734 4,157,932 4,219,523 4,377,412 4,122,663 

Female 3,976,819 4,147,743 4,195,400 4,058,443 4,170,708 4,240,197 4,395,243 4,141,654 

Source: Compilation from the Ministry of Education and Sports Annual Reports 

 

The gross primary completion rate (the number of pupils in the final year of primary school as a 

percentage of all 12 year olds) increased from 49% in 2002 to 72% in 2014/15 depicting a 

substantial improvement in performance. This however has not dumped Uganda‘s progressive 

performance on overall literacy. As shown, below, overall literacy rate for 15-24 have increased from 

69% to 71% however the rate is much lower for girls than boys averaging 63-66% for girls compared 

to 76-77% among boys.  

Table 5.16 Literacy Rate 15-24 year olds (male and female) 

Year Male Female Total 

2005/06 76 63 69 

2009/10 79 66 73 

2012/13 77 65 71 

Source: Compilation from the Ministry of Education and Sports Annual Reports 
 

A key indicator of disparity in enrolment is seen in the table that shows the trends in the ratio of 

enrolment at all levels. While the rate has been even at enrolment at primary education, it has 

increased since 2006 at secondary level from 83.5% to 88.3% in 2014. The ratio is lowest at tertiary 

levels having risen from 72.7% in 2006 to 79.1% in 2014. 

 

Table 5.17 Ratio of Boys to Girls in Primary, Secondary, Tertiary Education 

Indicator of Enrolment 2000 2003 2006 2009 2012 2014 

  in primary education 93.2% 97.1% 99.4% 99.9% 99.9% 100% 

  in secondary education 78.8% 82.4% 83.5% 84.2% 88.3% 88.3% 
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  in tertiary education 58% 64.7% 72.7% 77.6% 78.6% 79.1% 

Source: Compilation from the Ministry of Education and Sports Annual Reports 

Problems encountered in promoting Gender Equality and Equal Access to Education for Girls 

Despite a host of successes in promoting girl‘s education, there are persistent challenges at entry, 

participation and education outcomes. The review process also established a wide gap between 

policy and practice.  

 

Gap between Policy and Practice  

Consultative discussions conducted with the MoES stakeholders indicated a very limited level of 

awareness about the existence and utilization of the NSGE to guide promotion of girls‘ education in 

Uganda. Majority of national level actors indicated that they have only heard about the strategy but 

have never used it to guide their activities. At the district and school level, the NSGE remains 

completely unheard of. District level responses indicate that initiatives to support girls‘ education in 

the district were independent of the existing Strategy on girls‘ education.  

 

Persistent Gender Gaps at Critical Points of Education Access  

Despite the several gains, women and girls remain at an educational disadvantage compared to 

men at critical areas of access. While the first point of primary enrollment indicates relative gender 

parity, other levels such as secondary, tertiary and BTVET have critical barriers to entry. 

 

In secondary education, despite the implementation of USE, girls‘ enrollment still stood at 45.7 % by 

2012 (EMIS, 2012) In BTVET, implementation of Universal Post Primary Education and Training 

program which started in BTVET institutions has only managed to register 29.8% in 2010/11 and a 

further decrease to 18% girls accessing the institutions. Girls‘ access to BTVET is further 

compounded by, among others, inadequate funding, poorly equipped institutions, gender biases in 

BTVET courses and low levels of staffing particularly of female instructors in this field. Business, 

Technical vocational Education training remains unpopular particularly for girls because of the 

subjects that are offered. There also, appears to be an in-built assumption that practical subjects for 

girls should relate to their future roles as mothers and home-makers while more boys are more likely 

to need preparation for entry into the world of formal employment. Ultimately, this leads girls into a 

few and less lucrative BTVET professions such as tailoring, catering and secretarial studies. In 

tertiary institutions, despite the increased enrolment to attain university education, girls‘ enrolment in 

science education in private and public universities lags at less than 27%  
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Persistence of low Value attached to Girls’ Education  

Institutional structures such as family and school structures and processes that put low value to 

educating girls severely constrain girls‘ attendance, participation and full realization of their 

educational capabilities. This is reflected in the unequal gender division of labor for girls that burdens 

them with most of the domestic chores in homes and at school thus taking much of their time and 

attention. Some cultural expectations that once girls have matured, they will marry and therefore go 

away to their husbands‘ families, still hinder girls‘ access to education  

 

Sexual Abuse of Girls: An Urgent Matter of National Importance 

The issue of sexual abuse is better understood as men‘s abuse of their power over young girls. Most 

cases of sexual abuse to girls remain shrouded in the culture of silence and therefore go unreported. 

Girls are at risk of sexual abuse- rape, defilement and enticement- by males of all kinds; fellow 

students, teachers, including head teachers, neighbors, relatives (including biological parents) and 

men in the community such as traders, shopkeepers, politicians, religious leaders and Bodaboda 

(Motor cycle) riders. Rape and defilement are particularly common in societies that have 

experienced disruption such as war affected areas in northern Uganda, Kasese, Bundibugyo and 

parts of Karamoja region as well as marginal areas such as of fishing communities of Kalangala and 

Mayuge. Sexual abuse remains one of the top challenges to girls‘ education.  

 

Early Sexual Engagement  

It is generally established that many Ugandans become sexually active at very early ages in life. On 

average, females become sexually active and get married younger than males. Early sexual activity 

is reportedly high among girls of school going age. According to the UDHS 2006, 71% of women age 

25-49 were sexually active by age 18 compared to 49% of men age 25-49 while the median age at 

first sexual intercourse is 16.4 years among women age 25-49. Early sexual engagement has an 

effect of distracting girls‘ attention in school.  

 

Teenage Pregnancy  

Teenage pregnancy has been reported as one of the top contributory factor to high school dropout 

rates for girls. Data from the 2006 UDHS indicates that 25% of teenage girls were reported to have 

had children. Statistics from UNICEF indicate that 35% of teenage girls are either pregnant or have 

already had their first child. The media too have reported a number of cases of pregnant or 

expectant pupils/students either dropping out of schools or missing out on National exams. 

According to The Monitor newspaper1 July 11th 2013 for example, 24 per cent of teenage girls in 

sub-Saharan African get pregnant before the age of 19. Sadly, the statistics get worse when it 

comes to Uganda. According to the Uganda Bureau of Statistics, one in every four teenage girls 
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between 15 and 19 was found pregnant. The Population Secretariat indicates that of the 1.2 million 

pregnancies recorded in Uganda annually, 25 per cent of these are teenage pregnancies. Engaging 

in early sex, early marriages as well as teenage pregnancies are the current pressing blockages to 

girls‘ concentration, performance and completion of different levels of education.  

 

Lack of child friendly School environment  

The gender inequalities pervading society are usually carried into the school environment (FAWE, 

2005). This is evident in school processes such as teacher-learner interaction, school curriculum 

(formal and informal), instructional materials, school management and its response to girls‘ needs. 

School systems too, are dominated by gender stereotypes that guide the treatment, expected 

behavior, task allocation and rewards that befit girls.  

 

The school system remains a dominant source of gender bias and stereotyping. Education 

processes are instilled with persistent and inbuilt gender differences. Females and males are 

subjected to deferential socialization in classrooms and are rewarded for different things. Girls tend 

to be directed at learning and reinforcing femininity thereby learning to be submissive and passive 

instead of being independent and thoughtful. As a result, the schools are largely unable to provide a 

gender responsive environment for effective teaching and learning to take place.  

 

Inadequate Life Skills Training  

Majority of the young girls lack life skills to negotiate through life challenges, largely, due to the 

gendered socialization they are subjected to a family community and school level. Life skills are 

those social competencies necessary to help children to reach their full potential as humans. These 

include among others, high self-esteem; assertiveness, decision making, communication and 

generally relating with others to achieve greater success in life. In schools, life skills focus remains 

far and in-between and this hurts girls most, due to their already disadvantaged position.  

 

Inadequate Gender Capacities among Key Actors  

There is limited capacity for implementing gender related programmes for a gender responsive 

education system. The review process established that although schools recorded sex 

disaggregated education statistics, some of the school staff were not able to draw out the 

inequalities nor utilize the statistics to address the inequalities reflected. Inadequate skills of 

analyzing and responding to scenarios of girls in and outside schools existed among local 

governments especially those that had to deal with area specific challenges, civil servants, religious 

leaders, CSOs, guardians and many others. Some of the functions such as counseling and guidance 
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by senior women teachers remain voluntary and an additional burden on the normal teaching load of 

the teachers responsible, which limits their impact.  

 

Recommendations to Ensure Gender Equality 

 

To ensure Uganda sustains the progress towards gender equality in particular equal access to 

education for girls at all levels, the assessment makes the following recommendations:  

v. Government should strengthen the current frameworks that monitor the implementation of 

gender sensitive and gender responsive actions across all sectors with a keen focus on 

making resultant actions feed into the planning and budgeting processes; 

vi. There is need to ensure increased enrolment and completion rates for the girl child as well 

as to increase girl-child enrolment at university level has been maintained and has helped 

achieve girl-child enrolment; 

vii. As the economy grows, various sectors should be seen to provide more working 

opportunities for men as well as women; 

viii. To ensure gender equality, it is imperative to address those deterrents to women 

empowerment (defilement, school absenteeism, early marriages and culturally biased 

discrimination against girls and women). 

.  
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CHAPTER 6: CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES 
 

        
 

In this chapter, we discuss the main cross-cutting issues, as identified in this report featuring across 

the four thematic areas of assessment (Democracy and Political Governance, Corporate 

Governance, Economic Governance and Management, and Broad Based Social Economic 

Development). These issues cut across these themes and while they have an impact on governance 

and development of Uganda – no single sector can resolve them – but rather an interplay of various 

conceited efforts at all levels of governance. Discussing these issues in a stand-alone chapter 

accords them a unique visibility and a framework for their integration into the proposed National 

Programme of Action along with an M&E framework to ensure their implementation and results. 

  

6.1 Data Management and Research 

 

Under the Uganda Bureau of Statistics (UBOS) Act of 1983, UBOS is the statutory agency 

responsible for the production of national aggregate economic information. Other institutions that 

have complemented UBOS to provide various products from research have included: Bank of 

Uganda; Economic Policy Research Centre based at Makerere University; Ministry of Finance using 

its various departments; National Planning Authority through the M&E framework of the NDP has 

produced economic data disaggregated to fit the purpose of generation of the National Development 

Report (NDR); and the Office of the Prime Minister under the Government Annual Review Process 

(GAPR) has bi-annually and annually produced the GAPR report through large scale data collection 

and collation of sector level (and recently) district level performance data. Other institutions include: 

UNDP, World Bank, DfID and other bilateral and multilateral organizations interested in assessing 

the health of Uganda‘s economy and conduct economic analysis which they share with government 

on a regular basis. 

 

However, data paucity remains a challenge for Uganda‘s planning, information sourcing for policy 

and business decisions among its other uses.  Although, according to the World Bank development 

indicators database, Uganda‘s statistical capacity score has increased from 65.6 in 2008 to 72.2 in 

2015 (equivalent to a 7.4 points increase) the challenge remains. Monitoring and Evaluation of the 

budget is limited to a handful of sectors. Most implementing agencies are not sufficiently up to 

standard in appreciating the budget M&E concepts, which in turn compromises data collection in a 

bid to measure the performance of the budget. Uganda also has not had the resources for creation 

of easily accessible databases on the standards and codes signed, ratified and integrated for 

monitoring purposes.   
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Government should support sector MDAs to set up Management Information Systems to support 

generation, compilation of performance data against key performance indicators and disseminated 

through web portals for easy use by the public. As an effort for ensuring value for money and 

increasing the credibility of its work plans; establishment of effective monitoring systems within 

Government, it is imperative to track and evaluate expenditures vis-à-vis intended results; improving 

coordination with other monitoring and evaluation agencies and overall Government system and 

accountability; and strengthening empirical research to form the basis for public spending. All these 

require efficient data management systems. While these measures were expected to improve 

efficiency and effectiveness in resource utilization, they are also expected to improve oversight 

within an evidence-based approach. 

 

6.2 Gender and Development 

 

The 1995 constitution under Article 33 (2) denotes that ―the State shall provide the facilities and 

opportunities necessary to enhance the welfare of women to enable them to realize their full 

potential and advancement‖. To back up this provision, Government established the National 

Gender Policy 2007 which among others is to ensure that all government policies and programs in 

all areas and at all levels are consistent with the long term goal of elimination of all gender 

inequalities. In addition, Uganda has also ratified and domesticated several standards and codes 

which promotes women‘ rights and access to equitable services, including the convention on the 

elimination of all forms of discrimination against women. 

Since the landmark Beijing 1995 Conference on Women Rights, gender and development have risen 

high on the development agenda. Uganda, inspired by the 1995 Constitution, has made tremendous 

progress in gender empowerment and mainstreaming. Uganda is one of the few countries that 

accords equal pay to women and men for the same work done.   

 

As part of the implementation of a National Gender Policy, gender-based budgeting has been 

emphasised and mechanisms for equal treatment of women and men at work are in place. The 

Constitution of Uganda 1995 as amended, the Employment Act 2006 and the Equal Opportunities 

Commission Act 2007 emphasise the principle of equality. Women can work in the same industries 

as men. Similarly, the same laws guarantee the fair treatment of all workers and non-discrimination 

because of race, religion, ethnicity, gender, social or economic standing, political opinion or 

disability. 
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By 2007 Uganda was advocating for the promotion and protection of rights of women, the 

government was signatory to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 

against Women (CEDAW) 1995. Together with 190 other governments, Uganda signed the United 

Nations Millennium Declaration in 2000 and was working towards the achievement of eight 

measurable, time bound MDGs, centred on halving poverty by 2015 (Goal 1) and more importantly 

ensuring gender equality (including in education) (Goal 2). Uganda achieved key targets under both 

these goals by 2015. At the regional level, the government was signatory to the African Charter on 

People and Human Rights. the National Employment Policy 2011 provides for equal opportunities 

between men and women. Table 6.1 below shows key Gender and development indicators for 

Uganda. Uganda has more women than men at a ratio of (49.6%: 51.4%). Women also constitute 

51.1% of the total labour force. The number of women in paid employment is 37%; much lower than 

men (63%) but women are more engaged in self-employment (53%) than men.  

 

Table 6.1 Uganda Gender Profile 

Indicator 2004 2009/10 2013/14 

GNP per capita (US$)  250 665  788 

Population  -Total (millions) 27.8 31.8 34.9 

 Female (% of total)  50 50.3 51.4 

Life expectancy at birth (years) -Total 50 50.4 54.5 

Male  48 48.8 n/a 

Female  49 52.0 n/a 

Adult literacy rate (% of people aged 15+) 77 76 n/a 

Male  77 76 n/a 

Female  58 63 - 

Total labour force (millions)  11 15.4 13.9 

Female labour force (percentage of total labour force)  48 52.1 51.1 

Unemployment -Total (% of total labour force) 3.2 3.2 9.4 

Female (% of total labour force)  3.9 3.9 11 

Net primary school enrolment rate                                                               

Male 97 96 92.9 

Female 99 96.5 94.6 

Progression to Grade 5 (% of cohort)               

Male - 61.8 67 

Female  - 60.9 59.9 

Primary completion rate (% of relevant age group)      
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Indicator 2004 2009/10 2013/14 

Male 61 56 67.8 

Female  53 51 66.9 

Youth literacy rate   (% of people aged 15–24)         

Male 83 83 n/a 

Female  71 71 n/a 

Total fertility rate (births per woman)  6.7 6.7 6.2 

Contraceptive prevalence (% of women aged 15–49)   23 30 

Births attended by skilled health staff (% of total births)   39 41 

Maternal Mortality ratio (per 100 000 live births)   435 438 

Source: UNICEF, MoES, UBOS (Statistical Abstract 2016) 

 

Uganda also has ensured that the Gender Policy is implemented such that women fill a minimum of 

30% of positions at all levels of Governance. As shown in the table below, Uganda has progressively 

shown this at the highest level. Uganda had 34.9% of MPs as women in the 9
th
 Parliament making it 

rank 7
th
 in Africa. The table below shows that trends in the composition of women in leadership 

positions at Cabinet and Parliamentary levels. It is also important to note that while women in 

parliament have used their numbers to lobby and get gender sensitive legislations, they had not 

used their numbers to influence allocation of resources to critical areas such as maternity health, 

and sectors like agriculture where the majority of the poorest who are largely women are living by 

2017. 

Table 6.2 Composition of Women in Cabinet and Parliament 

Women               in 

Leadership positions 

2001-2005 2006-2011 2011-2016 

F 

(No.) 

M 

(No.) 

% of 

Female 

F 

(No.) 

M 

(No.) 

% of 

Female 

F 

(No.) 

M 

(No.) 

% of 

Female 
Cabinet and 

Ministers of State 

15 51 22.7 14 58 19.4 25 54 31.6 

Parliament 75 230 24.7 102 204 33.3 131 244 34.9 

Source: Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development 

 

While Uganda moved from 43
rd

 to 29
th
 in the Global Gender Gap (GGG) ranking between 2008/09 

and 2011/12, inequalities between male and female continue to reflect in the income imbalance 

analysis. For instance, while women engaged in agriculture constitute about 63% of the total, only 

18.5% of those are engaged in wage-employment within the sector. Inasmuch as Uganda has made 

progress in advancing gender and development, a number of challenges still remain. These include:  
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i. Low availability of sex-disaggregated data for comprehensive analysis and policy 

formulation. As a result, across MDAs, there is still limited capacity for gender analysis 

beyond sex-disaggregated data.  

ii. There is still limited representation of women in corporate management. According to 

the AfDB Report 2015 only 27% of public sector board members are women, in large 

companies, only 12.9% are women. Additionally, the proportion of females in paid 

employment is 39.1% compared to 54.4 % for their male counterparts according to UBOS‘ 

2014 Statistical Abstract. The representation of women at decision-making levels is still low. 

Women are not well represented at the board level in all sectors. The Accountants Act 2013 

and some other Acts reviewed provide for stakeholder representation, which takes into 

consideration several categories of people including the professionals. However, they are 

silent on gender composition of the board. Overall, by 2015, Uganda continued to adhere to 

and systematically implement at least 14 out of 26 of the international standards and codes 

that specifically promote broad-based socio-economic development. Most of the wage-

employment (including paid-for causal labour in agriculture) still goes to men. According to a 

2014 report by DFID and Irish Aid, women account for only 37% and 29% of the labour force 

of the most lucrative sectors of the public and private sector employment respectively. This 

suggests that there are challenges with compliance with the laws relating to employment of 

women. 

 

iii. Inability to pass some of the key legislation to protect the right of women notably the 

Domestic Relations Act – which has remained as a Bill for over two decades, cultural 

practices like Female Genital Mutilation.  

 

iv. Despite the several gains, women and girls remain at an educational disadvantage 

compared to men at critical areas of access. While the first point of primary enrollment 

indicates relative gender parity, other levels such as secondary, tertiary and BTVET have 

critical barriers to entry. In secondary education, despite the implementation of USE, girls‘ 

enrollment still stood at 45.7 % by 2012 (EMIS, 2012) In BTVET, implementation of Universal 

Post Primary Education and Training program which started in BTVET institutions has only 

managed to register 29.8% in 2010/11 and a further decrease to 18% girls accessing the 

institutions. Girls‘ access to BTVET is further compounded by, among others, inadequate 

funding, poorly equipped institutions, gender biases in BTVET courses and low levels of 

staffing particularly of female instructors in this field. Business, Technical vocational 

Education training remains unpopular particularly for girls because of the subjects that are 

offered. 
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In response to the above challenges, Government is undertaking reviews and modifications to the 

current legislation to eliminate traditional practices and stereotypes that discriminate against women, 

Revise and amend Marriage and Divorce Bill to eliminate discrimination against women, put in place 

measures to increase compliance with Domestic Violence Act and Female Genital Mutilation Act and 

create awareness on FGM , implement laws protecting women from sexual violence and sexual 

harassment, increase participation of women in developing and implementing development plans 

and ensure implementation of National Action Plan on Women among others. The Ministry of 

Gender Labour and Social Development as well as CSOs like Uganda Women Network (UWONET), 

have implemented series of programs to identify and address factors that continue to constrain 

advancement of women rights. 

 

6.3 Environmental Protection  

 

Uganda has a total area of 241,550.7 square kilometers. Open Water bodies cover 36,527.4 square 

kilometers (15.3 percent of Uganda‘s total area). Wetlands cover 4,500 square kilometers (1.9 

percent of Uganda‘s total area). Land area is 200,523.2 square kilometers (83.0 percent of Uganda‘s 

total area). Uganda is gifted with unique weather and climate that supports resilient ecosystems and 

biodiversity resulting in unrivalled advantage amongst countries world over in food production, 

tourism and the services sector. Forests, trees and other biomass grow in all parts of the country 

providing good soils and watersheds for agricultural production. Large tracts of inter-connected 

wetlands exist providing habitat for birds, insects and other benefits to tourists and incomes for local 

communities. 

 

As the population increases with multiple uses for its land, agricultural land decreased from 99,703.1 

Sq.kms in 2005 to 91,151.8 sq. km in 2010. Built up land area increased by more than 10-Fold 

between 2005 and 2010.  Uganda‘s forest Cover reduced significantly by 28.5 percent between 

2005 and 2010. Woodlands cover declined by about 29 percent between 1990 and 2005; total forest 

cover declined by 27 percent between 1990 and 2005. There was an average decline in Forest 

Cover of 1.8 percent per year. Although Uganda‘s environment and natural resources are under 

threat from both natural and manmade drivers of change including; poverty, rapid population growth, 

unplanned urbanization, expansion of informal settlements, industrialization and the impacts of 

climate change and variability, Uganda has implemented a number of policies and strategies to 

enhance environmental management and protection for sustainable development during the review 

period 2008-2015 
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In Kalangala District, a forest reserve was cleared for palm oil production; Bukaleba Forest 

Reserve lost 80,000–100,000 hectares to commercial tree farming by a multinational company 

while Lake Victoria shoreline is giving way to recreational facilities. Other cases include 

organisations neighboring water bodies opening their sewers into the water channels wetlands 

giving way to sand mining such as the Lwera area of Lukaya. Companies such as Seroma 

Investments Mango Tree Group; Zhong‘s Industries Ltd. Capital Estates and Aqua World have 

been implicated by the Committee of Parliament on Natural Resources over illegal sand 

mining in protected aquatic zones around Lake Victoria. The Police have been alerted to 

investigate the matter and prosecute the wrong doers with vigilance and make a follow up 

without being selective. 

 

Below is a presentation of various indicators of the Environment and Natural Resources Sector 

depicting trends in performance in 2014/15 against the base year of 2008 

 

6.3 Table showingEnvironment Sub- Indicators Sector Performance against the Platinum 

No.  Platinum Indicators  

Baseline 

Value 

2008  

Achievements 

FY2013/14  to 

FY2014/15  

1.  % Uganda‘s land area covered by forest  18%  15%  11%  

2.  % natural forest under strict nature reserve  12%  12%  12%  

3.  % survival of tree seedlings past year 3   60%  75%  78%  

4.  % rural households that travel more than 1 km to collect 

firewood  

2 km  unknown  unknown  

5.  % forest reserves under management plans  32%  32%  32%  

6.  % developers complying with certificate of approval 

conditions  

60%  70%  66%  

7.  % solid waste disposed of safely in the 9 municipalities   50%  unknown  60%  

8.  % meteorological rainfall observation network coverage of 

country  

60%  unknown  unknown  

9.  % Uganda‘s land area covered by wetlands  10.9%  10.904%  10.91%  

10.  

% Uganda‘s wetlands used under management plans  0.9%  4.4%  

Increase 

of 810 

km
2
  

Source: NEMA 
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Aware of the challenge to protect the environment, National Forest Authority (NFA) has continued to 

expand the forest cover on national forest reserves by planting trees mainly on hill tops and varies 

replacing cut trees in an attempt to conserve key species and plant new tree varieties while 

preserving the environment. According to the State of the Environment Report 30 percent crown 

cover was adopted in 2015 and the Government has embarked on a plan to re-plant in all gazette 

forest reserves across the country.   

 

Secondly in 2009, the government proposed to ban on plastics of 100 microns and below (NEMA, 

2012). However, government is struggling to implement this ban due to logistical challenges. A 

number of people are engaged in collecting plastic bottles and other recyclable material for sale to 

recycling companies, thus providing a source of income. However, plastic waste is collected from 

unhygienic places. This calls for companies involved to provide adequate Personal Protective 

Equipment (PPE) such as gloves (2014, State of the Environment report).  

 

In order to further protect the environment, it is important that all stakeholders recognize the 

contribution of a stable ecosystem to the development of the country as a panacea for the 

development future generations. It is important to support NEMA and other stakeholders in their 

enforcements of regulations that are aimed at protection of the environment.  The country should 

focus on utilization of renewable energy options as well as biodegradable materials – since most of 

the country is dependent on agriculture. However, there is growing concern about alteration of the 

country‘s bio-diversity through replacement of the natural forests with foreign species of trees such 

as eucalyptus and pine. It is feared these species may have long-term effects on the environment.  

 

It is important for Uganda to continue supporting efforts that will strengthen the capacity of national 

agencies and institutions responsible for environmental sustainability and accountability namely 

National Environment Management Authority (NEMA); National Forestry Authority (NFA), the 

National Meteorological Authority (NMA) and others.  The overall effect of this institutional 

strengthening is expected to be enhanced effectiveness in ensuring environmental sustainability and 

accountability. Key recent measures have included: Establishment of the National Environmental 

Police, Increasing threat from natural and manmade drivers of change, Resource and institutional 

capacity constraints in the ENR sector.  
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6.4 Climate Change  

 

Uganda‘s approach to climate change is linked to its international obligations on climate change 

management. The country ratified the UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol. It is also party to multilateral 

agreements on climate such as the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD), 

the Ramsar Convention, the Convention on Biological Diversity (UNCBD) and the Montreal Protocol. 

By the 1
st
 APRM CSAR in 2007, Uganda had submitted its First National Communication to 

UNFCCC in 2002. And as a landmark achievement, Uganda passed a National Climate Change 

Policy in 2013. However, in spite of the country being very active at the international level, domestic 

legislation and policy are still underdeveloped and less implemented. 

 

Presently, the country only has a number of relevant official plans, policies and institutional bodies 

relating to climate change. These, inter alia, include Parliamentary Forum on Climate Change 2008 

for articulation of issues at parliamentary level and the Climate Change Unit at the Ministry of Water 

and Environment (MWE) created in 2008 and elevated to a Department of Climate Change in 2014. 

Other provisions are contained in the National Development Plan (NDP) II 2015/16-2019/2020 and 

Vision 2040 that specify measures on climate change preparedness and mitigation, the Land Policy 

2013 on land use practices that are sustainable to address climate change. 

 

With support from development partners, Government has sustained the Climate Change Unit within 

the Ministry of Water and Environment and the unit is an attempt to institutionalize climate change 

programs within the Ministry. In 2015, Government negotiated an extension of support from 

development partners to sustain the unit for the medium future. At the same time, Government has 

continued to recruit and sustain officers of Environment and Natural Resources at the district level 

aiming to reach 100% staff establishment in all districts by 2018 (NEMA, 2015 Annual Report). 

 

Uganda‘s main constraints hindering the countries response to climate change are related to 

limitations in resource and institutional capacity. Uganda needs to mobilize and attract more 

resources to respond more strongly to the challenges posed by climate change through both 

adaptation and mitigation to build resilience that is crucial to ensuring sustainable development. 

Uganda needs to continue to engage in discussions and actions with all stakeholders domestically 

and internationally to promote climate change resilient and low carbon development pathways. 
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6.5 Urbanization  

 

Uganda is experiencing rapid urbanization like most developing countries. It is happening in the face 

of increasing unemployment, growing informal sector, global economic crisis, climate change, and 

acute scarcity of resources for urban local authorities. The level of urbanization in 2002 was 12.3 

percent with an urban growth rate of 5.2 percent; it is projected to increase to 50 percent by 2050. 

This has been attributed to increasing rural urban migration, search for better livelihood, population 

increase, and creation of new administrative units.  Table 7.4 shows the trends in urbanization. 

 

Table 6.4 Urban centres by type and urban population on the census from 1980 to 2014 

Index  1980  1991  2002  Various Years 

Number of gazetted urban centres  41  150  75  331  

City  1  1  1  1  

Municipality  2  13  13  34 (2017)  

Town council  34  33  61  131  

Town board/township  4  18  20  165 (2010)  

Urban population  938,287  1,889,622  2,921,98

1  

6,426,013  

Source: Ministry of Local Government 

 

Uganda slums are characterized by poverty and poor living conditions with substandard housing, 

Overcrowding and limited access to urban services. Slum residents are largely tenants living in 

single rooms. Uganda has approximately 6 million households living in 4.5 million housing units with 

a backlog of about 1.6 million units of which 0.12 million are in urban areas. According to the 2014 

Population and Housing Census, substandard housing conditions are prevalent with over 70 percent 

of housing units built of temporary building materials, of these 27 percent were in urban areas. By 

2014, it was estimated that over 60 percent of the urban population in Uganda lived in slums - 

apparently brought about by the increasing rate at which people are leaving the rural areas and 

moving to cities. The foregoing being the main reason for the persistent and even expanding of 

slums in Uganda‘s towns and cities. 
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Table 6.5 Uganda’s urbanization – facts and figures 

6.4 million Ugandans live in urban areas 

70 percent of non-agricultural GDP in Uganda is generated in urban areas 

54 percent of people living in Central region are residing in urban areas 

Central region has the highest number of people living in urban areas, but the Eastern region 

is the fastest urbanizing region during the first decade of 2000s 

Kampala is home to 31 percent of Uganda‘s urban population 

69 percent of Uganda‘s urban population live in small cities with less than 500,000 people 

21 million people will live in urban areas in Uganda by 2040 

By 2013, 38 percent of the urban population was connected to the electricity grid 

The number of firms engaged in real estate and business services in Kampala is 11 times the 

overall average across districts 

Over the first decade of the 2000s, cities accounted for 36 percent of overall job growth 

Source:  World Bank Fifth Uganda Economic Update 

 

What Uganda is experiencing rapid rural urban migration since the urban centers do not have the 

structural capacity to provide housing, descent jobs and amenities that urban areas would ordinarily 

provide. Uganda therefore needs a structure of urbanization that has the capacity and readiness to 

accommodate the increasing number of residents expected to settle in urban areas and able to 

facilitate the growth of business enterprises, thereby creating opportunities for productive 

employment for a greater proportion of city residents. Uganda has in place the National Planning Act 

(2010) and the National Physical Planning Standards and Guidelines (2011) and has drafted a 

National Physical Development Plan, addition to the existing Sectoral and Local Government social 

and economic development plans are not yet harmonized with Physical Plans. As a result of this, 

there is no optimal use of land for urbanization and hence a sprawling nature of settlements and 

reducing land available for agriculture especially for commercial farming. 

 

6.6.  Role of Religious Institutions 

 

Freedom of Religion, according to Article 29 of the 1995 constitution all Ugandans have the right to 

practice any religion and manifest such practice, which include the right to belong to and participate 

in the practices of any religious body or organization. Uganda has a population 35.9 million (July 

2014). Roman Catholic: 39.3%; Anglican: 32%; Muslim: 13.7%; Evangelical: 11.1%; other: 3.7%; 

none: 0.2% (2014 census). The Muslim population is primarily Sunni.  Article 71-72 of the 

Constitution of 1995 as amended prescribes that every political party shall have a national character; 

and its membership shall not be based on sex, ethnicity, religion or other sectional division; the 
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internal organization of a political party shall conform to the democratic principles. The 1995 

Constitution elaborated on the cultural institution‘s role in state formation and preservation of culture. 

Traditional leaders have contributed to mobilization of communities to embrace progressive ideas of 

own and community development. This is elaborated in Uganda‘s 1995 constitution where their role 

in state formation and preservation of culture is elaborated.  

 

Under the Equal Opportunities Act 2007, Uganda instituted the Equal Opportunities Commission in 

2011 with a mandate to eliminate discrimination and inequalities against any individual or group of 

persons on the ground of sex, age, race, colour, ethnic origin, tribe birth, creed or religion, among 

others. Overall, Ugandans enjoy wide-reaching religious freedoms.  It provides for freedom of 

thought, conscience, and belief and the right to practice and promote any religion and to belong to 

and participate in the practices of any religious body or organization in a manner consistent with the 

constitution. It prohibits the creation of political parties based on religion. It remains to be seen if the 

expansion of religious freedoms has expanded the social value and moral system in ways that 

address challenges such as corruption and moral decadence that has now permeated the fabric of 

society. 

 

Inter-Religious Council of Uganda, Uganda Joint Christian Council and the Muslim Supreme Council 

among others are in place as establishments to promote government programs and have added 

voice to issues that government has emphasized mainly on observance of peace and putting a 

broader focus on the role of the home in community and national development. Uganda is seen 

among countries on the continent as very tolerant to religious freedoms. Similarly, many religions in 

conflict prone areas are consulted and brought on board in mitigation processes in managing conflict 

because religious bodies have the potential to reach out too many people and if they are not 

involved, they can bring about conflict by influencing the populace to take a route that will result into 

conflict.  

 

The presence of cultural institutions in parts of Uganda such as the Kabakaship in Buganda, the 

Omukama in Bunyoro and Toro, the Omusinga Iremangoma among the Bakonzo, the Obudhingiya 

bwa Bwamba and the Kyabazinga of Busoga present opportunities for socio-political and national 

integration through deepening cultural ties and promoting social cohesions, and dialogues at birth 

community and regional levels. Community dialogue has been promoted through various 

communities to combat the effects of conflict in society. In Northern Uganda, many communities use 

the dialogue approach to resolve mostly land related conflict. with the help of Uganda Human Rights 

Commission under the Peace building Fund to train traditional leaders on human rights and non-

discrimination and to provide support to traditional leaders in resolving local conflicts 
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The Buganda government within the last five years has played a key role in generating billions 

of shillings through its ―etofalli‖ program to get well-wishers to contribute for the restoration of 

the UNESCO world heritage site the Kasubi tombs, and not wait on government for all the 

support. Its interventions like Kisakate, which is an annual camp for the youth on cultural 

education has evolved to a regional reference point for advancement of social values. In other 

kingdoms, investments in water, primary education and setting up of social centres have 

supplemented government‘s efforts in extending services to the populace. 

 

Government has ensured a right to practice various forms of religion which has ushered in an era of 

enjoyment of religious freedoms. In addition, traditional and cultural leaders were installed to serve 

the purpose of congregating cultural norms and customs for sections of the population that desired 

them. Government has been cautious on advancement of these freedoms (not accepting to 

recognize the Ankole Kingdom; and now investing various religious sects after a religious cult 

Movement for the Restoration of the Ten Commandments in Kanungu district that caused deaths of 

hundreds on March 17
th
 2000; as well as the death of 46 royal guards among other local community 

members in Kasese District of the Rwenzururu King in November 2016). While the contribution of 

religious and cultural leaders is recognized, the Government should regulate their conduct in ways 

that expand social harmony, peace and development. 

 

6.7 Information Communication and Technology 

 

In 2012, Government put in place a National ICT policy, which clarified Government ambition to 

make ICT a platform to speed up communication and access to technologies that improve 

productivity and ease living costs for all with a keen focus on women. Following through this policy, 

many sectors including energy have advanced technologies that increase productivity while 

lessening the burden on women including: rural electrification, energy saving stoves, solar powered 

irrigation schemes and solar lamps as well as plough oxen and tractors. Increase is mobile phones 

and associated like mobile money services. These have enhanced conditions that have seen ICT 

contribute directly the betterment of the lives of women and girls. 

 

The Government adopting greater use of information and communications technologies platforms 

including internet and mobile phone applications to facilitate wider and deep engagement of the 

general public in the policy making and implementation processes. The Regulation of Interception of 

Communications Act, 2010 lacks adequate safeguards to ensure respect of a number of rights, 

including the freedom of expression. The Act gives the government far-reaching discretionary 
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powers in surveillance and interception of electronic, telecommunications and postal 

communications between individuals, groups and organisations. The broad and undefined basis for 

interception of communication also allow for possible intrusion into communications of individuals 

and professionals – such as journalists, human rights defenders and political dissidents engaged in 

legitimate activities and exercising their human rights.  

 

Table 6.5 Trends in key ICT indicators 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sour

ce: Uganda Communication Commission (2016) 

 

The Information, Communication Technology (ICT) Department has been strengthened with the 

procurement of new and upgrading of old hardware and software to meet the growing demand for 

ICT services in Parliament. Uganda has in addition passed a national communication strategy to 

enhance information flow from the Government to the citizens as well as streamline information flow 

among state organs. The strategy also harmonizes the role of the media in sensitizing the public on 

Telephone Subscribers and Talk time 2011  2012  2013  2014  2015  

Subscribers (number '000)  17,161  16,671  18,341  20,690  20,549  

Fixed Telephone (number '000)  464  314  272  324  328  

Cellular Phone (number '000)  16,696  16,356  18,068  20,366  20,220  

Tele density (lines per 100 population)  52.1  48.8  51.9  56.5  59  

Talk time(traffic, million minutes)  13,028  14,092  17,358  15,291  20,061  

                of which off-net  2,531  2,352  2445  1262  1,099  

                                on-net  10,285  11,494  14,638  13,780  18,693  

                                International (outgoing )  213  246  274  248  267  

Call tariff averages per minute  2011  2012  2013  2014  2015  

On-net  192  216  265  274  270  

Percentage change (%)  6.7  12.5  22.7  3.4  -1.5  

Off-net  252  264  315  309  510  

Percentage change (%)  40  4.8  19.3  -1.9  65.0  

Money transactions       

Subscribers  2011  2012  2013  2014  2015  

Mobile money registered customers  2,829  5,662  14,243  18,529  21,102  

(number '000)   

Transactions (number '000)  

  

87,500  

  

94,500  

  

38,351  

  

49,418  

  

67,938  

Transactions (Value bn Shs)  3,753  4,900  1,982  2,316  11,446  
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matters of public interest. Uganda passed the National Communication Strategy in 2011 to 

communicate Government policies and programs in strategic and effective way that engages and 

galvanizes citizens for national development. As part of its implementation, the Ministry of ICT is in 

advanced stages of setting up a Government Citizen Interaction Center as a one-stop center for 

government media placements and a real time feedback loop aimed at making government more 

responsive in meeting public needs. 

 

6.8 Role of the Media 

Under the constitution, Article 29 there are provisions under protection of freedom of conscience, 

expression, movement, religion, assembly and association among which is 1(a) on the freedom of 

speech and expression which shall include freedom of the press and other media. Over the years 

the media has expanded in structure and shape including: electronic, print, air and view media 

outlets that the populations use to engage in the development discourse.  

 

In 2012, the Ugandan Parliament passed a legislation that consolidated the 1997 communications 

Act and the 2000 electronic media Act in a bid to harmonize the two regulators: The Uganda 

Broadcasting Corporation and the Uganda Communications Commission. There is in place a 

Parliamentary Forum on the Media whose mandate is to debate and lobby for reform Uganda media 

laws. The media, however, continues to grapple with the challenges of inadequate training, unethical 

conduct, corruption, poor working condition for media practitioners. In general terms, media has had 

space to air views on the political landscape through various media outlets (print, electronic and air). 

 

Uganda‘s media is cognizant of its role in promoting good behaviour in all forms of organisations. 

The legal framework more especially the Access to Information Act 2005 also supports the media. 

The review reveals that the media‘s role in promoting good behaviour in organisations focuses on 

raising public awareness about unethical behaviour in organisations, its causes, effects and possible 

remedies. According to Uganda Media Review (2011), the media has been critical in investigating 

and reporting unethical behaviour, educating people about their rights, informing the citizens of the 

different types of unethical behaviour such as bribery and corruption, and how they are perpetrated. 

 

Uganda established the Uganda Communications Commission which is mandated to consolidate 

and harmonize the Uganda Communications Act and the Electronic Media Act; to dissolve the 

Uganda Communication Commission and the Broadcasting Council and reconstitute them as one 

body known as the Uganda Communications Commission; and to provide for related matters. 

Uganda also instituted a new line ministry of ICT that incorporates all aspects of Information and 

Communication Technology in provision of public services 
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Uganda is one of the few African countries that have put in place an Access to Information Act in 

2005. Since the promulgation of this Act, Uganda has in addition passed a national communication 

strategy to enhance information flow from the Government to the citizens as well as streamline 

information flow among state organs. The strategy also harmonizes the role of the media in 

sensitizing the public on matters of public interest. In spite of various avenues of information, the 

majority of Ugandans remain inadequately informed about their rights to information as well as about 

developments in the country as a whole. Unsurprisingly the majority of Ugandans have not read the 

1995 Uganda Constitution – the legal mothership of all constitutionalism and civil liberties. Overall, 

the cost of information remains high for ordinary Ugandans. Low individual incomes can ill afford: 

newspapers, electronic and digital media platforms. 

 

The 1995 Press and Journalist Act contains a number of provisions which breach fundamental 

aspects of the right to freedom of expression. The oversight bodies it establishes, in particular the 

Council and Disciplinary Committee, lack independence from government. It also provides for the 

licensing of journalists, including conditions on who may work as a journalist, for the registration of 

editors, for a complaints system for journalists, a code of conduct and various sanctions for 

unprofessional conduct. Licensing of journalists and placing conditions on who may practice 

journalism are not permitted under international guarantees of freedom of expression. The 

complaints system, established by the Act, is weak, non-transparent, and does not have appropriate 

rules regarding what is prohibited; hence it fails to meet international standards. Instead of improving 

the Act, in March 2010, the Government proposed the Amendment Bill that further exacerbates its 

shortcomings. The most significant and alarming changes include obligatory licensing of 

newspapers, in clear breach of the right to freedom of expression. The Amendment also seeks to 

alter the composition of the Media Council and Disciplinary Committee, making it less independent. 

Further, it establishes various content rules for newspapers, particularly for material deemed to be 

detrimental to national security, under the terms that are simply too vague to be legitimate as a 

restriction on freedom of expression. If passed in the present form (that is still a possibility), it will 

impose an oppressive registration and licensing system for the newspapers. The 1996 Electronic 

Media Act provides the Broadcasting Council with excessively broad powers to grant or withhold 

licenses on the basis of an opaque set of conditions as well power to seize and confiscate 

transmission equipment without a hearing or other forms of due process. 

 

6.9 Unemployment  

Relating to the previous APRM Repot 2009, unemployment was mentioned relatively low and mainly 

found in urban areas. But underemployment was widespread, affecting 65% of all adults and 75% of 
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women (no facts on the actual unemployment rate due to lack of data). The output of the informal 

sector, where 85% of the entire county‘s workforce is employed, which is equivalent to 45% of the 

GDP. 

 

Currently, Unemployment is still a risk to the sustainability of Uganda‘s economic growth and 

development. At 29 percent long term unemployment rate, implies that a reasonable fraction of 

Uganda‘s labour force cannot participate in productive economic activities as of 201368. The 

situation is worse for women than men as 32 percent and 24 percent of females and males in 

Uganda‘s labour force respectively are categorized as being in long term unemployment. Besides, 

over the period 2010 and 2013 youth unemployment rate averaged 7 percent69. Given that 

Uganda‘s population is expected to explode to 130 million by 2050, unemployment is expected to 

worsen. This situation could be worse for young females with limited education and skills. Note that 

high youth unemployment rate accentuates income inequality and poverty which are precursors for 

social and political instability thereby potentially dampening the sustainability of Uganda‘s recent 

economic growth success besides its long term economic growth and development outlook.  

 

Overall, the level of youth unemployment has been on a steady increase since 2008. The highest 

rates of unemployment are in regions with low population and low economic activity including parts 

of the central region and Karamoja, as well as in the northern corridor. But the highest numbers of 

unemployed are in the urban areas around the northern corridor. In Uganda every year a total of 

400,000 youth are released into the job market after graduating to a market that has only 90,000 

jobs. That means that the rest of the youth who have graduated will have no jobs because the job 

market is small and therefore if the youth are not job creators than we will see many walking the 

streets looking for jobs that have been taken or are still occupied by people who need to have 

retired. Besides this the biggest challenge for Uganda remains youth unemployment. Up to 83% of 

young people who graduate from tertiary institutions are unable to find work. This is a challenge that 

poses a threat to broader national security, if not addressed and contained. In addition, Government 

of Uganda is cognizant of the challenge of youth unemployment and is making efforts to address this 

problem. This effort however, is evidently inadequate in resolving this monumental challenge 

 

Uganda is currently implementing the youth livelihood program as well as the Uganda Women 

Entrepreneurship Programs to expand opportunities for youth and women respectively. Routine 

monitoring and evaluation by Government on the level of success of these programs would help 

inform best practices for scale up and evidence of their contribution to reducing unemployment.  

                                                           
68http://data.worldbank.org/country/uganda 
69 http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.UEM.1524.ZS 
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 In addition, in order to check the increase in youth unemployment, the government has also put in 

place a number of special programmes to combat youth unemployment. These include among 

others; establishment of Youth venture capital funds, special skilling programs, strengthening 

institutional programmes and funding for BTVET programmes as well as vocationalisation of tertiary 

and higher education. Other programmes include establishment of a labour market information 

system, strengthening the industrial court as well as establishment of the Equal Opportunities 

Commission (EOC), The Youth Livelihood Programme, Externalization of Labour, Establishment of 

the Labour Market Information System, Strengthening the Industrial Court. 

 

A revised Employment Policy is in place to create and support employment opportunities for the 

youth in the public sector. In 2012/13 schemes for youth empowerment was instituted. In 

FY2012/13, Government provided Sh. 54.17 billion as direct support for skills development. Skilling 

Ugandans is expected to address the current skills mismatch   within the labour market and increase 

the employability of young Ugandans. In the same year, government introduced the venture capital 

fund with an initial capital of Sh. 25 billion targeting young entrepreneurs aged between 18 and 35 

years to expand enterprises for self-employment 

 

Uganda Investment Authority (UIA) is currently carrying out entrepreneurship training. The main 

objective of this training is to enable entrepreneurs to access and utilize appropriate business skills, 

information and services aimed at achieving a sustainable and competitive private sector. Over 600 

SMES have accessed this training. UIA is also conducting Business registration clinics where up to 

55 entrepreneurs from Katwe Small Scale Association are facilitated to register businesses. At the 

same time, the UIA has created SME database, where over 10,000 SMEs/ businesses have been 

profiled. In addition, UIA conducted Business registration clinics where up to 55 entrepreneurs from 

Katwe Small Scale Association are facilitated to register businesses.  

There is noticeable rampant breach of contracts, unsafe working conditions and sexual harassment, 

accidents and work related injuries. On average 2,000 cases of work related accidents are reported 

annually. Few employers provide a safe and healthy working environment for descent work. There is 

inadequate awareness and sensitization on Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) standards, 

limited personnel and logistics and enforcement of legislations has not been effective. These 

incidences contribute to low productivity, disabilities and loss of life. In Uganda, accidents are 

common in construction sites, factories, security and transport sectors and in the commercial 

agriculture sub sector. 
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There is a need to create more jobs, improve wages, encourage more local investments and 

generally improve people‘s disposable income: carry out social security reforms, liberalize the social 

security sector and expand coverage of contributors to the NSSF; women, youth and PWDS should 

have access to credit, land ownership and employment: the government should also encourage 

industrialization, build capacity of Nationals and pay them well instead of foreigners and more 

importantly strengthen research and development sector especially in the National Planning 

Authority.it would even be better to decentralise the NPA to undertake key activities related to 

planning for employment generation 

 

There is need for a review of the incentive framework that support and nature home grown content 

as opposed to business incentives for foreign companies. Other aspects like attracting youth to 

agriculture (for instance expanding the pakasa model to expose and deepen agricultural 

innovations), support ICT innovations and reviews to the academic curricula at tertiary levels that 

emphasizes research and skills are critical to addressing this problem. To improve planning and 

management for employment of Ugandans, there is need to gradually strengthen production of 

routine statistics on the level of unemployment (disaggregated by age, sex, profession and other 

background characteristics). There is need to inculcate positive attitudes and mind-sets to produce 

skilled and cultured peopl4e.  

 

6.10  Financing and Resource Mobilization 

 

Uganda‘s economy has grown (on average 6.3% per annum since 2007) her financial base has also 

improved. As an example, no sector could receive the UShs.1 Trillion (US$ 303m) in a financial year 

in 2007 which is now availed to key sectors like Works and Transport. The challenge of limited 

finances to support public investments has reduced although inter-sector allocation financing is 

where the challenge remains. The fiscal planning at the moment is based on NDP priorities and this 

means that some sectors will continue to receive less than required to fully support their sector 

budgets (the case for agriculture, tourism and ICT and by reviewing exceptional tax hurdles, broader 

tax exemptions and the categorization of formal and informal sectors.  

 

As a result, the NDPI was financed using traditional sources, largely through foreign concessional 

borrowing and domestic borrowing. Total collections by Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) increased 

threefold in nominal terms between 2011-2014. However, during the period 2015/16 – 2019/20, 

there are plans to explore new sources of financing development activities and programs beyond the 

traditional sources, including alternative innovative sources, such as locally dominated bonds and 

infrastructure bonds, while ensuring that expansion of the public debt fits within a sustainable fiscal 
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and monetary framework. There is also need to increase registration and categorization of the 

informal and formal sectors for easy traceability and ensure well management of and mobilization of 

the resources. 

 

The trend in allocation of funds to the health sector shows an average increase of 20 percent per 

annum in absolute terms over the past four years of HSSIP. However, the allocation to health as 

percentage of the total Government budget has reduced from 9.6 percent in 2003/2004 (AHSPR, 

2013/14) to 8.6 percent in 2014/15 of the total Government budget much lower than the Abuja 

Declaration target of 15 percent. This decline has taken place in the midst of rising health care 

demand and costs due to high population growth. As a consequence, the health care financing has 

remained largely dependent on financing from the households (43 percent), donors (34 percent) and 

23 percent comes from Government and employers (NHA, 2013). The high dependence on 

financing by the households reduces access and utilization of health services and while dependence 

on donor funding has affects the sustainability of health financing in Uganda.  

 

Over the NDP period, expenditure was projected to increase to 19.6 per cent of GDP, an increase of 

2 per cent of GDP from the 2009/10 level. Financing this level of expenditure required concerted 

efforts to improve domestic revenue collection by focusing on the three factors that usually lead to 

increases in tax revenues: expansion in the bases of taxation, reform of the structure of taxation; and 

extensive re-organization of the institutions that administer the taxes in the country for improved tax 

collection efficiency and compliance. Government efforts were focused on increasing domestic 

revenue collections by 0.5 per cent of GDP per year over the NDP I period 

 

More specifically, the main focus in raising tax revenues was to ensure continued stability of the tax 

system and improvement in collections from other revenue sources, especially Non-Tax Revenue 

(NTR) which then contributed about 1 per cent of total domestic revenues. To raise additional 

revenue from NTR, all its rates were reviewed. Government also streamlined existing exemptions 

and tax incentive policies. In addition, improvements were made in tax administration to enhance the 

compliance rate and focus on the retail sales end of Value Added Tax (VAT). Steps were also taken 

to include the large subsistence and informal sector of the economy into the taxable bracket. This 

required gazetting specific places for informal sector traders in urban areas and providing support to 

them as an incentive to encourage paying tax. However, although government expected revenues 

from Uganda‘s oil deposits to materialize sometime during the NDP implementation and significantly 

improve Uganda‘s domestic revenue base, this never materialized and was not forthcoming to 

finance the NDPI.  Chart below shows that while Uganda‘s growth rate has declined, the URA 

annual collections are gradually on the rise. This is as a result of efficiencies in revenue collection as 
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well as broadening of the tax base that has brought into the tax bracket payers formerly un-included. 

One of these initiatives is URA, KCCA, Uganda Registration Services Bureau (URSB) and 34 

municipal councils under tax registration and expansion programme. 

 

The government of Uganda is entrenching decentralisation through introducing new districts, the 

allocations to the LGs is waning (see figure 33). Creation of new local governments has increased 

presence of government and spread political representation but the staffing, equipping and financing 

has not been adequate to meet the resultant expenditure requirements. At the same time, Local 

Government financing has declined from 22.2% of the national budget in 2007 to 15.6% in 2015. 

Local Governments received only 14.9% of their allocation for development expenditure meaning 

that salaries dominate the decentralized budget. The reduction in LG financing could partly be 

attributed to the increasing number of new districts not matched with an equivalent increase in the 

absolute budgetary allocation to the LG. The increasingly low budgetary allocation to LG 

compromises the quality, quantity and efficiency of public service delivery.  

However, decentralization is at a risk of not fulfilling its potential as financing to the LGs are 

inadequate and unpredictability. This leads to the inability of LGs to implement their planning 

priorities for example agriculture extension services and seedling distribution which in a way 

compromises the ability of households to optimally and actively participate in Uganda‘s economy. 

 

Recommendations 

 

Since locally raised revenues have declined, Government should increase funding from the national 

budget towards local governments to enhance service delivery. Focus is needed to transcend 

construction of new physical infrastructure (in health, education and other sectors) to making them 

fully functional with facilities that make service delivery possible. The assessment also noted the 

need for more investment in the operation and maintenance of infrastructure stock. Since locally 

raised revenues have declined, Government should increase funding from the national budget 

towards local governments to enhance service delivery. In this regard, there is need to review the 

efficacy of creating more districts and focusing resources at sub-county levels instead. To expand 

local justice, Uganda needs to strengthen local courts and to hold elections for Local Council (LC I 

and LC II) levels to entrench representative democracy at these levels.  

 

Need for a better forecasting model for the MTEF. The success of multi-sectoral, multi-year 

macroeconomic economic planning and the alignment of MTEF to NDP11 hugely depends on the 

quality of forecasts of revenue, expenditures, economic growth, exchange rate and inflation rate 

among others. The frequent adjustments in the MTEF estimates both with the year and from year to 
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year without necessarily ring-fencing poverty-related expenditures signals efficiency of 

macroeconomic variable forecasts is not good enough. As such investing in capacity to forecast will 

not only improve the alignment of the evidence-based budgeting to MTEF but also enhance the 

alignment of MTEF to the NDP. As with the quality forecasts, the likelihood of attaining NDP targets 

will be enhanced. 

 

Enhancing public investment management. While infrastructural investments are key to enhancing 

Uganda‘s competitiveness and therefore transition to a middle income economy, project selection 

ought to be good enough to guarantee commercial viability and efficient implementation in a bid to 

circumvent the likelihood of cost overruns and overheating.  This might require capacity 

development in project identification and implementation. Setting up guideline for supplementary 

budgets. In a bid to enhance fiscal discipline, government ought to set up a criterion that for which a 

sector would qualify for a supplementary budget. Tanzania already has this in place, Uganda could 

borrow a leaf from there while re-orienting to its country situation by earmarking supplementary 

budgeting only to emergent situations. 

 

6.11 Peace and Development  

 

The 1995 Constitution provides the mechanisms necessary for preventing and managing conflict. 

These include: the national army to provide security for all and protecting the national boarders 

against external aggression; the police to keep domestic law and order; the judicial service system to 

adjudicate and dispense justice (including the local council courts); the cultural and religious 

institutions to instil moral values that shape a peaceful society as well as providing avenues for 

negotiated settlements.  

 

Uganda continues to enjoy peace across the country. To build on this achievement, the country is in 

the process of establishing a National Peace Policy as well as a draft National Civic Education Policy 

to advance aspirations of constitutional and administrative justice for resolution of conflict. Since her 

independence Uganda underwent a series a civil and military wars that eroded her economic 

performance and undermined socio economic development. Between 1986-2006 Northern Uganda 

continued to face civil war launched by the Lord‘s Resistance Army of Joseph Kony on the NRM 

government. However, 2006, peace and stability returned to the country. Uganda has implemented 

two phases of three programmes: The Peace Recovery and Development Program (PRDP) and the 

Northern Uganda Social Action Fund; and Karamoja Integrated Development Program to bring 

Northern Uganda to the level of development to other parts of the country.  Peace and stability does 

not mean the absence of war alone. Uganda continues to face internal strife caused by other 
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domestic factors mainly related to land conflicts, confrontations related to political power struggles 

during local, parliamentary and presidential elections and more recently tribal clashes in the 

Rwenzori sub-region in mid-western Uganda. 

 

The PoA called upon government to ensure that the process of resolving interstate conflict and post 

conflict management are financed and implemented. Uganda in 2012 drafted the Uganda Foreign 

Policy Framework that responds to emerging security challenges such as terrorism, piracy and 

human trafficking. Within the framework of the East African Regional Cooperation, Uganda has been 

actively involved in implementation of two protocols with a strong bearing on peace and security in 

the region: these are; Protocol of Foreign Policy Coordination under the framework of the East 

African Community and the Protocol of Defence and Inter-State Security under the Framework of the 

EAC. The protocol aims to enhance Defence cooperation in area of military training, joint operations, 

technical cooperation, visits and exchange of information. The Summit of Heads of State directed 

that an EAC Peace and Security Council be set up and the Joint Sectoral Council on Defence, 

Interstate Security and Foreign Affairs is tasked with the matter.  

 

As early as 2008, the Country Review Report recognized the progress made by NRM Government in 

bringing about peace and stability in Uganda, including the promulgation of the 1995 Constitution 

which provides for a Bill of rights; establishing institutions for protecting democracy and promoting 

human rights; liberalizing media; managing intra-state and inter-state conflicts; decentralizing power 

for effective service delivery; fighting corruption and re-introducing a multiparty political system.   

 

The reporting period for the 4
th
 Annual Progress Report follows immediately after the 2011 general 

elections which returned the NRM Government to power and gave it a fresh mandate to run the 

country until the next general election in 2016. 

 

Under political objectives III on National unity and stability the State shall provide peaceful and 

secure and a stable political environment which is necessary for economic development. The 

Northern region remains the poorest part of the country, but the gap has narrowed significantly since 

the restoration of peace in 2006. More recently, it is the east that has seen the slowest progress in 

reducing income poverty. This mainly reflects adverse weather conditions, a high dependency ratio 

and growing population pressures contributing to land fragmentation and soil degradation. However, 

the region has seen significant progress in other dimensions of welfare, including education, health, 

housing conditions and access to information. 
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The 2011 Ugandan general elections showed some improvements over the previous elections held 

in 2006. However, the electoral process was marred by avoidable administrative and logistical 

failures which led to an unacceptable number of Ugandan citizens being disenfranchised. 

Furthermore, the power of incumbency was exercised to such an extent as to compromise severely 

the level playing field between the competing candidates and political parties. Notwithstanding a 

number of incidents of violence and intimidation, especially on Election Day, the electoral campaign 

and polling day were generally conducted in a peaceful manner. Restraint in campaign rhetoric 

contributed to this improved campaign environment. With genuine political commitment by all 

stakeholders, further progress towards a fully pluralistic and multi‐party democracy can be achieved. 

 

From July 2011 to June 2012, the Uganda Human Rights Commission (UHRC) implemented Peace 

Building through the Justice for all and human rights project in Acholi sub-region aimed at supporting 

the national Peace, Recovery and Development Plan (PRDP) to foster peace in Northern Uganda 

following the twenty years of insurgency and displacement. The project was instrumental in 

enhancing the promotion of peace, reconciliation and alternative dispute resolution especially in 

relation to land disputes. The project also made the following achievements:  

 

Within the framework of the African Union (AU) the following has been achieved: At the 22
nd

 

Ordinary Session of the Executive Council, Uganda was elected a member of African Union Peace 

and Security Council (PSC) for a period of four years, 2013-2016. Other members are: Equatorial 

Guinea (Central Africa), Algeria (North Africa), Mozambique (Southern Africa), Nigeria (West Africa). 

At AU level, Uganda also supported the creation of a Rapid Deployment Capability Force as a 

transition arrangement for the Africa Standby Force 

 

The Convention for the Protection and Assistance of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in Africa - 

The Kampala Convention adopted by the AU Heads of State Special Summit held in Kampala on 

23
rd

 September 2009 came into force on 6
th
 December 2012. It is the first independent legally 

binding regional instrument in the World to impose on states the obligation to protect and assist 

IDPs.  

 

In January 2014, Uganda actively participated in the implementation of the AU decisions on the 

establishment of the African Capacity for Immediate Response to Crises (ACIRC) in an interim 

arrangement pending the operationalization of the African Standby Force.  

 

Uganda was the chair of the International Conference on the Great Lakes Region (ICGLR), between 

2011 and 2014.  As Chair, Uganda implemented peace initiatives by organizing four ICGLR summits 
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(Kampala, Luanda, Nairobi and Pretoria aimed at finding a lasting solution to the security situation in 

the Eastern DRC). These meetings resulted into signing of the 24
th
 February 2013, peace and 

Security Cooperative Framework for DRC and the region was signed.  The framework aims at 

stabilising DRC and promoting development. Uganda hosted and chaired the Kampala Dialogue 

between the Government of DRC and M23 rebels which culminated into the signing of the Nairobi 

Declarations which ended the M23 rebellions. The establishment by ICGL, AU and UN Security 

Council of the Force Intervention Brigade (FIB) and MONUSCO framework with strengthened 

mandate to deal with negative forces in DRC, including the Allied Democratic Front (ADF and FDLR.  

 

While Uganda has deployed her own resources to resolve the South Sudan conflict, it had a 

logistical and financial implication back at home. In addition, some political analysts viewed a level of 

partiality in Uganda‘s handling of the crisis. A logistical, financial and human resource challenge is 

slowing the progress in restoring peace in Somalia. In response to these challenges Uganda has 

withdrawn from South Sudan and allowed a regional mechanism under IGAD to negotiate a peaceful 

settlement after resumption of conflict there in 2016. In general, Uganda continues to collaborate 

within the AU and with the EU as well as the United States in resolving regional conflicts in which it 

is engaged. Efforts are also underway to support an Africa Standby Force – viewed by many states 

as an ultimate home-grown solution to African wide conflicts. 
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NATIONAL PROGRAMME OF ACTION 
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DRAFTED NATIONAL PROGRAMME OF ACTION  
 

 

THEME 1 DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL GOVERNANCE 

APRM 
OBJECTIVES 

RECOMMENDATION MONITORABALE 
INDICATORS 

ON-GOING 
ACTIVITIES 

EXPECTED 
OUTCOME 

TIME 
FRAME 

IMPLEMENTING 
AGENCIES (LEAD 
FIRST) 

Objective 1: Entrenching Constitutional Democracy and the Rule of Law 
 

1.1 Ensuring a 
political 
system that 
allows free 
and fair 
competition for 
power and the 
promotion of 
democratic 
governance 

 

Government should fully 
implement the 2005 
Political Parties and 
Organization Act 
(amended in 2010) along 
with the Presidential 
Election Act 2010 to 
ensure that all political 
parties and individuals 
freely participate in the 
political process without 
unlawful hindrances and 
intimidation 

 Number of events 
held by political 
parties and 
individuals reporting 
quarterly conducted 
under a free and fair 
environment, 
advancing their 
political programs as 
laid out in the law 

 Number of instances 
reported by political 
parties and 
individuals of 
harassment or 
intimidation 

Civic education 
conducted at the 
local level by the 
Electoral 
Commission; 
political parties, 
NGOs and civil 
society  
 

A free and fair 
political system 
where political parties 
and individuals are 
allowed to politically 
mobilize and engage 
the public in the 
political discourse as 
provided by the law 

5 years Uganda 
Independent 
Electoral 
Commission  
Uganda Human 
Rights Commission; 
Ministry of Internal 
Affairs; 
Ministry of Gender 
Labour and Social 
Development  

1.2 Establishment 
of the rule of 
law and 
supremacy of 
the 
constitution 

Restore Presidential 
Term limits to a maximum 
of two 5-year terms and 
extend it to all elected 
political leaders 
 

 Constitutional 
amendment to the 
1995 Constitution 
Amendment of 
August 2005 
restoring presidential 
term limits 

Constitutional 
Amendments 
proposed to the 
1995 Constitution 
now before the 
10

th
 Parliament  

Constitution 
Amended restoring 
Presidential Terms 
Limits 

2 years Parliament 
Ministry of Justice 
and Constitutional 
Affairs 
Uganda Law Society 

1.3 Ensuring that 
the executive 
respects the 
rule of law 

 

Implement the Political 
Parties Act (as Amended) 
so that the over-reach of 
the executive in 
influencing legislation and 
political powers of the 

 Clauses in the 
Constitution 
amended to check 
the powers of the 
executive and 
ensure fairness of 

Constitutional 
Amendments 
proposed to the 
1995 Constitution 
now before the 
10

th
 Parliament  

Constitution 
Amended to ensure 
clauses the check 
over-reach by the 
incumbency over the 
constitution 

2 years Parliament 
Ministry of Justice 
and Constitutional 
Affairs 
Uganda Law Society 
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APRM 
OBJECTIVES 

RECOMMENDATION MONITORABALE 
INDICATORS 

ON-GOING 
ACTIVITIES 

EXPECTED 
OUTCOME 

TIME 
FRAME 

IMPLEMENTING 
AGENCIES (LEAD 
FIRST) 

presidency are checked 
to increase fairness in 
political competition and 
observance of the rule of 
law 

the incumbency in 
the political 
discourse 

Objective 2: Upholding the Separation, checks and balances of powers 
 

1.4 Separation of 
powers 
between 
executive, 
legislature, 
and judiciary 

 
 

A limit set on how many 
members of Parliament 
should hold cabinet 
positions to lift the current 
threshold of 10 ex-official 
members of Parliament 
and allow the Executive 
more selection space for 
technocrats to be 
appointed to cabinet 
outside Parliament  

No. of MPs that hold 
cabinet positions after 
the constitutional 
amendment  
 

Constitutional 
Amendment 
processes before  
the 10

th
 

Parliament  

Only a limited 
number decided 
upon in the 
Constitutional 
Amendment for MPs 
serving at the same 
time as Cabinet or 
State Ministers. 

3 years  Parliament 
Ministry of Justice 
and Constitutional 
Affairs   
Uganda Law Society  

1.5 Ensuring the 
independenc
e of the 
judiciary  

 
 

Support the judicial 
services sector with the 
technical (including 
judges); logistical and 
financial resources to 
dispose-off the current 
backlog of cases 

Trends in reduction of 
case backlog 

Mechanisms to 
expand legal aid 
and support to 
local courts to 
expand access to 
justice for all 

Reduced case 
backlog 

5 years Ministry of Justice 
and Constitutional 
Affairs 
Judicial Service 
Commission 
Office of the 
Attorney General 
Office of the Director 
of Public 
Prosecutions 

1.6 Independence 
and 
effectiveness 
of the 
legislature 

With a Speaker of being 
selected from the Party 
with the majority 
members of Parliament – 
often the ruling Party, the 
deputy speaker should be 
from the Opposition 
parties. 

Split of parliamentary 
leadership at 
leadership and 
committee levels of 
the composition by 
both the Party with the 
majority (ruling party) 
and opposition 

Mechanisms to 
ensure provision 
that ensure that a 
Speaker and 
his/her deputy 
are at a level of 
High Court Judge 

Fairness in passing 
of key government 
legislation with 
minimization of any 
tendencies of political 
favoritism or bias 

3 years Parliament  

Objective 3 Prevention and Management of Intra and Inter-state conflicts 
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APRM 
OBJECTIVES 

RECOMMENDATION MONITORABALE 
INDICATORS 

ON-GOING 
ACTIVITIES 

EXPECTED 
OUTCOME 

TIME 
FRAME 

IMPLEMENTING 
AGENCIES (LEAD 
FIRST) 

 

1.7 Addressing 
factors that 
generate 
conflict in 
Uganda 

 

Finalize the National 
Peace Policy that will 
establish a framework for 
supporting an enduring 
peace and co-existence 
of all Ugandans and her 
neighbours  
 

National Policy in 
place on peace 
imperatives for 
national development 
 

 Formation of a 
Peace 
Architecture 
by the Inter-
Religious 
Council of 
Uganda 

 Establishing 
Peace 
Committees at 
regional and 
sub-
government 
levels 

Collaboration in 
conflict 
prevention, 
timely warning 
and early 
response Sustainable 
security. 

3 years Office of the Prime 
Minister 
Ministry of Defence 
Ministry of Internal 
Affairs 
Inter-Religious 
Council of Uganda 
CSOs and NGOs 
both local and 
international  
Security Agencies  
Development 
Partners  

1.8 Effective 
mechanisms 
established for 
preventing, 
reducing and 
managing 
conflict  

 

A national early warning 
system should be 
established that will 
benefit from intelligence 
and trends analysis to 
proactively address 
peace threats rather than 
mitigate conflict including 
land tribunals (to resolve 
land related cases) 
 

Trends in occurrences 
of conflict as recorded 
by local and national 
authorities by form 
and location   

 Disarmament 
Operations in 
hostile 
communities 

 Security 
meetings at 
district and 
national level 

 Research on 
causes of 
conflict 
including land 
and remedies 

A National Conflict 
Early Warning 
System and 
supported Land 
Tribunals) 

2 years  Office of the Prime 
Minister 
Ministry of Defence 
Ministry of Internal 
Affairs 
Ministry of Lands 
Housing and Urban 
Development 
Inter-Religious 
Council of Uganda 
CSOs and NGOs 
both local and 
international  
Security Agencies  
Development 
Partners  

1.9 Involvement of 
sub-regional 
and regional 
institutions in 
resolving intra 
and inter-state 

Uganda should continue 
to spearhead conflict 
resolution efforts in the 
great lakes within the 
overall AU framework 
 

No. of missions in 
which Uganda is 
engaged in the region 
and beyond to 
contribute to peace 
and development 

 Ensuring an 
enduring 
peace and 
stability in 
Somalia under 
AMISON as 

 A more peaceful 
regional with AU 
states building 
institutions to 
premise an enduring 
peace and prosperity  

5 years Ministry of Defence 
Ministry of Internal 
Affairs 
Security Agencies  
Development 
Partners 
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conflict  within AU framework 
or other mechanisms 

well as part of 
the process to 
pacify Somalia 
Central African 
Republic, 
Burundi and 
DRC 

1.10 Involvement 
of 
international 
organisations 
in intra and 
inter-state 
conflict 
resolution. 

 

Strengthen diplomatic 
relations and mutual 
defence to increase 
security along borders 
and 
Invest in border security 

No. of international 
protocol to which 
Uganda subscribes 
that are aimed to work 
within the international 
framework for peace 
and conflict resolution 

 Part of the UN 
effort to 
provide lasting 
solution to 
challenges 
facing South 
Sudan and 
other countries 

More engagement at 
the international level 
for forging protocols 
to ensure an 
enduring peace 

3 years Ministry of Defence 
Ministry of Internal 
Affairs 
Security Agencies  
Development 
Partners 

Objective 4: Promotion and protection of civil and political rights as enshrined in the Africa and International Human Rights 
Instruments  

 

1.11 Measures 
that are in 
place to 
promote and 
enforce civil 
rights 

 

More support is need to 
support the JLOS sector 
particularly the Uganda 
Human Rights 
Commission to fully 
execute their roles  

Description of legal 
provisions that 
recognize and 
guarantee basic civil 
rights and liberties  
 

Uganda is 
implementing 
international 
compliance with 
human rights 
instruments 

Enhanced respect for 
human rights by 
government and 
ensured zero 
tolerance to impunity 

Annually  Ministry of Justice 
and Constitutional 
Affairs 
Uganda Law Society  
NGOs and CSOs in 
the legal fraternity, 
Local Courts 

1.12 Steps that 
have been 
taken to 
facilitate due 
process and 
equal access 
to justice for 
all 

Uganda should put in 
place mechanisms to 
expand legal aid so that 
the poor are able to 
access justice and be 
fairly and equitably 
treated before the law 

No. of cases 
disposed-off under the 
legal aid framework  
 
 

Uganda is 
implementing 
international 
compliance with 
human rights 
instruments  

Expanded justice 
system and legal aid 
provision for all 

Annually  Ministry of Justice 
and Constitutional 
Affairs 
Uganda Law Society  
NGOs and CSOs in 
the legal fraternity, 
Local Courts 

1.13 Vibrant, 
independent 
and influential 

Implement the NGO Act 
2015 to protect the civil 
society to mobilize and 

Proportion of CSOs 
reporting to have built 
their capacity over the 

Various 
government 
institutions are 

Vibrant civil society 
able to independently 
express itself through 

Annually  Ministry of Internal 
Affairs, Ministry of 
Gender Labour and 
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CSOs in 
Uganda 

 

express themselves in 
ways that build their 
capacity to compliment 
government programs  

reporting period to 
independently execute 
their mandate 
 

working in 
partnership with 
CSOs at both 
national and local 
levels to 
complement 
government 
programs 

participatory 
assembly and 
implementation of 
own programs that 
complement 
government effort 

Social 
Development 
NGOs and CSOs  

1.14 Extent to 
which the 
state 
respects and 
protects the 
rights of 
citizens‘ 
access to 
information  

Government should 
support initiatives that 
ensure a reduced cost of 
access to information by 
utilizing new 
technological innovations 
(including public radios) 
to communicate to the 
masses while allowing 
them to access and use 
information 

Rate of decline in 
number of cases 
involving denial of 
access to information  

Uganda is 
implementing the 
Access to 
information Act 
(2005) which is 
now 
complimented by 
the National 
Communication 
Policy 2013 

Enhanced rights 
awareness on access 
and use of 
information 

Annually  Ministry of ICT and 
National Guidance 
Media Houses  
NGOs, CSOs and 
the Private Sector, 
Academia and 
Research 
institutions, Political 
parties   

1.15 Measures 
that have 
been taken to 
strengthen 
institutions for 
an efficient 
and effective 
public service 

Strengthen institutions for 
an efficient and effective 
public service through 
capacity building 
initiatives tailored to meet 
public sector specific 
needs 

Legal provisions, 
institutions and 
resource allocation for 
an efficient and 
effective civil service 

Uganda is 
implementing the 
review 
recommendation
s of the Public 
Sector Reform 
Program aimed 
at increasing the 
efficiencies of the 
public sector 

Achieving an 
accountable, efficient 
and effective public 
service delivery 
system that is 
responsive to 
institutional 
challenges and 
service delivery 
needs 

Annually  Public Sector 
Management 
Working Group 
Local Governments  

1.16 The state of 
corruption in 
the public 
sector 

 

Support Anti-Corruption 
initiatives to expedite 
investigations and 
conclude cases to the 
satisfaction of the public 
so that all are equal 
before the law as a 
deliberate effort by 

 Trends in case of 
corruption in public 
sector. 

 Numbers of public 
and private actors 
investigated, 
prosecuted and 
convicted of 

Government is 
supporting IG, 
DPP, Uganda 
Police, 
Accountant 
General OAG, 
Anti-Corruption 
Court, 

Reduction in 
corruption especially 
in public contracts 
and improved 
transparency use of 
public resources 

Annually Equal 
Opportunities 
Commission 
Procurement and 
Disposal of Assets 
Authority; 
Inspectorate of 
Government, 
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Government to save tax 
payers money and 
restore public confidence 
in government systems. 
Institute a Salaries 
Commission to rationalize 
pay for all public servants 

corruption. Commercial 
Court and other 
insitutions to fight 
corruption  

Director of Public 
Prosecutions, 
Uganda Police, Anti-
Corruption Court, 
Commercial Court 

1.17 Efforts to 
empower 
local 
communities 
through the 
devolution of 
political 
power, 
judicial 
authority or 
financial 
resources 

For a more effective 
decentralization, 
government should 
implement the National 
Local Economic 
Development Policy to 
support LGs to identify 
own investment 
opportunities that can 
generate revenue, create 
employment and make 
them less dependent on it 
for financial resources. 

Local investments 
undertaken by local 
governments to 
generate locally raised 
revenues  (per district 
and value) 

Government is 
implementing the 
National Local 
Economic 
Development 
Policy to facilitate 
LGs to identify 
investment 
opportunities that 
create jobs and 
spread the local 
revenue base 

More resources 
generated by local 
governments as own 
locally raised 
revenues that make 
them less dependent 
on the central 
government  

Annually  Ministry of Local 
Government, Local 
Government 
Finance 
Commission  

Objective 6: Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Women 
 

1.18 Measures 
taken to 
promote and 
protect the 
rights of 
women in the 
country 

 
 

Implement women 
empowerment 
Programmes especially at 
the grassroots that 
ensure women 
participation in both 
public and private 
spheres and  
 

 

The legal provisions 
that articulate and 
guarantee the rights of 
women revised in the 
Gender Policy 
 
 

Review on going 
on the National 
Gender Policy to 
protect the rights 
of women as well 
as work done by 
NGOs and CSOs 
to ensure 
implementation 

A level of women 
empowerment that 
ensures that the role 
of women in the 
democratic process 
is enhanced  

Annually  Ministry of Gender 
Labour and Social 
Development  

Objective 7: Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Children and Young Persons 
 
1.19 Measures 

that have been 
 
Promote public private 

Trends in the in the 
overall improvement of 

Reinforcement t 
of laws on 

Empowered youth 
aware of their rights 

Annually Ministry of Gender 
Labour and Social 
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taken to 
promote and 
protect the 
rights of 
children and 
young persons 

partnerships to foster 
skills 
development and youth 
entrepreneurship 

the status of children 
and young persons in 
the country 
 

Children‘s 
welfare 

 

and skilled to unleash 
their potential on the 
jobs market 

Development 

Objective 8: Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Vulnerability Groups, including IDPs, Refugees and PWDs 
 

1.20 Measures 
taken to 
promote and 
protect the 
rights of 
vulnerable 
groups. 

Ensure national roll out of 
the social assistance 
grants for empowerment 
(SAGE) to cover the older 
persons in all districts of 
Uganda  
 
Continue the proud 
record of providing a 
hospitable environment 
for refugees as  
 
Support organizations like 
NUDIPU to support 
initiatives for PWDs 

No. of refugees in 
camps under care of 
host communities and 
Government 
 
No. of PWDs 
supported to sustain 
their lives productively 
and continue to 
engage in the social 
discourse  
 
No. of recipients of the 
SAGE grants per 
district 

Uganda 
continues to 
host refugees 
from across the 
region. After 10 
years of pilot the 
SAGE program 
will now be 
rolled out 20 
districts in FY 
2017/18 and to 
another 20 
districts by 2020. 

Continued 
implementation of 
the social protection 
policy with reduced 
poverty and social 
economic 
incidences among 
vulnerable sections 
of the population 
 
 

Annually  Ministry of Gender 
Labour and Social 
Development, 
Office of the Prime 
Minister 

THEME 2: ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Objective 1: Design and Implementation of Economic Policies for Sustainable Development 

 
2.1 Realizing the 

economic 
policy of the 
country 

Government maintains a 
strong macroeconomic 
stance as a bedrock of 
sound economic policy 
implementation and 
management.  

Economic policy 
detailing the strategies 
to stabilize inflation, 
create jobs, expand 
the export base, 
ensure real GDP 
growth rate; reduce 
fiscal deficit; and 
service Uganda‘s debt  

A comprehensive 
National 
Development 
Planning 
Framework that 
is driving the 
production of 5 
year NDPs 
aligned to the 
Vision 2040 

Mechanisms put in 
place by NPA sustain 
planning and 
budgeting of the NDP 
aligned to the thrusts 
to achieve the Vision 
2040 

5 years  National Planning 
Authority 
Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic  
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2.2 Sectorial 
policies 
developed and 
implemented to 
promote 
economic 
growth & 
sustainable 
development in 
the past 5-10 
years 

Results-oriented 
implementation of policies 
that expand Uganda‘s 
economic growth and 
sustainable development 
with a focus on sectors 
identified by the NDP as 
ones with the highest 
multiplier effect on the 
economy  

Review and passage 
and implementation of 
key economic policies 
including policies on 
Industrialization, trade, 
banking & financial 
intermediation, Mining, 
and extractive industry 
as well as agriculture  

Certificate of 
compliance 
issues by the 
National Planning 
Authority for 
MDAs on their 
compliance to 
National 
Development 
Plan 
requirements 

Higher compliance 
and alignment of 
sectors to the 
requirements of the 
National 
Development Plans  

Annually  National Planning 
Authority, Ministry 
of Finance Planning 
and Economic 
Development 

2.3  Measures 
taken to 
address 
challenges 
encountered in 
implementation 
including the 
monitoring and 
evaluation 
progress. 

Build capacity for routine 
monitoring reporting and 
follow-up on 
recommendations as well 
as evaluations at national 
and district levels to 
review and appraise the 
public and private sector 
performance  

No. and name of 
functional frameworks 
and mechanisms for 
M&E at sector, district 
and non-state levels in 
place  

Bi-annual and 
annual review of 
Government 
Performance; 
generation of the 
National 
Development 
Report (NDR) 
and Budget 
Monitoring and 
Accountability 
Unit reporting by 
MoFPED among 
others  

Robust and reliable 
M&E systems at 
district and national 
levels aimed at 
informing 
Government on 
performance 
improvement. 

Annually Office of the Prime 
Minister; National 
Planning Authority 
Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development All 
sector MDAs Local 
Governments, 
Private sector, 
NGOs and CSOs 
and non-state 
actors. 

2.4 Accuracy of 
government 
economic 
projections 

 

Ensure more rigor in 
analysis of routinely 
collected data for use in 
modelling and other 
modular to enable the 
planning framework do 
better estimate economic 
performance projections 

Better accurate 
analysis and key 
variables and trends 
including: inflation, 
employment, national 
debt and government 
revenue 

MoFPED, NPA 
and Central Bank 
of Uganda have 
instituted a 
macroeconomic 
modelling 
framework aimed 
at closer 
alignment 
between the 
national budget 
and NDP 

Reliable information 
mechanisms 
supporting more 
accurate economic 
projections and 
decision making 

Annually  Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development; 
National Planning 
Authority 
Central Bank. 
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priorities 

2.5 .Extent of the 
impact of 
internal and 
external 
economic 
shocks 

The government should 
focus on high value 
addition in the agriculture 
sector in a bid to 
stimulate agro-based 
industrial growth as it 
exploits oil, gas and other 
minerals  
 

Trends in Uganda‘s 
terms of trade and 
balance of payment 
position  

Launch of the 
Buy Uganda 
Build Uganda 
Policy as well as 
National Export 
Development 
Strategy to boost 
exports and grow 
the economy 

Value added 
agricultural products 
on the world market 
Favourable balance 
of payment and trade 
account balance 
guaranteed. 

Annually  Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development 
Ministry of Trade, 
Industry and 
Cooperatives  

2.6. Major 
development 
initiatives 
undertaken to 
improve the 
energy, 
services, 
transport and 
communication 
infrastructure in 
Uganda.  

Focus on the quality of 
construction works and 
implement reforms to the 
land laws to reduce the 
cost of land 
compensation which is a 
key driver of construction 
project costs 

Statistics showing 
availability and 
coverage of key 
infrastructure in 
energy, transport 
services and 
infrastructure  

Efforts to 
construct an oil 
refinery are 
underway; 
Construction and 
repair of 
highways and 
strategic roads; 
the Standard 
Gauge Railway 
Project;  
Expansion of 
Entebbe 
International 
Airport to boost 
air transport;   
Modernization of 
ferries on major 
water bodies to 
improve water 
transport 

Major strides in 
service, energy, 
transport and 
communication 
infrastructure 
development 
Substantial progress 
towards achieving 
middle income status 
by 2020 

4 years  Ministry of Energy 
and Mineral 
Development; 
Ministry of Works 
and Transport, 
Ministry of Lands 
Housing and Urban 
Development, 
Ministry of ICT, 
UNRA, URF, 
Uganda 
Communications 
Commission and 
other MDAs 

Objective 2: Facilitating the participation of key stakeholders in policy and programme discussion and implementation 
 

2.7 Participation of 
key 
institutions, 

Ensure an all-inclusive 
and wide consultative 
process during the policy 

Descriptive 
participation in the 
planning and 

NPA is driving a 
process to 
ensure that all 

Inclusive policy 
formulation and 
implementation 

Annually  Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
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stakeholders 
in policy and 
programme 
discussion and 
implementatio
n. 

and programmes 
formulation, 
implementation, 
monitoring and evaluation 
for ownership 
collaborative learning and 
improvement 

implementation 
process by all key 
stakeholders  
 
 

plans at national 
and district levels 
are arrived at 
after largely 
inclusive 
processes 
involving all key 
stakeholders  

Development  
All MDAs CSOs, 
NGOs Private 
Sector Academia, 
Media, cultural and 
religious leaders and 
all citizens  

2.8 Measures to 
promote 
sound public 
finance 
management. 

Government implements 
the Public Finance 
Management Act 2015 
but embark on a path to 
curtail the issuance of 
supplementary budget 
and limit it to only fiscal 
shocks and emergencies 

Extent in use of 
accepted (regional or 
international) 
accounting standards; 
trends in implementing 
recommendations of 
the annual auditor 
General Reports as 
well as those of 
Parliamentary Public 
Accounts Committee 

Government 
implementing the 
Public Finance 
Management Act 
2015 

Improved public 
financial reporting 
mechanism. 
Reliable public 
finance management 
systems. 

Annually Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development; Bank 
of Uganda, National 
Planning Authority, 
Sector MDAs 

2.9 The extent that 
Uganda‘s 
fiscal system 
is 
decentralized.  

Implement fully the 
consolidation of grants to 
LGs to increase equity in 
allocation of resources to 
LGs and curtail the 
fragmentation of grants in 
order to protect the 
adequacy of finding for 
decentralized expenditure 
assignments  

Increase in real 
allocation to LGs 
across key 
decentralized 
functions against 
sector performance/ 
outcome indicators 

Review of fiscal 
decentralization 
took place in 
2012 and paved 
way for the 
implementation of 
fiscal reforms that 
has reduced the 
number of grants 
to LGs from 43 to 
18 including 
revisions to the 
allocation 
formulae under 
the Budget 
Reform Initiative  

Fiscal system 
ensuring adequacy in 
financing of local 
government 
expenditure 
assignments in order 
to enhance 
decentralized service 
delivery. 

3 years Ministry of Local 
Government, Local 
Government 
Finance, 
Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development  
Commission MDAs, 
Local Governments  

2.10 Measures 
that Uganda 

PPDA Act provisions 
should be adhered to in 

 Trends in case of 
corruption in public 

Government is 
supporting IG, 

Reduction in 
corruption especially 

Annually Public 
Procurement and 
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has taken to 
fight corruption 
in public 
procurement. 

their entirety in public 
procurement processes. 

procurement. 
 Numbers of public 

and private actors 
investigated, 
prosecuted and 
convicted of 
corruption. 

DPP, Uganda 
Police, 
Accountant 
General OAG, 
Anti-Corruption 
Court, 
Commercial 
Court and other 
insitutions to fight 
corruption  

in public procurement 
and improved 
transparency in 
public procurement 

Disposal of Assets 
Authority; 
Inspectorate of 
Government, 
Director of Public 
Prosecutions, 
Uganda Police, Anti-
Corruption Court, 
Commercial Court 

2.11 Measures 
taken to fight 
money 
laundering. 

The Financial Intelligence 
Authority should be well 
resourced to improve 
capacity to effectively and 
efficiently  implement its 
mandate including cyber 
crime 

Cases investigated, 
prosecuted, and 
convicted related to 
money laundering.  

Government is 
implementing 
Anti-money 
laundering Act, 
2013. 

Reduced money 
laundering cases and 
those on file 
disposed-off 
expeditiously 

Annually  Financial 
Intelligence 
Authority 

2.12.Regional 
economic 
organizations 
in Uganda and 
their 
advantages 

Uganda should 
implement 
recommendations of the 
report on the review of 
the Customs Union 
implementation including 
passing key support 
policies like on Sanitary 
and Phytosanitary 
Standards to meet 
regional and global 
standards.  
 

Trends in flow of inter-
regional trade; 
facilitation of financial 
transactions between 
Uganda and other 
countries as well as 
value of bilateral  and 
multilateral trade. 

Uganda is in the 
process of 
passing the 
Sanitary and 
Phytosanitary 
Standards Policy.  
This policy 
includes key 
aspects as the 
elevation of 
Uganda Bureau 
of Standards 
(UNBS) in order 
to align with the 
EAC SPS 
guidelines. 

Existing Protocol, 
Bilateral treaties and 
MOUs implemented 
including export of 
goods and services 
in which Uganda has 
a competitive 
advantage. 
 

Annually  Ministry of EAC;  

2.13. Importance 
of informal 
cross-border 
transactions 

Support URA customs 
staff with the necessary 
capacity to monitor the 
informal cross border 

Estimates of volumes 
and value of cross-
border informal trade; 
its composition as a 

Uganda is part of 
the EAC 
Customs Union 
as well as 

Enhanced informal 
cross-border trade 

Annually  Ministry of Trade 
Industry and 
Cooperatives, 
URA, Ministry of 
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to Uganda‘s 
economy. 

transactions. panacea for its 
regulation  

COMESA and is 
implementing key 
commitments 
under Africa 
Union to support 
trade 

EAC and Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, 
Private Sector 

2.14 Assessment 
of the efficacy 
of investment 
policies in 
facilitating 
economic 
growth  

Focus on high on 
production, high levels of 
value addition and 
supportive adequate 
infrastructure for export 
development 

Trends in domestic 
investment and export 
receipts as a 
proportion of GDP by 
source and enterprise 
and trade location; 
Trends in the ranking 
on the Word Bank 
Doing business index. 
 
 

Implementing the 
‗Buy Uganda 
Build Uganda‘ 
Policy and the 
National Export 
Development 
Strategy 2015/16 
– 2019/20 to 
ensure Uganda 
opens up 
markets through 
negotiating 
preferential trade 
arrangements. 

Production of high 
quality and value 
added products 
hence improved 
foreign exchange 
from the country‘s 
exports 
Sustainable export 
development and 
export promotion. 

Annually  Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development 
Ministry of Trade 
Industry and 
Cooperatives, 
URA, Ministry of 
EAC and Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, 
Private Sector 

2.15  Performance 
of the 
Uganda 
Investment 
Supporting 
Institutions. 

Uganda should do more 
to support UIA and other 
key investment support 
insitutions and  build their 
capacity to support both 
local and international 
investors  with investor 
aftercare services. 

Performance of 
investment support 
institutions as 
documented in the 
certificate of 
compliance by the 
National Planning 
Authority 

Government 
supporting 
Uganda 
Investment 
Authority which 
has now 
established a one 
stop center for 
investors 
registration and 
aftercare support 
services 

Increased FDI and 
domestic investments 
fostered by improved 
investment climate. 
 

Annually  Uganda Investment 
Authority  
Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development  
Uganda 
Development Bank, 
Bank of Uganda 
MDAs 

2.16. Significance 
of Uganda‘s 
extractive 
industry 
(Including Oil) 

Institutions should be well 
designed to harness 
these resources optimally 
otherwise with requisite 
technical and energy 

No. of exploration 
permits issues against 
volume of potentiality 
and indicative initial 
value extracted, tested 

Negotiations for 
the construction 
of an oil refinery 
are under way. 
Exploration of 

Implemented 
exploration permits to 
bring into fruition the 
potential for Uganda 
to export processed 

Annually  Ministry of Energy 
and Mineral 
Development 
Uganda Investment 
Authority  
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resources for extraction in 
plan. 

or exported. minerals in the 
rest of Uganda is 
continuing. 

valuable stones and 
minerals  

Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development  

THEME 3 CORPOPRATE GOVERNANCE 
 

Objective 1:  Promoting an Enabling Environment and Effective Regulatory Framework for Business Organizations and other 
entities 

 
3.1    Uganda‘s 

approach to 
corporate 
Governance 

Enforce the Companies 
Act 2012 to regulate 
companies and business 
entities as well as 
corporate organizations 
to adhere to good 
corporate practice 

No. of Companies that 
have fully complied to 
the requirements as a 
proportion of total 
registered companies 
by 2018 

Uganda has 
about 179 public 
sector entities 
and 1.5 million 
registered private 
entities and about 
12,500 NGOs all 
expected to 
adhere to 
corporate code of 
conduct as 
stipulated in the 
law 

Enforcement 
committee 
Improved 
organisation ethics 

5 years Uganda 
Registration 
Services Bureau, 
Uganda Revenue 
Authority, Uganda 
Investment Authority 
MoFPED 
Private Sector 
Entities at all levels  

3.2 Ensuring a 
Regulatory 
Framework is 
in place for 
different 
categories of 
stakeholders  

Enforce the Companies 
Act 2012 to regulate 
companies and business 
entities as well as 
corporate organizations 
to adhere to good 
corporate practice 

No. of Companies that 
have fully complied to 
the requirements as a 
proportion of total 
registered companies 
by 2018 

Improvements 
registered in the 
financial services 
sector in as far as 
adherence to 
corporate 
practice; NGO 
Act (amended 
2015) also in 
place to regulate 
conduct of NGOs 

Companies and 
organization full 
adherence to a 
corporate code of 
conduct as stipulated 
in the Companies Act 
2012 

3 years  Uganda 
Registration 
Services Bureau, 
Uganda Revenue 
Authority, Uganda 
Investment Authority 
MoFPED 
Private Sector 
Entities at all levels  

3.3   Measures 
taken to 
support and 

Register all entities in the 
informal sector, for their 
identification, regulation 

No of entities in the 
informal sector that 
have been registered 

Establishment of 
a MSME policy 
unit in MoFPED 

Gradual formalization 
of the private sector 
which is critical for 

2 years Uganda 
Registration 
Services Bureau, 
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improve 
governance 
in the 
informal 
sector 

and support and supported with 
financial literacy and 
entrepreneurial skills 
development services  

with a purpose to 
improve financial 
literacy and 
entrepreneurial 
skills 
development 

expanding the tax 
base and regulating 
the informal sector 

Uganda Revenue 
Authority, Uganda 
Investment Authority 
MoFPED 
Private Sector 
Entities at all levels 
Informal companies 

3.4  Measures to 
engage the 
local 
population in 
business 
opportunities  

Popularize the Ugandan 
brand by promoting local 
content and supporting 
local business with 
incentives that reduce the 
cost of doing business 

No of events held to 
engage the local 
population per year on 
available business 
opportunities 

Trade fares and 
other public 
campaigns locally 
and 
internationally to 
show-case 
Uganda‘s 
products 

Promoted local 
content to a level that 
propels Uganda‘s 
regional and 
international 
competitiveness 

5 years Ministry of Trade 
Industry and 
Cooperatives 
Uganda Investment 
Authority  
Uganda Export 
Promotion Board  
 

Objective 2: Ensuring effective leadership and accountability of organizations 
 

3.5 Provisions to 
ensure 
effective 
leadership of 
organizations  

Support corporate 
governance training in 
both public and private 
sector to appreciate the 
fundamentals of prudent 
corporate ethics and 
accountability  

No. of public and 
private entities with 
fully constituted 
management boards 

A number of laws 
and regulations 
have been put in 
place including 
the National 
Employment 
Policy 2011 and 
the Accountants 
Act 2013 to 
ensure effective 
leadership of 
organizations  

Credible corporate 
leadership of public 
and private entities 

5 years Uganda 
Registration 
Services Bureau, 
Uganda Revenue 
Authority, Uganda 
Investment Authority 
MoFPED, PPDA 
Private Sector 
Entities at all levels 
Informal companies 
Companies and 
Business entities 
both public and 
private  

3.6 Corporate 
governance 
framework to 
ensure 
accountability  

ICPAU should take on the 
continuous development 
of internal auditors to 
comply with the 
Accountants Act 2013 

No. of corporate 
entities whose staff 
complement includes 
at least one ICPAU 
certified professional 

Guidelines in 
place to regulate 
corporate 
entities, pension 
sector and 

More adherence to 
accountability 
standards  

3 years  Uganda 
Registration 
Services Bureau, 
Uganda Revenue 
Authority, Uganda 
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including fast-tracking of 
accounting guidelines for 
NGOs and Faith Based 
Organizations  

financial 
intermediaries 
but more work 
needed to ensure 
more companies 
list on the USE 

Investment Authority 
MoFPED, PPDA 
Private Sector 
Entities at all levels 
Business entities 
both public and 
private  

3.7 Corporate 
Governance 
Framework in 
ensuring timely, 
transparent and 
accurate 
disclosure of 
information on 
all matters 

Enforce corporate laws 
that compel entities to 
publically disclose 
quarterly and annual 
performance data; and at 
the individual level 
implement the Leadership 
Code for disclosure of 
assets and liabilities  

Proportion of public 
and private entities 
that disclose their 
financial statements 
publically 
 
 No. of individuals 
disclosing assets and 
liabilities under the 
Leadership code 

Government is 
supporting 
corporate entities 
through various 
capacity building 
programs to 
provide routinely 
their books of 
accounts as well 
as non-financial 
information 

Timely, transparent 
and accurate 
disclosure of 
information by public 
and private entities 
regarding corporate 
performance of their 
entities 

3 years Office of the 
Auditor General, 
Inspectorate of 
Government 
Private Sector 
Entities at all levels 
Local Governments 
Business entities 
both public and 
private  

3.8  Adherence to 
local regional 
and 
international 
accounting and 
auditing 
standards and 
practices  

Corporate entities 
progressively adhere to 
international accounting 
and auditing standards 
and practices that 
embrace integrated 
reporting, sustainability 
and financial reporting as 
well as benchmarking 
their reports against 
international Financial 
Reporting Framework 

Trends in the number 
of public and private 
entities that uphold 
international 
accounting standards 

ICPAU has 
since1997 
adopted the 
International 
Accounting 
Standards that 
has now become 
the International 
Financial 
Reporting 
Standards issued 
by the 
International 
Accounts 
Standards Board 

Companies and 
entities compliant to 
regional and 
international 
accounting standards  

3 Years Office of the 
Accountant 
General  
Office of the 
Auditor General, 
Inspectorate of 
Government 
Private Sector 
Entities at all levels 
Local Governments 
Business entities 
both public and 
private 
 

3.8 Ensuring that 
the corporate 
governance 
framework 

Support corporate entities 
(especially those newly 
registered) to adopt a 
disciplined approach to 

Proportion of 
corporate entities with 
timely submission of 
both internal and 

Internal audit 
departments at 
central and local 
government level 

Prudent entities that 
adhere to 
recommendations of 
internal and external 

2 years  Office of the 
Auditor General, 
Inspectorate of 
Government 
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incorporates a 
risk 
management 
and effective 
internal control 
mechanism 

evaluation and 
management of risk 
through the institution of 
good corporate conduct 
and prudence  

external audits 
disclosing their risk 
portfolio  

under obligation 
to ensure internal 
controls are in 
place to reduce 
fiducial risk 

audits  Private Sector 
Entities at all levels 
Local Governments 
Business entities 
both public and 
private 

Objective 3: Ensuring Ethical Conduct within Organizations 
 

3.9 Assessment of 
Ethics within 
Organizations  

All corporate entities 
embed the Ubuntu 
philosophy where  each 
individual contribution is 
valued and ethical codes 
embedded in workplace 
policies 

 Proportion of 
corporate entities 
aware and 
implementing the 
Code of Ethics for 
Private Sector 
2014; 

 Public sector 
entities supported 
to implement core 
values and 
principles that 
embed corporate 
conduct in their 
code and rules of 
conduct as part of 
their workplace 
policies 

Government 
implementing the 
National Ethical 
Values Policy 
(2013); 
streamlining 
public 
procurement 
under PPDA Act 
and ensuring 
ethical conduct 
through the 
Companies Act 
2012 

All entities promoting 
good ethical conduct 
and implementing 
standards that 
promote 
professionalism 
based on core values 
and corporate 
governance 
principles  

3 years  Ministry of Ethics 
and Integrity, 
Equal 
Opportunities 
Commission, 
Uganda Human 
Rights Commission 
Federation of 
Ugandan Employers 
Corporate entities 
both in the public 
and private sector 

Objective 4: Ensuring that Organizations treat Stakeholders Fairly and Equitably 
 

3.10 Mechanisms 
for ensuring 
equitable 
treatment of 
stakeholders  

Government supports 
fully the execution of the 
mandate of the Equal 
Opportunities 
Commission as well as 
the Uganda Human 
Rights Commission to in 
ensuring that all 

Proportion of 
corporate entities 
whose stakeholders 
report on an annual 
basis to have been 
treated equitably by 
their organizations 
including equal 

Uganda in the 
process of 
reviewing the 
Labour Unions 
Act (2006) and is 
implementing  

Stakeholders are 
able to fully exercise 
their rights to work, 
strike and receive 
rewards 
commensurate to 
their effort without 
favoritism and bias  

2 years  Equal 
Opportunities 
Commission 
Uganda Human 
Rights Commission 
Ministry of Gender 
Labour and Social 
Development 
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shareholders in corporate 
entities are treated fairly 
and equitably 

treatment for women 
at the workplace 

Objective 5: Ensure that Organizations Act as Good Corporate Citizens 
 

3.11 Measures in 
place to 
encourage 
organizations 
in the public, 
informal and 
non-for profit 
organizations 
to act as good 
citizens  

Government supports an 
initiative as moral suasion 
for corporate entities to 
give back to the 
community through 
corporate social 
responsibility targeting 
aspects that expand 
services especially for the 
needy and most 
vulnerable  

Public, not-for-profit 
and other corporate 
entities reporting 
engagement in 
corporate social 
responsibility  

A number of 
entities engaged 
in corporate 
social 
responsibility 
notable of which 
is the annual 
MTN Marathon; 
Cancer Run by 
Rotary 
International and 
Centenary Bank, 
among others 

Rights are upheld for 
all workers including 
rights to assemble, 
strike, or demand 
that their rights are 
respected; and 
participate in 
corporate social 
responsibility events 

2 years  Ministry of Ethics 
and Integrity, 
Equal 
Opportunities 
Commission, 
Uganda Human 
Rights Commission 
Federation of 
Ugandan Employers 
Corporate entities 
both in the public 
and private sector 

3.12 
Organizations 
complying with 
environmental 
regulations, 
wildlife 
conservation 
as well as 
other natural 
resources 

Strengthen the capacity 
of NEMA to coordinate 
and enforce corporate 
and industrial compliance 
with environmental laws, 
policies and standards by 
embedding environmental 
aspects in corporate 
conduct 
 

Proportion of 
organizations both in 
the formal and in the 
informal sector 
embedding natural 
resource and 
environmental 
protection within their 
code of conduct  

Uganda under 
the NEMA Act is 
implementing 
regulations that 
issue a 
requirement for  
environmental 
impact 
assessment 
certificates for all 
projects at 
commencement  

All corporate 
organizations include 
environment and 
natural resource 
protection aspects in 
their reporting and 
code of conduct 

3 years  National 
Environment 
Management 
Authority NEMA 
Public and Private 
entities at national 
and subnational 
level 

THEME 4: BROAD BASED SOCIAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
 

Objective 1: Promote and Accelerate Broad Based Social Economic Development 
 

4.1 Policies and  As the country focuses  Proportion of the Designing and Progression in 4 years  National Planning 
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strategies 
formulated to 
promote and 
accelerate 
broad based 
sustainable 
socio-
economic 
development 

on large scale 
infrastructure projects, it 
is prudent that critical 
investments are 
prioritized for social 
sectors essential for the 
accelerating human 
development  

national budget 
earmarked for 
social 
development 
sectors; 

 Trends in social 
sector 
performance 

implementing 
six 5-year 
‗development‘ 
plans linked 
and sequenced 
in a manner 
that will lead to 
realization of 
the Vision 
2030. 

Uganda Human 
Development Index 
and other social 
sector performance 
indices  

Authority  
Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development Local 
Governments and 
non-state actors  
Development 
partners 

4. 2 Assessment 
of the capacity 
to formulate, 
implement and 
monitor broad 
based frame 
work for socio-
economic 
development 

Institute a mechanism 
within the planning 
process that ensures that 
the planning and 
budgeting process is well 
informed by past 
performance, prior 
evaluations and in lieu of 
regional and international 
socio economic 
development trends  

 

 Evidence of 
growth in the 
capacity with 
public and private 
sector institutions 
to formulate plans, 
mobilize resources 
and evaluate 
performance of 
these plans  

Designing and 
implementing 
six 5-year 
‗development‘ 
plans linked 
and sequenced 
in a manner 
that will lead to 
realization of 
the Vision 2030 
under the 
CNDPF 

Established M&E 
systems/mechanisms 
for planning in ways 
that ensure a broad 
framework for broad 
based socio 
economic 
development 

3 Years  National Planning 
Authority  
Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development, Local 
Governments and 
non-state actors  
Development 
partners  

4.3 How the 
national 
development 
plan, programs 
and policies are 
financed 

Improve the political, 
legal and institutional 
environment in order to 
maintain and improve 
ability to finance own 
development plans and 
programs 

 Share domestic 
and external 
resources allocated 
for financing the 
national budget 
financing NDP 
priorities 

 
 Proportion of the 

NDP priorities that 
obtain funding as 
planned per 
financial year 

Macro-economic 
Modelling being 
undertaken by 
NPA, MoFPED 
and the Central 
Bank to ensure 
fiscal planning to 
support plan 
execution at 
national and local 
levels 

Financing framework 
for executing national 
and local government 
plans 

4 years  National Planning 
Authority  
Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development 
Bank of Uganda 
Local Governments 
and non-state actors  
Development 
partners 

4.4 Policies and 
strategies to 

 Implement 
environmental policies 

 Reduction in 
pollution (seen in 

 Ban of 
polythene 

Enforceable 
regulations being 

2 Years  Ministry of Water 
and Environment 
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enhance 
environmental 
management and 
protection for 
sustainable 
development 

accompanied by 
stringent laws and 
penalties to protect the 
environment 

 Enhancing the 
understanding of the 
linkages between 
environment, climate 
change, population and 
urbanization, and the 
need for institutional 
capacity building and 
strengthening in this 
regard 

increased clean 
energy and 
renewable energy 
production) 

 Reduction in 
depletion of 
wetlands and forest 
reserves 

 
 

synthetics and 
other plastics 
in favor of 
biodegradable 
products  

 Afforestation 
under NFA  

implemented to 
protect the 
environment  

National 
Environmental 
Management 
Authority,  
National Forest 
Authority, Ministry of 
Lands Housing and 
Urban Development 
District Local 
Governments 
Private sector and 
non-state actors 

4.5 Measures 
adopted to ensure 
environmental 
sustainability and 
accountability 

 Developed planning 
frame work for urban 
development and 
environmental 
protection  
 

 Reforestation in all 
gazetted forested 
reserves 

 

Programs, policies 
and strategies 
adopted to ensure 
environmental 
sustainability 
 
 
Measures taken to 
ensure compliance 
with international 
standards and 
principles on 
environment 
 
Measures put in place 
for converting climate 
change 

Preserving 
natural forests 
 Reforestation  

Environmental 
preservation  
Sustainable 
environment 

3 Years  National 
Environmental 
Management 
Authority, Ministry 
of Water and 
Environment District 
Local Governments 

Objective 2: Encourage Broad Based Participation in Development 
 

4.6 Mechanisms 
to promote, 
extend and 
encourage 

Implement 
Guidelines for Public 
Participation as well as 
improve flow of 

 Level of 
involvement of 
stakeholders‘ 
participation by the 

 Sector Wide 
Groups and 
Annual 
Sector 

Increased public 
Participation in 
development 
programmes 

3 Years Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development 
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stakeholder‘s 
participation in 
broad based 
sustainable 
socio-
economic 
development 

information to 
citizens through 
Civic Education and the 
Uganda National 
Communication Policy. 

private sectors, 
contribution of 
NGOs and CSOs, 
participation by 
religious and 
cultural 
institutions, 

 Involvement of 
women and youth, 
promotion of 
media and 
contribution the 4

th
 

estate in NDP 
process 

Reviews that 
bring together 
various 
stakeholders 
per sector  

 Presidential 
Round Table 
with Investors  

 Public forums 
like Barazas 
in 
communities  
 

and projects aimed at 
broadening socio 
economic 
development 
 

National Planning 
Authority (NPA) 
Office of the Prime 
Minister Office of the 
Presidency MDAs 
Private Sector Local 
Governments  
Media CSOs and 
NGOs as well as 
Development 
Partners  

4.7: Extent the 
private sector 
and civil sector 
are involved in 
the design, 
formulation and 
implementation 
of development 
policies and 
strategies 

Encourage Private 
Participation in BBSED 
and provide Incentives for 
their participation 

 Level of 
contribution of the 
private sector and 
CSOs in 
influencing 
decision making 

 
 Measures taken 

by stakeholders to 
facilitate the 
appreciation of 
BBSED. 

Work done by 
Uganda 
Investment 
Authority, 
Uganda 
Registration 
Services Bureau; 
Private Sector 
Foundation of 
Uganda, 
Enterprise 
Uganda and 
development 
partners to boost 
private sector 
growth 

Increased private 
sector 
Participation in 
development 
programmes 
and projects aimed at 
broadening socio 
economic 
development 
 

3 Years Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development 
National Planning 
Authority (NPA) 
Private Sector Local 
Governments  
Media CSOs and 
NGOs as well as 
Development 
Partners  

Objective 3: Poverty, Unemployment and Inequality 
 

4.8: Policies and 
strategies the 
government 
has put in 
place to 

 Strengthen 
interventions that 
focus on improving 
livelihoods of 
households so that 

Evidence of 
transformed 
livelihoods as a result 
of interventions 
targeting vulnerability 

Liquidation of 
the Uganda 
Development 
Bank as well as 
the 

Empowered the 
youth, women and 
the vulnerable 
persons whose 
livelihoods are 

4 years Ministry of 
Finance Planning 
and Economic 
Development; All 
MDAs, Local 
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reduce poverty 
and inequality, 
particularly in 
terms of 
access to 
resources and 
basic services 

they build resilience 
to economic shocks  

 Improving 
decentralized 
service delivery 
especially for 
primary health care 
and education to 
reduce out-of-pocket 
costs for all 

reduction  
 
 
Trends in the 
reduction of out-of-
pocket costs for the 
poor as a result of 
enhanced service 
delivery in health and 
education 

Micro Finance 
Support Centre 
(MSC) to extend 
credit to 
SACCOs and 
other groups at 
subsidized 
interest rates 
As part of 
affirmative 
action, there are 
opportunities 
that exist for 
persons for 
special needs to 
access 
employment 

improved and their 
resilience to shocks 
enhanced  

Governments, the 
Private sector  

4.9 Policies and 
strategies to 
combat social 
inequality in 
particular with 
regard to 
PWDs 

Mainstreaming of 
disability in all policies 
and refraining from their 
exclusion during planning 
and budgeting processes 
 

 No. of conditions or 
practices that 
discriminate against 
PWDs revised  

 
 No. of initiatives 

taken  
 Mainstreaming of 

disability in all 
policies and 
refraining from their 
exclusion 

 
 Measures taken to 

closely consult with 
and actively 
involving the PWDs 

 
 Identified 

constraints to the 

The National 
Disability Policy 
2006 and the 
National council 
for Disability 
Act 2003 are in 
place and being 
implemented 
and person with 
disability act 
2006. 
 
There are 
representatives 
of PWDs in 
Parliament. 
There is also 
an umbrella 
organization of 
PWDs 

PWDS 
empowered 
Freedom of rights 
and improved 
livelihoods of PWDs 

4 years Ministry of Gender 
Labour and Social 
Development 
Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development 
Office of the Prime 
Minister 
Local Governments, 
NGOs, CSOs and 
the Private Sector 
Development 
Partners 
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implementation of 
the policies that 
address inequality 
with regard to 
PWDs 

(NUDIPU) as 
well as many 
CSOs that 
advocate to the 
rights of PWDs 

4.10 National 
programs, 
policies and 
strategies put 
in place to 
reduce poverty 
(with focus on 
feminization of 
poverty) 

Ensuring gender based 
budgeting so that service 
delivery addresses 
gender biases across the 
board both at national 
and local levels 

Legal, political and 
institutional measures 
taken to reduce 
poverty 
Assessment of volume 
and criteria for gender 
based allocation of 
financial resources for 
accelerating the 
reduction and 
elimination of poverty 
 
 

Existence of 
programs like 
skilling Uganda, 
NUSAF, PRDP 
which empower 
the various 
groups 

Reduced gender 
based inequality and 
creation of a 
favourable socio-
economic 
environment that 
supports holistic 
poverty reduction and 
inclusive growth 

2 years  Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development, 
Ministry of Gender 
Labour and Social 
Development Local 
Governments  
CSOs and NGOs 
Development 
Partners 

4.10  National 
programs, 
polices and 
strategies set 
up by the 
government to 
reduce child 
mortality, 
improve 
maternal 
health and 
combat 
HIV/AIDS and 
malaria 

 Implement the 
Sharpened Plan 2015-
2020 on the reduction 
of newborn, child and 
maternal mortality  

 Support interventions 
through the Ministry of 
Health to address 
HIV/AIDS and malaria 
by focusing on most at 
risk areas and drug 
adherence for the 
infected 

 Reduction in child 
mortality in line with 
the NDP II targets; 

 Reduction in 
maternal mortality in 
line with NDP II 
targets 

 Reduction in 
HIV/AIDS trends 
towards zero as is 
the target of the 
national Anti-
HIV/AIDS campaign 

 

 Implementation 
of prevention of 
mother-to-child 
transmission 
(PMTCT) 2011 

 Free HIV 
Testing and 
Counselling 
(HTC) 

 The Voluntary 
Medical Male 
Circumfusion 
(VMMC) 

 There is mass 
distribution of 
long lasting 
insecticide 
treatment nest 
(LLIN) and 

Improved service 
delivery for child and 
maternal health 
Reduced morbidity 
as a result of 
HIV/AIDS and 
malaria  

4 years Ministry of Health 
Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development MDAs, 
Local Governments, 
NGOs and CSOs as 
well as Development 
Partners 



 

 
XXIII 

APRM 
OBJECTIVES 

RECOMMENDATION MONITORABALE 
INDICATORS 

ON-GOING 
ACTIVITIES 

EXPECTED 
OUTCOME 

TIME 
FRAME 

IMPLEMENTING 
AGENCIES (LEAD 
FIRST) 

insecticides 
residual spray 
(IRS) 

 Strengthened 
supply of both 
male and 
female 
condoms and 
consistent 
condom 
promotion 

4.11: Policies and 
strategies put 
in place for 
combating 
unemployment 
particularly 
among the 
youth 

Create incentives for 
productive sectors of the 
economy to produce 
working and on-job 
training opportunities as 
part of skilling for 
sustainable employment 
and economic 
empowerment of the 
youth  

No. of jobs per 
enterprise created as 
a result of protracted 
interventions to 
combat unemployment 
among youths, women 
and vulnerable groups  
 

Implementation 
and 
strengthening of 
the youth 
livelihood 
program 
targeting 
unemployed 
youth 
 

Reduced 
unemployment rate 
and 
Improved welfare of 
the youths, women 
and vulnerable 
groups 

3 years Ministry of Gender 
Labour and Social 
Development 
Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development, Local 
Governments NGOs 
and CSOs  
Private Sector and 
Office of the Prime 
Minister 

Objective 4: Progress towards gender equality in particular equal access to Education by Girls 
 

4.12 Measures 
taken to 
promote gender 
equality  

Integrate the gender 
equality approach into the 
local and national 
processes and in all 
sectors of the economy 
especially in budgeting 

Evidence at national 
level and district level 
of deliberate 
budgeting measures 
to promote gender 
equality  
 

Review of the 
National Gender 
Policy as well as 
the Manual for 
Gender based 
budgeting at all 
sector levels 
Advocacy work 
by various NGOs 
and CSOs to 
empower women 
and girls 

Equal service 
delivery 
and fairness in the 
distribution of 
resources, benefits 
and responsibilities 
between women and 
men, boys and girls 
in spheres  of life 

3 years Ministry of Gender 
Labour and Social 
Development; 
Ministry of Finance 
Planning and 
Economic 
Development Local 
Governments and 
Non-state actors 



 

 
XXIV 

APRM 
OBJECTIVES 

RECOMMENDATION MONITORABALE 
INDICATORS 

ON-GOING 
ACTIVITIES 

EXPECTED 
OUTCOME 

TIME 
FRAME 

IMPLEMENTING 
AGENCIES (LEAD 
FIRST) 

4.13 National 
programs, 
policies and 
strategies to 
eliminate 
gender 
disparities in 
education 

Government should 
provide a guiding 
framework for  the 
implementation and 
monitoring of a gender 
sensitivity and responsive 
education system in 
Uganda   

 Gender-based 
reporting on 
education level 
completion and 
performance by sex 

 Trends in girl 
education from 
Primary up to tertiary 
levels  

 Trends in transition 
from education to 
employment by form 
of employment and 
sex 

Revised National 
Strategy for Girls‘ 
Education 
(NSGE), 2010 
The revised 
education sector 
strategic plan- 
ESIP (2007-
2015) 
 

Narrowed gender 
gap between girls 
and boys in 
education  
Improved retention 
and participation 
rates for girls in 
school 

4 Years Ministry of 
Education and 
Sports 
Ministry of Gender 
Labour and Social 
Development 
Local Governments 
Private Sector 
NGOs and CSOs 
and Development 
Partners  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

A 

A 

LIST OF PERSONALITIES AND REPRESENTATIVES OF VARIOUS 

STAKEHOLDERS 

 
 

A- NATIONAL CONSULTATIVE MEETING HELD AT IMPERIAL ROYALE HOTEL SEPT 7
TH

 
2016 
 

NO FULL NAMES/ TITLES ORGANISATION 

1 KYEYUNE NYOMBI MOD 

2 DRAKE RUKUNDO LEAD CONSULTANT CSAR  AFRICA DEVELOPMENT 
ASSOCIATES 

3 HIILARRY B MAGUNDA CONSULTANT BUGEMA UNIVERSITY 

4 DR. ROBERT OKELLO NGC 

5 MASERIFE ANDREW MPIA 

6 RICHARD KALULE PPDA 

7 SSEBUDDE BAKER UGANDA REVENUE AUTHORITY 

8 DR. S.E SIMBA APRM NGC 

9 CATHERINE MUGISHA ERIC AWICH 

10 KIMBOWA EMMANUEL MAAIF 

11 WANIDA FRED JWIWERY 

12 ETOMA CHARLSE MGLSD 

13 PROTAZIO SANDE AG. DIRECTOR RESEARCH AND MD IRA 

14 AMOS LUGOLOOBI PARLIAMENT NGC 

15 JOB KIIJA COORDINATOR NGO FORUM 

16 MUHWEZI KENNETH NTIC 

17 JOHN K.W. WABIA NIRA 

18 KAIMA GODFREY JSC 

19 DOROTHY APIMO PRISONS 

20 FLORENCE TUTAMBA MOFPED 

21 MAYANJA MUNTU MO FPED 

22 GRACE FRYERANGO MOFPED 

23 SSP OKELLO RICHARD UGANDA POLICE 

24 MANGA .I.LYANDDA MTWA 

25 CALYST .B. NDYOMUGABI MOFPED 

26 IMMACULATE NAAMALA STATE HOUSE 

27 TWINOMUGISHA COLLINS MTIC 

28 HELLEN GRACE AKWII-
WAGUSA 

NGC 

29 GODFREY BAKUNDA SED CONSULTANT 

30 FRANCIS LUSWATA MOJCA 

31 MONICA KALEMBA HSC 

32 JOHN MACUMBI DPP 

33 MUWONGE JAMIR MIA 

34 ADIE JENNIFFER MIA 

35 JAMES MUGISHA MOH 

36 ARINAITWE HERBERT MOH 

37 DANIEL OMARA URA 

38 OKAKA GEOFFREY URA 

39 MARION AKUNDA URA 

40 INNOCENT CH CICI 

41 SSALI GUDAY MOTWA 

42 NANYONGA JOSEPHINE LDC 



 

 

B 

B 

43 MUKASA GLANDOI MOES 

 
B- WESTERN REGION CONSULTATIVE WORKSHOP HELD AT IGONGO CULTURAL CENTER 

ON 27
TH

 SEPTEMBER 2016 
 

No NAME TITTLE 

1 BARYAMUNSI GODFREY MBARARA DISTRICT LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

2 JOSHUA KTEKARE IRCU 

3 AMOS  LUGOLOOBI NGC MEMBER  

4 NGAMBE NABOTH DIREECTER PLANNER,SHEEMADISTRICT 

5 SINGOMA JOSEPH STATISTIAN KASESE DISTRICT 

6 KAMUGISHA VINCENT RDC MBARARA 

7 DRAKE RUKUNDO LEAD CONSALTANTE 

8 YAWIYA RASHIDA POPULLATION OFFICER, MASINDI DISTRICT 

9 TWESIGYE BENON PROGRAM CO-ORDINATOR (AICOD) 

10 REV. EMMANUEL BIGURI 

MFITUMUKIZA 

COORDINATOE KISORO DISTRICT 

11 MURANGIRA BOSS JONES DIRECTOR, ICT KABALE UNIVERSITY 

12 KIIZA GODFREY CO-ORDINATOR BANYABINDI CULTURAL TRUST 

13 MUGERWA JOSEPH K KIKUMBI YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 

14 BAKESIIMA PATRICK DISTRICT PLANNER KAMWENYE 

15 TUMWIKIRIZE ANNETTE KAMWENGE FARMERS ORG 

16 NNALUGWA FAUSTA DISTRICT PLANNER, KALUNGU 

17 MIREMBE JOSEPH POPULLATION OFFICER, MASAKA 

18 RUBARANTWARE MARY CO-ORDINATOR, HOIMA 

19 KWIRE SSEGAWA DISTRICT PLANNER, BUKOMANSIBI 

20 MUGISHA ALEX PAUL COORDINATOR, KADINDO NETWORK 

21 MWESIGE MOSES HEAD PROGS, KYENJOJO NGOs AND CBOs FORUM 

22 EDWARD ITOOTE COORDINATOR,KABAROLE NGOs/CBOS 

23 MUHUMUSA SILIWANO POPULLATION OFFICER,BUNDIBUGYO 

24 BAGUNDUSE BURUHAN M KADH, MASAKA 

25 TUMWESIGYE HENRY HEAD PROGS, KICK CORRUPTION OUT OF UGANDA 

26 BESIGA STEPHEN DISTRICT PLANNER, ISIGIRO 

27 TIMBISUMIRWA SYLVESTER DISTRICT PLANNER, KIRUHURA 

28 C. MUGISHA ASSOCIATE CONSULTANTE 

29 FAUSTIN TWESIGYE STATISTIAN, HOIMA DISTRICT 

30 BAINENAMA FRANCIS DISTRICT PLANNER, KISORO 

31 AYEBARE JOAN DISTRICT PANNER, IBANDA 



 

 

C 

C 

No NAME TITTLE 

32 MUSINGUSI DANIEL D/PLANNER KYEGEGWA 

33 KANIMI KAGANDA D/PLANNER, NTOROKO 

34 DR. SAM MUGUME KOOJO D/PLANNER, KABAROOLE 

35 TUSABOMU GEORGE WILLY D/PLANNER, KIBAALE 

36 GUMWIINE EDSON MATSIKO D/PLANNER, MITOOMA 

37 KAMIITI JOSEPHINE PRIVATE SECTOR, NTUGAMO 

38 ATWEBEMBERE AMBROSE SECRETARY FOR MARKETING, MITOOMA 

39 AMWESIGA DIDAS PLANNER, NTUGAMO 

40 CLARE KABAKYEGA CEO, MACE 

41 ATUHAIRE INNOCENT D/PLANNER, KANUNGU 

42 NIWAGABA EVARIT D/PLANNER, RUBANDA 

43 NAKABUGO AIDAH KASULE ADMIN SEC, NPA 

44 LWANGA. M NPA 

45 WILLIAM. E NPA 

46 TWEBAZE ALEX D/PLANNER, KABALE 

47 NUWAHA REBECCA KIRUHURA DISTRICT 

48 NATUKUNDA MARY VICE CHAIR PERSON, KAGADI 

50 ARINANI OBADIAH KAMARA COORDINATOR KANUNGU NGOS/CBOS 

51 KWIZERA GODIE D/PLANNER, RUKUNGIRI 

52 RICHARD BUSIGYE D/PLANNER, KYENJOJO 

53 AKANDURIRA BAKER ED, INVISIBLE TARENTS 

54 ATWINE ALBERT D/PLANNER, RUBIRIZI 

55 TUSIMIREYO JOHNSON D/PLANNER MBARARA 

56 NAMANYA SAMUEL REAL ADENDA FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

57 YIGA MARTIN PAUL D/PLANNER LYANTONDE 

58 NAKANJAKO PATRA ARO, NPA 

59 SSALI, ANDREW ARO, NPA 

60 KAGUMIRE WILSON D/PLANNER, LWENGO 

61 DENIS THOMAS LUKAAYA PROG, MUST 

62 NABAASA BRIAN COORDINATOR, BDFF 

63 APPOLO LEE KAKONGE PROG. OFFICER, WESTERN ANKORE CIVIL SOCIETY 

FORUM 

64 MWEBAZA CHARLES D/PLANNER BUSHENYI 

65 MUGISHA JAMES D/PLANNER, BUWEJU 

66 PAUL MULINDWA PROG. COORDINATOR, KIBAALE CIVIL SOCIETY 



 

 

D 

D 

No NAME TITTLE 

NETWORK 

67 KABAGAMBE S. ARO, NPA 

68 ANNITA MATSIKO JOURNALIST, RADIO WEST 

69 KANSIIME BRIDGET JOURNALIST, NEW VISION 

70 MICHEAL TUMWAKIRE  JOURNALIST, TV WEST 

  
 

C- CENTRAL UGANDA CONSULTATIVE WORKSHOP HELD AT RIDAH HOTEL SEETA ON 
SEPTEMBER 26 2016 
 

No.  NAME  TITLE 

1.  KIIZA JOSHUA  PROJECT OFFICER - COMMUNITY VISION 

2.  NANTABA BRENDA  DISTRICT PLANNER - KAYUNGA DISTRICT LG 

3.  ISABIRYE MATHIAS TOWN CLERK FOR CAO- KIBOGA DISTRICT 

4.  
KISERE JULIUS  

MANAGER- KAKIRA OUTGROWERS RURAL 
DEVELOPMENT FUND 

5.  
FREDRICK BOMBO 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR- KAKAMBA COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATION 

6.  NANYANZI ANNET FINANCE MANAGER- DIOCESE OF JINJA 

7.  MUBIRU NATHAN DISTRICT PLANNER - JINJA DISTRICT  

8.  REV. JAMES ROCKY 
SENDEGEYA DIOCESAN SECRETARY- MITYANA DIOCESE 

9.  
RWIHURA ROBERTS 

C.E.O - ACTION FOR HEALTH AND REPRODUCTIVE 
LABOUR FORCE NAKASONGOLA  

10.  TONNY SSERUWUJJO DISTRICT PLANNER- BUVUMA DLG 

11.  MUKASA JOSEPH CHAIRMAN MRNGOF- MRGNGOF FORUM 

12.  MUSAAZI JUDE  DISTRICT INFORMATION OFFICER - KALANGALA 

13.  MAALO EDWARD SSEMUGENYI E.D KALANGALA DISTRICT NGO FORUM 

14.  SSERUYANGE RAMADHAN DISTRICT PLANNER- SEMBABULE DISTRICT  

15.  

GODFREY G. MUKALAZI 

DEPUTY HEAD OF JUSTICE, PEACE AND 
RECONCILIATION- UGANDA JOINT CHRISTIAN 
COUNCIL 

16.  MARTIN OPOLOT CONSULTANT-  

17.  NAKALYANGO SHARIFA ADVOCACY OFFICER- NGO FORUM KIBOGA 

18.  
NAKIWALA JANE STELLA 

PROGRAMME CO-ORDINATOR- MUKONO DISTRICT 
NGO FORUM 

19.  NJOOLA CHARLES DISTRICT PLANNER- MUKONO 

20.  GALABUZI PAUL DISTRICT PLANNER- NAKASEKE DISTRICT 

21.  NAMAYEGA ROSE DISTRICT PLANNER- NAKASONGOLA 

22.  LUZZE CHARLES PLANNER- LUWERO DLG 

23.  AWOR ALBINA  FOR CAO- MPIGI DLG 

24.  AYEBARE PRUDENCE PRO- UGANDA NATIONAL FARMERS FEDERATION 

25.  NANZIRI ENID PROJECT MANAGER- BUVUMA DEVELOPMENT 



 

 

E 

E 

No.  NAME  TITLE 

INITIATIVE 

26.  WILLIAM EPIAKA MONITORING AND EVALUTION OFFICER- NPA 

27.  SSEGGUJJA JOHN MARY IT TECHNICIAN- NPA 

28.  KADDU FRANCIS  PLANNER- BUIKWE DLG 

29.  SARAH WALUSIMBI NAC MEMBER- PSFU 

30.  AMOS WALUSIMBI MGS NGO MEMBER 

31.  
DRAKE RUKUNDO 

LEAD COMSULTANT- AFRICA PEER REVIEW 
MECHANISM 

32.  SSALI ANDREW RESEARCH OFFICER- NPA 

33.  HILARY B. MAZZWER CONSULTANT-  

34.  
DOUGLAS OPIO 

HEAD POLICY AND RESEARCH- FEDERATION OF 
UGANDA EMPLOYERS KAMPALA 

35.  KWESIGA STEVEN PROGRAMME CO-ORDINATOR- UMA 

36.  SSEBAGALA WILLIAM DISTRICT PLANNER- KYANKWANZI DLG 

37.  KYAGERA R. ALBERT DISTRICT PLANNER- MITYANA DLG 

38.  JOHN SSEGUJJA CEO- CODI LUWERO 

39.  KIZITO MARTIN LUTHER DISTRICT PLANNER- GOMBA DGL 

40.  NASSIWA MARGRET CHAIRPERSON KYANKWANZI DISTRICT WOMEN 

41.  NAKANJAKO TATU ARO- NPA 

42.  KASOZI SAMSON DIRECTOR WECADI- WAKISO 

43.  KATO PATRICK P. DISTRICT PLANNER- BUTAMBALA DLG 

44.  NAKABUGO AIDAH KASULE ADMINISTRATION SECRETARY- NPA 

45.  BUSULWA LULE FRANK ADMINISTRATION- KCGCU MUBENDE 

46.  MATOVU DAVID RDC-MUKONO DISTRICT 

47.  FRED KATO PROGRAMME OFFICER- KALANGALA PRIVATE 
SECTOR 

48.  
NANNYONGA 

POLICY ANALYST/ PLANNING OFFICER- LAW 
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 

49.  
DR. BUSINGYE KABUMBA 

LECTURER OF LAW- MAKERERE UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF LAW 

50.  C. MUGISHA ASSOCIATE CONSULTANT 

51.  SSENYONGA ANDREW  CHAIR PERSON L.CV- MUKONO DISTRICT 

52.  DR. S.K SIMBA  BENCOR LECTURER- APRM NGC 

53.  NAKAYOTE JUDITH DISTRICT PLANNER- RAKAI DLG 

54.  GEORGE MUTAGUBYA  PRO- NPA 

55.  MUJUWA STEPHEN VICE CHAIRPERSON- MUKONO 

 
 



 

 

F 

F 

 
D- REGIONAL CONSULTATIVE WORKSHOP NORTHERN REGION HELD IN GULU AT THE 

BOMAH ON 22 NOVEMBER 2016 
 

  FULL NAME TITLE ORGANISATION 

1 BAKO CHRISTINE NGC MEMBER NPA/NGC 

2 DR. ROBERT OKELLO CHAIR NGC NPA/NGC 

3 SILVIA ANGEY UFOYURU EX OFFICIO APRM NPA/NGC 

4 OBWOYA SN AM3 NPA 

5 GEORGE MUTAGUBYA PRO NPA 

6 HELLEN GRACE AKWII-WANGWO NGC MEMBER NGO FORUM 

7 AMOS LUGOLOOBI  NGC MEMBER  PARLIAMENT 

8 DRAKE RUKUNDO LEAD CONSULTANT 
APRM CSAR 

AFRICA 
DEVELOPMENT 
ASSOCIATES 

9 MICHEAL LWANGA PO NPA NPA 

10 MUGISHA XCATHERINE ASS. CONSULTANT MUK 

11 HILARY B MAGUNDA THEMATIC 
CONSULTANT 

BUGEMA UNIVERSITY 

12 ROSSETTE KULUMBA SPG NPA 

13 NAKABUGO KASULE AIDAH AS NPA 

14 EJANG JUDITH GT NPA 

15 OCAYA ALBERT  HEAD TEACHER P/S PRIVATE SECTOR 

16 TUMUSIME TADOE D/PLANNER FOR CAO BULLISA 

17 FENI TWAIB  ADVOCACY AND 
RESEARCH OFFICER 

ADINGON ARUA 

18 OWOR ARTHUR PROGRAMMES 
DIRECTOR 

MEDIA ASSOCIATION 
OF NORTHERN 
UGANDA 

19 OKELLO PHILLIPS DICKSON  D/PLANNER FOR CAO OYAM DLG 

20 ALIA SERAPHINE CAO APAC 

21 ALEX OREMO A LOT C/MAN LC 5 LIRA 

22 MWAYITA BRUNO CAO NAPAK 

23 ALANYO IMMACULATE COORDINATION  GULU DISTRICT NGO 
FORUM 

24 ANYANGO JOHN AMBAYO DISTRICT VICE 
C/PERSON 

ADJUMANI 

25 DRICHI EDWARD GIFT PROG. MANAGER ADJUMANI DISTRICT 
NGO FORUM 

26 GEORGE ODONG OTTO COORDINOTR  PADER NGO FORUM 

27 KOKWIYA FRANCIS PROGRAM COORD ACHOLI RELIGIOUS 
LEADERS PEACE  

28 LAKER SUSAN GLADY PROGRAMME 
COORDINATOR  

KITGUM NGO FORUM 

29 PATRICK LOUM PROGRAMME 
COORDINATOR  

GULU  

30 OPWOYA TOM COORDINATOR 
TAACC 

APAC 

31 OKUMU FRANCIS  SECRETARY FOR AGAGO DLG 



 

 

G 

G 

  FULL NAME TITLE ORGANISATION 

YOUTH 

32 VICTOR OCHEN  AYINET DIRECTOR LIRA 

33 MR CHARCLES OTAI CAO  KAABONG 

34 BYARUHANGA GERALD FOR CAO AMUDAT 

35 ALASO CHRISTINE  SECRETARY FOR 
WOMEN 

OTUUKE 

36 ORUMU RICHARD  DISTRICK SPEAKER  MARACH 

37 VUZIGA WILLIAM MUNDU COORDINATOR NGO 
FORUM  

MOYO 

38 EMIRUNGA JESSICA FOR CAO OYAM 

39 ANIKU.H. ZUBERI ACDO YUMBE 

40 DR.ANTHONY MUGENYI DPMO ADJUMANI 

41 BP GARUMBA JONHSON  BISHOP  CHURCH OF 
UGANDADNU 

42 HEIKH MUSA KHALIK KAHDI UMSC ACHOLI 

43 ANSELM KYALIGONZA  CAO  GULU 

44 KOMAKECH LYOMOWO  MP GULU 
MUNICIPALITY 

PARLIAMENT 

45 CAPT SANTO OKOT LAPOLO RDC  GULU 

46 LIMIO ROSELINE  COORDINATOR NGO 
FORUM  

ADJUMANI 

47 TODOKO STEPHEN ANTI CORRUPTION  KOBOKO 

48 ORACHA JOLLY JOE  MANAGER  PRIVATE SECTOR 

49 ANYAMA CHARLES PROGRAM OFFICER 
NGO FORUM 

MOYO 

50 JACK BYARUHANGA DCAO MOYO 

51 APIO CLAUDIA AG EXECUTEIVE 
DIRECTOR NGO 
FORUM   

LIRA 

52 KIMULI GLORIA ACAO KOBOKO- 

53 ASS PROF. ANGUMA SIMON DVC MUNI UNIVERSITY 

54 ISAAC NKUBA C/PERSON BULIISA DISTRICK 
NGO FORUM 

55 KILAMA JOACHIM MANAGING DIRECTOR  LEGEND INVESTMENT 
LTD 

56 OJOK DENIS  PROGRAMME 
COORDINATOR  

GULU DFA 

57 OMITO ROBERT STEEN  DISTRICK SPEAKER  NEBI 

58 LAGUA JAWE  COORDINATOR  MOYO DISTRICK 
FARMERS 
ORGANISATION 

59 ONZUM ISMAI CAO ZOMBO DISTRICK 

60 NAM EDDY EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR  

NEBI NGO FORUM 

61 OKELLO DENISH JONHSON SEC. COMMINITY 
BASED SERVICES 
AND DISTRICK C/P 

ALEBTONG DLG 

62 MONDAY STEPHEN  CAO KOLE 



 

 

H 

H 

  FULL NAME TITLE ORGANISATION 

63 OKELLO FREDDY STEPHEN  PROJECT 
COORDINATOR 

AYINET PADER 

64 PROF. GEORGE OPENJORO VICE CHANCELLOR  GULU UNIVERSITY 

65 SSALI ANDREW RO NPA 

66 NAKANJAKOTATTU RO NPA 

67 WILLIAM EPIAKA M&EO NPA 

68 DANIEL OKELLO  ME PROGRAMME 
COORDINATOR NGO 
FORUM 

LIRA 

69 MARTIN KIPLAGANT  CAO AMURU 

70 PROF. JOHN CHRISTOPHER OLOA VIC ECHANCELLOR  GULU UNIVERSITY 

71 MOSES OGAMDHOGWA NGO FORUM 
COORDINATOR 

NEBBI 

72 ISAAC NKUBA C/PERSON BULLISA 

73 ESAU EMMANUEL  FOR DICTRICK 
SPEAKER 

ABIM 

74 REV OBWOLA CHARLES YOUTH 
EMPOWERMENT 
NETWORK 

LAMWO 

 
 

E- REGIONAL CONSULTATIVE WORKSHOP EASTERN REGION HELD IN MBALE AT THE 
MBALE CROWN SUITES HOTEL ON 22 NOVEMBER 2016 

 

NO NAMES TILTLE ORGANISATION 

1 MUDUKA SARAH MEMBER NNEBKA 

2 
MWIMA GODFREY ADMINISTRATOR NGO FORUM NGO FORUM 

NAMUTIMBA 

3 NENGONE DALIA WADADA DISTRICT SPEAKER BULABULI LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

4 BIRETE MARY ACAO FOR CAO IGANGA 

5 

KISAALE MARTIN VICE CHAIRPERSON 
SECRETARY CHILDREN 
AFFAIRS 

BUDAKA DLG 

6 OLUKA F.A.O CAO KABERAMAIDO KABERAMAIDO 

7 DR. ROBERT OKELLO NGC APRM 

8 MANAFA ABUL AZIZI TREASURE ENEUBA 

9 OPUS HERBERT PROGRAMME MANAGER CAO TEDDO 

10 
MUGALYA AGGREY COORDINATOR BUGISU CIVIL SOCIETY 

FORUM 

11 LYADA DENNIS SPEAKER KAMULI KDLG 

12 LWOGO CHARLES SPEAKER BUYENDE BDLG 

13 LOTEE JOHN BAPTISTA SPEAKER MDLG 

14 PR. AFWONO FREDRICK PRESIDENT SDA CHURCH 

15 HILLARY MAWANDA CONSULTANT BUSITEMA UNIVERSITY 

16 
HELLEN GRACE AKWII 
WANGUSA 

NGC PSFU 

17 DDAMBA HENRY CAO KAPCHORWA 



 

 

I 

I 

NO NAMES TILTLE ORGANISATION 

18 
REV. THOMAS WANADA DEAN NSINZU NAMUTUUMBA DEAN EASTERN 

ORTHODOX CHURCH 

19 WAWEYO ABDUNASS CAO BUTALESA 

20 
NGOBI FREDIE AGGREY CAO KIBUKU DISTRICT LOCAL 

GOVERNMENT 

21 KAWOOYA DAVID CAO PALLISA 

22 MUKAMA SAAD DISTRICT KADTH D.K MUWANIKA IGANGA 

23 

ISAC GABENGERE PROGRAMM OFFICER PALLISA CIVIL SOCIETY 
ORGANISATION 
NETWORK 

24 SARAH WASAKE M.C.C NZUYA MABAABA 

25 TWYAHIKAYO NOBUT DCAO BUYENDE 

26 MAYATSA JORAML LC VC/M MBALE 

27 SARAH NAKARUNGI CAO NAMAYONGO DLG 

28 WILLIAM APIAKA M&E O NPA 

29 SSALI ANDREW R O NPA 

30 NAKANJAKO TATFU R O NPA 

31 AIDAH N KASULE  A S NPA 

32 GEORGE MUTAGIBYA LPRO NPA 

33 JOSHUA KITUKADE NG  IRCU 

34 OKOT GODFREY AM NPA NPA KLA 

35 WALAKIRA PAUL CAO MBALE 

36 MBOOGE CAO SERERE 

37 ESANY JUDITH GT NPA 

38 LERY ANDREW CAO AMURIA 

39 GEOFREY BAKUNDA   NPA/CONSULTANT 

40 SHK, ABDALLAH SABILA DISTRICT KADHE SEBEI UMSC 

41 JOHNSAM TWESIGYE RESEARCH ASSISTANT NDC CONSULTANT 

42 MUGISHA CATHERINE ASSOC.CONSULTANT MUK 

43 SILVIA ANGEY UFOYURU APRM NGC EX-OFFICIO NPA 

44 OWEA JOHN SPEAKER TDLG TORORO 

45 ALIA JIMMY SEC HEALTH NGO 

46 GIDONGO PETER W PAS/ FOR CAO DLG SIRONKO 

47 SHILAKU JAMES RDC MABALE 

48 DR. S.K SIMBA APRM NGC EX-OFFICIO NPA 

49 CAROLINE AKELLO   KOTIDO 

50 BENSON EKWERE ED PAC SOROTI 

51 STEVEN MUBETERA NGO FORUM NAMUTUMBA 

52 SILAS ELLY TOSINET TORORO 

53 KIPROTICH GEORGE KAPCHORWA CIVIL KAPCHORWA 

54 
KASIMBIRA AMOS CENTRE FOR RURAL 

DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES 
BUTALIJA 

55 OKOPE ALEX ACDO AMURIA 



 

 

J 

J 

NO NAMES TILTLE ORGANISATION 

56 NSOGA ROSETTE OCABI BUSIA 

57 ANYIRO BETTY KADDAN KATAKUU 

58 
ROSELINDA AYUU ADMIN KABERAMAIDO NGO 

FORUM 

59 YAQUB NDALE CAO ENEUBA 

60 GIDUDU WILBERFORCE ADMIN ENEUBA 

61 MWAMBU SILVER ADMIN ENEUBA 

62 MAZERERERI FELIX ADMIN ENEUBA 

63 AYUB KAVUNYE ADMIN MBALE 

64 SHAFI WAGAMALA ADMIN MBALE 

65 
DR.AHMED KAWESA 
SENGEDE 

  MBALE 

66 
ASAGAA PROF.DAVID 
KIBIKYO 

VC MBALE 

67 
PROF. MARY JOSSY 
OKWAKOL 

VC MBALE 

68 SARAH WALUSIMBI NGC MEMBER PSFU 
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